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Whitworth receives DOE campus conservation grant
by Toby Willis
Special to The Whitwonhion
Whitworth College has
received a $165,000 grant from
the U.S. Department of
Energy. The matching fund
has been granted by the DOE
for energy saving im-
provements in the campus
steam distribution system.
The project which will cost
an estimated $330,000 involves
excavating 6,590 feet of
steamline throughout the cam-
pus, applying insulation to the
pipe and reburying it. Portions
by Amanda Payc
of The Whitworthian
Two new ASWC clubs were
chartered during the spring
term of 1985. They were the
Yuwita Nanjin Native
American Club and the Cycl-
ing Club.
Yuwita Nanjin is a Sioux
phrase meaning, "Let's stand
together," which reflects the
main goal of the Native
American Club. Sue Stan,
club president, said, "Our
is that all races should join
together and stand as one."
The club's purpose is to ad-
dress some of the cultural and
political issues that affect the
Native American students of
Whitworth College and to pro-
mote mutual understanding
and friendship among all
students.
of the system were installed as
early as the 1930s. The result
will be considerable savings on
the heating bill, according to
Don Holden, director of the
Physical Plant.
"We expect to save about
$55,000 annually on our
heating bills after the work is
complete," Holden said in a
Whitworth College news
release.
The college expects to raise
matching funds through tax-
free bonds, issued through the
Washington Higher Education
Facilities Authority.
The club's first activity of
the year is to sponsor a Native
American Week that will take
place from September 23 to
27. During that week the club
will promote the following
events: from Monday, Sept.
23 to Friday, Sept. 27, a
display from the Museum of
Native American Culture will
be in the library; on Tuesday,
Sept. 24, the movie "Running
Brave" will be presented at the
home of Julie Anderton; on
Thursday, Sept. 26, a panel
discussion entitled "Whatever
Happened to First Blood?"
will be presented from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. in the Lindaman
Seminar Center (this will be a
Forum credit); and Friday,
Sept. 27, will be Native
American Day. This will in-
clude a mini-fair, an artwork
display, artifacts, ethnic food
sampling, and a jewelry
According to Mike Coins,
vice president for business af-
fairs, a Supreme Court deci-
sion, made early last year,
allows private institutions, like
Whitworth, to issue tax-free
bonds.
"We've been anticipating
this decision," said Coins.
However, under President
Reagan's new tax proposal
such tax-free bonds will no
longer be available. "We're
racing toward December 31,
try to get the permission to
sell the bonds and find an
underwriter and purchasers.'
We need to have everything
"I like what Whitworth
stands for ... it's educational
emphasis and Christian
background," Guder said.
"Whitworth is a vigorous,
dynamic institution."
Guder said that he spent a
few weeks at Whitworth in Ju-
ly to work into the job and has
now been on campus for six or
seven weeks. "Dick (Ferrin)
left everything in positive
shape," he said. "The transi-
tion has been very smooth."
Cuder's major concern is to
continue to develop a strong
and exciting faculty and to
formed
among minorities, we're
ranked as the minority of the
minorities."
The Native American club is
open to all interested students.
It is not exclusively for Native
American students.
The second new club
chartered during the spring is
the Cycling Club. The purpose
of the club is to share ex-
periences and knowledge of
the sport of cycling, to pro-
continued on page 3
from the bonds. "Number one
on the list is renovation of all
dorms," said Coins, "with
upgrading of teaching
facilities and classrooms
next." Improvements in cam-
pus parking, lighting and
general landscaping are also
on the list.
The money must be spent
within three years. Coins said
that construction would pro-
bably begin next summer, with
renovation of two dorms per
year.
"We're moving ahead like it
is going to happen, but we
know it's not a guaranteed
thing," said Coins
VP
provide ledership for them.
"I want to keep them excited
about teaching here ... Ex-
cellent teaching is a commit-
ment of the college. 1 applaud
that."
Guder is also co-teaching
Core 150. "The class has a
marvelous reputation," he
said. "1 am experiencing the
school from the Side-out, so
:to'spflt't Htiäidth1t-ht
would like to continue
teaching, but that is unsure as
of now. Ouder is a theologian
and he would like to continue
working in that field. For this
reason, he regularly meets with
the religion department staff.
Guder spent eight years fo
his career in West Germany.
After receiving his doctorate
at the University of Hamburg,
he became Pastor to Upper
school students at the
Church of Schleswig in Hols-
tein, West Germany. He then
returned to the United States
and became the Minister of
Christian Education at the
First Presbyterian Church of
Hollywood in Hollywood,
Calif. After four years in
Hollywood, he went back to
Germany to become the Pro-
fessor of Theology and Educa-
tion at the Karlshohe Diaconic
College in Ludwigsburg, West
Germany. "1 am an interna-
tionalist," Cuder said. "1 am
interested in the school's inter-
national focus ... I'm very
p much in favor of the cross-
cultural thrust," he said.
Guder said that he hoped to
get to SAGA to eat as much as
possible. "I hope students
won't be hesitant about com-
ing up and talking to me."
done before the December 31
deadline, if Reagan's pro-
posals go through. If not, it
will be nice to have all the
paper work done."
Coins said that even if
Reagan's proposals are not ap-
proved, Whitworth could be
turned down at any step dur-
ing the process. "These bonds
are issued by the state. The
different boards and commit-
tees that we submit our pro-
posal to must be convinced
that Whitworth is a good
credit risk."
But, for the moment, the
college is making plans for the
$7 million which will come
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Fenin resigns;
.Gtider appointed
- by Amanda Paye
of The Whltworthlan
said. "The college is very at-
tractive to people —! feel very
privileged to be here," he add-
ed.
a nope students won t
feel hesitant about
coming up and talking
tome."
During the summer, Dr.
Darrell Guder was appointed
Vice President of Academic
Affairs, replacing Dr. Richard
Ferrin, who left Whitworth to
begin his own consulting firm.
Pudns.vwap4tiQIkIy
il Mliüstiy Resources Director atYoung Life and Director of
the Institute of Youth
Ministries for the Fuller
Theological Seminary and
Young Life in Colorado
Springs, Cob. Guder said that
he was in charge of the
graduate theological training
of the Young Life staff.
Guder said that his being
hired at Whitworth was quite a
surprise. He said that he
heard about the position in for-
mally from some friends and
they encouraged him to submit
his dossier. "There was a large
number of applicants," he
I;'
_______
I
NewVice President of Academic Affairs Dr. Darrell Guder
chats with student. Lena Llmahal and Darren Cavelle.
Native American, Cycling Clubs
display, all in the HUB.
Starr is originally from
South Dakota and is from the
Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux
Tribe. She began a similar
club at Sisseton-Wahpeton
Community College where she
attended school before
transferring to Whitworth.
Starr said that her long-range
goal is that the club will grow
and stay at Whitworth. "I'm
afraid it will fizzle out after I
graduate."
Starr hopes that through the
clubs activities, Whitworth
and the surrounding com-
munity will grow and benefit.
"We hope to educate people in
what Native Americans are all
about — we're not those
Hollywood savages." Starr
said that the club is more con-
cerned with educating people
than doing "fancy, frilly" ac-
tivities. She added, "Even
Inside:
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Christian commentary
CentralAmerica Tour
Baaoff to whmlng start
OPINION
The Whitwart hian en-
courages Letters to the Editor,
as they promote a diverse and
a significant exchange of
ideas. ln'the coining year we
would like to hear your opi-
nions, thoughts and feelings
on a variety of issues. The
Editorial page's paramount in-
tention is providing a means
for expressing opinions —
yours and ours.
Letters should range from
150 to 300 words. They should
be typed, double-spaced, sign-
ed and turned into the
Editorial Editors box in the
ASWC office by noon the
Thursday before you want
your opinion printed. Please
include a phone number at
which you can be contacted
should questions arise.
We cannot quarantee that
your letter will be printed.
However, we will do our best
to present a broad spectrum
of viewpoints and give equal
time to all opinions expressed.
The Whit won hian reserves
the right to edit any letter or to
hold a letter and print it in a
subsequent issue. When
editing is necessary we will do
so without changes to the con-
tent of the letter. We will also
keep all of the original letters
printed.The Editorial :page i for
you! Express your opinions'to
an interested student body,
not just to your roommate.
Own your thoughts and feel
ings — make yourself heard.
Editor's Note: I received this
letter during the summer and
decided to present it to the
Whit worth community as a
letter to the editor.
To the editor:
I am presently incarcerated
with no means to pay for my
request. However, I am
hopeful you will print my let-
ter in your student newspaper.
I am 23-years old and I have
no family or friends. Please
write. I will answer all lettçrs.
Jim Carson
P.O. Box 7000
Carson City, Nev. 89701
Thank you for your con-
sideration in this matter.
Sincerely,
Jim Carson
by Karen Leb
Whitworth College Sophomore
"My brothers, consider
yourselves fortunate when all
kinds of trials come your way,
for you know that when your
faith succeeds in facing such
trials, the result is the ability to
endure (James' 1:1-3)." jhis
verse is one that is a favorite of
mah Christimus, but if you
are like me, it confounds you
because of the seeming im-
possibility of thanking Clod
for trials. What possible good
can come from struggles? The
ability to ENDURE? Who
wants to be able to simply en-
dure them? Of what good is it?
Most people would retort
that enduring trials helps us to
growing in understanding,' and
enlarges us as individuals. But I
think that more comes from
this process than a simple
change in personal vision.
More than just building us up
as individuals, I believe our'
ability to endure is a gift to the
rest of our Christian family —
we help others in their suffer-
ings through the patient en-
durance of our own private
trials and through our ability
to empathize with those facing
difficult situations.
Unfortunately, there are
those who will attempt to ad-
vise the questioning, struggl-
ing victims of misfortune. I
have one friend who has never
undergone a traumatic thing in
her life. One day when I was
feeling low, she told me,
"Karen, you need to think
positively." I thought to
myself — that's it? That's all
she's going to offer me? Just a
simple answer like "think
positively?" I realized that in
ha smooth-flowing life, all
she had ever needed were sim-
ple phrases and pat answers.
She had not developed an
ability to endure in her own
life because she had not been
confronted with the kinds of
things mod have; therefore,
she could not be an encourage-
ment to me. I needed a more
complex answer than she
could give, and it was not a
part of her experience to
develop complex answer for
life's problems.
It makes me think of Job's
friends. One of them said in a
response to his suffering,
"Your childr n must have sin-
ned against God, and so He
punished hem,as they deserv-
ed. But tqrn now nd plead
with Almighty God; if you are
so honest and pure, then God,
will come and help you restore
your household as your
reward (Job 8:4-6)." The
friend's remark was the pat
answer of Job's thy. Of
course. Job's answer was as
angry as mine was toward
what my friend offered me as
comfort. Job said, "I have
heard words like that before;
the comfort you give is only
torment (Job 16:1-2)." Job
needed a much more complex
answer to his suffering than
his friends were able to give
him, an answer that, in the
end, God gave to him by say-
ing, "Who are you to question
my wisdom with your ig-
norant, empty words?...
Where were you when I made
the world? If you know so
much, tell me about it (Job
38:2,4)." In effect, Clod told
him that His reasoning for
allowing Job to suffer was
much more complicated that
Job's mortal• mind could
fathom. - -
So how does our ability to
endure help others to do so
when situations prove dif-
ficult? I 'think that our having
stood firmly throughout our
own struggles even though
wç've had no simple and clear
answers can be a witness and
can give strength to others;
they can look at us and say,
"Those peopLe made it, so I
can too." Also, we can learn
to sincerely empathize with
those around us who flounder
trying to find the more com-
plex answers to their questions
Perhaps the example of our
patient bearing 'of problems
and our empathy for others
does not seem to be a great
deal to offer others, but to
those of us who have searched
for more complex answers, it
is certainly a deeper, more
caring approach than offering
someone a pat response.
1' "j'
isI'ots,Editorial board founded
by J.B. Meade
The Whitworthian Editorial Board
Welcome back to Whitworth College!
This year The Whitworthian has decided to
modify the way in which its weekly editorial is
written and published. To accomplish this task, a
three member editorial board has been establish-
ed.
Each week the board will discuss relevent
issues from both on and off campus. One topic
will be selected and assigned. Once the opi-
nion has been written, it will be circulated among
the other members of the board for possible
comments and editing.
Our primary objective in this process is to
stimulate response, thereby creating dialogue in-
stead of monologue.
We invite your comments on wrktten opinions
and on issues you would like to see in this col-
umn.Board members are Dave Benz, Chris
Rohrman, and J.B. Meade.
Editorial policy
S TAY5KACgr7-Anrn
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Endurance benefits others
The Whitworthiañ
would like to express
special thanks to Stott
Gee who, through his
diligent adeselling dofl,
got The Whitworthian
off to a strong financial
beginning this year.
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NEWS
by Shauna Winner
of The Whltworthiai,
As of August, 26, the Whit-
worth Aquatic Center ac-
quired a nçw director, Jon
Buzzard.
Former director Tom Grail
resigned from the position in
June and returned to Califor-
nia. "I've known Tom for
many, many years and have a
high regard for him,". said
Buzzard.
Throughout the summer,
the center was basically
operated by students, under
the supervision of Don
Spencer, director of continu-
ing studies, according to Buz-
zard.
However, all the students
were fired whçn Buzzard
came. "The administration
wanted to give me the greatest
possible freedom," said Bin-
mote health and safety within
the sport, and to increase the
members' cycling skills.
According to Fred Cousins,
the club's originator and presi-
dent, the idea for the club was
formed when Cousins and
some of his friends decided it
would be better to ride
together than alone.
The club will promote many
different kinds of cycling
sports including: Sad and
track riding, touring (slower-
paced riding), off-road riding,
sport riding (fun riding), and
the triathalon (a three event
race consisting of cycling,
swimming and running).
The club is planning to
sponsor weekly club rides. The
distances will vary 'and will
take into consideration all skill
levels. Cousins said, "I'm
afraid people will think we're
a racing club and we're not
beginners are welcome."
During the winter months,
the club is hoping to sponsor
movies of classic races, and
zard, who has since rehired
just about everybody who
worked at the pool before. He
considers them a first rate
staff and good people.
Aquatic Center employees will
be going through emergency
training to sharpen their skills.
Most recently, Buzzard
worked for the Governor's
Task Force on Minnesota's
Sports Festival. He had been
out of teaching and coaching
for five years and missed
young people. Buzzard said,
"I really enjoy working with
young people, teaching and
coaching. This is a very nice
place,"
Buzzard swam breast stroke
and free style for Academy
• High School in Pennsylvania
and for Syracuse University in
New York. In 1982, Buzzard
competed in the Master's Na-
tiohals.
workshops to teach cyclists
what to do during the winter
months to keep in shape.
Cousins said that he was
hoping the club would sponsor
a criterium (a short; fast race).
It would be an invitational and
he hops'that some prominent
ycllst4 will, participate. He
said the idea 'is to "let 'people
see what cycle racing is all
about."
Cousins started three years
ago. His interest originated
from his training in the
triathalon. He has participated
mostly in 'century rides(lOOLmile races), but his
specialty is time trials. These
are individual races against the
clock with' no teams involved.
He has raced mostly in Walla
Walla, his home town, and has
participated in some races in
Spokane.
Cousins' long-range goalfor the club is to have it
develop into a varsity sport.
He said that other colleges do
have cycling as part of their
For five years, Buzzard
taught high school and coach-
ed in Virginia. He then became
assistan( coach at
- Syracuse
thiivàsiiy, wâe he also taught
swimming and ran the pool.
A meeting in those in-
terested in competing on Whit
worth's Swim Team is
scheduled for Thursday,
September 19, at 4:30 p.m. at
the pool.
sports curriculum. "Cycling is
really increasing in
popularity," he added.
by Amanda Paye
of The Whitwonhiar,
Upcoming Forums will
feature discussions on Issues
concerning nuclear energy. On
Friday, September 20, Dr.
Phillip Anderson will give a
presentation entitled
"Radioactive Waste: What It
Is and What We Are Doing
With lt." In this presentation,
Anderson will cover the topics
of radioactivity, radiation,
what high-level radioactive
wastes are, and how they are
managed in the United States,
The topic will be technical, but
Anderson will use lay-level
language and will supplement
his presentation with color
slides, so that the topic will be
appropriate for the entire
student body.
Anderson is currently a
Senior Scientist for the
Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear
Company. His professional in-
terests include: analytical
chemistry, nuclear fuel pro-
cessing, and radioactive waste
management.
Anderson is also presently
the Chairman of the American
Nuclear Society Local Sections
Committee and a member of
the American Chemical Socie-
ty. He is an active backpacker
and environmentalist and is a
member of the Idaho En-
vironmental Council.
On Monday, September 23,
Dr. Margaret Maxey will
discuss the dilemmas society
must face In the nuclear age.
Maxey is currently the direct-
or of the Chair of Free Enter-
prise and professor of the
Bioethics Engineering Pro-
gram at the University of
Texas at Austin. Prior to her
appointment at the University
of Texas, she served as assis-
tant director of the South
Carolina Energy Research In-
stitute.
Over the past sevel years,
Maxey has addressed the topic
of present-day energy needs
and the corresponding ethical
considerations. She has been
invited to present public
testimony in Canada, the
Federal Republic of Germany,
and the United States.
Maxey is a member of the
Society of Christian Ethits,
the Institute on Religion in an
Age 'of Science, and the
American Nuclear Society.
(PAID ADVERTI5INO)
Aquatic Center floats
in new director
Forum footnotes
I
I
Jon Buzzard talk. with
New. Editor Shauna Win-
nsf.
Clubs (continued from page 1)
..itworthian Job
Openingsr
The Wfsitworthian urgently needs to fill
the following salaried positions:
Sports Advertising 'Circulation
Editor Manager Manager Typesetters
Contact: AmandaPaye, Station 4Oby Wednesday,
Sept. lBat'noon
Why lava the Hard W.yl
Teit apir bookies tills all, How to
get a "A." How to research,
organize and write term papers. Save
time and energy. Specific examples.
Secret Ideas to guarantee an "A."
AU (or the price of burger and fries.
Send for: SUPERM)NIC TERM
PAPER, $4.90 postpaid. Quick
response. , -
Daisy International
I ISO.D Landing Road
Mt. Vernon, WA 98273
BREAK IS OVER
S
Welcome Back
Whitworth. Students!'.
Hungry? Come to Straw Hat! We're Just a,
few minute's drive down Division. & call us'.
We deliver free to campus' dorms!
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FEATURE
Students use summer to study, serve
by Sue McLain
Special to The Whitworthion
Rather than enjoying the
long dog days of Washington,
California, or Alaka this
summer, 11 Whitworthians
opted for one of two Central
American winters. During
June, July, and August, nine
students under the leadership
of Bob Lacerte, Ed Miller, and
former Whitworthian-turned-
Texan Kris Kropsey ventured
into the "isthmus" connecting
the North and South
Americas. There they ex-
perienced a piece of the world
that was beautiful and varied,
contrasting and confusing.
The 1985 study/service
showed its origins far before
the May departure date. In the
fall of 1984, individUals decid-
ed to participate. The group
met weekly during the follow-
ing spring semester. The
preparations culmihated in a
retreat to snowy Deer Lake.
"The group was really
varied," observed Cathy Ver-
dier, senior. "Despite our dif-
ferences, we laughed a lot and
found that we got along pretty
well."
As planned, on May 22, the
group nervously assembled in
front of the Mexican Airlines
terminal fn Seattle. They had
with them baggage for three
months survival, and 30
pounds of rice and beans.
"The group was so small, andJ wondered if this was
everyone. Everyone's hair was
shorter, too," reflected Cot-
oradan Phyllis Murrah.
Two days later, they
descended upon San Jose, the
capital city of Costa Rica,
where they were to spend fiye
weeks studying Spanish at El
Instituto de Ia Lengua
Espanola, attending daily lec-,
tures, and living with Costa
Rican families. They also ex-
plored the country as tourists.
They enjoyed the beaches,
outlying towns, volcanoes,
music, a tour to the Dole
Banana plantation, and, in the
case of student Marjorie
Richards, an appendectomy.
One weekend, the group took
a two-hour train ride to
Limon, a Jamaican-influenced
city on the East Coast. On
another occassion, the group
separated into teams of three
and "plunged" into smaller
Costa Rican towns to study
the communities and test their
language ability.
"The plunge was my favorite
part of the trip. We found that
the people were friendly and
hospitable. One man took off
the whole afternoon and pro-
udly showed us the area," said
Verdier.
The five weeks in Costa
Rica quickly drew to a close.
The students sadly said good-
bye to their host families and
trekked through southern
Coast Rica to Panama via bus.
In Panama, they listen,ed to
more lectures, toured, and en-
joyed the beaches. "For me,
Panama opened up a lot of
questions. There's a lot of
U.S. influence ddwn iherç that
I never learned about in
history classes. But it also has
a history of its own, and
deserves to be discovered on
its own merits," said Marjorie
Richards.
In many ways, the five
weeks in Nicaragua were the
climax of the tour. But the cx-.
perience was detained by a bus
breakdown and a 24-hour
delay south of the border (ac-
cording to Bob Lacerte, "one
of the prices of touring in third
world countries"). "Waiting"
proved to bç a popular activity
with the exception of the in-
itial busy schedule. During the
first week, the group listened
to speakers, talked with
V.I.P.s, toured Managua, and
attended events.
During weeks 2, 3, and 4,
group members dispersed to
various parts of the
Nicaraguan countryside to
fulfill the service aspect of the
tour and to work - with a
Nicaraguan development
organization, CEPAD. Work
in the campo "wasn't
everything that I expected it
would be regarded going out
there and helping the people
I wasn't able to work with
agriculture because women
don't work in the fields. The
culture is a lot more tradi-
tional. Nevertheless, the op-
portunity to live with these
people increased my
understanding of what their
lives are like. I think it has im-
pacted my views of that part of
the world," said Murrab.
The group exploted the
country, especially the capital
city of anagua; Aéeording to
one student, "We were able to
see, hear and feel the history
of the country. We talked to a
variety of people. — Contra
and Sandinista supporters
alike. We saw the destruction
of thç Somoza era, the 1972
earthquake, and the effects of
the war: the tanks, the pover-
ty, the shortages. We also talk-
ed to a lot of kids, enjoyed the
art/culture, and talked about
religious issues and the
women's issues. Some of us at-
tended the 19th of July
celebration of the Sandinista
insurrection. I
-
definitely have
a lot to think about."
Group members were able
to share some of their ex-
periences with each other
during the week-long
"debriefing"which took place
in Antigua, Guatamala. Matt
Jones, a senior from Alaska,
noted that "Guatamala is -a
beautiful country — a contrast
to what we know of the polit-
cal situation there. Debriefing
was a valuable way to reflect
upon the summer's ex-
perience, what the experience
meant for me, and how it will
affect my life."
théiummer has ended, but the
1985 study tour members
recall the sounds of the
beaches, the buses, the guitars,
the grunt of pigs and of
monkeys, the slap of the tor-
tilla, and the slow "adios" of
- the country Campesino. If you
encouter Jeff Boyd, Matt
Jones,! Bob Lacerte, Sue
McLain, Ed Miller, Phyllis
Murrah, Carolyn Reasoner,
Marjorie Richards, Doug
- Seguir, Margaret Strong, or
Cathy Verdier, be sure to ask,
listen, and - discuss with them
their experiences in Central
America.
- -
now,
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Central America Study-Service Tour group celebrates
Margaret Strong's birthday In Costa Rica.
-pay later.
With a Raihier Bank guaranteed student
loan, your payments don't begin until six months
-
after graduation. There's a student loan plan
for everyone —-from reshrnen to pad students.
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stop by your financial aid office; then see a
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•
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•
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As Barry Manilow sang, "I
Write the Songs,'' we
wondered if whether or not
the Spokane audienc; ap
predated the musical precision
and versitility of this per-
former and his band.
On Wednesday, September
11, the Grammy, Emmy, and
Tony award-winning Bariy"
Manibw entered the staje at
Spokane's EntertainmentCOl-
iseum. Although the Coliseum
was drab and not conductive
to aManilow performance, his
entrance was successfully
preceded by• an energetic
warm-up by Manilow's ten-
person band. The ôoncert
started 30 minutes late, but
once the show began, this
minor detail was quickly
forgotten. -
-
The "Copacabana" Tour
first opened in Hawaii in mid-
June- to 'promote Manilow's
upcoming acting debut in ihe
CBS-TV movie,
"Copacabana." It is said to be
a "romliltic conieçly and illbe aired sometime in
shared with the audience some
- songs from the movie. Two of
these were " Sweet Heaven(I'm in Love Again)" 'and
"IAye Carambal" both writ-
ten by Manilow. Several times
during the first half of the con-
ceit Manilow smiled and said,
"I made a movie." During the
second half when he did the
songs from "Copacabana,"
He turned around an asked,
"Did I tell you that I made a
movie?" The crowd was
- amused at his continued excit-
ment about-the movie.
Manilow performed a yule-
ty of songs that-displayed his
musical versatility. The songs
ranged from those sung in the
tropical stage setting of the
"Copacabana" to the soft,
subtle staging for the cool jazz
sounds fom his album "2:00
a.m. Paradise Cafe." His
latest songs, besides those for
the movie, were performed
with red lighting and a smoke-
filled stage. These, were more
upbeat than his previo!is hits.
The crowd responded best to
the old favérites' such as,
"Mandy," "Can't Smile
Without You,' "I Write the
Songs,"and and
Weep." Mmnilow selected a
spunky - young girl from the
audience to sing with when he
performed, "Can't Smile
Without You."
We were unable to unders-
tand why the Spokane au-
thence chose to sit so quietly
'during the concert. One of the
first numbers he performed
was about being "At the
Dance." The beat was con-
tagious and two large strobe
lights reflected lights' across
the whole audience, but we
weie the lone - people who
wanted to join in and dance.'
Coming from Denver, Cob.
and Anaheim, Calif., we both
feel safe in saying that the
behavior of the Spokane au-
dience was unusual. We have
both attended Manilow's con-
certs before and the Denver
and Anaheim crowds con-
tinuously danced and par-
ticipated. We were astounded
by Manibow's performance
but disappointed by the
crowd's lack of reaction.
What will it take to get
Spokane's musiF supporters
on their feet?
by Colleen Schlonga
of The Whitworthian
Not all of the new faces on
Whitworth's campus are those
of freshmen or transfer
FEATURE
Maniloweijtn ins
for Spokane fans
by Jane Stock & Heather Harwel December 1985. Manilow
Special to The Whit worthlan
alAs Dan Collins and Trey Malicoat help a proud father move a new student Into
Baldwin- Jenkins.
Japanese vtsit campus
by Debe Miller
Special toThe Whltworthkzn
The Whitwnrth College
Japanese population has
grown due to a two week visit
by Shikoku Christian College
students.
Before coming to Whit-
worth, the students visited Los
Angeles, 'Las Vagas, and Salt
Lake City. Now they are on a
tb-week English study pro-
gram at Whitworth, exploring
the idea of having an exchange
program between Whitworth
and Shikoku Christian College
in Japan. The American
culture and English language
are the subjects of their
studies. The students attend
classes from 9 a.m. until noon,
then tour Spokane and the sur-
rounding area.
As a farewell to Whitworth,
thursday, Sept. 19, the
students will be putting on a
special program titled "Japan
Night" in the Recital Hall.
Last spring, Gordon
Watanabe, In charge of Inter
national student affairs,
assigned volunteers to be pen-
pals of the Shikoku students.
Therefore, many people knew
and welcomed them when they
arrived. The Shikoku studi:nts
will be leaving Spokane Satur-
day, Sept., 21, on a 72O a.m.
flight.
-
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Let Washington Mutual help with a
low cost student loan. Ask your school's
financial aid office for an application
and details or, call (206) 464-4767
for more information.YOu'll see it's
aerything we've advertised.
Wh Itworth adds faculty
'students. This fall the college
added several new faculty
members.
Charles McKlnney, Ph.D.,
is an associate professor in the
Business and Health Science
departments. Also new to the
Business department is Assis-
tant Professor Claudia Bier-
mann.
The Chemistry department
welcomes Assistant Professor
Sydney Peterson-Kennedy,
Ph.D. Delbert Frieson, Ph.D.,
also an assistant professor, Is a
new addition to the Physics
department.
Randy Michaelis comes to
the Computer Education
department as an assistant
professor.,
The Physical Education
department added Warren
Friedrichs, Ph.D., as an assis-
tant professor and men's head
basketball coach..
In the area of fine arts, the
Art department gained Rober-
ta A. Reid as an assistant pro-
fessor, while Theatre Ails
welcomes Mit. -Homer as an
instructor.
The English department
welcomed Laurie Lamon as an
instructor, as well as several
adjunct faculty members.
More faculty has been add-
ed, but, current listings were
not available at press time.
Wash, nØon Mutual
The friend of the fantiIy
WashingtonMutual Saings Bank
and its familyof financ4al affiliates:Murphey F,re,lncor/V0
Mutual Service corporation
Member FOIC
'This rate does not necessarily apply to students with
current loans.
Is hs lri.ridlyr
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SPORTS
Pirates to tackle tougher teams
by Dirk Anderson
Special to The Whitwonhian
In their new league, the
Northwest Division, Whit-
worth Head Foqtball Coach
Bruce Grambo feels that this
year the Pirates may face their
toughest competition; Most of
the other teams in the league
either are or have often been
- nationally ranked. Additional-
ly, the coaches in the division
picked Whitworth' to rank
fifth out of six places. Cirambo
was: somewhat disappointed
by this, and would like a little
respect.
"It doesn't make sense," he
said.
The Bucs have finished no
lower than third place in four
years, and have only last once
to a team with a worse loss
record, that being Lewis and
Clark.
Grambo feels that his team
has not been given a true
evaluation by his fellow
coaches, and that they must
have overestimated the effect
by the absence of a number of
players who graduated last
spring. He believes; however,
Whltworth College
News Release
Warren Friedrichs, 38,
athletic director and men's
basketball coach at Concordia
College, Portland, Ore., has
been named head basketball
coach at Wbitworth College.
The position was filled on an
interim basis during the past
year by Jerry Wilmot after the
departure of Jim Larson in the
spring of 1984. +
In six seasons at Concordia,
Friedrichs accumulated a win-
loss record of 101 and 76,
1976-81 and 1984-85. He took
a leave of absence in 1981 to
pursue doctoral studies, return-
ing for the 1984-85 season. His
team placed second in the na-
tional tournament of the Na-
tional Lutheian College
Athletic Association in 1980
and he was selected to take an
NLCAA All American team
on tour to Taiwan that year.
In three years of high school
coaching at Lutheran High
that the effect will be less than
predicted and that this mistake
may work to the team's advan-
tage, as their opponents take
them less seriously for it.
The main goal for the Bucs
this year, as in past years, is to
be the best they can be, both as
individuals and as a team,
Orambo said.
With the loss of seventeen
graduated seniors, the addi-
tion of many new players, a
trend toward a smaller -team,
and with many new coaches,
how are the Bucs to meet their
challenge this year? Last year,
the core of the Dues' offensive
line consisted o' Tom Weadik,
Matt Heaps, and Vince Kopec.
However, they all' have
graduated, leaving the team
with a new, yet very experienc-
ed and large line-up which in-
cludes Kenny Hoppus, Tim
Wbitbread, and Ted Snider,
the thiee of whom have an
average weight of 235 pounds.
Grambo said the other
linemen, and the rest of the of-
fensive line, are equally
talented. He attributes the
Bucs' strong offensive line to
the new coach Arnie Tyler,and
to Graduate Assistant Tom
Weadik. Tyler, who was head
West in Detroit, his record was
66 and 5, and he was named
Detroit Metro Coach of the
Year in 1973.
in announcing the appoint-
ment, President Robert
Mounce said," I'm impressed
not only with Warren's proven
ability, but also his personalquality. He's a fine
gentleman."
Friedrichs is a 1971 graduate
of Concordia Teachers Col-
lege, Nebraska, He holds a
masters degree from Eastern
Michigan University and a
doctorate from the University
of Oregon. -
He was administrator of
NCAA National Youth Sports
Programs in Portland for
three years, has organized
coaching clinics at Concordia
for five years and has been
athletic director for two years.
He has also coached football
and tennis. -
Wilmot, who was on leave
from his duties as head basket-
ball coach and athletic director
at Cheney High School, will
resume that position.
coach of the Dues several
year's ago, took on the posi-
tion of offensive coach this
year, when previous coach
Mark McNeil left for a posi-
tion elsewhere. Grambo
describe Tyler's coaching
presences as "awesome" and
says Weadik, too, is making
great progress.
Whitworth's offensive game
this year will be called by new
transfer student Cliff Madison
from Pasadena, Calif. Gram-
bo describes Madison as a ver-
satile, thinking player with a
high-power passing style.
The defensive team this year
has lots of new faces and tac-
tics as well. With a four-four-
three configuration,
returning players like Dave
Campbell and new talent like
John "Fridge" Butler, Gram-
bo feels many offensive plays
by other teams will be effec-
tiyely shut down,
But all this will not suffice if
a winning attitude is not pre-
sent, and Orambo stated that
to maintain the present high
level of morale, the full sup-
port of the entire school os
needed.
"If we maintain the positive
attitude we currently have,
barring injuries, there's no
reason why we can't have a
winning season," he stated.
.crr.
New hoop coach
On Saturday, Sept. 7, the vanity football team took on 'a squad of Whltworth a1um
ni In the Third Annual Alumni Football Game. The Bucs dominated the first two
quarters and ended the half with a solid 28-0 lead over the alumni. The game ended
with the Buca celebrating a 4 1-10 vIctory.
Ccx CobW-
Back to School Special!
Free Installalion
offer expires 10/31/85
-FM Stereo Hook-ups
Available
Next day hook-up in apailmenis.
4841902 8am-5pm Monday-Friday
458-4664 24 hours
-
— a — — a — a a a a — — a a a — a a — a a a a a — a a a
Coupon good for $1.00 off Giant pizza or .50 off'
•Medium pizza!
One coupon per pizza. Expires 9-30-85. (Not ua:
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SPORTS
Volleyball starts. year with new coach
by Colleen Schionga
of The Whltworthlo.n
Training camp. Daily
doubles. Fqr the Whitworth
volleyball team, these words
meant an early end to summer
and the start of a new season,
under the direction of first-
year coach Patricia Shelton.
Three weeks later, after an
impressive season opener
against the University of
Idaho, Shelton is enthusiastic
about the months to come.
"l'n excited," Shelton
said. "I think we played really
well for an opening match,
against a team that's played
seven or eight matches
already."
Although the Bucs lost to
the Vandals in four games
(11-15, 12-15, 15-9, and
11-15), Shelton was not disap-
pointed. "We held our own
Staff Report — The Bucs' cross
country team has opened their
1985 season, having already
attended twoS meets.
Junior.i1wen Xeiser is the - -
lone rótürning harrier for the
women's squad. New to the
team are: Gwen Morgan, a
transfer student from
Hillsboro, Ore.; and freshmen
Bobbi Mishler, Deer Park;
Lori Mohr, Othello; Melissa
Johnson, Alameda, Calif.;
and Maryann Iliff Salinas,
Calif.
According to Coach Hal
against a very strong team,"
she said, "and our blocking
did a tremendous job."
Shelton anticipates doing
well in the upcoming Wit-
worth 'Invitational Volleyball
Tournament, Sept. 20-21.
"We're farther along than I
expected. Our passing hurt us
(against Idaho), and that's the
biggest area right now that
needs improving. But we're
playing well as a team," she
said.
Members of this year's team
include co-captains Kathy
Toutant and Julie Cordes,
playing for their fourth and
third seasons, respectively.
Others in their third year as
Bucs are LeiAnn Akau, Deb-
bie Burkhart, Dana Paulson,
season for the team, with five
others joining for their first
season. They are Elaine
Brown, Greenleaf, Idaho;
Werner, the women "a lit
tIe inexperienced," but will
improve with more
tion.
The-rnen appear to be-well
balanced," said Werner of his
young squad.
Returning for men's team
are juniors Mike and Mark
Eaton, -- and sophomores
Kevin Kent, Rod Holman
Mike Lawrence, Paul Lee, and
Ted Gerken. New on the team
are juniors Cohn "Peat"
Stiihérland and Scott Mc-Quillen, a transfer from
University of Washington;
and freshmen Scott Hink,
Spokanç, and Chris Paul,
Winthrop, Wash.
-'--'At -thrAtnie-Pelleur Invita-
tional on SatUrday, Sept. 14,
the Bucs competed against
Whitnian, Gonzaga, and the
River City Striders. The first
Whitworth finisher was Paul,
who finshed seventh with a
time of 27:11 on the
8000-meter course. Holman
came in 16th in 28:24 and
Lawrence followed, finishing
19th in 29:04.
by Mark Harris
of The Whltworthkin
While most Whitworth
students were unpacking and
setting up dorm roonis, the
men's soccer team was going
through its first test of the year
in Chico, Cal., at the Far West
Classic, a tournament brag-
ging some of the west coast's
best soccer schools.The Bucs
were downed in all their
matches in Chico.
In the first match, the Bucs
were beaten 3-0 by host and
top-ranked Chico State. All
three goals came in a short
period of unrest for the Bucs'
defnse. The first goal came
from a questionable free kick
called by the referee in the 21st
minute. Five minutes later,
much to the delight of the par-
tisan crowd, Chico was award-
ed a penalty kick that
goalkeeper Dave Benz saved,
or the size of the home crowd.
Their goal goes beyond a win-
loss record.
only to watch it hammer into
the roof of the net on the re-
bound. The third and final
goal came from an apparent
mix-up in the Pirates' defense.
The Bucs played the more
serious side hard and tight for
the remaining hour-of play.
In the second game,
Western Washington took ad-
vantage of senior sweeper
Randy Malikowski's sidelining
with a minor knee injury.
Freshman Jeff Frykholm came
on to play a stellar match, but
Western managed two goals
on Whitworth's unsettled
defense.
in their third match,
Sacramento proved to be
Keven Peck's first victim of the
year, as the senior headed in
his first tally of the young
season to draw the match 1-1.
After 90 minute of end to end
play, the score held at 1-I. An
exhausting overtime period
Christ."
She added that, with that
goal in mind, a team can still
be winners, although they do
not always take first place.
"We can still experience suc-
cess, because we're playing for
(Id I',
proved fruitless, so penalty
kicks worked against the Bucs,
resulting in a loss.
Head Coach SpikeGrosvenor felt that the
18-hour bus ride wasn't all for
nothing. "We have an evçn
mix of veterans and rookies,
so wç are trying many dif-
ferent combinations, until we
find that line-up that clicks,"
said Coach Grosvenor. -
On Friday, September 13,
the Bucs played conference
champions Warner Pacific In
the Pine Howl. The Bucs were
downed 2-5 in that match.
This weekend the team
traveled to Olympia, Wash.,
to participate In the Evergreen
Tournament. The Bucs hope
to better last year's second
place finish in that tourna-
ment. At press time, scores
from the weekend's matches
were not available.
-
T
Melissa Duren, Gig Harbor,
Wash,; Allison Heiser, Walla
Walla, Wash.; Erin MacKay,
Pleasanton, Calif.; and Kim
Newman, Coeur d'Alene.
Shelton comes to Whit-
worth 'after two and a half
years of teaching and coaching
at Northport, Wash. Herself
an athlete, she competed for
four years in three varsity
sports while attending Pacific
Lutheran University.
Shelton enjoys coaching col-
lege athletes because - of the
more mature talent level. She
also said she appreciates the
desire, dedication and team
unity of the Whitworth squad.
"I'm pleased with the job.
Actually, I feel blessed to have
been given the opportunity,"
and Colleen Schlonga. Laura 'Shelton said.
Black entered her - second Because of this opportunity,
Shelton and her team have set
a goal for the Bucs, a goal
which cannot be daunted by
the numbers on the scoreboard
"My goal for us as a team is
that the glory be for the
Lord," Shelton said. "Out on
the court we should be as am-
bassadors ... ambassadors for
1
Bucs stride into fall schedule
A special invitation...
: -To she Whltwórth students whom I have saved at the
Hafr-Eni at Waikikiand Wag I am proud to announce
the opening ofmy new saion...
Soccer kicks off season
with California road 'trip
Please call In advance for your appoIntment. 487-2460
(24 hour answering service.)
Design by Randy.
North 10220 Nevada, SadIe 30.
(On the corner ofHawthorne andNevada, one block east of
the Newport Cinemas.)
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Hungry for a good deal? Thensave your dough. Order a
DOMINO'S PIZZA with the special coupons below Just tall us.
You'll get a thick, fresh, oven-lx* pizza dripping with cheese and
loaded with your favorite toppings delivered to your door in
30-minutes-or-less. Guaranteed! Or vu get $3 knocked off your
pizza Now with a monetary policy like that how can you gd
wrong, tight? Call DOMINO'S PIZZA today.
And share your new found wealth
Press Release
National Student
Campaign Against Hunger
USA for Africa and the stu-
dent leaders from 1,000 col-
leges and high schools in 50
states have joined together in a
student campaign against
hunger. The campaign, entitl-
ed "So Let's Start Giving: The
National Student Campaign
National
On-Campus
Report
in short
Lying on financial aid form
may earn two former Mabam
State University students tim
in prison. The two pleadec
guilty to falsifying financal aic
information while students a
V.°4 face posskblc
sénteñces Of five 10 10 yeais iii
prison and fines Of '10,000 to
'20,000. The charges stemmed
from an ongoing investigatioi
the U.S. Department of
Education is conducting in the
Southeast.
Cutting the cost in half: If
;tudents can prove they've
arned half the cost of tuition,
èes and books, a scholarship
tt Rice University will pay the
ther half. An alumnus and
wife created the program to
"instill the sense of ac-
:omplishment obtained by
working for one's education."
Fhe fund keeps growing as
students voluntarily repay the
gift when they can.
Measles outbreaks hit col-
ege and university campuses
his year. According to the Na-
ional Centers for Disease
ontrol, there were 334 cases
nd 3 deaths on 25 campuses
luiing 1985. The proportion
f college measles reached
8.5% of the nation's total —
ix times greater than in 1984.
Breaking the mold: Of the
12 million college students in
the United States, only two
million are full time, living on
campus, and aged 18-fl.
Against Hunger," is being
organized by the student
Public Interest Research
Groups (PIRGs) based on over
100 campuses.
"Students have been among
the strongest supporters of
USA for Africa," said Amy
Carter, a student member of
the campaign advisory board.
"But we must do more than
buy the album, we must com-
mit ourselved to the struggle to
end hunger."
by Shauna Winner
of the Whitworthian
The word contract is extinct
On the Whitworth campus.
Student Life and the 1985
Residence Life staff have
changed the terminology to
"Confrontation Reports".
The connotation of contract
grew to be very negative all
over campus, according to
Tim Henson, a Resident Assis-
tant in McMillian.
"Confrontation reports are
designed to make students
more responsible for each
other and themselves in the
Whitworth community," said
Henson.
In an attempt to• change the
attitude toward discipline on
campus, a new procedure for
dealing with policy violations
was implemented last year, ac-
cording to Karen White, a past
member of the Student Life
Council. Changing the term-
inology was another step in
that direction.
The new confrontation pro-
cess is as follows: The RA and
student(s) sit down and talk
about what the RA thinks or
• has heard about the suspected
• violation of policy. After the
conversation, it is not deter-
In a message to students
nationwide, Lionel Richie, co-
author of the hit single "We
Are the World" said, "The
National Student Campaign
against Hunger is your chance
to join forces with USA for
Africa in making a brighter
day for so many less fortunate
people. You are the hope of
the future. Give your time,
talent and energy to begin that
future now."
"Through USA for Africa,
mined whether or not the
student(s) actually have
broken policy.
According to GregHamann, director of
Residence Life, if the RA is
fairly convinced policy was
violated, he or she writes up a
confrontation report with the
student(s). At the bottom of
the report there is a place for
the student to sign and either
agree or disagree with the
•Lcw!1. Tie re rt i subrpittq4
toihjsidenttDiect4*h0
then convenes a meeting.In the meeting, the
student(s), RA, RD, and
Hamann (plus anyone else
who is involved, such as
another RA or the dorm presi-
dent) sit down. and talk.
Hamann stresses that everyone
talks. The group first decides
from the guidelines on page 15
of the student handbook if the
policy has been broken.
, "Whether or not policy hasI been broken is not determined
until this meeting," said
Hamann.
Then the group decides
upon a consequence. Hamann
said, "We try to design con-
sequences that promote
growth."
If the student disagrees with
the decision, which Hamann
said was rare, he or she can ap-
peal to the Student Life Coun-
cil. The council decides
whether or not the student was
dealt with fairly. The decision
goes back to the group and is
discussed.
According to Hamann, it is
important to have a positive
and fair system. "We're as
concerned about attitudes, cir-
cumstances, motivation, and
growth potential as we are
about whether policy was ac-
tually violated," said
Haniann.
Things were very different
at Whitworth six years ago.
Policy was not enforced as
consistently, according to
Hamann. The staff strove to
make policy definable and
concrete.
The previous disciplinary
process was strictly legal and
'we have reached so many peo-(pIe," said Ken Kragen,
founder and president of USA
for Africa, "but the National
Student Campaign Against
Hunger enables us to build
leadership for the future."
"The campaign will have a
three-part focus; GIVE: fund-
raisers to benefit USA for
Africa; LEARN: educational
events to deepen understan-
ding about hunger; and ACT:
local projects to attack hunger
judicial. After a student was
contracted, he or she could ap-
peal or pay a fine. The appeal
went through a hearing and
then a report was submitted to
a committee, which made the
final decision of consequence.
According to Hamann, the
new procedure treats people
like individuals. He found it
hard to make decisions about
people he did not even know.
A downfall of the new pro-
cedure is that it takes a lot
more time because it forces the
Residence Life staff to get in-
volved with the people they are
confronting. Hamann said,
"We're trying to turn
discipline into active caring."
Students support hunger campaign
in the United States," said
Patty Dorsey, chairperson of
the Massachusetts Public
Research Group and a student
at Boston College.
Students who conduct the
•
creative and effective
projects in each category will
be honored at the World
Hunger Media Awards
ceremony by USA for Africa
continued on page 3
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Residence Life
Greg Hamann is a mijor
figure in turning discipline
into active caring.
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The concrete retaining wall converted into this spec-
tators' area for tennis was among the summer
renovations done on campus. Other renovations in-
dude new roofs on Westmlnlster and Alder Halls and
the clearing of overgrown sbrubs in front of the
auditorium.
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OPINION
Guest Insight
'Almost S1O,OOO year-—
thai's what — are sng
to attend college here at Whit-:
worth. 'My question to you is:
Are you getting your money's
worth?
Whitworth was ranked third
among the best Small liberal.
arts colleges west of the
Missisippi in a nationwide
survey of similar institutions
by U.S. News ' and World
ReportThis excellence is at-
tributed to the College's
educational philosophy, and
to it's emphasis on the value
of, and opportunity for, learn-
ing outside the classroom.
Part getting the most for
your money at this institution,
aside from the basic striving
for good grades, is to get in
volved in extra-curricular ac-
tivities and take advantage of
the opportunities available to
develop skills, grow and learn.
There is so much offered
here! You can be a part of in-
stitutional governance, by:
serving as a student represen-
tative one of the many college
committees, becoming a dorm
presidçnt or commuter
representative, or attending
Presidents' Council — voic-
lug your opinions. You can
organize activities: in 'your
dorm, off campus, as a
member of a club, or by get-
ting involved with the Student
Activities Council. You can
take part in sports, in-
tramurals, music ensembles or
plays. You can get involved in
the Chapel programs, or help
with admission through
SOAR. You can become a
Resident Assistant, Teaching
Assistant, Resident Chaplain,
ASWC Coordinator, KWRS
"WHAT QTT€N 1.UC.IC ...Tc201( AU Nt&HT tb ØoSTDXNTh fl
TH& ONL'( l:4& iN iT WAS A ØUNCH oi SooTtl AFRICAN KstJ&€BRAT4DS!"
Getting xxir money's worth
ghtto 11fF
is there a
coniradiction?
by Dave Benz
of the Editorial Board
Every so often an issue so controversial comes into 1
public spotlight that newspapers are reluctant to deal witl
them. Abortion is just such an issue. I have watched as this
issue has transcended legal implications to fall precariously
into the ethical, moral and religious aiena. I have watched
as politicians have rallied around what shouldn't be r
political issue. I have seen attempts made to merge church'
and state, and I have seen families torn apart. I have
watched as an issue has,grown to such proportions that
fact and propaganda are no longer distinguishable.
Through all this I have observed, and at last I feel moved
to speak out. Yet I will not attempt to persuade or con-
vince anyone that their opinion is wrong. It is as an
observer that I wish to speak.
In 1973 the Supreme Court ruled in Roe vs. Wade that
abortion is a constitutional right under the 14th Amend-
ment; For the past 12 years' abortions have been legally
performed in both private and state-run clinics. There
those that would: like to see abortion made illógal.
again. Although I am not a proponent of abortion, I
would like to look at the alternative. Would we rather
return to the "good old days" when abortion was illegal?
Would we rather return to the days of desperate women
rnaimedby opportunistic,back alley abortionists? 'If we r
going to oppose abortion so zealously, then the burden
alternative falls upon,our shoulders. It isa burden that 1
not beçn handled to satis!action.
Man'. Pro-Life claims are made'pn moral grounds.
Often these claims are supported by Biblical 1'
tions and theocratic dogma. I find myself agreeingt
vast majority of these claims. Yet I wish to ask how we t.
impose' 'our interpretations of Christian values on L
general populace?' 'If we 'wish to convince our felloi
citizens that abortion is wrong, then we owe it to them t
do it in a Christian manner. A Bible waving Big Brother at-
tempting to impose the morals of a few upon an entire na-
tion is neither Christian nor democratic. If it is through
God that our convictions come, then it is through God tb.:
our actions should come. Abortion should be fought
through prayer and fellowship, not picket lines and pro-
paganda.
ight to life is the claim. But even in this there is a con-'
tradiction. Pleas made on behalf of the unborn child c.
fetus are incomplete when we look at the life of the mother
that bears that child. How can she be told that the mistake
she made at 15 [or 19 or 281 is one that she must live with
the rest of her life? How can she be told that for a few
minutes of foolish behavior we are going to sentence her t
untold hardship? And it is truly those who oppose abor-
tion that condemn' her, because they have drastically
reduced her options. If we are willing to point the finger,
then we need to be willing to stand behind it. For we are
not dealing with just the lives we are partial to; but all life.
The life of the mother also needs to be taken into con-
sideration. Potential life versus living life, that's the final
choice. To have the audacity to insist upon a right to life,
but to deny a mother the right to live that life is a frighten-
ing contradiction.
At this point it may sound like I am not Pro-Life. I am
indeed Pro-Life. I don't believe in abortion. The thought
of destroying the most precious gift God has granted us
disturbs me deeply. But I do believe that a woman has a
right to choose, and that right has been granted by the
Supreme Court. It is that choice that sets us above the
beasts in the forests and the fish in the sea. Free choice,
granted by a Clod who gave us freedom and a government
that believes in it. That choice is guaranteed, as is the right
to worship as we choose. Are we then to deny freedom of
choice to women seeking abortions, extolling all the while
the religious doctrines that we would not be allowed to
practice were it not for a similar choice: freedom of wor-
ship?
Manager, WhitwortlrianWThfl5 ZOdlfl editor, Club President, HUB
ASWC Executive Vice Pnsldeflt Manager, or an ASWC Ex-
ecutive. There are - many ac-
tivities in which you can be in-
volved.
- College students are con-
cernéd with' preparation for
the future. Your resume can
be strengthened by job. skills
learned and refmed through
extracurricular activities. You
can learn how to organize,
coordinate, counsel, delegate,
plan, raise [funds, mediate,
lead, budget,... the list is
almost endless!
Learning more about
yourself is another benefit of
being active. By seeking in-
vólvement, you can find your
strengths and'weaknesses. You
can learn how you function
I
under stress and pressure. In-
terpersonal skills can be fin-
proved by working with
students. Being active can help
you decide what kind of,work
you will evçntially want to do,
and under what situations you'
work 'best.
A study wis ,done showing
that the more active a student
:is at his or her college, the
'more satisfied he or she will be
with the education. Consider-
'ing this, your dollar will be
'more effectively spent if you
get involved.
So, are you getting your
money's worth? 'If ,you feel
you are not, and want some
ideas, come see mel My box is
Station 40, in the ASWC of-
fice.
Editorial Board Positions Open
We will be hiring two people for the Editorial Board. If
interested, please contact J.B. Meade through campUs
mail.
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NEWS
Forum footnotes
by Barry Elkin
the Whltwoflhlan
"A Biblical View of the En-
vironment" on Sept. 27 and a
took at ASWC organizations
on Sept. 30 are the next two
Forums.
The environment forum will
be pesented by Whitworth
graduates Stan and Becky
Fishburn of Leavenworth,
Wash. on the study of
ecotheology. Ecotheology is
the role humans play a.
caretakers of God's . natural
creations. The Fishburns will
be explaining how humans ar-
rive at what their roles are and
what they should do about
those roles.
The Fishburns are the direc-
tors of Tall Timbers, an out-
door education progrim on
environmental issues. Located
in the mountain of central
Washington, Tall Timbers has
been a popular place for Whit-
worth students to go during
Jan Term. included in the
presentation will be a color
slide show with music.
The Forum following on
Sept. 30 will be put on by the
ASWC student organizations.
At this forum, the various
organizations will be address-
jng the local and international
issues that their organiàtions
deal with. Many organiza-
tioñs, ranging from the Peace
Action Coalition to Young
Americans for Freedom, will
take part in this forum: The
idea bel!ind it is to allow the
organizatiOns to expose
Hunger —
continued from page 1
at the United Nations this
November. The World
Hunger Media Awards are
sponsored by Kenny and
Marianne Rogers.
"We look forward to work-
ing with the campaign and
helping honor thosç students
who conduct the most suc-
cessful campaigns in their
schools and communities,"
said Marty Rogol, executive
director of USA for Africa.
The campaign mailed a
32-page "Hunger Action
Manual" to 30,000 student
leaders at every college and
high school in the country at
the end of August. The
manual was produced with
assistance from BBD&O, a
New York-based advertising
agency and the Crisis Action
Team, a group of volunteers
from New York's advertising
community.
The sponsors of the cam-
paign, the stude,nt Public ln-
terest Research Groups are the
largest national network of
students working with profes-
sional staff on a variety of
social action projects. In 1984,
the PIRGs organized the Na-
tional Student Campaign For
Voter Registration, which
helped to register more than
9P9° studis,,u.ati9Wiyiøe...
r — n — n — a — aaa cc —
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Mac/Ballard sponsor
themselves so the Whitworthuses
and get involved with theih.
Although only a few forums
'have been pkesented so far this
year, Chaplain Quinn Fox says
he feels good about the pro-
gram. "I think they have been
going real well, and I'm
pleased with the courtesy of
our students. The presenta-
tions have been stimulating
and of high quality." Fox add-
ed, "We. are fulfilling one 'of
the jobs of Forum which is to
give our community a greater
window to the world."
off-campus barn
event is open to the entire
Whitworth community, those
living both on and off campus,
said Susan Elledge, Ballard
resident and assisting
organizer of the dance.'
Western dress is ap-
proinnte, since there will
mostly square dancing and
Other western dances. "There
will be some rock music, too,
like before and after (the
square dancing)," Elledge
dance
said.
Tickets will go on sale In
SAGA beginning Wednesday,
Sept.25.Costissl.5operper-
son, and maps will be provid..
S on the tickets, Elledge said.
"ft's a dance that's really
fun because you don't have to
have a date," said Whltworth
student Kari Cowell. "The at-
mosphere is very comfortable.
You can dance with everyone
and just have fun."
by Cohen' Schlonga
of the Whilwonhiian
It's time again for the an-
null 'Mac/Ballard-s$onsored
Barn Dance to be held Friday,
Sept. 27, from 8 p;m. tè 11:30
p.m.
•
Being held off-campus at
West's North Dance Hall, the
I.' MenuThrobbng head? Quakingbody? Has Monday dealt
aflother.crushlng b(ow?
Revive yOurself with a
well-rounded meal from
Domino's Pizza. We'll help
smooth the wrinklesout
of your day.
All Pizza. Include Our
SpecIal Dlend of Sauce
and 100% Real Chasae
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12"cheese W$)
16"cheese $7.60Call us.
3268300
N. 6606 Ash
Hours:
Open for lunch
11:3Oam-lam, Sun,-Thurs.
11:3Oam-2am Fri. & Sat.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area
eiees Domino'. Pina, Inc.
DOMINO'SPIZZA.
DELIVERSTM
FREE.
Th• Deluxe
Five items for the price
of four; Pepperon
Mushrooms, Onions,
Green Peppers and
Sausage
1211 Deluxe S8I
16" Deluxe $12.96
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Sausage, Ground Beef,
Ham, Black Olives, Mushrooms,
Green Peppers, Onions,
Tomatoes, Pineapple, Extra Thick
Crust Double Cheese, Extra Sauce
12" pizza
16" pizza
-.
-
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FEATURE
Luckhoff spending year as visiting prof.
by Jill Johnson
of the Whitworthkrn
Whitworth's most valuable
resource can be found in the
basement of Dixon hall. For
one year Dr. Abraham
Luckhoff, from South Africa,
will be at Whitworth as a
visiting professor of religion.
Luckhoff did his
undergraduate work at the
University of Stellenbosch and
received his Ph.D. from the
University of Witwatersrand.
His work as -a minister has
been widespreid, and includes
religion editor of Rapport, the
only Afrikaans language na-
tional newspaper. "Rapport"
means comprehindipg each
other fully, and it is
understanding, especially
about South Africa, which
by Kathy Marousek
of the Whlfrworthjan
it's a boy, it's a, baiketball
star,-_no,.jts .awolf.1t is
Michael J. Fox in themovic
"Teen Wolf." -
The word teen fits into the
title perfectly; it is another
teenage comedy with the ex-
ception of one terrific actor,
Fox. As one viewer put it,
"Michael J. Fox made the
movie-"
The beginning is enjoyable;
Fox is not yet aware that he is
a werewolf. He can't figure
out why he is going through
such strange physical changes
when he is already past puber-
ty. His parents never told him
that his background includes
werewolves. I guess his dad
was going to let his son figure
it out on his own.
Fox's character, Scott,
thought of himself as an
average teenager with no ex-
ceptional qualities. Becoming
a werewolf changed
everything. Suddenly he is Mr.
Popularity, a basketball star,
and even gets a date with the
girl he has been admiring all
year.
But this is where the movieS
starts to go downhill. The
reactions of his peers seem so
farfetched, they treat him like
a hero because he is taking
Racelve ImmedIafe
Cash!
Donate plasma and receive
$22 a week while helping to
save lives. New donors--bring
tills ad and receive a $5.06
bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252.
Luckhoff brings to Whit-
worth.
Luckhoff would like to im-
press upon the student body
and those he comes in contact
with that, "the situation in
South Africa cannot be solved
with easy solutions and glib
statements." He added, "We
need to have some under-
standing of the plight of the
black man, and the fear of the
white man.'
Luckhoff will bring
understanding to this com-
munity as a minister and as a
teacher. "People can talk to
me about spiritual needs," he
said. As a teacher, Luckhoff
will be a resource ' to his
students. His course load -this
fall includes The Lifç -- and
Teachings of Jesus and World
Religions. Although not final,
Luckhoff may teach a course
on the Africanization of
Wolf."
The climatic- point -ws in
the middle - cf the movie,
watching him become - a
werewolf, after that the movie
drags on.
"Teen Wolf," like
"Splash," portrays its main
character as a fantasy figure.
"Splash" has one believing in
the character where as "Teen
religions during Jan Term.
-Teaching on a college level
is not new to Luckhoff, who
was on the temporary faculty
a the University of South
Africa at Pretoria. In addi-
tion, he accepted a visiting
fellows.hip at Princeton
Theological Seminary.
Luckhoff has been iii contact
with American students
before. As he puts it, "It's not
quite a foreign experience to
me."
Dr. Luckhoff is looking for-,
ward to working with students
'and faculty at Whitworth. He
described, the warmth,
understanding and friendliness
he received as fantastic. He
also expressed thanks to Dr.
Mounce and Darrel Guder for -
- the opportunity Jo be here.
- Said Luckhoff, "I can't think -
• of a better place to start a new
beginning."
Wolf" does not. The public!s'
reaction to the mermaid when
the government takes over is
real to life. Their reaction to
the werewolf is not realistic at
all.
"Teen Wolf" is refreshing
because it - is not corrupted
- with sex, and "who's going to
lose their virginity next." It is
a fun show, and for a student
it's great - it's lighthearted and
it's a good break because you.
don't have to think about
anything.
-:
Movie review
Teen -Wolf found appealing
their basketball team to the
championships. His friend
starts -Selling t-shirts and but-
• tons with the -logo t'Teen
New professor Dr. AbrahamLuckhoff addresses laSt Mon-
day's Forum audience. -
'The Whitworthian
-
- Needs Reporters!
Yes! You, too, can be a member of the
prestigious news staff of The Whit won hian/
And that's not a]1!
-
Receive .25 credits for your efforts!
Contact Amanda Paye
Station 40
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I GETAKUT
• $20 gets you 300 full minutes -
: of glorious suntan in our air
- I
conditioned private "Wolff" tan- I
p ning bed. But hey, so now you I
p 'got a tan, we'll give you a free II "outrageous" kut and style to -,I go with it.I I
: Don't need a kut? OK, then Iwe'll give you a free makeover I
•
or manicure (average $14 I
• value) with your tan. Your I
• choice.
'I
. I• Kut out this ad and get to KUTZ I• as soon as possible kuz your - I
tan is fading fast N. 8113 DIVISION I1 (509) 467-6663 pI
.. I1 expires 10/31/85 I
Hyland Plasma Center
-W.104 Third
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Roommate problems
through negotiations, sharing
Quarreling roomates can be
a pain. Entire floors can be
disrupted. Academic work
suffers. Room reassignmant
requests multiply Retention
rates (both housing and
academic) plummet. For-
tunately, I-food College has
found a better way of settling
roommate disputes.
The "Roommate Negotia-
tion Workbook," which Hood
gives to students during orien-
tation, offers a step-by-step
guide to preventing disputes
and resolving disagreements
when they do arise. The
workbook teaches students the
same techniques used by pro-
fessional negotiators and is
part of a larger program aimed
at teaching students practical
social skills they will use
throughout their lives, ac-
cording to Dr. Barbara
Engram, Hood's director of
counseling. -
-
"The important thing,"
Engram said, "is for the
students to identify areas
where they disagree, and to
come up with mutually accep-
table situations. They will
have to continue to negotiate
some areas, but the workbook
gives them some very practical
guidelines for keeping com-
munications open!'
Engram, who wrote the
copyrighted workbook, ex-
plained that when a disagree-
ment. arises students must
use negotiation before re-
questing a room change.
Most importantly, the
negotiation training works.
Introduced campus-wide last
year, the training has lead to a
dramatic drop in the number
of requests for intervention
and mid-year roommate
changes.
The workbook provides a
list of issues — such as
neatness; noise, smoking,
leaving messages — that both
rommates rank as important,
minor, or of no concern.
Together, the students com-
pare their rankings and make a
list of items that should be
negotiated. Any issues ranked
as at all important are discuss-
ed using the workbook's in-
structions.
Exercises are provided to
help roommates understand
each others' viewpoints, to
generate solutions to potential
problem areas, and to develop
contracts on written
agreements. Fill-in-the-blank
contracts are provided, and a
special brainstorming exercise
is included to help the room-
mates become more creative
problem solvers.
"What many people don't
realize is that talking freely,
sharing ideas and opinions,
and negotiating ways of handl-
ing situations don't require
that people like each other,"
Engram said.
FREE LABOR
Since part of the cost in framing is labor you
will save by letting us put your frame
together ... labor free. You pay only for
materials used!
:,',
-I
eased
Picture Framing
Special
Whitworth Students and Faculty receive
10 percent off in addition to this special.
Bring your prints,'photos, posters, needle-
point, or whatever in to us and let us
custom frame them at do-it-yourself prices.
Present ID card to receive savings
Saves You Time and Money!
20 Percent
Sale Ends Oct. 6:1985
Student Discount
FRAME IT TODAY
Free delivery to campus dorms!..
AT RIVER RIDGE HARDWARE
Across from Joe Albi Stadium and the Veterans Hospital
By popular demand our delivery
hours are:
W. 4417 Wellesley
Spokane, WA 99205
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Thurs.
- Wed.
-Sat. 5
5 p.m.
p.m. -
-9p.m.
10:30 p.m.
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SPORTS
Bucs downed in season opener
Staff Report — Five games in
three days spells exhaustion
for most soccer players, but
that's what the Whitworth
soccer team did Sept. 13-15.
The Bucs played at home Fri-
day against last year's con-
ference champions Warner
Pacific and lost 2-5, - then
Saturday and Sunday they
were at it again, twice each day
in Olympia at the Evergreen
Tournament. The team drew
both games Saturday hi,
against host Evergreen and
Willamette; Sunday proved to
be a different story, the Bucs
lost 0-4 to' Western
Washington but later re-
deemed themselves with a 3-2
win over Seattle University.
Friday, against 'Warner
Pacific, the Bucs,proved in the
first half that they could play
with conference champions as
they fought back from two
early goals to score twice just
before halftime. The first
came ,from Keven Peck on a
looping drop volley taken on
his chest from Scott Downs.
'crossing through. The second
was snatched by Downs on a
mishandled ball by the keeper
from one of Peck's shots.
In the second half, Warner
went to work showing why
they are champions. They
meticulously picked and prod-
ded at the Buc's defense until
they found the soft spots.
Three times they found those
soft spots, to make the final
2-5 against the less experienced
Bucs.
Right after a shower and 'a
change of clOthes, the tired
Bucs loaded a bus and headed
for - Olympia for their next
days' tests. Saturday proved to
be frustrating for the lacK-
luster Bucs. Coach Grosvenor
observed "We're playing like
a team that doesn't want to
lose, but not like a team that
wants to win.". Lose, they
didn't nbr did they win as
goals from centërmidfielder
Tim Colvin and Freshman
Chad Stoddard proved in the
end to merely be equalizers.
Sunday, the Bucs took on
Western Washington, a name
through a hole over right
guard, out back across the
field, and scampered down the
left sideline 57 yards for a
touchdown.
Only 1:58 later, placekickerPete Smith tacked on a
39-yard field goal to make it
0-10. The rout seemed to be
on.
But, one of the few bright
spots for Whitworth during
the long (nearly four hours)
highlighted
that by now sticks in the
throats of each player. Whit
worth started out slowly and
Western jumped all over them
because of it. Three goals
demoralized the Bucs, but the
players seemed to tap into that
reserve that all athletes have to
play a strong second half, get-
ting several great chances to
take the game from Western,
but were unable to capitalize.
While Western tallied, once
more to make the final 0-4.
Immediately following
Western, the Bucs had to
move onto andther field to do
battle with Seattle U. Coach
Grosvenor tried many new
combinations in this game
.looking 'fOr new mixes' of
players for future matches.
Those new mixes broke loose
for 41 shots on goal but great
defetise by Seattle U. only
allowed three of those to rip-
ple the back of the net, while
their 'own counter-attack
squeaked by the Bucs to slide
two in against a flat -footed
defense.
game came in the second
quarter when the Pirate
defense showed flashes of its
destructive potential, and held
the Bearcat offense in check.
Spurred on by a 50-yard in-
terception return by Brian
Stearns, quaterback Cliff
Madison led the Pirates
downfield and found Wayne
Ralph from 36 yards out to cut
the lead to 7-10. Linebacker
Malcom Townsend picked off
yet another Greenough pass
and Madison, overcoming ex-
cruciating pressure from the
Willamette front four who
were in his face all day, led the
Pirates on another drive. They
soon found themselves
camped on the Bearcat
25-yard line.
- Showing great poise,
Madison stood firm while his
protection collapsed around
him and threaded a pass over
the middle S Steve TUrbin at
the five-yard. Turbin slanuned
between two defenders for the
go-ahead touchdown, but suf-
fered a possible season-
ending knee injury that was
further aggravated when he
tried to re-enter the game later
in the half.
Robert Coleman's PAT
made it 14.10, a lead Whit-
worth took into the half, and
held the entire third quarter.
But 'that was all for' the-
Whitworth offense, as
Madison found himself under
evçn more pressure as the
game went on. His 13-37 pass-
ing effort reflected frustra-
tion, and the effect of an
earnest Willainette defense
who sacked him and backup
QB Todd White 10 times.
Not to take credit awiy
from the Willamette
defenders, in particulai Randy
Wong (five sacks) and the
Sacking Sullivan brothers,
Randy and Brett (a combined
four sacks and eight tackles),
but the Pirates offensive line
reacted to the stunts and
pressure of the Bearcat
defense with the agility and
ability of Herman Munster in
snowshoes.
Not only did the line fail to
protect Madison, they couldn't
generate any running Ettack.
Eddie Davis and Jim Miller
were unable to find any run-
ning room, and because of the
10 sacks, Whitworth finished
with -27 yards running.
The few times the Pirates
did mount threats,, penalties
killed them. -A wonderful
13-yard scamper by Davis was
erased by a holding gall, and
several long pass completions
by Madison that edged into
Willamette territory were also
brought back. But Willamette
didn't 'play error-free, either.
They had 12 penalties for 110
yards, 'four of -them of the
15-yard personal' foul variety.
,,y. -:' -. i'.-It'r 'rr r -' - - '"• •-'-' r -
sion of Bernie Kosar,
by John Worster sophomore Todde Oreenough.
SpecIal to the Whitworthion Instead, Willcrnette's 14-24
victory was keyed by a tough
'Cat defense, with a hand from
The game was expected to the Whitworth offense, which
be a showcase for the Whit- killed itself with 95 yards in
worth College offense that put penalties and three costly turn-
41 points on the board against oveis.
a strong alumni squad two The Bearcats took the open-
weeks ago, and for the ing kickoff, and with only 58
Willamette University passing seconds gone in the quarter,
attack led by the Bearcat's ver- tailback Garry Preston burst
Flue games in three days
Soccer weekend
p
continued on page 7
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THE WORLD
YOUR CAMPUS -IS
Study around the world, visitingjapan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka,
india, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail in January and
September offering 12-15 transferable hours of credit from more than 50 voyage-
related courses.
The S.S. UNiVERSE is a 500 passenger American-built ocean -liner, registered in
Liberia. Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed.
For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195
or write:
Semester at Sea
institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh, ZE Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Let Washington Mutual help with a
low cost student loan. Ask your school's
financial aid office for an application
and details or, call (206) 464-4767
for more information.YOti'll see Ws
everything we\ie advertised.
Washington Mutual
The friend of the famsIf9IIp
Washington Mutual Savings Bank
and its famUy of financial aftiHates:
-
Murphey Favre, Incorporated/Washington
Mutual Service Corporation
Member FOIC
4Thls rate does not necessarily apply to students with
current loans.
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Football —
continued from page 6
In fact, twice in the same series
they were nailed for a late-Mt
out of bounds.
The two squads slugged
back and forth - actually,
yellow laundry did most of the
moving — for the entire third
quarter, with no one taking
charge.
Then, with 3:22 gone in the
fourth, Wayne Ralph tried to
field Jeff Roberts' punt that
sailed through his hands and
over his head, and a Bearcat
felFon it deep in Pirattter-
ritory. Greenough soon tossed
a 14-yard touchdown pass to
Jeff Jones and the game -was
all but over.
Any future chance the
Pirates might have had for a
comeback were killed when a
try at 'fourth and two feet for
Whitworth at the Pirate
14-yard line resulted in a
2-yard loss: Several plays
later, fullback Mike Valencia
scored to up the count to
14-24.
Thenfinal knifethrustin the
Pirate's heart caine when a
Madison pass aimed . for
Wayne Ralph was picked off
and the Bearcats then ran out
the clock.
Carry Preston went over the
career 1,000 yard mark at
Willamette with' a 127-yard
rushing effort, including the
57-yard TD run.
Whitworth faces an even
tougher test Saturday when
they travel to Ellensburg to
battle the Central Washington
University Wildcats.. .This
game will mark the: official
conference opener for both
teams in the race for the Col-'
umbia Football Leajie: Nor
Un:'Dlvision tit1e
Oamq..tiç, is J'3Op.m;
Staff Report — The Whit-
worth volleyball team hosted a
12-team tournament Friday
and Saturday, Sept. 20 and 2!,
and came away with a trophy.
The Bucs took fourth place,
winning three of their five
preliminary matches. On Fri-
day they played four of those
matches, defeating Spokane
Falls Community College(6-15, 15-13, and 15-12),
LewisClark State College
(15-11 and 15-11), and Central
•Washington University (IS-Il
and 18-16), before losing the
last match of the evening to
Western Oregon State College
(11-15 and 11-15).
Saturday morning the Bucs
faced the University of Puget
Sound, but the Loggers won
oUt in a close 13-15 and 14-16
match.
Finishing in the' top eight
teims, The Bucs advanced in-
to the tournament bracket, go-
big up against a tough Hawaii
Pacific College team. The
Bucs battled hard, but lost
the three game match 6-15,
15-9, and 12-15.
\Vhitworth won their next
two matches against Southern
Oregon State 'College (15-2
and 15-12), and Carroll Col-
lege (11-15, 15-11, 15-12).
These two wins put the Bucs
Into the consolation bracket's
final match, with the winners
taking third over all and the
loser taking fourth. The Lady
Bucs again found themselves
across the net from Hawaii
Pacific. Losing the match 4-15
and 10-15, the Whitworth
team took fourth place In the
tournament.
Coach Patricia Shelw.. was
happy with her team's perfor-
mance. "We had some disap-
pointing matches, but I was
pleased that we were more
agreslive with the ball. Plus
our passing greatly
• improved," she said.
"The front row did a goodjob blocking; and the back
row came up with some really
fine digs on saves.. Our entlie
defensive area did well,"
Shelton said.
• The next home voHeyball
match is tonight, Sept. 23,
against Western Oregon State
College at 7:30 p.m. Then the
Buà travel across town to play
the Oonzaga University
Bulldogs, who took first place
at this weekend's tournisnent.
Vball places 4th in
Whltworth tourney
S
Steve TUrbIII, '88, Scores the go-ahead for WhltSorth In the second quarter. He was In-jured on the play and could be out for the season.
'I
I
WWWth College
Football LIVE on
90.3 FM
All nine Pirate games
can be heard on your
Pirate sports network,'
KWRS.
Sept. 28 CWU - Ellensburg
Oct. 5 WWU - Bellingham
Oct. 12 Western Ore. - Home
Oct. 19 Simon Fraser U. - Home
Homecoming
Oct. 26 Lewis and Clark - Portland
Nov. 2 PLU - Tacoma
Nov. 9 Eastern Ore. - Home
Nov. 16 UPS - Tacoma
Hear live college
football every Saturday
beginning at 1:15 p.m.
with a pregame show.
Games begin at 1.30 p.m.
STARTYOUREDUCAT1ONIN
TODAY'S ARMY, ANDGET UP TO $25,200
TO CONTINUE if-IN COLLEGE
I—
r
1'
1—
.t
r
1•
I'
1',
Do it with The New 0! Bill Plus The New Army College Fund.
As a soldier, you contribute $100 a month from your first full 12
months' paychecks (for a total of $1,200). The government and the Army
contribute the rest @pto $R600 from the government and up to $14,400
from the Army).
You'll get more than college money from the Army. You'll learn a skill.
Maybe one of the Army's many high-tech skills. Perhaps something you
could pursue in college communications, or engineering, for example.
Your Army education can teach you a lot. And put you a whole lot
closer to college. tilk to your local Army Recruiter for more information.
SSG Kinard 456-5392
ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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CALENDAR
28 Saturday
'Graphology II, 9 a.m. - 3
p.m. -- LSC
• College Entrance Exam
Review, 9 a.m. -12 p.m.
'Footba$l vs. CWU, 1:30
p.m. -- Away
'Cross Country at 5CC
Invitational -- SFCC
'Soccer vs. SPU, 7:30 p.m.
'Wind Ensemble retreat
'Dance sponsored by PAC,
9 p.m. -1 am. -- HUB
29 Sunday
'Soccer vs. Seattle
University, 1 p.m. --Away
'Campus Worship, 8 p.m.
--CII
23 Monday
'NATIVE AMERICAN
WEEK, (23-27)
Display from theMuseum of Native
American Culture in the
Library
24 Tuesday
'Native American Week
(Cont.)
Movie: "Running Brave,"
at Julie Anderton's home
'Reviews for Talent Am-
bassadors, 10 am. - 12
p.m. -- MB
25 Wednesday
'Midweek Worship: Dr.
Robert Mounce, 11:15
am. -- CH
Reviews for Talent Am-
bassadors (cont.), 1-3
p.m. -- MB
26 Thursday
'Meet the Execs. Lunch, 12
p.m. -- SAGA, East Red
Room
PAC Prayer Meeting for
-
Refugees, 12:30 -- CII
'Native American Week
(cont.)Panel Discussion:
"Whatever Happened to
First Blood?', 7-9 p.m.
--LSC (Forum Credit)
Compline, 10 p.m. -- CII
27 Friday
'Forum: Stan and Becky
Fishburn, "A Biblical
View of the Environ-
ment," 11:15a.m. --Aud.
'Native American Day:Mini Fair, Artwork
display, Artifacts, Ethnicfood sampling, and
jewelry --HUB
'Mac/Bailard Barn Dance
30 Monday
'Forum: ASWC
Organizations, 11:15
a.m. -- Aud.
$5.97 SALE!
UB4O
"Little Baggariddim"
A & M Records
Whitney Houston
"Whitney Houston"
Arista
Dire Straits
"Brothers in Arms"
Warner Bros.
I flR ULNCW
-
—1
Stryper
"Soldiers Under Command"
Enigma Records
Sting
"Dream of the Blue Turtles"
A&M Records
The Fred Meyer record departments always have your favorite music for less!
Prices good through Oct. 4th.
John Cougar Mellencamp
"Scarecrovt
Riva Recordg, distributed
by PolyGram Records
These advertised items must be readily avellable for sale at or bek the advertised
price In each Fred Meyer Record section or Music Market store except Morrison.
AdA
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Whitworth recognized among best college buys
New York limes
Press Release
Whitworth has been
designated a "best buy" in
higher education by New York
Times Education Editor Ed-
ward B. Fiske in his forth-
coming book The Best Buys in
College Education.
The book, described as a
"consumer's guide to colleges
that offer high quality educa-
tion at reasonable cost," is
scheduled to be released on
October 10, 1985 by Times
Books.
In a letter to Whitworth
President Robert Mounce, a
representative of the publisher
said Whitworth is one of 221
colleges featured and profiled
in the guide intended to be a
"reliable, informative and
valuable tool for parents and
students wrestling with the
spiraling costs of higher
education."
''Obviously, we are
pleased," Mounce said.
"Students have a right to get
what they pay for. We work
hard at providing our students
with the highest quality educa-
tion possible while at the same
time running a financially
responsible institution. The
new national recognition en-
courages us to continue."
This is the second time
Whitworth has received na-
tional recognition in recent
years. In November, 1983,
U.S. News and World Report
ranked Whltworth third
among small comprehensive
colleges west of the Mississippi
as the result of a survey of col-
lege presidents. That survey
ranked the best schools for
undergraduate education.
Whitworth's efforts to keep
costs down include its
Guaranteed Tuition Plan,
which allows students to lock
in the tuition rate of their first
year by a refundable deposit
of $6,000. The deposit is
returned when a student
graduates or withdraws.
Other cost-saving measures
for Whitworth students in-
clude a minimum fee Insured
Budget Payment Plan, which
spreads cost over 10 months
interest free, a work/study
wage rate 30 cents above nor-
mal minimum wage, and meal
plan options that accomodate
off-campus work schedules or
need for fewer meals.
In addition, Mounce said,
the college disburses $2 million
of its own money in scholar-
ships annually.
To keep quality up, the col-
lege emphasizes teaching skill
in hiring and promoting facul-
ty. Students and peer faculty
routinely evaluate professors'
teaching, and there are
periodic reviews of depart-
ments by outside evaluators.
Faculty renewal opportunities
are regularly scheduled and
graduates' performances are
tracked in graduate schools
and teacher placements.
lnternships and faculty-led
off-campus study tours are
emphasized to provide
students with accurate
perspectives of the world
beyond the classroom, and
twice-weekly Forums for all
student address the same goal
by bringing the world to the
campus in the form of expert
speakers on current issues.
THE
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Freshman, transfer enrollment grows
by Khris Vogel
of the Whitworthiarj
Whitworth College opened
its doors this fall and wel-
comed 1231 full-time students,
the second highest number in
tht4asteight years.
According to figures sup-
plied by Paul Olsen, Registrar,
452 of these students are new
faces to Whitworth. Included
in this group are 311 in-
coming freshmen and 117
transfer students. Compared
to last year, the school noticed
a 3 percent increase in its
freshman class size, and picked
up a 13.6 percent gain in
transfer students.
"The increase in the student
body size is hard to pinpoint,"
said Shirlene McKenna, Dean
of Admissions. "Our ap-
proach (in recruiting) has been
virtually the same," she said.
"We've always been trying
our very best to target our pro-
spects and our market, refin-
ing our targetting as we've
gone along."
While admission's
recruiting once had a lot of
school visitations, Whitworth
is "now taking advantage of
college fair nights," said
McKenna. "With visitations,
often we'd be where we
weren't wanted, but at college
fairs, interested students and
their families come to us,
by Shauna Winner
of The Whitworthlar,
Fire engine sirens screamed
onto Whitworth campus at
5:45 a.m. Sunday. According
to Greg Anderson, captain at
Spokane County Fire Protec-
tion District No. 9, Station 1,
allowing us to be more precise
in our reruitment."
McKenna said another ma-jor factor in Whitworth's
recruiting is the increased use
of "networking." She ex-
plained,"It allows us to use
alumni, ministers, Young Life
leaders and other friends of
the college to pull perspective
students together. This way,
we can use pizza parties,
baseball games and other
a fire started in the northwest
portion of the Back 40 near
the water tower behind the
baseball field.The Back 40 is the
undeveloped section that edges
the northern boundary of the
campus.
Anderson cited the cause as
carelessness of some kids
having a campfire the previous
social activities high school
students enjoy to presentWhitworth to them."
Freshmen, however, are not
the only source of new
students for the college. More
than one-fourth of the number
are transfer students. Olsen
said,"Our contacts with other
schools are very important to
Whitworth."
One source of transfer
night and drinking beer
around it.
At 3:30 p.m. Sunday, fire
trucks were back on campus to
put out the fire which had
rekindled itself.
"Neither one of them (the
fires) were very bad. They
ended up damaging only about
an eighth of an acre," said
Anderson.
students that does stand out is
the local community college
system. Thirty-one students
came from Spokane Falls
Community College and
Spokane Community College.
"This represents a very high
number," said Olsen. "We
have a very strong relationship
with the two schools: one we
plan on continuing to
develop."
Besides many more students
attending Whitworth, one
other facet that is a little dif-
ferent this year is a higher
number of upper-classmen liv-
ing on campus. Kathye
Jensen, Coordinator of On-
Campus Housing, said "We
made a serious effort to en-
courage more upper-class
residents this year." One such
effort was the opening of
Charis, a Village dormitory,
which was closed last year.
year. Jensen's strategy seems
to have paid off as there is a 24
percent increase in seniors liv-
ing on campus this year com-
pared to last year. "It's a
change I'm really excited
about," she said.
K
I
Campfire singes Back 40
Inside:
Page 2 Rated X
Page 4 Hong Kong visited
Page 6 PIrates clawed
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by James B. Meade
The Whitworthian Editorial Board
"Possessed," "Sugar Walls," "High 'n Dry." What do
these three songs have in common? They are currently
under review by the United States Senate Commerce Com-
mittee for possible rating — ratings which would inform
the unsuspecting buyer of the records' lyrical content.
Songs such as Sheena Easton's "Sugar Walls" would
merit an "X" rating, informing the consumer of profane
and sexually explicit lyrical references. Other categories
might include "0" for references to occult, "D/A" for
drugs and alcohol, and "V" for violence.
The group which has been instrumental in bringing the
issues of lyrical pornography to the forefront of American
political debate is a five-member organization entitled
Parents Music Resource Center (PMRC). Two of the
members of PMRC are wives of TreasurjSecretar James
Baker and Senator Albert Gore of Tennessee. PMRC's
paramount objective is the voluntary establishment of a
uniform rating system in the record university whereby the
prospective consumer can make an informed choice.
A surface look at PMRCs action might make people feel
as if their constitutional rights are being encroached upon.
After all, freedom of choice as well as freedom of expres-
sion are secured under the First Amendment and cannot be
abridged by legislative acts.
However1 the issue of freedom of expression and choice
begs for a closer examination; PMRç is not advocating
censorship or denial of expression but rather a labeling —
a simple labeL jnfonning the consumer of' strong lyrical
content. The motion picture industry rates movies to in-
form its ptrons of the content so that they may make an
informed decision. PMRC is not asking that record con-
aining suggestive lyrics be hidden under the counter in the
manner that most pornographic magazines are sold, or
that they not be played on the radio. Simply stated, the sale
of records containing 'offensive lyrics needs discretion.
When Sheena Easton makes a graphic.reference to sexual
arousal, a line must be drawn and the consumer informed
that the lyrics on the album may be considered offensive.
If the implementation of a rating system is to take place,
several questions need to be answered. For example, who
would determine what is pornographic and what is not?
Would John Denver's "Rocky Mountain High" be con-
strued to imply the use of drugs and therefore be required
to display a label? Which would be the most efective way
of informing the consumer: PMRC's five category rating
system or a label on the cellophane of an album simply
stating that this particular album has been found, by the
recording industry, to contain offensive lyrics.
The answers to these and many other questions concern-
ing this issue will undoubtedly be answered in the ensuing
debate. What is important here is that political courage has
been exercised by PMRC and a line has been drawn. I
plaud this courage.
employing many of the sum-
mer staff members; they did a
fine job.
Donald E. Spencer
Dean of Continuing Studies
News Editor's Note: Our use
of the word "fired" may have
conveyed a negative connota-
tion, which we regret. In the
story, we did not mean to
imply a less than satisfactory
effort on the part of the stu-
dent Aquatic Center
employees. The compliment
Jon Buzzard paid to their
work was spec jflcally mention-
& in the story.
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Stayska!: A unique perspective
"I won't even draw nasty car-
by Cherle Ekholm
toons about politicians I think
Special to The Whltworth Ian are nasty." Howevçr, politi-cians 'are included in his car-'
toons when 'they highlight an
"I have a feeling' that the issue. , '.
public out there — I always Stayskal began his cartoon-,imagine the pOblië, tbOusaàds' ing career ii 1954 after his
of people getting up in the discharge from the Ak Force
morning an, going to work — when hç enrolled' Win, the
well, the last thing they need 'Chicago Academy of Fine Art.
from me is another problem, During the time be spent at the
so I lighten up the issues." academy, he developed a few
So says Wayne Stayskal, cartoon strips that "didn't p
whose cartoons have begun out.' After graduating,
appearing in The Whit wor- Stayskal .did commercial
thian. work'for a year. Recommend-
Stayskal, a cartoonist whose ed by the academy, he then
work is syndicated by the went to work for the art
Tribune Syndicate cOmpany, department, of the Chicago
fócpses on issues rather than American,
a publication
on personalities. His èartoons whose name was later changed
deal with soft drink wan, con- 'to Chicago Today before it
gressional lobby systems, and folded in 1972.
'
toxic waste rather than Ronald . The job, when he began, in-
Reagan, Rock Hudson, and cluded layout and photo
Jerry Faiwell. retouching as well as the cx-
"The putdown cartoon isn't pectation that he would do
a part of me," says Stayskal. spot cartooning. Stayskal ask-
S to be allowed to do editoria
cartoôning, returning to his
old interest. Until 1962, he oc-
cassionally drew the publica-
tion's editorial cartoons. That
year, the Chicago American
hired' Vaughn Shoemaker, a
two4irne Pulitzer Prizq winner
whd became 'tl* editorial
cartoonist. .Stayskal bçcame
his assistint nd has done car-
tooning steadily ever since.
Bell-McClure syndicated
Stayskal in 1967.HC moved to
the Chicago Tribune-New
York News Syndicate,. new
called the Tribune Company
Syndicate, the fOllowing year.
Stayskal began 'doing half of
Shoemaker's syndicated car-
coons when the Pulitzer win-
ner went into semi-retirement,
and took over the entire opera-
tion when Shoemaker retired
,completely in 1960.
The Tribune Company Syn-
dicate launched his
strip,-"Balderdash," this year.
,
Letter' to ' the editor
Terminology error acknowledged
To the editor:
The September 16 issue of
The Whit wort hi an reported
that all the student summer
Aquatic Center staff were
"fired." That is inaccurate
and casts an unjustified
shadow on the students and
others who worked on the
Center staff this past summer'
No Center staff member
was fired. Why would they be
when, in fact, the staff
garnered many expressions of
praise from the campus and
community patrons? The poo1
operated with increased safety
and instuctional quality as well
as an inviting ambiance
throughout thç summer. The
staff taught toddlers to sep-
tagenarians. They guarded as
many as 200 swimmers at a
time with no significant at-
cidents. AU tf this was ac-
complished under difficult cir-
cumstances as Tom GraIl
resigned in June leaving the
Center's first summer pro-
gram barely underway.
Due to work/study regula-
tions, student and non-student
employment policies, and
uncertainties in fall program-
ming and staffing needs, the
p001 staff members were hired
for the summer only. It is no
surprise to me that the new
director, Jon Buzzard, is again
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Job help
What do they want? Few
faculty and college students
understand the qualifications
for entry-level jobs in the cor-
porate world. To help them,
theplacement office at illinois
State University is producing a
series of half-hour films on
such topics as job-hunting
strategies for liberal arts ma-
jon; how to adapt specific
skills, such as teaching, to a
business career; and an over-
view of the accounting profes-
sion..
Angry community tenants
held an all-night vigil in an
empty Columbia University-
owned apartment building to
protest the school's housing
policies. About 200 students
and area housing residents
marched. The protestors say it
is wrong for CU to evict long-
time area residents from
university-owned apartments,
and that the school is purpose-
ly holding other apartments
vacant.
Streaking
Streaking is a tradition at
the University of North
Carolina, where about 30 men
have been easing the "begin-
ning of classes" tçnsioñ by
lPUiu, a$
running through the Triad, an
area between three dorms.
This semester'á streakers were
greeted at the end of their
course by about 200 UNC
woman.
Harassment
Harassing phone calls to
female students have become a
regular thing at the beginning
of semesters at the University
of Kansas, according to KU
police. Most of the callers who
are caught and charged say
they were making the êalls as
an amusing prank, but1 others
say they wçre seeking revenge
for romances gone bad: -. -
The Hate Show, aired an-
nually on. the University of
North Carolina's student
radio station, broadcasts
music requested by students
and dedicated to people they
bate. Topping the "most-
hated" list are boyfriends,
girlfriends, roommates and
Ronald Regan..
Stadsff.
The median age of students
has climbed to 31.2. The per-
cent of students younger than
22 has slipped to 48¾.
by Barry Elldn
of the Whitworthlan
On Friday, Oct. 4 at 5 p.m.
many of Whitworth's students
and ,i'aculty members will be
boarding buses, and loading
cars and heading to Camp
Spalding on Davis Lake for
the annual Weekend retreat.
"The Big Picture" is the
theme of the 1985 retreat.
"The Big Picture," explained
Shawn Gannon, one of the
retreat's coordinators, "is the
idea- of talking about God's
creation and how we fit his
creation into all aspects of our
lives, in everything we do."
Mark Labberton will be the
key speaker at The Weekend.
Labberton is from Berkeley,
Calif., where be is a minister
at the First Presbyterian
Church. He is also a student
pastor to the many students at
the University of California at
Berkeley. According to Ron
Frase, chaplain, Labberton
has been highly recommendd
by many people. "He is said to
-bea very good preacher and a
From a phone call Frase
learned that Labberton is very
excited about the retreat.
"This will be the first time
Mark has spoken at Whit-
worth.He understands college
students and is an excellent
teacher," said Frase.
Besides "The Big Picture,"
The Weekend has many other
activities for those attending.
Seminars will be taught by
faculty members, such as Dr.
Stien, the Hunts and the
Thomas'. There are also many
outside activities students can
participate in such as canoeing
on Davis Lake or rock climb-
ing.
The history of the retreat
dates back to 1975 when the
first group of Whitworth stu-
dents and faculty left Whit-
worth for a weekend of fun
and fellowship at Mount St.
Michaels. After a few years at
that site, the retreat was held
at the Riverview Bible Camp.
This year will mark the fourth
consecutive year the retreat
has been held at Camp
Spalding.
Faculty and students alike
who have been on the retreat
agree that The Weekend
is something not to be missed.
"The Weekend is a time to
ponder and marvel at God's
beautiful creation," -said
Stewart Resident Chaplain
Marc Nord, who has been on
the retreat twice. "The camp-
fires were especially mean-
ingful to me."
-.
SteveRoss, who went on the
retreat last year, said, "The
Weekend is a great place to get
any from the campus scene
and meet new friends. It's a
time to step back from the
busy-ness of college life and
makç a de commitment to
God." Both'i4ord and Ross
agreed that the seminars are
good for: thelping one:
assimilate and adApt to the
diversified and complex world
in which one lives ' in.
¶'lts a time when peopleare
beginning to get stressed- out,
but there is plenty of free time
on Saturday tc take a book up
by the lake and study," said
Jill Gill, progrém coordinator.
Tickets will be on sale in the
'chapel and at SAGA Friday
morning. The organizers of
the retreat expect to sell all 125
available spots.
by Suzan Fleshman
of the Whftworthian
"The Missing Link" on
Oct. 4, and "Life in Focus"
on Oct. 7 are the two upcom-
ing Forums.
II
1
I , Is tbs
Forum spssksr FrIday, Oct.4 and "Tb. Wnk.nd"
stint's k.y speaker.
Mark Labberton will speak
Friday, Oct. 4, on our identity
as people created by God and
how that affects our response
to him. Labberton will discuss
guilt feelings and the necessity
of responding continually to
God as one of his creatures
and not only out of guilt.
Labberton is pastor Oi
University MinIstries at First
Presbyterian Church in
Berkeley, Calif. Labberton is
the speaker this year for "The
Weekend" conference. "This
Forum will be an excellent
preview for what he will deal
with during the retreat," said
Chaplain Quinn Fox.
On Monday, Oct. 7, Presi-
dent Robert Mounce will ad-
dress the problem of life get-
ting out of focus and people
losing their sense of priority.
Mounce will present practical
ways to keep central issues of
life in mind as we look ahead.
According to Mounce,
students come to Whltworth
with personal goals as well as
academic goals. "We need to
keep our priorities straight and
remind ourselves of what we
are about," said Mounce.
The auditorium staff is ex-
perimenting with passing out
Forum attendance slips in dif-
ferent places. 'Fox said, "The
purpose behind trying dif-
ferent methods Is not to force
students into the front rows,
but to prevent congestion in
the doorways and to make
seating more efficient." -
NEWSi
Retreatees to focus
on 'The 'Big Picture'
Forum footnotes
*
• The Weekend Scue
Friday
-
-7 p.m. - Dinner atCamp Spa#ding -'-- - -
9 p.m. — Mark Labberton: 'Who We are"
''Saturday - :
8 am. — Breakfast
9p.m. — Mark Labberton: "What We Know"
10 a.m. — Break
10:30 am. — Seminars with Professors
11:30 am. — Semfnars with Professors
12:30 p.m. — Lunch
1:30 p.m. — Freetime
5:30 p.m. — BBQ Dinner:
7 p.m. — Mark Labberton: "What We Do"
3 p.m. .— Freetline -
9 p.m. — Entertainment
11 p.m. — Campfire
Sunday
9 am. — Worship Service with Mark Labberton: "Who
We Love"
10 a.m. — Brunch
11 am. — Clean Up Cabins
12 p.m. — Departure
r
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1985-86 Dorm PrSdents
Baldwin Michael LeRoy
Ballard Patty Campbell
Carlson Chris Rohrman
Jenkins TriM Monta
Lancaster Melora Brooks
McMillan Ted Snider
Stewart Steve Broughton
-
East Warren Eric Strauss
South Warren PaulRamsey
West Warren Lauren Ketzel
Washington Katrina Sanford
Village
Akili
Keola Carolyn Sue Stalllngs & Mike Sardinla
Shalom DavidRamsey- Warner & Jill Gill
• Tiki -
Charts Laurie Stewart
Commuter Rep Jeannie Stecher
IL. fit flI.L
National
On-Campus
Report
in short'
-Learnnos
er.
With a Rainier Bank guaranteed student
loan, your payments don't begin until six months
after graduation. There's a student loan plan
for everyone — from freshmen to grad students.
And right now rates are very attractive. So
stop by your financial aid office; then see a
Rainier Personal Banker.
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by Amanda Paye
ol The Whitworthian
Dr. Dave Hicks' recent
journey to Hong. Kong not
only proved to be an exciting
trip for Hicks, but could also
result in an exciting opportuni-
ty for Whitworth.
During the 1984-85 school
year, Hicks became the first
faculty member to participate
in Whitworth's exchange pro-
gram with Hong Kong Baptist
University. Hicks said, :"11's
the most exciting place I've
ever been."
While in Hong Kong, Hicks
embarked in a three-week
journey into China; -During
this time, he gave lectures on
• bird migration at the Institute
of - Zoology in Beijaing. In
China, Hicks got in contact
with Dr. Zhongwen Huang at
Nanjing University, who ex-
pressed interest in setting up
an exchange program between
Nanjitig and Whitworth. "The
Chinese are eager to establish
an intellectual exchange,"
Hicks said. "We are very for-
tunate to have an arrangement-
with them."
Hicks said that the Chinese
have enormous energy and
potential. "China is progress-
ing faster today thaz any other
country ... They're making
--
-many--postive changes.'!Dur -
ing the three weeks Hicks was
in China, he was a guest of the
Chinese government. He said
that he asked permission to
visit and they agreed to spon-
sor him. He said, "The
Chinese are like Americans
they were as open as I could
imagine. No one said, 'You
can't go there,' or 'You can't
talk about that.' " He said
that China is ;ponsoring a lot
by Zenla Cleigh
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When pressures mount, you
become a prime candidate for
a "nervous breakdown,"
anything from feeling totally
out of control of your life to
hospitalization for a
psychosis. Such experiences
are surprisingly common. Ac-
cording to 'the National In-
stitute of Mental Health(NIMH), within any six-
month periOd, about 30
million Americans — 19 per-
cent of the adult population
experience some form of men-
tal disorder (including alcohol
and drug abuse).
"Everyone at some point in
life may find himself or herself
in a situation that could result
in symptoms of mental
dysfunction,'! said Dr. Mor-
ton Silverman of NIMH. Even
common physical illnesses can
precipitate mental problems.
Dr. Milton Greenblatt, pro-
fessor of psychiatry at UCLA,
reported, "Medical disease is
of visiting scholars. "The
Chinese are very eager to
establish and exchange of
literature, art, students, and
faculty."
Hicks said, "The big scram-
ble in America is to find a col--
lege in China to exchange with
Wbitworth is pursuing the
possibility avidly."- He said
that Whitworth is one of the
firs( schools to make contact.
accompanied by emotional
difficulty in about 60 to 70
percent of cases. We're all at
risk to some extent. We're all
trying to keep our heads above
water."
This is why mental-health
experts think we should all
learn "psychological first aid"
that we can apply to keep our
balance under stress. Even
when professional help is
necessary, such first aid can
cushion the fall and make
recovery faster. And ultimate-
ly, no matter how much expert
guidance you get, it is up to
you to pull yourself back
together again.
To help'Americans do this,
some 30,000 mental-health
self-hclp grops have been
created in the last ten years,
now serving half a million peo-
ple. And professionals are in.
creasingly supportive of the
concept.
"There's no question," said
Alfred Katz, a UCLA public-
health expert, "that such
groups work." A 1979 study
at the Florida Mental Health
According tb a recent -Whit-
worth
-
College news release,
Nanjing University is rated
among the top ten educational
institutions in China today.
The news release also stated
that Whitworth's President
Robert Mounce is scheduled to
travel to China in January
along with Professor Dan San-
ford, an Asian scholar and
director of off-campus
Institute found that mental pa-
tients who were in peer sup-
port groups (both in- hospital
and out) did significantly bet-
ter than those who were not.
Impressed by such reports,
NIMH has granted $400,000
br a four-year study of the ef-
fectiveness of an Illinois-based
assemblage called GROW,
Inc.
Do you sometimes feel that
you are "going crazy" too?Here are some - tested
guidelines that 'self-help
continued on page 8
studies, Mounce hopes to con-
clude the agreement for the ex-
change program with Nanjing
University during his trip in
January.
Hicks said that the reason
Nanjing University is in-
terested in an exchange pro-
gram with Whitworth is
because they want to exchange
students and faculty with a
small, private, liberal arts col-
lege. "They aren't even of-
fended that it's religious —
China is officially atheistic
They have a very open at-
titude," he said.
According to Hicts, Whit-
worth has had an exchange
-
'program -. with Hong Kong
Baptist University for the past
six or seven years. "We've
sent 15 or 20 students so far."
Whitworth has -four- students
attending Hong Kong Baptist
University this fall and three
of their students an now at-
tending Whitworth. The first
- exchange of faculty took place
Last year when Dr. Miriam So
and Dr. Violet Chui (both
biologists) came from Hong
Kong - to Whitworth while
Hicks traveled to Hong Kong.
When asked why a facultyI member hadn't been ex- -
changed until last year, he said
.3 it was because adults are
harder to move. He said it was
a major task for-him. His wife
had to take a leave of absence
from her job. He said it is
easier for student to piëk up
nd go. "Students are more
adventurous." He said that
now two other .fáculty
members are onsidering go-
ing.
Hicks said that his first con-
tact with China was through
his parents. He said that when
his parents were first married,
they attended a church service
in which a missionary from
China spoke. The missionary
told the congregation how
much China needed support.
Hicks said that when the col-
lection plate was passed
around, his mother took off
her wedding ring and dropped
it in. "I always wondered
where that wedding ring
went," Hicks said, "and what
motivated her to do that." He
said beyond that incident he
had no first-hand knowledge
of China before participating
in the exchange.
Hicks said that Chinese
- higher education is having
some problems right now. He
said that from 1966-76, during
the time of Mao Tse-tung and
the cultural revolution, there
was essentially no education in
China. "The cultural rtvolu-
tion was the purposeful'
destrUction of Chinese culture
... The most despised 'peoplo
were those with educations."
He said that the purpose of the
revolution was to "purify the
Chinese mind" and "get rid of
all foreign influences." Hicks
said that because there was no
real education during that
time, there is now a generation
of professors wlo are not
trained, and because of this,
most of the professor are older
than 55-years old. "It's just
going to take time. The
understand that 'education is
the way to progress," he sAid.
He said that the progress is. g-
ing slowly 'beOause China' is
trying to develop and improve
everything aIF at once," so
there's not enough money to
go around. -
Hicks said that now teachers
again are respected. He said
that he liked teaching in
China. "This is the way we
want to contribute to
rebuilding China."'
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Hicks returns after year in Hong Kong
Dr. Dave Hicks, Whltworth biology professor.
Getting a handle on sitess Campus ComedyAt Southwest Missouri State University, I saw this'
message posted on a classroom door': "The Advanced
Argumentation Class Will Meet in Craig Hall, Room 312,
Today." Below the message two students had written:
"will not
will too
willnot ' -
will too
will not!
will too!" -
-
contributed by Caiyn Cook
Copyright 1985 The Reader's Digest Ann., Inc.
(PAID ADVERTISINO)
- Wby mr. the Hnd Way?
Term papa booklet tells all. tiol to
get a "A." How to research,
organize and write term papas. Save
time and energy, Specific examples.
Secret ideas to guarantee an "A."
All for the price of burger and fries.
Send for: SUPERSONIC TERM
PAPER, $4.00 postpaid. Quick
response.
Daisy International
I l80-D Landing Road
Mt. Vernon, WA 98273
TRULY -flETh
HOTPIZZA 10 percent discount with i.D.
Void with other specials
Your Favodte Combinations
-
-- - LG MEESM
...... 650 5.00 3.40
(Canadian Bacon & Pineapple) -
IY)lII.IER'S ........ ... . ...... 7.7C 6.00 4.30
(Sausage, Pepperoni & Mushrooms)
-
MED ....... . . ....... . .. . . .... ..6.90 5.30 3.70
(Pepperoni & Black Olive)
"We make 'em, you bake 'em."
r'-"'' 1?"' tt--'r1'
4.. - .W' ' • e.g •qb . —— . •. lii. I ,
Randy Michaelis cannot get
enough of computers. His new
toy is the Apple H Echo Plus
Speech Synthesizer, which has
its own voice. "I love to play
-, with computers and figure out
the new equipment," says
Michaelis as he punches in a
name, trying to give the com-
puter an English accent.
Miçhaelis is in charge of
Whitwbrth's new computer
lab in Dixon Hall. He also
teaches - willing faculty
members how to incorporate
computers into their'
coursework. "I would like to
get everyone involved," said
Michaelis. Right now the
linguage, physics, journalism,
and music departments are us-
Mg the computers.
Not completely new to
Whitworth, Michaelis has
been teaching. night classes
here for the last year and one-
half. He graduated from
Whitworth in 1974 and is a
native of Spokane.
Michaelis was an elementary
school teacher for Il years in
the Mead, Deet Park, and
AdbuihsèbObl distiicicrhen
he decided to go back to
school, getting his masters
degree in mathematics and
computer science at Eastern
Washington University, He
started bringing computrs in-
to the classroom in 1980.
Michaelis chose Whitworth
because he wanted the chance
to work with people who will
become teachers. "My
primary goal is to have an in-
fluenáe' on these future -
teachers. I !a!it to show them
The lab is funded by' Whit-
worth and the Northwest Area
Foundation,' which supports
different realms of education,
Dr. Howard Gage, chairman
of the Mathematics and Com-
puter Science department,
aquired the first grant for
Whitworth and is working on
another. Dr. Mo111, who is a
computer user, h also been
helpful and supportive of the
lab. "He has a vision for
Whitworth and coilputers,"
said Michaelis.
One of Michaeiis'-' future
goals for the lab includes usinj
the speech synthesizer com-
puter to help handieapped per-
sons. By using this computer,
people that hive içver spoken
can use it as their voice. He is
excited about gettihg students
involved with this program to!
help the physically disadvan- -
tagS.
Whitworth students are
welcome to use the computer
lab from 3:30 to 5:30 weekday
afternoons and 7:30 to 930
Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday evenings. The fee is
$10 for the semester.This in-
cludes access to the word pro-
cessors': 'and 'spftware. There
- are three lab assistants
available to teach students or
professors how to use the com-
puters, and they say it's easy.
So far Michaelis says he has
been impressed with the
students and facutly at Whit-
worth. He enjoys the Christian
environment, and being able
to express his faith. He said he
has a "great job" Sd Whit-
worth is a place where he can
"settle down and start some
roots."
by John Boyer
of The Whitworthian
Versatile, engaging, always
polished, and very clearly
genuine, singer Christine Wyrt-
zen showed a near-capacity
-Cowles auditorium audience
Saturday night why she Is
regarded as a talented contem-
porary Christian musician.
Wearing bright' colors, and
frequently smiling, she
brought- an' informal and
cheerful tone to much ,of the
freewill-offering concert. Yet,
the evening had its somber
moments, too, as she balanced
well the seriousness of her
faith with the vitality it brings
her—both of which she sought
to share with a responsive au-
dience.
Wyrtzen was particularly
skilled at tailoring her music to
various groups in the au-
.R.c.Iv. ImmSIata—
Cash!
Donate plasma and receive
$22 a week while helping to
save lives. New donors—bring
thLr ad and receive a $S.OC
bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252.
Hylsad Plums CaterW. 104 Third
thence. For example, she ad-
dressed the mothers present.
She sang about the hardships
of motherhood, and then in a
more serious tone told the
mothers that through children
they can promote the family
love which God wants.
She sang to the children of
the group, too. Wyrt-
zen had a unique way of
teaching scri$ure to children.
She had a cast of cartoon
characters that had names cor-
responding to letters of the
alphibet. These characters
sang scripture set to music.
Wyrtzen said that this method
worked well when she was
teaching her children various
passages from the Bible.
Wyrtzen's versatility and
range of' styles let her play
audience-participation games
with a talent that perhaps few
Christian artists can equal.
She persuaded eight
volunteers, all adults, from the
audience to play "Name That
- Tune" -with various hymns
played on the-piano. The par-
ticipants did not know the
names to all of the hymns, but
they did get to participate in
the concert and have some fun
at the same time.
All of this was spiritually
'enriching, but the next event
that took place was the most
significant of all. She sang a
song that applied to Chris-
-tians, both youngand old. The
song wis called "The Fire,"
and it told about the fire of
Jesus Christ in people's
hearts... a fire of love that will
never die out. It was perhaps
the most illustrative song that
dealt with the message Wyrt-
zen was trying to get across,
This was a message of being
able to understand Christ, no
matter the age. Wyrtzen was
successful in bridging the gaps
between children and adults
through her music.
Michaelis heads
computer center
- what a tremendous difference
by Kathy Marousek computers make in the
of the Whitworthian classroom."
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Mat Richter and Beth Ann Lindell enjoy an afternoon tea In the Loop.
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Concert review
Singer touches young, old
Spokane exhibit-seeks artwork
t
&
1-
I",
Press Release — Once a year
the Cheney Cowles Memorial
Museum sponsors the
Spokane Sampler, an - invita-
tional exhibition which
features artwork of the best
artists and craftspeople in the
Spokane area. The exhibition
is scheduled Nov. 21 through
Dec. 22, 1985.
Artists are represented by
one artwork each, ranging
from ceramics, paintings,
photography, fiber, mixed-
media, glass,, basketry and
r
Till FAR SIRsculpture. The selection of the
artists included in the exhibi-
tion is based Upon the profes-
sional quality of the work pro-
duced by the artists.
Though many of the invited
artists have already been in-
cluded in the roster of artists
for the show, the museum will
be accepting materials by new
artists interested in being con-
sidered. Artists interested in
having their materials re-
viewed for inclusion are asked
to submit to the museum, no
later than Nov. 1,ashçet of 20
35' mm slides of work com-
pleted within the 1St two
years, in updated resume and
an artist's statement. An art
committee will review the
work and notification of ac-
ceptance or rejection will be
made by Nov. 8.
The exhibitiod is open only
to artists from Spokane and
the immediate - surrounding
communities. For further in-
formation, contact Beth
Sellars, 456-3931
By GARY LARSON
Whitworth Students
FREE HAIRCUT
Call or stop In to see how
you may qualify. Present
student l.D. to be eligible.
Heads First Salon
N. 10214 DIvision
Whltworth Area
467-8937
V- ,IVJYY" -w -'
The Mnolds feign dedh uSfi Ni. Wognwt asning
Pie sudden u.flss, or compsllsd In isa
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SPORTS'
Central Wildcats claw Pirates
They love it when they're
sticking it to other teams, but
the thought of it also leaves
them with nightmares.
"They" are players of the
Whitworth Pirates' gridiron
defense unit, and the thought
of yet another Pirate drive
stalling deep in their their own
end of the field probably
makes them wake up in bed,
screaming.
For the second week in a
row, the Pirate stop troops
performed creditably, only to
watch their efforts be wasted
by an offense that sputtered
and wheezed all over the field.
Whitworth lost to Central
Washington University, 30-16,
and the offense only scored 10
of those points.
The Pirates defense found
themselves up against a wall
time md time again as,
through fumbles, intercep-
tions, and a dropped punt, the
Whitworth offense turned the
ball over inside the Pirate
40-yard line numerous times.
On the first Whitwortb
drive, it appeared the Pirates
Staff Report — Can a piece of
fruit turn a team around? It
appears so, as it was the best
of times and the worst of times
for the Whitworth soccer team
at the Whitman Tournament,
Sept. 21-22. On Sept. 21 the
Bucs lost games 1-3 to both
\VSU and Ft. Steilacom
Community College, but
thanks to a piece of fruity the
Rues turned around on Sept.
22 and destroyed the College
of Idaho 3-0, and later taught
Spokane Community College
a lesson in a 4-I thrashing.
The first game of the tourn-
ament was anything but
memorable. The field was less
than 50 yards wide and
sported grass better cut with a
harvester than a lawn mower.
The field hindered the Bucs
usually quick passing game.
W.SJ., possibly a less skilled
team, didn't seem to mind the
situation and took advantagâ,
'of the docile Bucs. The BuS'
lone goal' came from a Marc
Bilers throw-in to Brian Fair-
child, who turned and fired
the ball into the chest of a
defender standing behind the
goal.
The Buc's performance in
the afternoon also lacked con-
viction, as they allowed Ft.
Steilacom to take advantage of
every situation. Ft.
Steilacom's first goal set the
mood for the game, as a far
post-cross slipped through
keeper Jeff Ilenstine's fingers
and into the net. Although the
were going to mend their ways
on the 'offense, as quarterback'
Cliff Madison moved the of-
fense on their first few plays.
But as time wore on, many of
the same problems arose that
plagued the Pirates last week.
Because of poor execution on
Bucs had chances to score
throughout the match, only
Keven Peck could put one in
the new as the Btics' lack qf
enthusiasm was more than ap-
parent. So the first day finished
as a winless one for the
Bucs.
Sunday, the bus ride to the•
game saw tired hearts and
bodies. The opponent this
morning, College of Idaho,
had beaten the two teams that
had beaten the Rues the day
'before. Drastic action stepped
forward in the form of Assis-
tant ,Coach Robin Crane.
Crane informed the 'team that
they lacked intensity, and that
he was about to show them
that intensity. He picked up a
five-pound watermelon and
obliterated the hapless fruit
with his head before his team's
eyes, explaining with zeal,
"This is what intensity
means." Did it work? It must
have as the Bucs dissected
dismantled 'and buried the
College of Idaho.
The dissection took place as
Brian Fairchild's cross from
midfield found the head of
Chad Stoddard 20 yards in
front of the goal. Stoddard
nodded the ball past a dumb-
founded keeper into the net.
The dismantling fell to Randy
Malikowski, who dribbled past
six opponents from midfield
to the top of the penalty area,
where he unleashed a shot past
the sprawling keeper. ' The
burial was neatly arranged by
the part of the offensive pun-
ting units, Whitwortb gave
Central the ball inside the
Pirate 45-yard line three times
in the first quarter. However,
thanks to a great defensive ef-
fort, the Wildcats came away
with just a field goal, a
Captain ICeven Peck. Stod-
dard skied with 'the Idaho
keeper, 'who gathered in' a
dangerous ball Only to cough it
up as he hit the ground. The
ball was sent quickly into Peck
hovering six yards from the
goal and he made no mistakes
in sealing Idahp's fate. An in-
significant piece of fruit had
lifted Bucs to the' level of
intensity needed to win games.
'That same piece of fruit
continued to do the job that
afternoon against Spokane
Community College as the
Rues continued the' show they
had started that morning.
Allen' Williams' free-kick to'
Tim' CoLvin, which Colvin
rocketed ilto the top left cor-
nér 'of the net, leaving the
goalkeeper .watching, set the
tone for the rest of the match.
Scott Weigand notched a
break-away goal while Mark
Harris scored from the edgi of
the penalty area and Peck out
ran the defense to blast the
ball intO the net for the Bucs'
final goal of the tournament.
The other Spokane team had a
few chances to score and did
on one penalty kick, but was
later denied that chance a se
cond time by a great piece of
goalkeeping from Ilenstine.
The performance on the se-
cond day of the Whitman
Tournament is what the Bucs
will have needed this past
weekend in Seattle. First
ranked S,P.U. could be the
number one test of the Bucs'
intensity level.
27-yarder by Craig
Warmenhoven at the 7:06
mark.
Central added another six-
pointer after they recovered a
fumbled Pirate punt at the
Whitworth 19-yard line, and it
was 10-0 going into the second
quarter. ' ' . -,
But the,,Pirate offense de-
cided to wake up at this point,
and for much of the icond
quarter moved the ball iey
strongly. Madison, by this
time, had been taken out of
the game for a few series
because of a reinjury to his
leg, and second string signal-
caller Todd White suffered a
possible tear in his left knee.
Rick Bolen came in to lead the
Pirates to their TD of the
game, a nine-yard toss to
Wayne Ralph that cut,the lead
to 16-7. Despite suffering eight
quarterback sacks and nine
penalties for 45 yards, the
Pirates were moving the ball,
especially on the, ground. For
much of the second period,
halfback Eddie Davis ripped
off three- to five-yard chunks
of yardage against what was
supposed to be a tough Cen-
tral defense. He finished with
53 carries in 13 attempts, a 4.0'
average.
But misfortune struck the
Pirates late in the quarter as
they were driving out of their
own territory. As' Bolen was
trying to hit a receiver on the
Pirate sideline, he was in-
tercepted in 'full stride by
'Wildcat Joe Imhoff, who
da4te4 32 -yprds for ,a score.
Central led at the half, 23-7.
'The third quarter saw much
Of the same action: Whitworth
moving the ball in spurts,
seeing those drives stalled by
penalties, or stymied by a
great Central defensive effort.
The demise of the Pirate at-
tack this week was really a
result of a Wildcat defense
that managed to make some
big ; touchdown-saving 3lays.The, weather even helped out,
too.
Madison was hit by ii
Wildcat defensive back on a
blit4'just as he was releasing
the ball toward an open Pirate
receiver in the end zone. The
bait sailed just beyond the
receiver's hands. Scratch one
TD.T Another Pirate receiver
lost a potential touchdown
cOntinued on page 7
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by John Worster
Special to The Whuworthian
Rusty Hunt, No. 12, celebrates as Wayne Ralph, No.20, scores the Pirates' first touchdown of the game on a pass
from quarteback ma Boles. ' -
Watermelon revives Pirates"
in Whitman Tournament
'Crss County Results
Whitman 'IrWitMonal
'September 21;1985
9th—ChrisPaul , , 26.03
44th—ScottHink ' 27.19.
62nd — Rod Holman
'
27.54
65th—MarkEaton 28.13
68th—MikeLawrence 28.15
70th — Peat Sutherland 28.16
— Overall 10th place out of 13 teams
4Ist—GwenKeiser
'
21.18
42nd — Melissa Johnson 21.19
53rd — Bobbie Mishler " 23.28
54th — Gwen Morgan ' 23.34
58th — Lan Mohr 25.43
— Overall 8th place out of 8 teams
Tb. WbltntbM., 8.ptnbe 30 19* P... 7
SPORTS
VBers come up short against Gonzaga
by Sam Weber
of the Whitworthian
Thursday night, Sept. 26,'
the Whitworth volleyball team
visited crosstown rival (Jon-
zags University only to lose a
hard-fought battle by a score
of 10-15, 12-15, 15-13, 11-15.
With the Bucs coming off a
win against W.O.S.C. and the
Bulldogs dropping a match to
Idaho on Wednesday night,
everyone knew that it would
be an exciting match. And ex-
citing was just the word to
describe Thursday night's ac-
tion.
Gonzaga took a' quick 9-4
lead in the first set only to see
the Bucs come back to pull
within one at 10-9, but all the
Bucs could do was watch as
the 'J)ogs pulled away RI take
the first set 15-10.
The Bucs opened up the
scoring in the second set to
take a 1-0 lead, but Gonzaga
came roaring back to grab the
lead at 4—i. Debbie Burkhart
when he had to turn into a
b1indin afternoon sun
taut thibalIaS lttàâtnièd
off It outstretched fingertips.
Central wasn't moving the
ball either, however. Led by
served up four points to rally
the Rues to a 5-4 lead. The
'Dogs led until Whitworth tied
it up at 12-12. However, Con-
zaga showed some muscle and
took the next three points to
win the set 15-12.
The third set was all Whit-
worth. The Sues got a quick
start on the 'Dogs with Laura
Black serving and a great play
from the rest of the Rues to
lead the Zags 5-0. The Rues
dominated the match until
Conzaga rallied to pull within
one at 10-9,'then li-ID. The
Rues then forged a 14-10 lead
only to see Oonzaga come
back to within one point
again. Whitworth flexed some
muscle of their own to halt the
Gonzaga come back by scor-
ing the next point aüd winning
the third set 15-13.
The foUrth and final set was
just' as furious as the previous,
ones. Oónzaga grabbed tho
first two points in the fourth
match. Whitwortb then
scratched back to lead 3-2.
After exchanging the' lead
several times Gonzaga finally
linebackers Scott Wed and
Malconi Townsend; who
combinEd 'for 24 tackles,
Whitworth's defensive
repeatedly punishedCential's 'offensive unit.
Whitworth surrendered only
upped the Bucs 9-6. But back
came the Ruts with Colleen
Schionga serving and Dana
Paulson's outstanding hitting
to overtake the Zags 10-9.
Both teams added another
point to their scores to make it
11-9 in Whitworth's favor.
Then the roof fell in on the
Sues as Gonzaga reeled off the
next six points to win the
fourth set 15-11 and win the
match 3-1.
There Was some extraor-
dinary play on both sides of
the net, expecially the fine
defense of Kathy Toutant who
came up with sme gret digs at
crucial times during the
match. Julie Cordes also
played an excellent game for
the Rues. The one major
stand-out for Gonzaga was
Jennifer Fuller. At 6'O" she
had little trouble hitting the
ball over the net.
The Rues' next match will
be this Tuesday, Oct. 1 in the
Fieldhouse where they will
take on Lewis-Clark Stale Col-
lege.
261 yards against the
Wildcats, and highly-touted
quarterback Mitt Brkljaéich
was held to a dismal 10 for 25
perfonnance worth 98 yards
and one interception.
The Pirate defense broke
only once in the second half,
when with just under four
minutes gone in the third
quarter, Brkljacich scored off
a 43-yard run off a broken
play. He turned to his left to
hand off, and his backs missed
the connection. Reversing his
field, he stumbled briefly, then
sped around the left end and
down the sideline for the
score, upping the count to
30-16.
The one pickoff by the
Pirates was a big one, and oc-
curd in thç third quarter.
linebacker ,Malcom Town-
send robbed Rrkljaclch in the
same manner imhoff robbed
Bolen in the first half, except
this one was more spectattilar,
Cutting In front of the Central
receiver, Townsend pläked off
the sideline pass and raced 68
yards for a score. He was held
by a crushing block thrown by
teammate Kelly Shea, who at 5
feet llinches tall and 200lbs.,
folded, spindled and mutilated
the last defender in
Townsend's way, 6 foot 5
inch, 230 lbs. tight end Travis
Toms.
,With 2:19 to go in thethird,
and the entire fourth quarter
still to come, the Pirates
looked more than ready to pull
the game out of the fire. Rut
the offense just couldn't get
anything going, and time
trickled away in the quarter.
Whitworth kicker Rob Col-
eman did tack three more
points on the board for the
Pirates, toeing a 49-yard field
goal, the second-longest in
Whitworth history, with 4:40
to go In the contest. With the
Pirate offense seemingly just a
ëompletion or a big break
away from a score, even at thisjuncture Whitworth didn't
stein out of it, but Central
denied the Pirates, and finally
ran out the clock to seal the
win.
Whitworth upped their of-
fensive output considerably,
piling up 233 passing and 66
rushing yards for a total of
299. But they lost 53 yards
from the sacks and tackles
behind the line of scrimmage,
bringing the total down to 246.
Ralph has 19 catches
for 244 yards and twotouchdowns in two
games, the leading
performance In the na-
tion for an NAIA
receiver,
Madison, who limped in
and out of the game, com-
pleted 17 of 48 passes for 221
yards, Bolen was 2 for 6 for 12
yards and the TD, and Wayne
Ralph hauled in nine passes
for 110 yards and the one TD.
With this perfonnance, Ralph
has 19 catches for 244 yards
and two touchdowns in two
games, the leading perfor-
mance In the nation for an
NA1A receiver.
Eddie Davis led Whltworth
with his 53 yards rushing, and
now has 66 on 23 carries In
two games. For Central,
fullback Ed Watson and
halfback Jim McCormick kept
the Wildcats going by combin-
ing for 95 yards and two TDs.'
Whltworth will face
Western Washington lJniversi-
ty next Saturday In Bell-
Ingham. The Vikings lost their
first game 28-27 to Lewis and
Clark College, but fought to a
26-26 tIe with Eastern Oregon
Saturday. (lame time is 1:30
C'
''
Football — 'ant. from pge 6 - 3
Laura Black, No.3, and J.lI. Cords., No. 15, go up for a
block during the PIt.'s whining snatch against WesternOreg Stat. Colisgs, raJunday, S.$. a
p.m.
The world
is waitingBean
exchange
student
International Youth
Exchange a Presidential
Initiative br peace, sends
teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families.
Go to new schools. Make
new friends.
If you're between 15
and 19 andwant to help
bring our world together,
send for information.
%½ite: %OUTh EXCHANGl
Pueblo, Colondo 81009
TheInIeniaflcnaI *wth Exchange.
Maicom Townsend, No. 51. returns an InterceptIon 68
yards to score the Pirates' second touchdown.
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CALENDAR
6 Sunday
Soccer vs. UPS, 1 p.m.
— Home
• Christie Burchett Jr.
Voice RecItal, 3 pm.
-.MHR
Campus Warship, 8 p.m.
--Cu
Fl
7 Monday
• Forum: Robert flounce,
11:15 am—Md.
'Reading for Children,
4i30 - 9:30 p.m. LSC
Building Legend
"Stress —. cont. from pigs 4
groups provide in a crisis.
Recovery, Inc., recommends
the following first aid:
Relax your muscles and
change your thoughts. "You
can't be upset without your
muscles being tense," said
Betty Keniston. "So relax
your muscles." Then dig in the
garden, go for a walk.
Next, change your thoughts.
Recite the multiplication
tables, memorize a poem.
You're too upset to think
about the problem rationally
at the moment. Calm down
first.
Then, when' you are calmer,
"spot" your problem —
analyze objectively what's
eating you. While at this stage
you can't control your feel-
ings, you can master your
thoughts and impulses. Use
the following concepts to help
take charge:
Symptoms are distressing
but'not dangerous. If you have
a choking sensation,
remember it's just a symptom
of tension and it can't hurt
you. Feelings are not facts.
Defy your symptoms and
function in spite of them. Face
up to what's distressing you,
and the discomfort will
diminish. Make yourself get
out of bed. Your muscles will
do what you want them to.
Keep your behavior healthy
and your emotions will follow.
Avoid temperamental or ex-
aggerated language. That
headache is not really
"killing" you. It hurts, but it
will end. If you can't sleep,
don't think, "I'm going to get
sick." Just lying there will rest
you.
Don't coddle your' feelings.
Lapsing into self-pity keeps
you stuck. Hating or blaming
others only feeds your irrita-
tion. Indulging" emotion can
swamp your equilibrium.
Practice being average. You
don't have to be exceptional or
know everything. Have the
courage to make mistakes.
"The trick is," said Keniston,
"not to let temporary failure
indict your whole
personality." Give yourielf
credit for effort.
Here are some concepts
GROW reéommends to steady
yourself: ,
Go by what you know, not
by what you feel. In any panic
there are inaccurate facts and
distorted imaginings. So don't
dramatize your feelings. "Fre-
quently somebody gets tired
and decides that life isn't
worth living," said Keogh.
''But tiredness is just
tiredness."
improve thinking and
acting, and feeling will get bet-
ter. ¶'Do what's ordinary and
and live one day at a time, and
you'll find yourself managing
your life," Keogh said. "Bad
feelings can't last if you think
right and do the right thing."
Bring out thE love inside
you. Use terms of endearment
with your family. Reach out
and take someone's hand. Put
others in the picture. Don't
withdraw into your fantasies.
"You can't learn matunty on
your own," Keogh said. Get
feedback from other people.
Give your hangup a rest.
Refuse to keep your unhappy
thOughts on 'center stage.
Cultivate the good parts of
yourself.
Deal' with behavior not
motives. "We don't under-
stand'our own motivation half
the time," Keogh said. "So if
someone looks at you funny,
don't think he's out to get
you. That's just how he looks.
Deal with ihat people actually
say and do not what you im-
agine."
Get off the idea't hat all your
feelings must be poured out.
"Many counselors subscribe
to the phony idea that we have
a lot of unexpressed feelings
and are too inhibited," Keogh
said. "Frequently it's just the
opposite. Expressing feelings
is what throws us."
You don't always have to,
feel good. Feelings don't hurt
anybody. It's only when your
thinking and behavior' are out
of touch with reality that you
get into trouble.
You are responsible. Don't
blame your parents or anyone
else. Take charge of your own
life.
Join the human race.'
Remember, what ever is-
troubling you is something.
that happens to others too.
Whether it is grief, anxiety
or depression that is making
you feel out of control, it helps
to remember that many other
decent people have suffered
just as much as you' and have
made it through. They broke
down, admitted they needed
help, and then learned how to
fight their way back to emo-
tional health. They have
shown the rest of us we can
take it — and triumph!
Tuesday
'VB vs. Lewis and Clark,
7:30p.m. --Home
1' 2 3Wednesday
'Midweek WorshIp, 11:15
am. - CH
'Soccer vs. Whitman,
1 p.m. -- Away
Thursday
'YB vs. CWU, 7:30 pa.
-• Away
'Compllne, 10p.m. -- CH
4 Friday -
'THE WEEKEND (4,5,6)
• Forum: Mark Lab l,erton,
11:15a.m. —And.
'VS. UPS Invitational
—Away
5 Saturday
'Graphology IL 9 a.rn. -3
p.m. —-LCS
'COllege Entrance Ezant
RevIew, 9am. - 12 p.m.
— I_Sc
''Choral Festival -- MB
•Cross counly —
Wlliamette'U. Invita-
tionàl -- Away
'FB vs. WWU, 1:30 p.m.
—Away
•Soccer vs. PU), 1p.m.'
—Away
CH-"Chapei
LSC - Lindaman Seminar Center
MRH - Music Recital Hall,
Aud.'- Auditorium
Let Washington Mutual help with a
low cost student loan. Askyour school's
financial aid office for an application
and details or, call (206) 464-4767
for more information. You'll see its
everything we've adverthed.
- Washington MutualThe friend of the tamilfl
Washington MutualSSngsBank
and its family of financial aff$lates:
Murphey Favre, Incorporated/Washington
Mutual Service Corporation
Member FOE
'This rate does not necessan4y apply to stadente wcth
cnø isant
F"
by Amanda Paye
of The WhltworthIan
Whitworth's Hunger Task
Force will sponsor the 7th An-
nual Fall Fast on Wednesday,
Oct. 16. The event is in
recognition of World Food
Day, which is part of a 'one-
week, nationwide effort to
raise people's awareness of
hunger and hunger-related
issues.
"It (the fast) is a way to
keep in touch with reality,"
said Doug Segur, a leader in
the Hunger Task Force on
campus. He said people have
to keep their eyes open to the
way others in the world have
to live. Segur said that going
without food for one day will
give people an idea of what
hunger is like, "a very small
idea." -
Those who decide to par-
ticipate in the Fall Fast should
leave their upstairs or
downstairs mealcards in
SAGA after dinner on Oct. 15.
SAGA cards will be returned
to fasters at breakfast on Oct.
17.
Segur said, "SAGA has
agreed to give a percentage
from each méalcard turned
in." The money SAGA
donates will be divided be-
tween three organizations. One
is the Spokane Food Bank,
which distributes food to the
poor in Spokane. The second
organization to receive a dona-
tion is Bread for the World, a
Christian lobbying organiza-
tion in Washington, D.C.
"They lobby for the rights of
the hungry in the United States
and in other countries," Segur
said. The third organization is
Tools for Tomorrow, which is
a part of the United
Presbyterian Church. They
purchase agricultural tools for
communities in Africa. "It's a
developmental-type of
assistance rather than just
sending them food," said
Segur. "We can do a lot more
than we think, especially in
third-world countries."
Segur said that off-campus
students can also contribute to
the Fall Fast. There will be a
box in the ASWC office in the
HUB on Tuesday where peo-
ple can drop in donations.
The Fall Fast is not meant to
be just symbolic, but it's also a
chance for people to make
contributions to the hunger
movement. "It's a chance to
make a difference .. We need
to be involved in changing the
way things are," said Segur.
For those participating in
the fast, SAGA will provide
juice and a light broth during
mealtimes in the downstairs
area.
-
The fasters are encouraged
to drink plenty of fluids. "The
only way fasting can hurt at all
is if people go for extended
periods of time with no
fluids," said Segur. "You
have to keep your body
hydrated." He continued,
"it's all part of the experience
We have to put ourselves in
touch with what hunger is
like." Segur said that people
tend to get wrapped up in their
own lives and they forget that
hunger even exists.
The purpose of the Hunger
Task Force is to promote
awareness of hunger and
related issues. "It's also an
avenue for action ... and in-
volvement in hunger' relief,"
said Segur.
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Balloon rides, luau, conca't, dance
Events 'to 'highlight Homecoming
by KMs
of The
Vogel
Whitworthiari
by Barry Elk in
of the Whitworthian
"Faith and the Future" is
the theme of a trustee visit to
Whitworth College next week,
Oct. 16-19.
"Faith and the Future: A
Festival with Whitworth
Students and Trustees" is the
full title of the three-day visit.
The trustees will be arriving at
Whitworth on Wednesday,
Oct. 16 at 11:15 a.m.
At 3:30 p.m., Donn
Moomaw will start off the visit
by addressing the football
players and other athletes on
the football field.
At 10 p.m. trustees Gary
Demarest, Bruce Larson, Vic
Pentz, Jim Little and John
Stevens, all pastors, will be
leading informa) discussion
groups in the lounges of War-
ren, Baldwin/Jenkins, Arend,
McMillan/Ballard, Stewart,
and Shalom in the Village. The
discussions will be held in an
informal atmosphere.
Each trustee will be opening
his session with a sharing of
his Christian journey or
pilgrim age for the first 20
minutes. The session will then
be open for questions and
discussion will follow. After-
wards hot cider and donuts
will be served.
At 10 p.m. on Thursday,
Oct. 17, eight teams of three to
four trustees will be going to a
variety of places for discus-
sions on careers. The theme
for this evening will be "Faith
and the, Future: What's a
Career for God's Sake."
The following is a list of
groups and the rooms they will
be held in: "Business as a Call-
ing" - Calvin Hall; "Law as a
Calling — Lindaman Seminar
Center; "Medicilie as a Call-
ing" - Health Center Lounge;
"Ministry as a Calling" -Dix-
on, room 113; "Helping Pro-fessions as a Calling"
- Psychology Lounge;
''Women in Careers''
-Ballard; "How to Nurture
and Integrate Faith, Careers
and Relationships" -
Baldwin/Jenkins; Minority
students —- HUB Green
Room; "How to Perceive
God's Direction in Our Lives"
- Warren Lounge.
There will be brochures
coming sut later on all of these
discussion groups. These
groups will also be held in an
informal atmosphere like the
previous sessions.
On Friday, Oct. 20, the
trustees visit will wind up with
a Forum presentation by Gary
Demarest. His presentaton
will be "The God Who Makes
All Things New."
The idea for this type of
student-trustee interchange
was brought about from a
discussion that took place
thràe years ago. Some trustees
had "expressed concerns to
become better aquainted with
the students of Whitworth
College. This discussion began
a plan using the Trustees as a
resource during visits to share
their life experiences with
Whitworth Students'.
"Trustees are usually seen
as unknown, faceless people
who meet once or twice a year
to make decisions on Whit-
worth's future,'' said
Chaplain Ron Frase. "We
think our trustees are unique
individuals! who are deeply
committed to the Christian
mission of the college. They
give generously in time and
resources to this college. They
are men of genuine Christian
committment. They also have
distinguished themselves in
their particular career or pro-
fession. They are a valuable
asset to this college and they
want to know us as people."
The Board of Trustees is a
group of 48 people who are
legally responsible for Whit-
worth. The board is organized
into different classes or terms
of people. Members of a class
leave together when their
"graduation day" comes.
A person is elected to the
board by the board itself after
continued on page 8
SAGA to donate money from Fast k
cert by the Whitworth Choir at should be a pretty exciting tickets are being sold. No cou- parade around the campus at
the Cathedral. The time of the evening." - ple discounts will be offered. 11 a.m. featuring dormitory
banqUet and the concert are 6 Despite the trappings of a "I would like' to see as many floats, and hot-air balloon
p.m. and 8 p.m. respectively, high-class evening, McFalls people come as possible. And I rides from 11 a.m, to 1 p.m.
said the price for the dance is don't think forcing people to To top off the 1985
Balloon rides, a Hawaiian "three Thousand Miles gpin to be kept to a 'couple up' a way of Øomg Homecoming the Hawaiian
luau, Parents'W-cekqnd, and a — from—Paradises is the-(heme-inithnium "qkad'kfrj In that," McFallflhiflitéad CCliifllflitituaiiM'fld
parade highlight this year's of the Homecoming dance. it high school whose dance cost 10 percent discount will be of- p.m. at SAGA. According to
Homecoming weekend, Oct. will be held at Cavanaugh's $35 per couple. That was no fered to groups of fiSt. - Miriam Samuelu, Hawaiian
18 and 19. Inn at the Park, from 9 p.m.- dinner, no pictures, just the Tickets will be on sale in the Club vice president, approx-
The Homecoming festivities to 1 a.m. Friday evening, tickets. I'm trying to stay away Student Store and periodically imately 300 people are cx-
kick off Friday evening with a "We're trying to make 'the from that kind of thing," said at SAGA. pected to be on hand. The peo-
catered banquet at St. John's dance as classy as possible," McFalls. The price of the Saturday afternoon at 1:30 pIe that do go can expect to en-
Cathedral, B. 127 12th said Doug McFalls, ASWC dance willbe $4.50 per person. p.m., the Whitworth Pirates joy Kalua pig, poi, and other
Avenue. The cost of the ban- Special and Cultural Events will be taking on Simon Fraser Hawaiian foods.
quet is $15 per person. It will Coordinator. "We've hired a One change of philosopy for University in the Pine Bowl. Following the dinner, the
be followed by a special con- doorman and coat checks. It this yedr's 'dance is the way Pre-game activities include a Hawaiian Club will be pre-
-
'
senting The Voyage of the
-'
- Hokulea." The show will
Trustees to - visit and share with students nth::::r: the
- Tahiti, Samoa, and New
_________________________ Zealand.
Samuelà is expecting a good
crowd and is hoping the even-
ing will be a success. "It's our
opportunity to show mainland
Americans what Hawaiian
culture is really like," she said.
"Our way of life is very dif-
ferent than the typical
American's. We're proud of
our culture, not ashamed
because it's different. It's our
chance to show off and share a
piece of our culture."
Ticket to the general public
will be $10; to parents and
faculty, $8; to off-campus
students and alumni, $6; to
children from 4 to 12 years
old, $4; and to on-campus
students with SAGA cards, no
charge. Tickets must be pur-
chased by Oct. 14.
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Whitworth Religion
by John A. Sowers
The Whftworth!an Editorial Board
Recently, the Spokesman-Review published a feature ar-
ticle entitled "A Tale of Two Colleges." The two colleges
were Whitman, located in Walla Walla, and Whitworth.
The article indicated primary differences which revolved
around the Christian ties of the two schools. Officially,
Whitman has no religious affiliation, while Whitworth is
directly related to the Presbyterian Church.
The article raises an interesting question: How vital to a
liberal arts education is that official link to the Christian
church? -
It is very important. Two factors give those of us at
Whitwortb an advantage over a student at a secular institu-
tion. Before jumping into my two reasons, let me em-
phatically state that one can receive quality education at a
non-sectarian school. Nor do I agree with the new-right
viewpoint of "Christianizing" our public schools. The
logic of an agnostic teacher leading me in a prayer to some
generic god escapes me.
However, we do have two advantages in being where we
are at Whitworth. If, at a liberal arts institution, we.
are to understand the world around us, it behooves
us to understand these forces that shape our ways
of approaching the world. In conjunction with Greek,:
thought, nothing has shaped 20thcentury humanity like
Christian heritage. Our laws are based on Moses and the
Ten Commandments, our quest for meaning after death
• has historically been seen as Christ's heaven, and our view
of who we are is shaped by the Pauline epistles as much as
anything else. This is not just true for Christians, but
because of the influence of the historic church, it is true for
all ôf,western humanity. Hence, what an adyaütagejt i?for
us to be at an institution that takes this historic approach
to all aspects of its curriculum, whether that be drama or
biology, physical education or business, and to be taught
by those who believe in this value system rather than non-
Christian professors who, when confronted with Chris-
tianity's importance, mumble incoherently into their col-
lective beard.
This raises my second advantage — the professors. We
are fortunate to be in an environment where our instruc-
tors are not only eminently qualified, but overtly caring as
well. What is the common linkage that gives us teachers
who go beyond instructing to relating? I believe it is the
love of Jesus Christ. Having been just a "number" at a
junior coflege and having suffered through courses taught
by egotistical men and women who love their jobs with no
more vigor than someone who works at a toothpaste fac-
tory, it pleases me greatly to be here.
If God -has led you here, He's brought you to an ex-
cellent place. Know that and use it.
-
by Cherie Ekhoim
The Whitworth fan Editorial Board
As students at Whitworth College, religion plays a large
part in our educations, at times whether we want it to or
not. For both Christian and non-Christian students, faith
in and out of the classroom creates problems, answers
questions, and sometimes just makes us uncomfortable.
Most importantly, however, it makes us think.
In classes, we hear Christian perspectives on everything
from drawing to Shakespeare, from Central America to
ecology. For those of us who are non-Chrsitians, these
moments that seem to interrupt what we are really learning
make us want to plug our ears and cover our eyes. Even for
Christian students these insights don't always have the
relevence we should allow them. These moments are im-
portant because they teach us faith. These moments show
us that we are all religious to a degree; we each react to
these lectures differently, but these reactions are what is
important.
In this way, we don't learn just how history connects to
literature, but also how Christianity does. But how does
this differ from religious aspects of universities like
continued on page 8
distributes its resources more is fed to beef and dairy cattle.
evenly. People there are poor, People are going hungry
but they don't4ive in abject while the technology and
poverty. They have access to resources exist to see that they
health care, education, food, don't. While we in the rich
and housing. Overpopulation world are not the whole pro-S
is not the cause of hunger and biern kèocruP govqitmânts
poverty, it is the result. aM (he filCe- cón.tribátd), we
Another widespread belief are significant part of it. We
seems to be, "There is not an consuming much more
enough food to go around." than we need, and are leaving
We see people dying in Africa others short.
and conclude that there is ob- Withan accurate base of in-
viously not enough. FALSE! formation, a problem in
The truth is that there is search of a solution stands a
enough. The problem lies in much better chance of being
unequal distribution. solved. Hunger isn't just a
problem. It's mothers,
children, and fathers suffenng
in ways that no human being
should have to suffer.
Many oganizations such as
Oxfam America, an interna-
tional development and relief
organization, claim the world
produces 2 pounds of grain
every day for every person on
earth. This is 700 calories
more than the recommended
daily of 2,300. Yet 70 percent
of the world's grain is con-
sumed by roughly 30 percent
of the population. Most of this
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Guest Opinion-
Misconceptions- of: hunger
by Doug Segur
Hunger Task Force
-
In talking with a variety of
people over the last few years,
I am impressed by how many
misconceptions there are
about hungS. We all know
hunger exists. Our belief and
opinions as to why it exists and
what can or cannot be done
about it seem to be founded
more on "popular opinion"
rather than on facts.
My intent is not to discount
popular opinion, but to clear
up some of those misconcep-
tions tht keep us from ad-
dressing a solvable problem.
Something I hear quite fre-
quently is, "If poor people
would just stop having kids,
there would be fewer people
and more food to go around."
What is misunderstood is why
so many of these people are
having so many children. The
problem lies not with the ir-
responsibility of the parents. It
is rather, a result of poverty.
ln most poor countries,
children, especially sons, mean
security to parents in their old
age. Children are the only
"socill security" in these
societies. The prerequisite for
population control is the
reduction and/or elimination
of poverty,
Consider India and China:
Both countries are poor and
densely populated. Yet
China's population growth is
significantly lower thanIndia's because China
note: See story on
ifpage 1 regarding the Hunge
Task Force's Fall Fast. -
1
'1
Due to Faculty Develop-
ment Day, The Whitwor-
thian will not publish Mon-
day, Oct. 14.
I
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NEWS
by Suzan Fleshman
of The Whffworthian
The Whitworth Choir has
many activites planned to
make October a busy month.
The
Nationalc
A fistful of dollars: The
president of the Ohio Stu-
dent Association paid his
$633 instructional fee at
Kent State University With ¶
eight $50 bills, three 120
bills, and 33 ones to protest
a 98 percent increase in tui-
tion since 1979.
EjAdemk
Another ñiëisles
epidemic is predicted to hit
carnpus4s this -year. Healthbffidlisa thatnth-coj'
1ev students stand a 15 per-
cent chance of catching the
disease by the end of the
school year. A weak vac-
-
cine, distributâi between
1957 and 1967 is'being
blamed for the epidemics of
-
recent years.
-
Grades -
Studying is a waste of
time if it's good grades
you're after, according to a
recently concluded study at -
Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity. Ten years of research
by two sociologists found
that class attendence had a
much higher correlation to
good grades than time spent
studyjng, which showed
very little relationship - to
high mark. -
Thnge
Career-oriented courses
may be dangercus to your
career, according to a new
study by the illinois Stae
Board of Higher Educa-
tion. The study found that
students who choose career-
oriented courses over a
broad education in liberal
• arts and sciences rim the
risk of having their skills-
made quickly obsolete by
technology and social con-
ditions. The study also
found that Illinois college
students often enroll in
select courses to avoid those
with difficult reading and
writing requirements.
National On-CamPus Repoil
Choral Director Randi Von
Ellefson seems excited about
— the 1985-86 choir group being
active. "Being only five weeks
into school and getting a full
concert put together is, in
itself, - a small miracle. We
have a hard working group
that is very cooperative," he
said.
Saturday, Oct. 5, the Whit-
worth choir performed on
campus for 200 high school
-
students attending a choral
festival.
- On Friday, Oct. 11, the
choir has been invited to sing
at Central Washinwton
University for the state con-
vention of the American
Choral Directors Association.
Whitworth choir is the only
-college choir invited to sing at
• the two-day convention.
On Friday, Oct. 18, the
choir will sing at St. John's
Cathedral in Spokane. The
Cathedral and the Arts
Association sponsor five per-
formances during the year at
St. Johô's. Whitworth's 8
p.m. perjormance is the first
of these five performances. A
$3 donation is optional and
-
everyone is invited and
welcome, according to Ellef.
son. -
A Music, Art, and Drama -
Workshop will take place on
by Shauna ner
ofThe Whitworthian
A Whitworth College senior
has been selected to rcceive a
$1,200 Second Wasmer
Educational Trust Scholar-
ship.
The scholarship, which was
provided from a trust
• established through the estate
of Spokane broadcast pioneer
Louis Wasmer, is awarded to
broadcast students who excell •
academically and need finan- s
cial assistance. I
"It -was an answer to a
prayer," said Jan Branvold,
scholarship winner.
• Brandvold, a non-
traditional student, maintains
a 4.0 average while caring for •
her home and family. She is
married and the mother of two s
- daughters. She serves as an
Saturday, Oct. 26, in the
Whitworth Music Building.
This workshop is for anyone
who wants to participate, ac-
cording to Ellefson. Registra-
tion is Oct. 26, in the morning.
The workshop is free for -
Whitworth students (see
schedule on this page.)
Friday, Oct. 25, at 7:30
p.m., William Kuhlman,
organist at Luther College in
Decorah, Jowa, will present a
recital at Whitworth Com-
munity Presbyterian Church.
The performance will be a
preview of the classes he will
teach as a participant in the
Music, Art, and Drama
Workshop. This performance
is also free to Whitworth
students.
This year's choir is 20 voices
stronger than last year's.
"Auditions were high this year
and the quality of the group is
top-notch," said Ellefson.
Senior Brent Stark said the
enthusiasm to do a good job is
really high this year, "I think
the group has a high profile
because it is so active both on
and off campus. The en-
thusiasm is greater than ex-
pected with 20 new people."
- The soloists who will sing in
the upcoming' performances
are Karl Cowell, Christie Bur-
chett, Tim Black, Laurie
Dunlap. and John Cooper.
elder at - Opportunity
Presbyterian Church, sings in
the choir and plays in a brass
ensemble,
Branvold is majoring in
communications and she plans
to work in television produc-
tion. Her ultimate goal Is to
work in television advertising.
Branvold is currently doing an
internship with Spokane's
channel 5.
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworthian
To print ot not to print was
the question for the Natsihi,
the Whitworth annual staff
upon returning to áampus this
fall. The Whitworth com-
munity need -no longer
wonder. There will be a
1985-86 yearbook.
Freshman Angela Harvey
has been hired as the l985,86
Natsihi editor and the staff
plans to come out on schedule
this year, probably in the first
week in May, according to
Director of Student Activities,
Glenn Smith.
June Chandler, elected last
year to be the 1985-86 editor,
decided to transfer schools
over the summer.
Although last year's year-
book was late in coming out
(students didn't receive them
until September), Smith
feels that it was a higher quali-
ty production than in years.
"The Yearbook went out of
print for a few years, but since
it's been operating again it's
made better progress each
year." -'
'Smith expects this year's
edition to be even better.
"Angela has a - lot of ex-
perience and background in
yearbooks and graphics. I ex-
pect the, yearbook toga bettr
and 'better,' Smith com-
mented.
Last year's delays left a lot
of puzzlement among the
students that had paid the
$15.00 and didn't recleve their
annuals in the spring. The
word from the Natsihi staff
tls'year is fear not — the
yearbook will be out on time.
Those students who have yet
to pick up their 1984-85 year-
books may find them in the
A.S.W.C. office,
R.c.Iv. Imm.dlas
Cash!
Donate plasma and receive
$22 a week while helping to
save lives. New donors--bring
this ad and receive a $5,t'XJ
bonus.
Call for an appointment,
624-1252.
1 -/.z'rry1----r'c-
çhou active -In community
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Forum footnotes
by John Boyer
of The Whltworøflan
Increase
-
-
College enrollment has
increased from 7.4 million
in 1970 to 12.5 million in
1983. - - -- -. -
The Forums from Oct. 11
through Oct. 21 offer both
entertainment and education.
On Friday, Oct. 11, the
Central America Study Tour
group will present a Forum.
Central America is a trouble-
stricken and controverisal area
on the globe today. By reading
the news reports one knows
that the government and the
mass media think about Cen-
tral America. Nine of the 11
Whitworth students who
toured Ca$a Rica, Panima,
Nicaragua, and Guatemala
will give a descriptibn of their
trip through slides, music,
talking, and a skit, thus giving
a student viewpoint.
How can God give us a new
direction? Can we have our
perspectives concerning God
changed or altered? Forum on
Friday, Oct. 18, will address
these questions. Gary
Demarest, a Whitworth
Tixistee and a well-known
Presbyterian pastor, is the lec-
turer for this Forum entitled
"The God Who Makes All
Things New."
Forum oiMonday, Oct.21,
will offer students a chance to
see a circus and get Foruni
credit at the same time. The
Royal Lichtenstein - Quarter
Ring Sidewalk Circus has been
called a -perenàial Forum
favorite.
Yedrboc)k to print in '86
-Musk Art Drama Workshop Schedule
8:30 t%,atgtnot -9:15-10:15 ntwzskMWn
• A Qad Mt fri Mat & (]tma
a LAgS i
C. 'MI h% h
10:30-11:SOOtEidwCcnteflf11:45.1:00 Lath1:15-2:30 u&smskSflSSn
ASatelbftgazIFbrlw
B- and Mtkr Mat & Oan
C. LASS fln I, SAkS4
2:30-3:30 •mM-assL-saS
A (.be ci fr
- a was Pith
3:45-4:30 GtgVkS*Sa*
Senior gets $1,200
•____f,
•.. ......
Amnest International — JodI Sleeper
- Black Student Union — Carol Seepersad
Central American Solidarity In Action — Cathy VerdlerCircle K — Shawn McGInnis
Cycling Club — Fred Cousins
Fellowship of Christian Athletes — Tom Weadick, Sally AJlen
Hawaiian Club — Bill Ollveros
: Hunger Task Force — Doug Segur, Emily Lauer
International Club
— tvelyn Denora
Lacrosse Club — Sieve Anderton, Dave Anderton, Steve Lewey
Peace Action CoalItion — Tim Crisp
Phi Alpha Theta — Mark Leonard
Whltwofib Rally Squad — April Burns
Ski Team — Sieve Brouglilon, Paul Shoening
Sociology In Action — Brett Stark
Urban MInistries — Michael McKIbbln
Women's Softball Team Ryan Murashige
Young Americans los- Freedom — Todd Davidson
Yuwltaflanpn—suestarr
r a — a — a — —
— — — — — a — a — a
'iKe flower te/ :
We con meet your Homecoming needs! I
10 patent dI.cou.t to Whftwoetls etndate
•
Except on sale items & ware servIçe
Cash & carry roses $1.99 each
Located in the southwest corner of Country
Homes Business Park
N. 9107 Country HorneI Blvd.
a a — a a a a a a a a a a a 17.i7Z7 a a a a a a a
floiars For All
Ojco,,jonsqyt Jums
H
II
II Hyland Plasma Center
W. 104 ThIrd
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FEATURE'
by Jill Johnson
of The Whitworthjpn
The Business department is
getting down to business. Dr.
Charles McKinney, professor
of finance, is the latest edition
to the Business department's
faculty. Most recently from
Judsen-Baptist College in The
Dalles, Ore., McKinney brings
to Whitworth the experience
of ten years in higher educa-
tion4
McKinney's education in-
cludes a master's degree in
business from Southern
Oregon State and a doctorate
from Washington State
University in administration
and higher education. In addi-
tion, he has wQrked as Assis-
tant Vice President of Finance
at WSU.
by
of
Kathy Marousek
The Whftworthkzn
Have you ever thought
about serving lunch in SAGA,
or pushing the mail-cart
through the snow? Whn
financial aid, help from
parents, and summer employ-
ment just is not enough to get
you through the school year,
these thoughts may soon
become reality.
Whitworth can be a very ex-
pensive endeavor, but there
are ways to cure financial
problems, and the Student
Life Center has one answer.
By the end of the school year
about 550 students will have
term includes Financial
ManagemeflL and Health Care
Financial Management in ad-
dition to Personal Financial
Management, which he will
teach during Jan Term.
Although he is teaching main-
ly finance classes at Whit-
worth, Mdkinney has taught a
wide variety of business
classes. "I think I've taught
just about everything at one
time or another," he said. -
With a commitment to
Christian liberal arts educa-
tion, McKinny -sees the im-
been employed on campus,
and another 300 ,will have
found jobs off campus by us-
ing the Student Life Job
Center. The job center is also a
place to get information re-
gafding careers -
"Most of the jobs we help
students obtain are career-
oriented," said Bonnie
Kinkel, coordinator of student
employment. While working
through school a student can
get on the job experience, and
learn about what kind of
career they want to go into.
Whitworth's operating
budget is $13.6 million per
year, of that $526,000 goes
toward student labor. The
school is 'ieimbursed $245,000
portance of business courses in
Whitworth's curriculum. "1
don't think there is an occupa-
tion or vocation that does not
touch on the principles of good
business matiagement," he
said, recommending that
students take courses in a
variety of fields such a history,
political science and com-
munications.
McKinney wishes to bring a
Christian perspective to the
classes he teaches, saying, "I
hope to facilitate the integra-
tion of Biblical principals in
the business curriculum."
Although students often ap-
proach finance with guarded
suspicion due to the nature of
the subject, McKinney is com-
mitted to helping them learn.
"I'm willing to change and
modify. i'm not here to turn
out grades," he said., "I'm
here to help students help
themselves."
from work study.
Out of. 1,200 students last
year -there were 719 in the
work study program working
both on and off campus. The
employers who hire students
on work study get a percentage
of the student's salary paid
back by the school. The school
is then reimbursed by the
government. A student applies
for work st1dy in thç Student
Life Building. -
-
• During the year a student is
able to find numerous job op-
portunities posted in the Stu-
dent Life Building or printed
in the cash newsletter.
Available positions include:
teacher aids, receptionists,
child care workers, coaches
and computer data processors.
Volunteer work is also on the
board.
Besides being the place to
find a job, the Student Life
Building has a career place-
ment center. Gail Berg and
Wayne Brown are in charge of
care& advising. "We provide
skills to find work and bridges
to find employment," said
Brown. -
Brown wants the students to
be more aware of the resources
available for finding careers.
These include monthly
newsletters and general
business magazines- listing
available jobs from, all over
the country. Every week there
is a new computer listing of
I,--
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job openings in the- greater
Spokane area. If students caü-
not find job openings in their
area of- study, employer direc-
tories are available ,for - just
about any field. -.
Berg' contacts employers
from the Spokane area once a
week to find out if they are
hiring or offering internships.
She has put together -a file of
local employers which show
what each 'one looks for in an
employee, and the qualifica-
tions needed. 'Being involved
in activities, getting on the job
experience, and' good study
habits are a fe* of the things
continued on page 5
McKinney joins Business department
"I don't think there is
an occupation or voca-
tion that does not
touch on the principle
of good business
management." -
— Dr. Chafes McKinney
McKinney's course load this
Short on cash?
Student Life ass in job hunt
New pro&oaor 1k Charles Md(hay txIs ousde 'his
Album review
Starship
-'
-
changes with' times
Jefferson originals Craig Cha- Built this City," an excellent
quico, Pete Scars and Mickey hook mat onves forth the
Thomas, makes this album truth of San Francisco-based
quite listenable, as well as in- rock. Set off by a catchy a cap-
teresting. pella verse, the song keeps
by Nicholas Lenzl
Special to The Whitworthicn
Change is inevitable,
especially in the music in-
dustry. Bands who can keep
rocking through the change,
- If you've been a Starship
follower for some time, you
can easily hear the blend of
1980s pop mixed with driving
rock licks; typical of Cha-
rocking beyond the lights of
the Bay Area.
Other hot cuts on the album
include "Desperate Heart,"
"Private Room," "Hearts of
rock on.
Jefferson Airplane? Jeffer-
son Starship? Starship? Are
quico's quitar playing, fusing
into a euphonious sound.
Part of the fusion is due to
the World" and "Love
Rusts." Downfalls are' not
many, but are centered around
those guys still around? Grace the fact that the album is part- the overused clips that make
Slick may be old enough to be ly produced by ex-J. Geils the band sound more main-
my mother, and at the mo- Band forefront, Peter Wolf. stream than rebellious rock
ment, "knee deep in the Wolf does the keyboards and and rollers of the 1970's and
hoopla," but she's got more electronics as well. 1980's might care for. This
substance and fire than most The title, "Knee Deep in the band isn't Jefferson, but it is
'performers today. Hoopla," is an excerpt from Starship and definitely worth a
Slick, along with the other the now-populat song "We listen.
r — — — — — — — — — a — — — — — — —
MIRAGE RECORDS COUPON $5.99
Whygoallovertown
when- we have it all for $5.99?! - •
- Classical :
Country :
-
- Opera :Rotk I
-
- Pop
Any $7.99 album: or tape
N. 3916 DiviSion • N.222 Post I
$5.99 expfresll/30/85 $599;
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by LeeAnn Olsen
Special to the Whitworthkrn
Just where does Whitworth -
get the money to.operate this
school anyway? "Tuition,"
you reply. Yes, but that's only
part of the story.
If you think you or your
parents pay the entire cost of
your Whitworth education
you're probably only two-
thirds right. One third comes
from other sources.
On the average, only 67.4percent of the cost of
comes frQm tuition. The rest
comes from churches,
businesses, individuals, the
college bookstore, and student
housing arid diniflg fees, said
Mike Coins, vicç president for
Business Affairs,
"Auxiliary enterprise"
money, as it is called, comes
from the bookstore, student
room, student board, and
represents 17.4 percent of
education costs. Another 8
percent consists of gifts from
businesses, church, and 'in-
dividuals, whileS 5.5 percent
represents endowment fuflds
— income from assets given to'
the, college endowrnèñt' 'fund
that the Whitworth Founda-
tion manages. Thç remaining
1 .7 percent represents
miscellaneous non-student
- money from sources like rental
of school facilities, Coins said.
Qoins said it will cost
$13,795, 674 to operate Whit-
worth from July 1, 1985
through June 30, 1986. He
said the current budget calls
for $9,293,334 to come from
student tuitions and fees.
Money from auxiliary enter-
prises is expected to total
$2,400,749. Anticipated in-
come from gifts is $1,100,040;
endowment incomd is expected
to' be about $765,043; and
miscellaneous sources are
budgeted to amount to
$236,508.
Gift revenue and endow-
ment funds are generated by
Whitworth's Department of
Institutional Advancement
and the Whitworth Founda-
tion.
Institutional Advancement
is a new consolidation of Ad-
mission, Development, and
Publjc Relations departments.
Joe Black, vice president for
Institutional' Advancement,
said this new departr ent en-,
compa.ses almost everything
that helps Whitworth in tCrms
of. outside perception. More"
specifically, Institutional Ad-
vancement seeks gifts for
Whitworth and reötuits nçw
-students. '
The Whitworth 'Foünda-
tion; however, gênerate
money for the endowMent
fund, said Steve Trefts, its ex-
ecutive vice - president.
"Through the efforts of the
Whitworth Foundation, we
help offset the tuition costs,"
he said. The Foundation is a
separate corporation. Its pur-pose is to promote and
manage assets given to Whit-
worth through trusts and life
insurance.
Colleges and universities
everywhere are also supported
by incomes- from outside
sources, said Black. Whit-
worth, like most other private
schools, is a "tuition driven"
institution, or depends heavily
on student tuitions for most of
its operating income.
Coins said that the cost of
educating students at Whit-
worth and at public univer-
sities is about the same, but
the public schools are helped
by federal and state support.
Therefore, public schools do
not rely on steady student
enrollment like Whitworth.
Black, Coins, and Trefts of-
fered suggestions for willing
students to help limit the in-
creases in student tuition.
Black said to talk. "Our job
is helped immeasurably when
students talk," he said. If
students are having a good
Whitworttr ;xpericncc they
should talk about it. He added
that' if sjudents are haying A
bad experience they should
also talk so that "We can bear
,the complaint and try to deal
with i responsibly."
Coins- suggested 'Involve-
ment in, activities such as
phone-a-thons for alumni and
prospective students, being a
student host, or being a talent
ambassador.
Students' help in these areas
can generate money from
alumni, new-student tuitions,
'and the community, which can
'help to cut tuition costs.
However, he said, it is also
important to realize that
"anything you do is a
ripresentative of the college."
Coins also stressed study-
lag, getting involved, and get-
ting a well-rounded Whit-
worth experience. "Being a
good student and being a
Whitworth graduate can have
a good impact," he said.
Trefts added that students
can help tuitiotj costs, by talk-
ing and referring people to the
\Vhitworth Foundation. He
said "I think students can be
aware that there are estate
planning alternatives that exist
that not only help donors, but
also help Whitworth."
Just how will some of Whit-
worth's proposed $13,795,674
revenue, gained trom student
tuitions, endowments, gifts,
bookstore revenue, and stu-
dent room and board fees, be
spent? Some key expenses will
áome close to $1.1 million for
student services, $2.2 million
for financial aid, $3.6 million
for instructonal expenses, and
$1.3 million for staff benefits,
said Coins.
Jobs — continued from page 4
employers told Berg that they
look for.' -
Berg and Brown also help'
btudents develop interviewing
ikills, job search techniques,
and resume. "We rtalize how
vulnerable a student is when
looking for a career job," said
Brown, who tries to give per-
sonal support, directloti, en-
couragement, and motivation
to those people making the
transition from .student to
career person. "Students are
intimidated by the working
world, but we want them to
know that it is accessible,"
noted Berg.
If a student is not planning a
career right away but instead
plans on going to graduate
school, the career advising of-
fice has an entire layout of
how and when to apply.
This year Berg, and Brown
plan to communicate directly
to the seniors at Whitworth all
the- services they offer, If you
are a senior, expect mail from
the career advising office
sometime this semester. "We
are going to hound seniors this
year, giving them useful Infor-
mation and keeping them
aware of the trends in hiring,"
said Brown.
I--
I'-
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FEATURE
Gifts, endowment funds help
cover high cost of education Mail can send cheerto American military
by Colleen Schlonga
of The Whltworth fan
Sometimes the most joyous
of holidays brings not smiles
and happiness, but rather
loneliness and homesickness to
those Americans serving in the
U.S. military.
Concerned, thoughtful
Americans have
-
for the past
decade been making
Christmas more joyous for
'methbers of the Armed Forces
of the U.S: through Christmas
Mail Call. Mail received from
across the nation is sorted into
some 150 or more bundles and
sent to destinations across the
U.S. and around the world for
distribution to members of our
Armed Forces,
Nationally, the top five col-
leges in the Christmas Mail
Call were: Boise State, Boise,
Idaho (Interfraternity Coun-
cil); florida Keys Community
College, Key West, fla. (Rho
Epsilon Chapter, Phi Theta
Kappa); Southeastern
Massachussetts University,
North Dartmouth, Mass.
(Newman Club); Western Il-
linois University, Macomb,
Ill. (Sigma Lambda Sigma);
and Oklahoma State Universi-
ty, Stillwater, OkIa. (Scott-
Parker-Wentz Single Student
Housing.)
Mail call is an exciting pro-
ject for campus groups and
'organizations. For more infor-
mation contact The Whitwor-
(h/on.
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SPORTS
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworthian
The W,hitworth soccer team
began a six-game homestand
this past weekend with games
against Pacific Lutheran
University and the University
of Puge Sound.
The weekend ended a
15-game spell on the road for
the Pirates and dropped their
record to 5-9-3.
On Saturday, Oct. 5, the
Pirates took on arch rival PLUin a game that saw
Whitworth's playoff hopes
dwindle to dim at best. The
first goal came when ,the
referee whistled a controver-
sial Lute penalty kick after a
theatrical dive by a Lute for-
ward.. The ensuing penalty
made the score a quick 1-0 in
favor of PLU. The Lute's star
player, Kevin Iverson scored
in the 60th minute and put his
team up 2-0. The goal, which
Iverson ripped into the roof of
the net, shattered the Pirates'
morale! and PLU went on to
take the vital District 6 match
by a score of 3-0.
On Sunday, Oct. 6, the Log-
gers of UPS viited the rain-
oaked Pine Bowl after
thrashing Gonzaga 5-0 the day
before, and the Pirates hoped
the Sabbath would bring them
better luck. An enthusiastic
and partisan crowd didn't let
the nasty weather dampen
their enjoyment of the rough
match, as they hurled insults -
at the opposition and firel up
Whitworth in the second half
as the Pirates played the very
tough Loggers. Unfortunate-
ly, there was a first half, and
in that half there were two
Logger goals. Those two goals
were to be the final margin as
Keven Peck's goal in the 75th
minute pulled the dehperate
Pirates within two, only to reç
time run out on hisindividnal
effort. Randy Malikowski's
The week before, Whit-
worth won two games, beating
Seattle University 3-1 on Sun-
day in Seattle, and, on
Wednesday, Oct. 2, Whitman
1-0 in Walla Walla.
On that Sunday, a line-up
change proved that the strug-
gling offense could indeed
score goals as Tim Colvin
scored the go ahead goal in the
5 lst minute and- then assisted
Peck in the 75th minute
to ensure the Pirates' second
win over SU this season. Peck
also- scored the equalizer just
after half time. Pec)c is the
leading scc rer for the Pirates
this season with nine goals
thus far in nis senior year.
W&nesday, classes were
not the, only things the Pirates
missed as oaly one of 22 shots
entered the Whitman net, that
being an - ipportunistic rifle
that Senior Mark Harris fired
home following a mistake by
the Missionaries' goaliceeper
in hand!ing an errant shot
from Brian Gibson. The win
continud Whitworth's
domittation over Whitman
and gave keeper Jeff Ilenstine
his first shutout of the season.
The Missionaries have never
beaten the Pirates in the four
years since. Whitworth went
varsity with the soccer pro-
by John Worster
Special to The Whitworth Ian
Move over Wayne Ralph,
and say, "Hello" to Larry
Kelly.
Saturday in Bellingham
against the Westetn-
Washington Vikings, Whit-
worth dicovered another secret
weapon. Wayne Ralph, the
leading receiver in the NAIA
performedwell, but Larry Kel-,
ly was nothing- short of spec-
tacular.
Kelly, a quick, 5-foot-S-inch
sophomore making bii first
start of hIs collegiate career,
shredded the Viking secondary
with nine receptions worth 86
yards and a spectacular TD
that gave the Pirates the lead
going into the half.
Kelly's touchdown came-on
a fourth-down - and,, goal play
- from the Western four-yard
line. A mash into the hue by
Eddie Davis-and two passes by
quarterback cliff Madison
had netted one yard. Madison
scrambled to his. left, and
under pressure; - unloaded' a
high, hard throw towards the
back of the end zone.
All Kelly did was outleap
two Viking defensive backs
who were 6 feet and 6 feet 1
inch tall, snare the football,
and hang onto it as they
slammed :him into . the turf
catch gave Whitworth a 14-10
advantage. -
Kelly"s - circus catch
highlighted a spectacular
seesaw contest between two
clubs seeking their first win of
the season. From the opening
kickoff it was apparent both
clubs came to play some
serious football. -" -
Under a cloudy sky in the
Bellingham Civic Stadium,
Whitworth took the opening
kickoff and it seemed they
would soon score, but hard
hit separated Scott Ralph from
the football and the Vikings
recovered, Western managed a
field goal after a holding
penalty stalled their progress,
so it was Western, 3-0.
The two teams traded
possessions, then the Pirate
defense came to life. David
Campbell twice sacked
Western quarterback Kris
Kriskovich for losses back to
the Viking 17th. Punter Tom
LaBarge handled a perfect
snap from center like a steam-
ing platter of cookies, and the
Pirates recovered the fumble.
Madison quickly ran it over on
the next play and it was 7-3.
-
Showing a lot of character,
Western drove back -down the
field. Kriskovich caught the
Pirates off-guard with a quick-
count quarterback draw, 'scor-
ing froth 15 yards out.
Kelly's TD reéeptión cappeçl
off an 11-play, 80-yard drive,
and with 7:59 to go in the half,
Whitworth led 14-10. Western
tacked on a field goal at the
6:07 marks, and Tom Coleman
missed a 43-yard attempt for
the Pirates. The two squads
went into the half with Whit-
worth clinging to a 14-13. ad-
Vantage.The second half saw
Western surge out to a 23-14
lead on a 29-yard TD pass
from Kriskovich to Demitri
Anci, and another field goal
by Tom LaBarge of 41 yards.
Whitworth was moving the
ball, as they did all game, but
Western was keeping them out
,of the end zonç.
But Madison and company
pushed their way to the
Western 49, whqre W. Ralph
salvaged a fourth down and
four yard situation -with. an'
eight-yard reception. Five
plays later, Madison lofted a
pass towards the right corner
of the end zone, and Ralph ran
under it to cut thç lead to
23-2 1.
Every drive the Vikings
mounted in the fourth quarter
was stopped by either a sack or
turnover. Scott Ward's leap-ing interception' of a
Kriskovich pass set up the
Pirates' winning TD drive.
With 6:48 to go in the contest,
halfback Eddie Davis broke
away from a Western defender
and lunged over the goal line.
Madison hit Ralph with a
two-point - conversion pass,
and Whitworth had the final
score 29-23. The Pirate
defense swarmed all over
Kriskovich 'as he despErately
tried to move the Vikings out
of their own territory, and
they lost .the ball on downs
with 1:23 to go. Jeff Mi!ler;
replacing the injured Davis,
slammed into the Viking
defense, threç times, arid the
game was over.
Deipite the close score,
Whitworth dominated the
game statistically. The Pirates
ran 'up. 43: yards. of total of-
feris 399:of it by the air'corp
extraordinaire.
'
-
The stop troops surrendered
only Z3total yards to the Vik-
ings. Whitworth also led in
first downs 25-11.
The Pirates' record moves
to 1-2; 1-1 in Columbia Foot-
ball League play. The Pirates
meet Western Oregon at home
next week, with action starting
at 1:30 p.m.
Soccer comes up shy Roll — Western 29-23
Footballers catch
Vikings off guard
Marc Bilers battles UPS Logger, with Brian Gibson hovering in
support, in a 1-3 loss.
-
-- -
Paid Mvettising
toommate Wanted Share a
5-bedroom house with' a
25-year-old male profes-
sional. $165 per month plus
utilities. Mature person.
Please' call after 5 p.m.
467-2397. -Johnny.
gram.The Pirate's lone home-
stand of the year continues as
they take on Gonzaga
Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. and
then host 'two Oregon schools,
the University of Portland and
Oregon State University over
N. 9910 Waikiki
467-9212
powerful header, which was
flicked - or by Marc Bilers,
made Peck's goal possible.
Open M-F 11-8
Sat. 10-2:30
1°
restaurant walking
There is a new
distance from campus'
that serves the best cheesecake & coffee
in town. Please come fry it!!
- "-'i .i'-".''''
"-.-
-
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Netters seize thkd AcWeve
Runners
by Michael Lawrence
Special to the Whitworthian
Lei-Ann Akau spikes a kill past LCSC in a win at home
by Sam Weber
of The Whitworthian
place at
and Kent came in at 35:47 for
58th place.
The Lady Buys, while run-
ning without the talents of
The Saturday of Sept. 28 their number one runner Gwen
highlighted a four-day road Keiser and number five runner
trip for the men's and Lori Mohr, managed some im-
women's cross country teams. p5ive performances as well.
The Bucs traveled to Van- Melissa Johnson finished 37th
couver, B.C., via Twisp, out of 60-plus women with
Wash. for the Simon Fraser time of 21:58 for the 5,000m
Invitational. course. Bobbie Mishler fin-
While at Twisp, the ished44thin23:29,andGwen
Bucs stayed at the North Morgan finished 47th with a
Cascades Smoke Jam time of 24:11.
for some high altitude train-' The Bucs followed up
ing. It proved to be a suc- another lengthy road trip with
cessful venture as the men's an impressive finish at thee
team finished with a team Willamette Invitational Oct. 5.
performance.
The Bucs were running
Bring together British ( without the talents of Chris
umbia's best colleges and Paul, the number-one finisher
some of NAIA tistrict I's for the men. The women were
finest, and personai i,ests are without the number four and
in the making. The Bucs used five finishers, Owen Morgan
this formula to motor the fast and Ion Mohr. Paul was
and scenic 1O,000m course for hampered with a sore achilles,
men and the 5,000ni course for and Morgan and Mohr were
women, obtaining three per- also plagued by injuries.
sonal bests. Leading the In the women's race, Gwen
Pirates' arsenal was Chris Keiser used the extremely fast
Paul in a respectable time of course to motor her way to a
32:94 and a 15th place finish 65th place finish and a per-
out of more than 100 runners. sonal best time of 20:21 for the.
Following closely in a per- : 5O0Om course. Also running
sonal best time of 33:05 and a ute well was Missy Johnson.
32nd place finish was Her2l:O2timewasgoodfora
Freshnian' Scott Hink. , To 79th place finish.. Rounding
round out the hat trick of per- out the Lady Bucs trio was
sonal bests was Michael Bobbie Mishler with a 23:38
Lawrence at 34:03, for 42nd for a 105th place finish.
'place.
The overall team competi-
A trio of personal records is tion saw - Pacific Lutheran
a hard act to follow, but living University place second to
up to the task were the spirited NCAA powerhouse University
performances of Peat ofOregon.TheLadyBucsdid
Sutherland, Mark Eaton, and not score as a tam since it
Kevin Kent. Sutherland, run- takes five finishers to score.
ning with a cold and an in- In the men's race the Piratesjured hamstrin; finished it did battle with Oregon's best,
34:40 for 49th place. Also sick and as a result they finished
with a cold, Eaton cruised the with a season best perfor-
course in 35:17 for 54th place, mance. One hundred fifty-plus
Tw Isp
runners towed the line wilh
Oregon, Portland State, and
the Portland Track Club
nmnn them. The Bucs had
very impressive finishes from
Mark Eaton and Kevin Kent.
They were Eaton's and Kent's
best finishes this season.
Eaton used the fast course to
cruise to a 26:54 for 79th
place. Kent, still recovering
from an injury, powered to a
26:14 and a 72nd place finish.
Also running very strong for
Whitworth were Scott Hink
with a personal best of 26:41.
for 73rd place and Michael
Lawrence's personal record
time of 27:01 for 82nd place.
Finishing out the Pirates' team
were Peat Sutherland with a
111th place in 27:53 and Rod
Holman's 28:26 for 124th
place. The Bucs are looking
good for Districts with only 72
seconds separating the first
five runners.
• •.......S•SSSS$fl°"
'Standouts
The Whit wort klan sporh
;staff salutes thàe athletes and
their accomplishments.
In football this week the
: distinction goes to Larry Kel-
:j ly, a redshirt freshman, who
! had nine catches in the recent
: game in Bellinghani. In soccer,
Senior stopper Randy
: Malikowski gets our nod as
player of the week for his con-
sistent defensive work. In
cross country, Chris Paul and
Gwen Kaiser deserve recogni-
: tion for strong finishings in
: Twisp over the weekend. And
finally in volleyball, Dana
: Paulson, an outside hitter, had
: an eyebrow-raising 85.3 per-
: cent of her attacks lead to kills
The Whitworth Pirate
volleyball team finally ended
one of the most tiring parts of
their schedule this past week
taking 3rd place in the 10 team
University of Puget Sound In-
vitational Tournament in
Tacoma Friday and Saturday.
The Bucs played a total of 9
matches in 5 days, including 5
matches on Saturday.
Whitworth started this week
hosting Lewis and'ClirkStite.
College on Tuesday. The Bucs
beat LCSC very decisively:
156, 12-15, 15-10, 15-1 in
Graves Gym.
The women then traveled to
Central Washington Universi-
ty in Ellensburg to begin their
long road trip on Thursday
only to lose the match I set to
3.
Then it was off to Tacoma
and the UPS invitational on
Friday. The Bucs opened the
tournament against Western
Oregon State College. Whit-
worth won the bat 2 out of 3.
match 2-1, with the second set
being a marathon 20-18 deci-
sion in the Bucs favor.
CWU was the next foe for
Whitworth. It was the second
meeting between the two in as
many days. The result was un-
fortunately the same, as the
Bucs lost to the Wildcats 1 set
to 2.
After a good nights rest the
Bucs woke up Saturday to take
on host school UPS and thin-
ing up short 7-15, 11-15. Next
up was college ofIdaho and
Western Washington U. The
Pirates defeated both teams by
2-0 and 2-1 sets respectively.
However, the long trip had
started to affect the Pirates.
Against Simon Frasier, Lei-
Ann Akau became sick and
had to remove herself from the
match during the second set.
Despite Akau's absence the
Pirates overpowered SFU to
win in two straight sets.
The Bucs then moved on to
play UPS for the second time
that day. The outcome was the
same, a 2-0 defeat.
3'',
C,
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SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college careen?
This week in sports
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U.S. college:$3,480.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition com-
plete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.
F-8
co4lfle you attend
your name .
your present St reel address
city state rip
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hit. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. claaaroom. Standardized tests show our
students language skills superior to students
completing two year programs In U.S.
Advanced courses also.
I Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all at-
I rangements.
I SPRING SEMESTER — Jan. 30-May29
I FALL SEMESTER — Aug. 29- Dec. 19
each year.
I FULLY ACCREDITED — AProgram of Trinity
I Christian College.
For full information — send coupon to:
SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Laraway Lake Drive S.E. F8
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49606
I (A Program of Trinity Christian college)
10/9 — 4 p.m. Gonzaga
It you would NEt kWormlon on tun pcogv's—
— eddnn below.
10/S — 7:30p.m. at WhItman 10/12 — 10a.m. OSU
10/12 — 7:30 p.m. CWU
your perma neffi slreet address
city
10/13 — 12:30 p.m. Portland
state
10/12 — 1:30 p.m WOSC 10/12 — Eastern Washington
Univ. Invitational
at Finch Arboretum
The Whitworthlan, October 7, 19S5 Page 8
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Eastern and Washington
State? The difference appears
because we have chosen an in-
stitutiOn whose self-
proclaimed mission is to
"glorify God by providing its
students with an education
distinguished by excellence,
oriented by a worldview
shaped by Scripture, and
designed to prepare graduates
for effective life, work, and
service throughout the
world."
To people outside the com-
munity whose only connection
with Whitworth is through ad-
ministrative literature and ar-
tides in the local media, the
above statement seems narrow
and restrictive, They are put
off by the fact that no non-
Christian professor can teach
at Whitworth.. Perhaps this
restriction isjoo' limited. The
administration, in requiring
that all professors have affilia-
tions within the Christian
•
church, does not acknowledge
that nonCbristian does not
mean non-religious. But those
of us who know Whitworth
and live in the community
know that these restriction are
what we make of them. At
other colleges we could learn
about the Bible and how it af-
fects other writing, but it
would be learning from an
uninspired sourc& it would be
a fill-in-the-blank knowledge.
At Whitworth, we learn to
write essays,
Even non-Christians cannot
experience this college without
questioning their own values.
We all sit and listen to lec-
tures, play-act scenes from im-
portant literary works, or par-
ticipate in campus relation-
-
ships, and we learn. We learn
about ourselves, about others,
about the interaction between
the two, and about our per-
sonal God, whether that be in
the Christian tradition or
rooted in other traditions.
Is religion an important part
of a liberal arts education?
Whitworth College believer it
is. Whitworth students, even
those of us who aren't here to
go to Chapel on Wednesdays,
believe it too. Each of us has a
reason for that belief, each
reason may be different, but
when we can be a part of the
exploration process we know
that Whitworth was the right
choice.
The uniqueness of a small
Christian liberal arts institu-
tion that allows and even en-
courages students to explore
beliefs, values, and knowledge
is why most of us came to
Whitworth. We wanted a
school where we could learn
literature, art or science as well
as a place where beliefs are
valued. What few of us
bargained for when we first
decided on Whitworth was the
extent to which those beliefs
would be tested and influenc-
ed. Or the extent to which our
faith would be strengthened.
Trustees —
it receives nominations from a
sub-committee who receives
names from various groups
who are close to the school.
Whitworth's trustees consist
of one-third Presbyterian
pastors and make up a
geological diversity ranging
from Washington, California,
Minnesota, and Hawaii. Some
trustees are relatively new,
while others have been on for
years.
Each year the trustees come
to Whitworth for a visit to
evaluate the situation of the
school and to take up other
matters pertinent - to the
school.
Oops
The story in last week's
paper entitled, "Whitworth
recognized among best college
buys," was mistakenly
credited as a New York Times
Press Release. It was, in ac-
tuality, a Whitworth College
News Release. We apologize
for this error.
In .last -week's Reader's
Digest story, "Getting a Han-
dle on Stress," we inadver-
tantly left out the copyright
symbol. We apologize for
this oversight.
w'-
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Religion — -continued from page 2
continued from page-i
Has Monday dealt another
crushing blow? Revive
yourself with a well-
rounded meal from
Domino's Pizza
Open forlunch
11.00 a.m.-1 a ni. Sun-Thurs.
11:00 a.m.-2am. Fri. & Sat.
DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELI V*RW FREE.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area
GlOSs Domino. Pizza. Inc
$1.00 off any pizza
One coupon per pizza
r —— —— — — —— — as —
p I
j Monday
Only i
V II I
p p
p p
• I• IMt
Fast, Fr. OsJtv.ry"
Good al listed
caUon
326-8300
6606 N. Ash
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by John Worster
Special to The Whitworthian
The Whitworth Pirates and
Simon Fraser University
clashed Saturday in a match
which could have been billed
as David (the Pirates) vs.
Clolaith (the Clansmen.)
While the Pirates' 42-2 1 vic-
tory didn't have biblical im-
plications, it did have an im-
pact on the race for the North-
ern Division title of the Col-
umbia Football League. Whit-
worth now owns a share of se-
cond place with Central
Washington University, both
at 2-1 behind undefeated
Pacific Lutheran University.
Even more importantly for
Whitworth, it was perhaps the
game that could finally end
many of the frustrations the
Pirates have endured so far
by Mark Hanis
of The Whitworthion
Whitworth College may
lead the way for the rest of the
nation in teacher education.
For the first time ever, the
National Council for Ac-
creditation of Teacher Educa-
tion (NCATE) and the
Superintendent of Public In-
struction will be working
together on one task force.
They will be on campus Mon-
day and Tuesday, Oct. 21 and
22, to assess the college's
education program and to
determine whether or not the
the program has
earned the right to be re-
accredited.
"As a member of the
NCATE council myself, I'm
really excited to see my school
and our programs be the test
for such cooperative efforts,"
said Shirley Richner, chair of
this season.
Whitworth did make their
share of mistakes, such as 16
penalties for 116 yards, one of
which killed a scoring drive at
the 5-yard line, and one in-
terception of - quarterback
Cliff Madison.
Forget any mistakes they
the Education department.
Richner added, "Ten years
ago was the last time our pro-
grams were observed. We
received accreditation then
and were honored by having
Whitworth be the training site
for future accreditation teams
later that year."
Th& nine-member team,
who hail from various aspects
of the profession and many
different states, will be ex-
amining records, as well as
talking to education students,
master teachers of student.
teachers, and people from alt
college departments. The teamis evaluating the self-
made, however, for the game
was a masterful lesson in how
to demoralize and wear down
a bigger, stronger, supposedly
more "talented" team.
From the opening series, it
was obvious that Whitworth
continued on page 7
evaluation put together hy
Richner and her staff, then
comparing that with what they
find, and finally to their own
list of standards. The team will
be eating at SAGA both days
in hopes of talking to students.
Richner said, "The team wil!
check all the departments at
the college to ensure that all
the future teachers are receiv-
ing strong backgrounds in
their content areas.'' Ac-
cording to Richner, teachers in
the departments "are excited
about the prospect of showing
their peers the things they are
continued on page 3
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An estimated 1200 Pirate football fans crowded the Pine Bowl stands Saturday to cheer their team to a 42-21 vIctory over I
Pirates ..slay. Clansmenat .Hon- ecoming
Education programs assessed
for possible re-accreditation
Communication Studies Professor Gordon Jackson
is "arrested" by Dave Evans of the Spokane County
Sheriff's Department as he begins to speak at
Midweek Worship on Wednesday, Oct. 9. The staged
arrest was to make the Whitworth community aware
of religious persecution taking place In other parts
of the world. Worship continued underground in the
Little Theatre.
Inside:
Page 2 Are Liberal Arts dying?
Page 4 Homecoming 1985 In pictures
Page 6 Soccer wraps up homestand
/
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—
by Cherie Ekholrn
The Whitwoithiafl Ediloilal Board
On Monday, Oct. 7, Palesti-
nian hijackers pirated the
Achille' Lauro, an Italian
cruise shil' with more than 400
people on board. That same
day, the Atlantis, the newest
of NASA's space shuttles,
landed at Edwards Air Force
Base, Calif., to end a four-day
minion kept uSer strict
secrecy.
The United States decided
to limit recOgnition of the
World Court, which is hearing
allegations that Aniçrica is U-
legally supporting anti-
government rebels in Central
America. Closer to Whit-
worth, the U.S. Supreme
Court refused to ban The
- Learning Tree from the
reading list for sophomores in
the Mead School District.
These stories appeared in
the Tuesday edition of the
Spokesman-Review, on radio
news broadcasts (including
KWRS), and on the evening
news of every Spokane televi-
sion channel. Yet, if you're the
typical college student, you're
probably more aware that in
We live here, on a campus of
Ponderosa pines,- where the
biggest crisis of the past year
was whether the Aquatic
Center wOuld ever open, and
think that because we don't
live in the "real world" yet,
we don't have to do anything
aboht it. Each year the incom-
ing classes are more and more
conservative; each year, fewer
and fewer students become in-
volved even in the groups
strongly represented on the
campus.
Each week, Forum brings
issues to - students, active
groups on campus meet or
participate in political ac-
tivities, the campus radio and
newspaper bring world and
• campus news to the attention
of the community, and pro-
fessors ask questions that
should spark response. The
responses aren't there. Are we
apAthetic because we've heard
and reheard the stories, or do
students really want to remain
isolated from outside happen-
ings?
If Whitworth students were
asked questions on apartheid,
Central America or Christiani-
ty, they might do well on an
aptitude test questioning their
knowledge of world affairs.
But, other than the students
traveling to France this spring,
how many could name the
French nationals responsible
for the sinking of the Rainbow
Warrior, the Greenpeac€
flagship? How many could list
the books questioned by the
Moral Majoity in the last
three years? Could anyone list
the names Of the leaders of the
Western European countries?
Whitworth students aren't
alone in their ignorance. But
it's an ignorance that stems
from not looking: not seeing
the information that has been
placed before us for our con-
sumption as knowledgeable,
concerned adults. In a country
whose media is overzealous to
bring us the news, this type of
non-productivity is un-
t_•_•_z. .i_1_
There is a disease that has taken root in the world of
higher education. Its manifestations are varied and its
ymptoms miny, and if it continues unchecked it just
might bring down the walls on the liberal afl education.
The virus is materialsim, and the "me" generation has
r''dnl an added meaning to the word. It seems- as this
generation has entered college, it has brought its bias with
. And now the tentacles of miterialism have wrapped
-
snuggly around the throat of curriculums
1 the country. Whitworth is no excention. -
.e business department has more than 200 majors..
.s is twicâ Is many as any other departriient. This simple
t alone may come as no stirprise. The Business depart-
ment has some very fine teachers, and Whitworth business
-raduates have done well. People today are majoring in
usiness in greater humbers than in the past; so it should
asno surprise that the number of business majors is
than the sum totals of biology, chemistry, physics,
political studies, history, health science, mathematics,
philosophy and all three of the modern languages. it ap-
pears the boom of the Business department has been at the
elpense of the rest of the school.
-
The steady increase in business majors may be much
more drastic than anyone imagined. Although most
-
e majors appear to dO well, the world of higher
i is suffering in their wake. Take the philosophy
department. At Whitworth there is but one philosophy
teacher, and the department is over-staffed. In what his
iem considered one of the classic disciplines, Whitworth
oasts three declared majors. The history department has
under 30, the political sc!ence department — less than 15.
- Liberal arts'is the term, but liberal farcemight be more
fitting. Classes such as history, sociology, and philosophy
nay very well go the wayof the Edsel, thç bi-plane and the
.ow and arrow. The reason? The attitudes of today's
students have changed. What makes suôh classes so-unap-
•pealing is not the nature of the disciplines but the mood of
:oday's student. Getting a high-paying job after
traduating is the main concern. History and philosophy
e seen as next to useless, a conclusion that professOrs in
these departments would argue strongly. Such claims are
ither not heard or ignored.
There was a time when students went to school to
become scholars. Sober monks taught with great pride the
classic liberal arts: the Trivium (grammar, rhetoric, and
logic) and the Quadrivium (music, astronomy, arithmetic,
and geometry). Times have certainly changed. Today's stu-
dent takes a Mustang to clisses, not a donkey, and studies
inc moflOriVitinif business. - -- -
The result of all this materialism has been the prostitu-
tion of many classic studies. In an attempt to survive,
departments have attempted to grab some of the business
students. Students no longer take history, they take the
History of Economic Thought. Mathematics has become
Accounting or Statistics, and in perhaps the best of all, in-
stead of philosophy, students take Creative Problem Solv-
ing or Business Ethics, in spite of the obvious oxymoron.
,ILn the end, do we get a weil-roundçd businessman or a
pseudo-scholar with Ia Reader's iRe*yenion diploma?
it may appear that this is all a bolt out of the blue, an
unprovoked attack on a large segment of the student body.
It is not, for we are all by-products of our times. Instead, it
is more of a challenge to the educational system. For the
final problem is not for the students, it is for the faculty
and administration. The prospect of Whitworth becoming
little more than a glorified business school before its
centennial is none too enjoyable, yet unless the chokehold
-i materialism loosens its grip, it is a scenArio that the
hoot —rwell have to face.
I-
At Whitworth, ifs
V
bushess as usual
I j Dave Benz
ii the Editorial Board
"1- THINK TiltS FSA1I4AMK YOU opgDMQRSJ14 FOR (tJVflN&
-
N€RTOSEePK%4SRS.., lT'5INAPLPJWROWNWRAP%RI"
Campus isolation unforgivable
the same newspapers that
reported all these events,
Margaret kissed Dennis the
Menace ... but he "erased it."
•At Whitworth College,
where we sit through 13
Forums a semester whether we
like it or not,, students pro-
bably have a better than
iverage understanding of
world events. Knowledge,
however, doesn't qiçan muc)'
unless it's Sd. Yes, we ha4e
• PAC, Amnesty International,
Young Americans for
Freedom, and a few other
groups that are involved in
political issues, but other than
these small gatherings, how
many Whitworth students are
willing to become invOlved in
current world happenings? -
• Last spring, 300 WSU
students were Wven an interna-
tional aptitude test. Only
about 14 percent were able to
answer even two-thirds of the
questions. If Whitworth
students were given that same
test, could they score higher?
Probably not.
Compared to the activism
on this campus 10 or 15 years
ago, Whitworth students to-
day are basically isolationist.
Classes such as history, sociology
and philosophy may very well go the
way of the Edsel, the hi-plane, and
the bow and arrow.
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by Susan Fleshman
of the Whitworthian
Three concert tickets for on-
ly $9. Sound too good to be
true?
Three Christian singers,
Paul Smith, Roby Duke, and
Bryan Duncan will be per-
forming throughout the year
at Whitworth. 'Concerts for
the Seasons of Your Life" is
the theme of the proam.
There will be a concert in the
fall, winter and spring
The first concert will be per-
formed on Saturday, Nov. 8
by Paul Smith. He is the
farmer lead singer of "The
Imperials," and has just
doing for education at Whit-
worth."
Re-accreditation 'could
mean jobs for students. Last
year, nearly one-fourth of all
graduates were certified to
teach. Most of those students
aReceive immedIfl.
- Cash!
Donate plasma and receive
$22 a week while he1ping to
s ye lives. New donors-bring
this ad and receive a $5.00
boniss.' '
Call for an appointment.
624-1252. -
Hyland PlasmaCenter
W. 104 ThIrd
recently started his own solo
career. He has titled his per-
forniance "A Season for
Reaping."
Roby Duke will present a
winter concert, The theme will
be "A Season for Reflection."
Duke has been in music since
the ageof l3 Hehasaunique
style to his music yet has the
commonality of others
through his message. Duke
will be at Whitworth on Satur-
day, Feb. 8.
The former lead singer of
"The Sweet Comfort Band,"
Bryan Duncan, will end the
seasonal concerts witlia spring
performance titled "A Season
for Renewal." After singing
with Sweet Comfort for 10
years, Duncan is out on his
would have found it next to
impossible to g& jobs out of
state without NCATE ap-
poval. Without SPI approval,jobs in the state would not
have existed for them.
NCATE approval is not easily
obtained and not all colleges
receive accreditation. Ac-
creditation shows potential
employers that Whitworth
ii
own with his most recent
album titled, "Have Yourself
Committed."
All perfcrinances will be at7:30 p.m. in Cowles
Auditorium.
Season tickets are being sold
to the public through ticket of-
fices in Spokane for $10.
• Whitworth students can pur-
chase tickets for $9 in the stu-
dent store. ASWC will pay the
extra $1. Tickets for individual
performances are $4.
• Glenn Smith, director of
student activities, said he cx-
p&s this series to be suc-
cessful. "It's difficult to know
what will please the entire stu-
dent body, but I think this will
be good for the majority."
teachers know their jobs. SPI
approval means our education
programs meet minimum re-
quirements of teacher pro-
grams.
"The team's evaluation will
help us in two ways," said
Richner. "First, it will show us
our weak points compared to
other schools and to national
standards. Second, it will help
us to realize what we already
do well, that we might other-
wise overlook." Richner
beljeves that.tbe.;. micro,
computer lab, the student ad-,
visory committee and the
numerous public school ex-
posures are among the pro-
gram's strong points, "The
hardest thing is that we won't.
know the findings until
March," said Richner.
by Barry Elldn
of the Whltworthlan
To challenge and expand the
minds of the Whltworth
students, Forums on Oct. 25
and 28 will deal with the areas
of International communica-
tions and alcohol abuse.
"You Mean We're Not All
the Same the World Over?" is
the title of a discussion Forum
on Friday, Oct. 25 involving
faculty members who have
had cross-cultural experiences..
The Idea of this Forum is to
show the differences in the
many cultures around the
world.
The discussion will be
presented by a panel of four
faculty members sharing their
experiences with new and dif-.
ferent cultures. The faculty.
members in the panel include
Gordon Jackson, John Yoder,
Pierrette Gustafson and Dan'
Sanford. Pat MacDonald will
moderate. The Idea behind
having a panel discussion is to
enable the faculty to present
viewpoints on the world of dif-
ferences.
Gary Larose will be address-
ing alcoholism and other
substance abuses at the Mon-;
day, Oct. 28 Forum entitled
"Alcohol at Whitworth: Is
There a problem?" Larose will
"'be-addressig the problem of"
substance abuse as reflected
on the college campus and the
Whitworth community in
general. "I'm concerned with
the amount of drinking and
driving Iii the conununity,"
said Larose, who is an Instruc-
[tor at Spokane Falls Com-
munity College where he deals
in substance abuse studies.
"Just because students don't
drink on the campus of Whit-
worth doesn't mean they don't
drink at all. It is when they go
off campus to drink and then
attempt to drive home that
disturbs me."
Lame said he thInh there
is less drug use on college cam-
puses now as opposed to five
years ago. However, he said he
Is sure that the amount of
alcohol on campuses has in-
creased and Is still on the rise.
"It Is primarily beer and
wine coolers that the college
students of today are in-
terested in." Larose said he
also thinks that other drugs
are still being used at Whit-
worth and other colleges. "I
think' students are also ex-
perimenting and experiencing
with marijuana, some kinds of
speed, and an increasing
amount of cocaine."
Larose Is the director of
Natural Helper, a group of
young people trained to talk to
Individuals who have had ex-
perience with or are currently
experimenting with Illegal'
substances. The group, was
started by a grant from an
orisnlntlon called SAFCO.
Larose, a recovering
alcoholic himself, is also a
consultant for Raliegh Hills
Hospttal, a treatment centn
fór stibjtajicó abáie.'HC
a private therapist for drug-
related family issues.
While Monday's presenta-
tion will only be his second
Forum at Whltworth, Larose
has lectured around the nation
on the topic of substance
abuse.
ii
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Christian singers' concerts
Campus to' host setSoflth Forum footnotes
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YPING
Qaky Professional Work
466-6588 or 466- 1342
Whitworth Students
FREE HAIRCUT -
Call or stop in to see how
you may qualify. Present
student l.D. to be eligible.
Heads First Salon'
N. 10214 DIvision
Whltworth Area
467-8937
i/Straw Hat PIZZA I
-
-:Pablo Neruda
The Separate Rdse
William O'Daly, translator
William O'Daly (translator of Neruda's "Still
Another Day") will read Neruda's recently translated
"The Separate Rose." O'Daly will be accompanied
by a native Spanish speaker who will read from
IVeruda's original Spanish.,
'Poe try Reading
Friday, Oct. 25, 8p.m.
4th Floor Mall
EWU Spokane Center
1st and Wall, Spokane
Sponsored by the Itinerant Bookseller
750 Shadle Center
327-2665
Autographed copies of both "The Separate Rose"
ind "Still Another Day" will be available.
Whitworth Students!!
Come try our new sourdough
pan styled pizza 'and receive $3
off any large sourdough styled
pizza with this coupon. , -
Nothing else like it in Spokane!
Free delivery to campus dorms!
N. 7116 DIvision
483-7200 ___
1
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-HOMECOMING
Bill Oliveros, Ryan Murshinge, and Rick Graham
Hawaiian Club's Luau Saturday night. -
K
p
1985
-—-
Freshman Scott Heinz shows his -
homecoming spirit.
perform the Slap Dance at the
lancaster ladles ride atop their award-winning, third•
— float.
Cindy Takayssu data at th. Ian.
-•1
Tim BIos 5 Gaftny, and Mt. Pate. pro,id. music atSeteday's was. - -
FEATURE;
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Intercultural course breaks barrier
by Kathy Marousek
of The Whltworthlan
Hong Kong, Venezuela,
Korea, South Africa, Kenya,
Japan, Italy, and the United
States. It is a cultural array of
students who are reaching
beyond barriers and
misunderstandings between
diffeyent ethnic groups and are
learning to communicate sen-
sitively and effectively with
one another. They are all part
of the Intercultural Com-
munications Class.
Intercultural Communica-
tions is the theme course for
the International Donn, Akili.
It is a speech communication
course designed to help people
understand, interpret, and in-
teraçt with people from other
It was just a usual muggy
afternoon in Hong Kong as I
started towards the bus stop,
after a long 'and arduous day
at school. Alongside me strode
Andy, one of my bestand
most exhausting friends, a
fellow "cell mate" in the
Biology department of Hong
Kong Baptist College. Andy
customarily barraged: me with
an array of questions about'
the U.S., and this afternoon
would be no exception.
"Tim," he asked, "are
there any 'bitches' in
Oklahoma?"
Completely thrown off
balance, all I could reply with
was a cautious "What?!"
- "You know,..'bitches.' Are
there any 'bitches' 'in
Oklahoma?"
Feeling extremely foolish
and a bit embarrassed, I
replied, "Well...uh, yeah An-
dy, 1 guess there are 'bitches'
wherever you go, both here
and in the Stain."
This reply had a curious ef-
fect upon Andy; he scrunched
up his face and wrinkled his
brow, then said, "Are you
sure? I didn't think Oklahoma
had any 'bitches."
Wanting to end this com'er-
sation as soon as possible
without offending my friend, I
continued. "Andy, you know
there are two definitions of'
a...a 'bitch.' One is the term
given to a female dog who hasjust had puppies, and the
other way it is used is an ex-
pression referring to an
nnklnd, Mgging woman..."
"NO! NOT" he interrupted,
"'Bitches! BITCHES!' "(I
could tell that he was becom-
ingalittle macthan impatient
with me.)
cultures. "It Leaches us to be
open, to get to know the
values other people have, and
how we can learn from those
values," said Andreas Coello,
a student from Curacas,
Venezuela. He is one of the 14
international students enrolled
in the class, along with 15
American students.
Gordon Watanabe, the in-
structor for Intercultural
Communications, has struc-
tured the class to be highly in-
teractive. He invOlves students
in role playing, discussion
groups, and simulations.
Cultural refreshments are also
part of the curriculum.
"Students ire excited about
the class, and show com-
mitments to learn from each
other," said Watanabe.
The main 'project for the
Not knowing what to say to
him and thoroughly confused
myself, I just stOpped and
looked at him. He recognized
my disconcertment and it
made him all the more furious,
not only at me, but also at
'himself.- Exasperated, he was
going to malçe sure that I
understood, even if. it killed
him. "Bitches!" B.E-A-Q-H-
E-S, 'Bitches!" he retorted.
"Don't you know English?"
My intercultural experience'
was oüe of laughter and tears,
joy and sorrow, rejoicing and
frustration — one of life. It
was aqvear that had Ond con-
tinues' tO have a deep impres-
sion on my life; so deep that I
find myself hard-pressed to ex-
plain it, much less.undórstand
it.
On September 18, 1984,
with all the background infor-
'mation ' that ten - pages' of
James Clavell's "Tai Pan"
could give me, and only able
to say "Moo Goo Gal Pan" in'
Chinese, I headed off to a year
of studying abroad in Hong
Kong, not fully realizing what
I was getting myself'into. For
the next nine months ! became
a student at Hong Kong Rap-
St Cqllege and, in my, own
tight, I became Chinçse. At
first it was all too much to
'bear: new sights, smells, and
sounds kept me completely
diSoriented from my
environment.
But, gradually throughout
the year, the Hong Kong way
of life became my way of life.
Each day was a lesson in inter-
cultural communication. I ate,
studied, worshipped, danced,
and talked with Chinese peo-
ple. We exchanged customs,
we exehaqjed languages; we
— dreams.
I foued intercuhuS corn-
mnnictioss to be valuable In
— down —
students is to have a relation-
ship with someone from a
culture vastly different from
their own. "This is a personal
intercommunications class —
we want to get rid of the
political garbage. We are not
dealing with nations, we are
dealing with people," said
Watanabe. To treat people as
individuals, and not to judge
them is a goal for Watanabe's
class.
Culture shock and language
problems are the main barriers
foreign students must over-
come. The Intercultuitl Com-
'munications class helps the3e
students understand the
American culture. Peter
Maphumulo of South Africa is
just staiting to understand the
American way of life. "This
class is a basis for interpreting
roles of a specific culture
Most stereotypes as depicted
- in the media and society gross-
ly generalize and caricaturize
qualities in another culture
that we 'have, difficulty
understndlng. In most cases
we ridicule or "stigmatize"
thcse behaviors (it is easier and
less time consuming) rather
than expend the energy and ef
fort needed to really 'under-
stand a foreign culture. By in-
teracting with another culture
in an intense and constructive
way, stereotypes fall by the
wayside and are replaced by
rapport.
Intercultural communica-
tion [by this term I mean
"constructive" communica-
tion] tends to dissolve national
boundaries. At the beginning
of my studies in Hong Kong,
mi classmates could not see
me as an individual. To them I
was "America." Being in such
a situation, I found myself
constantly justifying and
defending my country, even In
cases where I' didn't really
believe what I was saying. This
kind of self-inflicted "pseudo-
responsibility" ate me up in-
side, and if I hadn't stopped
myself In time, I would have
become further ostracized
from my classmates. Only
when I (and consequently, my
classmates) realized that I have
no such "duty" to anyone or
country, was my "American-'
ness" overlooked and they
saw the real me. From my ex-
perience, only this kind of
individual-to-individual com-
munication 'can be truly ef-
fective, not "country-to-
country."
Barriers abound between
cultures: barriers between
countries, barriers In
language, phi1o.o bar-
tiers, aS more, The most WI-
other people's behavior, and
different body language," said
Maphumulo. Addressing elder-
ly people, such as professors,
is one custom Maphumulo has
had a hard time getting used
,to.
Maphumulo and Coella feel
the class would also benefit
business majors. "Business
needs -more communication.
This class teaches us to be
more open, and to interact
with people even in our own
society," said Coello.
Tim Boggess, Resident
Assistant of the lnternational
Then-ic Dorm, Akili, spent the
last academic year in Hong
'Kong. He said the class has
helped him to assimilate his
cross-cultural experience and
recognize how his values have
changed. "Most Americans do
ficult barrier for me to break
was that of language; no mat-
ter how hard I tried, I knew
that my Chinese classmates
could not understand who I
was, and vice versa. But with
lots of time, patience, and love
we began to communicate in
nonverbal ways which just
seemed to flow out of
ourselves and with a poignan-
cy neither party could have im-
agined. The barrier had been
broken. I think Franz Xavier
Kroetz captured my thoughts
best when he said, "Language
exists on the surface of our
consciousness. The great
human struggles are played
out in silence and in the In-
ability to express oneself." Ef-
fective intercultural com-
not respect other cultures.
This class teaches you that
respect," said Boggess. The
class Is a basic communication
course with a very casual, In-
formal atmosphere. "It is a
good class to take before and
after you go to a foreign coun-
try. It is also very applicable to
everyday life," said Boggess.
The Intercultural Com-'
munications Class opens up
the students eyes and shows
what the world has to offer. It
brings up ethical and moral
questions, it teaches inter-
cultural sensitivity, and racial
understanding. It tries to il-
lustrate that people can com-
municate personally without
national barriers getting in the
way. As Rachel Yoshida of
Hawaii said, "It opens up
your qtind to different
perspectives. I love lt,'
munication Is difficult, but
well worth the fight.
Although I have treated my
time spent in Hong Kong as an
experience in intercultural
cqmmunication, It is not a
process solely limited to com-
municating across national
borders. Rather, intercultural
communication takes place
daily inside our borders be-
tween different ethnic and
soclo-economic groups, to
name just a few. Even though
there aren't thousands of miles
of mountains or deserts, or
vast bodies of water dividing
these "subcultures," the
stakes are the same. Effective
Intercultural communication Is
an imperative for peaceful
coexistence.
byTimtBoggess ' -
Special to The Whitworthian
&udentts year in Hong Kong reflected
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by Mark Hauls
of The Whltworth Jan
The rise and fall of a goal
scoring machine quickly sum-
marizes the Whitworth soccer
team's efforts over the last two
weeks. Victories of over Can-
zaga and Oregon state saw the
rise of the machine that finally
tapped the offensive potential
the teain had shown all year.
Conversly, 0-4 and 1-5 loses to
University of Portland and
University of Washington
showed how the tide could
turn on the Bucs.
The Gonzaga - Whitworth
rivalry has flipped in the last
two years. In their first two
years as a varsity sport, the
soccer team could at best hope
for a tie against the Zags.
These past two years,
however: it's been all Whit-
worth with successive 4-1 vic-
tories over the bitter cross-
town rival. On Wednesday,:
Oct. 9, Marc Eilers and Brian
Gibson notched two goals a
piece and Keven Peck and Jeff
- Dobson and Tim Colvin had
assists.
The excitement and con-
-; fidence carried the Pirates
through an early match on
Saturday against OSU. OSU,
only a club team, showed
flashes of things that might
• enable them to achieve varsity
status, but the Pirates proved
that their varsity tactics and
unified play is well ahead of
the bigger school's program.
Eiler's far post header and
Tim Colvin's sprawling shot as
he was being tackled ac-
counted for two Whitworth
goals and Peck, who has pro-
ven his ability to score
numerous times in the past,
showed the crowd that lie
could also pass as he brought
his leekend assist total up to
four with three more on Satur-
day.
On Sunday, the University
of Portland took over the Pine
Bowl. After beating Gonzaga
9-0 the day before, the streak-
ing Pilots ended Whitworth's
ways. A small rivalry between
ex-rOommates highlighted a-
game which Portland
dominated. Dave Benz, Whit-
worth's goalkeeper, and
Richard Nightingale,
Portland's English center mid-
fielder, mocked and praised
one another's efforts
throughout the game.
Nightengale got the better of
Benz in the end as his 30-yard
rocket clipped the grass and
threaded players, nearly dp-
ping down the net after getting
by the fully-extended lienz.
Nightengale's goal capped the
Pilot's scoring and his stability,
and leadership proved why he
is one of the premier players in
the conference.
The soccer team's first
homecoming was not as en-
joyable as the fOotball team's
as the Pirates were thrashed by
the Washington Huskies 5-1.
The aggressive style of defense
that Whitworth used in the
opening- minutes gave hopes of
a tremendous upset, but it was -
not to be as 'the Huskies found
the solution to their early
woes. The solution came in the
form of possibly the quickest -
wing in the conference, Eddie
White, who put the ball on the
ground and ran by a trio of
Pirate defenders before slip-
ping it to a teamate in front of
thç Whitwoith net. Despite be-
ing,downQ-4 at halftime, the'
Pirates didn'f lie'dó and
die. They fought the Dogs un—
til the end, with several'good'
chances at goal before 'Chad
Stoddard scrambled the ball
into the back of the net, with
the assist coming from Peck's
flick on header.
by Michael Lawrence
Special to the Whitworthlon
Cross country action this
week, Oct. 12, saw the men's
team head for the roads at the
Stroh's Run For Liberty while
the women's team went to the
Eastern Washington Invita-
tional at thç Finch Arboretum.
At Finch, the women found
the hilly course a hearty
challenge as times slowed from
last week's swift Salem course.
Up to the challenge were Owen'
Keisor with a2l:29. aood fora
32nd place in the 50+ field;
Finishing just 10 places back
was Whitworth's number two
runner, Missy Johnson, in
22:12 for a 42nd place. Bobbie
Mishler was third for Whit-
worth with a 50th place fmish
in 23:52. Whitworth's
women's team is still a girl
down due to'Lori Mohr's a-
tensive leg injuries;
If the Stroh's Run for Liber-
ti' had a team champion
trophy it would now be in
Coach -Werner's office. The
Bucs iried something out of
the ordinary this' Oct. '12.
Coach Hal Werner pulled the
Buc's from the Finch race due
to course conditions and ran
"'—' nn the fast and flat
Stroh's course. A move that
proved successful as five of the
ninniflw tic's placed in the
top of the 1500+ field while
three age group awards were
also pocketed.
The Bucs dominated the 19
and under category as Scott
Hink placed first with a
blistering team best time of
16:01, also good for fifth place
overall. Second to I-link wasKevin Kent with a
season's best 26:45 and a 10th
'place overall finish. Juit five
seconds shy of Kent was
Michael Lawrenc!
with a 12th- place overall finish
in 26:50. Lawrence's time was
good for a third place finish in
the )-24 age group. Rounding
out the, top 20 finishers for
Whitworth were Mark Eaton's'
27:00 and Rod Holman's
2701, both good for 14th and
15th placS respcectively. The
sixth finisher for the Bucs was
Chris Paul's 27:20and seventh
for the Bucs was Peat
Sutherland's 27:56. The
Strob's Run also saw Ted
Gérken run a vei-y respectable
personal best-of 30:02 ntis
first race of the year;
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Soccer squad splits I Men run for Liberty
to end home 'stand
Farewell seniors
Four years ago Whitworth decided to sponsor a varsity
soccer program. On Saturday, Oct. 19, four players played
their last home game as Pirates. The Whitworthian would
like to salute seniors Randy Malikowski, Jeff Ilenstine,
Mike Taylor, and Keven Peck, Whitworth's first soccer -
four-year lettermen. Their contributions to Whitworth
athletics will not be forgotten.
- YB pll,, competition
atDlsftlt Crossover Tourney
dhnn,.poSdfl
Fri.- 18' ' vs. UPS
15-7, 15-7
vs.S(J -
15-2, 15-14
Sat.19 vLYJWU
15a8, 15-12
-vs.PLU '
•
— -1fr5,:156
-
,vs.SFU - ,
-
-11-15, 15:11,' 9-15
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ATTENTION 'PIZZA
Special for Whitworth Students!
$2 off any large pizza or
$1 off any medium1 pizza
For delivery b-r'pick-up
?-,-.—''-'-'
call now at 4675603
Heritage Village
N. 9222 Newport Hwy
ExpIres 11/30/85
SPORTS.
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came to play hardball. The
defense stuffed the
Clansmen's strong running
game, forced a bad kick by the
league's leading punter, Brad
Blackman, and took over in
good field position. CliffS
Madison promptly hooked up
with Wayne Ralph for a big
completion into Simon Fraser
territory, and Wbitworth was
on its way. Madison kept the
bigger, stronger, but slower
Clansmen off balance by run-
ning sprintouts, and the Pirate
line gave bàn all day to throw.
ihe opening drive culminated
in a 5-yard run by Madison,
and it was 6-0 after a missed
kick for the PAT.
After the remainder of the
quarter was scoreless, SFU
responded with their only long
drive of the day against the
Pirate starting defense, with
quarterback Earl Buegelink
hitting Joe Germain from 19
yards out.
Many of the 1,000 plus fans
in the Homecoming crowd
thought they were going to
witness a close contest, but it
didn't stay that way for long.
Madison, who was 34 for 58
for 443 yards, quickly began
dissecting the Clansmen secon-
dary. In the second quarter,
Madison burned' the SFU
defense by rolling .to his left
with two receivers streaking to
that side, then turned and
threw back across the field to
Mark Houk, who was so open,
II
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at the 5-yard line he could
have set up a campsite. Whit-
worth, 14-7, after a successful
two-point conversion.
Clinging to a precarious
20-7 lead, Whitworth sput-
tered a bit in the third quarter
as penalties set back several
drives. But sparked by Scott
Ward's 25-yard interception
return for a touchdown, Whit-
worth exploded for 22 points
in the fourth period to ice the
contest.
SRi brought the tally closer
to respectability by scoring
twice late in the game, but two
onside kicks were recovered by
Whitworth, and the Pirates
ran out the clock.
The Whitworth receiving
corps had another marvelous
day,, despite the cloudy skies
and second quarter downpour
that left the field damp.
Wayne Ralph, celebrating a
birthday, blew out his candles
to the tune of 12 receptions for
129 yards. Ralph left
numerous scorch marks on
Donohue Grant of the
Clansmen, who nearly pulled
Ralph's jersey off his pads try-
ing to keep the leading receiver
in the nation from catching the
ball.
Mark Houk had 10 catches
for 111 yards, Scott Ralph had
four receptions fór 93 yards,
and Larry Kelley continued to
— wreak havoc on 'defensive
secondaries by snaring six
passes for 71 yards and two
touchdowns, one of them a
diving, fully extended one-
handed grab that left the SFU
defender shaking his head in
-
amazement.
Mabcom Townsend led the
most inspired defensive effort
shown by the Pirates this year
by posting 21 tackles. Todd
Ulrich recovered a fumble and
had 13 stops in the second
half, and Scott Ward added
eight stops to his interception.All told the 'Whitworth
defense recovered six
Clansmen turnovers. David
Campbell had three sacks to
lead the Pirate line, who con-
I
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,tiiiually put pressure on
Buegelink and his picked-on
understqdy, Freshman David
Trainor.
The Homecoming contest
was quite a turnaround from
the previous week's debacle,
-Whitworth threw seven in-
terceptions and turned the ball
over 10 times in losing to
Western Oregon State College
14-55. By the time the third
quarter arrived, the Pirates
trailed 47-8, and the game wis
out of reach. Wayne Ralph
earned District I player of the
week honors for catchIng 14
passes for. 159 yards in that
contest.
After the win over Simon
Fraser Saturday, Ralph had 53
receptions for over 550 yards,
and at the current rate, will
break the Whitworth single-
season receptions record. He Is
averaging 10.3 catches a game.
The Pirates travel to
Portland next Saturday to face
the Lewis and Clark Pioneers.
Game time Is 1;30 p.m. at
LewiS and Clark's Griswold
Stadium.
Quarterback Cliff Madison dives into the SFU endzone.
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TRULY
FRESH
HOT
PIZZA
N. 10414 DivisIon
466-9644
10 percent discount with l.D.
Void with other specials
SM
3.40
óur FSorite combinationsLGMEE
I—JAkTAJIA1J ........ ... .. ..... 6.50 5.00
(Canadian Bacon & Plnaq,ple)
...... . ....;...... 7.7(
(So age, Pepperoni & Mushrooms)
MED .......s.e•• .........6.90
(Pepperoni & Black Olin)
'We make 'em, you bake 'em."
6.00 4.30
5.30 3.70
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MIRAGE RECORDS COUPON s5.99
Why go all over town
when we have it all for $5.99?!
Classical
Country
Opera
Rock
Jazz
Pop
Any $7.99 album or tape
-$5.99-
N. 3916 DlviiIOn • N. 222 Post
I
'$5.99 expires 11/30/85 $5.991a a a a a a a — a — a — a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
HE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS
Study around the world, visitingJapan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka,
India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and Spain, Our 100 day voyages sail In January and
September offering 12-15 transferable hours of credit from more than 50 voyage-
related courses.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger American-built ocean liner, registered in
Liberia. Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed.
For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195
or write;
Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
UnIversity of Pittsburgh, ZE Forbes Qjsadrangle
Pittaburgh, PA 15260
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CALENDAR.
22 TUESDAY
'WhftwonMa StsH Masts,
12p.m. — SAGA
• VS vs. WhItman, 7:30 -a. —
Home
• PntRetfremeut flanatng 5
mat, 9 aa.-12 p.m. — LSC
24 THURSDAY
CompUte, 10 p.m. — Cli
25 FRIDAY
'Forum: Intsrnatlotal CommitS-
caitote (Faculty), 11:15 am.
-Mt
• Ma's Cross Country - U. of
M ft. - Awn
Last day to file pass/no credit
• Last day to top a class (1st term
— only)
• ra RsdtaL RuM.
man, 7:30 pa. — WkitwostbPrm. Chunk -.
• VS n. Wane PoSit, 7:30 p.m.
-Fleet -
• MovIe: Abbott and Coete8o
MesA Frathstsb," and 'The
ShinIng," $ p.m. — And.
26 SATURDAY
• GRE RevIew, 9 a.m.-12 p.m. —
LSC
'Fine Arts Workshop In Worship:
Rendi Elle6on
• Woman'. Cries County vs. 5CC
— Warmers Golf Course,
Spokane -
• FB vs. Lewis and Clark College,
1:30p.m. — Away
• Soccer vs. WWU, 3 p.m. — Away
• VS vs. Lewis and Clark College,
7:30 p.m. — Away -
• — international Dance:
"I Just Can't Stop It," 9 p.m.-
I am. — HUB
Music, Art & Drama Workshop.
8 a.m.4 p.m. — MS
27 SUNDAY
Soccer vs. Simon Finer U.,
2p.m.-— Away
• Robat Hawthorne Piano Rec-
ital, 3p.m. —-Mliii
Campus WorshipS pm. - Cli
• Pauline Bass Art Ealilbillon
(throigh Nov. 15) — Koehier
Art Gallery, PA
2 MONDAY
• Foam. Gay Larose, 11:15 n.m.
-Ant
• JisaAing for Chllten, 4:30-9:30
p.m. — LSC
29 TUESDAY
if Meeting,
p
—
p
AS — Auditorium
CM—ChapelI FA—FaneAztsliuilding
LSC — Lindasnan Seminar Center
I MIII — Music Recital a.ir
Ms—Musk Buildmg
KATE BUSH .
HOUNDS OF L
- -----
hedhfrver.
MqsicSavings$5197
LP or cassette"Hounds of LovW'EMI Records
Stevie Ray Vaughan
"Soul to Sour'
Epic Records
THE OUTFIELD
PLAY DEEP
i r.3 Motels
"ShoclC
Capitol Records
music for less!
Mrr..ster
"Welcome to the Real World'
RCA Records
The Fred Meyer record departments always have your favorite
Prices good through Nov. 1 st
IIPeL
"Play DeeØ'
Columbia Records
These advertised Items must be readily available for sale at or below the advertised
price in each Fred Meyer Record section or Music Market store except 6th and Adler.
h*Lsrffu,kUII&ket
svnmsauti or msco*os a t*ns
New group sponsors Alcohol Awareness week
by Suzari Fleshman
of the Whitworthian
it is Alcohol Awareness
week at Whitworth. Beginning
Monday, Oct. 28 until Thurs-
day, Oct. 31, there will be ac-
tivities planned by the on-
campus Alcohol Awareness
•group.,
Laura Beggs, campus coor-
dinator for Students in-
formed, explained that the
purpose of the week is not to
condemn or condone drink-
ing, just to stress the respon-
sibiLity that goes with drink-
ing. "Whitworth is just like
any other school. Students do
drink and the Alcohol
Awareness Group as a whole is
worried about students not
knowing the risks of becoming
alcoholics."
The activities begin Monday
with Gary Larose speaking in
forum on "Alcohol at Whit-
worth: Is There a Problem?"
After Forum, interested
students are invited to have
lunch in the East Red Room at
SAGA with Rich Miller. Miller
is a Health Science professor
who has helped with the
Alcohol Awareness group.
Tuesday Oct. 29, a film will
be shown in the Baldwin-
Jenkins lounge. "Soft is the
Heart of a Child" will begin at
7 p.m. There will be
refreshments, and members of
the Alcohol Awareness group
will lead a discussion follow-
ing.
Wednesday, Oct. 30 from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the HUB,
members of the Alcohol
Awareness group will have an
information booth set up
handing out literature.
Halloween night will end the
week with an "Alternative
Alcohol Party." The party
will begin at 9 p.m. and last
until 11 p.m. in the Warrens
lounge. The party is free to
students. Virgin mixed drinks
will be served. "The purpose
of this party is to prove people
can have fun without
alcohol," said Beggs.
Last year, the students of
Whitworth College received a
$2,500 grant from Safeco Cor-
poration to fund an alcohol
awareness program. Alcohol
Awareness week is the first big
project done by the Alcohol
Awareness group on campus.
The group was formed last
spring. A survey was taken in
Saga and students were asked
to list two students whom they
considered to be the best, con-
tidential, caring listeners. Out
of the students most often
nominated, 40 were chosen.
Approximately 20 students
participate this year. Students
chosen went on a retreat last
Spring to be trained in peer
counseling on alcohol
abuse/addiction. Sophomore
Mary Bear said she is excited
about being chosen for the
group. "It's one of the things
I'm most excited about this
year. it's something I want to
spend my time doing."
Beggs emphasizes the fact
that the group is completely
run by students. The group is
not at all affiliated with
ASWC or student life. "We
are not experts. We can just
listen and refer people to other
people. We want to help
students who think they have a
problem or know someone
who does."
The purpose of this student
group is to educate their peers
about the myths and problems
of alcohol by stressing the
responsibility involved with
drinking anti providing a net-
work of peer helpers to refer
students to professionally
trained resources on campus
and in the community.
Members of the group in-
clude: Beth Ann Lindell, An-
nette Hunt, Glenn Douglas,
Michael McKibbon, Shawn
Gannon, Jim Deal, Don
Townsend, Cara Briggs, Mary
Bnr, Laura Black, Mike Sar-
dinia, Larry McLean, Louise
McCann, Debbie Arsenault,
and leader Laura Beggs. To
get involved in the Alcohol
Awareness group, contact any
group member for further in-
formation.
THE
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by John Boyer pnd
Stephanie 1-lalton
"You Can't Take it With
You," a three-act burlesque
comedy by Moss Hart and
George Kaufman, will be
presented at Cowles Memorial
Auditorium this fall by the
Whitworth Theatre Arts
department.
"You Can't Take it With
You" will be performed at
8 p.m. on Nov. 15 and 16.
Curtain time on Nov. 17 is
7 p.m. The price of admis-
sion is $3 for students and
$4 for general admission.
Group rates are also available.
The play is being directed by
a new anival to Whitworth,
Rick Hornor. Hornor is an in-
structer in theatre arts and the
coordinator of theatre at-
Whitworth. He said the plot of
the play centers around a crazy
family named the Sycamores
who try to get their daughter
married to a wealthy Wall
Street executive. The comedy
of the play lies within the
by Shatina Winner
of The Whltworthlan
Whitworth College has been
awarded the privilege of
hosting the 1986 NAIA Swim-
ming and Diving Champion-
ships.
"This is a verification that
we have every right to be
proud of our pool," said Don
Spencer, head of the Aquatic
Center design committee and
director of Continuing Studies
at Whitworth.
Approximately 40 teams
from all over the United States
are expected to participate in
the three-day meet, scheduled
March 6-8. Preliminaries are
scheduled during the day.
Finals will take place at night.
"While Whitworth College is
the host, the diving is going to
be held at EWU," said
Spencer. This is because faster
swimming times are recorded
in deeper water and Whit-
worth has only one pool.
Therefore, the swimming com-
petition will take place in the
deep end of Whitworth's pool
and the diving competition
will take place at EWU. Teams
will stay at area motels.
The reason behind Whit-
worth receiving the privilege
comes down to a number of
social clash that takes place
between the executive and the
Sycamore family.
The play's theme of per-
sonal indulgence encompasses
the Sycamore family. Each
member is involved with doing
continued on
factors. Aécording tO Aquatic
Director Jon Buzzard, the
location of the NAIA Swim-
ming and Diving Chamion-
ships is generally decided two
years ahead of time. A good
friend and collegue informed
Buzzard of the opening. Buz-
zard said having Bill Johnson,
Whitworth psychology - pro-
fessor, and David Olsen, PLU
athletic director, on the NAIA
executive board helped great-
ly. Others involved in re-
searching and working out the
details for the meet were Linda
Sharman, director of Public
Relations, John Flora, direc-
tor of Community Relations,
Bruce Grambo, athletic direc-
tor, Bob Mounce, president,
and Darrell Gudçr, Academic
vice president.
Spencer added, "To have
this pool be selected as the
sight for the national cham-
pionships is a tremendous
credit to the design team and
architects." The pools
bulkhead and gutters were
built to disipate waves. "A
smooth poo1 is a fast pool,"
said Spencer. Other advan-
tages include using double lane
lines made pf mesh type
material to cut down the
waves, and 8-foot lanes in-
stead of the standard 6-foot
lanes. The outside lanes were
built with a 1-foot buffer that
allows more space for the
breast stroke kick and butter-
fl, arms. Buzzard said the
pool will be "just like glass"
for the meet.
A disadvantage to the Whit-
worth Aquatic Center is the
limited spectator sóating, ac-
cording to Spencer. More
seating will be installed before
the meet.
At a luncheon on Aug. 29,
the possibility of Whitworth
hosting the nationals was first
brought up. "The NAIA sent
out a team to assess us," said
Spencer. Buzzard, Grambo,
flora, Sharman, and Spencer
put together a presentation of
Whitworth College and the
campus. "We gave them a
presentation," said Spencer.
"They saw not just a campus
that wanted it, but a com-
munity that wanted it."
"It's recognition that this is
one of the best pools in the
country," said Buzzard.
Whitworth College has only
hosted two national cham-
pionships in the past. The
AIAW Women's Basketball
Championships were held at
Whitworth in 1980, and the
ALAW Women's Volleyball
chathpionships were here in
1981.
.-n'r1'-_ -—--.y---.--"---- --
Whitworth to host
LT-L
r
Pete Prekeges. Todd St. Marie, and Kathy Gosnell (left to
right) rehearse an act In "You Can't Take It with You."
New directofs play
is crazy comedy
Inside:
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Page 4 Mac Haunted House reviewed
Page 6 VB qualifies for District
I appreciate your concern
for the survival of liberal arts.
But 1 must take exception to a
number of statements in your
article of Oct. 21, 1985.
The number of majors in a
department and the number of
students taking classes from a
department's professors are
two very different things. Peo-
ple do not have to major in
•philosophy or history in order
to learn from them. The value
of departments should not and
cannot be determined solely by
the number of its majors.
Every student encounters
philosophy in Core 250. Every
student learns of religion in
Core 150. Not every student
takes history or art or music or
science, but hundreds do every
year.
The number of majors isn't
the major issue. Face it, we all
are in business, the business of
survival. Business training
would seem to assure at least
an edge in doing that. While
studies have shown that tradi-
tional liberal arts majors
gcneray go higher, faster, in
business, most entry level per-
sonnel officers like to put
squar& blocks in squaie holes
without looking for the more
difficult-iojudge skills.
- Majoring in business seems
the safest, and sometimes due
to parental pressure, the only
way to go for a goodly portion
of students.
Certainly my colleagues in
the Business/Economics
Department are more than
glorified business teachers.
They are not ignorant of the
liberal arts, nor do they scorn
their value.
The real challenge to Whit-
worth, and one it is address-
ing, is how to assure that
business majors gain enough
from the traditional liberal
arts to provide the creative
flexibility, critical knowledge,
cultural and historical
awareness, and logical skills
essential for business success.
in a complex, rapidly changing
world.
This does not involve pro-
stitution of liberal arts but
rather the creative application
of old skills to new challenges,
and the liberal arts pride
themselves on meeting such
challenges.Consider, the heart of
philosophy is creative problem
solving. Business ethics is no
oxymoron; it is instead at the
heart of personal and social
ethical concerns. Economic
thought long struggled with
the question of how one can
assure one's own survival
without doing so at another's
expense. -
The course I teach, and
which you would profit from
by taking, the History of
Economic Thought, is no
"prostitute'' liberal arts
course. It is a senior level
course for business/economics
majors, offered and taught
previously by that department
but now offered by a person
primarily in the history depart-
ment. It focuses precisely on
the issues and historical events
which have resulted in the
"materialism" you so decry.
God created matter; we are
matter. We better learn best
how to use and manage it. At
the heart of the very term
"economic" lies the concept
of steward or manager. Being
a responsible, fair steward is at
the core of liberal arts.
I believe our Bus-
iness/Economics Departments
• and other departments have
been and should be working
together to prepare people -to
live in the world in which they
face the problem of survival.
Perhaps we, and many other
colleges as well, need carçfully
to rethink how liberal arts andbusiness should work
together. We must not and
cannot question whether they
do.
This more careful integra-
tion would not make Whit-
worth a "glorified business
school" handing out Reader's
Digest diplomas; it would
make Whitworth a living ex-
ample of the creativeness and
critical skills at the heart of
liberal arts.
Michael DeGolyer
Dept. of History!
Political Studies
To the editor:
Dave Benz of the Editorial
Board of The Whit wort hian
surfaced an issue that the
Business department wrestles
with continually — how does
the department teach business
management skills, including
successful management of the
bottom line without buying in-
to the materialistic values of
our day. It can be done.
First, it must be recognized
that materialism is not the ex-
clusive domain of those who
provide the goods and services
of this country through the
engine of free enterprise.
Materialism often is a com-
mon denominator of both rich
and poor, and of those who
know how to make money and
those who do not. Whether
one is materialistic or not
depends upon one's values,
upon how badly material
things are desired, upon how
one gets wealth and what is
done with that wealth.
Because businessmen and
business women often are in a
better position to earn higher
salaries or larger profits than
others does not necessarily
mean they are materialistic.
Of course, persons in the
business world who buy into
the popular values of our day
will certainly adopt
materialism as one of their
values. On the other hand,
persons may choose business
careers, because they perceive
they can use the skills they
have developed, better in
business than elsewhere. Some
may choose business because it
presents the most attractive
career possibilities. Others just
drift into business because that
is where jobs may be, although
this is not a very satisfying way
to begin or continue a business
career.
What is really important is
that Whitworth educate its
students, and interact with its
students to promote a life
commitment that will permit
them, regardless of where they
choose to work, to influence
their associates and their in-
stitutions with values that will
challenge and change the
secular values of our day. As
Christians there is no problem
being "in the world," not even
the world of business, but we
must not be "of the world."
That is, we must not live by its
values, but challenge those
values, all values that produce
persons, relationships, pro-
ducts and institutions less than
what God's love and grace
make possible.
In this search for values,
"Let us examine everything
carefully; hold fast to that
which is good," I Thess. 5:21.
Robert Greenleaf, in his book,
"Servant Leadership" said:
"I believe, business schools
teach more about how to sur-
vive and prosper in the jungle
than how through excellence,
to help build a better society...
But in my view,the problem of
not serving well is no greater in
business than with schools,
churches, hospitals, philan-
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Faculty defend Business
To the editor: Where are you?
A.S.W.C.
iy James B. Meade
The Whitworth ion Editorial Board
As mid-term examination come and go on tate 1
worth campus, one fundamental question about our stu-
dent government begs to be addressed: ASWC where are
you?
In modified terms, I posed this question to one of this
year's executive officers. The response included the mun-
dane business of Presidents' Council, but the bottom line
of the analysis was "this year there are really no issues on
campus." I would like to suggest a few for consideration.
This is the first year in Whitworth's 94-year history that
segregation, in the guise of the freshman dorm, has come
into existance. This situation alone cries out for attention.
Baldwin-Jenkins Hall is located on the far end of campus
where it is almost completely isolated from the rest of the
Whitworth community, save from the upper-class men
who often visit the Jenkins side of the dorm. This year's
officers have not made any effort to integrate the
freshmen with the other classes. More importantly, the
some officers have failed thus far in the academic year to
conduct an evaluation of the freshman dorm. Are we to
allow Student Life to have a free and unchecked hand on
campus?
A second issue might consider why Brad Larkin has
recently had trouble in keeping the interest of dorm
presidents and commuter representatives during the
Presidents' Council meetings. Last year's Presidents'
Council proposed that monetary compensation be granted
to dorm presidents for the tremendous work they have
chosen to undertake, thereby inciting a rejuvenated interest
in the affairs of the college. Incidentally, if you are ever
curious about the amount of work your dorm president or
representativç does to execute his/her position effectively
and you have a half an hour or so, it might enhance your
appreciation for this position. Could it then be suggested
that this year's executives do something along this line to
spark higher interest and attendance at their - own -
meetings?Another extremely 'prevalent issue would be the
diminishing authority of the President's Advisory Board
(P.A.B.) which governs the policies of the college. The
student-at-large position and ASWC president are only
two on this board who voice the opinion of the student
body. Dr. Mounce was to have a set numbeç of meetings
for the board. This, however, has been abolished. Instead,
meetings will be called whenever the cituation merits a
meeting. In essence, by abolishing the set number of
meetings, Dr. Mouñce's silence may be considered gol4en
because he may chose not to call a meeting when the agen-
da contajns volitile issues. Nothing has been done to con-
front this;prëfunctory status of the P.A.B. by the executive
officers.
For the sake of brevity, the other issues that do exist will
not be discussed; instead, conclusions will be stated. There
is a basic political principal that states that if power is not
exercised, it is lost to an alternate power (i.e., Student Life;
college administration). In this case, our fear is that no ac-
tion will, be taken to remedy the issues. If this silence is not
the death knell of the students' power of representation,
then it will certainly be a curtailment of that same power,
which future executives will be compelled to deal with.
This year's executives have set as their goal the age old pro-
mise of being "available" to the student body. This,
however, becomes mere tokenism, if their other respon-
sibilities fall by the wayside. One might argue that this
year's officers did an excellent job with homecoming, but
the person to be applauded is the ASWC activities coor-
dinator, an unelected officer. Brad Larkin and Theresa
Zeorlin spent their entire campaign promising the student
body, dorm by dorm, active leadership.
We elected them. The question is: Where is that active
leadership now? I
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Although survival and pros- Two unfortunate outcomes
perity may be worthy goals at would occur if the business
times, it is the strong desire of program at Whitworth was
the business faculty at Whit- disouraged in any way. First,
worth to build more construc- students who want a business
tive and higher values than education would go elsewhere
those suggested by Greenleaf for their training. This would
to be the norm of his sample mean that our Christian liberal
of business schools. arts program in which we
The Whitworth Business
department is in the process of continued on page 8
NEWS i
by Khrls Vogel
of the Whitwovihian
Hot foods, a variety of
desserts, a balanced meal.
Or: long lines, cold entrees,
by John Boyer
of The Whitworthian
People who check out
magazines and newspapers
from the Whitworth College
Library will now only have
one week instead of three
weeks to return them.
If the magazines and
newspapers are not returned
within one week a notice will
be mailed to the person who
checked the materials out, ac-
Receive immedla tea
Cash!
Donate plasma and receive
$22 a week while helping to
save lives. New donors--bring
this ad and receive a $5.00
bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252.
Hyland Plasma Center
W. 104 Third
no glasses and no place to sit
down.
Jim O'Brien, Whitworth's
food service director, has been
making some changes - in
SAGA. The biggest factor in
the improved food quality, ac-
cording to O'Brien, is the hir-
cording to Public Services
Supervisor Gail Fielding. If
the library's notice is ignored
the first time, a second notice
will be sent. This notice will
tell the student to pay for the
price of the magazine plus $10
for processing charges.
Fielding said the reason for
switching from the three-week
plan to the one-week plan was
done in order to make the
magazines and newspapers
more available. According to
Fielding popular publications
like "Time Magazine" are
missing due to people not
returning them. It can be dif-
ficult to make them available
to other students.
Even though the rules con-
cerning periodicals have been
changed, the rules concerning
reserve material and books in
the stacks are the same.
Regular books will circulate
for three weeks, while reserve
materials will continue to be
checked out according to the
professors' instructions.
ing of a new staff. "We've
hired a new breakfast and
lunch cook, a new baker and a
new weekend cook. These are
in addition to the staff we
already had," said O'Brien,
who's starting his second
semester at Whitworth.
"When I came here last
February, I saw that there wasjust too much work to be
done. The staff we had, full-
time people and student
workers, were all giving 110
percent," explained O'Brien.
"By having a few more people
working here, we don't have
to work quite that hard, yet we
can be much more efficient in
our duties."
O'Brien also pointed to the
increased number of student
managers, doubled to six this
year, as being a source of
smoother meals. "The student
managers are the supervisors
of the student workers at each
meal," said O'Brien. "They
help coordinate the meals and
the student workers needed,
and fill in where needed if a
student doesn't show up for
his or her shift. They are good
reference sources for us, see-
ing that they are students.
They know what students like
and dislike, giving us ;.qhapce,
to see ourselves through the
students' eyes," said O'Brien.
Having more people on
staff, however, doesn't solve
all the problems encountered
at Leavitt Dining Hall. One
main student criticism this fall
has been the waiting: waiting
for glasses, waiting for milk
and waiting in lines. O'Brien
agrees that there are problems
in this area. "The biggest
reason students have to waitfor anything, such as
beverages or food, is that a lot
of people are new to their
jobs. It takes a while to train a
person will before that person
becomes efficient and comfor-
table in that position," he
said. "I think that the waits
are getting shorter as the
semester goes on." O'Brien
continued, "As for glasses,
one can't really blame
anybody there, We are short
seven racks of glasses, and
these are orders we're just get-
by Darrell Guder
Special to The Whitworthlan
Eberhard Busch, a pastor in
Switzerland, will deliver two
lectures on the theme: "When
the Church Was Once
Courageous: The Story of the
Barmen Declaration" on Fri-
day, Nov. 1.
At Forum, he will tell how
the Declaration came about.
At 1:15 p.m., Busch will ex-
plain the importance of the
Declaration in a lecture
presented in the Chapel. Ii is
an oportunity to meet and ex-
perience a world-renowned ex-
pert in some of the most ex-
citing, important, and sober-
ing chapters in Christian
history. Below is some
background:
There were some, not many,
church leaders who sensed
what Adolph Hitler was all
about when he came to power
in 1933 in Germany. This
courageous minority gatheredin the industrial city of
Barmen in 1934 to take a stand
against the new regime. They
came from all sides of German
Protestantism and were
ting in."
One area where O'Brien
predicts little improvement will be
na4cinihe,imniediate future
is the actual size of the dining
ball, "It is a little too small for
the situation we have now,"
said O'Brien. "We'd love (for
• Leavitt) to be expanded, but
it's the school's problem."
The college itself owns the din-
ing hall, while the SAGA Cor-
poration provides the actual
food service, explained
O'Brien. With possible fund-
ing provided by proposed
Whitworth-issued bonds, the
college may be giving the op-
portunity to expand the facili-
ty, according to Q'Brien.
O'Brien said that any possi-
ble expansion would
eliminate, or at least decrease,
many of the problems facing
SAGA. "For one thing," he
said, "we'd be able to change
the internal layout of the
building. Pd like to get away
from the lines and go to a
scramble situation. This way,
students could get a salad, get
a beverage and then get a hot
diverse in their theologies anu
traditions. But they came
together around the conviction
that Hitler and his system were
a profound threat to the
Gospel.
The result of this consulta-
tion was the adoption of the
Barmen Declaration of Faith.
This statement of Christian
resolve over against threats
from the state has become one
of the most important expres-
sions of faith in the 20th cen-
tury. It led to the formation of
the Confessing Church —
which ultimately had to go
underground in its resistance
to Hitler. We associate the
name Dietrich Bonhoef fez
with this movement.
The guiding light of Barmen
Synod and its Declaration was
the Swiss theologian Karl
Barth. Shortly after this event,
he was banished from hh
university position in Ger-
many and returned to Basel,
where he taught and wrote for
the rest of his life. His last
acadenfic assistant, Busch,
became his biographer. Thai
book, "Karl Barth," has
become a clasic of 20th
century theology and church
history. .
meal. It would be a more effi-
cient way to get hot food, as
well as eliminating many of
the line prqblcms.!'
Dealing only with what he
has now, O'Brien does see
room for improvement. "My
big concern is the variety of
the meals. I don't want a stu-
dent to come to dinner and
have to see the same thing
night after night. Rather, I'd
like to have a few surprises
every night."
"We're doing our best,"
O'Brien said, "but we need to
know if there are any pro-
blems. We view any legitimate
complaints as constructive
criticism, and we do try to
listen." O'Brien pointed to the
twice-yearly student surveys,
the suggestion board, student
workers and talking with
students as sources of input.
"I don't think we've had
one meal this fall that couldn't
have run more smoothly and
better,'' said O'Brien.
"There's always room for im-
provement, and that is our
goal."
trying to please students
SAGA making quality changes, Forum footnotes
Tb. Wbitwofljflaa, October 28, 1985 Page 3
SAGA director Jim O'Brien.
Overdue petiodicals fined
HELP A FRIEND BREAK
A HABIT ON NOV. 21
If you have friends who smoke, help them quit during the
Great American Smokeout on November 21. Keep a friend from
smoking for one day, and you may keep a friend for life.
.__ •_j.._. . ....na. ..;. •..b 4nflJ. P-.
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Haunted house brings, chill tO campus
by Kathy Marousek
of The Whitworthtàri
mc jaggtd edges of 'the
trees were silhouettód against a
brightly lit mOon and drifting
clouds. The house stood in the
distance with an orange glow
illuminating from the win-
dows, groans and ghastly
shrieks fitted the air. The
mood was set for a tremulous
venture.
A masked man was walking
aimlessly through the crowd
carrying the mangled head of a
pig. The line to enter the house
by Colleen Schionga
of The Whitworthiari
The vaulted wooden ceiling
angles upward, opening up to
a room-brightened skylight. In
front of the skylight, the ceil-
ing opens up again, this time
framing a large window which
makes up a section of the roof
and continues down the front
wall to the floor. The Whit-
worth chapel — a building on
campus which truly opens up
the eyes of students and facul-
ty to the creation around
them.
"The worship space is so
conducive to worshipping...
with the wood tones, view of
the sky, and the simplicity of
the room," said Chaplain Ron
Frase.
Built in 1979, through a
donation by the late Dr. Seeley(3. Mudd (for whom the
chapel was named), the chapel
was long and arduous, but as
one drew closer anticipation
heightened. What kind of ter-
rors were waiting inside?
The door slowly creaked
Open,' tw& steps and tb&tirst
scene emerged. A man, with a
face as pale as ashes swinging
an axe, was accompanied by a
grossly disfigured person,
while someone layed on a
hospitai bed groaning in pain.
Up the stairs and around the
corner, blood stains coveted
the walls, some poor soul
thrashed about in agony while
his leg was amputated with a
manual saw.
Saturday night a "serene"
filled a need on the Whitworth
campus. Prior to the Mudd
chapel, campus worship
sevices were held in various
places on campus, sometimes
even in Saga.
A physician and a research-
er in the area of radiation and
X-ray therapy, Mudd provid-
ed money for the construction
of libraries, laboratories, and
other buildings to colleges and
universities throughout the
country. After his death in
1968, the Seeley G. Mudd
Fund was created, using the
money provided in his will.
This fund was used over a
10-year period to provide
private institutions with new
facilities, but special criteria
had to be met before a college
could become a recipient.
"The gift had to be used on a
building, in an area the college
excelled in," Frase said.
At that time, President Ed-
ward B. Lindaman, Dizncan
Ferguson, who was then vice
and "humble" dorm was
transfonned into a place of
terror: this was McMillan's
annual haunted house.
The house was a maze with
many obstacles to surpass.
Every hallway and staircase
was a new adventure with a
myriad of scenes, including a
jungle complete with a pig
shrine. There were mattresses
to climb over, slides to go
down, doors to go under, and
finally a cardboard box tunnel
to crawl through. People with
grotesquely painted faces werejumping out from dark cor-
ners everywhere.
"It was so scary. The guy
with the chainsaw Ireaked me
out; I was immobilized," said
-Shana Wapstra after her trip
through the house.
When asked what her
favorite part was Heather
Bauer replied, 'When I was
walking down a hallway and
this monster pulled me into his
room." The monster turned
out to be a good friend of
hers. -
A few students did not en-
joy the house as much. They
thought the long line; about a
one hour wait, put a damper
on it. "It was fun, but the line
was out of with people
shoving and cutting, the wait
wasn't worth it," said Andy
Dinnison.
- Amy' CbApnan was also
upsçt with the line and the
behavior of the people waiting
to get in. "It was fun and I'm
glad I waited, but Iwas disap-
pointed because I wasn't that
scared," said Chapman. Anne
Freeman, also a student, had
an opposing view and thought
the wait was definitely worth
it.
The McMillan Haunted
House was erectçd in one day
and cost $75, which was allot-
president of academic affairs,
and Chaplain Ron White
decided that Whitworth
"could qualify in its signifi-
cant religious life" -for a part
of the Mudd fund, Frase said.
Those responsible for
allocating portions of the $44
million fund agreed, and
Whitworth received its sanc-
tuary. Of all the new buildings
funded by this program, only
one was a chapel.
The design of the Seeley 0.
Mudd Chapel fits Whitworth
well. The brick exterior allows
the chapel to blend in with
neighboring buildings, and
also with the rugged, yet
serene, pine trees in The Loop.
The interior, with masonry
work that has won awards for
design and originality, adds to
the chapel's one-of-a-kind at-
mosphere. "I like the fish im-
ted by the Associated StudentS
Body. Most of the McMillan
residents participated in put-
ting the house together. "They
put a lot of effort into it, and
it really showed," said Scott
Campbell.
"The costumes and makeup
were great," said Bauer.
Though some were fearless
and undaunted, most had
creeping flesh and panic-
stricken faces as they made
their way through this year's
version of the McMillan
Haunted House.
Ghosts Said to haunt
MSU residence halls
From the National
On.Campus Report
Daie* Christenson undergoes surgely at the hands of
Willie Stewart.
Some people believe in
ghosts. Even some who attend
college believe. Students. at
two Michigan State University
residence halls believe in them
because they live with them.
MSU's Holmes Hall is said
to be haunted by two specters.
A number -of - sixth-floor
residents at Holmes claimed to
have seen the ghost of a stu-
dent who had lived on the
sixth floor and committed
suicide in 19W. -
Onç "eye witness," an MSUjunior studying business, said
the ghost recently appeare
stole a keg of beer from a floor
party, and disappeared when
chased.
-A computer science' and
pychology- senior who works
for residence hail security and
maintenance said 'the grill in
MSU's Wilson ball is also
haunted. "Anybody that's
ever worked here knows about
the ghost," he said.
- 'The student said a friend
and co-worker of his once
looked in the grill window and
saw the pasty white face of a
woman - staring back. Both
workers heard a pot fail in the
kitchen, but when they
checked inside the grill they
"couldn't find a thing."
Housing officials said thç
ghost stories have created no
special problems because most
students never hear of them,
and most of those who do,
'don't believe them. Further-
more, the students who claim
to have witnessed the visita-
tions downplay - the ghost
stories because they - fear
others -will' think they're
"crazy."
Just who was Seeley Mudd? Thrbrng head? Gushingbody? Has Monday dealtanothe' crushing Itemt
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FEATUxt
by Colleen Schlonga
of The Whitworthian
Some of the best things in
life come in pairs — candle
light and music, sunsets and
the beach, Saturday morning
and cartoons, and even Oreos
and ice cream. Whitworth can
add one more pair to the list,
having benefited from two
gifted individuals who have
helped guide the campus
ministry — Quinn and Nancy
Fox.
Sharing the role of chaplain,
this husband-wife team, has
contributed greatly to the cot-
lege. Between the two of them,
they bring a variety of gifts
and talents to be put to work.
"Having a male and a
female in the same position
works well, because they can
identify with a variety of situa-
tions," said Chaplain Ron
Frase, who works closely with
the Foxes. "Quinn particular-
ly ënjàys administrative tasks,
and Nancy likes the small
group kind of, thing. They
complement each other."
Nancy and Quinn, both
graduates of Fuller
Theological Seminary, came
to Whitwortb last fall. It was a
•move they were happy with,
said Nancy. "We really
wanted to work with college-
aged people, and we wanted to
stay in the Presbyterian
church," she said.
The responsibilities of the
chaplain job are divided be-
tween them. Nancy coor-
dinates tl3e midweek worship
services and - the resident
chaplain program. Quinn
works with the Sunday even-
ing campus worship, and acts
• as Forum coordinator. They
by Jill Johnson
of The Whltworthlan
Movies which keep the
viewer at the edge of their seat
from start to finish seem to be
the exception rather than the
rule. "Agnes of God" is one
such exception.This intriguing and
somewhat unusual drama
takes place in a convent in
French Canada. Agnes, a
young nun has given birth to a
baby which is found strangled
with its own umbilical cord.
The mother, played by Mel
Tilly, claims she recalls neither
conception, delivery nor
murder.
The story centers on
also co-teach the course Chris-
tian Spirituality, alternating
lectures and dividing tasks.
Sharing the job of chaplain
presents difficulties at times,
Frase said. He mentioned stag-
gering their work time as one
problem. Because of their in-
dividual responsibilities, the
Foxes cannot always have time
off together, Frase said.
Nancy mentioned another
problem with working
together. "Sometimes we get
into a real work mode, and
bring that home with us.. .like
we're colleagues rather than
husband and wife," she said.
"We have to be careful to
leave work behind when we
come home," Quinn said.
"Because sharing a job is quite
unique, it has its own set of
potential problems, and there
are not always set patterns for
dealing with them."
Quinn added some advan-
tages of sharing the job. "It
allows us more flexibility than
if we were both working full
time. Also, it's beneficial to
the college, because they get
two people with two sets of
characteristics for the price of
one."
What effect does their team
ministty have on their mar-
riage? "It allows for tremen-
dous potential for either
:ennchjnent or neglect," Quinn
said. "We struggle for the
right balance."
One way the Foxes, who
have been married over five
years, work to achieve this
balance is through activities
away from their job. Nancy
said that they enjoy bicycle
touring, and like to attend the
Spokane symphony. They also
spend time running, but they
do this separately. "It's a
good time to be alone," Nancy
said.
psychiatrist Martha Liv-
ingston's search to determine
if the nun is sane and what
really happened. Jane Fonda
portrays the determined
psychiatrist who runs into dif-
ficulty with Mother Superior,
Anne Bancroft, who is trying
to protect the nun.
The movie focuses heavily
on Fonda's encounters with
both Mother Superior and
Agnes. Through the maze of
symbolism and often-
confusing sub-plots, the
viewer learns who actually
killed the child — as we see the
young mother standing in a
court room near the end.
The movie has its share of
unusual side characters such as
an old priest who prefers his
tea with a bit of hard liquor
and Fonda's elderly mother
During the summer, the
Foxes direct the Christian divi-
sion of a greeting card
business operated by Nancy's
family, editing phrases and
selecting scripture to go with
them.
"It's fun being together
quite a bit," Quinn said,
"growing in marriage in the
conteit of both our work and
our non-work life."
Among all the duties that
the chaplain job entails, the
most significant part they play
is that of being role models. In
this area the Foxes definitely
contribute.
Ballard Resident Chaplain
Lynn Adami looks up to Nan-
cy and Quinn. "It's good to
see that a woman can function
in what has been looked on as
a man's role, and also to see
how she and Quinn comple-
ment each other and work well
together. I've really ap-
preciated their teamwork,"
she said. "It's been an en-
couragement to see a healthy
marriage like theirs.'
by Pia Christensen
of The Whitworthlan
It'sFriday night, you've got
a date, but you know it's going
to' be boring. You'll take her
to a movie, get some sodas
afterward and probably say
two meaningful words all
night. At $15 a shot, it's wip-
ing you out.
Now is the time to snap out
of it. You can have fun and get
to know someone without
spending a lot of money. Just
be creative I
Why don't you eat out, but
eat each course at-a different
restaurant? Why don't you
who can't remember her
daughter's name.
Although hard to follow at
times, the movie is held
together by strong perform-
ances by Fonda, Bancroft, and
Tilly. Mother plus is the love-
ly Canadian countryside where
the movie is set.
Directed by Norman
Jewison, the film is an adapta-
tion of a play by John
Pielmeier.
"Agnes of God" has
received mixed reactions from
Whitworth students because
of the strong Christian sym-
bolism present in the movie. In
spite of this, the movie offers
viewers two hours of
fascinating drama.
"Agnes of God" is current-
ly playing at Newport Cinemas
and Lincoln Heights Cinemas.
hop a city bus and see where it
takes you? You could even:
'see how much you can buy
with $5
.tdig out your baby pictures
'play each other your
favorite songs
'picnic with cheese, sausage
and sparkling cider
'fly a kite
'make dinner together
'read to each other
'go four-leaf clover hunting
'try to catch your virgin
pinecone
'dress up and shop for ex-
pensive things
'visit art galleries
'buy seeds and start a
garden In a box
'try to communicate by on-
ly reading phrases 'from books
'pIly football or frisbee in
the Pine Bowl
'color with crayons in a col-
oring book, or
•
'take a long walk.
This is a very small list of in-
expensive, creative dating
ideas which can be greatly ex-
panded. Use your imagina-
tion. If you want to be
remembered, do something
worth remembering.
It doesn't matter If it's your
first date, or if you've been
dating for a year. A creative
date breaks the hum-drum of
college life, can be fun, and
can make great memories.
'4
Foxes team upto share in ministry
Nancy and Quinn Fox in the claeeroom
Bored? Try a creative 'date
F--
F
r
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Movie review
Agnes of God 'intriguing drama
r
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
Nanoonga froze—worrying less about ruinIng a
good head than he dId the social Iota pat
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Pirates qualify for District Tourney
The Whitworth Swimming
and Diving Team will dive into
their first official season Fri-
day, Nov. 1 at 7:30 p.m. at
home againsi PLU.
The teams started practicing
Oct. 14. Before that they
played water polo to get in
shape.
coach Jon Buzzard, who
has coached a number of
world-class swimmers, said his
teams of about 20 are "look-
ing strong in the early
season." Potential national
qualifiers include Sophomore
Bob Blazek in the breast
stroke, freestyle, and relys;
Senior Rode Fink in freestyle
and relays; Freshman Tom
Lachermeier in freestyle and
relays; Senior Nicholas Lenzi
Staff Report — The Whitworth
volleyball team extended their
season by at least one more
week by defeating Lewis-Clark
State College Saturday night
The win over the Warriors
in a four-game match (15-13,
9-15, 15-8, 15-9) put the
Pirates into second place in the
eastern division of their
district, behind first-place
Gonzaga Universtiy. This
allows them to advance to the
District Tournament on Nov.
8-9 at the University of Puget
Sound
"I was pleased with the win
because it puts us into District,
but I really feel we could have
played better," said Coach
Patricia Shelton.
There were several strong
performances in the match.
Setter Laura Black had 21
assists, middle hitter Julie
Cordcs had 14 blocks, and on-
hand hitter 1kb Burkhart
hammered down 13 kills for
the evening.
Shelton mentioned a lack of
aggressiveness as a wSk point
of the match. "There were too
many times when people
would look and watch for
other people to pass the ball,"
she said.
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This is an area in which
Shelton would like to see her
team improve while on their
upcoming four-match road
trip to Portland, Ore. later this
week. "Mainly I want to see us
go through the Portland trip
playing aggressive," Shelton
said.
During their road trip, the
Pirates play four matches in
three days. Thursday, Oct. 31,
they play Pacific University at
Forest Grove; Friday they ven-
ture south to Salem to take on
Willamette University. On
Saturday, Nov. 2, they go up
against Lewis and Clark Col-
lege in an afternoon match,
traveling across town later that
evening to play the University
of Portland.
Yet, while the Pirates are
playing their hearts out in
Oregon, their sights will be in
fmal preparation for the next
weekend in Tacoma. Said
Shelton of the District Tour-
nament, "We've bàn given a
gogd opportunity. It's a
reward for the p1yers for
working hard."
PAID ADVF2TIWG
Coordinate your wardrobi/
cosmetics for ultimate results with
minimal costs. Color analysis and
Artistry cosmetics by
professional consultant.
Reasonable prices. 466-5218
MT SPOKANE SKI PATROLS
21ST ANNUAL
SKI
SWAL
DOWNHILL & NORDIC
SKI EQUIPMENT
& WINTER CLOTHING
544
Spokane Fairgrounds
Main Exhibition Budding
SATURDAY,
November 2
9 AM to 5 PM
TO SELL
Register items for sale Friday,
November 1,3 pm to 9pm
TO BUY
Saturday. November 2,9 am to 5pm
TO CLAIM
Claim money for sold items or
unsold items Sunday, November 3,
Noorilo5pm.
Whitworth's Dana Paulson hits past a Whitman blocker, helping the Pirates to a
victory over the Missionaries on Tuesday, Oct. 22. The 15-12, 15-10, 15-9 wIn
avenged a loss to the same team earlier this season.
by Shauna Winner
of The Whitworthlan
Aquatic teams dive into competition
in butterfly and relays;
Freshman Margaret Lee in
freestyle and relays; Senior
relays; Senior Jennifer Verdier
in backstroke, butterfly, in-
dividual medley, and relays;
Upcoming meets scheduled
are the Whitman Invitational
on Nov. 9, Whitman at home
Lena Limahai in individual and Junior Kathy Marousek in on Nov. 16, and the PLU In-
medley, backstroke, and 1-meter and 3-meter diving. vitational on Dec. 6 and 7
PROM VaN cOu'e. BcarM
SP&IOL(USST-SHapE OP pEOCT 31 g PM, 44co5tuME
TYPING
uabty ProfessioS Work
466-6588 Or 466-134
ZIZ2 oti PCiFiC ND BM/NE
Admission 1.OO
Age 12 & UNDER FREE.w
WINA
SEASON PASS!
donated by Mt Spokane
Skiing Corp.
Sign up br drawing
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by John Worster
Special to The Whitworthian
And the roller coaster ride
continues.
Just one week after upset-
ting the Simon Fraser
Clansmen, the Whitworth
Pirates dropped a see-saw
23-28 decision to the Lewis
and Clark College Pioneers in
Portland.
Cliff Madison had another
fine day throwing the football,
completing 22 of 46 passes for
205 yards, but the vaunted
Pirate aerial attack failed to
produce any points. Oddly
enough, the Pirates' biggest
success came on the ground,
where Eddie Davis (8 carries,
54 yards), Jeff Miller (11 car-
des, 60 yards), and Madison
(20 carries, 52 yards) com-
bined for 156 yards .and all
three Pirate touchdowns.
After spotting the Pioneers
an opening drive score, the TD
coming on a 16-yard pass fromBill Fellows to Jerry
Ribischke, Madison led the
Pirates to two scores and a
14-7 lead. The lead stood for
much of the first half, until
Harry Mamizuka, who led the
Pioneer attack with 144
rushing jards,, scored on a
23-yard scamper. The two
teams went into the half knot-
ted at 14.
The second half belonged to
the Pioneers as the sandwiched
two seven-pointers around a
29-yard Whitworth field goal
by Robert Coleman. Trailing
17-28, Whitworth cut the
deficit by six when Davis
scored on an eight-yard run,
but a two-point conversion
failed, and the Pioneer;
blunted any further Pirates
scoring drives.
Lewis and Clark, who broke
a three-game losing streak
with the win, led the Pirates in
every statistical category:
165-133 in rushing totals,
210-205 in passing yards, and
22-21 in first downs. Quarter-
backs Fellows and Cliff
Fanger combined for a 15 for
27 performance for the
Pioneers, and All-American
wide receiver Bob Glanvilie
scored twice.
For Whitworth, Wayne
Ralph kept his average intact
by catching 10 passes, coun-
ting for 97 yards, and Brian
Steams shone on defense,
picking off two passes.
With the loss, Whitworth
drops to 2-4 overall, but re-
mains 2-1 in league -play
because this was against a
Southern Division opponent in
the Columbia Football
League. Lewis and Clark rose
to 3-3.
The Pirates face CFL Nor-
thern Division-leading Pacific
Lqth,etan next Saturday, who
is 4-0 in the league aftei drub-
bing Central Washington
Unrersity 41-14 Saturday.
Game time is 1:30 p.m. at
Lakewood Stadium in
Tacoma. -
by Sam Weber
of The Whltworthlon
Are you bored with sitting
behind the Pine Cone curtain?
Have your studies really been
depressing you? Then do what
a lot of students have done —
participate in Intramurals.
"I find Intramurals to be
really fun," said Junior Brian
Killefer. "It's a great way to
take out your frustration
about schoolwork."
This is the consensus of
most of the people involved in
Intramurals. However, not
everyone is pleased. There
have been a few questions
about changes that have taken
place in the rules, namely
changing football to two-hand
touch from Philadelphia
Football-style.
Intramural Football is in
full swing with only a ftw
games left to play. It figures to
be a two-team race for the
championships between
McMillan's The Barking
Spiders and the talented off-
campus team.
The two undefeated teams
went up against each other on
Sunday to virtually determine
who gets to wear the Cham-
pionship shirts.
Football isn't the only In-
trantural- sport available. - Co-.
ed volleyball is played in the
Fieldhouse on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.
Intramural volleyball is led
by three teams; the Captain
Crunch team, the Alohas, and
by Sheila Farren
Special to The Whitworthian
Bouncing balls and squeaky
tennis shoes are the sounds
coming from the Fieldhouse as
the women's basketball team
begins Its seasori.
With 10 returning players,
three freshmen, and one
transfer, Head Coach Man
Ainsworth is excited about the
new season. Ainsworth and
Assistant Coach Paula Nun-
nally believe that the amount
of experience Is their blunt
strength.Ainsworth thinks that
Kaylene Krug, a transfer from
Spokane Falls Community
College, will be a big help In
rebounding, which was a weak
spot last year.
He is also impressed with
the speed of Lisa Vallem and
Janine Hoffman, and said
they will be useful in fastbreak
situations.
Mary Allard, a sophomore
from Deer Park, said the team
is "strong because we have all
Mac/Rallards' team Integrity.
There are only a few weeks
left for those two Intramural
sports — see next week's
Whitworthian for inforniation
about Intramural standings
and sports that will be
available this winter.
Pirates downed
by Pioneers
Inframurals cure study blues
Intramural volleyball player, là action.
Instructor demónst rates self-defense
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Women's b-ball
begins season
by Steve Meggs
Special to The Whuworth Ian
On FridAy, Oct. 11, 1985,
Terev Chinen ave Whitworth
worth Uollege a demonstra-
tion in Gojo Ru karate. This
demonstration was given to
'see if therç would be enough
response to add a karate class
to the curriculum at Whitwoith.
Chinen, called "Sensal" by
his students, has been teaching
self-defense in Spokane for 16
yçari. In his classes, Chinen
teaches the students to try for
excellence: To do the best in
life as in karate.
Chinen is now teaching PB
classes in self-defense at
Spokane's community col-
leges, Gonzaga University,
Eastern Washington' Universi-
ty and at the Y.M.C.A. He
also has his own Doja, which
in located at Ninth and Perry.
Anyone interested in the
possibility of having karate
classes it Whitworth, send
comments to Box 836.
the right ingredients."
Unity will be an Important
factor on this year's squad.
According to Ainsworth,
"There is more unity on this
team than on any team of the
last three years."
The Lady Bucs will be using
a match-up zone defense, and
when the rebounding is there,
a fastbrèak offense. The Bucs
are strongly concentrating on
reducing the number of tur-
novers.
Their first scrimmage will be
against Northern Idaho Junior
College on Nov. 8 at 7 p,m. In
the Whitworth Fieldhouse.
The Lady Sues will then travel
to Havre, Mont. for their first
official game on Nov. 15.
Also helping coaches
Alnsworth and Nunnally is
Sherril Skelton, an cx-
Whitworth hoopster.
Finishing of the Bucs' roster
are: Sally Allen, Lisa
Berglund, Kris Cotlyer, Kari
Hitchcock, Donna
Hodenhursd, Lori Olson,
Michelle Payne, Shellie Sarif,
Carolyn Stacy, and Susan
Thompson,Teruv Chinen demonstrate. Ciojo Ru Karate.
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what he or she wants to do,'
whatever pleases him or her —
whether it be snake collçcting,
play'writiñg, ballet dancing, or
xylophone playing. Each
member is content with his or
her lifestyle.
The family philosophy was
begun by "Grandpa" who
simplV quit his' business 35
years before and has lived his
life the way he has sEen fit ever
'since. The rest of the family
follow his example.
Enter the Kirby family. The
Kirbys, who are. aristocratic
Wall Street bankers, are at the
opposite end of the spectrum
from, the Sycamores. As Alice
Sycamore and Tony Kirby fail
in love and become engaged, a
discrepancy between the two
lifestyles and philosophies of
the families arises.
"It's the play making a cer-
tain moral statement about the
fact that the family is impor-
tant and that there are a lot pf
other things which we tend to
give importance to that aren't
important," said Hornor.'
The play hak a large cast
which includes David Adams,
prints on the brick," said
senior LeeAnn Olsen,
"because they make the
building more unique. I also
think the stained-glass cross is
incredible."
The cross stands before the
front window, that allows
sunlight to shine in, adding to
the natural atmosphere of the
room.
Yet probably the' most im-
portant characteristic of the
chapel is that it has been
Renda Cole, Barry Elkin,
Kathy Gosnell, Mindy
Graham Stephanie Hajton,
Sarah Hanson, Mikal Kart-
vedt, Dale Laing, Todd St.
Marie, Doug McFalls, Peter
Prekeges, .Jeanee Quan, Brian
Senter, Delaine Swenson,
Laurie Ann Tuttle, Scott
Weigand, Wayne Wenstrom,
and Steve Williams.
Cast members, like Senior
Todd t. Mariç, are excited
about thE, production because
of its freèhztess. He said, "It's
nice to do a comedy. For the
'last two years "we've done
.drama It's fun to do a, play
with a lot of laugh lines, and
which is, for the most part,
fun for the audience. And yet
the play still has something to
say about peoples' definition
of happiness."
'Junior, ,Mindy Graham
'echoes St.' Marie with,""It's
going to be soknething Whit-
worth will be surprised at'. Not
only is it comedy, which is
unusual, but it's full o,f
students from the college who
are new to the acting depart-
ment. It should produce some
new energy, good energy, and
designed for use by the
students. Along with offices
for the chapel staff, several
small rooms can be.used for
seminars, counseling, or
meetings of such' campus
organizations as Diakonia or
Amnesty International.
Frase said that the chapel
"is a comfortable environ-
ment in which students can
take time out during a busy
day to meditate, pray, or just
have some time of silence."
new creativity."
Hornor thinks that the play
wiJl also be a "tremendous
vehicle for the actor." It's fin-
portant that they have distinct
characters, but that the play
isn't just a series of gags,..The
characters have more to them
than just being two dimen-
sional slapstick comics."
With such enthusiasm from
those involved in the produc-
don, the play should be a suc-
cess, and 'as' Hornor stated;
"Everybody should !eave with
a really good smile on his face.
It should be'an evening of real
fun."
believe strongly, would no
longer be a viable educational
program for those who would
leave. Those who leave would
miss the ethical and value-
based business education they
are now receiving at Whit-
worth; they would miss the
core of carefully selected
courses in the college re-
quirements; and, in addition,
they would miss the other elec-
tive courses they are encour-
aged to take by their business
advisors, outside of the
Business department course
electives.
Second, the college and all
the departments would suffer
significantly in student
enrollments. The Business
department serves each f its
majors with just over one-
third of the courses taken in a
four-year college program.
The other departments of the
college' teach almost two-
thirds of the classes taken by
business majors. These facts
alone require a pretty compel-
ling conclusion
29 TUESDAY
Whltwortklan Staff hosting,
12 pa. — SAGA
30 wEDNESDAY
*dwoek WorshIp: Garde.
Jackson, 11;15 as. — Cli
31 THURSDAY
• KMLOWW
CoØ', 10 p.s. — Cli
• Mn MS Halles
Psip, 9.11 p.s. — Walas
1 FRIDAY
• Eons: D,srhsd lurk, 11:15
as. - AS
'Oss-NSMS SoSol
ter Woukabop, 95.5.4 p.s.
- In at tbsPaak
• Mou4s: tØ jJ 5
I Hoe," $ p.s. — AS
2 SATURDAY
• GEE RevIew, 9 a.a.-12 p.m.
-LSC
• Cmos — NAM DSthd I
Championship — Away
'Alumni Seahawks Trip —Seattle
• ES vs. FlU, 2 p.m. — Any
Soccer vs. Everween, 2 p.m.
— Away
• David Mlntz Guitar Recital,
8 p.m. — HUH
• "Whit-ness" Seminar Inaugural,
9 am.-lZ p.m.
3 SUNDAY
• Soccer a. LVS, 1 p.m. — Away
Whid Ensemble Co.aaat, 3 p.m.
-Wk Pss Church
• Campus WorshIp, 8 p.m — Cli
4 MONDAY
• Usegn Task Force ThaSsgIviN
Food Thin (tbrot 11/8)
• VoIlsØafl Clinic (throut Il/b)
Foam.! Alan L McGinnIs,
11:15 p.s. — And.
• MOSSy at Seven: Alan lay
McGinnis, 7 p.m. — Leavftt
Dining HaD
5 TUESDAY
• Wbftwoflh Stiff Msodn,
12 pa. — SAGA
• Wbltwo,tk Wossu, 7:30 — C.
Erickson's
Ltd — Auditonum
rH-Chapel
I VA — Fine Arts Building
LSC — Lindarnin Semitur Center
I MRH — Music Recital Hall
Ma — Music Building
Play (Cont. from page 1) Letter — (ConS. from page '2)-
George Weber
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Accounting and Econpmic
Studies Department
Chapel '— (Cont. from page 4)
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Campus-wide food drive to be held
by Arnanda Paye
of The Whitworthkrn
Next week, Nov. 11-16, a
campus-wide food drive will
be jointly sponsored by the
Hunger Task Force, the Stu-
dent Activities Council, and
SERVE. All the food collected
will be donated to the Spokane
Food Bank. As an incentive
for the drive, there will be an
inter-dorm competition with
the with the dorm collecting
the most food receiving dis-
count coupons to the Newport
Cinemas.
According to Doug Segur of
the Hunger Task Force, the
food drive will consist of two
"phases." The first phase is a
week-long, on-campus drive,
Dorms, faculty and staff are
encouraged to donate food
throughout the week. "We're
asking students to take $2 or
$3 and go to the store and buy
food ... money that they
would usually use to play pool
or to buy food at the Snack
Bar," said Segur. He added
that this first phase will not be
a door-to..door collection, but
the dorms, faculty and staff
will each have a designated
place where donators can put
their food. For off-campus
students, there will be a posted
place in the HUB where they
can put food they wish to
donate.
The second phase of the
food drive will be a door-to-
door canvassing of the
neighborhoods surrounding
Whitworth, on Saturday,
Nov. 16. Volunteers for the
food drive will meet in the
HUB at 8:30 a.m. They will go
door-to-door from 9 a.m. to
noon. Dorms and off-
campus students will have
designated areas to cover.
- Arend Hall renovation
would be more complex than
both Stewart and Warren. A
renewal of the interior plumb-
ing system is planned plus the
water supply system would be
enlarged to accomodate the
new and enlarged shower
rooms. Other minor renova-
tions would include a chang-
ing of the doors and lock and
new furniture.
The parking lot renova-
by Amanda Paye
of The Whilworthlan
One hundred and thirty-
three students participated in
this year's Fall Fast which was
sponsored by the Hunger Task
Force on Oct. 16. Their par-
ticipation generated $362,
which was divided between
three organizations: the
Spokane Food Bank, Bread
for the World, and Tools for
Tomorrow. ASWC donated
At noon, the collectors
will• reconvene in the HUB. -
Each dorm will collect all the
food it has gathered during the
week and add it to what they
collected on their door-to-
door expeditions, The booty
will then be counted and the
group with the most total food
items from both phases will
receive the discount coupons
to the Newport Cinemas.
Segur said, "We'd like to see
people give for the sake of
helping others. This (the
coupons) is just a way to spice
things up a little bit."
Segur said that past food
A major project is a road to
run along the perimeter of the
campus. This road would feed
traffic around the campus
with a feeder road going down
$1 per participant and SAGA
donated the remaining $231.
Doug Segur of the Hunger
Task Force said they are plan-
fling to sponsor another fast in
drives have been just
canvassing-types of drives as
in the second phase of this
year's drive. He said making it
a week-long drive will "give
them (students, faculty and
staff) a chance to give more of
themselves ... to get more per-
sonally involved."
Segur said he would like to
remind people to be nutrition
conscious when donating
food. He suggested donating
canned foods such as soups
and vegetables. "Donating
tHings like cake mixes would
just be defeating the purpose
•f the drive."
to the new Fieldhouse parking
area. The road would also pro-
vide extra parking along its
the spring in connection with
Hunger Awareness Week.
The Hunger Task Force
would like to thank all those
who participated in the fast.
-I)
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Renovations ready for development
if Washington state passes bond issue
year, according to Don Hol- According to Holden, the tions, Holden explained,
den, director of the Physical dorm renovations done to would include adding five new
Plant. Holden described the Ballard and McMillan would parking lots to the campus and
small projects as those renova- include a total interior renova- resurfacing the library parking route.
tions of Arend, Stewart, and tion including all new plumb- lot. The five new jots would be Construction on Iliac pro-
Renovation projects such as -Warren, a minor renovation ing, wiring, lighting, a new fire placed at the eastside of jects are all pending the
dorm renewal, a: perimeter ofthe .dining--halL-along with - system,- and new furniture. - Arend, , the, ,west r side of passage of a bond issue bythe
road, and an up*aded.pluz 2fl cqijjientjpflhe.kitch, momL4wo*44.4M&.4 Baw;n(Jenlqp, th Aquat- state of.,ishington fl4$% -
ing s$tëm aieno*' being èn, affüpgrading of the water redesigned to provide more 'a building and the Fie1l- big 'irto say '*e will get the
planned at Whitworth. system including steam living-space for residents, house, the Pinebowlbetween HmOney for these projects.We
However no real development distributiOn insulation, park-
-
the bowl- and Hawthorne, hid have no idea if the bond isue
can begin until the passage of ing, and a, lot of landscaping - Renovation to Stewart Hall the southside of Hawthorne. will pass or not. We can only
an important bond issue. around campus including The would include new restrooms Loop renOvation would in- hope," said Holden. "The
The renovaticrn process will Loop. The big projects include and showers, replacement of dude new lighting for the school is hoping to get, an
take place -over a three year malor- renovations on Ballard the metal doors, new more walkways, and benches placed 'amount between $4.5 and $7
period with at least two major and McMillan and a -perime- - modern furniture, and a new for outdoor meetings, recep- million from the bonds." -
-
projects being started - each ter road around the campus. inside paint job to lighten it tions or tired pedestrians. This The school will find out the
-
-
-
' up. - -- project came into perfect tim- decision on the bonds
Warren Hall renovation ing with an anomymous dona- sometime after mid-Novern-
would include new plumbing, tionof$1O,000tobespenton ber. "Ever since the
new showers, and a new in- a masterplan for landscape Washington State Supreme
tenor -finish. development of the loop. Court voted for tax-exempt
Another project that the bonds for private schools in
bond money would be spent April, we have been working
on wbuld be new plumbing in- towards this goal. However,
cluding a new insulation on we could easily be turped
the steam distribution system down. lithe bond issue does
as well as upgradng the current not pass it will be back to the
plumbing system and the drawing board for us," said
water well. Holden. "It took us five and
one-half years before we got
the federal grant for the steam
insulation. The trick is to per-
sist and persist until they give
in."
Fall Fast raises $362
Jeff Newcomb offends Peter Steffen by flashing at
the Alternative Alcohol Party on Halloween night In
Warren Lounge.
F
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To the editor:
James B. Meade of The
Whitworthias editorial board
posed a question that year
after year plagues the govern-
ing body of the Whitworth
students: "ASWC, where are
you? What came to Our
minds when we read the col-
umn was: "Is the viewpoint of
this one obviously concerned
student indicative of the entire
student body?"
Be that the case or not, we
see this as an excellent oppor-
tunity to relay to everyone in-
volved in the Whitworth com-
munity the past, present and
future goings-on of ASWC.
cc t7
it',
First of all, we would like to
express what we see as the pur-
pose of ASWC: to provide
low-cost leisure time activities
and also to deal with any
issues and conflicts that may
rise up within the Whitworth
community and beyond to
state, federal and iniernational
levels.
These provisions are shaped
solely with the student interest
in mind and help to accent the
academic experience as well asproviding a chance to
momentarily escape it.
With these guidelines in
mind, AISWC, already in the
first month-and-a-half, has
chartered two new clubs (cycl-
• 7 P S
"How do you drive a Whit-
worth woman crazy?... Put
her in a round room and tell
her there's a wedding ring in
the corner." The list of jokes
about Whitworth women is
endless. No doubt, amongst
such a female population,
many of the jokes are war-
ranted and even I must laugh
at some of them. But I think
it's important to get beyond
the jokes to the truth. The
stereotj'ping that tends to take
place in a small community
like Whitworth is not only
false but it is also the catalyst
for ignorant behavior. It is my
purpose to not only argi:
against the MRS degree
stereotype but to propose an
equally foolish s;ereotype
about Whitworth men and
then to present an alternative
approach to the stereotyping
syndrome.
it is impossible to live on the
Whitworth campus and not
admit that there are women
here with no other ambition
than to be married. That's
great for them, but not for me.
lug and volleyball) and pro-
vided funds for the Barn
Dance, Haunted House and
other activites.
But also beyond to more
worldwide concerns, ASWC
has allocated funds to sub-
sidize the Fall Fast (put on by
the Hunger Task Force),
heljd create a program for
students to become more
aware of different missionop-
portunities, and donated $100
to the students from El
Salyador who visited our cam-
pus this weekend.
These types of business
items that Presidents' Council
continued on page 8
The realization that I am
lumped in with the MRS
stereotype stupifies and
depresses me. At least 50 per-
cent of the women here don't
deserve such a label. Anyone
who knows me, knows that!
am probably as independent
and spirited as they come. I
have ambitions and goals that
I would rather not have
hindered by a wedding band.
My first goal in life is not to
find a man so that I won't
leave here alone. Many other
Whitworth women share my
position and yet we still carry
around that misplaced MRS
badge that warns off any male
friends.
I don't understand why the
jokes infer that it's the women
that are preoccupied with mar-
riage. If we really look into all
this and apply a little
psychology we can turn that
stereotype around and see that
it is the men that have their
minds tied in matrimonial
knots. They are so concerned
with not being alone when
they leave here thatthey take
dating too seriously. The
problem exists ma duality be-
tween their fear of being
forever alone and their fear of
getting married. What this
creates is a schizophrenic male
population. One minute you
have a friend, the next minute
you don't. It's not only
ridiculous, it's juvenile.
Nevertheless, it's what the
women at Whitworth College
must put up with.
But aren't I being a bit un-
fair? Can I somehow lump all
the men in a stereotype as a
way of fighting back? At the
risk of appearing ignorant, I
guess 1 could. But I'd rather
admit that stereotyping is un-
fair and take a more healthy
approach to the problem. A
lot of men here are afraid to
approach a girl in fear that
"she might get the wrong
idea." But do they ever con-
sider that we hold the same
fear, that "he might get the
wrong idea?" The truth is that
we're not so different. And the
only real way to judge where a
person is coming from is to
communicate openly and
honestly with them. If you en-
continued on page 7
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Freshman Dorm
who benefits?
by JIll Johnson
The Whitworthian Editorial Board p
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Greg Hamann wanted it, Student Life pushed it, students
fought it. The "it" is the Freshman Rorm that has been a
source pf controversy since the fall of 1983. Now a reality,
the dorm shelters the freshmen under the Student Life um-
brella of helping these students adjust to college life. In-
deed, many B-J residents will tell you they "love it," in the
Freshman Dorm and yet they make this statement without
a standard of comparison.
The Freshman Dorm does have its merits, but if we take
a step back and look at the big picture, it is easy to see the
Freshman Dorm does more harm than good. Isolating the
freshmen in B-J does not benefit the students of Whit-
worth.
Freshman year is a time when students put aside high
school ideals. A valuable resource in this growing-up pro-
cess is upperclassmen, a resource the froth of B-J don't
have. Sure, the dorm does have RAs, but eight overworked
individuals can't possibly meet the needs of close to 160
new students. What B-J residents need are upperclassmen
to act as role models, just as the veterans of McMi]lan or
Stewart Hall teach the newcomers how to be not just "real
men," but mature inividuals. isolating the freshmen
greatly limits this contact with upperclassmen. Instead of
these student role models, the frosh at B-J are led by such.
Student Lifers as Julie Anderton and Greg Hamann.
Is the rest of the campus so bad that the freshmen must
somehow be protected? Let's face it, the big three, like it
or not, are at Whitworth, and no amount of isolation can
hide,that. Rather than have their hands held, the freshmen
need to clarify where they themselves stand on these issues.
This kind of help doesn't come from a dorm meeting on
alcohol awareness, but from the advice and experience
only an upperclassman can provide.
The Freshman Dorm strives to build unity within the
class. And yet, isn't it ironic that once built, thisunity is
taken away when the dorm is emptied for the next group of
frcsb?Just sk former B-S ;tudents how they liked being,,
told by Student Life to find a new place to live. If this is un!-
ty, it makes no sense.
Not only is this cycle disruptive, it also kills the
possibiliy for traditions to grow. This campus wouldn't be
the same without the cries of the Birddogs, "Carlson men
are never tired, ma'am!" during initiation, or South War-
ren's annual boat cruise. Traditions like Washington's
Green with Envy dance or Mac Hall in Concert are events
residents can look forward to planning each year. And yet
the frosh of B-J have no traditions to work toward.
Traditions require leadership, and this, too, is missing in
the halls of Baldwin-Jenkins these days. With a handful of
RAs trying to be counselors, police officers, advisors, and
friends, little time is left to lead dorm meetings. instead,
weiee the blind leading the blind in the form of Freshman
dorm officers. Being an effective leader' requires mote
than the desire t lead:'it demands an Understanding of the
ins and outs of ASWC and the Whitworth community.
continued on agel
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by Suzan Fleshman
of The Whitworthian
Are you scared to donate
blood? A nurse ftom Spokane
and inland Empires blood
bank said that giving blood is
the safest it's ever been
because of added tests.
Students Eager to Respond
to Volunteer Endeavors
(SERVE) will host a blood
drive on campus Nov. 21 and
22. Because of the desperate
need for blood, students are
greatly encouraged to donate.
The blood drive will last from
9 a.rn. to 3 p.m. in the HUB.
SERVE Coordinator Cathy
erdier explained that
students art scared to. give
blood because they think it
will hurt or it's riot safe. Ver-
dier, who has given blood, a-
plained, - "It's not a painful
tlflng.' When one arrivS to
give blood ,K or'she is asked
Whitworth students can
now get involved in campus
activities in a new way. World
Missions Concern is a club
formed just this year open to
anyone interested in missions.
"It's the idea of serving
people that interests me," said
Jeff Mullaney, a dub member.
World Missions Concern is
primarily an information
resource, says the group's
coordinator Chip Kimball.
The club provides information
about mission opportunities
and works with students to
determine, in accordance with
their interests, where they
would be most effective.
World Missions Concern is
also interested in the develop-
ment of each person with their
own potentials as they involve
missions, continued Kimball.
I
I
I
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many questions and given
tests, she explained. The
system is very carefully ax-
ranged and organized.
There are requirements that
have to be met before one can
donate. Two of the basic re-
quirements are that the
donator has to be over 18
years of age and weigh at least
110 pounds.
A dorm competition is plan-
ned to see which dorm has the
most donators. To get points,
residents have to either donate
blOod or volunteer time.
SERVE needs five
volunteers per each half hour.
Those interested in volunteer-
big should contact Verdier in
the SERVE office in the HUB.
The winning dorm will have
its name put on the winners'
plaque in the HUB. Off-
campus students are included
in 'this'competition.
Door prizes will also be
given out at the blood drive.
This i be done in the club
through Bible studies,
scenarios, informational
speakers and campus ac-
tivities.
Mullaney sees a great poten-
tial for the group. "Being a
new club, there is a lot of
room for student input," he
said.
Kimball also sees the poten-
tial and has set optimistic
goals for the club. His hopes
include a mission trip to Mex-
ico in the spring.,
-
World . Missions Concern
was formed by a group of
Whitworth students that at-
tended a mission conference in
Urbana, Ill. The conference,
called Urbana, is a tn-annual
event which attracts over
18,000 college-age students.
The most recent conference, in
1985, inspired students to
form mission clubs of their
own. At' Whitworth, World
Missions Concern was a result
of their vision.
if anyone is interested in
receiving more inforniation,
the club meets every Wednes-
day, 6:30-7:30 p.m., in the
Chapel. Or, a note could be left
for Chip Kimball in the
Chapel.
by John Boyer
of The Whitworthian
What do serving Christ and
civil disobedience have In com-
mon? They are both topics of
upcoming Forums,
On Friday, Nov. 8 a group
called Diakonia will present a
Forum. Diakonia is a Greek
rd from the New Testament
meaning "to be sent out for
practical service."
Members of the group will
give a series of speeches that
recall the experiences of their
trips. They traveled to places
like South America, Africa,
San Francisco, Mississippi,
and the Bronx and served
Jesus Christ by doing mis-
sionary work for people in this
world who are less advantaged
then us.
Lauena Ketzel, for example,
served Christ at a Christian
boarding school in Venezuela,
South America. She said that
working with people who are
by Dwight Matheny
Special to The Whltworth Jon
if you come back to Whit-
worth five years from now,
you may notice that the cam-
pus looks very different. The
Landscape Planning Commit-
tee, which recently met, talked
about many ideas for new
buildings and additions to ex-
isting facilities.
"While no clear agreement
has been reached on the top
priority for capital structures,
there is more of a consensus
about a library," said Joseph
Black, vice president for
'Development, the office
responsible for aquiring the
money for the new buildings.
According to Black, many
of the trustees believe that the
library building is inadequate,
due to lack of space and some
heating problems. "There has
been some talk about building
a new structure, or expanding
and improving the existing
one," said Black.
"Mostly there's been just
talk about Ideas, except for the
from a different social and
economic background allowed
her "to live her faith." Ketzel
said she has a better
understanding of the different
aspects of Christianity.
Students Theresa Zeorlin,
Mark Oordt, Mary Lou
Macanus and Amy Neil will
'also be speaking.
'On Monday, Nov. 11 cIvil
,4i.sobedience will the be
Fourm topic. Civil disobe-
dience is non-violent opposi-
tion to the law by refusal to
comply with it on the grounds
of conscience.
A panel composed of pro-
fessors John Yoder, Kathy Lee
'and Ed Olsen, and either a
'local judge or lawyer will
discuss the delicate balance
betwein obeying the govern-
ment's law and personal laws
(one's conscience).
Monday's Forum will se*ve
as an Introduction for two
other Forums on civil disobe-
thence taking place on Nov. 15
and 18.
Fine Arts Addition, Part II,"
said Greg Hamann, director of
Residence Life. "The addition
was blueprinted when the
building was built, now we'rejust waiting on the funds."
Hamann said the visual arts
would be moved into the addi-
tion on the MusicS Building!,
which would bring the Fine
Arts department under one
roof, The existing Fine Arts
building would probably be
turned over to the Math
department, according to
Hamann.
"in order to reach our goal
of 1,400 full-time day students
by 1990, we realize that we will
need more resident space,"
said Black.
According to Hamann,
there has been some talk in the
Landscape Planning Commit-
tee about two new dorms next
to the Village and behind the
HUB. Black also noted that
the committee realizes that
Leavitt Dining Hall will also
need to be expanded.
"By far the most talked
about building Is Centennial
Hall," said Hamann. The
building would mark the col-
lege's 100 year anniversary,
which is 1990. "Some people
say It should be the new
library, and others say it
should be the humanities
building. We're really unsure
at this point," said Hamann.
Hamann said he would like
to see Centennial Hall built
"between the HUB and the
library."
"All of the Ideas," said
Black, "are totally dependent
on the capital that needs to be
raised,"
-- -—
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SERVE to host
campus blood drive
Forum footnotesc
Purling
-
The world's largestjigsaw puzzle is being
assembled by students in
the Keene StAte College
gym. The puzzle has 15,000
pieces.
Crates
Stolen milk crates, used
by students- as bookcases,
storage crates and
makeshift entertainment
centers, cost dairies big
bucks. A dairy near the
University of Nebraska
loses more than $100,000 a
year.
Harrassient --
Sexual harrassment is'
common place - in -.higher
-education, according to i
-
study by the IndianaUniversity. office of
Women's Affairs. - The
study found that, 'overy -
year, about 25 percent of
the women enrolled in col-
leges are sexually harrassed.
Men--' -
A good man is harder to
rmd than a good woman,
according to, an Arizona
State University study. The
study found that 22.5 per-
cent of college men lack the
traits most women want in a
husband, and 17.5 percent
of college women lack the
traits men want in a wife.
Both sexes, hOwever, rated
the qualities of communica-
tion, trust, sensitivity, af-
fability, warmth and self-
assurance highly.
National On-Campus Report
Missions club formed
1-
I--'
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by Debbie Saparto
Special to The Whitworthlon
New sfrudures hi
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FOOD STORES WhitworthStudents!
25jMon. . & Tues. Special-
for any 32oz fountain drink
with this coupon at any'
-
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Whitworth Students
FREE HAIRCUT
I
I
I
Zip
-E'çis 6/1/86
Call or stop in to see how
you may qualify. Present
student I.D. to be eligible.
Heads FIrst Salon
N. 10214 DivisIon
Whltworth Area
467-8937
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by Pta Christensen
of The Whitworthlan
"He's always happy, and he
has a 'physics' sense of
hwnor."
"He knows what he is do-
in,.,'
"He tries to make class in-
teresting."
"We definitely learn from
him."
Who is he?
The man these students are
speaking of is Dr. Delbert
Friesen, a new addition to the
Physics department here at
Whitworth.
Friesen is fast becoming ad-
justed to his new life' at' Whit-
worth, and settling into the
department, learning much
like a new student.' He finds
that he fits into the depart-
ment well, and enjoys working
with his colleague, Dr. 'Lois
Keiffaber. "She is a joy to
'work with," he said.' "We
seem to think alike."
Although he is new to Whit-
worth, Friesçn is not un-
lamiliar with teaching. He has
ipent many years at many dif-
ferent collegá, the last being
Marietta College in Ohio."It
'is a*,sni$l collge, niuch' like
Whitworth, but It has no'
church affiliation," Friesen
said.
One of the reasons he is so
happy with Whitworth is that
it does have a church affilia-
by Laurie Russell
Special to The Whitworthlan
Picture this: cozy candlelit
tables, soft music in the
background, dud a variety of
exotic drinks to choose from.
This may sound like an expen-
sive night out on the town, but
actually could happen at Whit-
• worth with enough student
support.
•
"The Grotto" is what the
proposed hotspot would be
called. Along with the
nightclub atmosphere, there
would be occasional entertain-
ment provided by Whitworth
students.
A non-alcoholic bar is also
in the planning, with students
able to purchase many varia-
tions of usually alcoholic
drinks. SAGA may also pro-
vide a kind of snack bar.
The idea was brought before
ASWC by Glenn Smith, who
is in charge of ASWC clubs.
Approximately $5,000 has
been allocated for the develop-
ment of the HUB, and Smith
believes that part of Arend
Hall basement could be turned
into a kind of non-alcoholic
"nightclub" for students. The
basement isc u'renty an annex
tion and a Christian base.
Friesen has entered a fairly
new department at Whit-
worth. This year will mark
Keiffaber's second full-time
year with the department.
Mother new addition to the
department is the new com-
puters in the lab, made possi-
ble by a grant from the Na-
tional Science Foundation.
Friesen said he is excited about
the new computers, and thinks
that they will aid the general
physics lab greatly.
Friesen said his enthusiasm
about his job is greatly helped
by the students. He said that
he is impressed with the
students herç. "They are good
at asking questions," he said.
Friesen attended Bethel Col-
lege in Kansas.: He ,then went
'on tO the University of Col-
orado to earn his doctorate
degree.
'When asked what he,enjoys
doing in 'his spare time,
Priesen responded quickly,
"What spare time?" With' a
laugh, he explained that his
first year ,at Whitworth is
keeping hini vçry busy, but be
is allowed a spare moment,
now and then.
His hobby is model trains,
'which he has set up in his big
basement, "carefully selected
while' houáe-shóppiflg this
summer. He also enjoys a
leisurely bike ride or a short
hike. He listens to classical
music'. One of his 'favorite
places is Riverfront Park.
of the HUB used by off- cam-
pus students as a lounge.
Patty Campbell, dorm
president of' Ballard Hall,
commented, "Glenn wants the
students to plan, construct and
run it themselves instead of
having outside people come in.
This way, the students
feel more like it's theirs."
It 'will be necessary to knock
out some walls in the Arend
basement, and install sound-
proof insulation in the ceiling.
This would be done so the
dorm rooms on the first floor
Arend wouldn't be bothered
by the noise.
If the students are not ex-
cited by this idea, there are
other ways to use the money.
Some of these include bringing
a cash/exchange machine or
independent vendors into the
HUB.
by Nicholas LeS
Special to The Whitworthian
Some folks say that techno-
pop is dead, along with rock-
a-billy and hard core
underground. Neo-
Sychedelia has taken over in
the new music trends, but not
enough to stop the few, ever-
motivated techno-poppers that
integrate all types of grooves
in order to sell albums. One
such band is the Thompson
Twins.
"Twins?" you ask. One has
red hair,' one has blond, the
other black, natty dreads. The
three of them, not even
triplets, met in an apartment
building in England and began
to make their own blend of
synth-techno-reggae-pop-rock
'n roll. Their first album was
not really recognized at all in
the states, but came out in
1981. The British import, A
Product of' the Thompson
Twins, made it big in Europe
and on the East coast, but
never really had an impact
elsewhere due to the newness
of the sound. Then the next
year they put out an in-
credible album, Side 'Kicks,
with a single "Lies" that
stayed on the charts for quite a
while. The follow up
album, Into the Gap, did
even better, with the hit single
"Hold Me Now." Their style
and rhythms continued to be
new and exciting, but at the
same time, mechanical and
tedious.
The Thompson Twins'
latest album,' as lead singer
Tom' Bailey said, "Speaks to
all tastes." The album is essli-
tied, Here's to Fbture Thys,
and I'll'hawe to agree with
Tom. He, along with his
cohorts Alannah Currie and
Joe Leeway, has put together
an album that'truly makes one
forget that techno-pop is sup-
posedly dead.' Producçd in
part by American1 funkster
Nile Rogers, the album goes
into realms of rock, funk,
gospel, reggae, and the ever
presenfsynth grooves typical
of the Twins.
The sound that truly makes
the Thompson Twins their
own is the use of African per-
cussion like 'the marimba and
congas, The mixture pf these
with hard-core ''distortion
guitar make a truly new sound
that one doesn't have to work
at to listen to. It just blends.
The hit off the album is not
my favorite, but stands to be
quite the money maker on the
charts. "Lay Your Hands On
Me" features the East Harlem
Hobo Choir which adds a
gospel sound to the group.
The video has reached the top
II
I
I
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ten on' MTV and If you ap-
preciate i,erformance art, this
is quite the video."
Another hot spot on the
album, is a crucial remake of
the Beatle's "Revolution."
Not quite 20 years ago
there was cause for revolution.
Now in this time where the two
sevens dash maybe it is time to
say, 'Don't- ,you know it's
gonni be alrightl" Lennon
and McCartiéy would be
proud 'of the fervor with which
the Twins perform this one.
'My favorite has to be a cut
called' "Tokyo." Reminiscent
of comic antics of Fee Waybill
(Tubes) and fine melodies of
Peter Gabriel, this song puts
one in the Nipponese mood.
The song has an incredible
polyrhythmic synth riff that
backs a "TO-KEE-OO" bass
line. You'll have to decide for
yourself if you want tO choose
your favorite, won't you?
Positive sounds coming
from the airwaves and dorm
rooms? Could be the Thomp-
son Twins. Here's to future
albums, guys (and gals) if not
"Future Days." Techno-pop
dead? No way!!
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New physics prof
joins college staff
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i
Student. dance to "Rock Lobster" at Thursday's AhnnatlveAlcohol Party.
Album review , '
Twins' album blends sounds'
i
Non -alcoholic :njghfrjjj,
proçxised in HUB project
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MIRAGE RECORDS COUPON $5.99
Why go all over town
when we have it all for $5.99?!
Classical :
Country :
Opera
Rock 'I
Jazz
Pop
Any $7.99 album or tape'
1
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rHAN KG000NFSS THE
ENJOY BUT IF YOU SMOKE, YOU CAN THANKnFOR NOTNGwM
FEELYOURBIST. SOQUrISMOKING
ON NOV 21mtWTI AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
by Shauna Winner
of The WhitworthIan
Bursar. The average Whit-
worth student probably could
not define the word. But on
this campus, almost every stu-
dent has come in contact with
the name that preceeds this ti-
tle.
Dayne Nix holds the official
title of bursar (college
treasurer) at Whitworth, a
position he has held for 30 of
his 40 years with the college.
Nix said bursar is an old
English term "like purser of a
boat," and quite a few
students question him about
his title.
Nix became a student at
Whitworth in 1944 and 1n
employee in 1947. "1 went to
two years of business college
(ICinman Business University)
in Spokane," said Nix. A 1964
• Whitworih graduate, he at-
tendldfull-tinie for two years
and finished his major in ac-
counting as a part-time and
night school student.
"Being around students —
watching them grow all grow
along with them," attracts Nix
to Whitworth. "I like
people," he said.
by LeeAnn Olsen
Special to The Whltworthian
Whitworth was just one
among a list of unfamiliar col-
lege names on an SAT (Stan-
dard Achievement Test) list to
Patty Heivilin, a freshman
from Seattle. But a phone call
from a Whitworth student
who answered her questions
and gave her a perspective of
life behind "The Pine Cone
Curtain" helped persuade her
to attend Whitworth.
Sophomore Joanna Wan-
ford was phoned several times
by Whitworth students. The
most significant factor in her
enrollment decision was a
half-hour conversation with a
student representing Admis-
sions at a pizza party follow-
ing a Whitworth basketball
game in Seattle, she said.
These students who con-
tacted Heivilin and Blanford
were members of SOAR
SOAR is an acronym for
Students Organized for Ad-
missions Recruitment.
SOAR's newly defined pur-
pose is to be "a group of
students who are committed to
sharing ideals, experiences and
goals of Whitworth College
with prospective students and
the community," said John
Reed, SOAR supervisor and
associate dean of Admissions.
"Prospective students really
respect hearing about the¶\c'
Nix has a 10-meal plan at
SAGA, and goes to campus
worship, movies, and sporting
events, naming soccer and
volleyball as his favorites.
"About everything that they
have going, I go to," he said.
"They're much more open
than they were when I was a
student" said Nix. When he
became a student in the 1940s,
the classrooms, library, dining
hall, and chapel were all
located in McMillan. "Chapel
was required everyday. We
didn't have Forum," he said.
Nix remembered another
major difference. "The dinner
meal was formal," he said.
"If you didn't dress up, you
didn't get in." Later, the dress
code was in effect only three
days aweçk.. -
Nix continued to list former
restrictions. "When I was a
students, they didn't hIve dan-
qing," he said. "If we danced,
wç had to go off campus."
Nix disigrIed with the rule.
"It forced us tO go off cam-
pus, and there really wasn't
any place to go," he slid.
In early Whitworth days, no
visiting was allowed in the
dorms. According to Nix,
women had a 10p.m. curfew
on weeknights. The time was
set a little later on weekends.
Core team members are
volunteers who take leadership
responsibility, said Cloninger.
Each member is in turn
responsible for a group of four
or five volunteers. Their
specific responsibilities also in-
dude phoning prospective
students, planning and im-
plementing all phases of large
• scale visitations like the Great
Escape, and making personal
contact with prospective
students.
The volunteers' major role,
said Cloninger, is to contact
four or five prospective
students regularly. SOAR
volunters' responsibilities also
include large-scale phoning
and helping with laige-scale
visitations, she said.
Although SOAR is a volun-
tary organization, Admissions
provides a few material
rewards to both the core team
and the volunteers. According
to Cloninger, the rewards In-
clude an Admissions-
sponsored fall retreat and
rugby shirts for the coró team;
"There were no restrictions on
the fellows, but it really did
restrict them," said Nix,
chuckling.
One area not restricted were
the number of girls. Nix was
one of about 12 men on cam-
pus during World War II.
"There were around 250
(women)," said Nix, with a
twinkle in his eyes.
As a student, Nix said he
was in charge of advertising on
The WhUworthian and helped
coordinate a May Day celebra-
tion. He told of a Maypole in
the loop, women dressed up,
and one being crowned queen.
Nix enjoyed his days as a
student, but never think he
doesn't enjoy himself now.
Vice President of Business Af-
fairs Mike (loins said, "He
always looks forward to in-
teracting with students. He
loves registration. He would
never miss it." (loins, who has
known Nix for 16 years both
as a felléw student, and
employee continued, "They(students) have become bis'
family."
As for his Immediate fami-
ly, Nix has a twin brother in
Boise, Idaho. His wife, whom
hç met at Whitworth, died
about two years ago. Before
the died, they used to do a lot
volunteers.
If SOAR members are not
paid, why do they get in-
volved? "It's really fun, and I
am really up on Whitworth,"
said core member Nanette
Grose. "It's a great place, and
I really want other people to
come here."
Blanford, now also a core
team member, added, "I
believe in Whitworth. I love
helping people find out if
Whitworth is the right college
for them."
The SOAR team is currently
looking for volunteers who
also enjoy Whitworth. "You
don't have to be a certain kind
of person," said Orose.
"You're just sharing your ex-
perience."
Blanford, however, said
SOAR isn't looking for the
pushy salespeople type of
volunteers. "We want to pre-
sent a realistic view of Whit-
worth," she said. "We want
'someone who has had a
positive experience at the col-
lege who likes to talk and
share that with other people."
Dean of Admissions
Shirlene McKenna, believes
the voluntary efforts of Blan-
ford and the rest of the SOAR
team are effective in recruiting
new students. How effective?
"Absolutely tops," she said.
"They're just the heartbeat of
the Admissions program. We
couldn't survive without
them."
still enjoys fishing, boating
and traveling.
Nix looks back on years at Whitworth
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by Amanda Paye
of The Whitworthian
school from students," he - and T-shirts for the
said.
SOAR, started by Todd
Frimoth in 1983, is now a
multi-level organization with
different student positions,
said Trade Cloninger, student
coordinator. Cloninger, the
only paid member of SOAR,
provides administrative sup-
port to Reed. teed heads a
core team of 10 members.
lovers
tam real choc late or cocoa —
"The richer, the better." A $5
entry fee will benefit the fight
against birth defects. Entry
forms can be obtained by call-
ing 328-1920.
-
The First Annual Chocolate
Extravaganza, hosted by the
March of Dimes, will take
place Nov. 23 at the Sherwood
Mall, W. 510 Riverside, Floor
2, from 1] a.m. to 4 p.m. For
$5, chocolate lovers will be
able to sample chocolate from
many of the line chocolate
companies of Spokane.
The Inland Empire March
of Dimes is sponsoring a
Chocolate Lovers Cooking
Contest. All recipe entries
must be submitted to the
March of Dims office, W.
222 Mission, by Nov. 8. Con-
test winners will be honored at
the First Annual Chocolate
Extravaganza on Nov. 23.
Recipes entered must con-
r
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by Shauna Winner
of The Whitworthion
In their flrst meet ever on
Friday, Nov. 1, against PLU,
the Whitworth swim team
qualified their women's
medley relay team for national
competition to be held at the
Whitworth Aquatic Center
March 6-8.
The team, made up of Senior
• Jennifer Verdier, backstroke;
Sophomore Cordelia Small,
brcast -stroke; Freshman -
Margaret Lee, butterfly; andSenior Lena Limahai,
fristy1e, finished sçcond to
PLU in 3:39:2. -
In other womi's Swim
Team action, Lee finished se-
condin both the50.meter
freestyle (27:1) and the
100-meter freestyle (59:1).
Limaliai stroked her way to a
tlpd place in the 200-meter
individual medley (50 meter
each:of butterfly, backstroke,
breast stroke, and freestyle) in
2:31. The women's overall
score was PLU 8, Whitworth
Is:
A highlight of the meet was
4te men's 400-meter freestyle
team's first-placeTinisb with a
tim! of 3:30:3. The team con-
sisted of Senior Boric Fink,
Sophomore Bob Blazek, and
Freshmen Tom Lachermeir
and John Wickman. Fink also
was victorious in both the
50-meter (24:6) and 100-meter
(51:2) butterfly. Wickman
ended up number one with a
time of 60:1. Blazek placed se-
by Sam Weber
of The Whftworthkin
"Turn out the lights, the
party's over," are the words
ol' "Dandy" Don Meredith
used to sing at the end of Mon-
day Night Football games.
These words seemed to take
on the same meaning as both
fall Intramural sports — foot
balland volleyball —come to
a close.
Oi. $unday, Nov. 3, the
undefeated off-campus team
emerged as the Int!amural
Football champs when they
downed MacMillan's Barking
Spidçrs 7-0. The winning
touchdown was scored on a
• deflected pass by the off-
campus team's quarterback.
They will now proudly bear
the oyeted Intramural Cham-
pionship T-shirts.lnNov. 27's football
pIaytffs the same two teams
slugd it out for an hour, on-
ly td'çe the game end 7-0 in
favoCpf the off-campus team.
•The'wliining'tbubhdbwri ëame
cond in the 100-meter breast
stroke in 65:2. Lenzi fmisbed
third in both the 50-meter
freestyle (23:7) and 100-meter
butterfly (61:1). The overall
men's score was FLU 63,
Whitworth 30.
"We were operating with
about one-third of our poten-
from a Dave Pearson pass ear-
ly in the first half.
Intramural Volleyball is just
as intense as the football is. In,
first place •is the Captain
Crunch team and in second
place is Mac/Ballad's Integrity
team. The Captain Crunch
team has only one loss in in-
tramural play while the In-
tegrity team has suffered three
losses.
Both teams will meet Tues-
day, Nov. 5, for the playoffs
in the FieldhoUse.
Now that this session of In-
tramurals are drawing to a
close, there are many more
sports on tap for the rest of the
school year.The next Intramural
available is three-on-three
basketball. Interested students
will be able to sign up soon,
according to Student In.
traniural Coordinator Sally
Allen.
"We want to add a little
something different to our
regular, Intramural sports this
year," said Allen.
After a year's absence, it is
possible' that Eodr Hockey
tial," said Coach Jon Buzzard
of his team. "We wçre up
against the best. They (FLU)
are contenders for the national
championships," said Buz-
zard. "In three years, Whit-
worth will have a very fine
team of individuals who could
go head to head."
will be back on campus during
Jan Term "if there is enough
money to replace lost Floor
Hockey equipment," Allen
said.
Another possiblity is
Snowshoe Softball in the Loop
during Jan Term.
"One of the most popular
Intramural sports around the
nation is Innertube Water
Polo .. and we would really
like to get something like that
going to make use of our
Aquatic Center," said Allen.
Allen added that "there are
a lot of Intramurals going on
around campus. If any
Receive immediatea
Cash!
Donate plasma and receive
$22 a week while helping to
save lives. New donors--bring
this ad and receive a $5.00
bongs.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252.
by Michael Lawrence
Special to The Whitworthion
On Nov. 2, Chris Paul's
seventh-place finish in th'e
22nd Annual District I Cross
Country Championships
secured him a seat to the Na-
tional Championships to take
place Nov. 16 in Kenosha,
WI. Paul was also one of the
seven runners named to the
District All-Star list. This is
the second year in a row that a
Whitworth runner - has re-
ceived that distinction.-
At the Championships,' the
Whitworth men's team placed
seventh behind the strong run-
ning of Paul, while Gwen
Kaiser paced the women to a
seventh-place finish.
The men's actions saw an
extremely, fast start by Paul
and a Simon Fraser University
-
trio, that included John
• Gillespie, Ken Tmewell, and
Bill Rettic. The front pack
continued their attack on the
8,000 m course as the other
contenders began to falter. At
the finish it was certain that
SFU would win their fifth con-
secutive championship, just
one win shy of Whitworth's
1964-1969 dynasty
-
SFU put the first three
fmishers across the line with
Art Clarke of Central
Washington University, Kevin
Cathcart and Bob Craig of
Whitman College and Whit-
worth's Paul close behind.
CWU upset Pacific
Lutheran University for the
second-place finish
-
and will
students have any ideas, please
send them to the Intramural;
office ... because intramurals
are for students, right?"
join SFU at Nationals, as will
the first five finishers who are
not members of the fwst and
second place teams, including
Whitworth's Chris Paul.
Whitworth's seventh-place
team consisted of Paul's per-
sonal best of 25:51 which spur-
red him to his seventh-place
finish out of more than 55 run-
ners. Scott Hink was second
for the Pirates with a 30th-
place 27:13. Rod Holman was
third for Whitworth with a
time of 28:00. Peat Sutherland
placed 39th with a 28:17. Mike
Lawrence came in 41st with a
-28:42 time. Kevin Kent was
46thwitha29:40.
-
The 'women's action was not
as full of Upsets as the men's,
but was just as exciting. Leah
Ploi of SFU took the lead
and held it for s first place
finish, while Kathy Nichols of
PLU came in second. Third
place was taken by Genevle
Phueller of Western
Washington University.
Fourth was Vilerie Hilden of
FLU and fifth was Dana
StaMper also of PLU. CWU's
Kim Burke cam in sixth,
followed by Heather SWilven
of UPS.
The four teams that will a-
tend their seasofis in women's
competition are: first place,
FLU; second plàcà, SFU;
third place, Cionzngs; and
fourth place, CWU.
Whitwoth's team placed
seventh with 'the efforts of
Gwen Keiser's, personal best of
20;l5 and a 31st place finish.
Missy Johnson's 21:03 was
good for a 40th palce finish.
Gwen Morgan's 23:22 put her
in 53rd place. First-tithe run-
ner! Lynne Leigton's 23:22:7
and - Bobbie Mishler's 23:40
placed them 54th and 55th,
respectively.
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Bob Blank binks the water In -ezhaltatlon after -
swimming the winning leg ci the 10-meter freestyle relay:
Off-Campus wins football
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Coordinate your wardrobe/
cosmetics for ultimate results with
minimal costs.Color analysis and
Artistry cosmetics by
professional consultant.
Resonable prIces. 466-5218
N('straw Hat PIZZA I
Whitworth Stü dents!!
Come try our new sourdough
pan' styled' pizza and receive $3
off any large sourdough styled
pizza with this coupon.
Nothing else like it in Spokane!
Free delivery to campus dorms!
N. 7116 DivIsion
483-7200.Hyland Plasma Center- W. 104 ThIrd
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PLUs 3rd quarter crushes Pirates
by John Warder
Special to The Whltworthkin
Pacific Lutheran University
has built its 6-0-1 record by
playing about 45 minutes of
intense football.
The Lutes have had more
spurts this season than an
open artery, and last Satur-
day, they bled on Whitworth.
With the Pirates holding a
10-7 lead in the third quarter,PLU struck for four
touchdowns in six- minutes,
and when the smoke cleared at
the 3:23 mark, it was 10-35
FLU.
Whitworth rallied to dose
the gap to 22-35, but that's
where the score stayed, and
the Pirates were another vic-
tim of the incredible, if brief,
'power of the Lute Jootball
squad. For much of the season
it's been the same story for
FLU. They have outscored
their opponents 192 to 49 in
league play, most of the
blowouts coming after they
had fallen behind or been held
in check for two or three
quarters.Both teams had a lot at
stake coming into the contest.
Whitworth. with an tipset win,
could move into first place in
theNoflhen Division of ,the
Columbia Football League.
PLU, with a win, could vir-
tually Qrap up the champion-
ship. The contest promised to
be a high scoring affair,
because PLU came into the
contest as the highest scoring
team in the NAIA, ranked No.
-l - in conference - scoring,
rushing, rushing defense, and
scoring defense. Whitworth
brought their No. I passing at-
tack to Tacoma, and the
Pirates had the fourth best
defense in the league.
has already broken the Whit-
worth single-season reception
record, formerly held by cx-
Seattle Seahawk Doug Long.
During the 1976 season1 Long
caught 57 passes; so far, this
season, with two games to
play, Ralph has 75 receptIons
for 883 yards and four TDs.
With similars output in the
next two weeks, Ralph could
conceivably catch close to 100
balls for 1,000 yards. His
brother Scott hauled in four
catches for 82 yards, Houk
had eight for 87, and Kelly had
Staff Repent — This weekend
four players played their last
180 minutes of soccer for
Whitworth College.
Kevin Peck (two-time All-
District team player), -Randy
Malikowski (team leader and
defensive standout), Mike
Taylor (versatile, strong,
multi-purpose player) and
Mark Harris (experienced,
stable —midfielder) watched
their careers come to a close in
gaines against Evergreen State
College and University of
Puget Sound, Nov. 2 and 3.
Sometimes it takes a group
of players a game, other times
it takes an entire season, to
get into a team. This year's
team most definitely gelled
this last weekend, in their 2-0
victory over Evergreen, who
was unbeaten by the Pirates in
the past two years, and their
1-2 loss to their archrivals
UPS,
Saturday, the Pirates' long
and short .passing combina-
dons created space after space
for the Whitworth attack to
exploit. Peck's long• runs
forced desperate actions by the
Geoducks' backline which led
to Whitworth's first goal.
Their defense fouled Peck 35
yards just off-center of' their
Dorm cont. from page 2
Whitworth has a strong sense
of community. By Isolating an
Important part of this campus
in B-i, however, we are break-
ing down that community.
The Whitworth experience Is
more than citching a pinecone
or struggling through Core —
it's exposure to the diverse ex-
periences and ideas of this
campus. By allowing Student
Life to Isolate the freshmen;
filling their heads with Student
Life propaganda, are we not
cheating these new students of
the Whltworth experience?
Who is really best served by
the Freshman 'Dorm?
three for 87 yards. All four are
ranked In the top 12 in receiv-
ing in NAIA District I.
Defensively, Brian Stearns
logged his sixth Interception of
the season, a twisting, juking
45-yard return that set up the
Pirates' tying TD in the first
half. He leads the district in
this c$egoa-y.
The Pirates will face Eastern
Washington University Nov. 9
in the Pipe Bowl, starting at I
p.m. Eastern is coming off.
32-3 loss to Western Oregon
last Saturday.
goal. Tim Colvin stepped up
to the"ball and made eye con-
tact with Marc Ellers as the
bail was sent to the far post.for
Eilers to thump into the net.
After & lull following
halftime, the Pirates poured
on the pressure in order to
secure the victory. Chad Stod-
dud sealed Evergreen's fate
with a well-placed, right-
footed shot through the crowd
in front of the goal after a hor-
rible clearance by the
Evergreen defense. -
Sunday, UPS was more in-
terested in a brawl than a soc-
cer game. Late in the second,
the referee lost control for
good as the Loggers' strong-
arm striker tried to
demonstrate the duller 'points
of street fighting to
Malikowski. The incident
cleared the benches in a quick
sprawling melee that resulted
in both Malkkowskl's and the
UPS striker's ejection from
the match. Tim Colvin's
through ball to the chest, of a
sprinting 'Mark Harris pvc
Harris a chance to turn a left-
footed rocket off the under-
side of the crossbar into Whit-
worth's' lone goal in a game
that set up next year's return
match.
Stereotype from' page 2
joy the company of a girl or a
guy, It's foolish to spoil It by a
'lack of communication. If you
want to date someone, but not
exclusively, tell them and stick
to It. We need to break out.of
our childhood, fantasized
romantic world and live the
lives of the adults that we're
becoming.
How do you drive a liberal,
Independent, intelligent in-
dividual crazy?.,. Put thi-,
amidst the jokes aid -
stereotypes of Whltworth Col-
lege.
Krlstea'WMI
- ,.
-
I - - -
-
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But for the first 30 minutes, the Pirate defenders. He took
under gray drizzling skies, the the pass in stride at the Pirate
game smacked of an old 28 and waltzed in from there.
Michigan-Ohio State defensive You must give credit to the
struggle, both teams whopping Pirates, however. They could
the stuffing out of each other. have folded here, but they
They combined for a paltry didn't. The defense roared up
170 yards in the first half. and shut down PLU for the
Whitworth trailed 0-7 untIl rest of the contest, and thejust moments before the Lutes never crossed inside the
break, when Cliff Madison hit Pirate 30 again;
Mark Houk with a TD to tie Cliff Madison, who hit 31
the game. The twç teams went of 59 passes for 406 yards, led
Into intermission khotted 7-7. 'the Pirates on a game
- Showing much of the same comeback that almost saw the
tenacity they displayed in the Pirates pull the contest out of
first half, the smaller Pirate the fire. He burned the PLU
defenders stood their ground secondary with a gorgeous
against PLU's larger offense. across-the-field 55-yard
.Despite being outweighed by bomb to Larry Kelly, and a
an average of 235 to about diving Wayne Ralph somehow
212, the Pirate front four of pulled in a rocket from
Kelley Shea, Mike 'Valente, Madison by his fingernails for
Jim Whitbread, and David a score. Sean Alcantera gave
Campbell shoved the Lute of- the Pirates another chance for
fense backwards. The Pirates a drive when he picked off, a
drove down the field, and bat- Yarnell pass' at -the Pirate
fling wet turf and falling 4th- 39-yard line, but after moving
ile, Rob - Coleman toed a the ball, Whitworth stalled
36-yard go-ahead field goal at and turned the ball over on
the nine minute mark. downs. Whitworth finished
Then thç roof fell in.
-
the game with minus 60-yards
PLU ran a reverse on the en- rushing, but the success the
suing kickoff, with speedster Pirates were having throwing
Mike Vindivich. racing 65 against the PLU secondary
yards to the Pirate '25-yard negated the need for any real
line; -- The Lutes promptly ground game. Madison's 406
'shoved'the ball Into the end passlngyardsand2l9yardson
- zone on a 19-yard pass from returns gave Whitworth over
quarterback Jeff Yarnell to 620 - yards total offense, a
Vindivich. yarnell, who threw season high against PLU. The
four TI) passes, t arhitVin-" Lutes', uaçd"a' balanced run
divich out of the backfield on game to offset the passing of
the Lute's next possession for YarneD, who went -11-23 with
a 10-21 lead. The play covered three mterceptlons. Jud KS
47 yards. - rushed for 37 yards, Helm for
After a fake punt by the 93 and Vindivich, the former
Pirates failed, FLU took over All Macrican and University
inside the Whitworth 20; and of Washington recruit, 39
fullback Mark Helm blasted in yards. For Whltworth, Eddie
untouched from' the 4-yard Davis had five carries for three
line on a, trap play up the mid- yards against the rock-hard
die. The surge was capped off defenders of PLU.
by a Yarnell to Craig Puzey Wayne Ralph continued his
pass of 46 yards,' the receiver assauk on the record books.
having become open behind The junior from Moses Lake
Sweet revenge and a
bench-clecning brawl
The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student
International Youth Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families. Go to new schools.
Make new friends. - - -
If you're between
15 and 19 and want to
help bnu
together, send for
information.
The International Youth Exchange.
nil
WWte: IDUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
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deals with, no matter how
mundane the legalistic pro-
cedures may be, help establish
the type of leadership which is
synonomous with Whitworth
students.
One of the major issues
which Meade brought up was
the Freshman Dorm. This
segregation does indeed de-
mand attention, but contrary
to Meade's accusation of
apathy, ASWC has made steps
toward the integration of the
students in Baldwin-Jenkins.
At the beginning of the
year, Larkin introduced
ASWC to the dorm members
and their potential involve-
ment as dorm executives,
committee and club members,
and more importantly,
students with worthy concerns
and ideas. Also, 30 or 40
freshmen and upper-classmen
from other dorms have ex-
pressed (through sign-up
sheets provided by the dorm
presidents) their interest in
establishing a Big Brother/Big
Sister program to help in that
integration process.As for the lack of the
Freshman Dorm evaluation
issue, there is already an
evaluation process by Student
Life under way to measure
CPA and retention figures
(which were the reasons for
establishing the Freshman
Dorm). ASWC has made
plans to conduct an evaluation
on freshman student attitudes
toward the dorm at the end of
the semester.
The President's Advisory
Board (PAR) is another issue
which Meade brought up. We
need to clarify that the PAR is
not a body which governs the
policies of the college.
As in the name, it is an ad-
visory committee to President
Robert Mounce. The decision-
making process, as in the SOA
(the old governance system), is
keiE't to the committes which
are closest to the problem.
The PAR was established
for advising the president on
those issues which created
more widespread implications
like 1) large financial outlays,
2) campus-wide impacts and 3)
changes that would not adhere
to academic and theological
integrity of the college.
But the fact that the set
number of meetings has been
reduced to an "on-call" status
does not mean the board is
defunct. The PAR, although
on call, is there to be brought
together by any of the
represented bodies, not just
Mounce. This is because the
PAR had been meeting just for
meetings' sake.
We hope this information
will prove helpful to all con-
cerned sutdents. We also hope
that through these exchanges
campus awareness and ASWC
cooperation have been
heightened. Students at Whit-
worth are known for their con-
cern and active nature.
As an executive body we
would like to continue that
tradition. However, we can-
not do the job alone and hope
we are not expected to. ASWC
stands for the associated
students and that means
everyone working cooperative-
ly to better ourselves and our
world.
Thank you.
Brad Larkin
Theresa Zeorlin
Richard Anderson
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CALENDARv
5 TUESDAY
• Whit worthian Staff Meeting,
noon — SAGA
• Whitworth Women, 7:30 p.m. —
C. Erickson'.
6 WEDNESDAY
• Midweek Worship: Nancy Fox,
11:15 am. — CH
• Financial Management for Small
BusIness, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. —
Rldpatb
• International Club: Bats Bats,
7-10 p.m.
7 THURSDAY
Compline, 10 p.m. — CH
FRIDAY
• Forum: Dlakonia, 11:15 am. —
Aud.
VS at District Playoffs
• Concert: Paul SmIth, 8 p.m. —
Aud.
Poetiy Reading: David Lee, 8
p.m. — Eastern Washington
Higher Education Center,
Fourth floor Lobby
SATURDAY
FB vs. Oregon State College,
1:30 p.m. — Home
Graduate Exam RevIew, 9 a.m.-
noon — LSC
VS at District Playoffs
10 SUNDAY 11
Christie Burchett Jr. Voice
Recital, 3 p.m. — MRH
MONDAY 12 TUESDAY
JAN TERM REGISTRATION
BEGINS (through 11-22)
Forum: Civil Disobedience(Faculty), 11:15 am. — AS.
I
p
Whitworthian Staff Meeting,
noon — SAGA
Wayne Smith Faculty Recital,
Cello (with Wayne Haugen,
Piano). 7:30 p.m. — MRH
Leadership — cont. from page 2
te.d:i Md — Auditorium
CII
—Chapel
p FA — Fine Arts Iluilding
[SC — Lindamats Seminar Center
MRII — Music Recital Hall
MB — Music Iluildiug
Propésal for new Spokane coliseum defeated
by Carrie Moore
Special to The Whftworth(an
A proposal to build a new
coliseum was defeated in Tiies-
day's election — and that
means students will still have
to drive to Pullman or Seattle
for major rock concerts.
But the effort for the coli-
seum is apparently not over.
"This approach of cath-
paigning didn't work," said
attorney Geoffery Eng in a
phone conversation last week.
"We are planning to try again
next year." Eng was a citizen
volunteer who was active in
the campaign,
Days before the election,
Eng appeared at Whitworth to
discuss the coliseum-issue with
students, In- a student news
conference at Whitworth, Eng
said, the big names like Huey
Lewis and Bruce Springsteen
would have played in Spokane
if a new coliseum was built.
Since it was not passed,
students will have to continue
to drive to Pullman, Seattle,
Tacoma, or Portland whefe
larger coliseums exist.
"In favor of the coliseum
was the younger generation,"
Eng stated. "Students did not
vote. There are many students
from out of state who are not
we're trying to prevent is the
potential playing-off of one
professor against another by a
student."
Sheila Farren, a sophomore,
expressed dissatisfaction with
the policy. Farren stated that
any. change in finals "is a dcci-
sión that needs to be made be-
tween the professor and the
student. Your professor
understands you so much bet-
tee than they do. That's -a
reason why-many of us came
to/ a---smalj .school, for: that
havetàjo;witii illof this rId
tape)' -
Some faculty members
aren!t entirely happy with the
new policy. One is Weber.
"While I'm 'happy for the
tighteing of policy, I we any
real-value of this as being in an
appeal proces. If student and
-thçprçfessor don'tsçe eye to
eye on changing an Oxazn time,
then the student should have
the - opportunity for an
appeal," said Weber.
"There- has been abusi of
registered to vote."
"A 60 percent vote was need-
ed to pass the coliseum bond
issue. We received aS! percent
vote and it did not surprise
me. There is nothing magical
about 60 percent. It doesn't
seem fair, we had the majority
of the votes and still lost,"
said Eng.
When the coliseum goes on
the ballot again next year, the
coliseum backers are hoping to
have enough money in the
by Barry Elkin
of The Whttworthian
to findone that will give Whit-
worth a credit rating.. -
"Right now it feels like
we're just walking through a
maze," said Coins.
-
Coins Oxplained that Zinn
had tried to go to two well-
known credit rjting agencies
in New York. However those
agencies felt Whitworth was
too small,to deal with. "Thsy
usually do business with large
corporations and big bor-
rowers. Whitworth is just too
small for them," said Coins.
However, once Whitworth
receives a credit rating from
the banks, the larger credit
rating agencies will then give
their credit rating to Whit-
worth.
"We need the credit rating
before we can sell the bonds
on the market. If a large bank
or rating institution gives us a
good rating, then the bonds
will be more secure and that
could mean lower interest
rates," Coins said.
According to Coins, the
underwriter is visiting several
banks to get the best rating
possible for- Whitworth.
"Some banks want a lot of
pledges before they will give us
a rating. Some want us to
guarantee a pledge of our
grounds, our incomes, and
much more before they will
budget to hire an architect.
"More people would be for
the coliseum if they were able
to see a design," said Eng.
"The public wants to see the
shape of it."
Eng thinks a more conserted
effort will be put forth next
year for the campaigning of
the coliseum. This will prob-
ably mean a greater involve-
ment of students — who may
be attracted to the idea of rock
concerts in Spokane.
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Finals policy changed
-
-
According to Darrell Guder,
by Khris Vogel vice president for Academic
of The Whitworth Ian Affairs, a change in policy was
needed. "The new policy
-
- allows for all students to be
Starting this semester, Whit- treated the same way, as any
worth students will have to one with a legitimate request
plan their plane rides and (to leave early) will likely be
vacations around final exams; granted that request," said
not vice-versa. Guder. !-'At the same time, the
-On Oct. 15, the newpolicyhelpsthe-facultyby
Academic Affairs Council ap- taking the pressure off the
1- proved;a new policy regarding faculty member,.. letting this
final exains;Ita student needs office.- discerii- what!s a
-olcavcbqO1bèfor his-oi - legltimte need? andwhaVs
her fip*ie omplçteØ,tthe, i- Ct
studënt'iflu'lt'cji44ejt á - ,:MEnyfi1lttttóbCá'hivt
variance from the associate expressed a need for' such a
- dean for Undergraduate AS- policy. "Many of us have-been
fairs office. The associate trying to prevent our col-
dean will evaluate the neçd, leagues - from giving- -early
and if he feels that-the requestfinals for years now/' sid
is legitimate, it will be ap- Leonard Oakland, chair of the
proved. At that point, the flu- English.department.nent.
dent and the fatuity member George Weber, Business/
giving the final will negotiate Ecqnomics department —chair
another date or an altetnative laid, "There is -a problem.
plan. What we're 'finding with
The new policy differs from students is that if you're lax
- the old procedure in which the with a student, often the stu-
student - and faculty member dent expects - all of his pro-
would directly - work out a fessors to bethat way." Cinder
compromise.
-
agreed saying, "One thing
Bond issue progress
stillinthe dark - -,
give a rating. Sometimes the
proposals are too outrageous
to think about."
Once the credit rating is
finished, Goins said, a meeting
The -progress of bond-issue between Whitworth and the
is currently at a stand-still Washington Higher Education
awaiting a credit rating from a Authority can take place to
bank according to Mike agree on the bond issue.
Coins, vice-firesident of Finan- The Authority is chaired by
cial---affairs. Goins said- that - the- governor of Washington,
Jo-Zipn,an:underwriter from
-
the lieytenant governor? ad
the Ra.nu.r Bank ireurrentlv— -'some formet legislators
the
meetings- trying to cooperate
with us while also looking out
for their own self-interests.
Someone from the state of
Washington is there to protect
the state's name, someone is
there from the bank to protect
It, aM the Authority is there
to protect themselves. An
agreement has to be reached
- that is beneficial to Whit-
worth, yet it also must provide
for everyone else's needs. The
state of Washington along
with everyone else involved,
has to have a strong sense that
we can pay off the bonds
because their name is at
stake."
When a final bond issue is
agreed upon by Whitworth
and the parties involved, then
Whitworth can start the selling
of the bonds. The next
meeting between Whitworth
and the Higher Education
Authority and the other par-
ties will be Nov. 18.
- Coins said one of Whit-
worth's concerns about the
bonds is President Reagan's
new tax proposal, which
comes into effect Jan. 1, 1986,
that could make it illegal for
private institutions to issue
tax-exempt bonds.
"We could get the bond
continued on page 8
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Lisa 14.11 welcomes the flat snow by nailing Dan Collins with a snowball.
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The Whitworthkm would Like
to thank those students who
have presented their opinions
and ideas to the Whitworth
community as Letters to the
Editor. Our purpose for this
page is to provide a means for
expressing opinions — yours
and ours.
We would like to remind
potential writers of our
policies for printing Letters to
the Editor. Letters should
range from 150 to 300 words.
They should be typed, double-
spaced, signed and turned into
the Editorial Editor's box in
the ASWC office by noon the
Thursday before you want
your opinion printed. Please
include a phone number at
which you cat! 'be toritacted
should questions arise.
We cannot guarantee that
your letter will be printed.
However, we will do our best
to present a broad spectrum of
viewpoints and 'give equal time
to all opinions expressed.
The Whit wort hian reserves
the right to shorten and other-
wise edit or to hold a letter and
print it in a subsequent issue.
When editing is necessary, we
will do so without changes to
the context of the letter.
The Editorial Page is for
you, so make yourself heard.
Your letter is more likely to be
printed if it meets these
criteria...
Thank you again for your
interest and, support.
To the Editor:
Isn't it rather ironic that a let-
ter to The 14'hhtwoiihian be-
moaning the Whitworth coed
stereotype of "studying for an
MRS degree" is published
simultaneously with a Na-
tional On-Campus Report
stating statistics that indicate
"22.5 percent of college men
lack the traits most college
women want in a husband, in
comparison to 17.5 percent of
the reverse'?"
'Would it not seem that more
college women are in fact search-
ing for a marital sidekick?
Otherwise they would not feel
the need to categorize men as
''potentials.''
At Whitworth women out-
number the men. They are
continually confronted with
pressure from their peers to
nab one of these elusive
creatures that seemingly serve
as trophies of status symbol.
If they should have the ex-
treme misfortune to boast a
naked left hand by their senior
year, they are marked material
— doomed to. resolving
themselves to creating an iden-
tity in the work-world. They
are left in the cold when the
floor discussions revolve
around decisions such as
which shade of pale'pink will
best accentuate the nuptial taf-
fetas.
Persorially I find the "MRS
degree" stereotype quite
ridiculous, yet is it out of ac-
cordance with the' attitudes
that belie it? I am not speaking
To the Editor:
Jill Johnson, of The With-
worihian çditorial board, asked
the Whitworth co'mmunity,
"Who is best served,from the
FreshmaifThéme Dorm?" As
representatives of B-J, we
would like to address the many
concerns and ambiguous
misconceptions that the Whit-
worth community seems to
have about the Freshman
Dorm.
"Isolating. the freshmen in
B-J does not benefit the
students of Whitworth."
First, we need to clarify the
term "isolation." Stewart,
Mend and the Village all Sur-
round Baldwin-Jenkins, thus
making physical isolation of'
B-J impossible.
Second, the residents of the
Freshman Dorm are there
purely by choice. All B-J
residents themselves chose to
reside in the Freshman Dorm,
knowing from the beginning
that they needed to make an
extra effort to integrate with
the rest of the campus. They
also realize integration is a
shared responsibility. They all
must do their part.
Johnson also stated in her
editorial
,
that the freshmen.
have no present staiicfád' or'
merely of the girls who waste
$40,000 and four years of
educational possibilities thum-
bing through the dorm copies
of "Bride" magazine in their
obscene preoccupation with
the "man-hunt." Specifically
I am referring to attitudes
which I see manifested in com-
plaints directed towards
males.
I hear my fellow class-
women complaining that
Whitworth men do not know
how to treat them as ladies or
equals. Rarely do E hear these
unmannered men grumbling
about not being treated as
gentlemen. Why? Because
they do not gain their iden-
tities from feminine response.
They have better things to do
than to'really care how Whit-
worth women view them.
Admittedly, the Whitworth
environment does not provide
an atmosôhere completely
conducive to the development
of an autonomous woman. In
recent Forums concerning
minority issues, it would seem
that our largest minority
grouphas been ignored. -
How long has it been since a
Forum speaker has addressed
issues specifically pertaining to
women? Nodoubt,-if such an
event did occur, women would
risk having their enthusiasm
dàmp!ned by countless
"feminist" jokes - during, the
following 'lunch at SAGA.
No one mock a speech
concerning apartheid, yet 'the
population directly affected is
considerably less. But if we
comparison for, residence life
on the rest of the campus. We
agree with this statement, but
wonder how anyone can form
an opinion unless they have
objectivqly eicperienced both.
forms .of residencel life. The
impact of the Freshman Dorm
will not be truly tevealed until'
we experience both realms of
residential living.
complain about these
chauvinistic attitudes and in-
dividuals, yet another label is
slapped on us: "man-haters."
Whitworth women:
straighten your spinal columns
and take heart. Don't allow
yourselves to be categorized in
stereotypes created by a white
male society.
Whitworth did not succumb
to the "Homecoming Queen"
stereotype. Faculty members
here do their best to abolish
sexism used both in written
and verbal language. A
women's issue support group
has been established on cam-
pus.
We have the numbers, the
energies, and the power. We
can utilize them be becoming
educated and involved. By be-
ing reactionary we only
ostracize ourselves from men
while admitting the need to be
defensive towards them.
Do your own thing. Don't
defend it, just DO it. (If you
don't want an MRS degree it's
actually quite simple: don't get
married. And vice versa: no
one's condemning the sanction
of matrimony). When we stop
allowing ourselves to conform
to and fulfill the sexist
stereotypes inflicted upon us
by society, we can achieve the
independence that will com-
municate to -men that we are
on their 'level. 'Hopefully then
we will be treated as such.
Beth Ann. Lindell
All' of the freshmen who
came into this dorm entered
with basically equal
knowledge Of Whitworth, and
together we have learned,' and
are still learning, what college
life is all about.
Johnson's theme for her
editorial concerns freedom.
continued on page
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Jock junkies:
Are we the cause?
by John A. Sowers
-
The Whitworthian Editorial Board
MRS degree stereotype
Women: Do your own thing I
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America is a country obsessed with sports. Rather than
statesmen, intellects, or religious leaders, we Americans
worship our athletes (with the possible exception of the
Bhagwan in Oregon, but he competes with the Beavers
and Ducks so that would make sense.)
There has come a turning point in our devotion these last
few years, due to the emergence of the drug dependent
athlete. it seems every time one turns his head little
Johnny's hero is confessing to be a coke-head. Whenever
the next athlete disappears to Betty Ford's or Nancy
Reagan's Care Units or appears before a judge appointed
by their husbands, we armchair quarterbacks and
moralists shout of the betrayal that these "overpaid,
selfish, uneducated, immature, pampered brats" have
wreaked upon us. My question is, who madC these people
overpaid, selfish, uneducated, etc...? We've become so
enamored with our athletic competitions that we've
created a system that tells these privileged few that the
rules of society are not their rules. It's a system that often
begins with tee-ball or mighty-mite football.
I have come across many parents who will do just about
anything to ensure that their little boy, or increasingly little
girl, goes four for four in minor little league. Perhaps tak-
ing a lesson from Pavlov and his famous dogs, these
parents offer money, or other treats usually forbidden to
induce their son or daughter to be the next Steve Garvey or
Mary Lou Retton. You know Mary Lou. She's America's
newest, most nauseating bundle of energy..
This trend of favoritism accelerates at the high school
level where true prestige does not go to the valedictorian,
president of the French Club, or No. 1 seed on the debate
team, but to a persob whose eye-hand coordination and
muscle development enable him to hurl a leather, oblong-"
shaped sphere' 60 yards in the' air. This guy, whether-he
wants it or not, becomes the chief stallion in the herd. God
forbid that you should be the English teacher who flunks
the stallion. If you really want to know what "hell hath no
fury like," try a high school head'coach who has his star
quarterback declared ineligible for the big game against the
school's cross-town rival. So l3iff passes English, of course
with a stiff warning from the English tea'cher, coach, prin-
cipal and president of the booster club, a man Biff knows
as Dad and a man the school names the gym after in honor
of his large donations.
When I was in high school trying out my.impCrsonation
Of an athlete, if any of' my jock friends were tO break
school rules, they would be given this standard siieech by
the boys' vice principal: "Now, guys, you shouldn't have
done this. You're our athletes, the leaders of our school.
You are the ones that should be'setting an example for the
rest of the student body. Now, promise that it wOn't hap-
pen again and I'll let it slide this time." Methinks that none
of the fine young lads discussing the joys of backyard
continued on page 8
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by Khris Vogel
of The Whitworth Ian
Some friends are coming
over for the weekend. In fact,
about 100 of them from as far
as Colorado and Montana.
The .visit is part of Sneak
Preview '85.
The Sneak Preview is a pro-
gram that enables a large
group of students to visit
Whitworth for a weekend and
see what college' life is really
like. The Sneak Preview, start-
ing this year, wilJ be ;he fall
version of the annual Great
Escape weekend, which occurs
in February.
According to Shirlene
McKenna, dean of Admis-
sions, programs such the
Great Escape and the new-
Sneak Preview are a tremen-
dous asset to her department's
recruiting. "We know campus
visitations pay off for us. 'For
example," McKenna ex-
plained, "we usually have 120
kids come up on the Great
Escape trip. Sixty-ninç of
those eligible to comç. here
enroll - at Whitworth' the
following fail."
-
"Part of our masEr plan-is
to extend the campus visita-
tion program," :said ,McKen-
na. "'e'iè fiàding'tIiáI these
visitations do have an impact
on the prospectiv(high school
students. If they like what they
see, it increases the likelihood
of their attending Whitworth.
Also, if they don't like what
they see, it tells the person that -
Whitworth may not be the
right school for him or her.
It's a great way for-our target
studçnts and us to get
together. By and large,,
though,', the' visiting high
school students are impressed
by the school and its faculty.'!.
The -Sn1ták Preview is the
Admisions department's
chance to show Whitworth to
high school students early in
the academic year. "We've got
to get some input into their
(high school seniors) decision
early in the academic year,"
said John Reed, associate
director of Admissions. Reed
said that "February (the time
of the Great Escape) is often
too late for a lot of kids. I
think most people really want
to have a ,good idea where
they're going to college at in
December. And I think the
Sneak Preview will help some
people with that."
As of Friday afternoon,
Reed said 68 people have con-
firmed that they will be com-
ing to the Sneak Preview, "but
there will be more. I'm hoping
for around 100 people, and I
thnk we'll get it."
Reed is happy with how the
'weekend appears to be shap-
ing. "The number of people
we have who come the first
year (of the Sneak Preview)
isn't all that important," said
Reed. "What one has to
realize is that ii just one
students decides to come to
Whitworth, the cost will' be
more thai offset."
Looking at the bottom line
figures greatly in the
of recruiting for the
Admissions department.' "We
do have a limited Athbujni of
money ip our budget, and' we
can only do so muàh," laid
McKenna. "One thing we've
done to make our department
more profitable is that we've
actually tried cutting down in
getting inquiries from all over
the country. It's quite a
by John Boyer
of The Wbitworthian
Author, poet, playwright,
and director of the University
of Michigan's Creative
Writing pro*ram Nicholas
Delbanco will be arriving at
Whitworth on Sunday, Nov.
17 for a week-long visit.
Delbanco was recruited to
burden and expense to send
viewbooks to everybody who
may hear of Whitworth Col-
lege. It's really important that
we stick to our markets, our
target areas."
Pointing to the visitation
programs as "being the single
most effective way of
recruiting," Reed explained
that the Sneak Preview is a
good example of the use of the
target-area strategy. Receiving
confirmations from the North-
west part of the country, Reed
said that February's Great
Escape will concentrate almost
entirely on the California
market. Washington and
Oregon students will be invited
to the Great Escape, but
"there will probably be only
one bus coming from the
Northwest, and that'll be from
Seattle. So Oregon students
would have to get themselves
to Seattle."
The Sneak Preview will kick
off Thursday evening with a
welcoming speech by Darrell
Ouder, vice president of
academic affairs. Following
that will be a coffee house in
- the HUB: The "Previewers"
will spend Friday visiting
classes and attending a recep-
tions given on their behalf.
Friday evening brings the fall
theatre production of the play,
-
"You Can't' Take It' "With
You," followed by, the
-Splashdànce at the Aquatic
Center. Saturday festivities in-
clude a tour of Spokane before
the afternoon's closing
ceremonies. - Whitworth
students are invited to attend
- all events.
Whitworth by a group called
the Woodrow Wilson Visiting
Fellows. The organizatipn
takes people of all occupations
and places them at liberal arts
colleges throughout the coun-
try to help students make the
transition- from college to the
career-orientated world out-
side of school.
Delbanco will give lectures
and presentations while he is
at Whitworth. His tentative
schedule follows.
On Monday, Nov. 18, Del-banco will lecture to
Shakespeae and Creative
Wrjting daises, have lunch
with the - English department
faculty, and attend a poetry
Donate plasma and receive
$22 a week while helping to
save lives. NEw donors-bring
this ad and receive a $5.00
bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252.
by Susan Flesh man
of The Whltworth kin
Civil disobedience is the
topic of the- next two Forums.
On Friday, Nov. 15, Joe
Gaffney-Brown, associate
pastor of St. Mn's Church,
will speak on his involvement
in the sanctuary movement.
Presbyterian minister John
Fife was originally scheduled
to speak. However, he is one
of 11 people currently being
prosecuted for participating in
the tiansport and harboring of
refugees.
Due to his involvement in
this trial, Fife is unable to
speak. Gaffney-Brown com-
mented, "John Fife is a
wonderful man. I was looking
forward to seeing him."
When a church declares
itself a public sanctuary it
pen-'its congregation to
Citing academic and per-
soflil 'reasons,' Brian McOuire
resigned his post as KWRS
general manager Wednesday,
Nov. 6. -
- "My personal feeling is that
I regret what happened," said
Craig Mien, KWRS advisor.
"I feel that Brian had a lot of
good ideas."
reading.
- On Tuesday, Nov. 19, Del-
banco will lecture at the Con-
temporary American Poetry
class and give an informal lec-
ture at a faculty lunch on the
value of contemporary
literature.
On Wednesday, Nov. 20,
Delbanco will give a 20 minute
speech on the present state of
liberal arts and humanities in
education. He will also give
lectures at Introduction to
Literature and Russian
Literature classes.
On Thursday, Nov. 21, Del-
banco will meet with English
majors to discuss the value of
contemporary literature. He
will s,eak 'on radical 60's
literature for the Recent
American History class,
On Friday, Nov. 22, Del-
banco will conduct iidividual
appointments (20 minutes
each) to students who are con-
cerned about careers or
graduate schools. I-Ic will give
a talk about careers in writing
also.
Delbanco's definite
schedule will be printed In next
week's Whllworihian.
refugees from countries like El
Salvador or Guatemala. -St.
Ann's Church is the host of a
family from El Salvador.
The church also brings the
plight of refugees to the com-
munity. Gaffney-Brown called
this type of ministry "hospitali-
ty and witness."
The sanctuary movement
works towards a reality that
these refugees will one day be
able to go home.
On Monday, Nov. 18,
Theresa Lindley, Grace Gerl
and the Rev. Dan Scalf will
speak about their arrests as
abortion protestors.
All three violated courl
orders against picketing a
Spokane medical building
where abortions are perform-
ed -
Rusell Van Camp, thel
trio's lawyer, may also speaki
at the Forum.
Allen added that McGuire
felt that "he had too many
irons in the fire, and could not
function in this position - and
do everything else he wanted
to do." -
'McQuire' did not wish to
comment.
-
Scott Campbell, who was
serving as KWRS program
director, has been tapped to
fill in as interim general
manager. -
"The really important thing
right now is that we have
somebody in charge," said
Allen. "Without a leader, the
station would be functioning
much like a ship without a
rudder. I think it's very for-
tunate that we have Scott
Campbell right now. I have a
lot of respect for Scott, as I do
for Brian."
According to Mien, a final
decision on McGuire's
replacement will be made by
Thanksgiving. After that deci-
sion becomes public, applica-
tions for any other station
openings will be made
available.
Finals cont, from page 1
the system by students and by
some professors who don't
like to stay (for finals),"
Weber said. "But I'd like 'to'
think my students have
enough respect for me and the
system not to cause such a
problem. I don't like outside
Influences coming between the
student and the professor.
What we pride ourselves on
here at Whitworth is the close
personal relationships between
students and professors.
"It's fair to faculty and
students,' said Ouder. "It en-
sures that, faculty members'
time is appropriately spent,
What we do really want to
stress, however, is that the
legitimate student need will
1ways ,gqt propçg tzeatmenJ.'?
L\ia..
High school students to sneak
a preview of Whitworth
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Outdoor Rec. offers activities
by Carl Grimm
Special to The Whitworf bEan
The Outdoor Recreation of-
fice isn't Eddie Bauer, and it
doesn't command a very large
or prominent space. Its en-
trance Is located on the right
side of the HUB chambers,
and it offers a variety of
equipment for rent and infor-
mation. It also provides trip
opportunities throughout the
year which allow students to
experience the outdoors and
take a break from academia
forasinall price.
For example, Outdoor Rec.
is sponsoring a cross-country
ski trip to Lemon Creek Lodge
in British Columbia this
weekend, Nov. 15-17. For a
mere $25 pprticipants receive
two nights' lodging complete
with Finnish sauna, hot tub,
VCRs, food, transportation,
beginning ski instruction and a
guide.
If yoU're thinking this
sounds like a great deal,
you're right. The 35 ayailable
spots were filled within the
first 15 minutes.
"It's too bad that the
number had to be limited. I
think the trips have become so
much more popular because
beginning last year, the pro-
grain itself has really improv-
ed. My freshmaM year I didn't
even know what Outdoor Rec.
was," said Junior Jenny Stan-
dard, who has participated in
three trips.
Many students are quick to
agree that the Outdoor Rec.
program has improved
throughout the last two years.
"I don't remember as many
people being excited about the
big trips. I think the program
has become a lot more
organized since Dwight took it
over and Brian is continuing to
do a great job," said Senior
Randy Ross. Ross was refer-
ring to Dwight Matheny, last
year's coordinator and Brian
Reinertsen, coordin;tor of this
year's program.
One reason the trips are so
successful is that everyone
works at making them a joint
effort. The coordinator's
primary responsibility is
organization; he can't do all
the cooking and cleaning on
his own.
"It's a cooperative adven-
turing program where
everyone helps to make the
trip a uccess," said Reinert-
sen, adding, "People in the
past have ben great."
According to Matheny, one
of. the keys to building up the
Outdoor Rec. program was
deciding which trips would be
most appealing and working
with those. "We wanted the
trips to provide a reining
weekend away from campus at
an affordable price," explain-
ed Matheny.
The rock climbing expedi-
tion to Leavenworth, Wash.,
earlier this fall was one such
opportunity. Students were
able to practice varying
degrees of skill in rock climb-
ing, from ad'ance to rst
timers. The $15 fee included
food, equipment and two
nights' accomodations.
"I went on the spur of the
moment, and am so glad that I
did. I would recommend it
very highly to anygne," said
Senior Patty Campbell.
One of the more experi-
enced climbers, Senior Dick
Anderson, talked about the
experience as "a release, a way
to integrate with nature what
we are learning here. And
besides that, everyone needs to
climb rocks at least once in
their life."
Both the Leavenworth and
the Lemon Creek Lodge flips
are happening for the secondyear in a row. Kelly
Henrickson, a sophomore who
traveled to British Columbia
last year, expressed her feeling
about the trip. "It Was really
freeing in every sense of the
word. Just a chance to cut
loose, get away from Whit-
worth and experience a new
kind of relationship as people
and not as students," she said.
While the trips have grown
increasingly more popular,
Outdoor Rec. doesn't stop
there. "I think many students
have a misconception about
Outdoor Rec., they think it's
just trips , but it's more. Part
of it. is money subsidized by
ASWC that enablà us to use
equipment at low cost," said
Senior Bob Krueger.
For those that want to g
solo or organize their own
trip, equipment available for
renting includes canoes, cross-
country ski equipment, back
pack óquipment, toboggans,
sleeping bags, stoves and
lanterns.
"We have the basics. We
look at what equipment would'
be of the most benefit to peo-
ple," said Reinertsen. "We
can help plan as well as equip.
There is a library in the office,
of infonnationon recreational
activities throughout the North-
west," he added.
This information includes
many maps showing the loçi-
dons of hiking and skiing
trails and lakes for canoeing
and fishing.
'I rented cross-country skis
and took them up to Mt.
Spokane. It was a lot of fun
and very affordable, but pro-
bably something' I wouldn't
have done if I couldn't have
rented them from Outdoor
Rec.," said Senior John
Maybew.
"One of the great privileges
of going to school at Whit-
worth is that it's in the north-
west, one of the greatest out-
door recreation areas in the
United States, and we 'really
want students to take advan-
tage of that privilege. That's
why Outdoor Rec. provides
lots of different activities at a
low cost," explained
Matheny.
During Jan Term, Outdoor
Rec. plans to make one
downhill trip to Mt. Spokane
after morning classes each
week, and to take one
weekend trip further away.
This provides a chance for
students to ski who have
transferred for the month
from other schools where skiS
ing is not readily available.
In February there will be
cross-country day trips to take
by Kathy Marousek
of' The Whitworfhian
One would think the
bookshelf behind his desk
would be filled with physical
education books, but instead
is is filled with a medley of
books including psychology
and religion.
Dr. Warren Friedrichs, head
basketball coach at Whitworth
as of JuneI, is a very atypical
coach. He went through the
Lutheran school system ma-
joring in pre-ministry with an
emphasis in psychology. He
spent half a year in a Lutheran
seminary in St. Louis, then
resolved that he really wanted
to coach and teach.
"I have always loved sports.
I figure out the game, and then
get people psyched about it,"
said Friedrichs.
Friedrichs coached, taught'
and was the athletic director atConcordia College in
Portland, Ore. for six years.
Hç then decided to go back to
school and obtained his doc-
torate in physical education at
the University' of Oregon.Part of the reason
Friedrichs chose to join the
faculty at Whitworth is the
academic atmosphere and the
Christian enviroentof the
school. "I was impressed with
Piesident Mounce, what be
stood for, and what he wanted
in new teacbçrs," said
Friedrichs; ,' -'
Friçdrichs' main resson for
coming to Whitwortli is the'
pot ntial to build a strong
bAsketball 'program. "I really
feel excited about building a
winning basketball 'team," he
said. He wants students to'
have pride and spirit in their'
team.
advantage of the groomed
trails at Achilles Ski Ranch
north of Spokane.
In addition, Rëinertsen said,
"We're working on putting
This year the playing style
of the team will be up-tempo,
with more man-to-man
defense. "It is an exciting style
for people to watch," 'said
Friedrichs.
Friedrichs, who also does
the recruiting, said the team is
a little short on players. He
has only had since June to get
the neW program together. "I
want to find quality' athletes
that fit into the school, and
that 'the school can be proud
of," said Friedrichs.
A few of the places the team
plan on visiting this year in-
together a downhill trip right
now, and we are always look-
ing for people who have ideas
for trips or want to help
organize something."
dude: Seattle; Chico, Calif.;'
and Juneau, Alaska.
At next week's alumni game
there will be free ice cream of-
fered, and two dinner tickets
will be given away. "I would
like to talk with the students at
the game, and get them to sup-
port the team in an en-
thusiastic way," said
Friedrichs.
Friedrichs is married and
has two children. "At Whit-
worth I have a chance to spend
a lot of time on building a
good, consistent basketball
game."
Friedrichs sees potential
Dr. Warren Friedrich.
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by Kathy Marousek
of The Whitworthfan
What is the ultimate mode
of transportation? Robert
Clancy says it is his 1964 Ford
Galaxy. Larry McLean says it
is his 1978 BMW.
Transportation. It can be a
pleasure and a burden. Some
students are fortunate and
have a car or som,e' sort of
motor vehicle, while other
students must suffice with
their feet.
"I boriow a friend's car, or
'sponge' off of them for a
ride," said Tim Boggess, when
asked what he does what he
has to go someplace off cam-
pus:
Clancy, who owns a very
unusual type of transporta-
lion, said his car is an expres-
sion of his individuality. His
1964 Ford Galaxy 500 has a
big dent on the back left side,
and his red interior is falling
apart. Along with the dent and
tears, Ctancy's - car has an
unusual paint job.
There are blue and white
checkers on the baák, and
black and white on the top. He
has utterances such as "Nifty"
Movie Review
-: —- —
byPh
of The WhftwdPthIan
y
,
Who has heard of "The
Journey of Nattie (latin"?
Not many, but the lack of big
advertising for this newly
released film doesn't at all
reflect its quality. "Nattiç
Cairn" is an exciting 'movie,
and well worth the lime.
:Thc movie opals in a run-
down Chicago neighborhood
during the Depression. Ray
Wise portrays Sol Cai, Nat-
and "Turbo" along with a
BMW logo painted on the
hood.
But the strangest parts
about Clancy's car are the
plastic birds on the top, and
the rubber chicken he has as a
hood ornament.
When asked why he
decorated his car that way,
Clancy replied, "Why not? I
figure it's a lot better to have
dead ducks and chickens than
dead cows and pigs."
Clancy claimed that most
people who see his car love it.
"When Leonard Oakland saw
it he gave me some more birds
to put on it," said Clancy.
He aid mention that on one
occasion he put a beer can in
the goose'smouth, but alotof
people did not appreciate it, so
he took it out.
Since Clancy has had his
car, almost two years, there
have been a lot of incidents of
vandalism. One time someone
wrapped it in toilet paper and
pushed it out to the middle of
The Loop. 'The maintenance
man came and woke me upat
8 a.m., and almost gave rue a
ticket for it," said Clancy.
Clancy said that he has had
a lot of fun with his car. He
said he likes to, drive down
tie'Cwidqvied- fflçt, Who is
desperately' skin a job. Thejobhe rmds, hoWe'er, is in
Washington, and he is forced
to leave Nattle.
The adventure begins when
Nattie, a 15-year-old street-
wise tomboy, chases her father
across the country. The.
woman who was to take cire
of her.mistreats her, whicI is
all the prompting she needs' to
leave.
Nattie endures "riding the
rails," surviving in the
wilderness, an orphanage for
delinquents, and various hobo
Riverside and answer
everyone's questions. "The
hoodlums and partiers think
it's great. They think I'm try-
ing to rebel from society, but
I'm not," said Clancy.
"My car brings a lot of
smiles and laughter to
people," said Clancy. He said
caMps in her quest to reach her
father.
The most intçresting
character in. the movie,
however, is a wolf, captured
for use in Illegal dogfights,
and set free by Manic. After a
few encounters, Nattie and
?'WoW' become Inseparable
friends, helping each to
survive. Each struggle draws
them closer, as they ventUre
across the country.
During Manic's adventure,
she also encOunters another
character, Harry, played by
John Cusack ("The Sure
that a cook at SAGA told him
that his car brightens her day
when she looks out the win-
dow and sees it.
Both McLean wIth his
prestigious BMW and Clancy
with his off-the-wall Ford
Galaxy claim their cars run
like "finely tuned European
Thing"), He,has also lost his
father, by dàath, and Is on his
own. This slight touch of
romance nicely completes the
movie.
"The Journey of Nattie
Gann" is a well-rounded
adventure, which has no pro-
blem keeping the viewer in-
volved.
-The movie introduces
Meredith Salenger, who plays
Manic. She Is billiant In her
part, and the stzctgth of her
character is shown.
The movie emphaslzçs the
deterioration and rebUildings
of a parent/child relationship,
It shows that these processes
sports cars." The difference Ii
McLean plans to keep his
BMW for a long time, while
Clancy said, "Though It is a
dàign of art and demonstrates
my love for waterfowl, when
the motor cases, I'm going
after it with a sledge
hammer," -
have not changqd greatly over
the years.The absence of long
speeches and the use of a few
emphatic one-liners are very
effective in keeping the movie
IntereSting. Silence, especially
between Nattle and Wolf, Is
also very Intriguing In some
up-close scenes.
Another great plus In the
movie Is the scenery. It shows
some beautiful shots of moun-
tainous landscape in both Col-
orado and Washington.
ThIs movlç may be a little
light-hearted, but It Is sincerely
touching and worth the
viewer's time.
Personalized paint job sets car apart
Hobart Clancy stands nat to his 1964 Ford Galaxy.
Nattie ,Gann:':émphasizes parent/child relationship
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Paul races his way to Nationals.
by Jennifer Verdier
Special to The Whitworthiati
Whitman College in Wafla
Walla was invaded by the
Whitworth swim team last
weekend as the two .schools
clashed for the first time èvèr
in a pentathlon competition
The meet consisted of a
series of races, all 100 yards,
with different categories, such
as breaststroke, freestyle and
backstroke.
There were no team scores
kept, but individual totals of
five swimming races wer6 kept
and overall event, winners
awarded.
in th! overall scoring, L'ena
Limabai swam to a second-
place finish with 3:52.36 total,
compared to the winner Irom
Lewis and Clark with 3:43.79.
The single win for the team
came when Jennifer Verdier
captured the 100 backstroke
with a time of 1:09:16.
Other top female finishers
were Margy Lee with a 1:08.5
to earn fifth place in the 100
butterfly, and second in the
100 individual medley (IM) for
Lixnahai with a 1:08.18.
Lemahai and Juli Morgensternboth placed in the 100
breakstroke with times of
1:18.45 and 1:20.43 to catch
third and fifth respectively.
Among the men, outstanding
performances were turned in
,throughout the day by"
Nicholas Lenzi. Lenzi stroked
to a fourth-place finish in the
100 breaststroke, with a
1:08.86' clocking and also a
1;O1.03 in the 100 IM for a
sixth-place finish.
In his forte, 100 freestyle,
Rorie Fink êruised to"a 52.08
for" a third place while 'also
capturing sixth in the 100
breast stroke in 1:1039.
Finally, a 1:00.71 earned
John Wickman a fifth place in
his best, the 100 butterfly.
Teammates Cordelia Small
and Tom Lachermeier said the
meet was' "a '.positive ex
perience for' eyeryone. -Th
team's spirit was high'ancl the
swimming ,was' is" good as
could be expected this early iq
the season."
Coach Jon Buzzard heartily
agreed,- and said he looks for-
ward to this weekend's dual
meet against Whitman Col-
lege. He predicted, "If
they all swim, as well as they
can, we'll have a shot at
beating Whitman although
they have many more swim-
mers."
The Whitman meet takes
place at the Whitworth
Aquatic Center beginning at I
.p.m. Saturday, Nov l.,
by John Worster -
Special to The Whitworfhkin
College students have
very diverse hobbies, some
bordering on the bizarre.
But this guy trees cougars
for fun.
Whitworth College cross
country ace Chris Paul indeed
has perhaps the most unusual
hobby of any college student:
He stalks cougars during hikes
in the 'mountains, trees them,
and takes pictures of them.
The way he's been running
this season, the freshman
phenomena may very 'well
stalk past the rest, of the field
at the NAIA Cross Country
meet Wednesday in Kenosha,
Wis.
Paul, who had never run
competitively until this season,
placed' fourth in the NAIA
District I Championships and
earned the right to represent
Whitworth at Nationals. -
How did a 24-year-old
cougar hunter end up skirting
through the pines on the cross
country team?
Paul works as a smoke
jumper during the summer, to
light blazes that cannot be
easily ,reached by other fire
crews or vehicles. He began
smokç jumping after, he
graduated from Liberty Bell
High School in 1979, and has
spent 'several summers
'parachuting into infernos.
Through wqrking 'as a
jumper, he met, Whitworth's
coach Hal,'Werner, 'whO 5 in
the Air Force reserve, and a
former jumper himself. The
two developed a close relation-
ship, and Werner suggested
that Paul run on the cross-
country team when he chose to
enrol) at Whitworth.
The rest has been a success
story. ln his second college
competition, he placed second
in the Whitman Invitational
running against top athletes
from Washington State
UniverMty, University of
IdahO and Eastern
Washington University
Paul' doesT have strong
athlçtic background behind
him. Working out of the
North Cascade Smoke
'Jumpers based in Winthrop,
Wash., he won the jumpers
competition which included
the top jumpers on the west
'coast.
Paul did start running on a
limited basis before coming to
Whitworth, as he entered fun
runs from time to time. He
also' participated in road rac-
ing, and this whetted his ap-
petite'for, more competition.
Now, he is the leading run-
ner on the Whitworth squad,
and was voted team captaiii by
his teammates,
He will be the second Whit-
worth runner :in two years 'to
compete 'in Nationals. Mike
Smith, who bro!e school
records in 'the 10,000 .ni tace
'and the 'stepiechase, jan in
the meet last year,andplaced
32nd, largely due to an infec-
tion that leftS his weakened
near the finish.
Paul hopes to improvç his
time by close to 20 seconds,
which would possibly place
him in the top 10 to 15 run-
ners. The top 25 finishers will
be awarded All-American
status. "I want to make All-
American," he said, "but I'll
have to wait and see what hap-
pens."
Whatever fate befalls Paul,
it will undoubtedly be less
stressful than an incident that
recently occured while he was
jumping.
"I got caught in a tree," he
said, smiling. "And there I was
was, hanging upside down, 50
feet off the ground, with my
shrouds barely wrapped
around a branch." Feeling
much like the cougars he trees,
Paul managed to cut himself
loose, and using the 150 foot
rope jumpers carry, he rapell-
ed to the ground with nary a
scratch.
Since Paul is a freshman,
,Werner believes he will
do nothing but improve.
"With his natural strength
developed from outdoor living
expqriences. He's really
strong; with technique and
practice, he could really bç a
great runner."
Paul hopes to remain' at
Whitwort,h for some time to
continue his eduöátion, "If 'I
can afford it, that is," he smil-
ed.
Paul does have a ,strong
leave early this week for
Wisconsin, and the meet will
be staged Wednesday. Paul
may not win the race, but he'll
certainly tree his share of op-
ponents. '
¶ ,""'y•
I
Chris Paul trains for Nationals.
Swim Team competes
in Whitman pentathion
Inthe Spirit of Thañkè"iving.
-Campus-Wide Food rhe
This-Week: Nov. 11-16'
Remember: ,,
' :' H'
:* Students, Faculty,' Administration can donate food
'dining the week (Nov. 11-15)
* Food will be collected' in dorms and department offices
(off-campus donations Mll be collected in the Student
'Store) '- -, ,
Community Collectipn Saturday," Nov. 16, 9 a.rn. til
noon (meet in HUB at 8:30a.m.), -
* All parlicipahts receivi 'a: free á" 'to nettCathpds
Movie.'
Become Invoked!
We all have something tO give
The food bank especially needs tuna, peatiüt, bu$r, nips; niacaroni a cheese,
canned fruits and vegetables, and pork andbeans - - -
Sponsoredhy:
'
--
'
The Hunge Task Force
SERVE ' -' - --
-
iStudent Activities Council -
I
I . — — — rn,'rjij,,,,j j,j. Jj_j.,, .'Q .P& Q Jt' Js . ,' . .'(j'' - 'i.' -: - -
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Pirates brave weather to trounce Mounties
by John Worster
Special to The Whitworthian
wet, chilly conditions, the
Pirates misfired on two extra
points and a two-point conver-
sion as well.
But the Pirates had no
trouble controling the game
from start to finish and hand-
ed the Mounties their seventh
loss of the season to go with
two ties.
Eastern Oregon Coach Joe
Howell 'joked in 'a newspaper
aniØe the morning of the
game 'that his' defense' would
'nOt ThhIy "ush"10 j5lajois
against the Whitworth passing
attack;' but he would also drop
seven more to cover the Swift
Pirate receivers. He would
haè used 20,'not just 27.
The' only thing that seemed
to stop 'Whitworth was the
weather and mistakes. 'Whit-
worth piled up 308 yaids total
Offense, including 135 on the
ground. Eddie Davis powered
45 yards on eight carries and
,Jçff Milcr:blasted through the,
Mou'nties for '90: yards on 26
ëarries: Bolenadded a TD op a
one-yard sneak.
"Although Bolen completedjust' 18.of"44 tosses for 164
yards; most' of the catches
came in the1second half, and
the Pirates' got the iecptions
when the needed' them,. Two
of the pitches were
touchdowns to Wayne Ralph,
who continued his attack on
the NAIA single-season recep-
tion record by snaring 11 balls.
He needs but 10 receptions to
break the NAIA single-season
record. He gained 87 yards,
the first time this season he has
been held under 100, but needs
only 40 yards to go over the
1000 mark.
Thó'first scoie inthe cOntest
came courtesy of the Eastern
Oregon center. At the 6:02
- rñaFk iii 'the first' quanei he
mapped the ball over punter
David Cornelius" head; and
the ball skidded' across a sheet,
of ice in the enq zone and out
the back 'for a' safety For a
while it looked as though that
would be the only'score of the
game as the two clubs, slugged
it out in the middle of the
,field.
Howe'àr, the Pirates came
to ljfe 'and Bblen drove them
down field and scored on a
one-yard run. It was 8-0 at the
h,alf.
The Pirates took the second
half, kickoff and drove' 63
yards for a score, the first 43
coming on the ground behind
the hard running of Miller. A
TD pass to Ralph in the right
corner, of the end zoüe upped
the count to 14-0 after a
missed conversion. Whit-
worth, taking advantage of a
good punt return by Rusty
Hunt, drove to another TO,
with Bolen again hitting Ralph
on the same timing pattern in
the right corner for a score.
The score stood at 21-0 with
the conversion, and Eastern
Oregon began falling apart.
Eastern Oregon's offensive
ineptitude was complete, as
the' didn't break Ihe 100-yard
mark' in total rushing or pass-
ih"nMtiig 62-yards on Sof 22
'passes',' 'three'intercepted, and
'85 rushing yards on 37 cracks.
Tailback Leon Olsen, who was
,áyeraging 79 yards a game as
the Mounties 'leAdIng rush&r,
was held to 25 on '13 'cracks.
'It was one of those days los
Coach Howell. He inserted a
freshman' at quarterback, to
replace Tom Mulville who had
replaced Rocky Winters, both
who qould not move the team.
'ThC'frosh No, 88, also doubles
as tight cnd, and on' his first
pass, he looked like one, His
fluttering effort fell short of
his receiver by ten yards, and
on the second play, tried, to
Whitworth College
News Release
Whitworth College will host
an Alumni-Varsity basketball
game Saturday, Nov. '16 at
7:30 p.m. In the Fleldhouse.
The meting between Buc
basketball alums and the
Pirate varsity, led by new
coach Warren Frledrlchs, will
be part of a number of events
scheduled over two days.
The weekend lineup gets
underway Friday night with an
alumni scrimmage at 6p.m. In
the Fleldhouse. A no-host piz-
za party at the Straw Hat Piz-
za, N. 7116 DIvision, will
follow at 8 p.m.
On Saturday, there will be a
brunch for alums and families
in Leavitt DIning Hall at 9:30
a.m. At 3:30 p.m., a pre-game
run an option. Pressured hard
by a Whitworth blitz, he
pitched the ball over the trail-
ing back's head, and Whit-
worth recovered.
To complete the scoring in
the, fourth quarter, defensive
end Mike Valente blocked a
CorñCiius punt, and Sean
Alcantara cought the ball on
the fly and scored from 13
yards out. A missed conver-
sion left the score 27-o. A last-
ditch pass into the end zone by
Eastern Oregon.. was,, in-
tercepted by Alcantèra 'as lime
ran out, and Whitworth had
its first shutout since the 1983
season, when they blanked
Willaiiiettè University 46-0.
The Pirates climbed to 3-2
in league play with the win,
and 3-5 overall. Because
Western Washington stunned
University of Puget Sound
Saturday with an 'upset win,
the Pirates can clinch second
place in league play with a win
over UPS next week in the last
game of the season. The con-
test will be held in Baker
Stadium on the urs campus.
Game time will be 1:30 p.m.
and Varsity
dinner for families,
players and coaches In the
Leavitt Dining Hall will pre-
cede the game. The players
and fans will be served Ice
cream sundaes following the
7:30 p.m. game.
Tickets for the lineup of
events are $15 for a single en-
try, $) for a player and
spouse. The registration fee
entitles the buyer to one com-
memorative T-shirt.
Mud-spattered Pirate receivers plow through Mountie lines.
This season has been tough
on Rick Bolen.
The junior from Renton,
Wash., whose claim' to fame is
that he is backup to the No. 2
passer in the NAIA, finally got
a chance to display his talents
in.thç Whitworth bombs-kway
offense when Cliff Madison
was forced to sit out
Saturdly's 'game 'with a
btuised sternum.
-
Boldn,wh6'aireidy ha en-
'dured ,a concuissithi,'fld
sprained kneé.at the beginning -
of'tbe season, didn't get any
help'frdm Mother Nat'ure. The
night before the clash with
Eastern 'Oregon State College.
'fpur inchü of snow, were
dñinped'oñ the Pine Bowl:
But shaking off a nervous
first half, and overcoming the
sub4rqezing temperature and.-.
a ,mudy fild; Bolen, led Whit-"
Worth' tO'.'i .donyinicing ,27-0
thumping of'>the'Mounties
and the score could hae been
aiàt wOñeH ''''i' .
TWICE, the Pirate offense
stallea at thefl Eastern ,Oregon
13- and 20-yard lines, and Rob.
ColEman' barely missed a
48-yard-field goal. Due to the
Ajumni
face off on the court
Monday thru F$day
- it 6:15 p.m.
.KWRS evening'news KWRS evening news
S evening news. KWRS evening news KW
niig news KWRS evening news KWRS
w KWRS evening news KWRS vening
•', .','i ç c,'c.c,-,, — . 'k . . c. cs's- .,7 1t, • --'- ;:;.
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Volleyball at
4th-place finish
Pirate volleyball placed
fourth in the NAIA District I
Tournament that took place
Nov. 8 and 9 at University of
Puget Sound.
Lei Ann Akau was named to
the six-player All-Tournament
team.
.',",p"--''Th' '."."
issue passed before Dec. 31 if
necessary. However I don't
think we will need to. Every
day! bar different things on
the tax proposal as the con-
gressional committees try to
work on an agreement. One
day we're okay, and the nexi
day We're in trouble. It is so
hard to tell what will happen
with the proposal."
The new proposal, however,
will not only affect Whit-
worth, but other private in-
stitutions, such as private
hospitals. Gums said that at
the moment Gonzaga Univer-
sity, University of Puget
Sound, and WallaWalli Col-
lege are all trying to get tax-
exempt bond issues passed.
Whitworth is expecting to
get $7 million from the bonds.
However, "the trustees voted
dultivation, while under a
cancerous cloud on smokers'
rock ever received either the
above mentioned speech or the
above mentioned leniency.
Now let us pretend that
we've perfected our ability to
hit the open 20-foot jump
shot, that God or steroids have
allowed us to reach our 6 foot
9 inches and 210 pounds
physical status, and we've
eked out a 1.2 GPA, we get to
be contestants on the Division
I game show, "The Price is
Right" — tell us what we've
won. -Wow, a new Trans Am,
$200 a week, and mom finally
gets a job?
What do we expect from
these young people when they
reach the pro leagues? Sud-
denly, we "moral" people,
who have either overtly taken
some part in the "im"-mat-
juriq.process or covertlyjp-
in their October 'meeting that
they wanted to ask for $8
million. We may not have the -
collAteral to get what we want,
so we might. have to settle
between $4.5 miftipj and $5.5
million. The difference will
mean that some of the renova-
tion projects will have to be
postponed until later. We real-
Jy Won't know what projects
we can start on until after we
find out how much money we
are looking at," said Goins.
"The uncertaintity of the
whole issue is very frus-
trating," said Gums. "This is.-
a very big decision for Whit-
worth and a lot of financial
items are being carefully con-
sidered. .
.By making it, the
trustees are agreeing that
Whitworth will survive and
grow for another 20 years
while we pay off th(bonds."
proved of it with cur silence
and our patronage expect
these athletes to be All-
American kids and the strictest
followers and examples of our
ethical codes.
Anyone with a semester of
psychology, or even a little
common sense, will tell you
that if you tell people their
whole lives that rules are for
others, but not for them, that
they are special and loved by
all, and then yçu tell them that
if they take cocaine, they'll be
punished and scorned, there is
no reason at all for them to
believe you.
Until we put our athletes in
a new perspective and con-
sistently enforce society's
moral codes on them, the only
people really to blame for the
enormous use of illegal
substances by pro athletes are
,-;/)
achieve our own goals without
intimidation in Baldwin-
Jenkins: We had formulated
our iálua for our lives before
We dat foot on this campus,
and although we have not ex-
perienced college life before,
we are not little puppy dogs
who need to be trained to sit
and beg when an upper-
ciauman commands us to.
Do role models have to be
upperclassmen? We hardl)
think so. Just because this is
our first year in college does
not mean that we must blindly
follow the upperclassmen
because they "know best."
We have the freedom to
"create" without upper-
classmen intervening.We wish to correct
Johnson's reckless statement
concerning who leads dorm
meetings. As in any other
dorm, B-J elected dorm ex-
ecutives to lead dorm
meetings. We made the com-
mitment to represent Baldwin-
Jenkins, yet we are not afraid
to admit our mistakes while
leading.
Every leader will make
mistakes, yet we realize a good
leader learns from them. We
have very talented student
leaders who might not be such
if they were in a dorm with up-
perclassmen. They would be
squashed underneath the
"wisdom" of the sophomores,
juniors and seniors.
Baldwin-Jenkins does not
pretend to have many, tradi-
tions, yet we have already built
a tradition of unity. Just as it
is the people who make up a
church, and not the building,
likewise the residents of B-J
are what make it so uniquc.
Next year, when we move
on to other dorms, our unity
..kll, !',.ttd,l?U&
rather enhanced. What B-J
residents need is best deter-
mined by the residents, not by
upperclassmen in other donns.
Now ask yourself.. .Who is
reilly best served by the
Freshman Dorm?
Michael K. LeRoy
Irish Morita
Representing 150 signatures of
Baldwin-Jenkins Residence
Hall
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- CALENDAR
12 TUESDAY 13
Wayne Smith Faculty Rscltal,
Cello (with Wayne Haupse,
Piano), 7:30 p.m. — MRH
Jan Term RegistratIon (coat.
loire. through 11/22)
WEDNESDAY 14 THURSDAY
• Midweek Worship: Patricia
McDonald, 11:15 n.m. — CH
'Noes Concert: Bill Davis, noon
— FlUB
15 FRIDAY
• Sneak Preiie High Schoul Vl
liars (through 11/16)
Low CaMels Gourmet for the
Holidays, 6 p.m. - Nutrition
Bldg.
• "Value of Whitwoeth Education:".
Darrsl Girder — Cli
'SOAR Cotfeehou.e, 8:30 p.m. —
HUB
'Corpliut., 10 p.m. — Cli
16
Outdoor Rat Ski Trip — Lemon
Creek '—'ge (tisough 11/17)
'SW Northwest Symposium
(through 11/16)
'Volisyball at 81-District
(throuek 11/16)
• Forum: Joe Gaffney-Brown,
11:15 n.m. — Md.
'Fall Production: "You Can't
Take It With You," 8 p.m. —
• Au
• Splashdancs, 10 p.m.-1 am. —
MC
17 SUNDAY 18
(I
I
i.J
:' J
'I
-1
:1
1'
1;
SATURDAY
Low Calorie Gourmet lot the
Holidays, 8 am. — Nutrition
BMw
Basic Financial PlanIng, 9
a.m.4 p.m. — LSC
'FR vs. UPS, 1:30 p.m. — Away
'Women's BSvs. Carroll College
5 p.m. — Away
'Men's RB vs. AlumnI, 7:30 p.m.
-
FallProduction: "You Can't
Take It With You," 8 p.m. —Ant
'JnnIne Kyle Sr. Art Exhibit
(through 11/30) — KoshlaArtGallny
• Fanca Risdon flak RedS
(with Gary LaIng), 3 p.m. —
MRH
• Fall Production: "You Can't
Take It With You," 7 p.m. —
And.
• Campus WorshIp, 8 pan. — CH
Forum: Clvii Disobedience,
11:15 a.m. - And. -
MONDAY 19. - TUESDAY
-
-. Nan's BR.. U. of Alaska-Juneau,
7:30 p.m. — Home
Orchestra FallRscital,8p.m. —
And. -
Bond — cont. from page 1
p *5 - Auditatns
I ca-ch.a
I FA—FbrAzUB,Sdinsi jc — 'in— Snno& Cenia
MRM—MiSc RSIIIHIJ2
MP—MScftiildla
Letter — cont. from page 2
lOops
In last week's story on the
swim team,
, the races were
mistakenly cited by The Whit-
worth/an to be in meters. In
collegiate swimming conipeti-
tion, races are measured in
yards.
-I
Junkies — cont. from page 2
S
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Annual symposium informs students
by Susan Flesh man
of The Whitwonh Ian
What can we, as Whitworth
students do to help the South
African issue? This question
was the theme of this year's
annual Northwest Sympo-
sium, hosted by the Black Stu-
dent Union (BSU) on Friday
night, Nov. 15 and Saturday
morning Nov. 16.
Whitworth student Peter
Maphumulo spoke Friday
night. Maphumulo spoke
about his personal. experience
in SoUth Africa. He told the
story of how he became an cx-
by Amanda Paye
of The Whitworib Ian
Charles W. C lson: author
of B r4iairaicd "fdrniCr
special counsel to President
Richard Nixon, will speak at
Whitworth's 1986 commence-
ment exercises on May 18, ac-
cording to Linda Sharman,
director of Public.Relations.
President Robert Mounce
said, "He (Colson) is an
outstanding spokesman. He's
a very leading figure in the
Christian world."
Mounce added, "We went
• after this almost three years
ago." He said that Colson on-
ly speaks at three com-
mencements per year and that
he plans them about a year
and a half ahead of time. With
the help of some of the
trustees, Mounce said they
were able to secure Colson for
Whitworth's graduation
•
ceremony.
ile. Maphumulo focused his
speech on giving examples of
the ugliness and cruelty he saw
happening in South Africa.
Felix Boateng, was sched-
uled to speak Friday night but
couldn't due to the weather.
Boateng was to cover the
historical aspects of the South
African Issue.
Saturday morning a panel
consisting of South African,
Black American, and White
American students spoke.
These students did a follow-up
on Maphumulci's speech Fri-
day night, eIpanding on some
issues.
The panel included Maseko
Nxumalo from South Africa;
Justus Tjituka from Namibia;
Gwen Morgan from Oregon,
who spent a year in Liberia,
West Africa; and Rod Lee, a
Black American, who con-
tributed thoughts on civil
disobedience vs. apartheid.
The panel stated that in
South Africa the population
consists of approximately 80
percent blacks, 10 percent
whites and 10 percent other,
and yet the blacks are the peo-
pie most discriminated
against. The panel believed
that divestment by our country
will force the African govern-
ment to recognize the rights of
black people.
Nxumalo talked about
measures.
Colson served as special
counsel to President Nixon
from 1969-1973. In 1973, Col-
son resigned from White
House service and began prac-
ticing law as a partner in the
firm of Colsqn and Shapiro
until the summer of 1974.
Following his Christian con-
version, Colson pleaded guilty
to disseminating derogatory
information to the press about
Daniel Ellsburg. At the time,
Ellsburg was awaiting trial for
by Barry Elkin
of The Whuworthian
Whitworth College has
recently taken a large step in
increasing its computer pro-
gram imong staff members by
making available to them the
purchase of DEC Rainbow
micro-computers.
divestment and who would
really suffer from it. President
Reagan says that through our
divestment, the blacks of
South Africa would suffer.
The companies that we would
pull would leave the blacks
employed by the companies
jobless.
Nxumalo, in making his
point that the U.S. should
divest, explained that there
aren't enough blacks em-
ployed to make much of a dif-
ference.
To turn the suffering
around, Nxumalo pointed out
how in America, economics
continued on page 8
theft and., publication of
classified documents.
Colson served seven months
of a onç-to-three year sentence
in two federal prisons. He was
released in 1975.
Colson has also been a
member of the board of direc-
tors of the Voice of Calvary
since 1980 and is a member of
the Columbia Baptist Church.
Colson and his wife,
Patricia, currently live in
northern Virginia near
Washington, D.C.
The Rainbow computers are
manufactured by the Digital
Equipment Corporation and
are compatible with the other
DEC computers Whitworth
has, according to Robert Mc-
Croskey, director of Com-
puter Services at Whitworth.
"This will be the second
purchase for Whitworth of the
continued on page 3
Peter Maphumulo
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Fonner Nixon aide Colson
to speak at graduation
In 1974, following his con- Christian and his first years in
version to Christianity, Colson prison ministry. In his latest
pleaded guilty to a Watergate- book, published in 1983, Lov-
related charge and subsequent- ing God, Colson calls for
ly servéd, a seven-month Chritian discipleship and ac-
:fscral prison.tern After hisr-cjiôn, according tQ igformatjon,ftàirWhitwO?th*Public
Prison Fellowship, Inc. in Relations office.
1976, an organization
17,000-members strong. The "liJczs Christ to change
Prison Fellowship program is
my view of life — and mya regular schedule of seminars
,eihbOI. enemy, friend,in prisons and communities,
that involves inmates in Bible and
-
stiangër — so
study and religious training. drastically? My mind was
The organization also dffers whirling .., Yet deepChristian ëounseling to in- ckn,,j I knew forces wa'e
mates' families and help in cx- at work which wereprisoner' transition to life out-S d mding that 7 rethInkside prison. Prison Fellowship
is also active in 30 foreign na- every facet ofmy life."
tions. Colson has been chair- — ChaSes Colson
man of the board of this Born AgaIn, 1976
organization since 1979.
Colson's conversion is Colson 'is also chairman of,
documented in his bestseller the board of Justice
Born Again, published in Fellpwship, an Organization
1976. His second book, Life formed in 1983 to promote
Sentence, published in 1979, biblically-based prison sen-
talks about his growth as a tencing and prison reform
Chale. Cohen Is booked to .peak at Whltworth's 1986
— ceremoSea.
College to add
32 computers
Alice (Mindy Qaham) and Tony (Mikal Kartvedt) toast each other In thet I co,nedy
Can't Take It With You" which played In Whltwoflh's Cowles Auditosiwn last wealcend. See
review and more photos on page 5.
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To the editor:
The campaign going on now
in the Whitworth community
on how to help the alcoholics
does not make any sense to
me. In the first place, 1 argue
that alcoholics do not need
help in that no one advised or
asked them to drink. Any
reasonable and responsible
human being is supposed to
know when his/her intake
level of any commodity is
okay. By trying to say that the
alcoholic needs help, we are
directly encouraging him to
drink; after all, there are people
who will take care of him. For
those who do drink, we are ad-
vising them to go ahead and
drink, because there are
counselors who can help them.
The point is that we should.
not, by our attitude, en-
courage people to indulge in
certain actions. By telling
alcoholics that it is a disease,
they feel that they can't con-
trol it. And the question is: if
alcohol, which is more or less
a self-inflicted problem, is
called a' disease, what will we
call a patient who i.s suffering
To the editor:
Facing the financial dilem-
mas of our collegiate years,
most student leaders here at
Whitworth have optçd to join
the staff at Resident Life over
Student Government. This is
not all bad for we need such
leaders as Resident Assistants,
BUT, such a lopsided balance
is unhealthy and dangerous to
the efficacy of our studçnt
government.
Wanted;
Someone with leadership
potential to; coordinate and
lead, uniuly meetings, 'make
numerous posters, attend stan-
ding and non-standing corn-
mltteç meetings on a very con-
sistant basis. Must be en-
thusiastic, creative, bright,
personable and able to handle
Usc stress of this job while be-
ing a student, worker etc.
Must also have Monday nights
free to entertain the process of
from TB, cancer or other real
diseases? If we should con-
sider alcoholism as a disease,
we better address it as a self-
inflicted desease. The alco-
holic has a will power to come
out of it by not drinking while
TB patients have no power to
walk out of their disease. A
drunken alcoholic has no virus
or bacteria attacking any part
of his body, only he chooses to
drink. The solution is to quit
drinking and he will be okay.
It, is most unfortunate that
our society is giving into
such things, and condoning a
lot of .evils by giving them
Christian names —- hence
alcoholism becomes "a
disease," homosexuality
becomes an "alternative way
of life." All these names were
given in order to accom-
moclate them. And what do
we see? The societyis watered
down and morals diluted.
Society has nothing to con-
serve since all these evils not
only infiltrate the society
but dominate the society. Peo-
ple can come out in the na-
tional dailies and TV to tell the
nation that they are this and
that and therefore lighting for
their rights. We believe that
the best help that we can offer
to our friends, loved
ones, etc., who happen to be
alcoholic is to tell them to
desist from it, encourage them
to stop drinking but going to
extreme to tell them that it is
not their fault, does them no
good. They choose to drink
and the only quick possible
solution is for them to stop
drinking. These days people
choose their osyn sickness!
Today, because we refused
'to take action and to speak out
when needed, a certain group
or members have 'brought
God's anger cn our society.
What do we hayc? ,An epi-
demic of AIDS'S Vhatever in
our society, like a wide break
of fire in the Sahara desert.
Yet the academicians and in-
tellectuals -are busy pointing
fingers toward wrong direc-
tions as to what causes AIDS.
For some of us who are Chris-
tians and members of the in-
tellectual community, we must
always espouse the truth no
matter what the circumstances,
Osuji Patrick
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Civil disobedience:
question is moot
by Dave Benz
The Whitworthian Editorial.Board
Last week the Whitworth student body yawned, chatted,
or napped through a series of Forums on the subject of
civil disobedience. No discredit should come to the Forum
staff; the Forums were interesting and timely — perhaps
more timely than anyone realized. Yet what should have
been morally stimulating dialogue fell on deaf ears. It
seems that at Whitworth, the question of civil disobedience
is a moot one:.
Civil disobedience does not lack significance because
there is a lack of knowledge. Every student is required to
study the likes of Henry David Thoreau and Marlin Luther
King in Core 150. We read and discuss such grandiose sub-
jects as the possible immorality of the majority and the
need for an individual to make a stand on moral grounds
in certain situations. Kierkegaard, Ghandi, Jesus — all
great men imprisoned for their stands against the state, are
studied in depth. All this knowledge is retained long
enough to pass the next exam and is then discarded. Civil
disobedience at Whitworth is unmistakably a test answer
and purely hypothetical.
It is not moot due to a lack of causes. We hear on the
news about the Afghan rebels and the blacks in South
Africa; we read in the newspapers about the Sandinistas in
El Salvador and the children in Northern Ireland. A
parade of causes marches through Whitworth at Forum:
nuclear waste, apartheid, Ethiopia, urban blight. These
topics çlo little more than draw a handful of listeners to
Nutrition 2005 for lunch. For the rest of the campus, the
question is moot.
The question is not moot because of a sense of
helplessness. Thoreau and King taught us that one persoik
can make a difference. Our world is filled with examples of
individuals that do make a difference: Mother Teresa,
Terry Fox, Bob Geldof, Che Guevara. We see the works
of these individuals and then continue to go to church on
Sunday and Economics on Monday. Somewhere our sup-
posedChistinyalqe have been repJaced byai appalling
apathy and our windows to the world have become mir-
rors, filled with our own fat reflections. Civil disobedience
at Whitworth? The question is moot.
Martin Luther King Jr. once said that "if a man hasn't
found something he will die for, he isn't fit to live." Con-
demning words to a school whose student body sees the
world as little more than a giant job market. To ask of this
student body to even contemplate civil disobedience is like
asking Arnold Schwarzenagger to turn the other cheek.
The question is moot.
The question [is moot because Whitworth students are
typical: they don't care:. Instead of pitying that poor rebel
crouching in the hills near Kabul, instead of sympathizing
with the Sandinista soldier dodging Contra bullets in San
Salvador, do something. Those men and women, for all
their misery, have something our American dollars can't
buy, something, that long ago got cushS in the stampede
that has become the American Dream: they have a cause,
something to die for. -
In Geneva, the man who we elected as the leader of this
country is meeting with the Soviet Premier to discuss arms
limitations. These talks could well decide the fate of the
continued on page 8
Alcoholism is not a disease
Student leaders face dilemma
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school policy making at Presi- year (paraphrased): "Without
dent's council. SALARY: YQI- financial incentives some of
untes Work ONLY. our best leaders will continue
Wanted: to fall in line with Student Life
Someone with leadership po- mostly out of necessity."
tential to; coordinate the at- I propose that we give a
mosphere of the living condi- yearly room rebate to all
tions surrounding the "Chris- Dorm Presidçnts and a se-
tian Collegiate Experience," mester room Eebate to all
policetheusageofalcoholand dorm vice presidents. I
drugs and extensive sexual E understand the dilemma of
tivity. Must be firmly estab- dealing out a financial sum to
lished in self identity, Must aii those involved as dorm of-
deal with uneasy situations frs but' a roOm rebate
with peers and sometimes take should not induce any severe
a stand opposite those whose difficulties to the financial
company' you cherish.. establishment at Whitworth.
SALARY: $225 a month.' 1 give a call to our student
What would you choose? government and administra-
Due to financial NEED'many lion' in that order, to attack
of our leaders have had to mis weakness which so boldly
choose the latter to the dismay' diallenges us -both now and
of Student Government and to - for the years to come.
the hooray of Student Life. As
Travis Downs, former ex-
ecutive vice president James J. Jones(ASWC), summed it up last
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NEWS
Vuppies
Things yuppies throw
away are what an artist who
teaches at Pacific Lutheran
University says she-used to
create her sculpture "Sun-
day Morning," now stand
ing in' a -campus cafeteria.
FLU students, however,
dpn't appreciate it ard iave,
to the campus
food' director that the
sculpture ip inappropriate
-
Enrollment,Enrollment will drop
again: According to the Na-
tional Center for Educaiton
Statistics, there will be
about 575,000 fewer stu-
dents enrolled in college by
1993.
Mlnorlles
Minority students repre-
sent only 14 percent of all
students at four-year in-
stitutions and 21 percent at
two-year schools, according
td a new -study by the
American Council on Edu-
cation. White students com-
prise 82 percent of the four-
year student body, and 79
percent of the two-year.
O1xa Rqxd
Student arrested
on morals charge
by Shauna Winner
of The Whitworthlon
Writer Nicholas Delbanco's schedule
- Monday, Nov. 18
3rd Period
Shakespeare class: An Intro, to King Lear
Tb. WbhtwsS.a, No,abe 1$, IØSS Ps 3
Forum footnotes
by John Boyer
of The Whllworthlon
Listening to jazz and
watching space shuttle slides
will be featured in the next two
Whitworth Forums.
On Friday, Nov. 22, the
Whitworth College Jazz
Ensemble will be performing
under the direction of Whit-
worth music instructor Paul
Halverson. The ensemble will
be combined of both Whit-
worth and Gonzaga musi-
cians. A smaller band will also
be performing under the direc-
tion of Norm Bellas. Both jazz
and rock music will be played.
Forum on Monday, Nov.
25, is titled "America in
Space: What's Up?" Col.
Nathan Lindsay of the Air
Fnrre Eastern Space and
Missiles Center at Cape
Canaveral will speak about the
American space shuttle and its
programs. Lindsay has been
Computers — from page 1
Rainbow computers. Over 40 the Apple computers in the
computers were bought a year Computer Center. "The Rain-
and a half ago. The Rainbows bows will not be compatibleto
are very high-quality com- the lBMs or to the Apples, but
puters. We are very much we will be able to transfer
satisfied with them. Also, some things:
DEC a very good deal The two types of Rainbow
on them," McCroskey said, computers beIng offered to the
faculty and staff members are
McCroskey said that 10 of the Type A and B computers
the—fl.cpniputers, ordered will -whichwillbe sold for $1,399
go to the administration, and and $2,352.80 respectively. -
the other 22 will be sold to the The difference between the
faculty and staff members ol two types of comj,uters' of-
Whitworth College.' fered is that the Type B com-
The computers will be used puter is more expandable than
mostly for for word processs- the Type A. "The Type A is a
ing, data base, and spread basic computer and will do
sheets said MeCroskey. "We everything that most people
won't have letter. quality want It to do. The Type B
printers everywhere, but if a computer is more expandabic'
person needed to use one he than the Type A, but I think
could easily move his com- more people will want the A to
puter and link it up with one the B, In fact, I think only two
of the letter quality printers we people hove signed up for the
have on campus." Type B," said McCroskey.
"Compatibility was the McCroskey admitted that
main reason we choose the the purchase of the computers
Rainbows," Mccroskey said. is a big step fo the computer
"The Rainbows are totally program at Whltworth In both
compatible with the other ad- the academic and ad-
minstration computers at ministrative fields.
Whitworth. All of the Rain- "We have plans in the
bows are also compatible with future for more additions to
a bigger terminal mode which the computer program which
will make tham easier to use." will be funded through grants.
The administration com- We arc planning for a micro-
puters are connected to a DEC computer lab, a writing lab to
1170 computer in the library be used by the English depart-
by a communications line. ment, a general computer lab,
Other computers on campus and an addition for 50 more
include the,, IBM computers in micro-computers to the cam-
the Physics department and pus," McCroskey said.
The
National
Campus
Icecream
A four-mile long banana
split, made by students at
Bowling Green State Uni-
versity raised money for the
Muscular Dystrophy Asso-
ciation, and set a world
record. -
Beards
Follicle folly: The men of
a residence hail at the
University of Kansas are
engaged in fast and furious
competition — to see who
can grow the best beard. A
recent Parent's' Day, how-
ever, trimmed the number
of competitors. As one stu-
dent. explained, "My Momjust laughed at me, so I
shaved."
A 20-year-old Whitworth
student was arrested on-
campus Tuesday, Nov. 12,
following an incident in the
Whitworth Aquatic Center,
according to Lt. N.R. Nicker-
son of the Spokane County
Sheriff's Department.
Freshman Stephen Hodges
was charged with first degree
statutory rape. -Nickerson
said, "One of our uniformed
officers, as I understand, ar-
rested him on-campus about
12:50 p.m." The incident oc-
curred sometime during the
morning. According to Nick-
ersnn. the victim, a vniin hew
about 7 years old, was alleged-
ly abused in the men's locker
.room of the Whitworth
Aquatic Center.
Aquatic Director, Jon Buz-
zard did not wish to comment.
"It was an isolated, unfor-
tunate incident," said Director
of Public Relations, Lindi
Sharman. "It needs to be dealt
with as compassionately a
possible for both the peopt
involved. I hope it won't be a
source of panic or casual
gossip." Sharman said, "The
college administration takes
this situation very seriously
and wants to deal with it
responsibly."
Vice President of Student
Life, Julie Anderton declined
to comment.
Ccl. Nathan LkWI.W
involved with the Air Force's
space-related programs since
1959. He will present the space
shuttle's historical back-
ground as well as its future.
In addition to the lecture,
Lindsay's col6r slides of the
space shuttle will be shown.
8th Period
-
Introduction to Creative Writing class,
speaking on a general topic to beginning
students, WM 105
730 p m.
Fiction reading, Seminar Center, Rm. I
• Tuesday, Nov 19
3rd/4th Period
Contemporary American PoeJry cla,
T 'topic yet to be determined
.Wednesday, Nov. 20
3rd Period
Introduction to Literature class, topic on
poetry - ' , -
7th PerIod
American Literature class: Flannery
O'Connor and Southern Literature
Thursday, Nov. 21
2nd Period -
Recent American History class, to speak
on radical 60s literature
3:30-5:00 p.m.
Meeting with English majors to talk about
what is good in contemporary literature
Friday, Nov. 22
9:00-10:00 a.m.
Individual appointments (15 minutes.
each) to talk about careers or graduate
school
3rd Period
A talk about writing careers and graduate
- schools (videotaped)
HELP A FRIEND BREAK
A HABIT ON NOV. 21
If you have friends who smoke,'help them quit during the
Great American Smokeout on November 21. Keep a friend from
smoking forone day, and you may keep a friend for l'
WHIT WORTH COLLEGE
STUDENT STORE
Hours: *
Ti
Saturday
Sunday
Mon -Thurs.
Friday
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
1 p.m.-10 p.m.
9 a.m.-1O p.m.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
A great
-
place to stop
-
for a study break!
* fated daring Fonsin
t-ç';, '-;:
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— Concert reviews
T. Twins' performance almost flawless
by Khris Vogel
of The Whitworthfrmn
Walking into the
Washington State University's
Beasley Performing Arts
Center, one sees almost
nothing but teenage girls.
Loads of Beckys, Michelles
and Brendas wearing all the
latest post-Madonna.wanna-
be fashions. I suddenly think
that I'm at a Wham! or a
Duran Duran concert.
I quickly check my ticket.
Tuesday, Nov. 12. The
Thompson Twins Tour For
Future Days, with Orchestral
Manoeuvres in the Dark open-
ing the show. Yep, this must
be the place.
Or is it? I would imagine a
more compatible bill than the
synth-pop of OMD and the
smooth, melodious techno-
pop of the Thompson Twins.
You might expect a. rather
heady crowd at a concert like
this. But as I look around at
the half-empty Beasley, I can't
help but grow apprehensive.
Me and 3,000 girls showing off
their learner's permits. Boy, is
this going to be fun.
As it turned out, it wasn't
all that bad. OMD took the
stage, and soon the audience
found not their minds under
attack, but rather their feet.
The combination of the
rhythmic and atmospheric
backing taps and frontman
Andy McCluskey's dancing
quickly had the people danc-
ing. By the time horn players
and guitarist were brought out
for "Women Ill," everybody
was dancing. And with
keyboardist Paul Humph-
reys coming forward to share
vocal chores with McCluskey,
we had a real live, organic
band, not just computers and
tapes.
Where OMD had previously
aimed for body andmind with
their older material like
"Enola Gay" and "It Hap-
pens All the Time," the OMD
that Tuesday's Pullman c(owd
saw decided to concentrate on
new Top 40-stS'le of music.
The more challenging material
from their new "Crush"
album like "Bloc Bloc Bloc"
and the title track were not of-
fered for the audience's
perusal. OMD scored a
triumph of style over
substance, but a somewhat
empty triumph at that.
The Thompson Twins, on
the other hand, were very
aware of the lyrical impor-
tance of their music. Maybe
too aware.
The Twins opened their set
with an impressive "Here's to
Future Days," complete with
brassy keyboards and an im-
pressive light show. "Tokyo"
and "Lies" were as good as
their album versions, if not
better. Still better were "Sister
of Mercy" and a very sharp
"Into the Gap." "Don't Mess
with Doctor Dream," the
Twins' anti-drug song that
recently topped the British
charts, had an almost scratch-
funk intensity.
As much as the highpoints
lifted the band's performance,
a few clunkers dragged the
show down without haste. An
overly busy "King for a Day"
caused any message that the
song may have had to be lost.
"In the Name of Love" suf-
fered a similar fate, losing its
groove in the arrangement.
What should have been the
• show's highlight turned into
the evening's biggest disap-
pointmeñt. "Hold Me Now"
on vinyl, at least,ls one of the
1980s most beautifully simple
songs; a catchy melody with
Tom Bailey's soulful -vocals
underlying Alannah Currie's
- vulnerable lyrics. Tuesday
night, however, the song may
as well have been a Foreigner
single. The harder and faster
playing did little for the song.
A song that struck a note on
even the most hardened soul
was lost forever, one felt. So
much for holding on to yester-
day.
Coming out for the encore,
though, the Thompsons
redeemed themselves
somewhat. Their version of
Lennon and McCartney's
"Revolution" cut and burned.
Steve Stevens, whose guitar
work graced the album version
of the remake, was not missed
in the live version. The band
played intensely enough to
make the song as relevant to-
day as it was almost 20 years
ago. -
With all of Beasley singing
"all right" along with the
Twins, one could almost
forget the mistakes, minor and
major, that were made Tues-
day ... almost.
A & M hasn't altered Amy's message
by Jill Johnson
of The Whitworthian
They. danced and sayçd,
clapped and waved in 'the
Spokane Coliseum Friday
night. Amy Grant gave the
final performance of her
"Unguarded" tOur to a
delighted Spokane crowd. She
opened with "Love of
Another Kind," an upbeat
rock 'if roll tune — typical of
the music on her new
Unguarded album.
If Grant's music carried a
message, it was that Christian
National On-Campus Report
— Here, according to the Col-
lege Board, is the face of the
of the freshman class:
• The number of courses in
traditional, academic areas,
taken by the college-bound
high school seniors of 1985,
increased — the largest in-
creases were in math and
physical sciences, and women
reported larger increases than
men in both areas.
• Enrollment in honors, or
advanced placement, courses
increased for all subjects.
• The most popular college
majors are business manage-
ment and administration (7.5
percent), accounting (4.6 per-
cent), premedicine (4.5 per-
cent), prelaw (3.5 percent),
computer sciences (3.3 per-
cent), and registered nursing
(2.6 percent).
• Most seniors intending to
study business are women (55
music is fun. Grant and her
back up of ten musicians
brought the crowd to its feet
with their enthusiasm as they
danced ,and sng' Antics like
thro'ing lrumsticks back and
forth told The crowd they were
having fun, too.
One of the best numbers of
the night came from an older
album, Age to Age. For "Fat
Baby," band members dressed
up in white jackets and hanimed
up the Big Band-style tune by
pretending to play instruments
made of cardboard. Bubbles
floated by as they danced
around the stage.
percent).
• Interest in computer
science fell for the second
straight year, and interest in
engineering fell for the third.
• Interest in education in-
creased for the second year
running, and the SAT verbal
and math averages of these
students rose six and seven
points respectively over 1984,
and 10 and 14 over 1983.
• Only 25 percent of
college-bound seniors'
families can meet the full an-
nual average cost at four-year
public colleges ($5,300). Only
12.5 percent can meet the cost
for four-year private colleges
($9,700).
• The percentage of ethnic
minority students rose to an
all-time high of 20 percent.
• The number of students
taking the SAT rose by more
than 12,600 even though the
number of high school
In contrast to her perfor-
mance two years ago in the
Spokane Opera House, which
featured music from her more'
mellow Straight Ahead album,
Friday's çdncert was much
more upbeat. Since going to a
secular label (A & M), Grant
has been criticized for her new
style of Christian rock.
However, Grant struck a
balance between her rock 'n'
roll sound with such mellower
selections as "El Shaddai,"
"Where Do You Hide Your
Heart," "Straight Ahead,"
and "Jehovah."
The Amy Grant concert was
graduates was projected to
drop by 3 percent.
• More than half (59 per-
cent) say they wish to live in a
dormitory during their first
two years of college; 22 per-
cent at home; 14 percent in an
apartment; and 5 percent in a
fraternity or sorority house.
The preference for coed dor-
mitories has been -growing
since 1974.
• A whopping 70 percent
were active in athletics in high
school; 45 percent in social or
community clubs; 43 percent
in art, music, or dance; 35 per-
cent in religious organizations;
28 percent in journalism,
debating or drama; 24 percent
in student government; 14 per-
cent in departmental or
preprofessional clubs; and 7
percent in ethnic
organizaitons. Most students
plan a reduction in extracur-
ricular activities in college,
particularly in athletics and
religion.
not a one-woman show. It was
opened by Bob Bennett, and
solos by Gary Chapman,
Grant's three back-up singers,
and other ;band members
displayed a wide range 'of
talent within' the band.- Stage
effects such as §moke and col-
orful lighting also enhanced
the show.
• The three-hour concert end-
ed with the crowd on its feet,
as Grant and Company reap-
peared to perform "Fight"
and "Angels Watching Over
Me" as an encore. Dañàing
out of the Coliseum, one
Whitworth sophomore
summed up the evening: "It
was great!"
National stats compiled
for current freshman class
Learn how to
cope with
STRESS
At the
Discussion!
Study Break
Wednesday, Nov. 20
at 7 p.m.
Arend Main Lounge
with
discussion leader
Kyle Storm
and as an added bonus
Food! 'Food! Food!
sponsored by: funded by:
Students Helping Students ASWC
FEATURE
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Fall play thoroughly entertaining
by Pia Christensen
of The Whitworthion
A good time was had by-
all at the Whitworth
Theatre Arts department's fall
production "You Can't Take
It With You." The three-act
comedy, directed by a new
addition to the Whitworth
faculty, Rick Hornor, provid-
ed fun and laughs for all par-
ticipants, cast, crew, and
especially the audience.
The play, written by Moss
Hart and George S. Kaufman,
by Kathy Marousek
of The Whitworth,an
He had always dreamt of
becoming an engineer, but
after World War II all of his
college savings had been lost,
depleted to one-tenth of their
worth.
"I spent 18 months ma U.S.
POW camp. When I got out, I
saw very little hope in Ger-
many. My home town was
bombed up, and my father
was still in a Russian POW
camp, where he stayed for five
years. I decided to come to
America," said Karl W.
Evers, the new German pro-
tells a story, and, at the same
time, teaches a lesson. When
Alice, the only normal
member of the mad
Vanderhof-Sycamore family,
falls in love with her boss' son,
Tony, his quite upright and
precise world collides with
hers, arid both "heartburn and
humor" begin. The program
notes go on to say that, in the
end, even Tony's father, a
stuffy old banker, learns "that
there is something to be said
for riding hobbies and living
according to impulse.''
Through it all, this laugh-out-
loud comedy was thoroughly
fessor at Whitworth.
When Evers came to the
United States in 1951, he lived
with his uncle in Duluth,
Minn., while attending the
University of Minnesota. He
studied engineering, but never
received a degree in the field.
Seeming as if he was just out
of one war, Evers was drafted
for the Korean War as an
American soldier. He was
ironically positioned in Ger-
many for three years.
After his seco,nd war ex-
perience, Evers decided he
wanted to teach. He received
his elementary teaching degree
in 1959, and his Ph.D. in 1970.
"1 loved, and still do, teaching
entertaining and well done.
With Melinda Graham tak-
ing the lead as Alice, and a
strong performance by her op-
posite, Mikal Kas-tvedt, who
played Tony, the play was an
impressive display of acting
talent on Whitworth campus.
The experience of actors Todd
St. Marie and Sarah Hanson,
who played Grandpa Martin
Vanderhof and Penelope
Sycamore respectively, pro-
vided a strength which held the
play together wonderfully.
The wide variety of other
characters added craziness and
humor, and the result was
elementary children, but I
wanted to advance myself. I
felt 1 could use my talent bet-
ter in a college system," said
Evers.
Evers came 10 Spokane in
1984 to teach German at
Spokane Falls Community
College. "The good Lord
opened the door for me when 1
replaced someone on sab-
batical,' said Evers.
Now on the Whitworth staff
as a part-time professor, in-
structing two classes, Evens
said he hopes the job will
become full-time. He said he
enjoys the Christian
fellowship and the colleagiali-
ty of the staff. "At larger
universities you hardly get to
know your colleagues and
their different disciplines, at
Whitworth the staff is close,"
he said.
Outside the Pine Cone Cur-
tain, Evers is very much in-
volved with his church. He
and his wife also counsel for-
merly married persons.
"There are always people out
there suffering; they need our
help and compassion," he
• said. Evers was widowed in
1977 and remarried in 1980.
P Evens said he believes he is
• blessed to be at Whitworth.
When asked exactly what he
thought of it, he said, ''I love
it.''
hilarious. The goal of amusing
and entertaining was definitely
accomplished.
Hornor, in his 16th year of
directing, was very satisfied
with his first production at
Whitworth. "They've done a
very professional job," he
said. The "very clear, very
precise characters" con-
tributed greatly to the produc-
lion's professional quality.
Stephanie Halton, who
played Essie, also noticed the
high quality. A decline in per-
formance excellence is often
expected after each perfo-
mance, "but we have main-
tained well,' she said. "It's a
lot of work, but fun."
David Adams, who played
Paul Sycamore, agreed,
"Comedies are fun, but a lot
of work." However, he was
glad that this year's fall pro-
duction was a comedy. "There
hasn't been one at Whitworth
for a long time."
The audience's excellent
turnout demonstrated that
they, too, were happy to see a
comedy produced at Whit-
worth. They laughed at, and
with, the zany characters, and
could even relate to some of
the craziness. Jim (-lunt, who
saw the production Saturday
night, said, "It reminds me of
my familyl"
The support and participa-
tion by both the Whitworth
community and other Spokane
community members was
noticed and greatly ap-
preciated. It is this kind of
support that encourages the
performers and expresses in-
terest in future performances,
such as "You Can't Take lt
With You."
Miss Wellington (Laurie Ann Tuttle) panes out In a drunken stupor across the laps of
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby (Delaine Swenson and Kathy Gosnell).
Prof knows Germany first-hand
Russian ballet instructor Boris Kolenkhou (Peter
Prekeges) greets Mice (Mlndy Graham) as Tony (Mikal
Kartvedt) looks on.
____________________
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"Whoal This bust looks Ilk. regular spoghs$tH
Whew's my Earthworms Aifredo?'
A
by John Worster
Special toThe Whittvorlhian
OK screenwriters, feast on
this one. Whitworth and the
University of Puget Sound
meet in tjie last game of the
season, both tied for second
place in the Columbia Foot-
ball League. A win will
guarantee that one of them
will stay (here. Considering
both were picked to finish
below fourth place in the Col-
umbia League, according to
the pre-season coaches and
sportswriters poll, this is quite
an accomplishment.
UPS Head Coach Paul
Walroff is coaching his last
collegiate game, stepping
down to allow a younger man
to rupture arteries and lose his
hair. Whitworth receiver
Wayne Ralph needs but 10
receptions to break the NAIA
single season record, and
could smash several other na-
tional and school records as
well. Throw in 1,500 rabid
fans, 300 wooden blocks and
400 kazoos, and a blow-hard
pep band, and you've got the
makings of a barn burner. Or
a coronary.
The way the first quarter
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworthian
went, many fans could have
slipped into comas, had there
not been a few close plays that
kept them awake. Thanks to a
27-yard field goal by Jim
Beckman, UPS led 0-3 after 15
minutes.
After completing only four
of his first 11 attempts, Cliff
Madison got rolling and so did
the Pirates. UPS quarterback
Steve Burrato fumbled a hand-
off at his 26-yard line, and
Madison quickly hit Ralph for
13 yards, Scott Ralph for three
apd Mark Houk for 12 yards
and a TO. Whitworth 7-3.
The Loggers promptly
answered with an impressive
eight-play, 76-yard drive, all
but' one play on the ground,
with the league's leading
rusher, Mike Oliphant, churn-
ing 28 yards for a TD.
Thanks to great defensive
pressure from the Pirates,
UPS stalled the rest of the
half, while the Pirates added
two more scores, Madison on
a I-yard keeper, and a 20-yard
pass to Wayne Ralph.
In the second half, Whit-
worth looked as if they would
take no prisoners as they
stormed onto the field, forced
and recovered a fumble at the
UPS 26, and in two plays,
Madison hit Gary Dawson for
a 20-yard TD. Twenty-eight to
night when the Whitworth
men's basketball team pre-
vailed against the alumni
70-62.
10, and a blowout.
Maybe.
The Pirates held a mild Log-
ger drive in check, threw three
incomplete passes, and punted
back to UPS. A roughing the
kicker penalty gave Whitworth
new life at their 48-yard line,
but they punted in four plays.
The next UPS drive set the
tone for the rest of the game.
En perhapps their most im-
pressive offensive showing of
the season, the Loggers drove
79 yards in 17 plays, all but
two of them runs, and chewed
8:13 off the clock.
Running an option at the
Whitworth 4-yard line on third
and goal, Burrato was trapped
deep in the backfield by Scott
Sadler, but was able to pitch to
Oliphani. who raced around
right end for a TD. Burrato
found a wide-open Curt Mar-
ble in the end zone for a two-
point conversion and suddenly
it was 28-18.
The giant pendulum of
momentum, which had held
up on the side of the Pirates
for the first half, swung a bit
towards UPS. The crowd ex-
ploded to life after Joe Logan
intercepted a Madison pass at
the UPS 40-yard line and
returned it 51 yards to the
Whitworth 9-yard line. The
Pirates' hopes of a victory
began to crumble like cheap
tually unstopable in the first
half as he led the alumni to an
initial lead. Meyers shot much
like he did for four years as a
letterman, tallying 16 of his
game high 24 points in the first
half. Fire.
Meanwhile, the varsity was
struggling. Barry Holly and
Darryl Dickson, who com-
bined for 30 points, could only
manage three baskets in the
first half. The team threw
away passes, missed
underneath, and let the older
alums run and gun. Ice.
Fortunately there was a se-
cond half. Holly and Dickson
caught fire and suddenly the
Pirates couldn't miss. Brad
Meyers could no longer carry
the Alumni and with less than
four minutes to go, the alums
relinquished the lead that they
had held for most of the game.
With a minute left, Dickson
swiped a pass and did his ver-
sion of the Phi Slamma Jam-
ma to put the game ice.
After the game, Coach
Friedrichs was pleased.
"We played hard, ag-
gressive basketball. That's the
key to the team this year."
Friedrichs, in his first year as
head coach, is unsure as to
how the team will do, but he is
optimistic. -
"There are a lot of
unknowns," he said, "but I
think the talent is here."
If the Pirates are to improve
over last year's sub-par
season, there is going to have
to be a lot more games like the
second half against the.Alum-
ni — and a lot more fire from
players like Holly and
Dickson.
line for the score. The two-
point conversion missed, and
Whitworth was clinging to a
28-24 lead.
What happened on the next
two Pirate possessions tore out
the hearts of Whitworth fans.
Credit the Pirate detense.
They held the Loggers, and
blocked Grant Allen's punt at
midfield: But the subsequent
Whitworth drive sputtered,
and UPS had the ball and
another chance.
At the Whitworth 45-yard
line, Kurt Koch flattened Bur-
rato from the backside as he
recovered Burrato's - fumble.
But one of the zebras chose to
pick on Whitworth rookie
Sean Alcantara, who other-
wise played an excellent game,
and flagged him for holding a
receiver. Given new life, UPS
jumped on the Pirates already
deflated spirits when tight end
Todd Torgeson hauled in a
pass over the middle, broke
three tackles and slammed
home the go-ahead TO from
31 yards out. A missed conver-
sion left the score 28-30.
Madison drove the Pirates
once more, gamely inching
theft way baëk towards the
lead. The clock 'was running
with four Minutes to-g'o; the
crowd roaring, and Whitworth
fighting for their lives. ut a
Staff Report — The Whitworth
Pirate swim team hosted the
Missionaries of Whitman in a
dual meet Saturday afternoon.
Due to illnesses of crucial
swimmers and the Bucs' lack
of divers, the score was rather
lopsided, with Whitman ahead
81 to 28 in the women's race
and 69 to 39 in the men's.
Once again, however, there
were several outstanding in-
dividual performances.
One of the most exciting
moments of any season i
qualifying for the national
championships. Saturday,
Jennifer Verdier became the
first Pirate to qualify in an in-
dividual event by stroking to a
2:28.27 in the 200-yard
backstroke. Her time was not
only a second below the stan-
dard, but earned her second-
place honors: In addition to
Verdier, Margy Lee and Lena
Limahai continued to swim
well by winning two and one
events respectively. Lee, a
freshman, cruised to her best
time of 2:34.18 to triumph in
the 200-yard butterfly, and
out-touched a Whitman swim-
mer by 0.1 seconds to win the
50-yard freestyle with a 27.32
time. Limahai's win came in
the 200-yard individual medley
in which she easily outdis-
tanced the field to finish in
2:29.44.
Finally, in the women's
competition, particularly
noteworthy swims were turned
Rick Bolen stepped to the
helm of the Pirate attack for
the last 1:30 and drove Whit-
worth 65 yards, mixing pass-
ing with frantic scrambling.
But the Loggers played a six-
than prevent defense, didn't
surrender a score, and Whit-
worth's last hopes died for
good when a pass for Gary
Dawson at the 6-yard line sail-
ed just out of his grasp. UPS
had pulled out perhaps the
most dramatic comeback of
the season in the Columbia
Football League.
Several Pirates played their
last collegiate game, among
them Kelly Shea, Scott Ward,
Malcom, Townsend, Ted
Snider, Kurt Koch, Brian
Stearns, Jim Whitbread,.
Scott McKay, Ken Hoppus
and Todd Ulrich.
Cliff Madison fell just short
of breaking thç Whitworth
single season passing record of
2,S0Wyards set by Mike Mar-
tin in 1982, as he finished the
year with 2,462.
With the win, UPS finished'
the season at 7-2, apd ,4:Zn
league., Whitworth completed
their seson with a 3-6 overall
mark, 33in' league play.
in by Carolyn Sue Stallings in
the 200-yard and 500-yard-
freestyle events. Stallings was
competing in her first competi-
tion ever, having taken up
swimming just a month ago.
The men's team dominated
in both relays, winning the
400-yard medley in 4:00.70
and the 400-yard freestyle in
3:34. Both teams were made
up of the same four swimmers:
Tom Lachermeier, Bob
Blazek, John Wickman, and
Roric Fink. Wickman's but-
terfly leg of the relay, which he
completed in 58 seconds, was
an excellent swim, beating his
season's best by two full
seconds.
Continuing his domination
of the freestyle events, Fink
won the 200-yard freestyle
with time of 1:57.78. In the
50-yard freestyle, Steve Flegel
sprinted to a 25.30 first place
finish.
The other men's triumph
was nagged by Blazek, who
swam a strong 2:24.04 finish
in the 200-yard breast stroke.
Probably the most exciting
moments of the men's com-
petition were provided by
Derek Lutz, however. Lutz, a
freshman, improved his time
in the 500-yard freestyle by
well over 30 seconds in the
short span of two weeks. With
a continued improvement like
this, Lutz could soon become
a major factor in the Bucs'
swimming program.
%k' . , .,A , - , 'c'
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SPORTS —
A haute for second place
Loggers axe Pirates in finale
comeback was not in the
bricks and mortar. cards.
Alain Patton, a 5 foot-9 The final knife that killed
inch bulldozer, plowed Whitworth hopes came when
through the Pirates for eight Russ Waterman got his second
yards, and Burrato barely, interception of Madison at the
wedged the ball over the chalk:. UPS 43 and returned it 34
yards. The Loggers drove 23
yards to score, with Alain Pat-
ton bursting 14 yards on a trap
up the middle.
Bucs display fire dice
Brad Meyers, former Whit-
Fire and Ice. worth standout and currently
That was the story Saturday the assistant coach, was vir-
Verdier in Nationals
My oh Meyers. Assaig Coach Brad Meas scan a bucket
against wwa brother Brian hi the aimual Alunvd Game
Saturday night. Brian had 14 poInts, Brad seerS 24.
SPORTS
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by Sam Weber
of The Whitworthian
Something incredible hap-
pened in the Fieldhouse late
Tuesday night.
The B-i Spikers stunned the
favored Captain Crunch team
two sets to one to win the
co-ed volleyball title in In-
tramural competition.
At the start of the cham-
pionship match it looked as if
Captain Crunch was going to
— R•c.Iva Imm.dlata
Cash!
Donate plasma and receive
$22 a week while helping to
save lives. New donors--bring
this ad and receive a $5.00
bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252.
walk away with the shirts.
Captain Crunch took the
first 11 points only to see the
B-i Spikers rally back to make
it close — but not close
enough.
The second set was furious
as both teams battlcd each
other. Midway in the second,
one of the B-i Spiker? big hit-
ters Fell and hit the back oF his
head on the floor. He went to
the Health Center to be
checked out for any injuries.
This left the Spikers with three
girls and only two guys.
What came next was the in-
credible thing as the B-i
Spikers rallied behind the loss
of their teammate to take the
second set and even up the
match at 1-1.
The third and decisive set
belonged to the short-handed
H-i Spikers as the Captain
Crunch team seemed to self-
destruct.
r o'—' n'- r'—.r.o'rfl.tz -w"
-'. 'nrrr r q.
Tosritin No.6. ve. En (began. Nov. 9.
Wayne reigns supreme
5k
— — Cat.! WaJ 5qa
Some say he's not flashy, last or dazzling. All he does is catch the
loot ball.
Wayne Ralph, the Whttworth College version of Seattle Seahawk Steve
Largeist, finished the 1985 loothall season with the most productive
seaon ever by a small-college receiver.
-All he did last year as asophohmre was lead the Pirates in receptiniss
with 31, touchdowns with six, and reception yardage. 1.3W to put this
season in perspective, it is perhaps best to simply list his ac-
complishments:
HAM SingleSeseon receptIonrecord: 101 (old record 95)HAMAverage catches per game: 12.2 (old record 10.0)
Wlsltworth single game receptIons: 15 (tIn current record set In
1982)
Whltworth sIngleseason receptIon yardage: 1,111 (old record
1,025 set In 1976)
Moat Productive Whltworth football scorer last two seasons with
14 touchdowns.
The junior from Moses Lake, Wash. will undoubtedly tttake All- -
American this fall and still has one more season with which to add to his
records.
Oh my.
Sn opesn. WUI.nSte Sept 21.
'1
C '.t 5':-s.:
by John Worster, Spectal to The Whl:worthion
KWRS/RURED B-J: Where's the Captain?
PRESENT
"The Right Dance Now"
Thursday, Nov. 21, 1985
$2 Cover
Featuring KWRS DJs Spinning
from 9p.m. until you drop
The Cure • A-Ha • Beat Rodeo • Prefab Sprout • Red F•
Del Fuego • INXS • John Waite • The Rave-Ups • Brian
Ferry • B-Movie • Alarm • The Smiths I Propaganda •
Dream Academy I The Untouchables
Rured• W. 39 Pacific (Browne & Paclfic)• 747-9907 Hyland Plums CenterW. 104 ThIrd
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CALENDARI
take precedence. America is
interested in the minerals it
gets now and is afraid to divest
because it needs allies.
Rod Lóe spoke of apartheid
in South Africa as compared
to the disobedience that took
place in America in the l960s.
"Thepeople of the 1960s were
sort of naive, while in South -
Africa the people are more ag-
gressive." said Lee, He went
on to say that because of the
aggressiveness, there is much
more killing and violence in
South Africa than there was in
worth's investments.
Carol Spersad president
of BSU, explained that the goal
for having the -symposium
every year is to inform
students.
Bill Turnmire, from Peace
Action Coalition, suggested
people get together and write
up a petition and have it
signed by students to get Whit-
worth to divest.
"I hope people will get in-
volved and not let this issue
fall by the wayside. It's too
important," said Seepersad.
S
.N. 6606 Ash
326-8300
19 TUESDAY
• Mgi.'. BR v.U. at AlaukaJunesi.,
7:3.0 p.m. — Home
• Orchestra FeD Recttal,Spa. —
Awl.
20 WEDNESDAY
Midweek Worship: Ron Frase,
11:15 am. — CH
All-Campus Slng.plzation and
Jesus Jam, 8-9 p.m. — Warren
Lounge
21 THURSDAY
'Blood Drive - HUB
'Coniphne, 10p.m. — CH
22 FRIDAY
'LAST DAY TO REGISTER FOR
JAN TERM
'Forum: Whltworth Jan
Ensemble, 1115 am. — And.
Men'. RB at SPU Tournament
(throaSi 11-fl)
• Stats HIØ School Class B YB
Tourney — Grate Gym & FH
• Movie: "ks Castles,' 8 p.m.
-Ant
23 SATURDAY
Concert: Don FrancIsco, 7:30
p.m. — And.
Women's BR vs. Canoll College,
7:30 p.m. — FH
24 SUNDAY
'Campus WorshIp, S p.m. — CH
25 MONDAY
• Forum: Nathan LIndsay, 11:15
am. — And.
26 TUESDAY
'Women's BR vs. Rocky
MountaIn, 6:30 p.m. — FH
• Men's NB vs. Gonzaga, 7:30
p.m. - Away -• Whitworthian Staff Meeting.
noon - SAGA
AS — Au&todum
I cu—Cbapd
• rA—ThwAflID&ds
LSC_Uad.0mn5MtfhdT I
• MlH_MuEèRtdt&H111
Ia_Mscau3j&ns
Editorial — from page 2-
earth. -They could lead to the
beginning of peace between
the super powers, or to the
apocalypse. I'm not suggesting
a march on Washington or a
fast — civil disobedience .is a
personal thing. But I will leave
you with this: Thoreau was
once asked how a person
ought the behave toward - the
American goveinment His
answer was that "he cannot
without disgrace be associated
with it.''
palms of its hands, Thoreau's
answer looms larger than life.
Yet, here at Whitworth
nothing disturbs the icy air in
The Loop or disrupts the
students as they shuffle into
SAGA. The question, it
seems, is moot.
In a world where that same
American government holds
the fate of humanity in the
Symposium — from page 1
America.
So where does Whitworth
come into this issue?
What can Whitworthians do?
Gwen Morgan said, "Be-
come aware, that's when you
begin to act."
-
The rest of the panel agreed
that educating people is very
important.
Whitworth College has in-
vestments in South Africa. An
emphasis was put on having
people put pressure on the ad-
ministration to divest Whit-
- --:-.-: k--!r
I
Fast, Fr D.Uv•ry
4,
Standings:
1st Place
2nd Place
Steve Matidag, Steve Milk, id Mask Ordt of The Band Without a Name play for the SneJ
Preview at a SOAR Co&ehouse on Thursday, Nov. 14.
Stewart 2nd
3rd Place
Baldwin 1st
The Village
Jenkins 2nd
by Suzan Flesh man
of The Whitwart hian
It's time to start thinking
about Christmas. Instead of
thinking about all the gifts left
to buy or Final exams left to
take, relax and enjoy Christ-
mas Week at Whitworth.
Christmas Week this year
will be stretched to 10 days. In
past years there have been six
activities in seven days. This
year there will be 22 activities
by Khris Vogel
of The Whitwart hian
We're trying this year to
have more ot a spiritual
message," said Rogers about
the show. ''I do feel dance fits
into I lie spirit ual realm of the
church.''
Rogers said she hopes that
lie show will also leave
in ID days. The activities begin
on Friday, Dec. 6 and last
through Sunday, Dec. 15.
The festivities begin on Fri-
day, Dec. 6 at 6:30 p.m. with
the Christmas tree lighting
near the campanile in the Loop.
At 7 p.m. Friday there will be
a candlelight ballet service
at Whitworth Presbyterian
Church. After the ballet ser-
vice, "It's a Wonderful Life,"
a Christmas classic, starring
Jimmy Stewart will be shown
in the Auditorium.
another impression on the
Whitworth community.
''We're trying to make our
The concept of incor-
porat ing other disciplines into
ballet fits perfectly with
Rogers' philosophy of dance
as an art. ''I feel this
st rengt hens our program," she
said. "Otlen when we separate
our program from the other
arts, we fail to see the beauty
of all the arts as God's ctea-
tion. When I caine from the
artistic world tO the educa-
Whitworth's choir will per-
form their Christmas concert,
"The Kingdom Comes," three
times this year at Whitworth
Presbyterian Church. The per-
formances will be Saturday,
Dec. 7 at 8 p.m. and Sunday,
Dec. 8 at both 4 and 8 p.m.
Sunday night at 9:30 p.m.
there will be a Wassail party
and Coffeehouse in the HUB.
Wassail is an English non-
alcoholic drink.
On Monday, Dec. 9 Whit-
worth Women's Auxiliary
Bazaar will be held in the
by Shauna Winner
of The Whitworthian
The second highest number
ever, 165 pints of blood were
donated in the annual fall
Blood Drive on campus Thurs-
day and Friday, Nov. 21 and
22.
Only seven more pints were
needed to beat the old record
of 17! pints, according to
Cathy Verdier, SERVE coor-
dinator.
The Lancaster Ladies won
the dorm competition with SO
percent of their floor par-
ticipating either by donating
blood or by volunteering time.
Stewart Hall placed second
with 38 percent.
The winners of the 33 door
prizes were notified by mail
Monday, Nov. 25.
Whitworth will have a
chance to beat the record
again in the spring, according
to Verdier.
HUB.
Many other activities are
planned throughout the rest of
the week, including Christmas
caroling, eating cookies, see-
ing Santa, a Christmas buffet
in SAGA, movies, concerts,
and snow sculpturing. Alter
Thanksgiving Break a coin-
plete schedule of events will be
distributed in student
mail boxes.
Watch for the Dec. 9 issue
of The Whit worthian for iriore
details.
Gail Fielding, coordinator
by John Boyer
of The Whitworthian
''The Kingdom Comes'' will
be presented as a Christmas
show by the Whitworth Choir
at the Whitworth Community
Presbyterian Church on Satur-
day, Dec. 7 at 8 p.m., and on
Sunday, Dec.8 at 4 and 8 p.m.
Randi Elleison, the Whit-
worth College choral director
said that ''The Kingdom
Comes" will signal the begin-
ning of Christmas Week at
Whitworth. He said that it will
tell the prophetic story of
Christ's coming, his birth, and
his ever present kingdom here
on earth. The story will be told
of the festival, said that the
reason behind having a Christ-
mas Week is to celebrate
Christ's birth iti many ways
and also to give those people
with unhappy home situations
a chance to celebrate. Fielding
said, "It will be a special time
to remember."
Fielding expressed the fact
that nobody is expected to be
at all activim ics, but people
should try to come at least
some of the activities. ''1 hope
everyone has a wondcrful
time," said Fielding.
in a narrative fashion and set
to music.
In addition to the Whit
worth College Choir, Whit-
worth's Brass Band and Whit-
worth Presbyterian Church
Bell Choir will also be per-
fortning. The narrator of this
Christmas event vili be Whit-
worth Registrar Paul Olsen.
continued on page 3
Due to hanksgiving
vacation, The Whit wort Ii-
ian will not publish Mon-
day, Dec. 2.
Watch For The Whit-
worth/an's final issue of
1985, a special Christmas
edition, Monday, Dec. 9.
L
.1
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Biggest ever Christmas week planned
.
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Dancers to whirl
into ballet service
tional world, I was amazed to
see how much this happens."
"We don't have a dance
performance an intel- major at Whitworth," con-
departmental one, not just tinued Rogers',- "but if we did,
The Whitworth Ballet dance,"- she said. "It's really I wouldn't have dance majors
troupe will be giving a special difficult to be placed just with study'just dance. I would have
Christmas performance at 7 the Physical Education depart- thy students take theater, as
p.m., Friday, Dec. 6, at ment sometimes.' Dance en- well as theother artsj'
Whit worth' Presbyterian compasses music, theater, Seeking to further enrich the,
Church. lighting, all the visual arts, lives' of her students,' Rpgeri
Thehçw,.4Jioreograpjied - We're really excitg4by 'Whitbrifi'i dáij iiiieur"au'de'dih ijFjrañi 'i1h't1iesé will bun fdraTh'peeiál'tYeát in
tor Rita Rogers, will feature a groups." January.:"On Jan.121 we will
Hebrew Scripiure reading by have a return of the twO
Dr. Howard Redmond, of the principle dancers pf the. New
Religion and Philosophy York City BalIet,"'she said.
depart ment. After that, some of her
students will finish Jan Term
by going on a trip to see some
of the nation's best programs.
Exhibiting what they will
have learned this year, Rogers'
students will be giving their
spring performance in late
April, she said.
165 pints of blood donated
-
Assistant dance instructor Jaquita Rogers-Rice and
(ionzaga's Danny Barnett practice for the upcoming
Christmas Candlelight Ballet Service.
Choir to perfonn
Students give blood in the HUB.
Inside:
Page 2 Whltworth diffeences
Page 4 Slressed out?
Page 6 Basketball blues
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OPINIONUINUI
During the "Sneak Preview" recently held introducing
irospective college students to our campus, 1 was asked b\
high school senior why I .s1ected Whitworth. Not having
een asken this question since beginning my freshman year
I fumbled for an accurate response. Included in my reply
was Whitworth's high academic standards. I however
ailed to indicate the factor which made my decision finaF
Whitworth's emphasis on the individual. Reflecting on the
monumental decisio'n of which college to attend I began to
levaluate Whitworth's accent on personal growth anti
whether or not a distinguishable contrast exists be-
tween Whitworth and other liberal arts institutions.
One basic illustration will be sufficient to answer this in-
.niry. As many students travel home for Thanksgiving we
)verlook (he fact others are -left behind, spending
Thanksgiving day in a non-traditional Sure
SAGA provides an excellent meal, but the fellowship ot
lamily and friends is not present. At most institutions this
situation would most likely be labeled as "unfortunate"
and forgotten if it had even been broached. Such is notthi.
ease with Whitworib's faculty, staff and administration.
I Fhrough ASWC's Students Eager to Respond to Voluntee'
Endeavors (SERVE) a list is complied of faculty, staff ant
administrators who wish to have students over L.
- hanksgiving ainner. Although not all stati or faculty
members will hi able to open their homes on Thanksgi
"j, the genuine concern for the individual is uniqueli
present at Whitworth. The sincerity of concern would on
cioubtedly be questioned if Thanksgiving were the onlj
rime such intentions were displayed and this is not the
lent of this opinion. It is however to call attention to ih
requency and quality of time our professors, ádministra
rs and staff spend in dialogue with individual stü'dents.
There is a distinct ditIerencô at -Whitworth COllege and i.
Ihegins with the people hired to execute its educational
1philosophy and permeates the entire learning atmosphere-i
:::i class is dismissed on -Whitworth's campus, c
ion does not stop but continues on in the form ot
xamples who are honestly interested in the individual stu
111 '¼ perci Li rnwi h
To the editor,
I believe it is in the best in-
terests of the community to
have the facts concerning
criminal activity. However,
the publibation of the
student's name, in last week's
paper, was both inappropriate
and cruel. Surely our Christian
compassion and mercy ought
to extend to those who need
understanding and healing.
The publication of the name
invites judgment and condem-
nation.
Sincerely,
Dr. Laura J. Bloxham
English Department
To the editor,
sole consideration. A great
deal of soul searching and
weighing of journalistic and
Christian values go into every
decision the editors of The
Whitworthian make about
delicate issues.
It is with. great frustration
that we withhold the rest of
the story. It raised issues that
beg to be addressed. But this is
not the New York Times or the
Washington Post; The Whit-
worthign is the official
publication of the students of
Whitwortki College. This is the
dilemma we face — do we
print all the facts, irrespective
of their possible implications,
like a professional publica-
tion, or is it better to screen
out "unchristian" stories that
our community is not willing
to address, creating Alice's
wonderland within our
pinecone haven?
It is ironic our decision to
print a story the Nov. 18
edition of The Whit won hian
raised an issue that continues,
and, to our frustration, one we
cannot present. And so our
commitment to foster growth
at Whitworth has been
shelved. Now, instead of com-
ing full circle, we leave you
with a semi-circle; incomplete
and open on one side. The
reader can only speculate
about the rest of the story.
Sally Anne Sadler
Jill Sem
Crystal Spilman
Whitworth
make a difference?
i James B Meade
Whitworthian Editorial Board
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What is the rest of the stay?
by James B. Meade, Dave
Benz & Amanda Paye -
of The Whitworthian
flis space was originally
devoted to the rest of the
story. In its place is a commen-
tary. It seems the rest of the
story exceeded the boundaries
of safe journalism. It, was
-stimulating d challenging,
yet - the criteria for printing
goes 'beyond simply stimu-
lating and challenging: the rest
of the story raised issues that
might have legal repercussions
for Whitworth.
Legal limitations are not the
Campus is apathetic
To the editor,
Last week there was an open
•invitatiQn to a celebration for
alt Whitworthians, faculty,
administrative staff, and
students. For some reason(s),
a great majority (approximate-
ly 98 percent) decided not to
participate. The celebration —
Thanksgiving.
At this tune of year when we
gather with family and
friends, to celebrate and give
thanks for all that we have, we
were given a chance to share
just a little of our time and
Letters' against morals story
'I
wealth through last week's
food drive. It saddens me that
almost all of the student
population opted not to reach
out with helping hand to
n-take Thanksgiving better for
the less fortunate of Spokane.
I honestly have to wonder
why.
One of the intentions of the
food drive was for us to go a
little out of our way and buy
and/or collect food for people
that are facing a bleak
Thanksgiving. Why did most
- contlnued.on page 3
necessary for the writer to slander among the communi-
mçntion, by name, the ac- ty..
cused. In doing so, we believe
it leads only to gossip and
Alcoholism is a disease
To the editor,
The idea of alcoholism is
one that has existed
throughout history. The
Roman philosopher, Seneca,
classified it as a form of in-
sanity. The term alcoholism
itself appeared as early as
1849 in a medical essay by a
Swedish physician in which he
named alcoholism as "the
habitual inebriety conceived as
a disease" and also named the
bearer of the disease to be an
"alcoholic."
Alcoholism, as a disease,
consists of the repetitive intake
of alcoholic beverages to an
extent that it causes repeated
or continued harm to the
drinker. This concept supports
continued on page 8
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We feel that last week's ar-
tick regarding the statutory
rape charges against a Whit-
worth student was un-
necessarily revealing. We are
by 'no means condoning this
student's behavior, but feel his
right to privacy in this com-
munity has been violated. In
stating the facts of the inci-
dent, we don't think it was
4; ••..—. •.Ia..- , • .1 • — c.... b.. .. - •_ . .• • - . • . •
by Amanda Paye
of The Whitwoysh Inn
KWRS has named a new
general manager to replace
Brian MeGuire who resigned
on Nov. 6.
Scott Campbell, who acted
as an interim general manager,
was officially named GM on
Monday, Nov. 18.
Campbell said that there
was no real interview process
because he was the only one
who applied for the position.
"They just gave it to me...I
guess they thought I could do
it," he said. "They had ap-
plications open for about a
week and a half. I don't know
why no one else applied.".
Campbell said that he has
plans for reorganizing the
staff of the station. "Basical-
ly, I'm trying to have more
coherency among the staff —
Letter — from page 2
of us choose not to give this
little bit oftime and money to
help someone? -
Perhaps we are tired of
hearing about poor,, hungry
people or maybe we adopt the
"someone cIsc will do ii"
'pentalii y. -.11. so, I think we
have bee,, dehumanized by
having too much, just as peo--
pie have been dehumanized by
having too little.
-
"if anyone has the world's
goods and sees their brother or
sister in need, yet closes' their
heart against them,, how does
God's.love abide in them?'' (I
John 3: 17)
Is our response to the less
fortunate the turning of our
heads in Ihe other direction? It
seems tome this is a refusal to
help.
Al what point does helping
another human being go
beyond the criteria of whether
or not il's' convenient? I know
hat thi time of year is hectic,
nut does that preclude our
'baring with others in need? I
now money, for some, is
ght. Yet I also know that ill
rego spending a little money
nnecessarily, I'm able to Ose
ihat I save for someone else.
It appears that it just isn't
more interaction," Campbell
said. "I'm hoping that people
will have more knowledge
about what the other staff
members are doing."
Campbell said, "The station
had a great weekend, promo-
tionally." KWRS broadcast
live from Franklin Park Mall
on Saturday, Nov. 23. "We
set up a booth and talked to
people about our station, plus
we gave out a lot of free
albums," he said.- "Brian
(McGuire) set this up a while
ago, and' it went fantasti-
cally."
Also, KWRS was featured
on the Q-6 Nightly News on
Friday, Nov. 22 as an alter-
native for Spokane radio
listeners. "Anali Torrado
listens to the Jazz Show on
Sunday nights," Campbell
said. "We were just lucky that
they decided to do a feature on
us."
important enough for us to
reach out in compassion to
help others. I'm not assuming
that we never give in any way.
However, when almost the en-
tire student body chooses no'
to part icipate-in an Opportuni
ty Jo give, it seems that 110'
reaching out- is the rule rather
than the exception.
Doug Segup
by Barry ElkIn
of The Whitworghsan
The first three Forums of
December wiH be presented by
a famous author, a mountain
climber, and an astronomei.
The first Forum, on Mon-
day, Dec. 2 will feature author
and lecturer Robert Short.
Short is the author Of five
bestselling books that deal
with the Christian faith in a
variety of ways. The Gospel
According to Peanuts, The
Pargt'Ies of Peanuts, The
Gospelfrom Outerspace, and
Something to Believe In: Is
Kurt Vonnegul the Exorcist of
Jesus Christ Superstar? are
'listed among the books Short
has written.
The Gospel According to
Peanuts was the No. I non-
fiction bestseller of 1965 and
one of the top 10 all-time
religious bestsellers in the
United States.
Short, in addition to writing
his books, does slide programs
on various topics. For Whit-
worth, Short will be presenting
his slide show entitled "Jesus
Laughed."
Based on Short's famous
- bestseller, this fast-moving
color slide program has been ' At the Friday, Dec. 6
seen by !iterailx thousands' of Forum, John Roskelley will
dëlightediijdjènc'Aifof the r&sent' "A Decade of
Peanuts characters are here to Himalayan Climbing."
amuse you, while illustrating, Roskelley will be discusing
in the most entertaining way, the changes that have occured'
the central teachings of Chris- in Himalayan mountaineering
tian faith.
-
In the past decade, in par-
ticular, the bold new styles,
the effect equipment changes
have made to the success rate
and to the lowering of injuries,
new routes, and what the
future holds for high-altitude
mountaineering.
Roskelley, who makes his
home in Spokane, has climbed
more Himalayans peaks than
any other American moun-
taineer,
Astronomer Karlis Kauf-
mania will be the honored
guest Monday, Dec. 9, for
Forum, and will be presenting
the lecture, "The Star of
Bethlehem: As Seçn By an
Astronomer."
Kaufmanis was born,
educated, and raised in Riga,,
Latvia, and earned his ad-
vanced degrees from the
University of Latvia in 1939
and 1943.
Kaufmanis has taught at
pus mailboxes, to give the
survey a reasonable represen-
tat ion, will take place after
Thanksgiving break. Those
who receive a survey are asked
to complete it and return it
promptly to P.O. Box 1110
through campus mail.
Choir — from page 1
Ellefson said that the music
performed will be in a
"Baehian vein." In laymen's
terms this means that the
music will draw influence
Latvian and German schools,
and was thç prqfessor-, of
astronomy for 16 years af the
University of Minnesota.
Kaufmanis has also
authored and coauthored 20books and has written
numerous articles for
American, Canadian, and
European periodicals,
The many honors Kauf-
manis has received Include the
All-University award for
outstanding service to the
students of the University of
Minnesota and the KATIE
AWARD for the best per-
formance on Minnesota
Educational Tclevisii,n,
American Men ofScience and
Who's Who in America both
list Kaufmanis.
Kaufmanis has delivered
more than 1,200 lectures at
professional meetings,
teachers' conventions, college
and high school convocations,
and other gatherings. "The
Star of Bethlehem" has been
his most popular speech.
"it there is ever a lecture
Hall of Fame, Kaufmanls'
'Star' Is sure to be enshrined,"
said the C'hlcago Tribune.
from the cotti poser Johann
Scbastian Bach. Ellelson said
that all of these factors will
make "The Kingdom Comes"
a unified production.
Since the production is Free,
those attending will be asked
to make a donation in order to
reduce the costs of producing
the show, The' money can be
put into the envelope which
also serves as a ticket. Whit-
worth students can obtain the
tickets at the Whitwort), Col-
lege Music Building in room
201.
- -'
'
NEWC
'general manager
KWRS hires new December Forum footnotes
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Stt,jnachs pint ruding, bulging,
- sore. Two boys., Two reasons.
''h-tom, tan I have inure turkey?''
"help yourself, ttiere's ptenty more.''
Mrin, isn't there anything to eat?
MY cto,,,ach '1 sore!" "Maybe frj;j;w.
row"
One 'opn taughs. The other iiioui
r,iec.
Jima,ion's cutting the paycheck, we
- wilt have to economizet Drought-
ravaged (and; no game; no grqin.
One dad trying to keep his standard
tis'ing alive. The other struggling just
(0 .sun'ii'e.
'l don't like sweet potatoes!"
"Well there's plenty ormashed."
'Dad, couldn't you find anything1,, ,.,, ''
"Now thank we alt God 'You
know I don't like pumkin pie?"
"Theti eat the mince," don't like
that either!" "Surprise, I baked a
cherry pie just mr you.''
"Nothing?'' ''Nothing. '' "llcbeen
three days ""Maybe loniol rot,'."
"Mom, my stomach hurts!"
"That's what you get for eating like a
pig, Qutet - down. You won't die.
Dad's gelttng you ai Alka Settzer,"
''Atom. in.i' stomach hurts.'''''!
know, son. Maybe tomorrow there'll
he something, Dad's -ui/I omit
Ioo4'mg.
Stomachs protuding, bulging,
sore. Two boys, Two reasons. One is
stuft'ed. The other is .slarved.
One morn laughs, The other mom
riles. One boy lives. The other boy
dies.
-Anonytnous
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Whitworth Student survey ahead
I,' Students!' ____________II by Colleen Schlonga
of The Whitworthfon
I
'Mofl'.
-
& Tues. Special
25t • A sample of Whitworth• - - - I students will be surveyed by
for any 32oz fountain drink The Whitworthian for use in• articles on student attitudes
toward several issues such as
F with this coupon at ax - : ASWC, sociaJ
• tivities, Student Life, and off-
--
Zip Trip . • campus activities.
• Random distribution of 300
a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a — — a a a questionnaires through cam-
I. •e bflS. 14j_ •a..e . S '.a —. . 'I• ••
by Can Grim
Special to The Whitworthian
A discussion study-break
that dealt with stress and
methods of coping with stress
Was headed by Kyle Storm in
Mend lounge, - Wednesday
evening.
Beginning at 7 p.m. Storm,
a Whitworth graduate now re-
tained by the college as a
counselor, led approximately
50 students through an infor-
mal workshop format. Storm
opened the discussion by de-
fining stress and stressors —
the external conditions (pre-
sent in our physical environ
ment) and internal factors that
cause us to feel pressure —
while the audience contributed
in formation about situations
where they felt particular
stress: finals, the week prior to
finals, illness, and returning
home for break were various
issues discussed.
Addressing each of the
issues, Storm clan lied why
they are legitimate stressors
and 'gave general guidelines on
how students could help them-
selves through tense situa-
tions. "Kyle did an excellent
job'of relaxing everybody and
making them feel that they
could deal with the upcoming
stress of the semester's end,"
said Melissa McLean, an
Arend RA.
Another student, Freshman
Jennifer McKenna, said of
Storm, "He made you feel at
ease with having stress and
was very informative. I felt
refreshed when I left." The
comments of both McKenna
and Mc Lean were echoed by
several of those present who
said they felt "uptight" at the
beginnning of the workshop
but had relaxed and gained
some perspective by the time
they left.
This was due, at least in
part, to the fact that Storm
guided the group through the
Jacobsen Relaxation Tech-
nique, where an individual
concentrates on systematically
tightening then relaxing dif-
ferent muscle groups through-
out the body. Storm stressed
the importance of practicing
the technique each day in
order for it to really be effec-
tive in enabling the person to
recognize the clenched muscles
as a by-product of stress, in
different situations, and to be
able to relax when it happens.
Admitting that while it was
probably too late for the cur-
rent semester, Storm suggested
time management as an idea to
be- given serious consideration
when planning for, the next
term and encouraged students
not to take on more than they
could realistically handle.
"We all have the ability to say
'no,' we just have to remem-
ber that it is OK to say it," ex-
plained Storm. -
Senior Barb Jeske sup-
ported the idea of preparing
early saying, '9 wish we could
- have programs like this more
often and earlier in the year."
"I appreciated the emphasis
on exercise and overall health
maintenance," said Tracy
Taylor, a student from Spo-
kane Community College. "1
think it is true that the better
you feel physically, the better
you feel about yourself and
are therefore more likely to
handle stressful situations
without caving in." Storm
credited exercise as the
number one reliever of stress
and reinforced what mothers
and doctors have been telling
us for years; that getting
enough sleep, eating (he right
food and moderateS (if any)
consumption of. alcohol will
benefit us in the long run.
"I was interested in the way
he (Storm) talked about deal-
ing with your family. While
we've been gohe (at school)
the power balance (at home)
has changed and upon return-
ing we need to fü back in to a
- new structure," commented
McLean. -
-- The discussion on stress was
a project arranged and pro-
'noted by a group of students
from Karen Dalton's Small
Group Communication class.
Sheila Farren, a member of
-
the group, said that they chose
this type of activity because
"We wanted to do something
that was not only fun, but
something that we felt would
be helpful to fellow students,
especially, at this time of
year. "The pi2oject-was funded
by ASWC- as a "Students
Helping Students" idea, and
also in part by the Coin-
munications department. -
Nurse's Smokeóut includes chEw
by Amanda Paye
of The Whitworthian
Cold turkey.
Nd, this isn't about
Thanksgiving leftovers.
This is about trying to quit
snioking and chewing — cold
turkey.
On Thursday, Nov. 21, the
American Cancer Society
sponsored the Great American
Smuokeout, a nation-wide push
for smokers to giVe up cigar-
ettes for the day and to
educate them about the conse-
quences of smoking.At Whitworth, Paula
Cullen, RN, sponsored her
own yersion of the Smokeout
— A "Smokeless"-out. "I'm
adapting the Smokeout to in-
clude chew," she said. "I'm
hoping they (the Cancer Socie-
ty) will, too.''
Cullen continued, "I have a
personal interest in this
because my husband chews."
-
Her husband, Dick, former
Whitworth soccer coach, tried
to quit for the day. "He only
made it till l:') (p.m.)," she
added. "I also have an interest
in chewing because I worl on
a college campus."
She said that chewing seems
to be more pi evalent than
smoking at Whitworth. "I
think there's been quite an in-
crease in the amount of users
in the past years."
In recognition of Cullen's
Smokeless-out, Freshman
Allan Williams attempted to
give up chewing for the day.
"Actually ... she talked me in-
to it," he said.
Williams said that he started
chewing when he was about 12
years old. "lt was mainly
curiosity," he commented.
Williams said thai now he goes
through one can of' chew
about every 4 to 7 days.
"A lot of people do it ... all
my friends do," Williams
said. "I don't know why I do
it anymore." Williams said
that he's planning on quitting
in the future, but he doesn't
want to quit right now. "It's
like having a piece of gum, or
like eating while you're study-
ing," he said. "It's relaxing."
"The consequences never
really bothered me till a couple
of years ago," Williams aid.
"I don't know what would
make me quit."
John Sowers, a sophomore,
had an interest in Cullen's
Smokeless-out, not because he
tried to quit chewing for the
day, but because he has quit —
for five months. "I haven't
had a dip since June 19," said
Sowers. "I'm really glad I
quit. I kidded myself a lot that
it wasn't going to hurt me."
Sowers said, "Chewing had
done stuff to my gums and I
was getting the white pre-
cancer patches on my lips."
According to information
from the American Cancer
Society, the white pre-
cancerous patches are called
leukoplakia. They are the
result of direct contact with
and continued irritation by
tobacco juice. Approximately
5 percent of diagnosed cases of
leukoplakia develop into oral
cancer.
-
"Chewing is really ad-
dicting," Sowers said. "It
- gave me a good buzz at first
There's no way I'd give a dip
to someone who had never
tried it. If they didn't get sick,
and got a good buzi, there'd
be no reason for them not to
continue."
According to the Cancer
Society, nicotine is the habit-
forming part of tobacco and it
is present in tobacco juice as
well as cigarette, smoke.
Nicotine is absorbed into the
lining of the mouth and direct-
ly affects the nervous system.
Nicotine stimulates the user,
then causes him to be de-
pressed. This high-low effect
on the nervous system sets the
user up for continued need.
Sowers said that when he
started chewing, it was a
novelty. "People weren't even
aware of the consequences
then."
Sowers mentioned an added
bonus of his success in quitting
chewing: "It's nice to own a
pair of Levis that doesn't have
a ring on the back pocket.!'
Cullen said that she would
like to increase people's
awareness about chewing. She
said that she has compassion
for her husband who's trying
to quit. "I'd like to support
him in a positive way."
Cullen didn't focus all her
attention on informing
chewers about their habit. She
also had information available
for smokers who wanted to try
to quit. "I gave out a lot of
literature about smoking," she
said. "Sdme of the smokers I
talked to felt that Whitworth
students had an attitude that
was critical — or more
hypocritical — of people who
smoke."
Sowers said that he thought
smoking has more of a social
stigma attached to it than
chewing does. "I think it's
almost percieved as not Chris-
tian."
continued on page 7
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Relaxation key to coping with stress
- -r - -- encourages discussion during Wednesday's
study break in Arend Lounge. The evening's -topic was
stress.
-F WHITWORTH COLLEGE
STUDENT STORE
Hours:*
Saturday
Sunday
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday -
lOa.m.-4 p.m.
I p.m.-1O p.m.
9 a.m.-1O p.m.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
A great place to stop
for a study break!
* Closed during Forum /
by John WorMer
Special to The Whitworthian
"A travelers' advisory has
been posted for most of
Eastern Washington tonight,
with lows near five below.
Four to six inches of snow ex-
pected tonight..."
For the last two weeks, Mr.
Weatherman at the airport has
been prognosticating snow,
snow and more snow, along
with temperatures that
threaten to outdo the walk-in
freezer in SAGA.
Not since the late 1960s have
Spokane and Eastern
Washington seen such
weather. Several 'times last
week the region turned up as
the doldest spot in the nation
with sub-zero temperatures.
As I combed icicles from my
mustache and defrosted my
typewriter at the Whit wort ii-
ian office with a blow torch, ft
seemed appropriate to pass on
a few tips for safe holiday
travel.
The following list is intend-
ed to make travel safer,
sounder, and fun.
1. Hitch the' Huskies in
front of the dogsled before
departing. (Cougar ride on
the sled.)
2. Wjiçqqros$ng cqmpus to
your car, never go alone, 'iou
might fall intp a snowbank
and not be found until June—
or whenever the snow melts,
3. If you do get stuck in
Eastern Washington by closed
roads, make sure you're in
Lind (population 1,200 in-
cluding livestock). A large sign
outside of town reads: "Drop
in on Lind — Mount St.
Helens did I"
4. According to the State
Patrol, as of Sunday night, all
major state highways were still
open, although they are
covered by ice and snow. But
the slickest highway is safer
than the sidewalks at Whit-
worth, where rabid
maintenance personnel insist
on plowing sidewalks just
when pedestrian traffic is
heaviest.
5. Snow chains go around
- the tires, not the passengers.'
Seriously, the Washington
State Patrol suggests that a-
Ireme caution must be exer-
cised when trá\'eing across the
state. They say that drivers
should not exceed speeds of
45-50 mph even on bare roads,
because they are often covered
with glass-like "black - ice."
This rock-hard, clcar, almost
invisible ice can send the
heaviest car spinning out of
control.
They alsO warn that special
care must be taken when driv-
ing Interstate 80 in the Colum-
bia Gorge and Highway '395
between 'Ritzville' and the Tn-
Cities.
Trooper Pete Weitz of the
State Patrol said travelers can
get information on road con-
ditions by calling the State
Patrol office at 456-4101, or
the toll-free 24.-hour pass
report number, 1-976-ROAD.
by Kathy Marousek
of The Whitworth ion
If Spokane's first snowfall
put a chill in your bones, andjust seeing the color white
makes yyu.cringc, ilen xQre
- probably not a member of the
'Whitworth Ski Team.
Since the second week in the
semester, ski team meubbers
have been training, preparing,
and praying for snow. They
have been running hills, work-
ing on agility drills, and
holding ski clinics.
This year the ski team has
two presidents, Sieve
Broughton and Paul Schoen-
ing. Broughton has been a cer-
tified instructer for eight
years, while Schoening has his
background in racing. "We
mix well together, and we've
built sonic really good skiers,"
said. Schoening.
Schoening's and Brough-
ton's strategy is to start with
rIte very basics. "Last year I
saw Steve turn jople around,
literally leach people how to
ski all over again," said
uneniber Larry McLean.
The ski team is not just l'or
expert skiers who want to race.
In fact, it is debatable wheth-
er to call it a team or a club.
"We cater to anyone. We have
a lot of beginning and inter-
mediate skiers on the team this
year," said Broughton.
"The purpose of the learn is
10 develop skills, and to have
fun," said McLean, Mclean
believes the ultimate goal is to
get people to race, but not
everyone in the club wants to.
During Jan Term the team
plans to practice twice a week
at Mt. Spokane. Though the
members pay for their own lift
tickets, Broughton and
Schoening are working on a
discount for the members.
Last year they were able to
receive a reduced rate of $3 off
on each ticket. Ski team tiem-
bers are also able to get ds-
counts on clothing and equip-
ment through the Red Barn
Ski Shop.
The ski team belongs to the
National Collegiate Ski Asso-
ciaçton -and competes with
schools such as Montana
State, Whitman, and WSU.
This year there wifl be three
races in Januar: and two in
February.
Glenn Smith, student ac-
tivities director, believes the
team has become a lot more
visible this year, since
Broughton and Schoening
took over. "Membership has
been good — there are more
people involved," said Smith.
ASWC allocat'ed the team
$250, and bought them $500
worth of racing gates this year.
If the team can raise $300,
ASWC will match that figure.
The money will go toward rac-
ing ices and ski trips for coin-
petition.
l3rough ton and Schoeni ug
SaY organizing and coaching
the,.ski team takes a lot of time
and work, but rhcy'helieve it is
worth it. "II gives us personal
satisfaction seeing people im-
proving, and having fun,''
said Broughton.
Currently there are 58
students on the team's mailing
list, but only about 25 act mU
tepnbcrs. To those members
thai take the team seriously,
snow and skiing are one—in-
the-same. On pny given week-
end, while the snow is around,,
one cain be sure to see at least
one of them tearing up ike
slopes.
FEATUREi
Poor vad conditions
call for extra, care
lb. Wilt thu. l1tMw a,as ._ *
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a blankets the Loop, with mote of the fluffy white stuff in the forecast.
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Ski team greets season's
first snow with open arms
Has Monday dealt another
crushing blow? Revive
yourself with a weltS
rounded meal from
Oomlno's PiziaIs
r
Open for lunch
11:00 a.m.1 a m Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 a.n',.-2 a.ni. Fri. & Sat.
TIN FAR $10,
DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS' FREE.
By GARY LARSON
Our drivers carry less
than $2000.
Limited deJivery area
01985 Dan,Ino, Pizza, Inc.
$1 .00 off any pizza
One coupon per pizza
I I
• I
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'OnlyI II I
$ I
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SPORTS
by Sam Weber
of The Whitworthian
The Whitworth Pirate
mens' basketball team battled
severe weather, icy roads, and
host Seattle Pacific University
at SPU's annual Falcpn Tip-.
Off Classic basketball tourna-
ment in Seattle.
The Pirates came into the
tournament after beating the
University of Alaska-Juneau
in their season opener to find
some tough company in the
three other teams at the
tourney — Central Washing-
ton University, George Fox
College, and host SPU.
On Friday night, the Pirates
were matched up against SPU.
Sophomore Mark Sundquist
of SPU lit up the court as he
sank his first six shots on his
way to a team high of 21
points.
The first half was very close
as both teams slugged it out
only to see Whitworth go into
the locker room down by only
two points, 36-34.
However, the second half
had yet to be played.
Seattle Pacific came out for
the second half on fire as they
outscored the Pirates 51.40 in
the half and pulled away for a
13 point win. The final score
was 87-74.
In the consolation match,
the Pirates faced George Fox
College, who had lost to Cen-
tral Washington University the
night before.
Whitworth again played
their opponent tough in the
first half, never falling behind
by any big margin, to go out at
the half down by five, 39-34.
Unlike the previous game,
the Pirates played equally as
well in the second half, never
letting George Fox break the
game open.
Whitworth was led by for-
ward Barry Holley with 24
points and Brian Meyers, who
scored 16 points for the second
night in a row. George Fox
was led by Kenny Stone with a
game high of 30 points.
The Pirates were consistent
in both of their games in the
tourney by scoring 34 points 'in
the first halves and finishing
with 74.
Host team Seattle Pacific
lost to Central Washington
University 75-72 in the cham-
pionship game, after leading
into the half 43-42.
The Whitworth Pirates must
come up with a solid game
tomorrow as they face cross-
town 'rival Gonzaga at Ken-
nedy eavillion.'
The Pirates will be looking
to avenge a 50 point drubbing
last year against the Bulldogs
in a 88-38 loss.
Gonzaga is 1-0 after beating
the University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay Friday night 63-47.
Whitworth's record is 1-2.
SPU Tip-Off tourney
just an ice-cold affair
4
I ?' '
-
Starting Pirate guard Darryl
Dickson tossed in a game-high
24 points to lead Whitworth,
and Brian Meyers finished
with 16.
-'
I I
All eyes are fixed on the basket as Barry Holly soars for So of his 12 points last Tuesday
against the University of Alaska-Juneau.
0
F,. -c
Hey Sports Fans!
Interested in covering the
sports news on campus?
The Whitworthian is looking for a
Sports Editor
for Spring Term
If interested, contact Amanda Payc,
Station 40, before Dec. 10
'TRULY N. 10414 Division
FRESH 466-9644
HOT
PIZZA 10 percent discount with l.D.
Void with other specials
Your Favorite pmblnatIons
;ILGME SM
HA%k1AJJAJ .. ,••••••. ..... 6.50 5.00 3.40
(Canadian Bacon & Pineapple)
DØRNER'S •.................7;7 6.00 4.30
(Sausage, Mushrooms)
MED ...........................6.90 5.30 3.70
(Pepperoni & Black Olive)
M/5 make 'em, you bake 'em."Jon Boston displays the tenacious defensive style that enabled Whitworth to spear theUniversity of Alaska Whales.
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The quick, explosive Carroll
College was unable to pull off
its fourth consecutive win, as
the Whitworth Pirates'
women's basketball team
handed Carroll its first loss of
the year in a 65-56 battle on
Saturday night.
Coach Ainsworth pointed
out that this was the same
team that took the Montana
tournament a few weeks ago.
Ainsworth said he knew they
were an excellent team from
what he had seen at the tour-
nament. "They made up all
points in onlf a couple of
minutes in the final to win in
overtime," he said.
The women experimented
with a new 1-2-2 defensive set-
up against Carroll that Coach
• -Ainsworth commented on as
being "overall pleasing." He
said, "We were being beaten
one-on-one, but the mechanics
of the defense went very
well." Doing well with 40 re-
bounds might indeed be called
an understatement...
Veteran Mary Allard pulled
down a game-high 12 re-
bounds with transfer team-
mate Kaylene Krug right
behind her with 11 for the
night. Allard and Krug netted
21 points a piece to match
their efforts on the boards.
In response to questions
about the rest of the season,
Ainsworth said, "All the
coaches agree, it's going to be
a late, tight race with more
than a few upsets." He said he
feels his girls' chances are ex-
cellent to get to the playoffs,
but it will be a scrap to the end
because there are no weak
teams this year. He described
this year's team as "possibly
the best ball club Whitworth
has ever had." The team's
cohesiveness on and off the
court is one of the main
reasons cited by Coach
Ainsworth for his feelings.
"The womens' programs at all
levels have been making con-
sistant gains over the last few
years. It's fun to be a part of
programs like that," finished
Ainsworth.
This Tuesday, the women
will confront the Rocky
Mountain College women's
-team at 6:30 p.m. inthe
Fieldhouse.
by Keven Peck
Special to The Whitworthian
On November 3, at the
University of Puget Sound, I
ended my college soccer career
on a cold and wet Sunday
afternoon. This had been a
familiar scene in the past:
players hands and saying,
"Good season," but this
year it was different, because
it was my last. No longer
would I feel that rivalry bet-
ween schools and mentally
prepare myself for war. No, it
was all over; my five-year road
had ended.
As I sat alone on the bench
after the game had ended, my
sweat top zipped to the chin, I
began to reflect on my five
seasons here at Whitworth. I
came to Whitworth to play
soccer. I left with much more.
I was able to play five years
for Whitworth because soccer
was a club sport my freshman
year. Therefore, my
sophomore year was my first
varsity year.
Sitting in the stadium, the
cold didn't seem to bother me
because my mind was filled
with thoughts of past games
and players who had come and
gone; it-was really-over. -I wondered how other five-
year athletes felt after their
final game. I think some
students would be surprised at
the number of five-year
athletes, present and future.
It's a difficult chore to play a
sport and coniplete your col-
lege career in four years. As
many students sits snuggly
behind their text books
preparing for test day, the
athlete's mind battles two
thoughts: that far-off test that
will be permitted only a short
period of study and the day-
to-day performance required
of themselves and the team.
So, this is how a five-year
athlete begins and ends his
career, a virtual tug-of-war
between academics and sports.
The remembrances of past
tug-of-wars were bounding off
the inside of my head as I
began to walk toward the
locker room. The flashes of
brilliance and bung-ups raced
through my head like a movie
at high speed. As I entered the
locker room, there was no
champagne, no ticker tape,
just "Let's shower up and get
on the bus."
I realized then that after
playing for Whitworth for five
years, it was the maturity lad-
der that I had climbed. I had
come from game-changing
emotional antics to a more
mature, confident player.
That is why'being a live-year
athlete is nothing to be asham-
ed of; it is one more year of
maturity that is to my beneift.
It seemed ironic that my last
year was perhaps the team's
worst. But then again, it's just
the beginning of a repeating
four-year cycle that seems to
have cursed the Whitworth
soccer team.
It is the players of tomorrow
who strengthen the team as
they grow. Now that my col-
lege growth is complete, it's
someone else's turn. I've spent
five years growing and chang-
ing and watching the program
do the same, and now that it's
time to hang tip m boots, I
can be proud that I had luck
enough to be a five-year
athlete.
Chew — from page 4
(about smoking) from 'gross'
to caring."
According to the National
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association, smoking
is a major cause of chronIc
bronchitus, an in flamat ton of
the bronchial tubes that slows
down the flow of air to and
from the lungs.
Cullen said, "I'd like to
change people's attitudes
Smoking is also a major
cause of lung cancer. It can
also cause emphysema, a
disease that causes the lungs to
lose their elasticity and hold
too much air, making it dif-
ficult to breathe.
According to information
from the Whitworth Health
Center, about one-fourth of
all men and one-fifth of all
women who eversmoked have
now quit. Plus, one in every
three smokers who tries to quIt
succeeds.
According to the American
Cancer Society, in 1985, half
of the college graduates who
ever smoked have quit.
Women's baskethall Five years without regrets
rebounds to a win
by Mark Harris -
of The Whitworth Ian
Men's S.D.
11/26
vs. Gonzaga, 7:30 — Away
12/2
vs. Sheldon Jackson, 7:30 —FH
12/7
vs. Montana Tech, 7:30 —Away
12/9
vs. Canoil College, 7:30 — Away
Women's S.D.
11/26
vs. Rocky Mountain, 6:30 —FH
12/3
vs. EV/L). 7;30 — Away
12/5-7
Tip-Off Tourney — Salem
THE REWARDS OF BEING A SOLDIER
JUST GOT RICHER.
GET $25,200 FOR COLLEGE.
Under The New 01 Bill Plus The New Army College Fund, you contribute $100
a month from your first lull 12 months' paychecks (for atotal of $1,200). The govern-
merit and the Army will contribute the rest (up to $9,600 from the governmentand upto
$14,400 from the Army, if you qualify).
But rmy rewards don't stop here-They come from the satisfaction of learning a
valuable skill which you can use the rest of your life.
They come from the accomplishment you feel when you're in the best physical
shape of your life.
And they come from the pride you feel deep-down at serving your country well,
The Army experience can teach you a lot. And put you up to $25,200 closer to
college. Call your local Army Recruiter to find out more.
Staff Sergctatt Kinard 456-5392
ARMY. BEAUIOUCAN BE.
Receive immediate
Cash?
Donate plasma and
receive $22 a week while
helping to save lives. New
donors — bring in this ad
and recieve a $5. tX bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252
Hyland Plums Center
W. 104 Third
V
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'Midweek Worship, 11:15 am. —
CH -
8 SUNDAY
•Choir Concert, 4 p.m. & 8 p.m.
— Whitworth Pres. Church
• Campus Worship. 8 p.m. CH
Wsasail & Popcorn, 9:30 p.m. —
HUB
the belief that the person who
is experiencing this damaging
injury would change his
destructive behavior if he
could. The fact that the
alcoholic fails to do so il-
lustrátes---the ---viewtha't
alcoholism is an addiction
over which the alcoholic has
no control.
Alcohol is- recognized as a
drug addiction because the
alcoholic becomes dependent
on alcohol and may suffer
severe, even life threatening,
withdrawal if alcohol intake is
cut off. There is a conviction
that alcoholism may begin as a
symptom of an underlyihg
disorder which encourages the
learning of an alcohplic pat-
tern. Once that pattern is
fixed, it may become a disease
in its own right.
While it may be true that
"no one advised or asked
them" to take that first drink,
it is doubtful that any
alcoholic ever intended to
become an alcoholic. For
whatever reason, drinking
10 TUESDAY
'Last Whitworthian Staff Meeting
of 198511 noon — SAGA
'Band Vespers, 4 p.m. — CH
becomes an escape and a cop-
ing mechanism for dealing
with lile which most confessed
alcoholics would -most willing-
ly be free of. Through the
years, the plight of the
alcoholic has been shrouded
with shame, degradation and
humiliation. It has only been
in recent times that the cm-
phasis of alcoholism as a
disease has been advocated in
the media and in literature.
This has been helpful in
alleviating some of that im-
pairing stigma from the coü-
cept of alcoholism.
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CALENDAR
26 TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
Women's RB vs. Rocky
Mountain, 6:30 p.m. — Fl-I
• Men'j SB vs. Gonsaga, 7:30
p.m. — Away
• Whitworthian Staff Meeting,
noon — SAGA
27 2.8 THURSDAY 29 FRIDAY
THANKSGIVING VACATION
'5fl3A MeaJtimes:
8:30-9:30 am.. — Breakfast
noon12:2O p.m. — Lunch
5- 5:30 p.m. — Dinner
• SAGA Mealtlmes:
10-10:30 am.. — Brunch
4-4:30 p.m.
30 1 SUNDAY
• SAGA f4eallimeE
11.11:30 am. — Brunch
5-5:30 p.m. — Dinner
SATURDAY
SAGA Msaltluies: -
11-11:30 am. — Brunch
5-5:30 p.m. — Dinner
2
MIs Stephenson Jr. Voice
Recital, 7 p.m. — MRH
'Campus Worship, 8 p.m. - CH
3MONDAY
'Faculty Art Exhibition(through 121W) — KG
'Forum: Robert Short, 11:15a.m.
-Au&
'Men's SB vs Sheldon Jackson,
7:30 p.m. — Home
TUESDAY
'Women's SB vs EWU, 7:30 — -
Away
'No Whitwoethian Staff Meeting
'SAGA Mealtlmes:
11-11:30 am. — Brunch
5-6 p.m. — Dinner
4 WEDNESDAY
—I
I)
-.1
:j
I
:1
-I?
--1
-3
I
I
i-I
-i
'-S
5 THURSDAY 6
'Women's BR Tip-Off Tournament
(through 1217)— Salem
'Compllne. 10 p.m. — CH
7 SATURDAYFRIDAY
'Forum: John Roskelley, 11:15
am. — And.
'christmas Tree Lighting,
6:30 p.m. - — Loop
'Ballet ServIce. 7 p.m. — Whit-
worth Pres. Church
'Movie: "It's a Wonderful Life,"
8:30 p.m. — And.
• Men's SB vs Montana Tech.
7:30 p.m, — Away
• Choir Concert, 8 p.m. — Whit-
worth Pres.Church -
'CASA Dance, 9 p.m. — HUB
9 MONDAY
'Forum: Karlis Kanfmanis, 11:15
s.m. — Aud. -
'Men's SB vs Canol College, 7:30
p.m. — Away
I 1 WEDNESDAY
Midweek Worship: Nancy
and Quinn Fox, 11:15 am. —
CH
'Resume Writing Workshop,
1p.m. — Student Life
• Cookie Party with Santa, 4 p.m.
— HUB
Letter — irom page 2
ii
l AS—Auditoriumicu-chapri
VA—Fine An' Building
P LIe — Llndsnan Snnlnw Cain I
MRJI—MuücRecItliHIU
J
The alcoholic is filled with
guilt, self-loathing, shame,
and fear. Self-esteem and self-
worth are usually so low that
the alcoholic often cannot face
himself sober. Alcoholics live
with the despairing fear that
they are at the mercy of the
raging addiction living within
themselves. Alcoholism has
the tinmitigated power to
destroy reJationships, personal-
dignity, the human body and
the mind of the alcoholic,
Alcoholics Anonymous is
based on the premise that the
alcoholic is powerless over
alcohol and accepting that fact
is the key to recovery. In the
very bleak world an alcoholic
faces, the conviction that they
suffer from a disease may of-
fer them a vestige of hope and
may offer some release from
their- sense of overwhelming
guilt and remorse. The choice
of the alcoholic to drink is a
tragic alternative to the
richness and fullness of life
that God wants for all of us.
Sherri Dill
I;-:-
9
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Christianity vs.
by Cherle Ekholm and Jill Johnson
The Whitworthran Editorial Board
One of the goals of Whitworth is to provide s'
with an education "oriented by a world view." To this
end, the college gives students opportunities to hear and in-
teract with Forum speakers, visiting fellows, and
munity lecturers. We have heard differing views - c-.
American politics, apartheid, and civil disobedience.
Liberalism vs. Conservativism, -investment vs. disinvest-
ment, -civil law vs. civil disobedience.
Christianity ys. ??
Whitworth is a small Christian college, with a Christian
orientation, and what seems to be a small Christian at-
titude. This college, with its biblical religion requirement,
dorm chaplains, Christian professors, and Forum
speakers, presents students with a sugar-coated view of the
world. Upon graduation we will leaveS this naive,
unrealistic Christian environment behind the Pinecone
Curtain and-face other beliefs unprepared. - -
Being students at.a small Christian college, we Are nOt
exposed on a daily basis to the diversity of religious beliefs
found on big university campuses. With This realization,
we need to actively seek opportunities to learn and unders-
tand beliefs other, than out own.
- At Whitworth there seems to be an unwillingness to ad-
mit that there are other faiths. Even though there are non-
Christian students on campus, others do not acknowledge
their non-christianity., If someone does ply attention to
one of these nontraditional Whitworthian, the common
belief is that non-Christian means atheist. Why? Because
the majority Of the students at Whitworth are allowed to
make the..mistaken assumption that to be religious means
only to be Christians, -
A -student ,could attend Whitworth - for' 'four years
without beina exposed to religious ideas other than Chris--
tian doctrine except, of course, for in Core 150 and 250 in
which students are presented with barefully structured lee-
tures that do not allow:for interpretation.-'Opportunities-
for 'endountering other ieligions are few, and those that are
presented go by largely unnoticed. Last Tuesday night the
movie The GodMakers was shown on campus. The film,
about the Mormon Church and its beliefs, raised questions
for the 50 or so students present.
The attitude of Whitworth is one of "Let's go out and
save, the world." This kind of mentality reflects a
closemindedness, as well as an unwillingness to admi.tthat
there are other ways to believe. Instead, our attitud! should
be, "Let's go out and understand the world."
How can we understand a world which has no represen.
tative on campus? The policy of the administration is to
hire no fulltime faculty who do not profess to be Christian.
This poiicy, strengthened in the past few years, has crippled
students' view of the "real world." The policy does not
hurt only the students who are not Christians, but also the
students who are Christians because it give them no_first
hand souice for knowledge of other systiniio(belief.
There is great value to be gained by studying other
beliefs. Learning about other religions challenges us men-
tally, helps us to clarify what we believe, and gives us abet-
ter understanding of the world in whiäh we live.
A Whitworth education has been described in our
catalog as "the pursuit of intellectual' and spiritual
development." Yet how can students grow and develop
when the college provides such a one-sided view of the
world? If the college won't take the responsibility; we
must. Only by seeking out other beliefs, and by testing,
challenging, and questioning what we believe, can we
....dnrtand our n bors.
beliefs have been challenged in
Core 150 this year. I know the
last sentence sounds like one'
of those "of the- cuff"
students comments in the ad-
missions booklet, but I pro-
mise that at least you won't see
me leaning out the second
story window of Mac with 50
of my dearest friends just
waiting for someone to walk
by with a camera.
Getting back to the point of
what I was saying: my beliefs
here, through Core 150 and
even some of the Forums,
have been challenged. I find
To the editor:
-
On Monday Nov. iS, the
final -installment of a three
Portini'series on-civil disobe-
thence featured local anti-
aboftion protesters Teresa
Lindley and Grace Cerl. Al-
though the least attended
Forum so far this year, it ap-
i, pears to have caused at least as
muôh discussion and contro-
versy among the Whitworth
cmmunity as any previous
Forum. Those who were simp-
ly angered by- he ml lam-
I matory ljnguagt, used byLhudlëy in particular, 'aS pro-
-bably -no longer angry; they
have shrugged it off or forgot-
ten their feelings by now; But-
'those who were hurt and hu-
miliated by a careless wielding
of: words and facts-mixed-
with-strong-opinion may well
still be in pain over what hap-
pened. I'm concerned about
you.
I am sure no one at Whit-
my world view in 'a constant
state of flux.
- My understanding of Scrip-
ture leads me to believ' that
man is depraved and th&. God
is sovereign. Hence the fallen
world is far from perfectable
and it is foolish and even
prideful ,to usurp God's posi-
tion as provider and soul
changer.'
It is during these times of
what I see as pragmatic
realism that I become conser-
vative and cling to my
,chauvinistic roots.
Then as soon as I felt totally
secure in my fortress of con-
servatism, along came Deitrich.
Bonhoeffer in the way of! a.
Core lecture and the conser-
vative withered awly in
shame. In its place, the roman-
tically bold and courageous
man in me came forth, ready
to change the world, fearing
nothing and no one but Godi
At other times I feel like my
Young Life involvement with -
white, middle-class high
school kids is plenty
stretching. I'll drop by one of
the 13 Forums that I attend
and walk out enraed at a
worki filled with apartheid, a
nation that desires to return
=1
-Wh
Apology for abortion attack
I
4:
-i
ijwqrth is for abortion. But 'I. Abortion is not the un-aIsb- know that some at the - forgivØle sin. It is always a
college, for a wide variety of tragic -'and miserably unfor-
reasons,-'bave persànally been - - tWl* choice. People involved
involved in abortion. Ck,e - in, abortion are not the heart-
friends and family members murderer they were por-
about- whom -we care -deeply-' trayS ,tO b in the presenta
have had them. Women here at -lion. 'It is disappointing that
Whitworth have had them. such a complex and difficult
-1 have a deep feeling ofhurt- topic. was not dealt with in a
for those who - - have more iensitive manner; that is
through the pain of an abor- ':orw of,the risks of allowing a
tion, either directly' or indirect ,wid'9hCtsiW of opinion to be
ly. :Iam sorry that whatever -.pesciite4 in the Forum pro-
compassion Lindley and- Gerl-- -
-
have for those who han been - -' lam sorry for the pain-that
paineçl through abortion-- was S and still is present. ,hit-
not more 'evident - in their - Worth "College is I plIth of'
presentation. I am also love and forgiveness before it
that what was to be a discus-: is anything else. It is my
sign qentering on civil disobe- sincere hope that we who are
thence eyolved into a mild dia- - the- coHege will express our
tribe against abortion. I am compassion and sensitivity to
most sorry- that the dIscussion those who are in pain for
came dangerously close to an-: whatever reason. Quinn Fax
implicit attack upon -those in - - - Associate Chaplain,
the audience who - may- have Coordinator of the Forum
had abortioi'is. - Program
Central Americans to certain - Fox walking across campus
death in their home countries, - has made me feel - guilty
and a country that refuses to enough to actually con
feed its poor - - - - template civil disobedience or
I am ashamed that my own 'at least subscribe 'to So-
interaction is-i silent affirma-' journers.
tion of a godless world's conti- When I realize that no mat-
nuing inhumAnity to man. - ter how socially active Chris-
'There have been occassions tians are, the poor, as christ
-when ji.ist the sight of Quinn continued on page 11
Core 150 ChrIstmas
John A. Sowers
The members of the
Editorial Board do not make
up their own headlines. In-my
case, that is a relief as the basic
math skills required are far
beyond my puny capabilities.
If it were up to me to title this
one I would call it "Reflec-
tions of a Core 150
Christmas."
I have to honestly say that
my Christian beliefs and the
actions that arise from those
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OPINION
44pmhy shie ad well m Whftwovth
Is B. MesS.
As I reflect on A$WC's performance this last
semester, I am hauntS by ihe fact that something
remains askew.
Findings in a recent Whitworthian survey further
articulate my discontent. Of those polled, 53 pa-
cent felt that they had not been informed on what
ASWC has done this year, while 32 percent took no
position at all. The net result: 15 percent of the
campus feel they know what ASWC is doing. A ge-.
nuinely vexing question presents itself to
Presidents' Council in epidemic proporuons: what
.
do we 40 about apathy on campus?
Webster's defines apathy as "lack of interest in
. things generally found exciting, interesting or mov-
big; indifference." Hs the excitement of being a
college student paled in comparison with "glory
years" gone by? I think not.
A student concerned about this indiffence
would undoubtedly begin pointing the fhi€r at
ASWC's executive officers. Certainly Brad Larkin,
Theresa Zeorlin, and Dick Anderson have some.
control over interest on campus. However, the
burden cannot rest wholely on these individáals
because they act on dorm president imput. The
buck is passed to dorm presidents; after all, they are
our representative voice as Council meetings.
Again, the yoke of guilt cannot be placed on their
shoulders as presidents can only act on feedback
from their constituents.
A brief analysis of who is to blame for Whit-
worth's apathy is non-productive arid dos not
solve the problem at hand. We all share respon-
sibility for being a complacent community. A more
fruitful inquiry, however, lies iii a closer examina-
lion of "why" and "how" apathy is allowed to ex-
ist. -
A dissection of ASWC's operating structure a-
poses inherent systematic flaws: the root causes of
apathy. ASWC is tmanciOlly independent via pay-
meflt of student fees. Once ASWC's executive of-
ficers are elçctód in May, they may begin projecting
their budget for the coming year -with pin-point acr
Dorm presidents, ori the other hand, are not
-afforded-this luiury.hile fa.ana4kctS4or
ASWC at the registratio I counter, dorm piesidents
must wade through thç quagmire of pleading, beg-
ging even, to coliéet dorm dues so that they may
function as something other than a sweat shirt
catalog. Dues are not fully collected by the end of
fall semester. "Why pay dorm dues if I am not go-
ing to see any rçturn on my investment," is a fair
question. As students vacilate about whether to pay
their dues, the presidents' hands are tied. Activities
are difficult, at best, to present with adequate fund-
ing; the term drags on,'apathy sets in.
The solution is clear and simple: coliçct dorm
dues along with all other fees at the beginning of
each semester. With this uncomplicated alteration,
dorm presidents would be liberated from collecting
dues and free to perform their prescribed duties.
Enlarging- dorm coffers clears the path for a
greater frequency and quality in dorm functions
'and creates for presidents a solid standing to call
aonn meeting. On the other end of the stick,
residents would also have substantial grounds from
which to complain if no activity was taking place
within the dorm., - -
- : -
Solving the abovi stated- puzzle, -one hurtle -re-
mains to be cleared, compensating dorm presidents
for the hours and hours they log to better the
campus as a whole. Last year's Presidents' Council -
came within inches of passing a bill which would
- monetarily compensate presidents with $100 a
semester. The -bill was defeated on one premise;
donnpresi4ents should be servants arid theref& not
be compensated for their effort. In this posiion I
could not agree more vehemently. - - -
However, Resident Assistants, and certainly
Resident Chaplains are servants, but they are given
monetary compensation.
Having personally served as a dorm president and
a Resident Assistant, the jury is still out for me as to,
which position requires more time and work. We
should not monetarily compensate presidents just
because every other position is giVen compensation.
Dorm presidents provide a valuable service for the
student body and unquestionably deserve a small
thanks, whether it be $25, $50 or $100 a semester.
Certainly presidents will not begin driving BMW's
or competing with Dr. Mounce on beach front pro-
perty in Hawaii because they receive a minuscule
token of appreciation from the people they repre-
sent.
Also suggested as a means of indemnity would be
admitting presidents to all dances or other ASWC-
sl*rnsored activities free of charge.1This goes a long
way to communicate our appreciation for the
presidents' service, but a small stipend clearly ar-
ticulates a "thanks" for a job that often turns out
to be "thankless."
Whether or not the two flaws I have addressed or
their solution are the cure-all for campus' apathy is
not at issue here. What is, however, is that apathy is
alive and well on Whitworth's campus and It
urgently requests attention,
-
If a lesson is to be learned from last year's
Presidents' Council, It Is that slow and in-
decisive action only defers the question to another
administration's interpretation. One semester has
elapsed off this adminstratlon's tenure without
much action on this issue. With Jan Term nearing,
it would be wise to assemble the Rules and Special
Projects Committee or an adhoc committee with
specific instructions to formulate a proposal to be
submitted to Council the rwuMonday in February.
Apathy can no longer be allowed to stand unad-
dressed on Whitworth's campus. We cannot allow
another year to slip through our grasp in making a
decision on this issue; riding the fence is no longer
permissible. Conclusive and unambiguous action
must be taken. In this I feel strongly.
Christmas Memories
Dave Beta
Christmasisatimeof thatlhadpaintedwhenl
25th six that mothermemories; as the my
of always insisited on hang-draws closer,
tháe the 17past holidays fill the up;
of littleWe savor these thoughts mybrother and me at dif-like bits of
ferent sitting on 17chocolate. The season -ages -
never passes without tales different antas' knees;
from parents, aunts and there -was -;he many dif-
uncles or grandfathers ex- ferent preients: 0.1. Joe,
tolling - tne wunuers of Mousetrap; Battleship,
christmas past. It is to All-Star Baseball, Skittle-Golf, the Osmond'sthese memoriçs,
wonders, That this editorial -; greatcst hts;' at let "p1
is dedicated.
-
-
-
- Walkie-Talkies, Legos,
My first memory of Tinkertoys and
- the
Christmas is finding a pup- - sweaters - that Grandma
when I threepy under tree gave me, my
was three or four. That brothers, and all nine of
cousins. The televisionmemory is dim, buried my
of on and we all watchedunder the sands two
the Rose sometimesdecades; it is the only gift Bowl;
remaining from that UCLA lost, sometimes
they but I rememberChristmas. won,
that they playedI remember, more every
Califor-ly, Christmas year. -
My tell me therenia, where the palm trees
bad times as well,and blue skies did little to
when the winter winddampen my Christmas en-
remember chilled the house, andthusiasm. 1
foam short. Therehelping dad spray moneyit the time that thievessnow on the tree to give a
stole all andwintery look. I remember our
stoked another time whencrying as Grandpa
sister gravely illup the fire on
intended and at the hospital. TheseEve, claiming
- ill memories fade liketo roast Santa.
smoke cold morning;1: remember Christmas on a
for Christmas will alwaysdinner in -Illinois; heaping
plates of every delight that be a 'happy time, made
- by bad timescould be eaten: ham, stronger any
turey, pheasant, sweet inihe past. Somehow that
corn, peas, buttered car' special magic that we all
rot!,- maShed, potatoes,' feel at this' tithe of -year
sweet potatoes, sage dieis prevails. Whether this is
ing, wild rice, Aunt - due' to a naive under-
Nelda's secret dressing, standing of the world, a
thre-bean salad, tossed divine celebration -of-
salad Waldorf salad, fruit - -Christ's birth, or an innate
salad, minced meat pie, need to, once a year,
pumpkin pie, apple pie, regard the people around
-
remember worthy of love and at-pecan pie. I
eating divinity at Grandma tention, I do- not know.
Ruth's, fudge at Great- Regardless of the reasons,
Gran'ma Lockabee's, mar-- when finals are over, and
made that long tripshmallow Santas at
home, take off shoes,Doreen's. your
I toes by the fire,Christmas morning warm you
of drink little andremember as a ac- egg nog
that mysterioustivity: there was tree,
Christmas spirit, After all,drowning in piles wrap-
it only comes once aping paper, with same year.
stupid wooden ornaments
At times this fall, it has seemed that our only
question when the editorial board met to discuss
issues and ideas was, "How can we get people to
write letters to the editor?" Often this question
came up because it was late Sunday night and we
didn't have enough copy to fill the editorial page.
Most of the time, however, we asked this question
because we wanted to break through what seems to
be a shell of apathy surrounding Whitworth
students.
We haven't broken that shell yet, but we hope
people are beginning to see through the cracks.
Our main goals were to raise questions, challenge
the Whitworth community, and hopefully to make
some people uncomfortable about where they stood
or didn't stand, I think these goals have been only
partially realized. We are getting letters, we are
making people uncomfortable It times, we have
managed to leave no gaping holes on the editorial
page, but now we need to push for a deeper
response.
-
The Whitworthian editorial page Is only one step
in that response. The editorial page Is a sounding
board for the good, the bad, and even for the puz-
zling or absurd. -
We not only want you to feel uncomfortable and
to write letters to us; we also want you to begin to
respond in other ways. Don't just think about
issues; call someone and talk about them. Do
something to make your opinions count on issues
that affect you. Begin to share the frustrations we
encounter in dealing with difficult situations.
- I'll be in France this spring as a part of the France
study tour. I expect to be tested daily on how I res-
pond to issues, people, and situations4 and hope -
that in writing from that-perspective,- l-canin turn
test others here at Whitworth. I hope that my views
of what - is happening outside of: Whitworth can
make others in the community open their eyes and
see beyond our expanse of ponderosa pine,
We all need to begin thinking about "the big, bad
world" outside Whitworth, but we, need to do, this
"hi i"wayth tStS'ktranlltlon-bC&weenlbe two
worlds. Don't expect that the transition will be
either easy or smooth. Challenge yourselves and
each other. Challenges are the keys to this transi-
tion.
-
Open your eyes, Whitworth.
Four years of memo ries
Jill Johnson -
As the only senior on The Whit won hian
Editorial Board, I'd like to reflect on a few changes
I've seen at Whitworth over the years,
I remember when South Warren Basement
residents thought they lived off campus; life before
'wine coolers; and Stewart Hall's annual beer can
display. -
I remember when TheSource was required Core
150 reading; the Freshman dorm wasn't and
Goodsell was; and dancing In The Loop.
Things certainly have changed.
I remember wondering if my shoes would be
missing after Spring Break; Spence Bovee movies;
and a woman ASWC president.
I remember when the Wilderness Activities
Theme Dorm camped in The Loop; East Warren
- proudly displayed their "Where's the Beef" sign;
and KWRS wasn't that alternative.
Things certainly have changed.
I remember when all the on-campus phone cords
"magically" appeared on Don Holden's desk; the
tennis team had hair; and Mac basement was a safe
place to roam.
I remember living in B-i; when Laurie's served
but Domino's didn't deliver; and the HUB had a
TV.
Things certainly have changed.
I remember when Stewart Hall almost became the
International Dorm; 10 required Forums; no table
legs at SAGA; and veggie cheese medley.
Oh yes, I remember pointless editorials in The
Whitwort/zian, just like this one.
Things certainly have changed.
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by Barry Elkin
of The Whftworthlan
To aid instructors with their
classes, Whitworth is ad-
ministering both an old and a
new teacher evaluation to
students, giving them a chance
to freely comment on their
professors' performances as
teachers.
The new evaluation is
printed on. yellow paper and
includes 41 categories to rate
the instructor.
by Am
of The
anda Paye
Whltworthian
Where Weie you when the
lights went out7Most of the Whitworth
campus was plunged into
darkness last weekend when
the transformer to the Science
Building gave up the ghost.
"It's just like Murphy's
Law: Anything mechanical
can and will fail at the most in-
opportune time," said Don
Holden, director of the
of the Physical Plant.
According to Holden, the
transformer blew a lightning
arrester, the apparatus that
keeps it from being struck bylightning. "When that
transformer went down, it
took the whole system with
by Khrls Vogel
of The Whitworth Ian
Three pieces of artwork, in-
cLuding oneS belonging to
English department Chairper-
son Leonard Oakland, were
stolen from Westminster Hall
sometime between Monday,
Nov. 25 and Wednesday, Nov
27.
According to Oakland, two
paintings that hung in the hall
on the second floor of West-
minster were taken, along with
a framed photograph dis-
played by Oakland in
classroom.
Oakland's photograph was
recovered by students last
week and returned to him. The
paintings have yet to be
recovered.
than in whether the students
are learning it."
The responses the students
are to use are also more in-
depth and range from:
"1 = Never characteristic of
this instructor or his/her
teaching; 2 = Rarely
characteristic of this instructor
or his/her teachinj; 3 =
Sometimes characteristic of
this instructor or his/her
teaching; 4 = Frequently
characteristic of this instructor'
or his/her teaching; 5 =
Always characteristic of this
instructor or his/her teaching;
or X = Not applicable.
it," said Holden; At least half'
of the campus was in darkness
or periodic darkness from the
time the transformer failed at
1 ;30 p.m. on Saturday, till it;
was repaired Sunday evening.
Holden and a few of the
Physical 'Plant crew worked 'at
repairing the transformer
'from Saturday. afternoon 'till
the lights came 'back. on.
Holden said that the
transformer itself was repaired
late Sunday afternoon. He
said that a Water Power crew
had to be called in to replace a
fuse located off-campus in
order to cOmpletç the repairs.
Holden said that the reason
some of the lights were going
on and off at odd times on
Saturday and Sunday was
because they had to put the
fuses in and out in order to
work on the system safely.
"I put the word out in my
classes (about the theft)," said
Oakland. "Some student-
friends of mine found the
photograph. I'm glad to have
it back — no questions
asked."
While the paintings are still
missing, Oakland is satisfied
with the return of his
photograph. "The paintings
have little value," explained
Oakland. "They're not even
particularily good paintings.
The picture, on the other
hand, is one I'm proud of. I
had purchased it and had it
framed. I put over $50 into it.
i'm just glad it's back."
Anyone knowing of the
whereabouts of the still-as-yet
missing paintings is encour-
aged to contact campus securi-
ty or the English department.
dent to evaluate the teacher.
The evaluations the student is
to choose from are: excellent;
very good; good; fair; and
poor.
The teaching statements in-
clude such ones as: "En-
thusiasm in teaching your
class;" "Ability to explain
his/her subject' matter to
his/her students;" and "Your
evaluation of instructor's per-
sonality in intereting with
students."
The old evaluation form en-
courages students to comment
on the teacher on the back of
the evaluation sheet.
In contrasting the two
forms, one student remarked,
"The new form takes too long
to answer, and after a while
you get tired of it."
After students have filled
thé'm out, the evaluations are
then sent to the computer
department for a tally and
then the students' handwritten
comments are added to the
Students
by Cherie' Ekholm
of The Whltworthian
"When I teach a language,
I'm interestø in my tidents
leirning to"àjieak the'language
well," 'said Pierrette Gustaf-
son, associate professor of
Modern Languages, "but I'm
more interested in my students
being aware that there are
other people in the world who
speak different languages,
who think differently, who ap-
by Amanda Payc
of The Whitworthian
The Nutrition department
willbe offering a new course
called NutritiOn, Food, and
People (NF 111) in Spring
Term 1986 according to Tern
Sanders, assistant professor of
Nutrition. "My goal for the
course is to increase nutri-
tional awareness in a practical
way," said Sanders, who will
be teathing . the course on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 3/4
period, this spring. "It will,bç
a more personally applied
course," she said.
Sanders said that a concern
on the part of students in-
itiated the idea for the new
class. She said that Nutrition
361. was the most basic nutri-
tion class offered by the
department. '.'That class was
trying to meet too' many needs
for too many students," she
said. "It was frustrating for
the people with no chemistry
background. I had to teach so
much nutrition, bio-chem-
istry. - .but that's not why a lot
of people took the class."
Sanders said that the
students expressed an interest
totals according to Darrell
Guder, vice-president of
Academic Affairs.
Guder explained that the
evaluations are then sent to the
'instructor, the department
chairperson, and the -ad-
ministration. "The evalua-
tions are used by different
committees for different
thjngs," explained Guder.
All instructors at Whitwortb
are evaluated each year,
according to JOan Skyberg,
Academic Affairs secretary.
Skyberg explained that one-
and two-year instructors get
all of their courses evaluated,
and other professors are a-
pected to get one course
evaluated per year.
Skyberg said, "The Whit-
worth administration takes the
evaluations very seriously in
determining how the instruc-
tors are doing in their classes.
Adjunct instructors at Whit-
spring for
proach their values iii different
ways and that this is recog-
nized in the language."
Gustafson's joal of in-
troducing students to 'a new
culture 'Will be' realized' this
spring;, when sh, Gordon
WilsS, associate professpr Of
Art, 'and Leonard Oakland,
associate professor of English,'
lead a threë-moñth 'study tour
to France.
'
.
The tour is 4ivided into oñe
month areas of concentratidn
The first month, taught by
Gustafson, focuses mainly on
in a more introductory4evel
nutrition course, "There are
no prerequisitqs for the
course. It's suited for the per-.
son; with no nutrition' or
science background." She ad-
ded, "We've needed a course
like this foi a long' time."
Nutrition, Food, and People
does meet the general spiçnce
requirement for graduation.
Sanders said, "The class is
for the person just starting out
in nutrition." She added that
this class was for those who.
France
language and culture. Students
spend the second month cx-
ploring- 'art with Wilson,
visiting museums and the
pIeces where 'the artists did
their work. The final month of
the toklr, lead by Oakland,dtlvéi' 'ihtô' the thisiot'
literature, and architecture of
France. '
-
The tour, which is scheduled
to' leave from Vancouver,
B.C., 'Feb. 16, will begin in
Gourdon, a small village in
continue on page 5
arC interested in learning more
about their own diets. "The
emphasis will be on diets...
we'll LOok itt dietary habits...
we'll 'learn how to plan
menus." She also said she
would cover special topics like
exercise, diet during pregnan-
cy, and world nutrition.
"We're going to try to do a lot
of fun things' too — hands on
things."
Sanders said that the class is
being offered on a trial basis
for the spring.
I
I
I
I
I
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New evaluations to aid teaching
the following year based on
evaluations, and other instruc-
tors at Whitworth may lose
their tenure If the administra-
tion thinks it is necessary due
to responses on the evalua-
tions."
Guder said, "We take them
very seriously because it was
the faculty themselves that
developed the evaluations to
help them in their teaching at
Whitworth."
When asked if students took
the evaluations seriously
Guder rej,lied, "I think
students take 'them seriously
based on the comments we get
on the evaluations."
"They are very explicit about
what they like or don't like,"
commented Skyberg on
students' attitudes towards the
evaluations.
Guder summarized his feel-
'ings on the evaluations; "It is
a long and expensive process,
but we feel it ensures the quali-
worth who are hired for only ty 'eçlucation that students
one year, may not be re-hired 'Want at Whitworth."'
Categories include: "The The newer form also in-
grading system is clear and cludes 'seven questions which
understandable;" "The in- the student' is to comment on.
structor models the Christian These questions include: "In
Faith/Life in a way that per- what particular ways, if any,
sonally challenges me;" "The has this instructor been
instructor is willing to discuss helpful?" and "Has this in-
how the course content relates structor had a positive or
in his/her own viçw of, God negitive influence on you?
and the world;" and Thein Please explain."
structor seems more interested The old form is white and
in covering all the material has 13 categories for the stu-
Transfórniei fails,
campus darkens 4
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southwestern France. Accor-
ding to Gustafson, Gourdon
was chosen for this first in-
trod to, French ILkbCciusc the pacë'Is slower End
the people are more open and
available to the students.
During the time- in Gour-
don, the basic routine is
established for the rest of the
tour. Gasses are held every
morning from 9 a.m. to noon.
Afternoons are reserved for
excursions to museums and
other attractions, as well as for
interaction with the people of
the area. Students are also re-
quired to keep a journal for
each month of the tour.
-
The second two weeks of
Gustafson's month will be
spent in Toulouse, a typical
university town iii the
southwestern portion of the
country. The time in Toulouse
includes the first of two
homestays planned for - the
students. Students will con-
tinue tomeet for classes in the-
morning during the
homestays.At the end of the first
month, Gustafson will return
to Whitworth and Wilson will
fly to France to begin the
month of art. Students spend
the first two weeks of this
month in Nice, on the French
Riviera. "Part of what I do is
basically an intro to art class,
an intro to French art more or
less," said Wilson. "If anyone
is going to experience the
French culture, the art is just a
necessity. Almost any art style
or direction that there is today
has at least some roots or in-
fluences in French art."
Wilson added that students
often seem to be intimidated
by the art, possibly because
the Americans don't see art as
being an integral part of their
lives as 'of the French.'
The last week of March and
the first week of April are
spent in Paris, where students
liyç in §tudent iitr. The art
month' continUes -with trips to
museums, -such as the Louvre
and the Pompidou Center.
"Being able to view the work
first hand is really exceptional.
The best reproduction are not
anything like the original,"
said Wilson. "Pieces that are
maybe three inches square in
books are sometimes seven or
eight feet tail.-"
After the art month finishes
mid Wilson returns to Whit-
worth, students will have a
one-week Spring Brçak before
beginning the final portion of
the tour. Students can travel
through the French coun-
tryside, to London, Germany
or any other place their ex-
pense money and passports
will take them.
The third month, Oakland's
month of French Literature
and Culture, will- begin with a
tour of the chateaux of the
Loire Valley, with a stop to see
Mont St. Michel. After a five-
'day side trip, the tour returns
to Paris and students. begin
their second homestay.
Students will stay with French
families in Louveciennes, a
suburb of Paris.
Students will take the train
to Paris for classes every
morning. This month in-
cludes historical walks
through the city, where the
students explore the places
where events of French
history, such as the French
Revolution of the 18th century
took place.
-
Traditionally, Oakland
said, the last night of the tour
is the time students do the one
thing they've been trying to
avoid: they play tourist.
Oakland and the students
- - usually-takeA'sjghts.jng-tówr
down the Seine and have a bon
voyage party.
Students become like a
family during the tour, said
the professors. They see each
other every day, live together
for three months, and become
used to each others' clothes.
"People generally have two
reactions to their own clothes
after the tour," Oakland con-
tinued. "Students either want
to frame them, because
they've become so attached, or
they want to burn them. Either
way, they'll never have to wear
those clothes again."
The tour ends May 15 and
returning students will be back
to Whitworth in time for com-
mencement activities. Many
students, however, have
elected to stay in Europe to
travel or to work. Some plan
to stay the entire summer.
Students are required to
take Humanities 308, French
Civilization and Culture in the
fall before the study tour.
Taught by Oakland, who-gives
his own free time to this part
of the program, the class gives
the students an introduction to
the foundations of French
culture by exploring the
history of the-region. The class
was requried for the 1983
study tour, and continued this
year because the professors
felt that students were un-
prepared to land in a different
culture without some
background.
Students are also required to
take Gustafson's French Con-
versation class during Jan
Term prior to the trip.
This year's tour is the fourth
three-month tour Whitworth
has offered. -
by Suzan Fleshrnan
of The WhYworthian
The spirit of Christmas
shines as Christmas Week set-
tles on the Whitworth campus.
The Campanile has Christmas
carols playing, tree lights up In
The Loop and Christmas
specials are beginning on TV.
Whitworth's Christmas Week
has just begun.
On Tuesday afternoon,
Dec. 10, everyone Is welcome
at the concert band's vesper
service. "Music and scripture
together in a service is a
wonderful way to end a day of
classes," said Gall Fielding,
coordinator of Christmas
Week festivities. The service is
at 4 p.m. In the Chapel.
Santa will make an ap-
pearance in the HUB on
Wednesday afternoon, Dec.
II during a cookie party.
Come see Santa while you
decorate and eat your own
cookies. All Is free, starting at
4 p.m. In the HUB.
Grab a piece of mistletoe
anti head for SAGA Thursday
night, Dec. 12 for a romantic
candlelight dinner. In the past,
the traditional Christmas din-
ner has had limited seating, ac-
cording to Fielding. "This
year we've combined the
limited seating dinner with
SAGA's buffet dinner so
everyone on campus can enjoy
It." There will be music as
well.
-
Later Thursday evening,
meet in the Chapel at 8 p.m. to
go Christmas caroling. After
gathering in the chapel all
carolers will parade through
the dorms singing favorite
Christmas songs. The group
will end In the Chapel in time
for the evening Compline ser-
vice at 10 p.m.
Even if you have already
completed the quota of
forums, be sure to attend
Whltworth's Fine Arts depart-
ment performance of' "Amahl
and the Night Visitors" In
Forum, Friday Dec. 13.
Saturday's festivities are
still indefinite due to the
weather situatIon. Snow
sculpturing is scheduled for I
p.m. on Dec. 14 in The Loop.
This will be a dorm competi-
tion, awarded with a traveling
trophy. The weather has never
yet permitted the activity to
take place. Fielding explained,
"The- rain the other day has
me worried. I'm afraid it will
rain more and turn The Loop
to a giant sluipee." Watch the
weather and plan to be ready
to sculpt.
Sunday, Dcc. 15 the ac-
tivities wind up on campus for
the 1985 Christmas Week.
"Amahl and the Night
Visitor?' will be presented
again at 3 p.m. in Cowles
Auditorium. Campus Worship
will be a candlelight creche
service. Fielding said,
"Children of all ages arewelcome.'.' - -
-
Amahi opera to
Amahl's mother is very happy
at what the king says and her
appear
about what "Amahl" will br
ing them and the audience thatby John Boyar
of The Whltwonhlon son is too, In this Christ in-
spired atmosphere, Amahl
gives the crutch which he relies
on to the kings, so they can
give it to the Christ Child.
sees it. Musical Director
Thomas Tavener said that
"Amabi" carries the strong
message that Christ's king-
dom is built on love and not
-
A fully staged opera with a
complete orchestra will be
coming to Whitworth College When Antahi gives away the things like material goods.
on Friday Dec. 13 at Forum crutch, he is no longer a crip- Stage Director Rick Homer
and on Sunday Dec. 15 at 3
p.m. in Cowles Auditorium.
pIe. Due to the power that
Christ has given him, Amahl
said it contains important
points like the symbolism of
The opera, "Amahl and the
Night Visitors," will explore
the theme of giving the love
Jesus Christ has taught.
goes with the kings to see
Christ in person.
The cast of this production
generally has positive feelings
the kings' coming, the theme
that Christ's kingdom is built
on love and not gold, and the
proclamation of life through
The opera, written by Gian about the opera and what it Christ.
Carlo Menotti, opens at the
house of a crippled littje boy
named Amahl (played by
Yvonne Dechance) and his
poor mother (Christine Bur-
chett). The two, plus many
other shepherds, are entertain-
ing the three kings (Tim Black,
means to them. Dechance ap-
preciates "Amahl and the
Night Visitors" because of the
drama's beauty and the life
that her character, Ajnahl,
possesses. She sees her role as
challenging because as a
woman it is difficult to sing as
In addition to the produc-
tion staff and cast, there.will
also be- dancers and chorus.
The dancers are: Scott Kell-
mer, Janine McAllister, Ken
Uric, Elisabeth Schorsch,
Kristen Anders, Daniel
Barnelt, Jacquita Rogers, and
John Cooper and Brent Stark)
who intend to visit the Christ
Child. After the kings leave,
Amahl's mother decided to
steal some of the kings' gold
coins, so she can help out her
disabled son. She is caught by
the kings' page (Sean Barrett),
and King Melchior (John
Cooper) confronts her. How-
ever, he is not angry with her
because he does not think that
money is the most important
thing in the world. He believes
Ithat the Christ Child is.
a young boy.
John Cooper (King
Melchior) talked about the
theme of giving that is
prevelant in the opera. Brent
Stark (King Balthazar) thinks
that this story about the birth
of Christ is very special. Tim
Black (King Kaspar) believes
that the opera wil go well
because they have been mak-
ing continual progress during
practice.
' Members of the production
staff also have good feelings
Robert Perry.
The chorus includes: Laurie
Dunlap, Malia Kaai, Leah
Fabie, Liz Zirkle, Annie
Boulet, Leah Palmberg,
Miriam Samuçlu, Jeannie
Stretcher, David Adams, Scott
Heinz, Steve Sutton, Fred
Doehle, Jamey Holsworth, Jel
Lant, Jeff Schmidt, John
Hamilton, Jeff Neuter and
David Ramsey-Warner.
"Ainahl" first appeared at
Whitwortb in 1973 and again
in 1983.
4
Keola residents issue a challenge to other dorms
decorate for the Chdstmas season as they have.
France — from page 4
ChtStlÜal' 'WSk
spirit continues
by Debbie Saparto
Special to The Whitwor-thian
How would you like to get
Saturday morning breakfast in
bed, with roses included, from
someone you don't even
know? If you participate in
Heart Brother/Heart Sister
Week, such treatment might
be yours.
Heart Brother/Heart Sister
Week is a tradition here at
Whitworth, said Senior Brad
Taylor, coordinator of Arend
Hall's Heart Brother/Heart
Sister Week. Each dorm han-
dles its own week separately,
he explained further, yet the
common goal of the week is
consistent: to provide an op-
portunity for students to get
acquainted with each other by
doing things for one another.
"It was special and very im-
portañt to dorm life," said
Beth Windsor, a freshman of
Arend Hall. "It made the
dorm close."
Several weeks ago Arend
carried on the Whitworth tra-
dition. "It was fun!" said
Freshman Mike Kawakami.
Kawakami said that it gave
him a chance to meet new peo-
ple and get to know others bet-
ter.
Behind the scenes, however,
Taylor had a different yiew of
the activity. "The organiza-
tion was incredibly hard," he
said. Taylor ran into many
problems in planning the
event. Matching people up and
working against the calendar
were two difficulties he faced.
Taylor is glad that it is "finally
over."
Whichever .way you look at
it, Heart Brother/Heart Sister
Week is a dorm activity many
people participate in year after
year.
Freshman John Butler of
Baldwin-Jenkins explained
how students got involved. To
be -a part of the activity, he
said, a student first signed a
sheet located in their dorm to
show that they were interested
in participating. The student's
name was then randomly
matched with the name of
another interested student of
the opposite sex. The matched
names, Butler further ex-
plained, showed who the heart
brother/heart sister would be
for the week. The student had
one week- to do whatever they
wished for the other.
According to Windsor,
posters, flowers, candy and
other foods are the things
most commonly given during
the week. However, she said,
sometimes unique creativity
steps in. -
Take, for instance, Leonard
Norfleet, who once woke up to
a message from outer space.
Strung between two trees were
these words: "To Leonard:
Greetings From Another
World;" -
Then there was the night
when the trio of Chris
Rohrman, Dave Montoure
and Kevin Kopp dressed as
blind musicians. They walked
around Mend Hall serenading
girls, attributing it to their
heart brothers.
"Heart Brother/Heart Sister
week is asilly tradition," said
Taylor. But Taylor also added
that it is, in his opinion, the
best tradition pn the campus
of Whitworth to help people
get acquainted. "It can be very
meaningful if dealt with pro-
perly," he said.
by Kathy Marousek
of The Whltworth fan
• Spokane. It certainly is not
known as a place for "fun in
the sun," but it can be a place
for fun in the snow. All a per-
son needs is a bit of imagina-
tion, an adventurous spirit,
and many layers Of clothes;
Ideas for snow-bound thrill-
seekers? One anonymous stu-
dent suggested riding on the
hood of a car while driving
through The Loop (with a
paper sack over the license
plate so as not to get caught by
stealthy maintenance
workers).
Another daring student
mentioned
-
making snow
angels in sub-zero weather,
scantily clad in a swimsuit. All
this after taking a jacuzzi, then
jumping back in- the steaming
hot water for that tingling sen- -
sation.
McMillan. lesident Jay
Smith likes t&go snowboard-
ing. 'It!s like surfing, only in
the snow," said Smith. The
board is about 1-foot wide arid
4-feet long. He straps his feer
on the board and "hangs 10"
down the hill, no poles al-
lowed.
-
For those that believe their
blood pressure is high enoughfrqm•. school and want
somçthing a little less ha-
açdpp,; 9utdjcr, ecjrçatkfl,flhibyLRmCI!,h5q
manyactivities and eqwpnint.to" offer. "We have
camping gç innertubes, and
skis," said Reinertson. One
can rent cross country skis for$3 a day or $6 for the
weekend.
Other activities mentioned
by students were football in
the snqw,
-
ice kating,
sculpting snow, snowball
fights, snowmobiling, and tak-
ing wallçs in the snow.
Whitworth students do not
seem to have any troublç flit-
ding creative activities to keep
them entertained in thç snow.
But if one is at a loss for ideas,
Senior Gordon Force sug-
gested, "There's always sled-
ding in the Back 40 on a
SAGA tray."
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Travel brings
by Colleen Schlonga
of The Whltworthkm
Cook to N. W. N*O*W
Ti:
Have you ever had friends
talk about an interesting and
appealing place, and, when
you got the chance to ex-
perience it first-hand,
discovered that they weren't
exaggerating? Chaplain's
Assistant Crol Cook found
this to be true about Whit-
worth.
While attending Princeton
Theological Seminary, Cook
came to know several Whit-
worth graduates. "It war
almost amusing that the peo-
ple I liked the best were from
Whitworth," she said.
Those students spoke highly
of Whitworth, Cook said, and
she was pleased when offered
her current position, which she
began this fall. "It's fun to be
at a place that you've heard a
lot about," she said.
Cook's move to the North-
west was not her farthest ven-
ture, by any 'means.
A pastor's daughter, Cook
was born in Princeton, N.J.
but at age 10 moved with her
family to Holland, Mich.
Growing up in that city, Cook
later attended Hope College in
Holland, graduating in 1976
with a bachelor's degree In
English. - - - -
After -. graduation, Cook
spent her next two years in Tai-
wan as a mission intern. It was
then, she said, that she first
thought of going to seminary.
Back in the United States,
she enrolled at Michigan State
University and in 1982 receiv-
ed her master's degree in
English, with an emphasis on
teaching English as a second
language. -
The idea Cook had several
years before in Taiwan became
reality, when she went back to
her birthplace and entered
Princeton Theological
Seminary. Cook graduated
from seminary this past
spring.
Then came the opportunity
to come to Whitworth and ex-
perience the college she had
heard so much
-
about, and
she's glad she 'came. "1 am
really impressed with Whit-
worth as a college," Cook
said, adding that she likes the
liberal arts focus. "Education
here isn't just academic — it
involves a lot of different ex-
periences."
Those experiences include
the activities planned by the
Chapel staff. Cook works with
several committees, her main
responsibility being to
organize Compline, a Thurs'
day night service that focuses
on quiet meditation and skiing.
prayer. She also assists Nancy know some students, but not
Fox in planning the midweek
-
asmany as she'd like. "By not
worship and helps with the teaching, I don't have that
resident chaplain program natural mtéacuon with the
Through these various plan.' -students," she said, idding
thug Cook said that it will just take some time
that she has been able to get to for people to get to know who
WV,
S -,t -
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New Chaplain's Assistant Carol Cook looks forward to
her first Whltworth winter — complete with cross country
she is.
As -for those she has come in
contact with, she said, "I-feel
thç•5stupnts .;,1. weet.; - are
'remarkably mature., mere'&:just a lot of good people
here."
-
-
Tradition can build friendships
jazz ('jaz) — 1. American - JmUsic developed especially - from
ragtime and blues and characterized by syncopated rhythms,
contrapuntal ensemble playing, and usually inprovisation often
With special melodic features (as blue notes) peculiar to the in-
dividual interpretation of the player. 2. Music showcased every
Sunday evening from 3 p.m. to 1 a.m. on your Alteniafive FM,
XWRS. - -
14 Attasaa PH
- - -
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by Pta Christensen
of The Whitworthtan
• Claudia Bierman, the latest
addition to the Business
department, has returned to
her hometown to teach at
Whitworth.
Bierman spent her high
school years in Spokane,
graduating from Lewis and
Clark High School. She went
on to get her bachelor's degree
in accounting from the
University of Washington and
her master's degree from
University of Puget Sound.
Bierman hadn't intended to
become a college professor,
bul now finds that she prefers
the ''flexibility of the
acadeMic environment."
After spending ii years at
Weyerhaeuser, she found
relief from the hectic schedule
b9 beginning part-time
teaching at community col-
leges in both Tacoma and
Olympia.
The job at Whitworth "just
kind of fell in my lap" she
said, adding that she is very
satisfied with her new posi-
tion. "Whitworth is going to
provide me with a lot of flex-
ibility' as- far as teaching
classes I -facip 4,çdyla,l'th ndt'JusV thIng three
basic accounting classes a
day."
by Nancy Goodlive
of The Whltworthlan
"Santa Claus: The Movie"
has been one of' the most
criticized movies of the
Christmas season, if not the
year. The seasoned movie
reviewers seemed to be blinded
by the overwhelming price of
the film: $50 million. In the
process, they fail to recognize
the real meaning of the film;
the warmth and charm it por-
trays.
These very reviewers are
overtaken with the values that
the movie warns against.
The first thing the reviewers
attack, besides the budget, is
the corniness of "Santa Claus:
The Movie." There is a high
element of corn In it. The
viewer can watch only so much
of the constantly prancing and
grinning elves — highlighted
by frequent close-ups of
Dudley Moore as the ever-
loyal elf Patch — without
laughing out loud at the sheer
madness of the situation. But
the viewer is soon engrossed in
the film's plot (yes, there ac-
tually is one) to the point of
accepting such ffivolity.
"Santa Claus" is a sweet
film with that age-old Christ-
mas theme of commercialism
Whitworth's schedule was
also attractive to Bierman. She
teaches in the morning, and,
unless she has appointments,
spends afternoons at home
with her adopted son, Brad.
One of the main reasons she
began seeking a more flexible
work schedule was because her
time to spend with Brad was
decreasing. The 4-year-old
now spends more time with hs
mother, and both are happier.
Bierman enjoys downhill
skiing in her spare time.
Backpacking in the North
Cascades is her summer hob-
by, and she enjoys racquetball
year-round. She said that she
likes Western Washington and
prefers the environment to
that of Spokane, but she is ad-justing, and is not at all
unhappy at Whitworth.
Bierman is familiar with
hiving to make adjustments to
her surroundings. Her field,
business, is a traditionally
male-oriented field. She has
always felt that it was a
challenge, one she faced
directly. "I al'ays felt that I
had to be just a little bettbr,"
she said.
However, she added that
when she was in school, only
10 percent of the students were
women. Now she said that
almost half of her students are
women.
Although she's now
teaching, Bierman is not
finished with her own educa-
flon. She plans to get her doc-
torate from WSU or Oonzaga,
focusing on the legal aspects
of business.
FEATUs
by Nancy
of The
Goodllve
Whitworthlan
Challenge of male-oriented
field motivated new prof
Concert review
Short concert quality
mixture of old and soon-to-be
new favorites, featuring a!-
most all the songs from their
- latest release simply titled
"Heart." At one point, Ann's
Despite faint rumors of little sister Nandy put down
cancellation, Heart, along her guitar to take a rare posi-
with opening act Y&T, played tion at center stage to sing
to near-capacity crowd at the "These - Dreams" off that
Beasley Performing Arts Col- album,
iseum at Washington State The, concert briefly chron-
University Tuesday night, icled Heart's nine years as a
Dec. 3. ' successful' band. They sang
Decked out in striped such classics as "Barracuda,"
spandex and their long hair "Magic Man" and "Straight
flying, Y&T tried, somewhat On," as well as the title tracks
unsuccessfully, to motivate the from "Dog and Butterfly"
crowd for the headlining act. and "Bebe Le Strange."
Their nearly one-hour set in- Heart proved.Tuesday night
cluded only one hit: "Sum- that the live experience is
mertime Girl" which drew much bettçr than hearing their
most of the audience to its music off a 12-inch piece of
feet. ' flat vinyl. The music was tight
Y&T was not an appropriate and energetic, with the band
opening act for Heart. Their running around the set which
heavy-metal brand of rock' resembled the docks from
turned off a lot Heart fans their native Seattle.
who needed not be impressed The group worked well and
with an array of expletives or cohesively. It was one group,
"Rock," the band's seven- not two sisters and a band.
foot, tin-clad mascot. Evin though the band has
But as soon as Heart hit the been touring on and off for
stage, thefl audience forgot nine years, it, especially lead
about- Y&T, aband destined to singer Ann 'Wilson, seemed
bean opening act for the dura- humbled by the audience.
tion of itcreti. - Most groups, Y&T included,
HSrt's set lasted a mere one seem to have the attitude that
hour; 15 Sb utes, including they are' thete for their own
the two encores. 'But their' benefit; the audience is there
short concert was a quality to boost the band's çgo But
one, I'Mài''1iót1óñC' disajit HSfl'iàSd td'betthirfór
pointed with the execution or the audience, and they were
seiectioü.' ' 'determined to give them their
The Wilson sisters play$ moàey's worth.
4
I
I.
Claudia Rierman Joins
Wbitwortb Businessdent.,
Affordable
Jewelry
Movie, review
Santa 'lives on silver screen
& Gifts.
'versus the "true" meaning of
Christmas. It also includes a
commentary on automation
and craftmanshlp. It's your
basic good guy/bad giy
movie, with John Llthgow
5.
playing B.Z., the dastardly,
villainous toymaker who's out
to ruin Santa — his competi-
tion. it even includes the now-
continued on page 12
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Vandivér: Humor under a hard hat
by Colleen Schionga
of The Whftworthlan
It's been said that some of
the most interesting people are
those in the background — the
people whose daily presence is
rarely recognized, yet whose
absence would be sorely miss-
ed. So it is with Max Vandiver.
He leaned back in his chair,
his workboot-clad feet placed
comfortably on the floor in
front of him. The bottoms of
his beige trousers extended
several inches below the hems
of his pale blue coveralls. He
didn't bother to remove his
coat.. .the office was slightly
chilly.
A yellow hard hat rested
upon his head. His, clean-
shaven face often broke into a
wide smile, -while he balanced
a toothpick out of the corner
of his mouth: "It's a security
blanket. All I can say is it's
better than smoking
cigarettes."
His blue eyes -twinkled
behind his wire-framed
glasses, and an infectious
chuckle began as Vandiver
joked, "How long have I been
here, or how long have I been
.working?"
For the past 16 years, Van-
diver has worked with the staff
of the Whit Worth Physical
Plant. His first year was as a
by Nutrition Students
Special toThe Whitworthian
Today, American society
has an overabundant fascina-
tion with consuming protein.
Protein is an important
nutrient. Everybody knows it.
It's embedded 'in the mind of
every training athlete; it ap-
pears on every cereal box
claiming to "build strong
bodies;" even our hairsprays
and shampoos are sold on the
basis of their protein content.
The effect is the common
belief that we must consume
high amounts of protein, and
the best and only way to get
this protein is by eating animal
products. Yet, in reality, these
products can cause more harm
than good to the health status
of an individual.
The Recommended Dietary
Allowances (RDA) of protein
is 44 grams each day for
women over 19 years of age
and 56 grams per day for men
over the age of 22. It is impor-
tant to acquire protein in the
diet to provide important
amino acids. Essential amino
acids cannot be made in
bodies; we must consume
them from foods. They are
used to build and maintain
tissues as well as energy.
Animal products are "com-
plete" protein sources that
supply all essential amino
acidsneeded for survival.
custodian and the last 15 years
were on the grounds crew.
Before he came to Whit-
worth, he lived in Curlew,
Wash., and worked in a saw-
mill. The mill closed down,
and Vandiver and- his wife
Christine moved to Spokane.
At first he was apprehensive
about their move. "I didn't
think I'd like it," he said.
Vandiver said he likes work-
ing at Whitworth for several
reasons, but that money is not
one of them. "You don't real-
ly make that much money, but
it's the people and the students
that make the job enjoyable,"
he said, smiling warmly.
"Also, it's a low-pressure
job," he said, his expression
fading into a more serious
tone. He related the high
pressure he once felt in having
to work late hours to meet
deadlines at the sawmill, when
workers couldn't leave until
orders were filled.
But out of his sawmill days
developed a quality in Van-
diva that anyone who is
around him grows to ap-
preciate — his sense of humor.
"It developed out of the job
1 had.' A fellow I worked with
said he hated to work around
anyone who was morbid about
his job — he said that his job
was morbid enough," Van-
diver saId. 4
Vandiver, the longest-
So, why not eat meat pro-
ducts for protein? To begin
with, meat is high in fat — fat
that is not needed is stored.
High-fat diets have been
found to contribute to obesity,
cancer, high blood pressure,
high blood cholesterol, heart
disease, and diabetes. Meat
also does not supply fiber,
which is very beneficial. Addi-
tionally, as dietary protein is
increased, calcium excretion in
the urine increases. In the
United States, where we eat so
much protein, scientists
believe we need 800 or more
milligrams per day to make up
for the calcium lost in urine.
Calcium is needed for many
basic metabolic processes.
On the economic side of the
issue, meat is inefficient in
terms of cost and of natural
resources. For every 16
pounds of grain and soy fed to
cattle, we receive one pound of
beef product. That 16 pounds
of grain has eight times the
amount of protein that the one
pound of hamburger it pro-
duces has. As far as natural
resources are concerned, the
more we pursue our meat-
eating habits, the more limited
the world becomes in land,
water, space, and yes, food
itself.
The alternative? Consume
our needed protein through
grains. Granted, any one plant
product, does not contain all of
the :esscntial amino acids
serving member of'the
grounds crew, puts that
philosophy into practice when
on the job. Junior Lode Mar-
tin, who worked with Van-
diver for four summers and
two school years, said, "He
made work a lot more fun."
She said that a boring job,
such as pulling weeds, was
more enjdyNble whew Van-
diver was around.
we need and is therefore "in-
complete," but plant proteins
are eSly ajinthS to bewnr
complete. Some examples of
"complementary proteins"
are: grains (wheat, oats, rice)
and legumes (lentils, peas,
beans), grains and milk, and
legumes and seeds or nuts.
Plant proteins have their
benefits also. They contain
fiber which has scientifically
been proven to reduce blood
cholesterol levels and provide
less risk of heart disease, cer-
tain forms of cancer, and
kidney disease. They also are
lower in calories.
-
The ideal diet for adequate
protein intake contains smaller
servings of meat (and not at
every meal), ,and includes a
wide variety of vegetables
fruits, and cereal products.
Substituting meats with lower
percentages of total fat such as
fish and chicken, for beef,
would also be desirable. But as
we said, you can get enoughprotein without meat
altogether.
The theory that meat is the
best source of protein is a pro-
duct of consumer ignorance.
So many people today think
that meat should be eaten at
evey meal, even though it is
not necessaij'. It is easy to
allow habits and culture to
drag you into unhealthy ways
of eating. Healthy eating
habits take conscious decisions
and informed choices.
Martin added, "He's alwaysjoking around, but he can be
serious, too. He always knew
if I was in a bad mood, and
he'd ask what was wrong and
try to cheer me up;"
Sophomore Laura Black,
who spent last Jan Term
shoveling snow on Smpus,
also encountered Vandiver's
humórods, kdt'carüig attitude.
"Max always had a smile on
his face, and he always had
something to kid you about,
but that macic you feel
special," Black said.
She mentioned that Van-
diver would offset his kidding
with sincere compliments:
"He always caine back witi
something to praise you for."
Janet Wright, Vandiver's
supervisor, gives ,Vandiver the
kind of ribbing that's part of
his style. "He gives everybody
a bad time, but for the most
part he does what he's told."
Wright said that having
Vandiver on the grounds crew
is beneficial in other ways.
"Because he's been here for so
long, he knows where every-
thing is at," she said, explain-
ing that many storm drain and
sprinkler valve locations are
not down on paper. She add-
ed, "It's like having a walking
history book around here."
Much of Vandiver's past is
reflected in his attitude. By
growing up in a small town, he
developed a caring, yet matter-
of-fact outlook on life, he
said. "Whenever someone
died, Dad and I would grab
our shovels and help dig the'
graves," he said. This ex-
posure to death made him feel
that "dying's a part of living."
And as Vandiver lives' frprn
day to day, there is an ailnient
he continually -contends with
— epilepsy. Known to be epi-
leptic since age 6, yandiver
said that he ha had to put up
with the ignorance of others.
"People fear the unknown,"
he said.
Vandiver's wife of 20 years
is also epileptic, and both take
medication to lessen the
possibility of seizures. "I'm
- on 10 pills a day; my wife's on
Ig," he said, adding that his
wife's condition is slightly
more serious than his. -
The Vandivers have no
children. Perhaps because of
this, or jerhaps simply
because he's "Max" he takes
students "under his wing,"
Martin said. "He's a very
generous person. He's always.
there if you need anything.
He'll try to help you oUt in any
way he can," she said.
Summing up her feelings
toward Vandiver, Martin said,
"He's like a second father to
me;"
'1
•1
I
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Recognize this smiling face? Max Vandiver, In his 16th year on the Whltworth grounds
crew, can often be seen around campus.
Meat not best protein source
WHIT WORTH COLLEGE
STUDENT STORE
Hours:t
SaturdAy
Sunday
Mon. -Thurs.
Friday
10 a.m.-4 p.m
1 p.m.-1O p.m.
9 a.m.-1O p.m.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
A great place to stop
for a study break!
* aoss during Forum
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SURVEY RESULTS'
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by Colleen Schionga
of The Whitworthian
Just because students
regularly attend church
doesn't mean all of them are
morally upright and observe
college rules. -
That was one of the findings
of the Whit worE klan survey.
Of 55 students surveyed who
said they regularly attend
church in Spokane, more than
40 percent have consumed
alcohol in their rooms or
elsewhere on campus, and' 12
of them said they had broken
Whitworth's rule on cohabita-
tiàn;
In terms of personal obser-
vation of the rules, regardless
of church attendance, almost
60 percent of the students
replied that they had consum-
ed alcohol on campus, close to
one-third of the 101 students
surveyed had broken the
cohabitation ban, while only
10 'percent said they had
broken the rule on drugs.
rated as
by Shauna Winner
of The Whitworthian
Despite the number of com-
plaints one hears about Stu-
dent Life and SAGA, Whit-
worth students give them
respectable grades -r- even
though they're a long way
from making the Deark's List.
On the five-point rating
scale used in the survey, Stu-
dent Life was rated at 2.8 and
SAGA at 3.0. For these quts-
tions, a 1.0 would have been
excellent. I
-
-
Forty-four percent of ,the
students surveyed highly
agreed, and agreed, that Stu-
dent Life offered enough
resources to meet their needs.
However, only, 18 percent of
the students said they took ad-
vantage of tltese resources.
Close to the same number of
males and females take advan-
tage of the resources.
Of the resources offered by
Student Life, 54 students listed
the employment and job place-
fairly evenly from strongly
agree to strongly disagree.
Most of the women surveyed
agreed that capital punishment
was wrong, while about the
same proportion of men
disagreed with that statanent.
The differences between
men's and women's responses
were found in several other
areas. A higher percentage of
males said they bad broken the
"no drugs" rule (14 percent of
the men, compared to less
than 7 perceirt of the women).
Also, more than half of the
males surveyed (21 out of 41)
said that they had broken the
cohabitation rule, with fewer
than 20 percent of the females
(11 out of 59) indicating they
had broken the rule. Close to
two-thirds of the female
studenti: said they attend
church regulay in Spokane,
with fewer than half 'of the
males doing the same.
SAGA
accevtáble
ment 1% one of the three
resources ,tbey found mofl
helpful.
Another area of campus
that students are generally
satisfied' with is the library.
Although only one student
listed the health center .as ,a
helpful resource, 62 percent of
the 101 students surveyed said
they were satisfied with the
library and' its staff.
Forty percent of the
students surveyed said they
werç, satisfied with the dorm-
itoriàs on Whitworth's cam-
pus. As for other buildings
and facilities, 53 percent were
highly satisfied or satisfied.
Even with the high amount
of criticism SAGA receives, 40
percent of the sIudents
surveyed were neutral. Thirty-
-two percent of the students
said they were satisfied with
SAGA. Whitworth men are
apparently more likely to ap-
prove of SAGA, as 39 percent
of the males surveyed were
satisfied with SAGA, while
only 26 percent of the females
agreed.
There were several dif-
ferences between those
students who do and do not
regularly attend church. Near-
ly three-fourths of those who
attend church strongly agreed
that homosexuality is morally
wrong. In contrast, just more
than halt of those who don't
go to church strongly agreed
that homosexual behavior is
wrong.
On the topic of abortion, 75
percent of the church-goers
are against abortion, while 40
percent of those not attending'
church see abortion as wrong.
Also, of the 60 women who
responded, three indicated
that they had had an abortion
that wasn't done out of
medical necessity. This con-
tradicts rumors and the un-
founded Whitworthian
editorial last fall that labeled
Whitworth women with a high
abortion rate.
by LeeAnn Olsen
Special to The Whitworthlon
Moving Whitworth to
Southern California, getting
one thore football team, and
banning women students from
the dessert bar at SAGA were
three of the more creative
changes suggested in respon-
ding to the "fun part" of the
recent Whitworthian survey.
Asked what they would do
if they could make any one
change at Whitworth, other
students suggested putting
phones in dorm rooms,
decreasing tuition, and mak-
ing "people less apathetic."
In addition to suggesting
how Whitworth could be im-
proved, students offered their
opinions on a variety of less
serious issues — such as best
dressed male student, female
student, and processor.
The list of nominees was
long and varied in each
category, but a few winners —
or losers — clearly emerged.
Jon Boston, a sophomore, got
seven votes as the best-dressed
by Kathy Marousek
of The Whitworthlan
Am I gettng my money's
worth for my Whltworth
education? Though one may
hear many complaints about
the cost of attending Whit-
woth, most believe it is a good
investment.
The Whit won Man survey
had a number of questions
pertaining to academic life at
Whitworth; including Forum,
Jan Term, and opinions on
professors.
The scale on the survey
ranged from one to five, one
being trongly agree, and five
strongly disagree. The ques-
tions applying to academics
received an average of about
two on the scale, meaning that
- male student. Sharing second
place were junior Ken Uric
and Whit woN hian editorial
-, page editor J.B. Meade, with
four votes apiece?
The best-dressed woman,
sophomore Kendra Carey (six
votes), was also a clear winner
over the runners-up in the
category — ASWC Vice Presi-
dent Theresa Zeorlin and
Senior Jill Johnson (with three
votes each).
French professor Pierrette
Oustafson emerged as the
"best-dressed professor" with
,seven votes, one ahead of
English professor Leonard
Oakland and biology pro-
fessor Howard Stien.
When the average Whitwor-
titian isn't asleep, and is think-
ing of social activities, the
preference is strongly for off-
campus dating. Thirty-four
'students said that the worst
place to go for a date was On-
campus. Of those 34, SAGA
and 'the campus movie were
mentioned most as least
desirable.
The best place to take a
date, however, is to dinner
off-campus. Of the 21
students are mostly highly
satisfied or satIsfied with that
aspect of the school's pro-
students that mentioned off-
campus restaurants, Ankeny's
and Cyrus O'leary's were the
favorites. Other most often
listed as desirable dates were
Riverfront Park and movie
theaters.
Graduation may not be a
reality for many students, if
measured by catching a
"virgin plnecone." Eighty-onepercent of the students
surveyed have not caught one
of the elusive pinecones, a
Whltworth tradition necessary
for graduation.
And what of Spokane's
weather? Asked to vive s nnr-
word description, students of
fered several obscenIties,
along with "tundra,"
"awesome," ''c-c-cold."
A slight - majority of
students were satisfied with
the number of men at Whit-
worth. Forty-eight students,
34 of them men, indicated that
Admissions should not try to
recruit more men to lessen the -
female domination in enroll-
ment. However, 45
respondents, 43 women and
two men, did want Admissions
to recruit more men.
Whitworth values shocking itisfied
with academia
How the survey was conducted
bi Jon Eekhoff
Special to The Whftworthian
gram.
The survey illustrated that
students are content with the
departments of their major,
their professors, and the abili-
ty of the professors. There was
also considerable support for
Forum and Jan Term.
Two-thirds of the students
disagreed strongly with the
idea of dropping Jan Term,
and 80 percent agreed with the
statement that Jan Term is a
good program.
Support for Forum wasn't
as strong: 52 percent thought
it is a good program, but
responses to other questions
suggested a leaning toward
Forum as an option rather
than a requirement. It also In-
dicated that attendance would
be lower if Fourm was not re-
quired.Students were mostly
neutral about how well ASWC
represents their interests. But
asked how well informed they
felt on what ASWC had done
this year, mote, than half cx-
pressed' disatsfáct,io!'t.Two of the three 'campus
media received much higher
ratings,, however. Of the
respondents, 72 percent agreed
or strongly ',agtóéd with 'the
statement that they "regularly
read most of The Whit won-
thian." And 60 percent said
they planned to buy a year-
book this year.
Listenership' to KWRS,
however, was not as en-
thusiastic: only 23 percent
agreed or strongly agreed with
the statement that they
"regularly listen to KWRS."
Lighter side results compiled
Concerning. Whitworth's,
"Big Three," the set of three
rules prohibi,tiñg consumption
of alcohol, use of drugs, and
cohabitation, at least half, ,of,
the students indicated - that.
they believe these rules are
genejally observed; mores9;Oflt'
drugs and cohabitation than
alcohol. , ..
On the topic :of, nátiqnal
moral issues, almofl. 65 per-,
cent. .01 those students,
survçye4 strongly agreed that
homosexuality ii mo*a1ly'
wrong, half of them felt the
same about abortion, ,but opi-
nions-of capital punishment as.
being mOrally wrong ranged
Student' Lfe,
In what could be the most
extensive student attitUde
'survey conducted by a cam-
.-.pus.rnédiurñ' at' Whitworth,-.
The Whitworthian sroüht
pinións from 300 sftØents
laflyieek on their expet1erces
at Whit'uorth and on other
current issueé.
The four-page queltiori-
nafre aked for v1è's on 84
quütiOns, and' was
distributed through 'campus
mail. One out of every four
students received a copy.
About a third (101) of these
students responded Com-
menting on the number of
returns,' sociology professor
Raja Tànas said, "That's a
satisfactory response. The
literature Indicates that that
kincLof return is qUite accep-
table." ''
QuestIons ranged froth the
best-dressed students on
campus to nuclear warfare
were used to find out how
Whltworth students felt about
a variety of subjects.
The areas covered were
Student Life, Whitworth
academics,' controversial'
Issues, ASWC and light-
hearted questions. Questions
related to each of these areas'
were compiles.
Michelle Gildehaus said, "it
wasn't a waste of time (filling
out - the questionnaire)
because it asked questions
that needed to be asked."
The results have a margin
of error of 9.8 percentage
points. This means there is a
95 percent likelihood that the
'Views of the: entire student
bàdy are withIn a 9.8 percent-
age points of' the results ob-
tainable. The information has
been put together, and here
are the results.
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by Mark Harris
of The Whltworthian
Halfway around the world.
That's where the women's
basketball team hopes to be
next August. The women are
working toward a tour of
Australia or New Zealand.
The ladies will be facing the
same of the type of talent they
hope to face in August in
Downer Olympic Basketball
Club from Canberra,
Australia, this Saturday. The
Pirates will be playing the ex-
hibition pineat 5:15 p.m. in the
riesunouse.
As a prelude to the exhibi-
tion game, the Pirates will be
putting on a day-long clinic
for local junior high school
girls. The clinic should come
as a welcome break after this
last weekend.
Three games in as many
days in Salem, Ore, represents
the women's latest efforts.
Disappointe4 that they
weren't able to bring home the
by Marc Ellen
Special to The Whitworthian
According to the United
States constitution, all men are
created equal. But at Whit-
worth, sports teams are not.
Unjust inequalities do, in.
by Jill Johnson
of The Whitworthian
The men's basketball team
won't. be the only athletes
competing in the Fieldhouse
this weekend.
Residents of campus dorms
are invited to participate in a
two-night half time dorm com-
petition Friday, Dec. 13 at
7:30 p.m., and Saturday, Dec.
13 at 7:31) p.m. when theBucs
take on Northwest Nazarene
and the College of Idaho.
Ray Peters, assistant basket-
ball coach and organizer of
the competition said, "My
goal is to create competition,
and spirit, and to make it fun
for the dorms so people Will
come out and support us."
Events planned for Friday
include a tug-of-war and
pyramid-building contest.
Saturday night will feature a
banana-eating contest and
relay races: three legged, tri-
cycle and dizzy spins.
First prizewill be ice cream
for the winners. The co-ed
trophy for the third year run-
ning, the women played in the
second and third games like
the trophy was theirs, but the
first game was the game that
forced them to give up their
prize.
After their disappointing
first game, losing 42-49 to
Southern Oregon, the Pirates
bounced back, gunning down
Lewis and Clark 87-60 and
Linfleld 61-52.
Coach Mary Ainsworth
said, "The shooting just
wasn't there ..." He was refer-
ring to the less than pleasing
effort in the Southern Oregon
game, in particular, the first
half with a dismal 10 ot4O fin-
ding their way through the
hoop. The team was destined
to lose. "When things go bad,
they all seem to go bad," said
Ainsworth.
S.O. took the boards away
from the Pirates, out reboun-
ding them 46-37. S.0. sealed
the Pirates' fate by hitting 12
of 24 from the line, while the
Pirates only went to the line
twice. The women were down,
but notOut.
sports programs and athletes
behind the Pinecone Curtain.
The basic needs: pre-season
housing, food, travel and ac-
commodations are not being
sufficiently satisfied for all
varsity sports.
When the athletes arrived in'
August for pre-season tram-
teams competing include:
Mac/Ballard, Stewart/W.
Warren, Arend, E. Warren,
South Warren, Baldwin!-
Jenkins and the Village.
Dorms will also be awarded
points for the most people
wearing red or black.
Peters hopes to increase stu-
dent attendence at games
through these types of ac-
tivities. With 21 of 30. games
away last season, attendence
was down.
So far st%içlent reaction has
been good. LaurenE Ketrel,
president of West Warren
said, ,"I think it,'s an excellent
idea, I think it will promote
spirit and get people to the
game."
Another event to watch for
is a Volkswagon stuff, plan-
ned for Jan. 8.
The goal of the dorm com-
petition is to get the whole stu-
dent body behind the team.
Peters said, "We want the
dorms together. We don't
want it to be where the dorms
are their own identity."
Lewis and Clark was to be
abused the very next game.
Upping their field percentage
from 32.9 percent against 5.0.
to 59.7 percent agaisnt L.C.
meant 87 points for the
Pirates.
Starting off with a 1-2-2
defense, the Pirates were quick
to switch to a 2-3 alignment
whenever needed. Whatever
they ran, it proved to be the
right combination, leaving no
doubt as to who were the
chairpersons of the boards.
The Pirates hogged the boards
grabbing up 49 rebounds to
L.C.'s meager 26 rebounds.
Lint ield, in the third and
final game, fell victim to the
towering twins .Mary Allard
and Kaylene Krug. The two
combined for 32 rebounds
with 16 each, the same as the
whole Linfleld team. Krug ad-
ded to her night by recording
an Awesome nine blocked
shots, which left her tourna-
ment total at 19.
Ainsworth was more than
pleased with the last two
games. He praised the, teams
increasing strength on defense.
Athletic Director Bruce
Grainbo distributed $51,000
this year to the football budget
and $14,000 to the soccer
budget. Grambo, who'. also
doubles as the head football
coach, said that "man br
man, football is the cheapest
sport."
Not according to my
calculator. There are 44 foot-
ball players that make up the
main squad that travels; soccer
carries 18 on the road. Simpie
mathematics dictates $1,159
for each football player, and
$777 for each soccer player.
"I recognize the disparity,"
said Guder. "I would like to
see an equitable distribution."
Head Soccer Coach Spike
Grosvenor also feels "the
money needs to be distributed
more evenly and equitably. All
by Sam Weber
of The Whltworthion
The' Whitworth Pirate
men's basketball team
couldn't find the light at the
end of the tunnel.
The Pirates struggled all
night long as Montana Tech
shot that light out to hant
Whitworth an 82-65 whipping
,in a non-conference game at
Butte, Mont. Saturday night.
The Orediggers struck the
Mother Lode hitting 35 out of
48 shots from the floor for an
out tanding 73 percent.
Last Monday night, the
2nd, the Pirates hosted NAIA
new corner Sheldon Jackson
College and had a record-
setting performance in the
Fieldhouse annihilating the'
Seals 111-58 and a record win-
ning margin of 53 points —
breaking the old mark by one.
However, 'the Pirates
weren't able to carry any of
that momentum with them to
Butte as' the hot shooting, of
Montana Tech didn't allow
the Pirates to get their potent
fast-break game'cranked up to
ramming speed.,,'
WhitOrth kept fairly close
"I -feel lucky everytime a
team, comes back,", said
Grambo. Luck is a dangerous
parti*r when we're dealing
with dozens of road trips-and
hundreds of lives each season.
it is time that the Whitworth
Athletic department asks
itself, "Is it fair to sponsor an
rivers ante
Domino's Pizza
6606 N. Ash
Apply Anyfime
during the first half and was
only behind by seven points
36-29 going in for intermis-
sion.
The Pirates scrapped to
keep pace with the Orediggers
throughout the rest of the con-
test staying withing striking
range and even coming as
close as three points only to
see the shooting of Montanta
Tech pull away.
Whitworth had to rely on
the outstanding shooting of
Brian Meyers once more as the
inside game of the Pirates con-
tinued to suffer, with only 11
points scored by the inside
combo of Kevin Haatvedt and
Meyers led the Pirates in the
scoring with 25 points on a 12
of 17" performance. Never-
theleSs, it wasn't enough to
help Whitworth overcome the
hot hands of Montana Tech.
Whitworth now drops to a
record of24 and must take on
an equally tough opponent in
Carroll' College - tonight in
Helena, Mànt.
The men return home after
tonight to host Northwest
Nazarene Friday 'here in the
Fieldhoteat 7:30 p.m.,'
V
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" ' fact; exist7in the trtattheuItot"
Halftime antics planned
student athletes :sE6üld be áthlâic evdlt 'and nOt provide
treated equ;' ':'I ' for' it satisfaétorilyV"
"An 18- to 22yéar old kid :rrhc 'college $ay toing,' the entire football team who' runs his tail ÔIT for 90 "lave a commitment, to corn-
was able to conveniently settle minutes should get proper petitive athletics -and if theyinto McMillan Hall.
nutrition to perform up to his can not fund them. they are inSoccer players, on the other capabilities," 'said Coach deep. trouble," said Grosvenor.hand were forced to search Grosvenor. ' -
- Deep trouble is where Whit-for housing with teammate Big Macs. fries and cokes do worth athletics will remain asfamilies in the surrounding not provide soccer players long as school continues to
areas; often commuting over with the "breakthey desrve" tolerate such grevious despari-two hours a day to practice.
after a physically demanding ty.The soccer budget could on- match -
ly afford to house eight out ' Just how committed is
of-town' freshmen in. the Whitworth to getting their var-
Village for the going rate of sity athletes in prime physical$4.33 a night. ' condition to represent the col- The
Vice President Darrel Guder lege on the playing field?
said, "This is a budgetary pro- While the football players
blem. It is a desirable goal to enjoyed peaceful nights tucked
house all the teams on cam- comfortably in double beds,
pus, if we can possibly do it." other sports wrestled it Out for
Why then is the football a few hours only to wake up
team able to house 60 players tired and blurry eyed.
in McMillan while only eight Granted, football has a long " prizes:
soccer players can stay within tradition at Whitworth, and
walking distance of the prac- they are respected as fine
tice field? athletes throughout the
school, but basic needs arC not
being met in other "less' tradi-
tional" varsity sports.
How safe is it returning
from the western' part of the
state over an icy pass at 2 a.m.
with an untrained driver who
is supposed to be paid for
coaching?
Blood Drive
Committee would
like to thank the
Tollowing for their
lonations which
were used as door
DJ's Sound City
-
Cern Parr Health
Center
Hastings Records:
and Tapes
Lilac Lanes
Lyons' Cinémas
The Onion Bar and
Grill
Thè'Pop Shoppe
Shari's Restaurant
Rocking Horse
'Restaurant
Straw Hat
Pizza
4,.Sherri's Hallmirk
at Fairwood
Red Barn
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by Amanda Payc
of The Whitworthian
After a grueling eight-and-
a-half-hour drive to Tacoma,
the Whitworth aquatic team
dove into the Pacific Lutheran
University Invitational on
Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 6
and 7. "We got there, warmed
up, and swam,", said Juli
Morgenstern, a member of the
team.
The Pirates con'tpe;ed
against 11 other teams t the
invitational. The, women's
team ended up with an overall
status of eenth, while the
men's team plced' -eighth
overall. -.
In the women's relay cpm-,
petition, the 200-yard in-
dividual medley ' team' of
Margaret Lee, Lena Limãhai,Jennifer Verdier and
Morgenstern captured fourth
place. In the 400-yird in-
dividual médipy relay, 'the
same ,four wdmen swam to
another fourth place finish.
• The combination of ,Verdier
Limahai, Lee and Córdelia
Small grabbed fourth placc in
the 200-yard freestyle relay..
The same four swimmers•
plaiód fifth in the 400-yard
freestyle relay.
In individual competition,
Verdier took -seventh -in the
200-yard backstroke and,ninth
place in the l00yard
backitioke. Lee' swam to a
ninth-place finish in- the
50-yard freestyle. Limahai
captured tenth place in the
100-yard breaststroke and
12th place in the 200-yard in-
dividual medley. Morgenstern
placed ninth in the 200-yard
breaststroke, and swam to an
11th-place' in the 100-yard
breaststrpke. Although 'she
didq't place, Carolyn Sue Stal-
ings 'swam all her best times in
the 200-yard freestyle,
100-yard freeityle, and took
10 secopds off her time in the
500-yard freestyle.
In the men's relay competi-
tion, a combination of R&ric
Fink, John Wickman, Tom
Lachermeier, Jiifi Lbhr cap-
tMred and eight-place 'finih in
the 400-yird freestyle rely. In
the 400yard individual medley
relay, the team of Fink,
Wiëkman, Lachermeier, and
Stçve Flegel grabbed another
eighth-place finish.
Fink placed' sixth in the
50'.yar'd freestyle, ninth in the
[00-yard freestyle and 11th in
the 200-yard freestyle in the
men's individual ,competition.
.Wickmin swant to a, seventh-
place fmish in the 200-yard
butterfly and a ninth-place
finish in the 100-yard butter-
fly, scoring his personal best in
'both' races. Lachermeier
placed 12th in the 100-yard
backstroke.
Coach 'Jon 'Buziard 'said,
"I'm pleasedNwith- how the,,,
team swam.',' "They ilso
iwam very well considering the
weather oiiditions and the
rush to get started."
said, will always be among us,
and the further realization that
for some mysterious reason'
our omnipotent Creator wants
it that way. One the other
hand, that same Jesus Christ
commands us to "feed the
poor and clothe the naked." I
do not know which is right.
Can I be filled with God's
byjoriEekhoff
Special to The Whftworthlan
The clock above the door
reads 3 o'clock as the
crowded trainer's room starts
getting even more cramped.
Football players, basketball
players, cross country runners,
and even a few casualties from'
ballet class crowd the front
room waiting to be examined
or taped.
The back room isn't as full,
but a steady stream of people
walk past the door asking
questions like "Is he there?"
and "is Brian in his office?"
They walk past the people ly-
ing on long red tables in dif-
ferent contorted positions with
ice on some part of their body
or a machine hooked up to
them, and head into an office
with a sign by the door stating:
"Head Athletic Trainer, Brian
Sanders.
After a few minutes a stu-
dent emerges from the office
with the athletic trainer Brian
Sanders, a stocky man with a
brown beard. Sanders has him
lie on a long red table and asks
him questions, while moving
parts of his body, watching for
the result. After a few more
bends here and jitere, Sanders
determines the best treatment
to care for the injury, and
moves on to the next person.
in addition to diagnosing
and treating injuries during
the day, Sanders also teaches
grace and not work to save His
world?
'It is Christmastime, and I
do not know who I am or what
my world view is. It is a time
for me to cling to the founda-
tion of what I do believe and
perhaps that is why the one
verse that I truly know keeps
revolving in my mind. I leave
weight training 'and athletic
training courses.
Sanders became interested
in athletic training while
undergoing therapy for a back
,injury he had sustaincd while
playing football at Coeur d'
Alene High School, where he
was captain of his team as well
as being selected to the All-
State Football Team.
After two years of junior
college at North Idaho College
and three years at the Univer-
sity of Idaho, he graduated
and got his athletic training
certification this past January.
"Brian is easy to relate to
because he's close to our age
and he's funny. He does. a
good job, and he's fast," said
Eddie Davis, a junior.
Sanders points to his "old
school techniques" as to what
distinguishes him from other
trainers, Instead of always
hooking someone up to a ma-
chine to relieve pain or stretch
tender muscles, Sanders be-
lieves in the "hands-on ap-
proach." His approach con-
sists of massage methods that
he says are a dying art. The
massage techniques are cam-
tnonly known as "the
thumbs" around the training
room, where Sanders uses a
form of acu-pressure to ease
the pain athletes may have.
"It's like he's trying to push
his thumbs out the other side
of your body. After it's over
you feel better, but while he's
doing it, it hurts a lot," said
junior Tres Boston.
you now with that verse as my
Christmas gift to those of you,
who, like me, are feeling con-
fused: "For God so loved the
world He gave his only begot-
ten Son, that whosoever
believe, should not perish but
have everlasting life."
Merry Christmas.
Although Sanders jokingly
said no one has ever, died
under his care, he said, "me
worst injury I've ever seen was
at Idaho when I was a student
trainer. A football player got
hit and his whole knee blew
out (bent backwards). His
ligaments, cartilage and nerves
in his knee were all blown. He
also had only partial use of his
foot."
Sanders said that he gets the
most enjoyment from the peo-
ple he works with. "If I didn't
like It, I wouldn't be here," he
added.
Sanders thinks the big ad-
vantage of training for a small
school Is that the trainers in-
teract one-on-one with the
athletes. Also, Whltworth has
about 14 sports, and that gives
excellent experience to the stu-
dent trainers. "If you were
training at a big school, there
would be only three or four
sports for the trainers to work
at," Sanders said.
The thing that upsets
Sanders most Is the people
who don't come in for treat-
ment and refuse to acknow-
ledge the severity of their in-
juries.
Sanders Is trying to get more
equipment for the trainers
room to help treat more in-
juries. Looking to the future,
Sanders says, "Right now I
just want to get my master's
degree and re-evaluate my
goals. My wile wants kids —
right now I'm 'Daddy' to
about 400 of them."
"-'' %7t'WPtUV"',,";'.
Traveling swimmers place
John Wickman practice. the buttes
Core 150 — from page 2—
y for an upcoming event.
Sanders'. ft inlig is thümbS up'
Has Monday dealt another
crushing blow? Revive
yourself with a weil
rounded meal from
Domino's Pizza.
Open for lunch
11:00 am-i am. Sun.-Thurs
11:00 a.m.-2 am. Ed. & Sat.
DOMINO'S PIZZA
DIUVIR$ FREE
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
51955 DomIno. Pint Inc
$1.00 elf any pizza
One coupon per —
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Santa — from page 7
standard chase scene: Santa's
sleigh, pulled by only six
reindeer with only two month's
rest, chasing Patch's magic
"elf-made" flying car.
But this film's plot takes a
rare secondary place to the
theme and the way it makes
the viewer feel during and
after. It is a heartwarming
movie about loving and shar-
ing and dedication. And, there
are many points in it during
which there are only a few dry
cheeks in the audience.
The remarkable perfor-
mances in the moyiç are surely
the source for its enchant-
ment. David Huddleston is the
perfect Santa Claus. He has
set the neW standard for the
role, a title once belongin,g to
Edmund Gwenn in "Miracle
on 34th Street." Lithgow is
almost too evil as B.Z., leav-
ing one with the impression
that the man has no feeiings
whatsoever. And Judy Corn-
well portrays the ideal loving,
caring, supporting wife of
Claus.
The only weak spot in the
casting is Dudley Moore,
suprisingly enough. It's no
fault of his own — he portrays
a very good elf. Moore is the
only really big name in the pic-
ture, besides Lithgow, and he
is a definite box-office draw.
But he is too well known to be
believable as the perma-grin,
bubbling Patch. It's almost
embarrassing watching him
bob about with his fellow
elves.
The costumes and lighting
are just as enjoyable as the rest
of the movie, and greatly help
to make it what it is. Every-
thing in the North Pole is
cheerful and bright With the
brilliant colors filling the
theatre. At the same time, the
beautiful interiors -are warm
and wooden, almost glowing.
Even Henry Mancini'
soundtrack is warm and bol
sters the spirit of the film. The
music is marvelous and fea
tures two beautiful songs sunk
by Sheena Easton.
Everything about the movii
(sans the evil B.Z.) radiates
warm fuzzies and compels the
audience to smile throughout
it.
"Santa Claus; The Movie"
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CALENDAR'
10 TUESDAY
'Co.cstØdVnpen,4p.s. —
CR
1 1 WEDNESDAY 12 THURSDAY
• Midweek Worship: CIurIMaM
Conn'oa, Quise Ens.
11:15 ta — CH
• Rees WrItlue Workshop,1 ,.s. — a
• Cookie Party with Seats, 4 p.s.
-HUB
4
13 FRIDAY
• chdnae with MaS
Slain 4:304:30 p.s. —
&4GA
Corolla. Party, S p.m. — CR
'CoaplIne, 10 p... — CR
'lAST DAY OF CLASSESH
'Foss: Asahi aM the N*t
Visitor.. 11;15a.s. — Md.
'Me's BBs. NWNazatsue, 1:30
p.m. — Hose
• Movie: "Ssslliw," alter SB
•ase - Md.
14 15SATURDAY
• Snow Co — —,
etc.), 1 p.m. — Loop -
Ms.'. SB n. Coflege of Idaho,
- 7:30 p.s. — Floss
Daacr by Stewart Hall, 9 p.m.
- HUB
SUNDAY
I
t I
I
--iii
it
' Asahi and Iks N1t stton,
3paa.-Md.
-. Campus Worshlp:tandle
Creche ServIce,! p.m. - CM
16 MONDAY
'READING DAY - No DayCs (,sSas clansad)
'RedsColeSenior Performance,
7p.m.-MRH H
17 TUESDAY
2.4 per.
5th per.
lstpsr.
18
8-10 am.
iO.SOa.m.-12:30 p.m.
2:30-4:30 p.s.
WEDNESDAY 19
Finals:• Finals:
3/4thper. 840a.m.
7thper. 10:30 a.m-l2:30 p.m.
6/7th per. 2:30.4:30 p.m.
20
'Midweek WorshIp. 11:15 a.m.
— CH
6th per.
3rd per.
8th per.
- 8-10a.m
10:30 a.m.-12:30
2:30.4:30p.m.
FRIDAY
'Dorms Close, 10 a.m.
'Women'sBUss. 11 of I, 7:30p.m.
. -- Home
-
Men's SB vs. WhItman, 7:30
p.m. — Away -
• Variety Show Benefit for
mfleu&aen" 7:30 p.m. —
Md.'Compline, 10 p.m. — CM
'Last Day Evening Classes
is definitely a family film, even
though it bears a PG rating.
It's not just a - movie for
children, though, but for
anyone who wants to escape
the realities and pressures of
everyday life to feel good. As
one reviewer stated, "It is
beyond reviewing." It is too
charming to think of critically.
Even though it is against
journalistic etiquette to write
- Receive Immediate
Cash!in the first person, I have to
admit that the slogan writers
were right: "Seeing is believ-
ing." After seeing "Santa
Claus: The Movie," I can only
say that I do believe in Santa
once again.
Donate plasma and
receive $22 a week while
helping to save lives. New
donors — bring in this ad
and recieve a $5.00 bonus.
Call for an appointment.
- 624-1252
Hyland Plasma Center
W• 104 Third
The Whit wort hian will not
be publishing during Jan
Term. Watch for our first
issue in the Spring Term on
Feb. 17.
Alan McCauley: We . love you and
will miss you
"Friends are friends forever i/the Lord's the Lord of them.
And a friend will not say 'never' 'cause the welcome will not end.
Though it's hard to let you go, in the Father's hand we know thai
a lifetime's not too long, to live as friends."
Don Johnson
Allison Heiser
Paul Ramsey
Boo Boatman
Ken Gryske
Pat Seifer
John Bowers
Byron Bokrna
Chris Ringer
Michael W. Smith
V
Bruce Todd
Gwen Kaiser
Chris Collier
Sten E. Carison
Steve Williams
Ryan L. V. Murashigie
Annt Carleton
Todd White
Joe Riley
"From the House"
Kelly tVeely
Larry Kellt
Scott Ward
Scott Strori
Ken Hoppas
Eddie Davis
Dave Rohrman
Alex Heiser
Gary Dawson
Krisia Price
Kitty Zaboleta
Jeff Miller
Todd Gilbert
Scott Sadler
Tim Wtersma
Pta Christensen
Scott Ralph
Wayne Ralph
J. D. "Frig" Butler
Jeonee Qwan
Wendy Wu
Christie 'Mom" McCauley-to-be
Alabama and Hank Jr.
J. B. Meade
I —
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Simulated apartheid day planned
by Suzan Fleshman
of The Whitworthian
What would it be like to go
to bed and wake up in South
Africa? In an effort to have a
day of simulated apartheid on
campus, Whitworth students
will experience a day of "liv-
ing in South Africa." This is
just one of the events planned
for Whitworth's 1986 Spring
term to inform students on the
South African issues.
-
-Throughout the course of
Spring term there will be three
Forums on South Africa and a
week dedicated to informing
students.
On March 31, two Whit-
worth students, Peter
Maphumulo and Maseko
Nxumalo, both from South
Africa, will speak in Forum
about their own personal ex-
periences.
The last week in March and
the first week in April are
designated as "Students
Against Apartheid Weeks"
throughout the country. Glenn
Smith, director of student ac-
tivities, hopes that during
these weeks students will be
aware of what's going on in
South Africa. "Apartheid is
an issue of our time that we as
Christians and Americans
need to know about and do
something for."
Another opportunity to
learn will come during the
week of April 14-18, which has
been set aside as Whitworth's
own South Africa Week.
Both Forums during this
week will be devoted to South
Africa, with speakers and
film On Monday, April 14,
Rubin Phillip, an Anglican
priest from South Africa, will
be speaking about his ex-
periences. Phillip is currently
doing doctoral work-at Union
Theological in New York City.
On Wednesday, April 16,Whitworth will have a
simulated, "Day in South
Africa." On this day white
students will act as the blacks
in South Africa. The minority
will rule the majority on Whit-
worth's campus. White stu-
dents will have to enter
buildings by way of back en-
trances, such as in SAGA and
Continued on p. 3
Students offer new ASWC constitution
by Barry Elkin
of The Whitworthian
One major point against the
current ASWC system is the
way it prevents dorm
presidents from doing their
duties to their dorms. Accor-
ding to Steve Broughton,
president of Stewart Hall and
a member of the Action Task
Force, the new, constitution is
badly in need in this area.
"Under the current system
it is hard for dorm presidents
to fill positions well in work-
ing with inter-dorm related ab-
tivities," said Broughton.
"Under the new system dorm
presidents will have more time
by Carrie Moore
of The Whitworthian
Christian discipline is the
topic this year's Staley Lec-
turer, John Bernbaum, will
direct his lectures around.
Bernbaum will speak on
Monday and Tuesday nights,
March 3 and 4 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Chapel. Monday's lecture
will be on the crisis in Latin
America, "Evaluation of U.S.
Foreign Policy!" Presented on
Tuesday will be, what is a just
use of force in international
affairs. "Biblical Shalom: A
Kingdom Version" is Bern-
baum's Forum topic on Mon-
day, March 3.
Bernbaum, vice president of
the coalition of Christian cot-
year progresses, they lose that
excitement because of a lack
of activities.
Meade summarized his con-
cern for the new ASWC, "We
all pay for ASWC, and I think
we should get our money's
worth. Under this system we
will."
The new constitution is not
- withput;opposition, though.
TfL d'4r, ;pr4i4ent. gfMcMillán flaIl, said that the
old constitution' does the job it
is supposed to.
"We have a constitution,
and it works," said Snider.
"We- need some minor
changes, but we don't need to
redo the whole thing."
On the subject of apathy
Snider said, "Apathy is in the
eye of the beholder. There are
more people involved in clubs
and other ASWC activities
now than in any other
previous' year at Whitworth."
"People are not' just in-
terested in the political side of
ASWC," Snider continued.
"This new constitution is only
going to create a bigger
bureaucratic government.
What ASWC really needs is a
publicity campaign to let peo-
ple know what ASWC does at
ContInued on p. 3
leges, once worked for the US
State Department, and for the
University of Maryland in the
Political Science department.
He is one of the many scholars
chosen to represent the foun-
dation of the Staley Lecturer
series.
Chaplain Ron Frase said,
"The Staley Lecturers have
been at Whitworth as long as 1
can remember."
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planning of the ASWC," ing committee meting they
"deal with all issues of local have to go to. They have to be
and international importance in a college council. To be a
to the ASWC" and "be reasonable dorm president
responsive to the needs of the one has to have meetings with
In an attempt to combat ASWC members, specifically the people in the dorm and
what they saw as growing stu- class issues." with the dorm resident
dent apathy at Whitworth, a The lower-house, refer- for inter-dorm
-
activities assistants. That one person
group of students formed an red to in the new constitution Dorm activitiçs have bçcome carries so much weight on his
Action, Task Force through as the Student House of secondary for dorm shoulders, he doesn't have any
which they, replanned an- re- Representatives,, wilj hold -the presi4ents, and student-bo4y time to really get involved with -
wrote thq ASWQsen*Thflin dorm presidcnts,and five conqçrfls that Jhey haveç hw dorm
during'Jan teim. -'- . - campus'iepf'&ñthtWes The 'nothing-to db-With fills up' AzOthé niàj6flkiiritidflhè
Presently all ASWC dcci- ASWC executive yice- their time," he said new system is that it is hoped
sions are made by an assembly president will chair ttiq House Former Baldwin President to take a big bite out Of apathy
known as Presidents' Council. of Representatives. J.B. Meade, who helped to that some peOple believe exists
This council is made up of the The responsibilities of the start the Action Task Force, at Whitworth.
dorm presidents from around Studenf House of Represen- said he also thinks that dorm "This new systeth requires
Whitworth, five- off-campus tatives will be, according to presidents are being hindered everyone tO get involved and
representatives and the three the new constitution, to "han- under the current system. if everyone does participate
executive officers. dIe all matters - concerning "Presidents' Council con- then it will be an awesome
Under the new constitution dorm/interdorm and com- sists of 18 people who are system. A more active ASWC
the ASWC would be split into muter students of the over-worked and who can't means more opportunities for
two separate houses. The ASWC," "approve all ASWC get to the real problems of growth which means more
upper-house, referred to in the allocated expenditures in cx- ASWC," said Meade. '54 people involved," Broughton
new constitution as the Stu- cess of $200" and "charter all gopd example of how bad it's said.
dent Senate, will consist of 10 subsidiary organizations of the gotten is when Presidents'
student senators. - ASWC." Council sat and deliberated
Each class will elect two for over an hour on who was
representatives' to the Senate, going to keep track of two $25
and then two more will be volleyballs. There is too much
elected from the student body money to deal with to be con-
at large. The ASWC executive cerned with little items like
president will chair the Senate. that," he said.
The Student Senate will, ac- "Presidents have to spend
cording to the new constitU- one to two hours at
tion, "handle all matters con- Presidents' 'Council," Meade
cerning issues and long-range continued. "They have a stand-
'l
I-
Meade added that he
thought the new system will
help to build tradition at Whit-
worth. "There is a big lack of
tradition at Whitworth," he
said.
"There are no traditions
that freshmen can get involved
with," Meade continued.
"Freshmen came to Whit-
worth in the beginning of the
year really excited, and as the
scheduledStaley Lecturer
Steve WiHiams, Brad Larkin, and Theresa Zeorftn
performing an ASWC skit for The Great Escape Col
fee House, Thursday night, Feb. 13.
p
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Freshman Dorm London Theater Hawaiian Study
Supported Tour Tour
Editor's Note: The author of
this letter, a Whitworth stu-
dent, claims to represent the
views of most people who fre-
quent Spokane's missions. He
has often been forced to at-
tend evangelical ceremonies
before receiving a meal. In
order to publish this opinion,
several words have been
,nodjfled and thus are itali-
cized.
To the editor:
There is a lot of talk, pam-
phlets and classes around .this
campus about "reaching the
hidden peoples," those who
"haven't heard the Gospel,"
or simply "the unbelievers."
Missionaries out to "save" the
world, usually the poor. And
it's accepted as a virtUous
thing. And we, the "unsaved"
and usually poor majority of
continued on p. 8
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Guest insight
Fmsh donu
by James B. Meade
The Whitworthian Editorial Board
Last year the issue of a new freshmen dorm (Baldwin-
Jenkins) was discussed on several different occasions.
Arguments against its establishment varied fromBJ's lack
of tradition to its isolated placement on campus. As a
former proponent of this argument and having reassessed
this position I think there are several flaws to this conten-
tion that need to be noted and addressed.
To begin with, the nature of Baldwin-Jenkins' tradition
differs greatly from that ofMcMillan or Ballard Halls.
Mac men provide our campus with the annual haunted
house and Mac Hall in Concert. Ballard women also con-
tribute to Whitworth's tradition by holding the Barn
Dance. There is also the Warren boat cruise and the
Carlson semi-annual calendar of hunks. The list continues
on. Because of BJ's rational status it would bedifflcult to
expect the freshmen to produce an event of this caliber on
a yearly basis. So what then are we to ask of ourfreshmen?
Should we just invite them to our events to be spectators or
should they be able to have something to contribute to the
traditions of this campus? After all next year they will no
longer be residents of BJ, but residehts of Whitworth's
community at large. Arriving at the answer to this debate,
it is necessary to reach back in your memory and recall the
glory days of being an excited and enthusiastic student on
the threshold of Whitworth. Vivid in my memory is this in-
toxicating enthusiasm. This then is the tradition the
freshmen dorm creates. They are excited, creative,
students with something valuable to contribute; but how
are we to tap this resource?
Certainly, we can not hold Baldwin president Mike
Leroy and Jenkins president Trish Morita responsible for
this effort. Guidance is needed, ant ve, the upper
classmen/women, hold the responsibility for initiating this
contact. If we desire their participation in making and con-
tinuing our traditions then we need to ask them to become
involved. We need to ask them for theii valuable ideas and
input. This however can not be accomplished by only
allowing two freshmcn: to sit at'our, Presidents' Council
and make the deôisioüs for' this campus. The proposed
constitution not only allows for the presidents of Baldwin-
Jenkins to be involved in this process but two class
senators. Just because Whitworth has never had a class
3ystem of this type is a poor excuse for not taking hold of
Whitworth's leadership potential; this is very narrow
thinking. The freshman clas has a wealth of individuals
who are excellent leaders, this year's BJ presidents are a
testament to that fact. Class senators need nat only come
from BJ but from the various dorms across campus where
freshmen reside. Next year's ASWC 'executive officers
need to gather all of the freshmen togethçr and educate
them on what will be expected from them, for if nothing is
expected, nothing will be given.
A constitutional change, however, only brings us to the
door of Whitworth's potential. A separate organization
for men and women is being created by students interested
in improving Whitworth, advancing the name and quality
of Whitworth to the Spokane community, and providing
tradition through a brotherhood and sisterhood. Because
a class system or club structure, such as the one stated above
have never been used at this institution are no excuse for us
not to take charge of what we want Whitworth to become.
One Whitworth leader called it "Whitworth renovating!"
I couldn't agree more.
Evangelists, leave
the 'unsaved' alone
New constitution supported
by Brad Larkin
Spectal to The Whitworthian
—
two houses would be the Stu-
dent Senate and the Student
House of Representatives.
The Student Senate would
be chaired by the ASWC
President and have 10 voting
members: two senators from
each class (eight) and two
from the student body at
large. Its powers and duties
would be mainly legistlative:
dealing with campus-wide and
long-range issues. -
The Student House of
Representatives would by
chaired by the Executive Vice
President of ASWC and have
18 voting members: a presi-
dent from each dormitory (13)
and five commuter-student
representatives. Its powers and
duties would be mainly ac-
tivities and dormitory
oriented,
Although these seem to be
merely cosmetic changes, three
basic reasons behind this pro-
posal will provide a more
substantial basis for their ef-
fectivçness and worthiness,
First, taking a look at the cur-
rent system, we find 20-25 in-
dividuals/leaders (ASWC ex-
ecutives, dorm presidents and
coordinators) responsible for
everything concerned with stu-
dent government, from dances
in the HUB to the weekly
paper you are reading right
now.
With such a wide scope ol
responsibilities, that small net-
work of individuals is con-
stantly bogged down with
weekly Presidents' council
meetings, dorm meetings
which they must organize and
lead, subcommittee (such as
Finance and Rules and Special
Projects Committees) meetings
and other responsibilities they
might be called to because they
are the leaders of the campus.
In a sense, the current system
seems to take advantage of the
volunteer and servant $atus
which is part of the dprm
presidency.
The new system will provide
for a division of their duties,
which will give the leaders' a
chance to attend less meetings.
will also decrease substan-
tinIly the time spend in pro-
cedural debate, which will
leave more time for the evolu-
tion of ideas through open-
discussion times.
Second, representation
seems to be dominated by the
upperclass, on-campus
students. Considering the
demographics of the student
body, 50 percent live on cam-
pus, 50 percent live off. And
continued on p. 8
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"Laws and constitutions
must go hand in hand with the
progress of the human
mind.. .we might as well re-
quire 'man to wear the coat
that fitted him as a boy, a
civilized society to remain
under the regime of their
ancestors." This statement by
Thomas Jefferson is valid for
any situation that might bring
about change. Yet the "pro-
gress of the human mind"
which Jefferson talks about
can be as careless as humanity
itself.
Presently, the Associated
Students of Whitworth Col-
lege is faced with an issue
which demands an honest
evaluation of change: Is it
rooted in progress or misled
brainwork? The issue is a pro-
posed constitution for ASWC
which will bring about some
vital changes.
The proposed system calls
for a bicameral (two-house)
system which would bring
about a separation of powers
and duties of the Presidents'
Council as well as add 10 more
members to the leadership
framework of ASWC. The
Religion editorials questioned
To the editor:
In the Dec. 9 issue of
The tvhitworrhian, two
members of the editorial
board wrote an article titled
"Christianity vs. ?'' The arti-
cle stated that Whitworth is a
small Christian college with a
Christian orientation. The
article svent on to say that
Whitworth students are not
,recenied with enough
ty as far as religious beliefs.
Other religious beliefs are
presented at Whitworth. The
film The God-Makers was
shown recently. In Core 150
the Rabbi Nadler spoke about
Judaism and its practices. The
Jan Term class 1 Corinthians
visits various churches.
The Christian religion calls
its followers to be bold, and
make a stand, whether its
beliefs coincide with other
worldly views, or not. Whit-
worth College boldy states its
policy and. Christ-centered-
ness, and that's what makes it
unique. If Whitworth modeled
itself after "big universities"
there would be no such thing
as "the Whitworth
experience."
It is ironic that, in the article
placed directly below in The
continued on p. 6
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by Bob
of The
Coleman
Whitworthian -
Easter is the celebration of
Jesus Christ's resurrection.
This year another resurrection
wil be celebrated — that of the
Easter Vigil on the Whitworth
campus.
After missing the annual
event last year due to spring
break, the students of Whit-
worth will be once again put-
ting on an Easter Vigil celebra-
tion.
The celebration is a series of
programs throughout the
Lenten season. The programs
will include six Lenten com-
munion services, .a Walk
Through Holy History, and an
Easter Sunrise Service.
Vigil events started at the
Ash Wednesday Midweek
Worship and will continue
through Easter, March 30.
The programs are being put
on to bring Easter back to its
religious meaning and away
from being just an egg hunt.
'are trying to create an
awareness, so when we get
there it will mean something.
Mentally and spiritually we'll -
be ready," said Steve Mat-
by Khris Vogel
of The Whitworthian
A discussion on apartheid in
South Africa kicked off the
1986 Great Decisions lecture
series Thursday, Feb 13.
Abraham LuckhofL and
Whitworth student Peter
Maphumulo spoke on "South
Africa aid the Role of Ideas in
International Affairs."
Luckhoff, a South African
native, is a visiting professor
at Whitworth this year. Maph-
umu]o, also a South African
native, has experienced thejailing of many of his family
thies, co-chairperson of the
Easter Vigil program. "This is
the big Christian holiday,"
Communion services will be
held Thursday mornings at
7:30 a.m. in the Chapel. There
services will contain a song, a
prayer, a short talk and the
communion itself. -
"Communion will be :short
and sweet," said Paula Zeller,
co-chairperson of the pro-
gram.
The Walk Through Holy
History will contain seven
mini-events. Each event will
have a different topic, ranging
from the creation to the
crucifixion. The mini-events
are planned to be more than a
church service.
"The walk will be a social
spiritual program. It will get
students and faculty to come
together and play an active
part in the worship of God,"
Matthies stated.
The students putting on the
vigil hope it will give a chance
for all who participate to come
closer to God.
"It is not just something to
do," Zeller said. "It is easy to
put everything off, especially
your spriritual life. This is a
program to get people in-
members, including his father.
Maphumulo himself has been
in exile from his homeland for
almost 10 years.
Addressing the problems of
South Africa, Luckhoff
started off with a joke that's
being told in South Africa,
"Why can't they play Trivial
Pursuit in South Africa?
Because there are no
answers."
"There are no answers.
There are no easy solutions,"
said Luckhoff. "I get very
upset with people that are 10,
15 thousand miles from South
Africa who offer easy, glib
solutions to the' problems.
They say !If we just did this,
volved, not just a matter of
number, but getting people
who are not normally involved
to participate."
Easter is one of the oldest of
the Christian holidays. It is ex-
plainS by the New Testament
evidence that Christ's death
and resurrection took place
during Passover season, ac-
cording to the "Origin of
Easter and Whitson" by
Roger T. Beckwith.
Easter gets its name from
the Anglo-Saxon spring god-
dess Eastre.
It is held on the first Sunday
after the full moon, which
happens on or after the vernal
equinox, when the sun passes
over the equator on March 21.
Therefore, Easter can fall be-
tween March 22 and April 25
inclusive.
Lent is the 40-day period
preceeding Easter that sym-
bolizes Jesus' 40 days in temp-
tation. During this time Chris-
tians give up some element of
their life to relate to the suffer-
ing that Jesus went through.
Whitworth takes the Easter
season very seriously.
"There is a big separation
between God and us. That's
why Jesus came," Zeller said.
everything would be OK. But
I'm sorry to tell you, the
answers aren't that easy."
Looking at the legacy of
South Africa's history,
Luckhoff summed up the cur-
rent situation. "Twenty-three
million (black South Africans)
haQè tried to come to grips
with the white government,"
he said. "Everytime, they've
been pushed away. Is there a
solution? Humanly speaking,
I see no other way than a
bloody confrontation. I see no
other way than a bloody
revolution," said Luckhoff.
Agreeing with Luckhoff,
Maphumulo stated, "The
younger generation is now
prepared to lay down our lives
if change would come about in
the future where people would
be judged not by their color,
but by their substance."
Maphumulo focused on the
history of the African Na-
tional Congress, which is the
main political organization of
the black South African ma-jority, and on the United
State's responsç to the South
African crisis.
Maphurnulo said the United
States, under the Reagan ad-
ministration, is doing little or
nothing to help the situation.
Denouncing the current U.S.
policy of supporting the
government because of its
strategic mineral supply, and
denouncing U.S. investment in
South Africa, Maphumulo
said that the United States is
continued on p. 7
the HUB. Everyone will have
passes which can be detained
by special forces. Students will
be arrested by these forces.
When arrested students will
have to go to the arrest centers
'and read Information.
This day is meant to be
educational as well as
political. Smith said some
students will disagree and not
participate, "That's just their
way of protesting, which is
fine." Smith added, "Our
goal is not for this to be fun
and games but to have a show
of solidarity at Whitworth
College for the people of
South Africa."
"I think we will get a lot of
responses, positive and nega-
tive. All are valid responses, I
think we can unite the campus
through the response," com-
mented Smith.
One question often asked by
people, according to Smith Is,
"What can we do about thern
Whitworth."
Snider also questioned the
use of a class system in the new
constitution. "Whitworth has
never used a class structure to
do activities, We're no longer
in high school. You are not In
touch with people from your
class as much as you used to
be," said Snider.
"At Whltworth it is a dorm
atmosphere. ASWC is there to
serve the students, not tell the.
students what they need,"
Snider said.
The new constitution has
been brought before the
Presidents' Council where, ac-
cording to Broughton, it
received favorable reviews.
"About 90 percent of those at-
problem in South Africa?"...
Thãe Is a group bricathiui
called Student Task Force on
Divestment whose whole pur-
pose is to inform students
about WJiitworth's invest-
ments in South Africa and to
promote divestment.
A student referendum may
be offered to the Board of
Trustees requesting divestment
of Whitworth's invesments
which would lead to debates,
open forums and discussions,
to inform and answer ques-
tions.
Throughout the semester in-
formation will be distributed
about events coming up.
For the simulation day,
volunteers will be needed for
security forces and running In-
formation centers. Numerous
training sessions will be held
ahead of time. If interested In
volunteering, contact Glenn
Smith through campus mail or
in the ASWC office.
tending Presidents' Council
liked the new plan," he said.
"The next step for the new
proposal," said Broughton,
"is to inform the students
about it and to get feedback
on It. There will also be a stu-
dent forum for people to ask
any questions they have. If
reaction to the plan Is positive,
the next step is to get 10 per-
cent of the student body to
sign a petition which will then
set up a special election for
students to vote on it."
Other members of the Ac-
tion Task Force include Dick
Anderson, Kathy Hoadley,
Brad Larkin, Delaine Swen-
son, Dodge White and Theresa
Zeorlin.
Easter celebration
in progress
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Fort. m footnotes
I
by John Boyer
of The Whitworthian
Christian topics will be
covered on the Forums for
Feb. 21 and 28 and March 3.
On Friday, Feb. 21, writer,
graphic design artist, and film
director Craig Wilson will pre-
sent a play titled "The Fifth
Gospel." It has been per-
formed nearly 500 times in col-
leges, universities, theatres,
churches, convention centers,
and living rooms throughout
the United States and Canada.
The play explores the theme of
God becoming a human being
to come down and help us with
our problems.
ln addition, Friday night
Wilson .will give another per-
formance. Admission is $1.
"A Vision for a Global
Community" is the topic of
Forum Friday, Feb. 28.
Speaker Robert Evans
represents The Plowshares In-
stitute. Evans and the group
advocate the promotion of
new levels of understanding
between the First and Third
World countries.
Evan 's also has written a
book entitled "Human Rights:
CraIg
A Dialogue Between the First
and Third Worlds." The
Plowshares Institute Places a
high value on ministry for the
less fortunate people they visi
in the Third World.
Evans is a keynote speaker
for a peace conference entitled
"Bridging the Gap." The con-
ference will take place on
March 1 and 2.
On Monday, March 3,
historian and political scien-
tist, John Bernbaum will give
a speech entitled "Biblical
Shalom: A Kingdon Vision."
Hernbaum is a participant in
the Staley Lectureship. He will
be speaking at 7:30 p.m. on
Monday, March 3 and Tues-
day, March 4 in the Chapel.
- 2.Visiting- prof1.student agree' - . . :-.. .
S. Africafacing revolution
Apartheid — cont. from p. 1
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by Shauna Winner
of The Whitworthion
Seeing Maggie Smith act in
person, dining at the Hard
Rock Cafe, visiting pubs, dan-
cing at the Hippodrome (night
club), and getting haircuts at
Vidal Sassoon were just a few
of the highlights- experienced
on the 1986 London Study
Tour -
Thirty-eight Whitworth
students spent Jan term study-
ing theater in London with
Theater Arts professor Pat
Stein, and former Theater
Arts professor, Al Gunderson.
During their three weeks in
London, students were re-
quired to attend 10 plays and
keep a daily journal of their
experiences with the culture.
Students were exposed to
musicals, dramas, and dry Silt
humor. The plays included:
Run For Your Wife by Ray
Cooney, Nicholas Nhiklet'y by
Charles Dickens, Yonadab by
Peter Shaffer, Ca/s by Andrew
Lloyd Weber, Mrs. Warren's
Profession by George Bernard
Shaw, The Merry Wives of
Windsor by William ShakeL
speare, Interpreters by Ronald
Horwood, and The Scarlet
Pimpernell, a salute to Edwar-
dian Romantic drant, origi-
nally by Baroness Orczy,
adapted by Beverly 'Cross. To
conclude the tour, the group
spent their last night in
Copenhagen, Denmark and
saw the Royal Danish Ballet.
Among' the favorites - were
Cats, Nicholas Nickleby, and
The Merry Wives of Windsor.
Cats is based on Old Possum's
Book of Practical Cats by T.S.
Eliot and filled with superb
singing and dancing.
Sophomore Jeanee Quan said
"You just want to go out and
be up there."
Students took a bus and
spent a day in Stratford,
England to visit The Royal
Shakespeare Theater and view
the eight and a half hour per- -.
formance of Nicholas
Nick/eby. "The energy level
was captivating and held us all
of the time," said Stien.
"Nicholas. Nickleby is my
goal," said Mindy Graham,
junior. "Seeing people act for
eight and a half hours long is
like watching the Olympics. I
think more people were moved
by that play than any other,"
said Graham. "The actors
were so disciplined and 100
percent into - their roles."
Graham was also impressed by
actors playing more than one
role.
-
"It was the first time that I'
saw live theatre that 1 was so
moved that I cried," said
Quasi of Nicholas Nickleby.
"Only movies have done that
to me before."-
The Merry Wives of Wind--
sot, a Shakespeare play done
in a 1950's setting style, was
concluded by a spectacular
curtain call in which the actors
stayed in their roles and
danced. "You're done watch-
ing it when you are on your
way home, not during it," said
Graham.
-In addition to' plays covered
by the tour package, students
also saw productions of Me
and My Girl, 42nd S/reel,
Starlight Express, performed
totally on roller skates, and
Les Miserables. "We probably
saw' more theater in our three
weeks than the Brits see in
their lifetime." said Stien.
In addition to seeing
theater, students spend a fair
amount of time shopping and
sightseeing in London. -The
group took a city-wide tour
aboard the top level of a red
double decker bus. They also
took a guided tour of St.
Paul's Cathedral; and many
visited Westminister Abbey
and the changing of the guard
at Buckingham Palace.
And were they fortunate
enough to see any royalty? "I
walked through Kennsington
Gardens, and there was a
woman walking two dogs who
looked like Princess Di," said
Senior Ann Davis, "but I
don't know if it was her."
Students also had time on
weekends to travel around
England. The group took a
day trip to Oxford and touted
Coventry Cathedral. Students
also ventured to parts of
England such as Bath, Cam-
bridge, York, Stonehedge,
Aldeburgh, Windsor, Castle,
Leeds Castle, and Wimbledon.
Senior John Mayhew said,
"I really like Bath, the Roman
baths from way back. I
thought it was interesting to
see all the history."
By traveling over to Europe
earlier than the group or
spending long weekends
traveling, students visited such
European countries as Scot-
land, France, Germany, Bel-
gium, Switzerland, Italy, Hol-
land, and Austria. "I loved
Austria," said Bob Kruger,
senior. "I encourage anyone
to go there."
"One of my highlights was
traveling to Rome and seeing
some monuments that are -
thousands of years old," saidQuan. "You feel so cultured -
whenyou go there, walking on
the same streets as ancient
Romans. It's nothing like I've
ever seen before."
The London Study tour
members took advantage of
the cultural experience
available to them. Said Stien,
"We did so much more thari
just - have an experience in
theater."
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London tour takes advantage of theater
Carolyn Lees, Liz I - , and 1 • a Young do a
little shopping at an open air market, located across
the street from Harrods In London.
Concert review 'Deirmo &- Key
by Colleen Schlonga fr9m their latest' album "Com-
of The Whitworthian riander Sozo and the Charge
of the Light Brigade," the duo
-
,
let the audience know that
They stood outside -the they were there to play. But,
doors of Cowles Memorial after their first number, guitar
Auditorium, hands jammed in player Dana Key pointed out
-
-
'
-
-
uplifting
the meeting between a Chris-
tian and the Antichrist. When
those numbers came up in the
song, nearly every hand was
raised thumbs down — telling
Satan what they thought of
him. -
their coatpockets and steamy their main reason for being
breath rising' in a dull fog there — they "came to lift up
above their heads. It might not and glorify Jesus." And did
be too hard to believe a bunch they make a joyful noise!
of college s;udents waiting in Maybe a little too much
line for a concert, but adults noie. In the Spokane Opera
from the "real world?"Those House this concert would have
who had to be at work the next been great, but the small size
morning? Both the young in of Whitworth's auditorium
age and the young in spirit didn't do the music justice.
After an impressive rendi-
tion of "Dueling Banjos"
actually "Dueling Keyboards
and Bass" — with Ed
-
De-
Garmo on -a portable -key-
board and bandmember Torn-
my Cathey on the bass, the
concert began to wind, down,
heads slightly throbbing from
the duel.joined together to celebrate in Lowering the volume a notch
an evening of Christian music. or two would have saved a few
Deoarmo & Key, an upbeat headachEs, and made the lyrics
Christian rock group, pa- more distinct. -
formed last Thursday night on But that was about the only
the -Whitworth campus, and drawback to the concert.
the rafters of the auditorium DeGarmo & Key offered not
may well still be ringing. It only cuts off of - their new
- Jeüy Dixon returned to join
DeGarmo & Key in "Destined
to Win," the single released
from "Commander Sow."
The driving piece would have
been a perfect finale to any
concert, but they had more to
offer.
wasn't exactly elevator music. album, but also ones from
The 'evening opened with albums past, making the con-
Jessy Dixon, a performer with cert more than just a promo-
a dynamic style much like tional showcase.
Leon Patillo. He sang several The expertly- timed light
selections frqm his recent show enhanced the music,
albums, taking time out be- with colors setting a mood,
tween songs to talk to the au- whethr of joyous praise or
dience about his life as a quiet reflection, It was music
Christian, addressing topics that could be seen and felt, as
like fear, trust, and celebra- well as heard.
tion in the Lord. Much of the crowd was
After a longer-than-15- brought to its feet throughout
minute break, the house lights the performance. Audience
once again dimmed and were participation ran high. In par-
replaced by sharp beams of ticular, the song "Six, Six,
light cutting through the fake Six" brought out the character
fog that enveloped the stage. of the concert. Released to
DeGarmo & Key were on. MTV music television in video
Opening - with "Activate," form, "Six, Six, Six" related
The band put down their in
struments, Key pulled out his
Bible (as he had done various
times throughout the concert)
and shared his testimony of
accepting Christ in the jani-
tor's closet of his high school,
his childhood friend DeGarmo
by his side. Touching, you'
might say? It was.
-An altar call was given, and
as DeGarmo & Key sang.
"Everyday a Celebration," a
group made its way down to
the' front of the stage.
A mellow end to such a
powerful performance? Sure.
But to many it was just the
beginning, - "with everyday a
celebration of His lovç.".
Todd St. Marie is
Hyde Park.
TMmnted" by London bobbin In
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Students face the call of the wild
by Steven Brown
of The Whitworthian
Backpacks, cross country
skis, and nervous anticipation
concerning the next four
weeks of their lives accom-
panied II Whitworth students
on Jan. 4 to Leavenworth,
Wash -
Each student brought a
unique set of fears and con-
cerns as the adventure began:
"Will I keep warm? Will I be
able to ski? Will I fit into the
group? Will I make it?" These
questions and more were all
answered during the ex-
hausting month they spent
together.
The students were preparing
themselves to experience
Ecotheology, I Whitworth
College religion course taught
at Tall Timber Ranch, in cen-
tral Washington.
Ecotheology is a study of
ethical and religious respon-
sibilities in regard to the
physical environment. Set in
an atmosphere which is totally
removed from the modern
world, students are forced to
interact with nature. :
The complete . separationfrom the modern world
qualifies thi course as an at-
by Jim Deal
Special to The Whitworthian
"Who's buried in Cram's
Tombv' -"How long did the
Thirty Years War last?" Most
of us wish all test questions
were as easy as these, but they
seldom are. Still, most stu-
dents can learn to take tests
sccessfully. Test-taking is an
art which involves many dif-
ferent skills: reviewing, lecture
notes, handling test anxiety,
and learning what to do during
a test. Once these skills are
mistered, a student should be
able to take test successfully.
Reviewing class notes is one
of the' keys to successful test
preparation - There 'are three
types of reviews: daily, week-
ly, and monthly. Daily reviews
include short,, pre- and post-
class reviews of lecture notes.
A student should edit his notes
during duly reviews, since the
material is still fresh in his
mind..
weekly reveiws are longer
than daily reviews —about an
hour per subject — and they
are more structured. During a
weekly review, a student
shduld review assigned reading
and lecture notes, and practice
makinj up possible test ques-
tions.
Major reviews usually last
two to five hours and are con-
ducted the week before finals
or other major exams. They
integrate concepts and deepen
understanding of the material
presented throughout the
ceptable cross-cultural ex-
perience one needs to graduate
from Whitworth.
While tall Timber provides
modern cooking, sleeping, and
plumbing facilities, care is
taken to retain a rustic ap-
pearance. There is no stereo,
television, or other
mechanisms of the modern
world which could become a
distraction.
Did these soft city students
— turned rugged mountain
folk — miss the absence of
modern mechanisms? No.
'"We all got to know each
other like brothers and
sisters," said Linda
'Washburn, junior sociology
major. "We spent a lot of
quality time toaether." -
Quality time included class
work equaling four to six
hours everyday, studying,
cross country ski tours, infor-
mal discussions, and a five-
day expedition, which took the
group to the top of several
mountain peaks.
The class time instructed the
students about natural
resou,rces, introduced a
philosophy 'of conservation,
and provided a biblical basis
for the Christian respon-
sibilities to the environment
term. Using all three types of
reviews ensures that material is
reviewed often and learned
thoroughly.
Another key to successful
test-taking is dealing with test
anxiety. If you evçr.freeze dur-
ing tests, or flub questions
evçn though you know, the
answer, then you suffer from
test anxiety. Test anxiety has
two components, mental and
physical. In dealing with the
mental compOnent of test anx-
iety (worry and distracting
thoughts), it is sometimes
helpful to daydream, imagin-
ing yourself with a special
friend, or lying in thç sun.
Visualizing success (getting an
'A on your test)' is another
technique to break the cycle of
worry.
To deal with the physical
component of test anxiety
(feelings, sensations and ten-
sion), it is helpful to concen-
trate attention on the body.
Breathing deeply and regular-
ly, telling muscles to relax, and
describing the anxiety specifi-
cally all help reduce the
physical manifestations of test
- anxiety. These simple tech-
niques help relieve both
physical and mental aspects of
test anxiety.
Knowing what to do during
the test is the last step in taking
tests successfully. Prepare
yourself for a test by arriving
early so you have time to do a
breathing or relaxation exer-
cise. Pay special attention to
Continued on p. 6
The course work made a
strong impact on most of the
students.
"I possess a deeper ethical
understanding of the environ-
ment," said Sophomore Fred
Cousins. "1 have learned that
I don't own nature but Cod
lets me use it. I need to be
careful of the ways I use it."
The ethical lessons included
practical applióat ions which
encouraged recycling, -'good
eating habits, making others
aware of conservation, living a
simple lifestyle, and creating
your own fun.
There was plenty of fun
created by these creative,
characters.
Students built an igloo,
hiked across an ice cold river
in wool socks, jumped from
roofs into snow drifts, square-
danced, sang, and accom-
plished all cooking and clean-
ing tasks as a team.
Creating fun was for
moments when real risk was
limited, but, there were times
when the adventurers found
themselves in very real danger
situations.
During the final week, the
students were led on a five-day
expedition into Cascade wil-
derness. They would gain five
by Debbie Saparto
of The Whitworthtan
Working with the profes-
sionals: a dream that became a
reality for 14 dance students
when Whitworth Dance direc-
tor Rita Rogers took them
with her to New York this
January to study dance.
"We took New York by
storm," said Rogers. She add-
ed that she arranged the study
tour to provide both a cultural
and educational experience for
the dancers. "New York.is the
dance Mecca, the dance
capital, of the world and I
wanted them to see and cx-
perince the quality."
Junior Ken Uric, a member
of the study tour group, says
that he wanted to "do New
York" to get a better picture
of what the best (in dance) was
and to enjoy what it had for
him. He enjoyed working with
the professionals. "It was in-
spiring to have a goal to
reach," he said.
Including Rogers, there
were 15 people that went on
the study tour including 10
Whitworth students, 2 Con-
zaga University students, and
three young ladies from the
Spokane community between
the ages of 12 and 13. The
members of the study tour
were: Kristin Anders, Rick
Bolen, Lana Howe, Janine
'McCallister, Mara Morrison,
Jaqi Rogers-Rice, Rogers, Jac-
thousand feet of elevation in
four days.
The constant threat of
hypothermia and frostbite
kept everyone well aware of
the possible dangers.
"There were tin3es when I
was real scared," said
Washburn. "We were cold,
wet, frozen, and fought wind,
rain, and snow."
Several students found-
themselves in frightening
queline Rowe, Laurie Ross,
Teresa Smatlan, Liz Schwartz,
Vicki Smith, Kelli Taylor,
Uric, and Peggy Wilde.
According to sophomores
Wilde and Ross, the official
study tour of New York itself
lasted 'only eight days, from
Jan. 21-28. Before the trip,
Wilde explained, the dancers
spent time "cramming for
situations when they encoun-
tered trees while challenging
the snow on skies. Through it
all, there were no serious ac-
cidents and everyone returned
safely.
In reflection, several
students commented that they
found they were able to ac-
complish more than they
thought they could, Each stu-
dent felt a deep sense of, ac-
complishment.
New York" here at Whit-
worth, The dancers were ex-
pected to dance 3-4 hours
everyday, lift weights three
times a week and swim twice a
wccl,
But despite what Uric called
an "intense dance prep,"
when the time came to dance
Continued on p. 8
Member, of Tall Timber. 1986, after the live-day ex-
pedition: (Standing) Lance Weeda, Steve Mathia.,
Fred Cousin,, Shawn McGlanI,, Janet Lalng, and
Marc Ellen. (Sitting) Shonda Kessler, Linda
Washburn, Kelly Hendrlck.en, and Stan Flshburn.
Point tafrr tests' guen- Dancers do the Big Apple
r
THU FAR MDI By GARY LARSON
"Loses ctmon sc has. ... I SirE n got loins
bug sson' through Wis sin"
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by TIm Boggess
of The Whltuiorthlan
Don't you just hate seeing
some people after Jan term? I
know I do. They are the ones
whom 1 call, fittingly, the "great
escapers." The fortunate few
who, for four weeks, leave our
beloved pine cone curtain
behind. Away from SAGA.
Away from the fear of a lethal
scalding in the shower every-
time someone flushes the
toilet. Admit it: they bug you.
Last week I had the oppor-
tunity to interview probably
the most repulsive of these
escapees — those who went to
Hawaii; specifically, the
students involved in the course
"Church's Mission in the
World." Just the thought of
talking to these bronze aliens
— knowing all the while they
would be inwardly sniggering
at my pallid complexion —
made my skin crawl. Surpris-
ingly, this animosity (or was it
jealousy?) quickly changed to
admiration as their tales un-
folded. God doesn't take vaca-
tions, not even to Hawaii.
Supervised by Lorraine
Robertson-Stewart, a former
Whitworth chaplain of eight
years, 15 students from
religious, psychological,
socialogical and business
backgrounds packed up their
"cultural baggages" filled to
the hilt with all of their
stereotypes and prejudices, and
headed off to the island of
Oahu to experience God's
work in the youngest of our
United States. Encompassing
classwork, journal writing and
a practicum in some avenuç of
the Church's mission, every-
one appeared to get more than
they bargained for. Often log-
ging 200 hours of ser-
vice (100 is required),
these students can attest to the
dynamism of Christ's presence
in this tropical wonderland.
Robert Clancey experienced
a side of Hawaii not may peo-
ple ever notice: the hundreds
of homeless and lonely people
Letter —
cont. from p -1
Whitworthian, John Sowers
expresses that his Christian
beliefs have constantly been
challenged this terra, and he is
feeling a little lost. Thank God
for the support of the Whit-
worth community, which pro-
vides him with a strong foun-
dation from which to rebuild.
Would that have been avail-
able at a big university?
Whitworth promotes, and
stands for Christianity, and
would like to see those beliefs
reinforced in its students. If
you were running for office,
would yOu present your oppo-
nen's platform? If you were
selling a product, would you
present to your customer all
the other brands on the
market? If Paul had presented
Islam, Judaism, atheism and
Christianity on his world this-
sion, where would the strength
of the Christian church and its
beliefs lie?
-
The great commission says
"(Jo into all the -world, and
preach the good new to all
creation..." It does not say
"Lçt's gotut and understand
the world," as 1 was told
should be my attitude in the
article.
I would rathir have my
Christian faith challenged,
questioned, and hopefully
strengthened, and be gives a
good background to face life
bçyond Whitworth's walls,
than be left in The dark,
undecided, and being born-
bardéd bythe'many confusing
world views that might in-
fluence me at a big university.
'That is why I am here!
Why are you?
-
Pia Christensen
cont. from p. 5
verbal directions given as the
test is distributed. Following
these directions will ensure
that you don't create the im-
pression of cheating. Scan the
whole testS immediately,
evaluating the importance of
each section. Don't spend too
much time on a section worth
comparatively few points.
Read all directions slowly.
You don't want to lose points
because you didn't follow
directions. Answer the easiest,
shortest questions first. Next
answer multiple-choice, true-
false, and fill-in-the-blank
questions. Your first instinct is
usually the best on these
quick-answer questions. If you
get stuck on a question, move
on and come back to it later.
Knowing what to dQ-during a
test involves arriving, follow-
ing all instructions carefully,
and using your time wisely.
If you would like more in-
formation on taking test, plan
to attend the Test-taking
Workshop on Tuesday, Feb.
18, from 4 to 5 p.m. in Dixon
315. This workshop is the sec-
ond of a series of study skills
workshops sponsored by the
Learning Improvement Of-
fice, located in Student Life.
Other workshops in the series
includewriting on Feb. 25 and
note-taking on March 4.
- - ':'- • -r't
Hawaii offers more than a tan
Tests —
A windy day provides a nice chance for some Hawalin sightseeing: (Front) Michael
McKlbbIn, Shaun Gannon, Teal Sutton, Robert Clancy,' Janae Fox, and LeeAnn
Olsen. (Back) Jim Deal, Anne Gallagher, Troy Greenwood, Rachel Yoshlda, Jew
tiller Wilcox, Mary Beth, Plager, Brad Beck, Angle Nelson, and Candy Freeman.
not convinced that Hawaii is ing when your neighbor is an notices, obituaries, emotional
paradise. Clancey spent two alcoholic who hasn't bathed and familial problems, and
weeks working with his former for weeks or a paranoid bag- "Klinger's" vying for dis-
pastor at the Mission for the lady carrying her whole world charges are all in a dayts work
Urban Homeless (1HS) in in her hands. for these men. Cannon said
Honolulu. Originally coined Religion major Michael that throughout his cx-
the "peanut butter" ministry McKibbin gained quite a dif- periences he was reminded
from the practice of handing ferent perspective of Hawaiian that God knows no such things
out sandwiches to the hungry, ministry. He and Jim Deal as cultural barriers.
IHS has grown through 'strict- spent most of January observ- Ann Gallagher said that, -
ly private donations and -is • ing and participating - in the while Hawaii is an American
now able to house and feed routine activities of the parish state, she learned that great
over 100 needy in an of the First Presbyterian cultural diversity takes place
abandoned firehouse. Clancey Church of HonOlulu'. Working beneath its swaying' palm
said he spent most of his days closely with the church's- two trees. She spent her Jan term,
distributing blankets, pastors and staff, they attend- along with Janae Fox, living in
toothpaste, mail, and other. ed such activities as funerals, a Chinese-Japanese home and
items to those in need. And, youth group meetings, officer worked at the largely Japanese
while they were filling their
-
training classes, and even Makiki Christian Church.
stomachs with a hot meal, visited an urban shelter for Among their responsibilities
-
Clancey was filling his with homeless people. Having the were working with preschool
"humble pie." Lots of it. advantage of a dual-perspec- children, spending time with
Through his experience, tive on church ministry of the elderly, and working with
Clancey was reminded just observer and participant, the the ministry of -high school
how amazing Jesus' love is. duo gained valuable insights and college-age youth.
He said that it's fairly easy to into the versatility needed to Though different in physical
love your parents and/or be effective -in church ad- attributes, Gallagher said she
friends who seem to share ministration. McKibbin said found that ptople have
similar interests, but Christ's he believes three attributes are basically the same wants and
commandment of "love your particularly important in the needs no mattçr what -their
neighbor" in the gospel of body of the church —vision, race or creed.
Matthew takes on a new mean- patience, and individual con- An integral aspect of the
-
tribution. Vision to foresee the course was the classwork,
needs of the church, and plan- which helped to illuminate and
ning accordingly, dictated by reinforCe the students' myriad
- God's will; patience to see the experiences. Through the
vision through to the end; and study of Acts accompanied by
finally, realizing once again complementary texts' ("Be My
that the body of Christ is com- Witness" by Dr. Darrell
for your Sweetheart? posed of all kinds of people, Guder) the students learnedperfectly suited for the par- the impoi-tance of first being a
ticular niche in which God has witness at home and then
placed each one of us, he said. journeying to distant lands to
Shawn Cannon spent time spread the Word, much in the
at the Barbor's Point Naval same way as the apostle Paul.
Base to observe the chaplain's
-
The "Church's Mission in
oNix $8 job. He said that his respect the World," an eclectiC 'study- has heightened for these men of the essence of discipleship
who must continually deal and ministry in an environ-
II 7116 DiulsI with life and death in' such an meat diverse Sough to ac-'U. U U flU
unpredictable environment. comodate all interests. It is aAnQ.7Oflfl The chaplain not only serves a time not only of external ser-'T I ' religious function on the base, vice to the Lord, but also one
______________________________
but also as a counselor and of intense introspection into
lerns, no matter what the Planning on taking a vaca-\ confidant, he said. All prob- your own faith and values.
____________________________________ religious beliefs (or lack lion to Hawaii sometime
thereof) of the soldier, are soon? Then don't sign up for
Good through 4/31/85 directl! referred' to thç this class. It's an awful lot of
_____________________________________
chaplain s office. Birth work for a suntan.
How about a Doubles Dinner
Choice of medium pizza, two salads,
and two medium cokes
("straw Ht PIZZA
SPORTS
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Staff Report — After a ;hree-
game tour of Alaska last
weekend, the Pirates' Men's
basketball team took tQ the
road again this weekend and
headed for the coast. On Fri-
day night, Feb. 14, the Pirates
topped St. Martin's College in
Lacey, Wash., 68-62. On
Saturday they headed to Seat-
tle to take on Seattle Universi-
ty. The Pirates slipped by SU
76-73.
Coach Warren Friedrichs
said that the game against St.
Martin's was a very physical
contest. At the half St. Mar-
tin's was ahead 36-33, but the
Pirates gained momentum and
after a close second half
grabbed the victory.
Whitworth College
News Release
More than 30 men and
women have turned out this
spring for Whitworth's track
team. Under the direction of
Cóách Arnie Tyler, much of
the', emphasis dur$ng their
January and February ira4üpg
has been preparing for the but-
door meets which begin with
the Martin Relays scheduled
for March 1 in Walla Walla.
Some of the members have
been participating in indoor
meets during the past school
year. One of these members
was Mark Unicume who com-
peted in the péle vault in the
Vandal Indoor Meet. At the
meet, he vaulted 15 feet which
qualified Unicume to par-S
ticipate in the NAIA National
Indoor Meet in Kansas City on
February 21 and 22. Uni-
cume's vault of 15 feet also
broke the öollege record
previously held by Alan •
McOinnisof14feet,4inchset u
The Pirates hit 24 of 29
freethrows during the game.
Friedrichs attributed the win
to the' team's excellent
freethrow average.
High scorer for the game
was Jeff Spalding with 21
points. Spalding is also
credited with nine rebounds.
Other high scorers were Rod
Lee with 15 and Darryl
Dickson with 14. Friedrichs
said that both Jon Eekhoff
and Ken Sugarman played
really well off the bench. They
were both credited with nine
points.
Friedrichs added that this
was the first time the Pirates
had won at St. Martin's in the
past four or five Years.
Friedrichs attributed the
Pirates' 76-73 win over Seattle
U. to his team's successful
"clutch" freethrow shooting
ability. He also said that their
43-32 domination of the re-
bounds played a significant
part in the victory.
The Pirates led by six points
at the half, 41-35. They came
back in the second half and
built a strong 20-point lead;'
But SU spurted to a tie, then
the Pirates managed to grab
the lead and claim the win.
Dickson was the high scorer
against SU with 23 points. Lee
put in 16 points and Brian
Myers added 14. Spalding
again had nine rebounds.
Friedrichs said, "I am
pleased with the team's end-
of-the-year play. They're mak-
ing good decisions. They're
playing will at the end of the
game when it counts."
The Pirates are now 9.6 in
District 1 play, and overall
they're 11-18. Friedrichs said
that thay have a slim chahce of
reaching playoffs as things
stand. He said that the four
leading teams are grouped
together .,,with about three
losses each.
The Pirates go up against
one of the top teams, Central
Washington University, Wed-
nesday, Feb. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in
Ellensburg;
'''f
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by Sheila Farren
of The Wh!tworthian
Another night on campus
with nothing to do. Ever
thought about going to a
hockey game?
"For as little as $4 you can
enjoy a fast, exciting, high-
paced game," said Zane
Troester, the Chiefs' public
relations director.
The Chiefs are just one of
six teams in the Western
Hoclçey League. With a record
of 20-31 they are currently in
fourth place.
Troester said the games are
fun because of the non-stop
action, He added, "They are
similar to college games, but
they are more continuous; in
iockey the teams don't even
tave to stop the game to make
suhstitution."
"I enjoy the games because
of the different atmosphere,"
said one freshman student.
"The fights are fun too
because they are controlled
and you don't get to see fights
in most athletic events."
Troester said, "Even in a
one-sided same there is always
an element of excitement, you
never know what is going to
happen next."
There is more to the Chiefs'
games than just hockey. Dur-
ing each game one lucky fan is
given the chance to win a 1986
Chevrolet Nova from Camr
Chevy. To win, the fan must hit
the puck into a slot on the
"Camp Chevy board."
The Chiefs' next home game
is Saturday; Feb. 22, against
New Westminster, their big-
gest competition for a play-off
spot. For ticket information,
calf 328-0450,
Roadtrlp to the coast
Pirate men score two wins Spokane Chiefs offerhockey excitement
3 students to run in marathon
Track season begins
in 1979.
Tyler will be taking
marathon runners to the
NAIA District I meet at
Seaside, Ore. on February 21
and 22. Whitworth runners
participating in this meet are
Mike Lawrence, Kevin Kent
and Sandy Wark. This event is
a regulation' marathon of 26
miles, 385 yards.:..__,,,, ,,_.t,, ._..
p
I'rip
rrip WhitworthiFOOD STORES
Students!
Mon. &.Tues. Special25
for any 32oz fountain drink
with this coupon at any
Zip Trip
a — a — a — — a — a a a — a a a a — a a a a a a a a a'
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South Africa — cont. from' p. 3
keeping the current govern- The next Great Decisions
ment in power. He said that it lecture will be given on Thurs-
will continue until American day, Feb. 20 by Dr. Lisa
businesses disinvest and the Brown of Eastern Washington
United States places heavy University. Her topic will
sanctions and condemnation "Central America and the
on the white minority govern- Making of American Foreign
ment. Policy."
""Hs
err HOt CHEESY,
WflOM-MADE MUA
1OVOURDOOR
IN 30 MINUTESOR_
One call from you sets
Domino's Pizza In motion.
From that moment on,
we do everything pos.
sib!. to ma. sure that
your hot custocnmade
pizza is delivered lo your
door In less than 30
minutes. —
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
CiNS Domino'. Pizza, Inc
a— — — a — r n —a a a a a.
"$lOtf '''$2OffU, Uii: H U1L 'UULa IU, SUI-- U
U $1.00 off any plus, • I $2.00 ott any 16" 2item ,
I One coupon per pizza. • • more pizza. UOne coupon per pizza
• Eapirea 3/10/86 I I Expires 3/10/86
p Good at listed location. • U Good at llsteØ location. •
•Name: • •Hame
• Phone: I U Phone: - I
aaaaaa.sa'.au,i1 Laas.nu,.su.aia
cot4 you ailend
I-:
1-
4
1-
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your name
SEMESTER IN 'SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners. "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college careen!
BEGINtERORADVANCED-Costlsaboutthe Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
same as a asmeater in a U.S. college:$3.670. tour hours a day, four days a week, four
Prica includes jet round trip to Seville from months. Earn 16 ha. of credit (equivalent to 4
New York, room, board, and tuition corn- semesters taught in U.S. coiiageaovara two
piet.. Government grants and loans may be year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
applied towards our programs. enhanced by opporlunlt4eb not avaliabla ins
U.S. classroom. Standardized teats show our
I students' languag. skills superior to students
I completing two year programs in U.S.
i Advanced courses also.
— I Hurry, it takes s lot ot time to make all ar-
I ranqsmenls.
— SPRING SEMESTER — Jan. 30' Msy 29
FALL SEMESTER — Aug. 29' Dec. 19
— I each year.
I FULLY ACCREDiTED—A Program of Trinity
— I Christian College.
rip For tuft Information — send coupon to;
_______________
SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Laraway Lake Drive S.E. F-9
___________________________________
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
your peeenI Street address
stole
it you would I*s ietonnaøor or NAsa. proezasea a'
—Sn
your permanent street adonis
S.
city iUte zip
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CALENDAR a
18 TUESDAY
• Learning Improvement:
"Test TakIng," 4 p.m. 5
p.m. — DI 315
'Women's BB vs. CWU,
5:30 Away
'Art Educators Exhibit
(thni 2/fl) — Koehier
Art Gallery
19 WEDNESDAY
Midweek Worship, Nancy
Fox, 11:15 am. — CH
•
"Speed ReadIng 4 p.m.-
5p.m. — 1)1315
• Men's SB vs. Central,
7:30 p.m. — Away
21 FRIDAY
• Forum: Craig Wilson,
11:15 am. — And.
• Women's SB vs. UPS,
7:30 — Away
• Craig Wilson Perform-
ance 8 p.m. — Aud.
22 SATURDAY
EWMEA Vocal, Solo and
Ensemble, all day —
MRH
Movie: "Bedtime for Son-
zo," S p.m. — Avid.
• Women's SB ye? Seattle
U., 9 p.m. — Away
• Dance: by Women's Soc-
cer, 9 p.m.-1 am. —
HUB
2 Peter 1:1-11
23 SUNDAY
• Wayne Smith/Edwin
Haugan Duo RecItal, 3
p.m. — MRH
• Campus Worship, 6:30
p.m. — CH
Genesis 15:1-12 and 17-18;
Phi lipplans 3:17-41;
Psalm 2 7:7-14;
Luke 13:22-35
24 MONDAY
• FACULTY DEVELOP-
MENT DAY (no day
classes — eve, classes
meet)
• Men's SB vs. PLU. 7:30
p.m. — Fit
John 13:1-20
25 TUESDAY
? Learning Improvement:
"Wdtlng7 4 p.m-S p.m.
— Di 315
Matthew 10:16-42
ii
26 WEDNESDAY
Lenten CommunIon, 7:30
a.m. - CH
'Midweek Woiship:
Robert Mounce, 11:15
a.m. - CH
Larkin — cont. from p. 1
of the people Living on cam-
pus, hearly 300 of them are
freshmen. In the current
system, we have the possibility
for seven out of 18 positions at
Presidents' Council for ap-
proximately 75 percent of the
student body. Class structure
in the Student Senate will pro-
vide for more fair representa-
tion to the underclassmen. In
addition, off-campus students
have the freedom to run for a
position on the Senate, in-
creasing their representation.
Third, our current system
does not provide for a fair
coverage of class issues. For
example, I am a junior, yet I
am nearly the only one with
the capability of calling a
senior-class meeting that is
paramount for the organiza-
tion of this year's commence-
ment and baccalaureate.
Issues like this one should be
dealt with by the members of
27 THURSDAY
Easter Vigil Committee
the student body that are af-
fected by these decisions. The
creation of class senators
would give birth to a net-
work that would answer to
issues that are original to each
class.
The reasons are there, yet
the question remains: "Is this
change for good or bad?' I
pose to you this question with
a single request: Become
familiar with the old system,
the new system, and why the
new system has been pro-
posed.
As H.G. Wells put it:
"Democracy's ceremonial, its
feast, its great function is the
election." This great function
is based in the foundation that
all sides of the issue have been
equally and fairly represented.
Expose yourself to all of those
sides and make change come
not from misled brainwork,
but the effective progress of
the human mind.
28
N.Y. — cont. from p. 5
in New York with the profes-
sionals, Rogers said that she
was sure her students were in
over their heads. "But they
held their own beautifully,"
she said. They did wonderful-
ly, she continued, sometimes
even better than some of the
New York dancers. Rogers
said that at Steps 74, the
studio where her students
danced, most of her students
were taking up to three classes
a day in a variety of classes, in-
cluding ballet, jazz, tap, ethnic
dance, stretch and strengthen-
ing.
In addition to the dancing,
New York proved educational,
said Ross. While everyone did
their own thing, Ross herself
experienced such sights as the
Empire State building, the
Metropolitan Art Center, Lit-
tle Italy, Bloomingdale's and
the Broadway theater. Ross
saw five Broadway produc-
tions which included "42nd
Street" and "Cats."
Rogers was pleased with the
study tour. She said she felt
that she was able to open
doors for her students into
society they might not other-
wise have known.
Letter — cont. from p. 1
the world, are never asked
what we think about this inva-
-
sion of our world. Well, I
would like to say what some of
us think about being
evangelized: Screw your
religion. Just get the heck out
of our world and go back to
yours. We do not want you.
We want to be individuals.
People should be able to be
Buddhist, Hindu, Moslem,
atheist, agnostic, communist,
Christian, or whatever, or
whoever, they choose to be.
Many of you may be shocked
or offended by my blunt-
ness. Well, that's how we talk;
that's how I am. That's how
you would be if you were poor
and robbed of all dignity.
When someone doesn't like
something, they philosophize
or vote. When a Salvadoran
doesn't like a government
soldier attacking his home and
family, he hacks him into
pieces with his machete. And
when you come downtown on
Friday night to preach I mightjust slit your throat.
You talk about whether you
should just preach or feed the
poor or do both. You go to the
ghettos and think you really
have learned about life and the
streets by working at a soup
kitchen. Well, have you ever
been the one in line for the
soup? Have you ever been
without and through your
destitution been forced to sit
through an hour of someone
telling you that you are a piece
of trash. You either believe
like they do or don't eat. Have
your ever had to be humiliated
like this day, after day, after
day? Yeah, you've really
learned a lot about life as you
fly back on your jet plane. No,
don't even stay longer to try
and understand our world.
We just want one thing
understood: leave us alone.
We need to solve our own pro-
blems. You have trampled us,
impoverished us and destroyed
our culture long enough by
pushing yours on us. You who
think you have all the answers,
don't.
You may think I'm extreme,
too cynical, too crude. They
may censor some of the words
in this opinion, but at least one
of us has spoken clearly.
Bill Turnmire
Luke 9:57-62
20 THURSDAY
• Lenten CommunIon, 7:30
am. - Cit
• Great DecIsIon. Series,
3:30 p.m-S p.m. - LSC
• Compline, 10 p.m. — CH
• Pacific NW Champion-
shIps (Swim Team) —
Evergreen
Colossians 1:24-29Acts 9:1-30 Galatlans 1:11-24
a-.
FRIDAY
• Great DecisIons SerIes,
3:30 p.m.-5 pm. — LSC
• Compline, 10 p.m. — CH
Acts 6:8-15John 15:12-27
• Women-In-TransItion, 9
a.m.-2:30 p.m. — LSC
• Forum: Robert Evans,
11:15 am. — Aud.
• MovIe: "The Outlaw Josie
Wales," 8 p.m. — Aut
James 1:2-18
1 SATURDAY
• Audition.: Anna J. Carrel
ScholarshIp — MB
1 Peter 4:12-19
The Lenten season has arrived and the scripture
passages printed in italic, for each calendar day are
provided for readers to use In Individual devotions or
quiet tImes In preparitlon for Easter and to unite the
Whitworth communIty In "preparing the way of the
Lord."
I,
by Suzan Fleshman
of The Whitworth tori
How much could raising
student fees $15 per year help
the student body? Maybe a
better question would be:
What would it hurt or hinder?
There was a proposal ap-
proved by Presidents' Council
on Jan. 27 to increase student
body (ASWC) fees by $7.50
per emester. This proposal
was approached by the
Finance Committee of the
Board of Trustees on Jan. 30
and will go into effect fail of
the 1986-87 school year.
The proposal will raise total
student body fees from $42.50
to $50 per semester. This can
be done at no additional cost
to students,
Students don't realize that
for them there is no significant
change as to what they pay.
Up until this year students
have spent $15 to pay off a
debt for the Fieldhouse. The
$15 from each student that
won't go toward the retire-
ment of this debt can be
rechanneled toward ASWC,
making available approx-
imately $17,000 that could be
used for salaries, programm-
ing and services.
ASWC Financial Vice Presi-
dent Dick Anderson said,
"Student wages haven't gone
up for the last three years, and
bringing them up to $3.65
takes a lot,out of our budget.
Wages are about 31) percent of
the total budget."
The new proposal will give
money to every branch of the
budget. -
Anderson explained the
need to have a new fee set.
"Our budget has been strdthed
in the past to meet needs.
Wages have gone up, but fees
haven't, so we've had to cut
back and stop growth within
the last three or four years.
Glenn Smith, director of
Student Activities; said
students don't realize how
much around campus is spon-
sored by ASWC. Things such
as KWRS, all the clubs on
campus, different programs,
The Whitworth/an and other
things not utilized by everyone
make up what Whitworth is.
-
ASWC has plans for the
money next year. Anderson
said, "I'm a believer that the
mOney we get during a year
should be used that year, not
just to set up things for future
classes."
There is a long "wish list"
already written out. - Wishes
for greater intramural sports,
concerts, outdoor recreation
programs, tickets for concerts
in Spokane and new clubs are
on the list.
Also on the list is a project
to renovate Arend basement
into a campus nightspot, pro-
viding comfort and entertain-
mint for students, faculty and
staff.
Smith said that because we
have the need for greater fees
now doesn't mean there will be
an increase every year.
According to Anderson,
"It's been more than 10 years
since the last fee change."
When money is brought into
ASWC and new clubs or func-
tions can be started, growth is
incredible. Things can begin
Continued on page 8
by Steven Brown
of The Whitworthian
by John Boyer
of The Whitworthian
During March the Whit-
worth College choir will be
performing in Washington,
Montana and California.
Starting on March 9 the
choir, under the direction of
Randi Ellefson, assistant prof-
fessor of music, will give a per-
formance at St. Mark's
Lutheran Church in Spokane.
On March 13 and ending
March 15 Whitworth will be
performing at the regional
convention of the American
Choral Director's Association
at the University of Montana
in Missoula.
Ellefson said this perfor-
mance is "an honor and a
"We won't win," said Ver-
diçr.. "We have a niw team.
It's just great to get as far as
we have." -
"The teams that qualify
-more swimmers will do
better," .said Fink. "We lack
that depth."
While swimmers admit that
they won't win, they do say
there is a good chance of mak-
ing the finals and maybe even
the top 10.
responsibility" because Whit-
worth is the only college from
Washington attending this
convention. They were given
this honor after their tapes
were selected from numerous
other tapes from choral
groups all over the Northwest.
Ellefson said the choir will
sing unaccompanied religious
music. Michael Young will
also perform two organ pieces.Commenting on the
outstanding performance of
his choral group, Ellefson said
Aaron Copland, Christine
Burchett and Yvonne
Dechance deserve a lot of
credit. Burchett and Dechance
take turns performing
Copland's demanding piece
"In the Beginning."
After the group performs in
to
"We want to promote our
program through this meet,"
said Kathy Marousek, Whit-
worth's NAIA information
director. "We want to become
well known for our swimming
program. This meet is what we
need."
Swimming events are
scheduled for Thursday, Fri-
day and Saturday, March 6-8
with preliminaries beginning
at 9:30 a.m. and finals at' 7
p.m.
An earlier issue of The
Whit worth/an reported that
diving events would take place
at EWU. A change in the
schedule now means that all
• Montana, they will begin theif'
tour of California. They will
start in the San Francisco area
and then work down to Los
Angeles, pe'rforming at
various spots along the way.
Ellefson said that these per-
formances will be the same as
in Montana. He said he is ex-
cited about the California tour
because it wilUgive Whitworth
College attention down there.
When the choral group is
finished performing in
California, they will come
back to Spokane and perform
at Whitworth Presbyterian
Church on Tuesday, March 25
at 7:30 p.m.
Ellefson said his students
have practiced with a lot of
dedication, and they have
grown spiritually and musical-
ly a,s well.
ASWC proposes $15 activity fee raise
National
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champs make splashsFraser Univeisity. • There is more to be gained swimming and diving events Verdier will be swimming
"There are several schools for the aquatic program than a will take place at the Whit- the individual 100- andto watch closely: Durry Col- win. The national met is ex- worth facility. 200-yard backstroke events,lege, University of Wisconsin pected to draw attention to
, Divrng ?"9!? 1egm Marçh5 • Lpmalai the 10-yard- — aqd Cent;$ Washinpon -. jhitwortb's pwimming pro- ,at fl ,a i : coñunue 5a2r fX ,willThe tw9ith ,.C9l)sLQ 1w4LKric ?m14senior WhIn aS t- '%rwr '- fl& - March 6-7 one t'hour MteF &ini the SO-yard freestyle4Aqudilc Cèh;efi1tbe flooded woith wimmer. "These teams Whitworth's then's 'teamby approximately 300 of the should do very well." '
has qualified for the 400-yardbest collegç swimmers and While these teams are cx-
freestyle and 400-yard medleydivers in the nation this -week. pected to do well, Whitworth
relays. Relay swimmers in-Whitworth is hosting the is not considered a strong fac-
dude Fink, Tom Lachermeir,1986 NAIA National Swim- tor. John Wickman and Bobming and Diving Champion-
Blazek.ships March 5-8.
Fink will swim the in-"I'm really excited," said
dividual 50- and 100-yardJennifer Verdier, a member of
Whitworth's swimming team.
"We are swimming fast and
have a chance at the finals."
Whitworth will be jnined by -
approximately 30 teams from
across the country including
last year's men's champion
team of Durry College and the
women's champs of Simon
preliminary swimming events.
Whitworth's women swim-
mers have qualified in the
.200-, 400- and 800-yard
freestyle relays and the
200-and 400-yard medley
relays. Swimmers in the relay
events include Verdier, Juli
Morgeástern1 Cordelia Small
and Margaret Lee. Continued on page 3
Choir' receives honor,
springs into tour
by Jill Johnson
The Whitworthian Editorial Board
How do you sell a liberal
arts college?
With a give-away? "The
first 25 students to apply for
admissions will also receive a
six-pack of Diet Coke and an
autographed picture of Dr.
Mounce."
Witbta slogan? "HErb eats
at SAGA."
Marketing a college is big
business and big bucks. The
Public Relations department
spent over $20,000 on the slide
show which was recently
unveiled at Forum. I'm sure
you remember it — smiling
students and Mac Hall should
come to mind. The slide show
will be used to recruit, students
over the next three years, but
does this commercialized ver-
sion of Whitworth reflect the
To the editor:
KWRS is known as. "Whit-
worth's Alternative Radio Sta-
tion." Whitworth is a Chris-
tian college, an institution
under the lordship of Jesus
Christ. Whitworth, like any
other institution is composed
of individuals, individuals of
the faculty, staff, administra-
tion, and students. The
students have a responsibility
to KWRS. KWRS is not only
run directly by its student staff
and DJs but it is also run in-
directly by other students. A
portion of each student's $85
fee goes to support the station,
which amounts to nearly
$7,000 annually. Can we as
Christian students justify
spending this amount on a sta-
tion which plays, in musk
form, the good news only 14
percent of its total air time?
Everyone knows a iidio sta-
tion plays music, but is
everyone aware that all music,
college or is it a sign of things
to come, celebrity en-
dorsments and sweepstakes
perhaps?
Whitworth is not another
product, like Tide or Crest.
Yet what I saw -at Forum
reminded me of a milk com-
mercial, not the college I will
be graduating from in May.
The slick graphics, carefully
staged photograplis and hand-
picked students made Whit-
worth look nice, but distorted
as well. One Whitworth junior
responded this way, "I'd like
to go to that school." -.
Just how realistic is it to
show the Pine Bowl full of
cheering fans or nothing but
slides of Mac and Ballard?
And when was the last time
you strolled across campus in
the snow in short sleeves or
just happened to catch 30 of
your closest friends throwing
water balloons outside of
Mac?
Sure other schools do it, but
no matter its type, carries its
own message? A radio station
plays to, and is affected by, its
audience. Popularity and suc-
cess determine how a station is
run. If you find an audience
that is pleased with your par-
ticular brand of music you
keep playing it and grow into a
particular station. A sudden
change in your format when
you have an established
reputation could invite ratingloss and "commercial
suicide."
The real point is this: the
end justifies the means. KEZE
(Rock 106) can play rock with
immoral lyrics because it's
Spokane's "best" or "only"
rock station. KWRS can con-
tinue to play "alternative"
music because it is, "Spo-
kane's only source for new
music." Actually, this "new
music" contains the same old
worldly themes and philoso-
phies that have existed since
The Fall, only they are being
is that reason enough? Whit-
worth should play fair when
they tempt prospective
freshmen. High school seniors
will put down 10 grand to at-
tend the college they saw in
those slides. Their smiles may
fade, however, when these
new Whitworthians are
escorted tO WI, not Mac or
Ballard, or when they see the
lines at SAGA.
The college is not selling a
canT of soUp but an èdudatin.'
Of course the college *ánts to
put its best foot forward,but
in doing so, Whitworth' ne&Is
tO be real to students: Events
like Sndak Preview or •the
Great Escape weekend allow
prospective Whitworthians to
get a taste of the "Whitworth
experience," in a way that ac-
curately reflects this college.
It's time to take a step back
and ask now, "How do yOu
sell a liberal arts college?" but
rather, "What is the bçst way
to sell Whitworth?"
put to "new music sounds."
Also, some of these "new
music songs" contain the same
immoral lyrics heard in "good
ol' rock and roll." Tune into
90.3 and have a listen for
yourself sometime.
Let us consider "alter-
native." Alternative means the
choice between two mutually
exclusive choices or possibili-
ties and/or a situation presen-
ting such a choice. KWRS
prides itself on being alter-
native. Is it? To opt for, or of-
fer one form of worldly music
over another is hardly alter-
native. It's not that much of a
mutually exclusive choke to
switch from Rock 106 to New
Music 90, although it does ex-
ercise the wrist. A "wholly
other" message would be
alternative. Christian music is
about the "Wholly Other
Message;" Christian music is
-
- Continued on page 3
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To Russia
with love?
We'RE REsS1iWb
r%PAR'fl1E%D '
SocnI4 PFR%CP
by Dave Benz
The Whit worthian Editorial Board
AFGHAN i STAN,
Selling Whitworth: Right or wrong?
Like millions of Americans, I was delighted when Rocky
slammed that right hook into Drego's jaw. I hooted and
cheered when Rambo obliterated an unsuspecting Viet-
namese communist with his exploding arrow, and I
cheered when Mary Lou Retton scored a perfect 10 to beat
some nameless Romanian in the Olympics Yes, like
millions of patriotic Americans, I too have' felt the furor of
a new-fangled resurgence of red-white-and blue pride.
Yet after all the heartbeats have died down and ra-
tionality has deposed patriotic fervor, 1 smell a rat.
Somewhere beneath the bandwagon of nationalistic pride,
something is amiss: National pride is one thing, a holier-
than-thou attitude is another. What America is witnessing
in the 1980s is not just pride, it's a distinctly anti-comunist
(particularly Russian) bias that has pointed our elevated
snbuts directly in the path of potential disaster.
It has become fashionable to hate Russians. The ex-
pamples are embarassing as they are frequent: a video
game that allows any quarter bearing youth (or study-worn
college student) to offer no quarter to Russian infantry-
men, an unlikely movie about a Soviet invasion of Col-
orado, a boxing match with a preppy Russian who never
smiles, and a fanciful tale about dancing dissidents. I'm
beginning to feel like an outcast — I've been to Russia, I
missed the Soviets in the Olympics, and Chekov was my
favorite Star Trek character. -,
We need to distinguish between patriotism and misinfor-
mation. We are not at war with Russia, the Vietnamese war
is over and Colorado real estate isn't selling in Moscow.
Despite the obvious' fallacy of this line of thinking to
adults, the children of our society who play the video
games and watch the movies 'see Russia as 'an enemy &
godkss group of nameless nasties. The implications this
has for the future of the world need not be spelled out.
As unfashionable and unlikely as it may seem, Russians
are human beings — complete with fears, concerns, preju-
dices and loves. We in America have made thçm into
enemies. Peace comes through understanding, war from
misunderstanding; Rather than allowing Sylvester Stallone
and his profit-making trends to dictate or even reflect
public opinion, the United States needs to see the Soviets
as another group of -human beings trying to survive
another generation on the same planet, not as "a bear in
the woods." After all, it's quite possible that Russians do
love their children too.
The final pibture i very similar to the 1984 Olympics: the
United States is all gung-ho to "go for the gold" but the
Russians aren't even there. We may enjoy our mass-media
victories, but when push comes to shove, the Soviets just
might shove harder.
If
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by Shauna Winner
of The Whitworth ion
Whitworth's Career
Counseling Center will be
sponsoring • seminars this
spring to further help students
prepare for the job world.
On Wednesday, March 12, a
Job - Search Seminar will be
held in the Seminar Center
from 1-5 p.m. The personnel
by Bob Coleman
of The Whitworthion
The Second Annual
Awesome Auction is more
than just an auction.
Not only will the auction
raise money for -the Diakonia
program but organizers said
they hope it will also unite the
campus.
"We hope it will bring the
campus together. Students,
facu!ty,, administration and
al,umnj. wil,l- all e parr
ticipting," said CLwen
Morgan, student coordinator
of the event.- -
The auction will be held
March 7 at 6:30 p.m. in the
HUB.
The top auctioneers will be
profçssors Forrest Baird, Gor-
don Jackson and Howard
Stien.
manager from Washington
Water Power and the public
relations director from
Visiting Nurses Association
will share their insigbts on how
to market yourself effectively
in the job market, successful
job interviewing tips, shaping
realistic career goals, and how
to use resumes and cover let-
ters. "It's a time for students
to come, ask questions, gain
information, and understand
what an employer wants in a
The items up for bids will
include "A Night in the
Amazon," dinner for two with
Dr. and Mrs. Mounce, and a
one month supply of Martha
Nelson's homemade bread just
to name a few.
The proceeds of the auction
will go to the Whitworth
Diakonia mission service pro-
gram.Students chosen for
Diakonia missions are sent to
various parts of the world for
a summer of practical service
ministry.
Six Whitworth students
have been chosen to serve.
They ,$ll bç involved in ser-
vice programs from Mexico to
Northern Ireland. Next fall
these students will return to
Whitworth and reflect upon
their experiences in a Forum.
The Awesome Auction is
the main fundraising event for
Diakonia and they are expect-
ing a large turnout.
college-age worker," said
Career Counselor Gail Berg,
During the week of April
7-11, the Career Counseling
Center has invited 10 different
businesses, such as IBM, the
Sheraton, and Colgate-
Palmolive, on campus for
mock interviewing situations.
"We're bringing the employ-
ers to them," said Berg.
In addition to seminars, the
13-year-old center offers
career counseling. Berg
estimates she has 500 appoint-
ments a term. "Each student is
really different and has their
own needs," said Berg. 'ln
the fall I usually see a lot more
freshmen and sophomores."
Berg said in the spring she sees
upperclassmen aiming toward
the career world.
"The number of appoint-
ments is up this year mainly
because I have made contacts
in classes 'and the freshman
dorm," said Berg.
Berg describes her counsel-
ing approach as asking a series
of questions to help persons
gather information about
themselves. Questions about
values, skills, abilities, goals,
level of responsibility pre-
ferred, working conditions,
and geographical location are.
most common. "We help peo-
ple pinpoint good jobs for
themselves," said Berg.
Wayne Brown, director of
Special Services said, "Some
people have ideas of jobs in
their heads but don't pursue
them. The questions help peo-
ple clarify their goals."
A new computer located in
the Career Counseling Center
is
-
further helping students.
The computer has three
packages. One is a resume
writing package, which ac-
cording to Berg, won't give a
perfect resume in a half hour
but will give the student a
good start. A career finder
package helps students iden-
tify occupations they are in-
terested in. The micro skills
package analyzes skills and
which jobs they apply to.
"We're pretty effective in
getting people started," said
Brown."
Nationals — from p. 1
freestyle events. Blazek will
swim the individual 100- and
200-yard breaststroke.
Admission prices will be;
preliminary events $2, finals
$4, all swimming events $15,
all diving events $15 and all
events $25. Space is limited to
300 seats for each session.
Receive immediate
- Cash?
Donate plasma and
receive $22 a week while
helping to save lives, New
donors — brtig in this ad
and recieve a $5.00 bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252
Hyland Plasma Center
W. 104 Third
Letter — from page 2—
-played only one day-' out -of
seven. My calculator tells me
1/7 does not equal lOG per-
cent.
-
KWRS is supposed to repre-
sent our campus. The question
then is, "What kind of job is it
doing in its representation?"
ASWC supports the station,
but, I assure you, I'm not the
only one who feels this way.
Therefore, how associated is
the student body on this mat-
ter? Are our student managers
and DJs serving their fellow
students? Finally, we are to.
fear and please God rather
than man. Is God glorified by
our station? We need not
worry about commercial
suicide if KWRS were to
change into a station about the
only alternative, rather, we
need worry about- spiritUal -
suicide. Jesus tells us to be'the
light of the world, like a city
set on a hill. A prime location
for a radio tower is on top of a
hill.
Lance Weeda
Llttle Nell's Record 4
* *
* New Records & Tape,
* 3for $15 *
* High Quality Used *
* Records & Tapes *
3for $10 *
Little Nell'. Record.
* N.7llMomoe *
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NEWS
Career Center aims
to prepare students Forum footnotesy Bob Coleman
)f The Whltworth Ian
Auction scheduled
Have the questions "How
lo you spell 'Presbyterian'?"
r "How do you pronounce
Halley's comet?" been run-
ning around in your head late-
ly?
If so, these questions and
many others concerning
Presbyterians and comets will
be addressed in upcoming
Forums.
On March 7, Dr. Jack B.
Rogers will be the guest
speaker at Forum. Rogers is a
professor of theology at Fuller
Theological Seminary in
southern California. He at-
tended the University of
Nebraska where he was the
student body president, the
Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary and the Free Univer-
sity of Amsterdam.
Rogers has written many
hooks including Presbyterian
Creeds, Confessions of a Con-
servative Evangelical and
Biblical Authority.
If you have taken Core 250
you are already aquainted with
Rogers. He, along with Whit-
worth's own Forrest Baird,
wrote the text introduction to
Philosophy which is used in
the class.
"For beginning students hi
is the best teacher I've ever
seen," commented Baird.
Rogers will be speaking o
what It means to be
Presbyterian, what
Presbyterians believe and hovi
this belief differs from othei
denominations.
Forum switches from th
spiritual heavens t
astronomical heavens oi
March 10 when Dr. Lois Kief
faber will discuss Halley'
comet. Kieffaber graduatet
from Manchester College ani
has been teaching at Whil
worth for two years.
Kieffaber will be glvinj
Forum goers insight to what
comet is, its size and also whet
will be the best time to sei
Halley's comet. She will In
dude 10 to 15 slides in th
presentation.
$2 Stàdent Discount
Tucs. & Wed. only.
Cuts, perms & color
Heads First Salon
N. 10214 DIvision
Next to Lauerman's
467-5937
I
Godzllia find. a comfortable seat
penile. Happy bIrthday, big guy?
I
I
stop the Cam-
U TRAVEL -
- A Full-Service Travel Agency
Convenient for Whitworth Students
N. 9423 DivIsion Street/Spokane, WA 99218
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Student
by Debbie Saparto
of The Whitworthian
Stephen Meggs considers
himself an artist. Walking into
his Hobjob apartment in the
Village, anyone could easily
see why. Surrounding you are
images of croissants, sunsets,
wintery days, and yes, even
Willie Nelson. For you are
suddenly transported into
another world — the world of
photography.
Meggs considers photo-
graphy an art form and an ex-
pression of himself. "It is my
ability to capture on film
something that somebody else
will look at and draw some
emotion from," said Meggs, ajunior. If the photograph
evoked a response, it it made
people think about what they
were looking at, Meggs said he
would have felt accomplish-
ment.
Recently, Meggs entered the
Sixth Annual College ,Photo-
graphy Contest, which is a na-
tional contesf sponsored by
Photographer's Forum maga-
zine, which Meggs asserts is
one of the better photography
magazines. "Photographer's
F' urn knows what is going on
by Kristin Boyer
of The Whitworthian
Like so many mornings
before, the Whitworth student
wakes to the harsh white light
of the Spokane winter knock-
'ng on her eyelids. Clutching a
blanket around herself while
staggering toward the
bathroom, her eyes catch a
glimpse of the, whiteness out-
side the window. Everything is
in varying shades of black and
white.
Within the same 24 hours,
this same student has been
transported to a place featur-
ing 70-degree heat, green grass
under her feet, and the sight of
a park filled with brightly clad
children. The people surround-
ing her speak no English,
while "flushing" the toilet
means throwing a bucket of
'water down the bowl.
Has the student fallen down
the rabbit hole into Alice in
Wonderlan& The reality of
the situation is that this stud-
ent, along with several
Mhers, has immersed herself
into the culture and language
of Antigua, Guatemala for
the duration of Jan term.
Julie Critchlow, Ann
Benzel, Carolyn Reasoner 'and
Christine Knudsen stayed with
native families in this small
town, enabling them to view
the country from the eyes of
an inhabitant rather than a
tourist.
One on one instruction at
the Spanish language school
anj challenge of corn-
I,
in the world of photography
and reports just that," said
Meggs. "They don't fool
arbuhd with just the amateurs.
It is a magazine any serious
photographer would like."
For the contest, Meggs sub-
mitted a black-and-white'
scenic photograph. It was
taken on the west side of
Spokane's- Washington Water
municating only- in that
language was one of the
primary aims of the program.
Critchlow, one of the par-
ticipants, learned much more
about the Guatemalan people
than just their language.
At the home where Critch-
low stayed, a little woman
would arrive each day, carry-
ing 50 pounds of the tortillas
she was selling in a basket on
her head, going door to door.
The food sold on the streets
was very inexpensive and tast-
y, Critchlow said, llthough
most Americans were advised
not to consume it due to its im-
purities.
One of the most memorable
experiences, Critchiow re-
called, was riding on a public
bus down to the beach. The
bus reminded her very much
of the one -Kathleen Turner
traveled in for the movie,
Power Building, overlooking a
pond. Setting his camera tot
16-minute exposure, time and
- taking into consideration light
readings, highlights, shadows,
and zones, Meggs withstood
subzero temperatures to cap-
ture the image he wanted to
project.
Including Meggs, there were
over 17,000 entries iubmitted
to this year's contest from all
Romancing the Stone.
Chickens, squawked noisily
while the dusty, dirty
passengers sat three to a seat in
the sweltering heat of the bus.
One man carried a sack of fish
onto the bus and proceeded to
toss it into the rack over his
head. Within a few minutes
fish juice began to seep' out of
the sack, dripping on the floor
— certainly nothing to boost
the ambience.
Another bus ride took
Critchlow past one of the foils
used by the Guatemalan
military during their political
altercations, though deserted
now. The guards the students
encountered were usually
friendly and smiling, Critch-
low said, far from the guerillas'
,'some people expect Of all Cen.
tral American countries. -
Critchlpw said that, as a
whole, those she met were a
very happy people.
over the United States. The
contestants were judged by
Photographer's Forum 's
photo editor Kimberly Kavish
in two main categories: color
and black-and-white. The
tbings Kavish looked for in the
photographs were those,
characteristics inherent, in
quality reproduction: good
tones, composition, how well
it's printed and its 'tehnical
to academic
by Jim Deal
Special to The Whitworthion
finals
ments, and they give their lec-
tures accordingly. -
It is also important that you
bring the right materials (pen,
pencil, notebook and other
materials you might need). If
you forget to bring the right
materials, your concentration
might be impaired. A three-
ring binder is strongly recom-
mended since pages can be
easily removed for review, and
handouts may be inserted right
into your notes.
When you get to class, sit
front and center. If you do so,
you will find it easier to read
The board and the professor's
facial expressions, making it
harder to fall asleep in class.
Finally, conduct a short pre-
class 'review of your notes
from the previbus class. You
want to, give your brain a
Continued o page 8
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reaches photo contest
1
Stephen Meggs' photograph, taken t 2a.m. in subzero temperatures, earned him a
spot In the Best of College Photography Annual: 1986
aspect.
After the preliminary judg-
ing was completed, the top six
percent of the entries con-
tinued on the final selection
group. Meggs was a part of
this final select group.
Being in the finals not only
gave Meggs eligibility for cash
awards (if he had ppced in the
top four) but it also entitled
him to have his photograph
published in Photographer's
Forum's yearly annual, Best
of College Photography .An-
nual: 1986.
Although Meggs didn't
place in the top four places, he
was glad for the opportunity' to participate In a photo-
• graphic competition, which he
hadn't done since 1980. "Par-
ticipating in the competition
was rewarding because I did
get published," he said. "I
will certainly enter more con-
tests."
Although Meggs does not
plan to pursue professional
photography, his future plans
do include the publishing of a
book of his own works. Meggs
said he's been "kicking
around the idea" fOr awhile
and a publication is what he's
looking toward. "I plan to be
a' vcry serious amateur
'potpgrapher," he said,.
Good note-taking key[
'SucceSs
Guatemala trip opens eyes
Have you ever wondered -
where a certain test question,
came from? You may not even
remember going over it in
class. Perhaps if you had
taken better notes, you would
be able to recall the answer.
Taking good notes is one of
the keys to academic success.
Good note-taking involves
coming to class properly
prepared, actively listening to
lecture and watching for clues
to important information.
The first step in effective
note-taking is coming to class.
properly prepared. This means'
making sure you complete all,
outside assignments. Most
professors usually assume that
students complete assign-
a — — '_ e — — — fl —
— — ,' — '' u_-ii '
• UVA TANNING BEDS
• TAN DON'T BURNS
• RELAX TO STEREO MUSIC
WHILE YOU TAN
SPOKANE'S CHINA SILK
NAIL SPECIALISTS
N. 7322 DMSION #104
4834504
Student- Zip'
SpecIal'
'IIifreetanwith "I
purchase of 10' . , Mon & Tues. Special
or more -
--
'
- 25 ' - -
5% discount r •o nails : for any 32oz rountain drink:
BY APPOHWrMEY'(r ONLY : With this coupon at any
(offer expires March 31, 1986) I çE 6/I/a ZiP 'TriJD
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by Carrie Moorâ
of The WhltworthIon
"Some of the best
chocolate." "What a night
lifel" "You can't hear that
kind of jazz in Spokane." is
San Francisco a good place to
have a Jan term study tour?
"A great place to have
Jan term," said Melora
Brooks, a ?student par-
ticipating in the tour. "There
are so many different people
and there's so much to do. I'm
definitely going back next
year. After a month of San
Francisco, I didn't want to
leave.'!
No more snow, no more
dorms to come back to after
class. There were so many
things to do and see, the
students said they didn't go
back to their :r00m5 before
they had to:- -
-
Those students on the tour
said that the weather was
great, but when it rained, it
poured. Sightseeing was made
easier in the sun as they visited
the beach, the cal,le cars and
Coit Tower, to name a few.
Domain of the Arts in either
music or English and recrea-
tional internships, working
with the disabled, were the
courses offered. Making the
courses more interesting, the
students attended field trips.
There were 30 students who
participated in the study tour.
The professors accompanying
them were: Tom Tavener of
the Music department, Laura
Bloxham of the English
department and Ross Cutter
of the Recreatiop department.
"The recreational intern-
ship is the best in the
country" said, Bloxham,
"while Domain of Arts al-
lowed the students to hear
some of the greatest artists'
known.
Among the requirements for
the Domain of Arts course,
the students attended concerts
and plays, visited art
museums, balle4 productions,
and heard music ranging from
clissical 10 modern. The
English section of the course
required more poetry reading,
lectures and visitations of art
galleries.
"We heard some of the best
artists in the world," Brooks
said, "Spokane could never
offer as many individual
challenges, or give such a
variety of performing artists."
The students also had to in-
vestigate different parts of the
city and come back to report
on it. This proved to be a great
experience as they met dif-
ferent kinds of people and
observed their lifestyles.
People of San Francisco
were found to be more liberal
than those individuals in!
Spokane, according 'to
Brooks. Since the students
stayed at the Ansonia Club in
downtown San Francisco, they
experienced different
behaviors and attitudes of
people everyday.
Whitworth students enjoyed
getting away for the month
during the school year, a-
plainS Kim Troxel, toUr par-
ticipant. They experienced
ways of life differing from
their own.
'Jan term in San Franciscâ
was successful, explained
Brooks, because the students
had a wonderfi4l time. They
brought back smiles with
them, along with souvenirs
and stories to tell. Although
the stories may change from
year to year, the smiles are
always the'same,
by Tim Boggess
of The Whit worthfori
"My art has to do with me.
When I'm up, my art is up;
when I'm down, my art is
down. It's difficult to separate
the two sometimes." From her
small studio in the painting
room of the Fine Arts
building, senior art major Lisa
Rausch seemed to be speaking
for all artists.
Often living cloistered lives,
Whitworth Artists offer only
rare glimpses 'of themselves.
With little squinty eyes from
endless hours of trying to "see
into" their works, and brows
heavily furrowed by the in-
tense concentration needed 'to
"get it just right;" these peo-
pie just don't seem to fit into
the "real" world.
Ill at ease without some
paint on thur faces or "gunk"
under their fingernails, they
will spend hour upon hour in
their studios, fed only by the
images dancing in their heads
(and perhaps a pot or two of
coffee). Their work becomes
an extension of themselves:
each stroke, line or cut extract-
ing blood, sweat and tears.
'Oall"- t'höit.' ' liehavior
"eccentric" or just plain
"odd," but not their art. Here
there is no fooling around;
they mean business.
It is a special treat when art-
ists let you see their work.
How infrequently people open
up to expose who they are and
what makes them go. When
we look at a work of art we are
momentarily transported into
the world of the artist; his or
her deepest self painted on
canvas, molded in clay, etched
into glass. Open and raw.
Whitworth is fortunate
to have nine talented sen-
ior artists allowing one
last look at their lives,
Already having presented the
artwork of Kevin Peck and
Amy Neil earlier this semester,
the senior art exhibits are on
their final leg, From March 2
until graduation, six remain-
ing seniors will show us what
they've been doing "holed
up" these past four years.
Entitled "rhythms," the'
artwork of Ken Thayer will be
on display in Koehler Gallery
from March 2-14,
Following him, Shellie
Sarff's exhibit will open on
March 23 and run through
April 4. Leaded glass panels
will be among the works
displayed.
Guaranteed "excellent"
from instructor "Spike"
Grosvenor, the'[ work of
-
Rausch will be on display from
April 6-20 In Koehier Gallery;. -
Liz Harrlngton's show will'
run from Aj,rll 20-May 2.
Though yet untitled, Harr-
ington said her exhibit will be -
a "self-portrait of me," and
will consist mainly of drawings
and paintings.
Jamie Zack' and Nancy
Mifler. will1 ,riw ,simultaneo
çxhlbits' from \M! 4' through'
graduation. Zack's show will
be in Koehlèr Gallery, with
Miller's In the chapel.
There will be an artist's
reception on the opening day
of each of these exhibits from
2-4 p.m., except in the case of'
Miller, who will have her
reception from 3-5 p.m. This
is an opportune time to find-
out just what the artists wanted
to "say" through their work,
Come and see what these ar-
tists have to say. You may be
pleased, shocked or disgusted,
hut you won't be bored.
Mac Hall, 1986
by Carl Grim
of The Whitworihian
Senior art majors
show selves in work
I
ii
Dancing, rapping, comedy,
clapping and music — that's
entertainment and Saturday
night offered it all in the 13th
Annual Mac Hall in Concert.
Mac Band members Steve
Mills! Kurt Liebert, Erik Hen-
driksen and Mark Oordt
jammed on the Christian rock
theme sohg "Ready or Not."
The houselights went down.
The spotlights began to roam
and, as the emcees called out
their - nazñes, the participants
ran down the - main aisle of
CowS! Memorial Auditorium
and Onto the stage. - Lutz and Justin Gillespie, had -Movies" which included iThe talent show opened
with Ken Gryske playing his
the audience rolling with their
pseudo "white boys" rap and
critique of Leonard Oakland
in Denouement Without aguitar - and singing "Dad's
Song." Following the groupSilver Tears and "I Miss
dance routine.
"Mac Hall always offers
something new. that makes it
Climax. "It was more climatic
than any surfing movie I've
ever seen. I'll-give it a thumbs
Yod," Torn Lobaugh changed worth going to year after year, up," said Ukin.
the mood 'and slammed the it's full of exciting diversity," "Color Blind," choreo-
National Football League in a said Jeana Deal during the graphed by Ken Uric, together
stand-up comedy routine en- break. "It's great. I miss being with "Conga," a trio by
titled "Football Is My Life."
-
a part of it," added her hus-
band Jim Deal, a former Mac
LeAnne lverson, highlighted
the second half and woke the
Freedom had the audience Man. audience up at what was
grooving in their seats with
their . song "Pun- is for
Lovers," a reggae/calypso
piece written by lead 'singer'
Nicholas Lçnji. The Inter-
pretive Dancers"performed an
inspirationaf' kendition of
With the help of a tricycle,
Schmidt beer and "Stupid
Chuck Tricks," the Mac Hall
emcees, Evan Sheffies, Steve
Oimstead, Tim
,
Henson and-
Chuck Crabtree kept the ac-
tion moving between the 22 in-
ilmosi the end of the, three-
and-a-half hour long produc-
tion.
"I wish the show would
have given the Color-Blind
nqmber more p7 a bwldup
'Ken did an excellent job. The
David- Meece's 'song "I Can dividual acts. whole troupe did," said Brian
See;" "To be involved with
the group was great. We put in
Mac Band took up the slack
during intermission, and the
McGuire. "The Color-Blind
theme really summarizes the
a lot of hard hours but' it paid second half of the show began Mac Hall experience — people
off. It was exciting, glorifying with a film presentation of the from different backgrounds,
God in the piece that we did," men of Stewart Hall. working out of differcni
said Steve Mercer, one of the Barry Elkin and Todd St. genres, being able to overlook
dancers. Marie did a spoof on the their differences and make
The Brothers Baldwin, Dave movie review show "At the something really happen.
Study tours. hit San Fran:
r
THU Efl SIDE By GARY LARSON
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SPORTS .
Lee declared Ineligible
Basketball squad forfeits nine games
by Dave Pearson and Dave Benz
of The Whitworthian
It's been a long, hard season
for the men's basketball team
this year, and it just got
harder.
On Tuesday, Feb. 25, junior
forward/guard Rod Lee was
discovered to be academically
ineligible, and the team was
forced to forfeit nineof its 12
wins for the 1985-86 season.
The forfeits made the
Pirates' official record 3-28,
nullifying several hard-fought
wins including a dramatic
upset of Central Washington
University.
For Athletic Director Bruce
Grambo, Coach Friedrichs
and some key academic ad-
visors, the loss goes much
deeper than the scorebook.
A failed class, an obscure
technicality, and a great deal
of confusion appear to be the
elements in this administrative
foul up.
Lee, a transfer student, at-i
tended classes at Spokane
Community College before
coming to Whitworth. Lee
took two classes there that,
although different in course tit-
le and number, were similar in
format. Under NAIA rules, a
player is allowed to take
classes more than once, but
they may not be counted
towards eligibility re-
quirements.
The initial infraction was
discovered only after Lee failed
his JanTerm class. This left
him a credit shy of the re-
quired load a student athlete
must take to participate in
athletics and cost the team two
wins. Further investigation in-
to the matter turned up further
infractions.
Evergreen Conference rules
require that all transcripts con-
cerning ineligible athletes be
sent to the league office and to
all teams involved. It was this
initial study that revealed
Lee's lack of transferable
credits.
At Whitworth, before a
player can be eligible to com-
pete, a coach must submit the
player's name to the registrar.
The form then goes to the
athletic director and then to
Bill Johnson, faculty athletic
representative.
All three of these people
must sign a form certifying the
player's eligibility. This system
is designed to provide a
safeguard situation wherein
everything is triple checked.
A system such as this, which
is common in many schools,
requires a great deal of com-
munication. In Lee's case, the
system failed. There could be a
lack of communication some-
where along the lines, but if
there is, no one is talking.
Lee believes this is a major
part of the problem.
"The lines of communica-
tion between the registrar and
the coaches needs to be
desperately improved," Lee
said.
Registrar Paul Olsen
believes that additional
responsibility from the
coaches is needed.
"Our office handles over
200 varsity athletes in a dozen
sports,'' he said. ''The
coaches should pay more at-
tention to the classes that
students take."
First year varsity coach
Warren Friedrichs was not in-
formed of Lee's academic
status until it was too late.
"The eligibility problem
was unintentional," he said.
Athletic Director Bruce
Grambo believes that the
whole situation was simply
human error.
"We got caught on a
technicality," he said. "It's an
unfortunate happening....
There are other problems
with transfer students."
Transfer problems have
arisen before. In 1980, a.
player on the football team
was declared ineligible, costing
the team five wins. However,
Grambo believes the incidents
are unrelated.
Unlike many major eligibili-
ty mix-ups, the Lee incident
was a self-reported violation.
Johnson said he believes that
although the issue may never
have surfaced, the school's
reputation was more impor-
tant.
"Even though it's some-
times painful, it's the only way
to run an organization with in-
tegrity."
The situation certainly turned
ed out to be"painful for a lot
of people in the community,"
said Olsen. "In the future, this
may cause a little bit more
careful coordination. If that's
the case, then next year's
athletes will benefit from the
entire ordeal."
Olsen's attitude is not
isolated. Coach Friedrichs said
he is also optimistic about the
program's future.
"I'm happy how we finished
the season," he said. "We will
still enjoy the victories, even
though they will have asterics
next to them. This incident
tarnished the season, but not
the program."
Lee plans to use his last year
of eligibility and play for the
team next year.
Grambo stressed that -the
system being used to deter-
mine eligibility, which has
been used for years; is being
renovated.
"We are definately going to
make every effort to see that
this will never happen again,"
he said.
Johnson summed up this
situation by saying, "The
natural thing to do is to look
for a connection or reason for
what happened. It was an er-
ror, an unfortunate series of
mistakes. We're all responsi-
ble. Since I'm officially
responsible, I'll take the
blame. The buck stops here."
The final recording of the
entire incident reads 3-28. For
the men's basketball team,
that's the bottom line. The
Bucs stop here.
Intramural action update
by Dave Pearson
of The Whitworthian
• Mark and Mike Eaton
won the two-man volleyball
competition with a straight set
victory over Dave Ponting and
Steven Mercer. Although the
Eatons were pleased with the
win they were disappointed
with the Jan Term tourna-
ment's lack of qrganization.
• In a dramatic 4-3 victory,
the soccer team beat the foot-
ball team to win the Jan Term
floor hockey league.
Cary Chester scored two goals
and goalie Butch Grosvenor
made a number of key saves to
off-set the stronger football
player. Senior Keven Peck,
who also scored, said "Now
that I have an Intramural
t-shirt I can graduate." The
soccer team went 7-2 while the
football team ended 6-3.
• lntramural basketball is
-well underway and the action
appears to be storming to a
climatic finish. Four of the 13
teams will meet in the playoffs
to be held on the 25th and 27th
of this month. The teams tolook out for are the
undefeated Schmoes, PTL,
and Sons of Satan. Also with
an outside shot are Air Stewart
and the experienced Faculty
Fats.
Checked! Both Jon Eekhoff's shot against PLU and the
men's basketball season were prematuraily erased by out-
side forces.
h
North Division Bicycle
* Quality Repairs
*Trade-lns/Reconditioned Bicycles
-
Layaways
*'85 Bikes on Sale
Mountain Bikes
467-BIKE
Brick or swish? The ball floats towards the rim in this
Intra-mural game between the Faculty Fats and the
Carlson Birddogs.
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by Sheila Farren
of The Whitworth Ian
Athletic Director Bruce
Grambo accepted the resigna-
tion of women's basketball
coach Mary Ainsworth. The
resignation will go into effect
on June 1, 1986.
"1 was offered a Position in
an investment firm that 1
couldn't pass up," said
Ainsworth; "I didn't come to
Whitworth with the intention
of staying long. I've been here
long enough."
Grambo said he is unsure of
who will fill the position but a
decision will probably be made
in a week. "We are going to
do everything we can to im-
prove the program," added
by Dave Pearson
of The Whitworthian
We all hear reports
throughout the nation of col-
lege teams such as UCLA,
UNLV, and more recently
Baylor and Tulane having pro-
blems with student athletic
eligibility.
Who would have thought
that right here in our own little
comfort zone of Whitworth
athletics, a mishap could take
place? Flow could this happen
within the boundaries of a
school that prides itself on
academics and student
athletes, not wins or winning
percentage?Win at all cost isn't our
motto. Winning, when it hap-
pens, is convenient for this
school.
Whitworth won nine of the
20 games Rod Lee participated
in. Some of those wins were
impressive; such as the
school's first victory over Cen-
tral in 15 years. This from a
team that earlier had lost three
of its more noticeable players:
Terry Kendrick had bad knees,
Earl Brown for swearing, "Oh
*$?I," and Jon Boston
cirambo. "We are evaluating
the progress the program has
made in the past three years
and we are consulting the
women to find out what type
of coach they would like."
The Lady Bucs ended the
season losing games to Central
Washington University
(45-62), University of Puget
Sound (50-81), and Seattle
University (58-60). "After our
loss to Simon Fraser we were
eliminated from the play-offs,
that made it hard to be
motivated for our last three
games," .said Assistant Coach
Paula Nunnally,
"1 feel the season ended on
a positive note," said Nunnal-
ly. The Seattle U. game was
anybody's game until the
end." The Lady Bucs ended
the season 12-15 and 7-10 in
league.
Shellie Sarff is the only
player graduating. "To be
honest it has been a long four
years and I'm looking forward
to some free time for myself,"
said Sarff. "Of course i'll miss
the competition but I plan on
keeping in touch with basket-
ball in one way or another."
Sophomore Mary Allard
was named to the All-NAIA
District 1 Team. The 6-foot-I -
inch center led flue league in
field-goal percentage at 54.4
"We had our trials and
tribulations this year but
overall 1 feel good about the
season," said Ainsworth.
because of dissatisfaction with
the coaching.
After all that no one
thought to check Lee's
eligibility and/or his
transcript. The Bucs' reputa-
tion is tainted whether they
like it or not.
Under the present system,
Paul Olsen, Bruce Grambo
and Bill Johnson all have to
approve and sign a transcript
submitted by the coach of any
given sport. Communication is
important to this process. Any
lack of, or let dçwn in, that
communication could be cost-
ly.
Is there a solution to Ellis
problem? There is: Either
develop a better system of
checks and balances or don't
accept transfer students. One
of the two, or any combina-
lion there-of, would be swell.
So the simple solution
would be to make sure the
lines of coninuinication from
the registrar to the athletic
department stay open. A
weekly meeting between these
iwo sides may eliminate the
problem.
This, like all controversies,
has a,positive result. We did
get our school mentioned in
USA Today. At least now we
know we're receiving publici-
ty, like UCLA, UNLV, Baylor
and Tulane.
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Sports opinion
Lack of communication tells Bucs' story
1
Barry Holly throws ttle spice Into Whitworth's lafl
home guise of the year. The Pirates beat PLU 61-59.
Ainsworth resigns; women end season
Hake the connection
326-8300
N. 6606 Ash
aaaa — a_a
rsi Off
I $1 POoH any pizza.
I One coupon per pizza. U
Expires 3/10/86 I
Good 31 Dated localion
Name:
u
lPhone:__._______ IL..iaeaa a
Ryan Ciements takes practice cuts In batting prac-
tIce. Practicing for the first time out doors, the
baseball team Is preparing for its first intra-squad
scrimmage today in Lewiston.
01083 Ooçninc/i Pitt., Inc
ftc'. 1 r,,, ,
Notes — from page 4 —
chance to warm up to the sub-
ject to be discussed.
Actively listening to the in-
structor is the secofld, step to
taking good notes. Active
listening involves following
the instructor's train of
thought. Imagine the lecture
as a personal talk with you,
and note the professor's body
language and facial expres-
sions.
Active listening also in-
volves postponing debate.
When you hear something
with which you disagree, note
it and let it go. Don't allow
your internal dialogue to
drown out material. Also, let
go of judgments about lecture
styles. Many instructors have
idiosyncrasies, like - repeating
certain words or phrases or
wearing strange clothes. Try to
ignore these, since focusing on
them might cause you to miss
valuable information. In ad-
dition, participate in class ac-
tivities, since you get more out
of class by doing so.
You can actually predict test
questions by watching for cer-
tain clues as you take notes.
One clue to watch for is repeti-
tion. If an idea is repeated, the
instructor probably thinks the
information is important.
Also, be sure Jo watch. the
board. If an instructor takes
the time to write something
down, it is usually important.
Watch the instructor's eyes
during a lecture. If a professor
glances at his or her notes
before making a point, that
material is likely to appear
later as a test question. Also,
pay attention to obvious clues.
Many professors will tell you
point-blank that certain infor-
mation is likely to appear on
the exam.
if you would like more in-
formation on note-taking,
plan to attend the note-taking.
workshop on March 4 from
4-5. p.m. in Dixon 315. This
workshop is sponsored by the
Learning Improvement
Center, located in Student
Life. If you cannot attend the
workshop, but would like
more imformation about note-
taking or other study skills,
please make an appointment
with Study Skills Coordinator,
Tracy Riddle, or her assistant,
Jim Deal, at ext. 539.
Fees — from page 1
such as the nightclub in
Arend's basement.
A few years down the line
this may not be a need,- or a
want for students, so it can be
cut and that money can be
used for other things, such as
wages, new clubs or new ideas.
Money transfers around
within ASWC allowing pro-
gress and change.
Smith added, "We approved
this proposal during Jan term,
which is not really a very
-
well represented month on
campus. - That is why we are
having infoimation sent out,
open forums to discuss it and
letting people know. We are
concerned about people not
feeling included."
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CALENDAR
4 TUESDAY
• Whltworthlan'Staff Meet-
Ing, noon — SAGA
• Learning Improvement
Workshop: Note Tak-
ing74p.m.-Sp.m. — Di
315
• Staley Lecture, 7:30 p.m.
-Cli
• Senior Art Show: Ken
Thayer(thru3/14) —
Koehier Gallery
Isaiah 55
5 WEDNESDAY 6 THURSDAY 7 FRIDAY
• L.astDaytoDropaClas.
(except first-term froth)
• National NAIA Swimming
Championship. (till
3/8) — AqC
• Midweek Worship: Ron
Frase, 11:15 am. — Cli
John 7:37-44
! Lenten Communion, 7:30
am. — CH
• Great Decision. Series,
3:30 p.m.-5 p.m. — LW
• Compiine, 10 p.m. — CH
John 6:22-40
• Women-in-Transition, 9
a.m.2:3O p.m. — LSC
• Forum: Jack Rogers,
11:15 am. — Aud.
• 2nd Annual Awesome
Auction, 6 p.m...9 p.m.
-HUB
• Movie; "The Breakfast
Club," 9:15 p.m. — Aud.
• Concert: David Mintz/
Webb Coffee Duo
Recital, 8 p.m. - MRH
Roman. 8:!8-25
8 SATURDAY
• Movie: 'The Breakfast
Club," 9:15 p.m. — Aud.
• Washington Dance, 9
p.m-i p.m. — HUB
Psalm 84
9 SUNDAY
Sr. Theater Performance:
Kathy Gosnell, 3 p.m.
-MRH
Joshua 5:9-12
2 CorinthIans 5:16-21
Psalm 34:1-8
Luke 15:1-3, 11-32
10 MONDAY
• Forum: Lois Kieffaber,
11:15 am.— Aud.
'Guitar Recital: James
Reid, 3p.m. - MRH
Deuteronomy 30:15-20
1. 1 TUESDAY
Whuworthlan Staff Meet-
ing, noon — SAGA
Joshua 24:14-28
The Lenten season has arrived and the scripture
passages printed in italics for each calendar day are
provided for reader. to use In individual devotions or
quiet times In preparstion for Easter and to unite the
Whitworth community In "preparing the way of the
Lord."
-Easter Vigil Committee
This space Is in memory
of the late John Belushi,
who passed away
March 5, 1982.
Some studeits take advantage
reading workshop.
March 3&4&5
r' crsrNOOfl So S
Prscislon Haircut & Styls — Only $7.50
Terrific campus cuts at super savings with
student 1.0. Free gifts & refreshments.
REGIS I-IAIRSTYUSTS
,\'4orthtown Shopping Cents, 483-3853
NW colleges win NAIA swimming
by Bob Coleman
of The WhItworthian
The Whitworth family is
getting bigger — not only inSpokane but all over the
world.
The newest member of the
family is Nanjing University
of China. Nanjing and Whit-
worth have become sister
schools. Whitworth President
Robert Mounce returned from
his recent tour of the Far East
with an exchange with the
Chinese institution.
"Exchange agreements
allow our -students and our
faculty to study abroad,"
stated Mounce. "It is impor-
tant for our students to 'go
west' in their awareness of
what is happening in the wider
economic and cultural world
in which we live."
Kao Wai Kin, an exchange
student from Hong Kong and
Whitworth International Club
president, believes visiting
Nanjing will be a good ex-
perience for Whitworth
students.
"It's a good opportunity,"
Kin said. "One is the youngest
nation in the world and one is
the oldest in the world, the
culture is totally different."
These exchange programs
are more than just ways for
faculty and students to ex-
perience another culture. They
are relations that may bring
countries closer together.
"We see these agreements
dovetailing nicely into
Spokane and Washington
state's aspirations for
economic relations with
Pacific Rim nations," Mounce
said. "These programs help
prepare young people for
leadership in those efforts."
According to the exchange
agreement, Whitworth faculty
invited to Nanjing Univeristy
will assist with instruction in
English American culture.
Nanjing faculty may be invited
to assist with Whitworth's
Chinese program.
Whitworth students attend-
ing Nanjing will assume
responsibilty for their own
transportation, room and
board. Whitworth will provide
financial supporters for Nan-
jing exchangstudents accord-
ing to the agreement.
Professor of Political
Studies, Dan Sanford ex-
plained why Whitworth is to
financially help the Chinese
students, "These people are
unable to consider study
abroad without financial
help."
Participating students will
not earn degrees at their host
institutions, but will be given a
certificate of studies ac-
complished at the conclusion
of the exchange study qnd an
official transcript.
Nanjing is the second
leading institution of higher
learning in the People's
Republic of China. It is the
"Harvard of China" accord-
ing to Sanford. Nanjing is the
fourth university to be includ-
ed in the Whitworth family.
Whitworth also has exchange
agreements with Universadad
Iberoamerican in Mexico,
Kiemyung University in Korea
and Hong Kong University.
Close to 50 students have
been exchanged between Whit-
worth, Keimyung and Hong
Kong Baptist since the mid
70s. Whitworth is looking for
other institutions around the
world to have exchange pro-
grams with.
"We are working out an ex-
change with Shikoku Christian
College in Japan," said
Mounce.
by Suzan Fleshrnan
of The Whitworthion
There is a call going out to
all Whitworth students: Please
come to vote!
Voting for the new constitu-
tion proposed by ASWC will
take place all day Wednesday,
March 12 in the HUB and at
lunch and dinner at SAGA.
In order to make changes in
the constitution at least 60 per-
cent of the people who voted
in the officer election last
March need to vote. Out of
this percentage, two-thirds
need to be in favor of the pro-
posal for it to pass.
by Steven Brown
of The Whitworthion
It's not the climate and it's
not the water, but through
dedication and team effort,
Northwest swimming teams
became the dominant force in
the NAIA swimming con-
ference.
Central Washington Univer-
sity celebrated a victory Satur-
day night, March 8 at the
Whitworth Aquatic Center
after both their men's and
women's teams became the
No. 1 teams in the nation. The
women from Pacific Lutheran
University took a respectable
second place finish back home
to Seattle.
"It was a good strong team
effort," said Tom Ham, a
CWU swimmer. "We were
seeded second and we didn't
think we would go this far.
We're a stronger team than we
were last year."
"We're very proud of our
:;eam?L said..Glory Clark,
CWU assistant coach. "We
didn't have any outstanding
times but everybody placed
well and it was a true team ef-
fort."
Although Whitworth didn't
do as well as CWU or PLU,
one Whitworth swimmer did
qualify for finals. Sophomore
Bob Blazek qualified for finals
in the 200-yard breaststroke
with a time of 2:14.4 minutes.
Blazek finished 11th with a
time of 2:16.3 and scored two
points for the Whitworth
team. Whitworth finished 23
out of 45 teams.
None of Whitworth's
women made it into the finals
but participated in preliminary
events of the 200-, 400- and
800-yard freestyle relays, the
Presidents' Council consists
of 18 people now. The new
Student Senate will consist of
10 Senators. The Student
House of Representatives will
hold the dorm presidents and
five off-campus represen-
tatives.
The idea behind the new
system is to get more people
involved in ASWC.
There have been great ef-
forts to inform students of the
changes taking place in the
constitution. According to
Delaine Swenson, a member
of the Action Task Force
which wrote the proposed con-
stitution, "Participation has
not been real big which wor-
200- and 400-yard medley
relays, and the individual
100-and 200-yard backstroke,
100-yard breaststroke, and
50-yard freestyle.
Whitworth's men par-
ticipated in the 400-yard
freestyle and 400-yard medley
relays and the individual
50-and 100-yard freestyle and
100- and 200-yard breaststroke
events.
The national competition
was the conclusion but not the
highlight of the season for
Whitworth swimmers. The
high point came in the district
competition prior to the na-
tionals.
According to senior Jen-
nifer Verdier, Whitworth im-
proved every event and every
swimmer made the finals in
districts. Verdier also said that
districis were the strongest
performance of the year.
Whitworth's women placed
7th of 12 and the men ended
6th of 11 participating teams.
"We did' good for a first
year team," said Lena
-Lániihai&:Whltwotth swim-
mer. "We should be even-
stronger next year."
Two of Whitworth's swim-
mers had even more reason to
enjoy the meet. Roric Fink
and Jennifer Verdier were
named Academic All-
Americans. Fink placed 8th
and Verdier was 7th on the
list.
In order for swimmers to
earn this title they must meet
three requirements: They must
be a junior or senior, have a
3.0 or better GPA, and qualify
for the national competition.
Now that the NAIA na-
tionals are over, Whitworth
may be wondering if things
will ever be the same again
Continued on page 6
—
ries me. A lot of people have
put a lot of time into makin,
this new constitution. All the
effort won't mean anything it'
no one comes out to vote."
If students have questiom
about the new constitution
they can ask any ASWC
member or attend Presidents'
Council Monday, March 10.
The proposal will be on the
agenda.
"People need to realize that
this is a new form of govern-
ment they are voting on. It's
very important." said Swen-
son.
Copies of the new and old
constitutions will be available
at the ballot boxes.
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Whitworth gains Nanjing
Constitution vote is on
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OPINIONS
To the editor:
In response to Lance
Weeda's letter cQncerning that
bastion of immorality,
KWRS, I would like to offer
an "alternative" viewpoint.
I listen to KWRS regularly,
and only rarely does
something "immoral" come
"Zoo," or one of the other
mediocre religious, pop, or
metallic stations Spokane has
to offer.
If you must have 100 per-
cent "Christian" music,
switch to KMBI or another
religious station, or buy
yourself a Randy Stonehill
cassette, but leave KWRS
alone. -
To call much of your
"Christian" music "the good
news" is a misnomer. Most
"Christian" music nauseates
me personally, because, as re-
cent Forum speaker Craig
Wilson put it, "The lyrics are
shallow, and the music is
marginal."
Yet I am not crusading to
rid KWRS of the other 14 per-
cent of "religious" music
because I dislike its shallow
religious concepts or heretical
ideas. Rather, as a free moral
agent, 1 am quite able to listen
to the lyrics and compare them
to what I believe Christianity
consists of, not what someone
believes I should listen to.
Christ came to give us
freedom ((Jalations 5:1), and I
value my freedom — even if
you feel that this "new" music
is not right for you.
Finally, if you were able to
effect a change in the KWRS
Campus upkeep
Whitworth's Challenge
by 1John Sowers
The Whitworthian Editorial Board
This a tale of two colleges. Educationally both schools
have good to excellent reputations, both are founded in the
"Christian Tradition" and both schools are in Spokane.
One is Oonzaga University and the other is our own Whit-
worth College. ' -
The purpose of this editorial is not to inumerate the
similarities between the two shcools, but to reflect the dif-
ference between them. A difference that leaves Whitworth
far on the short end of the stick.
Have you ever been to CU and walked around the cam-
pus? Have you seen the manicured lawns and the statues?
Have you seen the row of pictures detailing Gonzaga's
history in the Administration building? I have, and when I
returned to Whitworth I saw dirt where there should be
grass, drainage systems backed up after the first rain and
absolutely no connection between the Whitworth of the
present and the Whitworth of the past.
The real question is why? Why does the university down
the road look like a park, and conversely, why would it be am
propriate to erect on the entrance of this school a "Camp
Whitworth" sign?
A lack of tradition is responsible for much of this. It
seems as if we students think of Whitworth existing for the
four or five years we are here and for that time only. We're
here for only a short time and then Whitworth fades away.
Whitworth seems to prove that a sense of history goes
hand in hand with a sense of pride.
The areas of change as it applies to campus beautifica-
tion ranges a full spectrum. It can be as simple as emptying
trash into a trash can. Simpler still, it may be walking on
sidewalks instead of the lawn during the- great biweekly
trek from Forum to SAGA. -
- But there is much more than these individual good deeds
that can be done. Imagine what a neat tradition a dorm
could start if it were to regularly clean the grounds around
the dorm and then to plant a rose garden. Then every year
the garden could be added to and improved upon by the
next year's residents. If the proposed constitution is passed
and a more uniform class system establishpd, think how in-
spiring it would be if each year the junior class p.inted a
big W on the 50-yard line of the football field before every
Homecoming game. More permanently, what an honor it
would be if the class of 1989 erected a brick barbeque on
The Loop; something that 20 years down the road students
would appreciate. The possibilities are endless, and I can't
help but to believe that it would be exciting to be involved
with the establishment of tradition that- historically said
that you attended Whitworth College and made it better.
For those of us who share this, I suppose we
need to be realistic. For almot any project or tradition
that can be thought of there will be the'naysayers. An ex-
ample quickly comes to mind: This year's Homecoming
queen. There are two ways of approaching something you
disagree with: One is to say it isn't your cup of tea or as we
unfortunately witnessed this year a childish "If I can't
have my way I will see to it that I can ruin it foi others."
How sad it seems that there are those that equate a
Homecoming queen with the supression of the female
gender. Is that a collective howl of disdain I hear coming
from the fortress of feminism, Ballard Hall? Personally,
having a Homecoming queen is not important to me, but
to some it may be. Fine, let it be. Find a tradition that
suits your desires.
We live in an age of "me-ism" where selfishness and
self-concern reign supreme. It does not have to be that way
here at Whitworth, we have the opportunity to lay a foun-
dation that will change the physical and spiritual- ap-
pearance of this campus from just another college to a new
and shining Camelot.
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Winnebago Woes
by Dave Benz
every attempt to pass
gargantuan area-code-on-
you
type — they're on a mission
The Whitworthian Editorial Bo&d wheels meets with frustration
and despair as inevitably the
driver, who is older than the
from God to see every part of
the country they haven't been
to in their 60 years of married
Before spring break comes speed limit, insists on setting life. There are also your
and eveyone gets in their cars
and drives home, there's an his propane-powered beast's- cruise control at 45 (and he undesireables: drug dealers,drop-outs, derelicts and col-
important issue that desperate- slows down on corners). lege professors on sabbatical.
ly needs to be addressed: Win- I realize that there would be The whole point behind
nebagos. some serious consequences to mobile homes is to travej in
If I were made king of the this ban: Many a family outing comfort. This means that the
world, my first royal act would be ruined as RV shows entire family (including grand-
would be to outlaw these would have to be cancelled, ma and Spot) can pile into a
superfluous mechanized and many of your higher- duplex-on-wheels and never
behemoths. How many times quality television commercials have to leave the house, excepthas it happened to you? would no longer be seen. Yet for an occassional stop so that
You're flying down :the how long can we as a society - Spot can water one of eight
freeway at a comfortable 70 tolerate vehicles that the EPA tires.
mph when all of a sudden you rates in gallons per mile? Yet, it is time for the
come bumper to porch with a It's time to consider just economy car drivers to speak
Melmar.
If that's not bad enough,
what kind of people will be ef-
fected by this ban. First, the ContinuS on page 8
-
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KWRS: far froth immoral
over the waves —
unintelligent, maybe, but im-
moral?l
KWRS is the only station in
Spokane that plays "new"
music (no one has madç any
claims about the lyrics being
new), and in this small-town
city, it gives those of us who
enjoy different types of music
a chance to escape from the
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program to where you could
play only "Christian" music,
you would soon find one more
fanatical than you who would!
find that "God" does not like
drums, synthesizers or bass.
guitars, and then one who will
tell you all instruments are
evil.
Where does it stop? When
will you stop trying to polish
the outside of the cup and look
inside? Do you really want
someone else to dictate yourr
morals? Would you prefer
Whitworth College, or Bob
Jones University?
A Christian liberal arts col-
lege presents multi-faceted
views of life. Please, let
KWRS continue to give me an
alternathre typt of music.
Barry Kent Brown
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by Barry Elkln
of the Whitworthian
With an estimated $5.3
million at stake, Whitworth is
still pushing ahead its plan to
sell tax-exempt bonds in an ef-
fort to raise funds to renovate
the campus this summer.
- According to Mike Goins,
vice president of Financial Af-
fairs, there are still two large
hurdles in the way of progress.
Goins said, "Because it was
impossible to meet the Dec.
31, 1985 deadline we have run
into a cloud of problems. The
two issues we are dealing with
now are first a collateral agree-
ment between the board of
trustees and the banks and
secondly, problems with the
tax law we are supposed to
operate under."
Goins explained that in
order for the bond issue to be
passed Whitworth must prove
that they have the ability to
Staff Report — What happens
when the members of a small
town turn on each othef and
ccuse each other of being
witches• and conspiring with
the devil?
This very idea will be
presented by, the Whitworth
College Theater Arts depart-
ment as they present Arthur
Miller's The Crucible.
According to Theater Arts
professor Rick Hornor, who is
co-directing the play with
his colleague, professor Pat
Stien, the story is set in Salem,
Mass. in 1692.
"The plot revolves around,
young girls who are caught
partiäipating in the occult and,
in order to protect themselves,
indict others, resulting in the
by Carrie Moore
of The Whitworthian
Following- the light, when,
where, and how far? The
answer will be given in the
Easter Vigil on Saturday,
March 29.
Paula Zeller, publicity
chairman, explained the
Easter Vigil as "the walk
through holy history,
Everyone partipates in 15- to
30-minute serviccs held in dif-
ferent campus buildings.
The progression begins 6
p.m. Saturday with the Easter
Vigil Service of Light in the
Chapel. This will include an
explanation for the rest of the
services.
repay the bonds and have
enough collateral if they fail to
payback the bonds.
"The banks want a 2-to-i
collateral rate where for every
dollar the banks put in, Whit-
worth must put in $2. We are
having the campus appraised
to see what portion of it will be
put up as real estate collateral
along with endowment funds
from financial sources such as
our investments. We also need
the trustees and the banks to
agree on the collateral
ampunt?'
Goins also elaborated on the
problems with th& tax laws.
"Under the old law, even
though we failed to reach the
deadline, it would still be
possible to get the bonds, but
it would be difficult.
"Under the new law it
would also be hard to progress
since the effective date is dated
back to Jan. 1, 1986. So when
the new law is passed it will be
retroactive back to January.
"This makes it very hard for
imprisonment and execution
of many innocent people,"
Homer said.
"There is-also a sub-element
in that one of the girls, Abigail
Williams! is the primary açcus-
ed and accuser," Flornor con-
tinued. "Her primary motive
is getting ridof John Proctor's
wife so that she can have Proc-
tor for herself."
Stien commented on one of
Miller's intentions in writing
the play. "It debuted in
January of 1953, and was writ-
ten in 'response to the McCar-
thy trials which were set up in
an effort to rid communism
from 'American business,
entertainment and politics.
"However, according to
Miller, it was not only McCar-
Creation is the second ser-
vice, held in Cowles Memorial
Auditorium, and will include a
music and slide show. The
Patriarchs follow in Music
101, with the Seder meal
following in SAGA. The
Babylonian Exile will be in
Graves Gymnasium. The
Crucifixion, to be held in
Pirates Cove, will have
readings, songs and acting out
of biblical characters. The
New Covenant service, in the
Chapel, will be based on
rededication to Christ.
"This is not a sort of thing
where people just sit down and
observe," said Nancy Fox,
associate chaplain. "Everyone.
can participate, making it a
personal experience, rekind-
ling memories by reliving some
of it."
us to advance due to the uncer-
tainty of the law. How can we
operate if we don't know what
law we - will be operating
under?
"One thing we are trying to
change through the new law is
the parity between state
schools and private schools.
Being a private school our
bonds are dealt with different-
ly under the new law.
"Public school bonds are
termed essential, however
private school bonds are
termed non-essential. Our com-
plaint is that if they are both
bonds for education then why
should private institutions be
treated differently than
public?"
Goins said that he is op-
timistic with the Washington
state congressmen in
Washington, D.c. "They
seem very supportive for the
private schools here and we
are impacting Congress to
change the effectiveness of the
law."
thyism he was speaking, out
against. Miller said, 'it was the
fact that a knowledgeable
-
campäigh 4fdr th -- far-- right
was capable of creating not
only 'a te!ror, but a new sub-jeätive reality that was
gradually assuming holy
resonance. Conscience was no
longer a private matter but one
of state administration.' t'
A different kin4 of setting
will be used for this play rather
than the traditional setting.
-
"We will be using a techniqi';
called 'open set,' " explained
Hornor.
"The technique is a stylistic
design to encourage im-
aginative use of the stage, A
lot of light will be used to pro-
ject scenes such as bars for a
Concluding the entire event
will be the Sunrise Service on
Easter Sunday. It will beheld
at 6:30 a.m. to allow students
to participate in their own
churches, said Zeller.
"Many Whitworth students
take the Easter Vigil
seriously," said Zeller. "It is a
provision for people to have a
better understanding of
Easter, and it allows students
to participate together as a
social event."
Tickets for the Seder meal
will be available March 24 in
SAGA. The cost is $1 for on-
campus students, $3.50 for
off-campus students, $2 for
children, and $4 for all others.
Off-campus student can pur-
chase tickets in the HUB and
Chaplains' office.
by John Boyer
of The Whitworthian
At Whitworth there are
some issues in the world that
concern students more than
others: "As a Christian, how
can 1 find a career that will be
compatible with my faith?" —
or — "Is a disease like ADS
something that I need to worry
about while I am living in
Spokane?"
These rhetorical questions
can be answered by the forums
on Friday, March 14, and
Monday, March 24,
On Friday, March 14, Jeff
Troutman, the associate direc-
tor of career counseling at In-
Even though the problems
are present Coins appeared
optimistic. "Until we run into a
brick wall we are bUll moving
ahead and planning on the
renovations this summer. 1
think it will all come together.
My only question is the timing
of it." -
According to Coins when
jail scene or trees for a scene in
the woods. The actors will be
replaced at different levels to
reinforce their ideas and rela-
tionships with each other. The
set will be very powerful
visually," Hornor said.
"The reason we're using
this method is to remind the
audience that even though it is
only a play, it is not an escape,
but instead, the ideas
presented should be con-
fronted with," Hornor con-
tinued, "We want the actors
to break the - fourth wail,
which alienates the audience,
and force the audience to in-
tegrate themselves to deal with
the same issues as the players.
"We don't want the aud-
ience leaving thinking about
the historical period, but in-
stead thinking about the witch
hunting that goes on today.
The play has a contemporary
significance. I think witch
hunting goes on today as it did
back then," he said.
"The characters in the play
have to make decisions about
self-conscience and so do we.
tercristo will speak. lntercristo
is an organization that
specializes in career services
for Christians. According to
Associate Chaplain Quinn
Fox, Business professor Ja'
Kendall was advised by Inter-
cristo to come to Whitworth
when he was searching for a
place to teach.
After Spring Break, on
Monday, March 24, Dr. Dan
Coulston will speak about
AIDS (Acquired Immune Defi-
ciancy Syndrome). He will set
out to dispel some of the
myths and clear up some of
the concerns about AIDS.
Fox said that Coulston will
be a good speaker because he
will present this topic in an
understandable fashion.
Whitworth manages to get
past the two hurdles the next
stop would be to need with the
Washington State Higher
Education Facility, the bond
council, the underwriter for
Whitworth, and the financial
consultant for the state of
Washington to' ' finalize an
agreement on the bonds.
We want pep1e to be aware of
conscience and not to give it
up to the corporation, because
when we hand -Over our cons-
cience alon with it goes our
souls,''
The cast of the play includes
(in order of appearance): Kim
Rien'tland, Doug McFalls,
Monique Lundin, Kathy
Gosnell, Julie Bassett, Emily
Lower, Barry Elkin, Kelley
Donahue, Mindy Graham,
Brian Senter, Stephanie
Halton, Tim Crisp, Todd St.
Marie, Sarah Hanson, Dale
Laing, Jim Bennett, David
Ramsey-Warner, Sean Hevan,
Derek Lutz, Bonnie Jo Hem,
Jennifer Kallenberg and Ruan
Lance.
The performance dates for
the play are April ii, 12 and
13. Tickets will cost $3 for
Whitworth students and $4 for
the general public. Tickets will
go on sale April I and can be
purchased in advance at the
theater office, Cowles
Memorial Auditorium room
202 or at (he door the night of
the performance.
NEWS
Bond hurdles still blocking
campus renovation plans
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Forum footnotes
The Cnieible comes to campus
I
Easter services scheduled
BE IN THE LEAD!
Be a part of the College Crew
Be the energy behind the New
Student Orientation
Pick up applications for the 1986-87
Crew in the ASWC office.
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FEATURE
Manuel Huffman: He was a bum
by Tim Boggess
of The Whitworihian
"HUEThIAN, Rev. Manuel D. —
Passed awayFeb. 21, 19S6. His home:
Spokane He was pastor of the
Spokane Deliverance Center for 22
yfl55fl (Spokesman Review, March 4,
l9S)
Last Friday, the world lost a
precious gem- Manuel Huff-
man died from pneumonia.
Huffman, director of the
Deliverance Mission in
Spokane, was a welcome
friend to the Whitworth cam-
pus. We remember him play-
ing his mandolin and giving
his testimony in Core 150.
Some of us remember visiting
his mission during the Jan
Term 1st Corinthians class.
We remember the' wonderful
work he did with the "street
people" of. Spokane for more
than 22 years. He will be
missed.
Manuel Huffman was born
in Missouri on Feb. 23,
1910. The son of a sawmill
by Kristin Bayer
of The Whitworthian
Throughout her senior year
in high school, junior Paige
Henry worked two hours a day
with students at another
school as part of a community
service class. During this time
they probably never heard her
voice, although she often car-
ried on long conversations
with them. The students she
worked with were deaf, using
sign language to com-
municate.
Because Henry did not want
a difference in language to
keep her from interrelating
with the deaf students, she set
about the task of learning
sign. She became so adept at
signing that the students began
to "talk" to her as they would
to another deaf person —
without mouthing and trying
to voice the words as they
gesture. Henry's experiences
at the deaf school, along with
her desire to spread the word
of God's love, has fed her to
combine the two in her new
forth of ministry.
owner and farmer, Huffman,
left his Orofino, Idaho home
early to earn money for col-
lege. lie wanted to be a lawyer.
"But I started drinking and
never made it," said 'Brother'
Manuel in a conversation with
his friend Utah Phillips. "It
just took over my life."
The next 20 years were filled
with drinking and drifting, in
that order. A logging camp
here or apple orchard there;
anyplace he could earn some
cash to keep his tab running. It
ran all the way to Spokane.
"They are people who
no one loves and I
want them to know
that someone loves
them."
Manuel Huffman
In 1959, through the
ceaseless urgings of his wife
(and the assistance of a couple
"dope pills"), Huffman
wound up, to his own surprise,
in a prayer line at the visiting
Oral Roberts Crusade. Drunk
and doped, Huffman was
saved. He said, "That was it."
It was then that he dropped
the bottle and picked up the
soup spoon.
His first mission opened in
1965. Huffman once again
went onto the streets, this
time to help. Md though the:
Deliverance Mission has put
on many faces throughout the
Assembly of God with its
director, Lyn Hornbrook,
were two ways in which Henry
continued to follow her call-
ing. Several of the people who
learned of her involvement
with some of the Spokane deaf
community expressed interest
in learning how to sign.
Little by little, a group came
together on the Whitworth
campus, working to interpret
the words of songs into sign
language. Together they ap-peared in some of the
classrooms of local schools,
and occasionally performed at
the Whitworth chapel. Under
the guidance of Henry the
eight students fused sign
language, drama, and song in-
to interpretive dance, with the
goal of 'providing an, alter-
native sort of ministry to the
"ordinary sermons of fire and
brimstone." Rather than
preaching to the audience,
Henry sees the group as "mir-
roring God — pointing to
something greater."
Their purpose of perform-
ing, Henry said, is to touch the
emotions of their audience,
allowing them to feel the love
the group is projecting. This
sense of love they project
comes from within the group,
stemming from sharing of
God's love among themselves.
Henry said that it was very cx-
years, and the thresholds are
worn with nameless footprints,
the love of Manuel Huffman
made everyone feel at home.
Dr. Liebert, a friend of Huff-
man's and the man who in
troduced us to him, had been
to the mission many times
"The average day in the life of
Manuel Huffman began with
the morning preparation of
the evening meal. A stew or
soup was put together in his
dingy mission kitchen. The
door was unlocked so that
people could come in and
talk."
Around 6 p.m., people
would begin sifting in. Strum-
ming on the mandolin, Huff-
man would begin the evening
with earthy renditions of such
old religious inspirationals as
"River of Jordan," "Blood
That Stained the Old Rugged
Cross" and the' favorite
"Tramp on the Street." After
Brother Manuel's message the
evening ended with a blcssing
and the meal.
The mission attracted a
rough crowd: the "lepers" of
society, the useless residue, the
dregs. Where they came from
and how they found the mis-
sion was a mystery. Huffman
had no sign on his door. The
windpws were board d,up to
keep" the curious onlooker
'from peeping in, and, per-
haps, also to prevent someone
citing to watch a bunch of very
separate individuals come
together during their long
hours of practice, benefiting
from what each person learned
from their work. Henry, Jody
LeVee, Lori Steinmetz, Lisa
Law, Caitlin Dixon, Kim
Womack, Leab Palmburg,
and Steve Mercer practiced ap-
proximately five hours a week
for three intense weeks before
their performance in Mac Hall
in Concert on March 1.
By that time, some members
of the group would use sign
between themselves, sort of as
a refle action, carrying what
they had learned from the in-
terpretation of one song into
another.
The most difficult part of
perfecting their performance,
Henry said, was to achieve a
unity between all the signs.
Remembaing where a pause
was, signing at the exact same
time and in the same manner
as the rest of the group was
where the long practice hours
benefited their performance.
Henry adapted the term
from cutting themselves dur-
ing one of the frequent brawls.
"He didn't want people
critical of the people he
loved," said' Liebert.
"One thing I'm trying to achieve here
is, weU, they're lonely men sad I want
to help with this losIIaE problem as
much as 1 cnn. They seed a friend. U
there's anyone In the world who seeds
• Mend It's men dowa here bernu In
my opinion they're probably hated
more than nay other group of people.
Von think of a skid row man sad you
think of a wino. No one has any feel.
lag for them. Bat they're hamna be
lags; they've got heads sad they want
to be loved and appreciated same as
anybody else. They're Set, a disease
caSed alcoholism. In the , church-
es have just thought of them as bad
slnsefs! They are people who no one
loves and I want theni to know that
somose loves them."
Often Huffman was the only
one who did.
His religious zeal never got
the best of his heart. "So
that's the purpose — to be a
friend and do all that I can. If
a man doesn't want the' ser-
mon, well, he can come back
to eat. I won't turn him away.
I won't turn anybody away."
If someone was kicked out of
another mission for being
,"too drunk," he knew he
always had a place to sit and a
bowl of soup to eat at Huff-
man's mission.
What kept him going?
Liebert said, "He loved those
guys, but he liked them a'lot."
During this time, many of
us feel a sense of loss. No
more simple bluegrass with its
honest harmonies to enjoy in
Core 150. No more Jan Term
trips to the mission for the 1st
Corinthians class. No more
Brother Manuel.
Though family and friends
mourn, perhaps those who lost
the most, Friday, were Spo-
kane's thousands of "street
people." Only rarely in life
does God bless the world with
people who can love the'
unlovely. Huffman was one of
those special persons. The,
stEeets, alley ways and gutters
of Spokanç weep at the loss of
a true friend.
While Huffman's soul is
with God, his body lies in
Greenwood Memorial Terrace
under the marble slate that
bears his name. Bitt perhaps a
more proper epitaph to the life
of Manuel Huffman would be
the message spraypaiñted on a
dumpster somewhere behind
the mission:
'%sbtid I1ufhi'a WAS ibm"
5Aside -r- (Since the death
of Manuel,, the Deliverance
Mission has closed ifs doors.
Posted on the door is a notice
pf his passing away. Next to
the notice is a bouquet of
flowers.)
I
"Come, 0 blemed of my Father, In-
herit the klagdoa prepared for you
from the fonndstlon of the world; for
I was hungry and you gave me food, I
was thirsty and you gave me drink, I
was a stranger and you welcomed me,
I was inked and you clothed me, I was
sick asid you visited me, I was In
prison and you came to me." (Mt.
25:34-30) ,
Huffman
people and
said of
understood these
their needs. He
his work;
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Dancers' use sign !angucige in new form of ministry
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Once in Spokane, Henry
began to get involved with the
area's deaf community.
Babysitting a deaf boy and
working with the deaf at the
"interpretive dance" to the
group's form of art because
signing is actually interpreting
spoken words into gestures.
Through these physical mo-
tions the eight dancers hope to
express the sense of sharing of
God's love that they have
achieved in working together.
Two members of the Interpretive dance group, Steve
Mercer and Jody LeVee, perform In last week's Mac Hall
In Concert.
The group will continue to Spokane area, explaining the
project this as they proceed in love of God through their
this ministry, appearing in signs, their songs, and the ac-
various congregations in the companying dance.
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by Pia Christensen
of The Whitworthion
rewarding,
students, Thayer keeps busy.
Thayer's job involves work-
ing daily with RAs in the
dorm. She also has an RA
class once a week. She meçts
with Student Life and other
RDs to discuss student pro-
grams and benefits. Thayer
also works as an academic ad-
viser, and career counselor
with Wayne Brown in Student
Life.
"It's not an easy job," said
Janelle Thayer, of her Resi-
dent Director position in the
Warrens here on Whitworth
campus. Yet Thayer will
return to the position next year
to face all the difficulties and
frustrations again.., well,
almost.
This is Thayer's first year as
a Resident Director. Much of
her training was on the job,
learning as shewent. "Learn-
ing the job was hard," she
said, but she quickly had
everything under control.
Mény people, don't realize
all that the job involves.
-Thyer even had one student
ask' her, "What do you do all
day?" Betweçn staff and Resi-
dent Assitant meetings, resolv-
ing roommate conflicts, work-
ing 15 hours per week in Stu-
dent Life, her husband, Ken,
and even some- personal
cOunseling sessions for
by Rich Hall
Printed in Reader's Digest
AHtDIRT
(ayr'difl)
n. A hanging plant that's been
ignored for three weeks or
more.
ALPOPUCK
(al'popuk)
n. Any empty dish pushed
around the kitchen floor by a
dog trying to get the last
morsel.
BOWLIKINETICS
(bob Ilk kilt 1ieh 'li/cs)
n. The act of trying to control
a released bowling ball by
twisting one's body in the
direction one wants it to go.
BUBBLIC
(huh 'bilk)
adj. Addicted to popping the
bubbles in packing material.
COMBILOOPS
(kom'bib /Iwps)
n. The two or three unsuc-
cessful passes before finally
opening a combination lock.
-
CRAYOLLIA -
(kray oh 'lee ueS)
n. The area on the refrigerator
where kindergarten drawings
are displayed.
Receive Immediate
Cash?
Donate plasma and
receive $22 a week while
helping to save lives. New
donors — bring in this ad
and recieve a $5.00 bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252
Hyland Plasma Center
W. 104 Third
Somehow, she finds time to
spend with students, even on
an individual basis. "I'm glad
there are some students who
feel they can come to me for
personal counseling," she
said.
Thayer is well-educated,
since the position she now
holds is a master's level job.
With a bachelor's degree from
George Fox College in
Newberg, Ore., she went on
to receive her master's in
counseling from Gonzaga
University. -
Thayer is originally from
Spokane and is very comfort-
able here. "I really like Whit-
worth."
DILLRELICT
(dii rei'ikl)
— - n. The last pickle in the jar
that' avoids' li attempts to bó
• captured.
DOWNPAUSE
(dctwn 'powz)
n. The split second of dry
weather experienced when
driving under an overpass dur-
ing a storm.
-
EXECUGLIDE
(eks ek'yew glyd)
v. To propel oneself about an
office without getting up froth
'the chair.
FICFATE
(flk'toyl)
v. To inform a television or
screen character of impending
danger under the assumption
he can hear you.
satisfying
The hardest part of her job,
she said, is "resolving room-
mate conflicts," The job
"takes dedication, and a will-
ingness to challenge growth in
students. You have to be a
'people' person."
Being married is another de-
mand on her time, but she said
her husband, Ken, is also "a
protection from getting
enmeshed in the whole
system."
Thayer especially enjoys the
flexibility of the job. She can
set most of her own hours, and
her tasks vary greatly. She said
that the rewards of seeing
students-grow personally, and
knowing she helped, provide
great satisfaction.
It is a tiring job, and Thayer
said she is looking forward to
a well-deserved Spring Break.
Yet Thayer enjoys her position
here, at Whitworth, a college
which, she said, "gives kids an
opportunity to challenge their
value system, realize why they
believe what they do, and risk
growing in different areas of
their lives."
GAPIANA
(ga pee alt 'nab)
n. The unclaimed strip of land
•lpetween- the" "you 'are noW'
leaving" and "welcome to"
signs at state lines.
-
KAWASHOCK
(kit!t wok shohk')
n. Pulling into the last remain-
ing parking spot only to
discover a motorcycle there.
MISCORDANCE
(mis kawr 'dons)
n. The principle that states:
when' you're reaching for
drapery cords, you will always
tug on the wrong one first.
OTISOSIS
(oh (Li oh 'sis)
Inability to meet
else's eyes in an
POCKALANCHE
(pot 'uh lansh)
n. Perpetual action of
reaching downtopick'up anitem fallen from a shirt'
pocket, only to have another
item fall out.
PLINT1FICATE
(pubis (lls'flh kayQ
v. To try to predict in what
direction a football will
bounce.
TELLETIQUETE
• (ic/el '1k kel)
n. The polite distance kept by
one person behind another at a
bank automatic teller machine
so as not to be suspected of
glimpsing the person's secret
code.
VEGELUDES
(yej'eh both.)
n. Individual peas or corn
kernels you chase all over the
plate,
ZEBRALANE
(zee'bruh layn)
n. The striped area between
the interstate and the turnoff
lane where motorists stop
when they can't decide what to
do next.
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FEATUREi
Thayer finds first year as RD
busy,
9
Who is this man and why is he smiling? Howard
Stien auctions off a mountain bike at the 2nd Annual
Awesome Auction, benefiting the Diakonla pro-
gram. Although exact figures weren't available at
press time, Associate Chaplain Nancy'Fox said they
expect contributions to exceed last year's amount.
I
II
Need "just'- the right word?
'I
I
IT:
I:.
Try
I
a sniglet
n. The
anyone
elevator.
r
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
Join the Team with the Right Stuff
1986-87 ASWC Positions Open Now
Program Coordinator, HUB Managers,
Intramurals, SERVE, & More!
Pick up applications in
the ASWC office Now!
North Division Bicycje
* Quality Repairs
*Trade-Ins/Recondltioned Bicycles
. Layaways
'85 Bikes on Sale
Mountain Bikes
467-BIKE
Conln social blunSis
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Swimmers go out in style
Swimming — from pg. 1-
after being invaded bt 454
creatively "individual" swim-
mers- Whitworth got a taste of
the type of person it takes to
be a national caliber swimmer.
Another interesting obser-
vation of these "individual"
swimmers were their com-
ments about SAGA- They
liked it.
However, some of the
visiting swimmers and coaches
said that the Whitworth
Aquatic Center is too small to
accomodate a meet of this
C,7
sp size. "There just isn't enoughspace to stretch out," saidWard Purvis of Shepherd Col-lege in West Virginia. "Thereare too many people in such asmall space."Most swimmers were able to
Photos by Bruce Eckley
overlook this problem and
Whitworth is confident that
the NAIA Swimming and Div-
ing National Championship
was a large success, according
to Kathy Marousek, Whit-
worth's NAIA information
director.
? ( - - - -
this coming week.
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworthion
The men's varsity tennis
team is kicking off its 1986
season this coming week in
California. While most of us
will be relaxing in Ii oat of the
TV, the eight-man traveling
team will play five games in as
many days.
On Monday, March 17 the
Pirates will take on Merced
College. The following day is
scheduled against Merced Ten-
nis Club. On Wednesday,
March 19, the Bucs play
Stanislaus State before wind-
ing up the week with games
against University of the
Pacific on the 20th and
McGeorge Law School on the
21st.
After a grueling week of
inner-squad competition,
Head Coach Ross Cutter has
determined Whitworth's line-
up. Nurber one will be senior
Sten Carlson, NAIA all-
district team selection last
year. Carlson also reached the
semi-finals in last year's
district tournament.
Taking the number two and
three spots will be Chris Barn-
hart, a senior, and junior Kurk
Rector. Rounding out the
traveling team will be live of
the following six players: Bob
Krugger, Brad Larkin, Mark
Eilers, Willie Stewart, Boo
Boatman and Bruce Lewis.
Cutter said he is looking
forward to the trip. "We've
had a week of grueling com-
- petition," he said. "I feel very
positive about the team. It will
be a good test for us to play in
a more celebrated climate."
Cutter's enthusiasm doesn't
end with , just the trip,
however. He is optimistic
about the season's prospects.
"We're a little stronger than
last year's team," he said.
"I'm expecting another win-
ning season."
Last year's team went 13-10,
and witnessed players achiev-
ing high personal honors.
Carlson and Barnhart reached
the semi-finals of the NAIA
A1l-DistriE5t -t&irnátnènt ahd
the team captured the
Evergreen tournament title, as
well as a fifth-place District
finish.
The learn lost NAIA
academic all-American Bruce
Cutter to graduation and
Monte Boston, who is working
this spring. Yet despite this,
the team has eight returning
lettermen and four freshmen
which look to be strong future
prospects.
Whitworth's main competi-
tion this year is Pacific
Lutheran University, which
has won the district title for
the past 10 years and Whit-
man, which puts forth its
strongest team in many years.
The team plays Gonzaga on
March 25th and the alumni at
home on the 29th, before taki-
ing a rigorous schedule which
includes 11 matches and two
tournaments before the season
winds up in May with NAIA
Districts and Nationals in
Kansas City.
by Debbie Saparto
of The Whitworthlon
Are you tired of hearing
about the apathy that has sup-
posedly hit the Whitworth
campus? One area has re-
freshingly escaped this attitude
— women's soccer.
"There is no apathy at
Whitworth concerning
soccer," said Sophomore
Paula VanZanten, who first
organized the club. "A lot of
interest has been shown and
I'm really excited about it,"
she said.
• Numbers support her state-
ment. Over 30 women have
signed up to play on the club
team, devoting themselves to
late evening practices twice a
week.
One member of the club,
Freshman Melanie Hertel, is
enthusiastic about the season.
"I'm not sure if we'llwin all
our games," she said, "but itjust doesn't matter. I'm plan-
ning to have fun — no matter
what."
According to VanZanten,
even with such support of the
soccer club, it was a struggle to
get it chartered through
ASWC. Both VanZanten and
Freshman Jennifer Seyler at-
tended many meetings of the
Activities Council and
Presidents' Council before the
club was approved, right
before Christmas.
Now three months old, the
club has gotten off to a good
stan. VanZanten said, "The
team is looking great. There's
a lot of brains out there."
Seyler echoes her statement,
"They practice hard and are
dedicated," she said. Seyler
said that with so many levels
of skill within the club —some
IIIIIIIIII 25II
the Whitworth club will have
to play make-up games on
Wednesday nights, also.
Besides the time commit-
ment, playing in the Inland
Empire league also necessi-
tates a financial commitment.
VanZanten explained that
every team playing for the
league must pay a $200 entry
fee, In addition to a $22 player
fee.
ASWC has agreed to
pay both the entry fee and half
of the player fees, leaving the
remaining $11 each to be paid
by the women.
The club encourages anyone
to join that has a desire to
play, regardless of experience.
There is no financial obliga-
tion for joining the club, since
only those who wish to play In
the, league must pay player
fees. Said Hertel, "All you
need is the right attitude and
you're welcome to join."
For additional information,
contact Jill Noel, Kathy
Lefebvre, Bobbi Mischler,
Darlene Applebury or Jennifer
Seyler.
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Tennis to Kick up a
racket in California
Tb. Wkitwenhlaa, March 10, 1q06 Pa.. 7
Pearson's prodigious picks
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Sten Carison smashes a return in tennis action last
season. Cai'lson leads the men's tennis team to California
Here are a few of Whit wor-
thian Sports Analyst Dave
Pearson's picks in this week'
first round maichups of the
NCAA tournament:
Thursday, March 13, 1986
fluke over Mississippi Valley
State
The Blue Devils by 38 easy.
UAB over Missouri
UAB is big, black and bad!
North Carolina over Utah
Carolina wins here but
stumbles later.
Bradly over UTEP
The Brqves could be a sleeper
'cause they are unreal
Louivllle over Drexie
What is a Drexle?
Washington over Michigan St.
..4j?er all, Husky guard Al
Moscatel is dating a JVhit-
worth girl.
Friday, March 14, 1986
Bali SI. over Memphis Stale
David Letterman went to Ball
st. ... Need / say more?
Arizona over Auburn
It's alphebetical.
Maryland over PepperdineI ,nay be bias, but the Terps
have the best forward in col-
lege basketball!
Final Four Prediction:
Duke
Illinois
Kansas
Maryland
Illinois over l)uke
Sorry, but Illinois is a sleeping
giant waiting to wake up.
Maryland over Kansas
Danny Manning is tong/i, but
no one can slop Len,z' Bias.
Final: Maryland over liiinois,
86-72
Bias, Bias, Bias ,.. Bias scores
44.
* *** * * * *** * *
SlayS tuned, sports fans,
Dave will be back March 31
with his appologles br these
picks and a look at the upcom-
ing baseball season.
'Until next lime, this Is
your favorite Whit warth/an
sports analyst saying, "Don'l
dribble before you shoot."
Enthusiasm keys women's soccer
with soccer experience, some
not — it would seem like it
would be hard to construct
teamwork and a sensç of uni-
ty. "But they are catching on
fast," she said. "It's like they
have a thirst for it."
As far as future plans for
the team, Seyler "hopes it will
at least show progress toward
a varsity team." She explained
that the men's soccer team
began as a club sport and is
now competitively playing as a
varsity squad against other
colleges and universities.
Seyler looks forward to hav-
ing the women follow suit, and
possibly achieve varsity status
within the next three to live
years.
For now, VaZanten ex-
plained, the club has entered
the Inland Empire Soccer
League, which is a women's
soccer league in Spokane.
The season starts at the end
of March and continues
through to June, VanZanten
said. Regular games are on
Sundays, but because of
spring and summer vacations,
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Softball S hold
by Sheila Farren
of The Whitworfhlan
Is softball a thing of the past
for Whitworth College? It is
for at least one year.
The Women's Softball Club
will be non-existent this year
due to tack of interest. Cheri
Johnson said, "Lack of
dedication to the program
caused the cancellation of the
team. They, took our coach
away two years ago and ,we
haven't had a stable organiza-
tion since."
The team held a number of
practices but attendance was
low. "We had two coaches
and held practices but only
live or six people would
come," said team member
Wendy Tsukuda.
Plans for next year are still
shaky. Tsukuda said, "I don't
know what will happen. We
may lose our money (from
ASWC) because we aren't
playing this year."
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Due to Spring Break,
The Whit won hiatt wilt
not publish March 17
and March 24. Watch
for our special ASWC
Candidates' issue on
March 31.
out: Bring me your Subarus,
your Volkswagens and your
Audjs. It's time to rally, to call
for the elimination of a dying
era; the worM is too small for
rigs with the "W" on the side.
Sometime in the distant
future, when humanity has ex-
pired, and an alien race has
conic to this planet to watch
videos of our society, do we
really want to be rçmembered
as the race that drove the
largest planet-bound vehicles
in thegalaxy?
Go ahead. Write me off as a
lunatic. But next time you roar
around the corner of 1-90 just
outside of Cle-Elum, visipns
of mom's lasagna dancing
through your head, and sud-
denly, "thar she blows;"
Granny and Grandpa Dohicky
are on their way to nowhere.
Just relax, bide your time,
look left, look right ... and go
for the shoulder.
qational On-Campus Report
— Hiring quotas are up slight-
y and the job market looks
good for the nation's new col-
lege graduates in 1986, accor-
ding to a national survey of
employers by the Michigan
State University placement
services.
Employers expect to hire 1.4
percent more bachelor's
degree graduates in 1986 at
starting salaries averaging 1.8
higher than in 1985, according
to the survey report. The
survey also found that:
• Demands for minorities
are expected to increase by 6.4
percent.
• Demands for women are
Monday, March 24
Tuesday, March25
Wednesday, March 26
Maundy Thursday, March 27
Good Friday, March 28
Saturday, March 29
Easter Sunday
to rise 4.7 percent.
• The average starting
salary for all bachelor's degree
graduates will be $21,601. For
those with master's degrees it
will be $26,010, and for those
with doctorates $30,011.
• The largest demands and
highest salaries are in technical
-
fields: electrical, mechanical
and industrial engineering,
and computer science.
• For the first time in a
decade, education moved into
the top ten of fields showing
the highest percentage of in-
crease. The demand is
especially good in special
education, mathematics and
science, English, Spanish and
Romans 1:1-7, 16-17
Isaiah 25:1-9
Colossians 3:1-17
Romans 8:31-39
Deuteronomy 32:36-39
Philippians 2:5-11
Psalms 31:1-5, 9-16
Luke 19:28-40
Acts 14:19-28
1 Peter2:21-25II Corinthians 1:3.11
Isaiah 53:1-6
Isaiah 53:7-9
Isaiah 53:10-12
Exodu5 15:1-11
I CorinthIans 15:1-11
Psalms 118: 14, 14-24
Luke 24:1-35
French.
• Every academic major,
except agriculture, showed at
least minimal gains.
• The Southwest is offering
the best job opportunities,
followed by the Southeast,
South Central, Northeast,
North Central and Northwest.
• Grade-point-averages
have become the main measur-
ing stick for employers in
selecting candidates.
• New hires were made
from on-campus interviews
(46 percent), write-ins (12 perU
cent), want ads (11 percent)
job listings sent to placemeni
offices (10 percent), curreni
employee referrals (8 percent)
and walk-ins (7 ptCrit).
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CALENDAR
1 1 TUESDAY
• Whitwanhian Staff Meeting,
- SAGA
12 WEDNESDAY
Baseball vs. Eastaii Wash., 1
p.m. — Home
• Mldwssk Worship: Richard
Ena., 11:15 am. — CH
• Job Search Seslaar, I p.m-S
p.m. — LSC
13 THURSDAY 14 FRIDAY
• Laths Commanlos, 7:30 sm.
- cH
Service Career FaIr, 9:30 am.-
2 p.m. — HUB
• Great Decisloes Sal.., 3:30
p.m-S p.m. — LSCSyan CoMy —,
8p.m. — And.
CampUs., 10 p.m. — CH
• Whltworth Choir Tour (iSv 3/23)
Joshua 24:14-28
Woaea-Ia-TiaauitlOfl, 9 am.-
2:30 p.m. — LSC
'Ferns: JjTrontsan, 11:15
am. — And.
Baseball at Hathaway Tuna-
meet (thin 3/16) — Lewlatoc
Hebrew. 2:1-18
15 SATURDAY
PhUemon 8-21
16 SUNDAY
CaIeeaima 3:1.17
• Campus WorshIp, 6:30 p.m. —
CH
17 MONDAY 18 TUESDAY
Ronesas 12
• SPRING VACATIONII this 3/23
boSS, 43:16-21;
fldhlppSsis 3:8-14;
Polm 28:14, 6-9
John 8:1-11
Woes -, from pg. 2
Matthew 11:2-19 I Corlntldint. 15:1-28
For those of you who would like to continue using the
scripture passages provided by the Easter Vigil Committee
for your Individual devotions and preparations for Easter,
here are the passages for the week fo Spring Break and the
days following:
First in class.
Domlnds Pizza haa been
helping students study
forover twenty years.
Keeping you first In class
has made us thenumber
one pizza deIlvery
company In the world.
Domlnots Pizza Delivers?
Wednesday, March 19
Thursday, March 20
Friday, March 21
Saturday, March 22
Palm Sunday, March 23
Feat, Free Dellv.rf
N. (ff6 At
Phone: .8300
Ce *$sa cuty P... ths SlOOGu-s
aims Dcabc.PP.z kc Starting salaries, the going majors and GPAs
Employment outlook for 1986
Students initiate "W" and "C" service clubs
by Suzan Fleshman
of The Whitworthlcrn
A society is being formed on
campus to create opportunities
for service to Whitworth Col-
lege, the community and the
church.
It is called the "W" Society.
The "W" standing for the
founder of Whitworth, Mr.
George Whitworth.
The "W" Society is broken
into two separate clubs. The
"W" (George Whitworth)
Club for men and the "C"
(Ann Jane Carroll) Club for
women.
The two clubs are complete-
ly separate from each other,
yet will have a brother/sister
unity and will work together
on certain projects.
The "W" Society began las..
fall when Senior Sten Carison
got together with friends, and
- formulated the design for the
"W" Society.
Carlson7 now president of
the "W" Club said, "It will be
a good club, it's going to
change the face of Whitworth
forever."
The idea behind the club is
to involve students in service
projects for the campus, com-
munity and church and to
build traditions at Whitworth.
Carlson has an interest in
starting an archive. "A pic-
torial history placed
somewhere on campus would
help traditions go on. For too
many students Whitworth is
only the four or five years that
they are here and when they
leave, it's for good. A pictorial
• history would make future
classes remember you," said
Carlson.
"W" Club Faculty advisor
and Vice-president for
Academic Affairs Darrell
Guder said, "it's very ad-
mirable to see students want-
ing to initiate meaningful
traditions and doing projects
that normally would not be
done."
Tern Sanders from the
Nutrition department is the
advisor for the "C" Club.
Roxanne Duncan, "C"
Club president, described the
organization as having the
same purposes as "W" Club.
"Through the 'W' Society,"
Duncan said, "We will build a
name for Whitworth and build
a good reputation." These
clubs will allow students to
Continued on page 8
by Barry
of The
Ellcin
Whitworthian
Due to a recent academic
policy change, entering
freshmen for the year of 1987
and after will have to take a
math skills exam in addition to
passing three more academic
requirements.
According to the proposal
from the Educational Goals
Implementation Task Force,
the math skills exam will test
the freshman students for
arithmetic and mathematical
skills. Students who fall to
achieve the minimum score
possible will be required to
take and successfully complete
MA 101: Intermediate4
Algebra.
The task force was chaired
by Leonard Oakland, co-
chaired by Forrest Baird, and
included Julie Anderton,
Wayne Brown, Ron Frase,
Darrell Guder, Greg Hamann,
Gordon Jackson, Howard
Stien and Kathy Storm.
In the category of course re-
quirements students will have
to complete a course which
focuses upon written com-
munication as a goal, such as
Writing I or Writing for Mass
Media. Also students will be
required to complete a course
which focuses upon oral com-
inunication, such as Introduc-
tion to Public Speaking, in-
terpersonal Communication
or Oral Interpretation.
Students must have the Writ-
ten Communication re-
quirements completed within
three semesters of entrance,
and the Oral Communication
requirements completed
within the first four semesters
of entrance.
Another new course require-
ment that was passed by the
faculty assembly Was the
reinstatement of Core 350:
The Scientific Tradition. Ac-
cording to the faculty
assembly, this course will seek
to trace the changes caused by
scierice, since the time of the
Greeks, in the ways that
humans view the physical
universe, the phenomenon of
life and the image of human
nature itself.
The course will be a liberal
studies approach to the
paradigm of empiricism that
developed over the centuries in
the West. Core 350 is a course
about science rather than a
course in science.
The faculty assembly also
reinstated a one-course re-
quirenient in the Humanities
as part of the general re-
quirements for the bac-
calaureate degree.
The Humanities have tradi-
tionally included the
disciplines of literature,
history, philosophy and
theology. These disciplines
educate and sustain the human
capacity to reflect upon and
interpret the meaning and pur-
pose of our lives, to question
the basic assumptions that
govern value decisions and to
consider the development and
ends of culture itself.
The ASWC will have a new
government format effective
next fall. The new constitution
proposal voted on March 12,
received the votes it needed to
pass.
338 votes were needed to
validate the election. 407 were
cast and 351 were votes for the
proposal.
"Dorm presidents have to
set up dorm activities and
meetings as well as deal with
campus activities as well as
deal with campus activities
and issues. There is a lack of
fiaieTeaitiitisn
yëadrotitthflespoSibility
thereforç, the government will
be mort effective and dorm
life will be better," said Lisa
Otto, president of West War-
ren.
The new constitution will
tap the classes, freshmen
through senior will be
represented in the new govern-
ment. Theresa Zeorlin, ASWC
executive vice-president views
this as a way to unify the
Wbitworth students,
"We are going to have an
'on fire' ASWC next year,"
Zeorlin said. "I wouldn't
doubt it if more people
graduated in four years so they
could graduate with their
'clas." 13-. -.
The new constitution calls
for two decision making
bodies, a house of represen-
tatives and a senate. The house
will be made up of the dorm
presidents. The ASWC vice
president will be the chairman.
The senate will consist of two
senators from each class and
two at..large senators and be
chaired by the ASWC presi-
dent. -
Undçr the new constitution,
the Financial Committee will
be more powerful. Next year
this committee will be able to
make final decisions on finan-
cial matters of $200 or less
whereas now it serves only as
an advisory board.
"W" Club advisor Darrell Guder
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•- ?c:Constitution passes
Woodrow Wilson Spealcer visits
byShaurta Winner
of The Whltworthian
The senior vice-president of
Xerox, Ronald Mercer, will be
on campus March 31-April 4
participating in the Visiting
Fellows program of the
Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation.
Mercer will be speaking to
students in several Business
classes throughout the week.
According to History pro-
fessor and program coor-
dinator Jim Hunt, Mercer will
also be working with students
on career planninng, place-
ment and interviewing.
Mercer is a graduate or
Bethany Nazarene College and
a member of the board of
trustees of Nazarene
Theological Seminary.
II
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Woodrow Wilson speaker Ronald Mecer
OPINION
To the editor:
Do you know that Whit-
worth coHegç invested 13 per-
cent ($990,262i0) otis fman-
Si portfolio in companies
established in South Africa?
Yes, almost $1 niillion.
It sürptises me that a Chris-
Ian college with such an
honorable reputation as. Whit-
worth is,' in one respect, en-
couraging cultural exchanges
'of students and professors be-
I am writing in response to
John Sowers' article titled
"Whitworth's Challenge."
Firstly, I was very impressed
with Sowers' article. He effec-
tively pointed out that the lack
of tradition and student in-
volvement in his comparison
of Whitworth and Gonzaga.
Sowers stated that the
means to facilitate a change in
the system .shouid be from the
individual student, or the
dorm, or an entire class. I,
however, have a much more
efficient, practical, and effec-
tive way to diminish the
apathy at Whitworth.
This is a newly chartered
tween international Christian
universities and, in another
respect, placing capital in a
country such as South Africa.
South Africa openly practices
racism, discrimination,
segregation and expedient ex-
ecutions.
Is it not a paradox?
Should Whitworth divest?
When I say "divest," I mean
pulling out our financial in-
vestments from those com-
panies.
organization that will tap and
reward the creativity and in-
volvement of Whitworth
students. This organization
will also bring old Whitworth
tradition up to date and build
new tradition for the future.
This organization is the "W"
Society.
The "W" Society consists
of two clubs, which are
brother and sister organiza-
tions. The "W" Cub is open
to all male students, and the
"C" Cub is open to all
women. -
The "W" society is a Chris-
tian, social and service
organization. To become a part
of this brotherhood or
sisterhood, one must propose,
organize and accomplish aser-
Yes, but, would it not hurt
the South African blacks as
some hAve said?
Only sonic white people, for'
unclear reasons, are thinking
this way. South African blacks
encourage divestment. They'
want a government established
by the people, for the people,
and not a regime treating
humans like they were
Continued on page 8
vice project that will benefit
the college, community,
church, or the club itself.
A major service project that
the "W" Cub will undertake
is the compilation and presen-
tation of the pictoral history
of Wbitworth College. This is
called the Archive project. In a
sense, we will be updating the
history and tradition of Whit-
worth. This project will be
professionally presented for
all students to see.
The archive, however, is
just one major project. Any -
creative idea, such as a campus
beautification plan or a fund-
raising scheme can be propos-
ed and implemented.
As a social organization, the
"W" Society plans to sponsor
a number of large, annual
events. The major social event
for this year is the Spring
Cotillion. This will consist of
an afternoon outdoor buffet
followed by an evening dance.
I foresee the "W" Society
lasting for many, many years.
In this duration it will be
building alumni and trustee
ties, tapping the creativity of
Whitworth students, and build
pride in the Whitworth tradi-.
tion.
I believe that the "W"
Society is the most efficient,
practical, and effective way
for individuals to have a great
time changing Whitworth. As
Ulysses S. Grant stated, "I
belive we are on the eve of a
new era." Could this be an
end to Whitworth apathy?
Sten Carlson
President, "W" Club
by Cherie Eckholrn
The Whitworthlan Editorial Board
Congratulations are in order
for Whitworzhjgzn Editorial
Board member Dave Benz.
Benz's editorial, "At Whit-
worth It's Business As
Usual," which ran in the Oct.
21, 1985 issue of The Whit-
worthian was awarded an
Honorable Mention in the
Washington Press Association
1986 Student Journalism Con-
test.
"It's a good feeling know-
ing that something you write
for the Whitworth community
can have an impact beyond the
borders of Whitworth," Benz
said.
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PWS, 1bfr StfncSt!ePTh. From the France Study Tour
French friendlier
than they seem
SIAM
Urging Whitworth to divest
To the editor:
"W" Club plans to cure apathy
Editor's Note: Cherie is currently in France as a partici-
pant in the French Study Tour. She has remained a
member of our Editorial Board and will be sending insights
from overseas to us.
For most of our lives, Americans are given the impres-
sion that foreigners are rude and cold. As we French Tour
students prepared for our voyage, we were told that we
should not expect the same courtesy from people, especial-
ly salespeople and restaurant workers, that we would nor-
mally demand in the states. Not everyone hue smiles all
the time, and it's rare to have the checker at the supermar-
che say, "Have a nice day," but for the most part, we've
found the stereotype to be a true stereotype: mostly un-
true.
In fact, what has impressed me most about the people
I've met is how caring they are of others andhow aware
they are politically of what kind of treatment other people
in the world are receiving. The event that brought this
observation especially close was the Beirut kidnapping of a
four-person French television crew on March 8.
French media represents news with definite biases
depending on political affiliations. These biases, however,
do not distort the news; they enhance it. Since our arrival
in France, I have yet to see a serious newspaper not report
on the hostages. The media reports not only on the eight
French hostages — four abducted more than a year ago —
but also on the American hostages in Beirut, -
America has hostages in Beinit? By watching American
television, it's easy to forget there are still six men in
Lebanon. In France, Though, those men are neither (org t-
ten nor ignored by either the media or the public
- During:tur stay in-Toulouse, I watched a news broa4.
cast during 'hicli 20 minutes were devoted to the conflict-
ing reports of the killing of MichelSeürat, one of the
original four hostages. The majority of the rest of the
45-minute broadcast focused on the rest of the hostages —
both French and American. -
Two other events during the time we spent in Toulouse
sharpened this perception of France as a caring nation.
First was a vigil for the hostages that was held for the cap-
tives in the main square of the city. The second event took
place the night we invited our -homestay families to an
American-style potluck dinner. These people, French
families who had opened their homes, lives, culture and
language to us, showed the affection for all people be ask-
ing for a moment of silence for the hostages —again, both
the French and the American.
It no longer bothers me to go to market and not see
smiles on the faces of all the salespeople, and personally,
having someone insincerely wish me to have a nice day has
never been a thrill. When I see a newspaper, hear the
news, or listen to French people discuss world events, I
realize that what has been called rudeness by Americans is,
in fact, a preoccupation with people.
Americans aren't inconsiderate, there are, of course, a
few people who could name the six American hostages or
who might remember that a seventh has already died. But
who, among all of us, would go out of his or her own way
to empathize with the people of another country in a
similar situation? Next time a clerk at the 7-Eleven says,
"Have a nice evening," ask yourself if he's being con-
siderate of others or just mouthing a phrase to make you
believe he is. I
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NEWS
The WhItwo,thtan, Match 31, 1906 Pa. 3
by Philippe Coulon
Special to The Whitworthian
The International Club of
Whitworth College, in col-
laboration with several pro-
fessors, administrators,
students, refugee organiza-lions and refugee ethnic
groups, are organizing a
project that can involve and
benefit the entire conimunity.
For one week, Sept. 20 to
Oct. 4, the club will sponsor a
series of events related to the
plight of the refugee. This pro-
ject requires a lot of work, and
thus need active support.
One of the main concerns
will be to educate people about
the refugee problem. Those
who become refugees are
unusally forced, against their
will because of persecutions,
wars or earthquakes to leave
virtually everything
that is important to them:
family, friends, homes, lands,
possessions, livelihoods. If
they survive their flight they
are not always welcome where
they seek refuge. Today, the
number of those homeless
people seeking asylum in the
United States is increasing.
The refugees are persons
who need a home tO itay;' who
need some hope for tht'fUture.
In collaboration with the
Refugee Resettlement Office
and through churches, the In-
ternational Club will promote
a sponsorship program.
Linn Yann, whose story was
dramatized in the TV movie
"The Girl Who Spelled
Freedom," and George Thrash.,
who adopted Yann's family,
will be the honor guests for the
symposium on "Sponsorship"
Thursday evening, Oct. 2.
Yann was one o. those.
refugees who caine to America
through a sponsorship pro-
gram similar to the one the
club wants to develop. After
hearing about the plight of the
Cambodians at their local
church, George and Prissy
Thrash from Chattanooga,
Tenn., decided to offer their
help to Yann's family through
a resettlement agency.
.It was 1979, Yann was nine
years old. She had never been
to school and did not speak
English when she arrived in
America. Four years later she
won a countrywide spelling bee.
Steven Brown
of The Whitworthian
World renown songwriter
and pianist Ken Mederna will
be the guest speaker at Forum
Friday April 4. The Black Stu-
dent Union will be hosting
Forum on April 7.
Medemd will give a lec-
ture/concert at Fr,iday's
Forum. His theme will be'
"Jesus the Poor and Jubilee."
Blind from birth, Medema
has never let his handicap
stand in his way. He began
composing,an&pcrfrming his.
own songs in 1970, while
working as a music therapist.
His music ministry is now 16
years old.
In addition to Friday's
Forum, Medema will perform
a full concert Friday at 8 p.m.
Concert goers should be in for
a real treat when they en-
counter his unique style of
non-traditional Christian
music.
"My music is more con-
troversial than most pop-
religious music," Medema ad-
mitted in a story by The
Washington Post. "It doesn't
say 'Get right with God and
everything will be okay.' It
asks how can the church talk
of love and endorse war, how
can the church talk of
righteousness and neglect
hungry people?"
In addition to Medema's
music with a punch, he is well
known for music with humor
which often twists biblical
stories.
"This should be a real fun
concert," said Glenn Smith,
director of student activities,
"He plays an old Billy Joel
style of music which is not so
much 'sap' as most Christian
music — If you know what I
mean. It's not bumper sticker
theology."
According to Smith,
Medema's Forum appearance
is intended to be a teaser for
the concert later in the eve-
ning.
"He is really an effective
performer," said Smith, "We
hope more students will
choose to attend the evening
show if they see .him in
Forum."
The evening concert will
cost Whitworth students $4 in
advance and $6 at the door.
On Monday, AprIl 7, the
Black' 't.iIdçht Uñi&rY *111' pre-
Sent its annual Forum.
During this Forum,
seüór up tteipt S
municate the ttuth concerning
the, BSU. They feel that the
misconceptions students
possess .handicap the growth
of their ASWC organization.
- "Most people.. think the
BSU Is' only for black
students. I want students to
know that the BSU is for
everybody," said BSU Presi-
dent Marci James. "I hope to
show that the BSU is for in-
teraction. It's for people with
a diverse collection of needs,
This is our chance to say
something.
"We are also a voice for the
minority students on campus.
Much has been done since last
year, but problems still exist,"
said James.
This Forum is not expected
to deal with the issue of
discrimination, but leaders
believe that by accurately
defining their group through a
positive approach, they will
serve the needs of their
organization.
', S"!
Trustees to meet
Whitworth to divest?
Forum footnotes
ASWC will bring these student away the investments from
by Debbie SaParto opinions, along with a divest- companies with operations in
of The Whltworthlari ment presentation by the Student South Africa.
Task Force, to the board of Divestment is a non-violent
trustees Finance Committee alternative to violence in
Harvard, University of on April 8. The issue will be South Africa, said the Task
Wisconsin, Columbia Univer- broughtup again at the trustee Force's report. The purpose of
sity. These are three of the spring board meeting at the divestment, said Neil, is toput
many colleges nationwide that end of April. , economic pressure on the com-have divested from South panics invested in SouthAfrica, taking a stand against Goins said that it is the Africa who would in turn put
apartheid. board of trustees that will pressure on the South African
And what about Whitworth make all the final decisions government.
and its policies regarding apr- dealing with Withworth's The Task Force has pub-
theid? Does it advocate divest- apartheid policy. "I don't 'lished the following statement:
ment?
, know 'what is going to As a Christ/an college, Whit-With the, formation of the happen," said Goins. "But worth cannot support - theStudent Task Force for Dive$-
. they are taking this issue Sough African government
ment, a drive for divestment is seriously." and its system of institu-
reflected on campus. But ac- Whitworth currently has $1 fionalizeti racism. Whitworth
cording to, Mike Goins,. vice million invested in Corpora- should divest.
president for Business 4kffairs, . tidns that have'operations in For more information on
-Whitworth has not officially ' South Africa, according to a this issue or involvement with
- adopted a policy,stting how it rçport' by the Student Task the development of the officialplans to deal with the South Force.
.• , , policy regarding Whitworth'sAfrican problem. .' ' According to the report, stand on apartheid, there arc
Whitworth investments in the two public meetings. The
An official jiolicy, however, companies that deal with Presidents' Council, Monday,
-Is nw in the process of being South Africa "lend economic March 31 at 5:30 p.m., will
constructed. Dick Anderson, support, in the form of discuss the policy to be
ASWC financial vice president ' technology, services, and tax presented to the board of
said that circulating petitions money to the South African trustees.
and upcoming votes will help government."
. The spring board meetingsASWC and the Presidents' Amy Neil, on the Steering of the trustees will be, April
Council .determine hpw tl3e , . Cpiimitteeof the Task Force, 30.May 1. An agenda will be.
studeiits of Wl?itwortl, wa.nt to paid that "the qnjy appropriate available to designate times
nqke ji stijnd ç -. rejpqnse to t'hese ,nvestments for the different issues- the' Azidé*son expl4lñe4: (1$ , is, . divcstmeii," '..ôî -pulling' trustees will addiess.
Refugee projeát 'pFannèd
I'
1?.,'
"In Cambodia I was a slave
and I didn't have anything to
live for," Yann said.
Although certain wounds
won't heal, her new life in
America has provided motiva-
tion. As it happened to Yann,
other refugees can find hope in
their existence through the
sponsorship program.
It will cost money to resettle
some cases from their first
asylum country, to America.
There will be a "fun-run" on
Saturday, Oct. 4. The club
wants to raise $5,000. Sixty
percent of that amount will be
used for the purpose of reset-
the: 4€ per- NORTHOATE
scholorships. TRAVEL
Every participant of the
"fun-run" will keep an artistic
t-shirt designed by a ilmong
refugee in remembrance of the
event,
There will be a meeting
Wednesday, April 2 at 6 p.m.
in Seminar Center room no. 1.
(509) 467-6539
A Full-S erv ice Travel Agency
Convenient for Whitworth Students
N. 9423 DIvision Street/Spokane, WA 99218
Senior Dessert
Auditions
• Thursday, April 3
•--6:30p;m.
1 North Division Bicyclel
* Quality Repairs
*Trade-Ins/Reconditjoned Bicycles
# Layaways
*'85 Bikes on Sale
Mountain Bikes
'467-BIKE I
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MEET THE CANDIDA
I,
J.B. Meade
Presiden t hopefuls state q ualificatiàns
Sandy Wark Dodge White
Whitworth College is full of potential. It
is the awareness of potential contained
within the student body more than anything
else that makes me believe I am a strong
candidate for the office of ASWC presi-
dent.
Over the last two years I have involved
myself in activities which have established
leadership abilities. As a freshman I served
Baldwin as dorm president, and this year I
am an R.A. in the Warrens. Through these
positions I have gained a vision for what
Whitworth can become.
Central to this focus is a reliable and en-
thusiastic ASWC. An ASWC which meets,
head on, issues that concern you as a stu-
dent. For example, dorm residents might
want to know the feasibility of installing.
telephones into their rooms. Commuter
students might be concerned with obtaining
on-campus laundry facilities. Under the
new constitution we will be able to take
assertive and effective action on these and
other issues, thus leaving Whitworth better
than we found it.
I would also be most helpful in assisting
the "W" Society, an organization recently
chartérèd, iii their efforts to tie the Whit-
worth of the past with the Whitworth of the
present. I have already begun work to ob-
tain an annual lectureship via Represen-
tative Thomas Foley, which opens our cam-
pus to the Spokane community by inviting
speakers of national and international ac-
claim.
I believe my contribution to 'ASWC
would not only be unique, but Whitworth
renovating.
-_____
I have caught glimpses of many faces of
Whitworth in a variety of activities in which
I am currently or have been involved. These
include being a floor chaplain and a regular
participant in the campus ministry, being a
member of Forum Committee and the Stu-
dent Task Force for Divestment, being an
R.A. in Mend and being a SOAR team
leader.
Through these activities and others, I
'have grown to appreciate and learn from
the wide diversity of Whitworth students. I
have received a desire to encourage the stu-
dent body as well as the faculty and ad-
ministration to share more fully in each
other's gifts.
A unique contribution I want to make in
ASWC is to help integrate ASWC into the
other structures of Whitworth College. By
building personal relationships with the
people in charge of, or involved in, these
several structures, it is then possible to give
student input as well as receive the support,
resources and wisdom of how to be effec-
tive. This I have done to some extent and
know I am fully capable of understanding.
I also offer a broad understanding of the
philosophy and history of small liberal arts
educational institutions. I claim to be no ex-
pert, but I do know enough to make a dif-
ference. I better understand what Whit-
worth is all about and how ASWC should
fit into Whitworth. The need and emphasis
on inclusiveness is one point I offer here.
An example of this is integrating ASWC in-
tO a relationship with the other structures
that make up Whitworth. It is very impor-
tant for one to be involved or at least in
touch with other individuals who can help
one broaden one's knowledge of the world
around them.
Finally I want the executive president to
be accountable and teachable: accountable
to students as well a& holding members of
ASWC accountablp ,. to their 4qties;
teachable by learnipg, understanding, an4;
implementing other student ideas and con--
cerns.. -
-
I believe the best leaders are those who
recognize and thaw upon the talents of
those they lead. My experience working in
Northern ireland, my studies in interna-
tional affairs and my planned work with a
community in Georgia dealing with minori-
ty issues has equipped me to accept divetsi-
ty and set goals based on the great things
that can be done working toge;her.
Candidates running
for Exetutive VP
Steve Broughton
Kathy Hoadley
Throughout my past experiences I have developed uni4ue
leadership skills — skills that have led to the setting and
achieving of challenging goals.
I was elected dorm vice president for two years, dorm presi-
dent for two years, Homecoming coordinator for one year,
Parade director for' three years and chairman of the Student
Activities Council. I am co-founder and director of the
Volunteer Activities Board, and currently the Campus Ac-
tivities coordinator.
Because of my committment to the value of hard work,
these positions have! created new opportunities for future
leaders. As executive vice prçsident, I will apply my ex-
perience, determination and energy to building relationships
and unity within the students of the Whitworth community.
With the new constitution I will implement incentives to
motivate students to participate in ASWC activities. For ex-
ample, start leadership workshop seminars for dorm
presidents, place club updates in The Whitworthian, incor-
porate the dorms in a Homecoming Carnival, and provide
more campus study breaks, Endorphin Fun Run, updates of
all decisions made within ASWC's governing system, as well
as a newsletter for commuter students.
Given my abilities to work with people in all levels of
responsibility, and my knowledge of the available resources to
achieve desired results, I will form a unique contribution to
ASWC.
During the early 1 SOOs, settlers rushed westward in search
of a new frontier. The hope was planted deep within them for
'the chance to grow and develop close communities in this un-
tapped land.
• ASWC is now facing a new frontier. With the approval of
the bi-cameral system of government, therç are many new
possibilities for growth. One of the advantages of attending a
small Christian institutionlike this is the opportunity for close
community fellowship. Now is the time to take full advantage
of that opportunity and strengthen relations whichwere weak
under the old system
I feel strong about thy abilities to tap into our potential and
work with new changes. As president of both Stewart Hall
md the Ski Team, two organizations which have made an im-
pact on the Whitworth community, I feel confident with my
ability to fulfill the role of executive vice president due to my
experience working with both dorms and clubs.
Under the new Presidents' Council (The House), dorm
presidents will focus largely on dorm/intradorm activities, to
encourage healthy dorm competition, and tap the creativity of
the House. I also plan to provide more community-at-large
activities integrating commuter and on-campus students.
Competitive clubs are on the rise while interest and involve-
ment in service clubs has grown weaker. Clubs have little con-
tact with the governing body of ASWC after chartering and as
a result, ASWC loses a lot of assets annually (balls, mitts,,
etc.). General club awareness throughout the Whitworth com-
munity is declining. My plans are to develop a bi-semesterly
Club Presidents' Council. The council will unite the clubs
both among themselves and with the governing body of
ASWC. Their duties will focus on the above problems.
Our new frontier awaits us, let's not allow this great poten-
tial to remain untapped.
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Financial VP candidates comment
Dan Collins
Student leaders are developed, not born, and lam a leader
developing to benefit Whitworth. I have developed a financial
background in the role of treasurer of Stewart Hall my
sophomore year. My developing process as a leader was fur-,
thered through my position as a Resident Assistant of the
Freshman Dorm.
I am pursuing a bUsiness major with a communications
minor, including one and a half years of instruction in ac-
counting; I am energetic, open minded, futuristic, a good
listener and caring
I'believi in myself and our ëampus I han the energy to
achieve the goals which I have st fOr myself such as: further-
ing the plans for The Grotto (a non-alchoholic nightclub in
the basement of Mend), starting up a dance team to promote
student involvement and spirit, promoting Whitworth at large
through community sponsorship, and a weekly update in a
new special section in The Whitworthian.
Most of all, I wish to instruct the student organizations to
take ownership and gain more independence from financial
support through fund raising ideas and promotions. /
Some people grin and bear it; others get involved and
change it. As financial vice president, I will be the person who
will make these changes.
Trey Malicoat
I havestrong communication skills and am able to motivate
people. I feel my personality is strong enough to institute my
new ideas into action. I have taken several business and com-
munication courses and I have practical experience in the area
of finance by working for a bank.
As a Resident Assistant and a SOAR core team leader, I
have been involvid with students all around campus. 1 would
like to see my experience applied in the form of financial vice
president.
I see a need for a stronger cross-campus involvement. In-
stead of maintaining the connections ASWC has with an elite
group on campus, I would like to make more opportunityfor
all students to become involved with the governing process.
I have a real desire to involve all aspects of our community
in the decision making process. This includes the Chapel,
Residence Life, as well as the faculty and administration. We
need to pull from all our resources to motivate and involve as
many people as possible in the governing system. I also see a
real need to heighten the awareness of all students to the
financial decisions made concerning their student fees.
Ruan Lance
The time for high ideas and unrealistic issues with which
you have been confronted with is over. I. need the money for
furthering my education as much as you need it to be spent In
realistic and creative ways. The ppathetic attitude which
asphyxiates our campus needs to be injected witti life which is
contained in ASWC finances.
Obviously, my attitude lies in my controversial character.
Yet, as I look around I realize Whitworth is a shelter in a con-
trovirsial worl4. To sit and allow this world to slip by us
without integration with real life is an injustice. So the
finances placed in my control will not be. used to further us
from reality but to make us face it. As part of that reality our
college days deserve to be lived to the fullest. This brings to
mind a quote from the author Hunter S. Thompson "When
the going gets weird, the weird turn pro." And this pro's run-
ning for office. P.S.: If you vote for me I'll tell you where the
bodies are.
Susan Elledge
The financial vice president is a vital and necessary ASWC
position. There should be an experienced person who knows
how to deal creatively and effectively with issues.
I have been consistently active in ASWC as a member of the
Finance Committee, ASWC Action Task Force and served as
a dorm treasurer. Through these positions I was able to keep
in touch with financial issues concerning ASWC.
I have held other leadership positions such as Alumni Com-
mittee Chairman, Young Life leader and Collegp Crew.
To finish off my portfolio of experience, I have put a con-
siderable amount of time into volunteer programs like SOAR
and Circle K.
To strengthen and improve the office, I plan to build effec-
tive communication between ASWC affiliates and the finan-
cial vice president. To implement communication, the dorm
or club treasurers will be financial liasons between their
organizations and the executive office. The treasurers will
receive a monthly newsletter keeping them informed of finan-
cial interests.
I have developed a plan called the "Financial Package."
This includes the seed budgeting of the organizations plus the
matching fund. To complete the package we would hold
monthly workshops to discuss fundraising ideas and financial
problems with all financial liasons. I have also devised a
system of financial internal control of ASWC organizations.
My experiences, ideas and academic coursework in interna-
tional trade and business have given me background to serve
as an effective officer.
;' ,
About the statements...
The nine candidate statements on pages 4 and
5 are in response to a question posed to them by
The Whitwon hian:
"Given your past experiences and cur-
rent abilities, how can you make a unique
contribution to the ASWC if elected?"
Candidates will be available to answer additional questions at
the following locations during the week:
Tuesday, April 1, 10 p.m.
Wednesday, April 2, 10:15 p.m.
Thursday, April 3, noon
McMillan/Ballard
Baldwin/Jenkins
SAGA (Commuter Students)
Primary Elections on Friday, April 4
HUB 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SAGA during lunch and dinner
Must have ID card to obtain ballot
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PTL files protest
Staff Report — Sometimes,
things just aren't as they seem.
When the Sons of Satan beat
Praise the Lord 56-54 Thurs-
day night to claim the in-
tramural championship, they
and their fans found the vic-
tory celebration a bit short liv-
ed.
PTL protested the victory
on a controversial call, and
now, the championship is once
again up in the air.
With four seconds left in the
game, PTL had the ball, a one
point lead and Jeff Gardner
on the foul ilne. Gardner made
both free throws and the game
appeared to be over. Ap-
pearances can be deceiving.
Referee Alex Heiser whistl-
ed a pushing violation on Ran-
dy Ross while the second shot
was taken. After five minutes
'of dçlibtion, ,, second
free' throw
. wa1 disaflowed.,
John Boston of the SOS went
to the line to shoot one and
-;Boston sank both free
throws and the game went into
overtime. -
The Sons of Satan, fired up
by their return from the grave,
went on to pull off a miracle in
Graves Gym. With 10 seconds
left in overtime, Dave Pear-
son's shot went in, then out,
and it looked as though
another overtime would be
necessary.
But with three seconds left
PTL couldn't hang on. The
Sons of Satan tossed the ball
in bounds to center Don
Lademere who canned an
11-foot jumper as time ran
out.
The final shot capped a
greuling comeback by the
B-Division champions. They
came out cold and trailed by as
many as 14 in the first half.
Led by Marc Eilers and
Ross, PTL found sea'is in the
SOS zone and controlled the
boards: On, defense, VFL
frustrated the SOS- big men
Boston and Latimier.
At the half, PTL lead 34-25.
The SOS came out man to:
man at half time and, lead by
their tenacious defence, closed
the gap to 41-38 at the end of
ftc third quarter.
'A key steal by Robin Crain
topped. a frO.run by the Sons'
of Satan, who lead 44-41 with'
2:30 to go.
Bitt PTL refused to die;
and, lead by Eilers' strength
underneath, they forged
ahead.
Both teams came into the
game undefeated, and both
Staff Report — You see them
in SAGA, clad in their red and
black sweats, usually darting
in around six o'clock. The
Pine Bowl is scattered with
runners, throwers and jumpers
working away at their trades.
They're the Whitworth Col-
lege Varsity track team.
But because of the lack of an
adequate track and field
faciltiy, few Whitworth
students have seen this
talented group perform.
That doesn't slow them
down though, and as of March
29, they have already par-
'ticipated in five meets around
the Northwest.
The season actually started
with a series of indoor meets,
including the Eastern
Washington University
Pearson is apparently at
ease with, the direction things
are going. "We don't care,"
he said. "Winning the way we
did doesn't bother us. We'll
play them again... - Abuse is
fun." - -
After the game, PTL guard
Scott Campbell comented that
tional on January 26. Whit-
worth pole vaulter Mark
Unicom participated in the
NAIA National Indoor Track
and Field Championships held
in Kansas City in February,
setting a new Whitworth
record of: 15-9, and placed
third 'in the nation, earning
All-America honors.
Beginning with the Martin
Relays in Walla Walla March
1, the Pirates have been steadi-
ly grooming themselves for the
bulk of the season, which
features eight more meets,
culminating with the NAIA
District I Championships at
Western Washington Universi-
ty on May 8, 9 and 10.
Although the team has but
four seniors, and includes a
large number of freshmen,
Coaches Arnie Tyler and Hal
Werner said they are excited
about the prospects for the
District meet, as this is the big-
gest squad they have had in,
more than five years.
The Pirates return several
athletes who competed in the
NAIA Outdoor Meet last
season. They are hammer
thrower Arnie Tyler Jr., and
javelin thrower Gwen Kaiser.
Tyler broke his own school
record of 168 feet with a throw
of 171-I at the UPS Invita-,
tional March 15, and has
already qualified for the Na-
because the game took place
:dy,befor9poçi Friday it
• rIyqgWjcJp t,hreedays,' the sc&E 'Mn' iirólbly
change," he said.
With PTL's protest, Camp-
bell's prediction just 'niighi
come true. After all, things
aren't always as they seem.
tional meet for the second year
in a row.
One of the biggest surprises
for Coaches Tyler and Werner
has been the performance of
Anette Helling. '
completed a season with the
women's basketball team, and
after a week of practice, ran to
a school record'in the women's
400-meter
-
hurdles, and her
clocking of 64.1 also qualified
her for the national meet.
In the same meet, the EWE)
Invitational in Pisco, Trina
Alexander placed fourth in
400 hurdles, shaving a second
off her personal best.' She has
cut nearly four seconds off her
time so far this season and is
expected to place highly at the
District meet.
The Pirate distance corps
has also been recording ex-
cellent times. In the NAIA
District Marathon held at
Seaside, Ore. in February,
Kevin Kent placed third
despite weathdr conditions
that could have forced the run-
ners to take out hurricane in-
surance. In that race, Mike
-
Lawrence, who placed in last
year's District Steeplechase,
was holding a strong sixth
place until he was forced to
drop oit at 23 miles because of
seváe 'aich problems.
Continued on page 7
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Sons of Satan reign in overtime
'*1'
were confident of a victory.
The Sons of Satan even went
so far as to predict a blow out.
The game was billed by the
media as a good versus evil
conflict. The Sons of Satan
certainly lived up to that role.
Before the game they car-
ded a coffin into a darkened
gymnasium while a hidden
stereo blasted "666, the
Number of the Beast." Andy
Jackson, dressed as Satan
himself, climbed out with an
Easter bunny in chains and
hissed at the crowd of 100
enthusiasts. The team then
warmed up, wearing all black!
PTL went outside, apparently
to pray.
Guard Pearson said the
satanic gimmic was conjured
by the team members. "It was
a role we ,tciok upon
ourselves," he said. "We com-
pare ourselvéd to the L.A.
Raiders: mean and dirty.:No
'one in this league can in- ' ' ' '
timidate us." Twin Towers. SIz-Ioot-Iour-and-a-haff-lnch Jon Boston
PTL' may not 'have in- -1watcbes 6-6 teammate Don Ladeinere powá ovàMarc
tiriidated the' Sons of Satan, : Ellen for two points In Intramural championship game
but they almost beat them.
Gary Frisque, intramural
coordinator and referee, said
that a, rematch is probably the
best solution. "I'4e dhècked
'the rule book, 'and it wis the
wrong call," he said. "It is not
the same as a 'lane violation
The protest will probably go
through."First in class.
DominoesPizza has been
helping students study
for over twenty years.
Keeping you first in class
has made us the numbe(
one pizza delivery
company in the world.
Domlnos Pizza DsIlverC
Track gears up fr- Districts
Fast, Free DeliverY
N. 66OGAsh
Phone: 326.&1IX)
Ow d,lvs,, arry isa thsn 510,00.UmUS —sisa
C 1953 Drkio's Pint Inc.
_________________________
$1 Off $1.OOof'fanyplzza.
One coupon per pins,
Expires 4/7// Good at listed location.
___________ Name: _____________
Phone: _______________
Paid Advertisement
Spend the summer end/or
1916-87 school year In sun-
ny Spain. Quality instruc-
tion at economy prices:
Business Administration,
Hispanic Studies, Arts and
Sciences. GRADUATE
COURSES IN HISPANIC
STUDIES offered in July.
Contact: Admissions, St.
Louis University, 211 N.
Grand Blvd., St. Louis,
MO 63103. Toll-free tel.:
(800)325-6666.
1
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworthian
Sten Carlson and Willie
Stewart both won three match-
es last week to lead the Whit-
worth men's tennis team to a
pair of victories.
On March 25 the Pirates
went across town. to play rival
Gonzaga. Whitworth won the
match 6-3.
Carlson, Stewart, Kurt Rec-
tor, Bob Krueger and Chris
Baruhart won singles matches
by Sheila Farren
of The Whitworthian
The women's tennis team
improved its record to 2-2
Thursday, March 27 by
defeating Conzaga University,
5-4.
"I was pleased with the
win," said second year
Jo Wagstaff. "It has been
three weeks since we have had
a match. We had to get the
cobwebs out."
The victory helped the team
toward accomplishing its
season goal. Wagstaff said,
"We only won one match last
season. We were a young and
building team, our goal was
not to win. This year we want
lo beat the teams which beat
us last year."
The team is still young yet.
"We have more depth this
year," said Wagstaff. There
are no seniors and the No. 1
player, Ann Benzel, is the onlyjunior. The next three spots
are filled by sophomores Toni
Fenner, Allison Heiser and
Krista Price. Nobuko Tonaka
and Michelle Conner, both
freshmen, 'are fifth and sixth
in the line-up.
while Barnhart and Carlson
won their doubles match..
On Wednesday, March 26,
the Pirates played Seattle
Pacific University, and took a
3-6 loss. In a series of very
close matches, the men were
downed despite wins by
Carlson, Rector and Stewart
In doubles competition,
Carlson and Barnhart were
beaten. The Loss could severly
hamper the duo's shot at na-
tionals.
The following weekend, the
Pirates defeated Seattle
• Wagstaff said, ''Our
freshman from Japan is a very
strong singles player."
Michelle Conner is 7-1 with
the best record on the team.
"I feel that we have a very
strong team this year," said
Heiser. "We will do better
than in the past years."
Heiser is excited about the
team. She said, "Even though
tennis is an individual sport,
we have a lot of team unity."
"Wó are tired of losing,"
said Wagstaff. "This year we
are going to go out and win."
Results from Thursday's
match:
Singles:
Willa Hendreckson (CU)
del. Ann Senzel (Whit) 4-6,
6-4, 7-5
Sheila Craven. (CU) def.
University 5-4. Carlson, Barn-
hart, Stewart, and Krueger
were winners in singles com-
petition. Barnhart and
Carbon were the sole doubles
winners.
During spring break, the
men were in California. In five
games, the Pirates manages
only two wins, but Head
Coach Dr. Ross Cutter said
the competition prepared the
squad for Northwest competi-
tion.
This week the team has
some key home matches. To-
day, the Pirates take on
Spokane Community Colleges
at S.C.C.
On Friday, April 4, the men
will take on PLU at Whit-
worth. Cutter feels that this is
thematch to watch. "PLU has
been the district champion for
10 consecutive years," he said.
"They'll be the strongest
group of players to be on cam-
pus all year — an awesome
collection of athletes."
Despite Cutter's tremen-
dous respect for the Lutes, he
stressed that Whitworth has
far from conceeded the con-
test. "We'll be battling them
every inch of the way," he
said.
The Bucs are 1-1 in district
play 4-4 overall. PLU is 12-1,
overall and undefeated in
district play. The match begins
at 9:30 am.
Toni Fenner (Whit) 6-3, 7-6
Allison Heiser (Whit) def.
Stephanie Hanford (CU) 6-0,
7-5
Angie Rudig (CU) del.
Krista Price (Whit) 7-5, 2-6,
6-2
Nobuko Tanaka (Whit) def.
Suzie Black (CU) 6-2, 6-2
Michelle Conner (Whit) def.
Casey Candwell (CU) 6-1, 6-0
Doubles:
Hendreckson and Craven
(CU) def. Benzel and Fenner
(Whit) 6-4, 6-3
Heiser and Price (Whit) def.
Hanford and Rudig (CU) 6-2,
2-6, 6-1
Nobuko and Conner (Whit)
del. Black and Candwell (CU)
6-7, 6-2, 6-4
4 large group of young
sprinters and middle distance
runners, led by Larry Kelly,
Peat Sutherland, Ted Carkin,
Lisa Vallem, Sharon Bailey,
Dave' Rohrman and Melissa
Johnson will help offset the
loss of a large group of senior
runners.
The Pirates are also strong
in the throwing events, with
Todd White, Darrin Schmidt
and Travis Cox handling the
javelin and discus, and Whit-
worth . fields the strongest
hammer contigent in the
district. Whitworth has
already qualified four
throwers for the meet, with
Tyler currently leading the
district. Ted Snider Is ranked
third, Stewart Woods fourth
and John Worster fifth. Chris
Lutz and Kelly Neely are very
close to the district standard,
and the Pirates could send six
throwers to the District meet.
For thi women,' Charmain
Hauanio, Owen Kaiser, Je-
nean Hoffman and Julie
Morgenstern are handling the
shot, discus and javelin.
Hauanio, a freshman, has ad-
ded over 15 feet to her perfor-
mance since the beginning of
the season, and Hoffman
who wa I st*tC high ichool
champion, are expected to do
well. Kaiser and Morgenstern
are ranked in the top five in
the district. /
April 5 the Pirates will
travel to Central Washington
University, and April 12 they
will tangle with the other nine
district colleges at the
prestigious Western Washing-
ton Invitational In Bell-
ingham, Several hundred
athletes are expected to com-
pete at the Belllngham meet,
making it one of the biggest in
the Northwest.
I
Whitworth
Students!
SPORTS
Carlson, Stewart lead way
Netters win two; awaitPLU
Tb. WhNwortbMa, March 31, 1956 Pass 7
Looking to Districts
Whltworth Athletes Ranking in NAIA District I:
Men's 4x100-meter Say — fourth place
Men's hammer — Anile Tyler, first; Stuart
Woods, third; Ted Snider, fourth; John
Worster, fifth piÈce,
Women's 400-meter hurdles — Annette 'Hell-
ing, third; Trina Alexander, eighth place
Women's 4x400 relay — fourth
-Women's 'javelin'— Gwen Kelser, sixth; Julie
Mpàscnhi$n!b :-- - - - -
'fl 'W
-
- :':'
AM Savage swats a Central Washington pitch In ac-
lion during spring break. Savage bit two homers, in-
cluding the winner in the bottom of the ninth.
Track — from page 6
Women's tennis topS CU
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Video Rent Machine and 2 MovIes$4.95 Mon.-Thurs
Disc-Go orRent 2 Movies and get
W. 417 Hastings Rd third One Free
Fairwood Shopping Center Mon ,-Thurs
467-1999
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Foto Factory
'Qualily ¶lm Ptocessinq''
F*n EnWs'nst Pti,iisCM Rsfr
MaSMig & FrsnTh
rip
rnp
FOOD 5TOEI
I
2 for 1
Color Prints
Only $5.99
(12, 15 or 24 exp.}
1 Hour Service Available
N. 6427 Division
467-6788
expires 5/31/86
- -
Mon. & Tues. Special
25j
for any 32oz fountain drink
• with this coupon at any
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by John Boyer
of The Whltworthian
Did you know that thirty
thousand' units of blood are
needed each day in the United
States?
A blood drive will be held in
the HUB April 3 and4 from
93 p.m. to help meet this daily
blood requirement for com-
munities throughout the na-
tion. -
Cathy Crompton of Whit-
worth's SERVE program is
helping to coordinate the
event. Crompton said she
undertook this project because
"My brother was once in a
'motorcycle accident, and he
needed blood. Through this, I
saw the need for donations."
LIUIe NeIi's Record4
New Record1 & Tape4
* 3forp15 *
* High Quality Used *
* Records & Tapes *
3for$1O '
Little Nell's Record.
* N.lIIMo.ine *
************
Club — from page .1 —r---
leave Whitworth knowing
they've done something to im-
prove Whitworth for future
classes.
To become a member of the
society one needs to put in 10
hours of service for either the
club, campus, community or
church.
Creativity is the source for
the clubs. The ideas for pro-
jects will come from the stu-
dent body. The options are
limitless. Duncan said, "The
sky's the limit for ideas, we
• ASWC Primary ElectIons, 9
a...-,p... - HUB
' Forum: Ken Plodama, 11:15
a;.; — And,
• Blood DrIve, 9 a.m..3 p... —
HUB
•
Brian Wa.r Guitar t.cltal, S
p.. — MUll
Ken Modem. Christie. Concert
8 p.m. — And.
want to achieve a lot."
The club isn't all work,
though. There will be social
events for members and their
dates. A cotillion is being
planned for this spring. Ac-
cording to Carlson, "It will be
a fun, formal outdoor lunch-
eon, and a dance.
Carlson added, "It's im-
portant for people to realize
that we aren't an elitist group.
Every person is invited to join
either the "W" or "C" club."
For more information about
the "W" Society contact Deb-
bie Arsenault, Theresa
Zeorlin, Lori Manteuffel, Jodi
Levee, Nancy Buehner, Lisa
Ryan, Denise Smith, Roxanne
Duican, Eddie Davis, Randy
Ross, Kirk Rector, John
Sowers, or Todd St. Marie.
The "C" Club will have a
meeting Thursday, April 3 at 6
p.m. in the HUB Chambers.
Applications will be passed
out for people to propose any
project ideas.
CALEN DAR
1 TUESDAY 2 WEDNESDAY
• Ska½, Sari Senior Art FahbK
(thu 4/4) — KG
'Late N1 Study Area (Sunday
•Thorsday), 11 p.m.4 am. —
HUB Snackbar
3
'Midweek Worship: Joseph
Black, 11:15 a... — Cit
THURSDAY
'Wood DrIve, 9cm-S p.m. —
HUB
4 FRIDAY
5 SATURDAY SUNDAY
• Food Drive: Hunger Tack Force,9 n.m-it p.m. — HUB
'Barbary Jet Groduas Guiw
RecItal, 3 p.m — MUll
"nce: Lacrosse, 9 p.m-i am.
-HUB
6
• Us. Rausch Senior Art Exhibit,
2 p.m.-5 p.m. — KG
Camps WorshIp, 6:30 p.m. —Cit
• Steve MIlls Jan RadIal, 8p.m.
--MUM
MONDAY7
• Forum: Blait Student (mba,
11:15 am. — And.
• Food-Stamp Dinner, Sp.m. —
2005
8 TUESDAY
1!'
-i' i
at
j ¶
I'1
IJ
• Spcj&an, Hunger Action Groups
DIsplay,- 9:30 a.m.-11:30 am.
-HUB
by Melisa Sandçrs
Special to The Whitworthian
Events foôus on hunger- Blood Drive scheduled
- from page 2
Whitworth's Focus - on
Hunger Week sponsored by
Hunger Task Force begins on
Friday, April 4 and continues
through Wednesday, April 9.
"It's a time for students,
faculty and the community to
get together and take an active-
part in realizing what one per-
son can do to combat
hunger," said Doug Segur1
Hunger Task Force coor-
dinator.
Special student participa-
tion is needed on the Food
Drive Saturday morning,
March 5 at 9a.m. in the HUB.
More than 2,000 homes in the
community have been mailed
fliers and are anticipating stu-
dents to come collect.
On Monday evening a
Food-Stamp Dinner will be
provided ii Nutrution 2005.
Students and faculty are en-
couraged to arrive promptly at
5 p.m. and experience how it is
to grow up poor, -
Tuesday in the HUB be-
tween 9 and 11 a.m., many
local Food Service groups will
display their materials, as well
as answer hunger question.
A Fast will begin on Tues-
day night and end Wednesday
afternoon as students par-
ticipate in an "Offering of
Letters," immediately follow-
ing Mid-Week Worship.
"What can one person do?" is
the question answered as we
Focus on Hunger.
\Vbat will it cost WhitwQrth
-
to divest? Apparently nothing;
Blood donors will have th& believe that Whitworth Just
names put into a raffle to win needs to 'sell its porfolio of
prizes. In addition to in- $90,262.50 -and - buy others
dividuals there will be dorm that' arC môràlly legitimate.
- I
competition. During the blood think that iV would be-just a
drive in November, Lancaster question of single trana,iOns
Hall won a pliqul - for made in the financial mArket.
donating - the most blood. Now, if the Wbitworth
Spokane Blood Bank hopes to board of trustees can give me
have 200 blood donors. just cause (which does not
Volunteers are needed to conflict with the Christian
help fill out- forms and -perspective) that justifies the
organize donors. - maintenance of Whitworth's
Crompton said, "Giving participation in these com-
blood is not something that panies, then I will revise my
you will be recognized for, but judgment. If not, I sincerely
it will give you a good feeling hope that Whitworth will
about yourself knowing that divest soon.
you have helped someone in
need of blood." , - Philippe Coulon
BROUGHTON
for
Executive
Vice
President
"Tapping Our
Potential"
ASWC and Forum present:
-
Ken Medéma
- in Concnt
Friday, April 4
8p.m.
Whitworth Auditorium
$4 for Whitworth Students
$6 at the door .
(Ken Medema will also appear in Forum Friday,
April 4 at 11:15 a.m.)
Receive Immediate
Cash!
Donate plasma and
receive $22 a week while
helping to save lives. New
donors — bring in this ad
and recieve a $5.00 bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252
Hyland Plasma Center
W. 104 Third
ASWC candidates advance to general election
by Steven Brown
of The Whitworthian
Candidates J.B. Meade and
Sandy Wait advance to the
general election after winning
the primary race for ASWC
president.
Primary elections were held
Friday, April 4 for the offices
of ASWC president and finan-
cia! vice president.
In addition to the presiden-
tial race, there is a very close
contest for financial vice presi-
dent.
Seventeen votes separated
candidates Susan Elledge and
Trey Mailcoat in the primary
election. Both candidates ad-
vance to the general election.
Four hundred forty-five
students voted in Friday's elec-
tion. According to Theresa
Zeorlin, ASWC executive vice
president, many students did
not vote in the primary
because they were undecided
about the candidates.
The upcoming general elec-
tion will probably have a bet-
ter voter turnout, according to
Zeorlin.
"The primary will- be good
for the general election," said
Zeorlin. "People will know
there is a general election, and
they will have fewer can-
didates to choose from."
General elections will take
place Friday, April 11. Voting
will begin after Forum and
continue until 6 p.m. in both
the HUB and SAGA.
The race for executive vice
president will be included in
the general election. -Two can-
didates, Steve Broughton and
Kathy Hoadley, are running
for the office. With only two
candidates running for the of-
fice, a primary vote was not
needed.
"MI three races will be very
exciting," said Zeorlin. "We
have very intelligent and
qualified candidates on the
ballot."
In addition to thç general
election, students will be asked
to vote for class senators in a
primary vote April 17 and a
general election April 21.
Próposcil ready for campus facelift
pus definitely needs parking
and this plan will provide
_________________________
paved parking. Currently,
there are approximately 1500
The Landscape Design Task students who drive on this
Force has completed a pro- campus daily, while we only
posal allowing for renovations have approximately 800-plus
of campus parking and other parking spots available for
aesthetic land improvements, them."
The committee was chaired According to Flora, the new
by Physical PLant Director parking areas would be
Don Holden and -included located at the area across from
English department Chairman the HUB and Mend which
Leonard Oakland, secretary used to be the site of the mar-
Lois .-McLean,T Director:±'Of- ñëd -stqdem dorms., - More
Residence LifeGreg Hamann mg*0 be provided iE
DirectoI of Institutional' Ad- thç right of Stewart Hall.
vancement Jon Flofa and a
-
'Other parking would be
former student. located around the Pine Bowl.SiriceWhitworth also owns the
land across Hawthorne, op-
posite the Music Building and
Cowles Auditoruim, that land
would be turned into parking
with the exception of the small
patch of land next to McKay
Hall that Whitworth does not
own.
One area of the proposal
that was disagreed upon, -ac-
cording to Oakland, was the
parking in 'front of the main-
gate after it had been pulled
back. "The pro$sal calls for
parking spots to be added be-
tween Hawthorne and the new
site of the gate. Small hills of
grass would be placed to sort-
of hide the parked cars from
view. The idea was that this
parking could be used by
visitors of the administration
building; howevá, some of us
argued that the lot across the
street could serve that same
costly, and technical advances
so rapid that we have a dif-
ficult time keeping up," said
Whitworth President Robert
Mounce.
"An additional frustration,
in the light of growing enroll-
ment in laboratory science
classes, is the necessity of ask-
ing students to double or
sometimes triple up in order to
have enough apparatus to go
around," said Mounce.
The distribution of the grant
will be determined by the
laboratory science faculty.
The money - will be spent on
• Landscaping in The Loop
will include the removal of
some trees and the addition of
some bushes. According to
Oakland, "Some of those
pinetrees are ready to mature
and die. We need to take them
down in a staggered fashion
and start planting some new
ones to replace them."
flora added, "Besides -the
pinetrees in The Loop wa also
have some very expensive
bushes that cost a lot of money
to maintain or replace. We're
hoping to put some more in
that will have relatively low
maintenance costs. We need to
get people interested that are
into gardening to help us in
that area." -
According to flora, the
ceremonial plaza in front of
the auditorium will consist of
a re-designing of the walkways
leading into the auditorium.
Two.rows.of'trees willthen:bçy.flnoed on page 8'
planted which will provide a
sort of roof for the area when
they get bigger. The whole
area will also be lit up at night.
"It should be a great place for
people to have receptions,"
;ommented Flora. "We
worked to maintain the image
of the pinetrees and pinecones
since it is such a part of Whit-
worth. We also want to add
color and make it an elegant
campus. There is a desire to
make Whitworth less of a
summer camp and more of a
formal campus." said flora.
"The entire plan will cost
$654,000," Flora stated. "We
don't intend to pay it all off at
once, but rather build when-
ever we have the money.
We're looking for individual
contributions which is why
we're selling the trees that' will
line the Loop road. Now if
someone decides to give us a
THE WHiT WORTH1AN
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by Barry Elkin
of The Whitworthian
I
I,
According - to Oakland,
"The changes include: A). A
tree-lined Loop Road; going
behind the HUB. The central
artery — main gate to Science
Building — will be closed off.
B) A redesigned ceremonial
plaza in front of the audi-
torium. C) A one-way road
that permits drop-off at the
Aquatic Center and the
Fieldhouse. D) Major changes
in parking patterns. E) A
relocation of the main gate."
flora sald,"Thç road will be
lined with maple trees or
another kind of tree that
changes its color with the
seasons. The current road in
front of the HUB will be
removed and replaced with
bricks-and grass."
Parking is another concern
the proposal hopes to remedy,
according to flora. "The cam-
The existing plan for Whltworth's new Loop Drive.
purpose. I don't feel parking
should go there. It would
mean the removal of all the
grass and trees in that area and
1 think we need to maintain
the Ponderosa Pine of Whit-
worth."
by-Bob Coleman
of The Whitworthian
Science department receives gift
Christmas came early for
Whitworth's Science depart-
ment.
The department received a
gift of $250,000 from the BurL-
ington Northern Foundation,
The grant, presented by
Donald North, president of
the foundation, is to be used
to provide up-to-date
laboratory equipment. -
-:
"Scieñceóquipinent ii so-
items ranging from a $40,000
mass spectrophometer to a $30
gram weight set and building a
dome for astronomical obser-
vations.
"The grant will allow us to
get rid of the old equipment
and replace it with state-of-
the-art equipment," said
chemistry professor Robert
Bocksch. "We will be in the
forefront of chemical educa-
tion in the Northwest."
Sophomore Robin Worrell,
a chemistzy major, is anxiously
Continued on page 8
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OPINION V1II
To the editor:
Students in favor of divest-
ment are more concerned
about the "moral issue" than
they are about thej people in-
volved.
Accprdiri.g to them,
"Relatively few blacks would
be hurt by divestment. . . less
than one percent of the total
black population." One
million blacks would lose
everything because of divest-
ment. If other èountries did
the same, even more lives
would be ruined.
These lives are expendable
to the divestment supporters
— it's the issue that counts!
Divestors say, "Seventy-five
percent of South African
blacks polled favor divest-
ment," The tyranny of the
majority. Ninety-nine percent
of those polled will not lose
their jobs.
Professor Lawrence
Schlemmer, president of the
anti-apartheid, South African
Institute of Race Relations,
used black interviewers to poll
black South African factory
workers. Seventy-five percent
opposed curbs on investment
(or divestment). American
companies placed no pressure
on their employees, because
their workers were 71 percent
against — lower than the na-
tional average, but still clearly
a majority.
Beyond sacrificing black
South African workers,
divestors wish to place
American workers on the altar
to. their holy cause. The be-
big Company is on their hit
list. Those that are from Seat-
tle know that as Boeing goes
so goes the city. If divestors
hurt Boeing stock they hurt
Seattle. They also hUrt my
mother, who was finally hired
after waiting threç years.Where will the moral
crusaders be when my
mother's bills come due and
she has no pay check?
• American jobs are also ex-
pendable to the divestors —
the cause is more important.
Next, they say that because
American companies do not
run the South African govern-
ment, and cannot bring about
overnight changes, they are
doing nothing. They classify
the companies as supporters of
apartheid.
Slander! These companies
provide South African
workers with a non-apartheid
environment. A wonderful cx-
ample of what can be. The ef-
fects of this exposure are not
immediate, but they are
significant.
Beyond this, there have
been dramatic changes in
South Africa. Former food
packer and current Indian
politician, Baldeo Dookie
says, "There have been more
changes in the past year than
in the last 300 years." He goes
on to say that much more must
be done and quickly — but it
can be done non-violently.
The article does not say
whether Dookie supports
divestment, but he does say,
"We can solve our own prob-
lems, just give us the chance."
Divestors sacrifice black
South African workers and
American workers, they de-
mand the impossible of
American companies — call-
ing them allies with apartheid
for not delivering miracles —
and they are unwilling to ad-
mit that anything positive has
happened in South Africa.
,They are so narrowly focused
that they are unwilling to see
the people involved —only the
issue.
My final complaint is that
divestors are self-righteous
and arrogant. If the Whit-
worth trustees disagree with
the divestment view then they
are "supporting apartheid."
I'm not a racist. I don't sup-
port apartheid. Nor do I sup-
port divestment. It costs jobs,
and has no historical prece-
dent to show success.
Divestors say South Africa is
buying advertising to combat
divestment. This proves that
the country is losing money,
but not that the government
will respond. No country likes
outsiders telling it what to do.
Apartheid will end because
it is unjust, and because South
Africans will demand its end.
We will get little glory when it
happens. In the interim, let us,
as friends, advise South
Africa, rather than self-
righteously destroying inno-
cent people to "make a state-
ment."
Under-Secretary of State for
Latin America Elliot Abrams
defends our aggression against
"communist Nicaragua,"
citing that the church is
persecuted by the government.
He adds that the Catholic
church (as if to say the whole
church) is opposed to thegovernment. This is very
misleading. The cardinal is op-
posed to the Sandinistas, but
roughly half of the priests in
Nicaragua emphaticafly sup-
port the government and op-
pose U.S. aggression.
In such an important issue
as this, the manipulation of
the facts, and thus public opi-
nion, is both immoral and
dngerous.
One question I must ask is,
if Russia and communism are
such a big threat, why have we
done so much to make
Nicaragua's dependence on
and alliance with Russia so
much easier and more
Continued on page 8
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Another perspective
Whitworth should not divest
Beware
1ection propaganda
by Jill Johnson
The Whitworthian Editorial Board
Out with the old, in with the new: ASWC elections are
upon us. The executives who were so fresh with ideas just
last fall are old news and now a new crop of candidates
have joined the ranks of ASWC hopefuls. The ideas and
the promises are as old as Whitworth: to attend dorm
meetings, to provide laundry facilities for off-campus
students, to increase communication, to get more people
involved in ASWC, to provide more activities for students
and to reduce apathy.
What makes this group of would-be ASWC executives
different are not the ideas but the packaging and people
behind them. Somewhere beyond the stale ideas, phoney
smiles and canned comments are persons truly excited
about ASWC. Through the propaganda of elections are
candidates who are concerned, capable and committed to
serving ASWC. What follows are a few tips to guide
students through that mess we call ASWC elections.
*watch for phrases like: "improve communication,"
"strong leadership skills" and "get people involved."
These are tired and worn out sayings which are vague and
meaningless.
*fle informed. The opportunities to hear the candidates
are numerous: in the dorms, on KWRS, at Forum and in
The Whitworthian. Take a minute to listen — or don't
complain next year.
*Mk questions. You've heard professors say there's no
such thing as a bad question — not true. Don't ask a can-
didate why they want to be an ASWC executive. Instead
give them your biggest beef concerning ASWC and ask
them what they are going to do about it.
tReallze you have an investment In the elections. ASWC
will spend $350 t fund the propagand,a that abounds
Whitworth in the forth of flyers in your mail box, on the
walls and even under your dOor. So before you throw away
that latest piece of junk mail, give it a quick glance; after
all, yoU paid for it.
Be open-minded. Give each candidate consideration,
even if it's brief, before you vote. Don't support someone
just because your roommate does.
A common theme in ASWC has been student apathy. If
Whitworth students are apathetic, 1 have yet to se it. 1This
year nine individuals have subjected themselves to the
rigors of running for office, four more than last year.
Whitworth is not riding a tide of apathy but a wave of en-
thusiasm. I can think of no better way to end this
ridiculous notion of apathy than to show your support for
ASWC by casting a ballot Friday.
U.S. policy in Central
America 'disturbing
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to the editor:
In light of the recent weeks
of controversy and debate
regarding Nicaragua, I feel
compelled to air some things
that, to me as an American
citizen, are very disturbing.
First, I am appalled at the
dis-information that flows
from the White House, and to
a lesser extent, from the
media. Nicaragua went from
being a "Marxist totalitarian
regime" to a. "communist"
one overnight. This change in
labels conveniently occurred
right as the debate in Congress
for contra aid was ap-
proaching.
The facts contradict these
rhetorical labels that the ad-
ministration uses. The reality
in the make-up of the
Nicaraguan government is that
parity exigts between Chris-
tians and Marxists. In fact,
some embrace both Christiani-
ty and Marxism.
Tom Ellis Consider another example.
- - - -
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by Suzan Fleshman
of The Whitworthian
Seven students were award-
ed $400 scholarships for their
outstanding writing skills in a
cermony Wednesday, April 2.
These students entered and
won the second annual English
department writing contest.
Every fall and spring term a
writing contest is offered by
the Whitworth English depart-
ment, -
The idea for the competition
came from the Bedford con-
test. Linda Hunt, English in-
structor, said that older
students won the Bedford con-
test, making it difficult for 18,
19 and 20-year-olds to com-
pete. Hunt said, "Some of our
younger writers do beautiful
work, and we would Like to
recognize it."
The contest is greatly sup-
ported and could not exist
without Bill Rusk, director of
Financial Aid. "Bill Rusk was
very supportive of our ideas
for the contest," said Hunt,
The Financial Aid depart-
ment donates the $400 scholar-
ships.
Fall term winners include:
Dave Lutz, Laurel Sanford,
Christine Edwards, Susan
Buch, Matt Rise, Elaine
Brown and Karen Woodruff.
These students submitted com-
positions written in their
writing classes.
The English department
faculty reads the compositions
'and winners are chosen based
on quality, clarity, originaltiy
and whether the work is
creatively presented or not.
Faculty, families and
friends were all present at the
ceremony. English department
chairman, Leonard Oakland,
began by introducing Dar-
rell Guder, Vice-President of
Academic Affairs, who spoke
- on the importance of good
writers. Cinder said, "A good
writer is an unusually power-
ful person. It is a wonderful
thing to have this talent."
Sophomore Matt Rise said,
"I'm a pre-med major and for
not being an English major,
it's a great honor to be given
this award." -
The purpose of this contest,
according to Hunt is "to en-
courage student writers to ex-
cel and to recognize their ef-
forts."
Friday, April 11
• Elections Forum, 11:15
a.m. — Aud.
* VOTE, noon-6 p.m. —
HUB
A vant Garde Blanc et Noir,
meaning an unusual black and
white dance in English, is the
theme of the ASWC Spring
Affair on Friday, April 18
from 9 p.m. to I am.
The primary attire colors
black and white are not the on-
ly unusual aspects of the af-
fair. The dance will be held in
a lumberyard and will have the
Exploding Fills performing.
Doug McFalls, head coor-
dinator for the Spring Affair
stressed that students should
wear black and white.
However, McFalls said to not
limit one's Imagination by
wearing just a black tuxedo
and a white shirt. He sug-
gested Ideas like wearing a pair
of black jeans and a white
t-shirt or an old-time
prisoner's striped "zebra out-fit.'' "You should try
something bizarre and avant
garde," said McFalls.
The lumberyard where the
dance will be held is Zeigler's.
All of the dancing and enter-
tainment will go on inside its
main auditorium. Zeigler's is
located at Market and
Hillyard. McFalls said
Zeigler's will provide for an
unusual atmosphere.
The Exploding Fills are a
versatile band, appropriate for
this affair, according to
McFaIls. The Exploding Fills
are a Spokane based group
and have performed in local
places, such as O'Bender's bar
and Club Rured.
Tickets are $3.95 per person
and $7.50 per couple. McFaJls
emphasized that students
don't need to have a date and
to go single for the fun of it.
Tickets can be bought at either
the Student Store or SAGA.
No smoking or drinking will
be allowed.
Marri Robbins, McFall's
assistant, said, "This Is the
final event for this year at
Whitworth. We want It to be
loads of fun."
Students win contest,
scho'arships awarded
501511-I AFRICAN EMPHASIS WEEK SCHEDULE
Meaty, April 14
11:15 a.m. — Forum.r Rub/n Phi/lw — Auditorium
Rev. Philip is an Anglican priest from South Africa.
7p.m. — Questionsand answers with Rubrn Phi/lip — Chapel
T.adsy, April 15
7p.m. — "TheDiscardS People" — HUB
Though interviews with deportees, this film describes the disastrous results of rSettlement in the over-crowded,
disease-ridden "homelands." Filmed in Ciskei, Bantustan, and considered "the best treatment on film of the
humiliation, devastation and tragedy to Africans by the South African government's policy on Wholesale resettle-
ment." Hosted by Dick Andersen and Theresa Zeoilin.
W:tzuy, April 16
ia.m.-5p.m. -rAinflk4dSithulatiOn —EsliaeCainpw .
You have received your Instructions and your pass earlier this week. If you have lost these, please pick up new
ones In the *swç office.
.
11;15 am. — Midweek Worship — Chapel . .
This service will be dedicated to the people of South Africa.
Thereby, April 17
3p.m. — "lou of l'ear, Land of Courage" — HUB
-"Land of Fear; Land of Courage" is a video documentary, narrated by Edwin Newman, on the conditions in
South Africa. Hosted by Rose HowelL
10p.m. — Compline — Chapel
Prayer vigilfor thepeople of South Africa.
FrIday, April U
11:15 a.m. — Forum — Auditorium
Should U.S. corporations divest? Should Whitworth College divest?
3p.m. -- "WlndsofChange"—HUB
"Winds of Change" is a videotape featuring Bishop Desmond Tutu and Dr. Allan Boesak discussing the Chris-
tian perspective on South Arrica. Hosted by Gordon Watananbe.
Barry Skin, Emily Lower and Stephanie Hilton prac-
dcc for "The Crucible." Performance night. are April
11, 12 and 13. TIcket. are on nit now In the theater
office, Cowlea AudItorium.
Sring Affair ahead
by John Boyer -
of The Whltuiorthian
.,, r
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-r] Elections Schedule
Monday, April 7
* Meet the Candidates,
10:15 p.m. — Warrens
Tuesday, AprIl 8
* Informational meeting for
students interested in
running for Senate
positions
* Meet the Candidates,
10:15 p.m. — Arend
Wednesday, April 9
• Voters' Pamphlets
Available
'Candidates' KWRS Radio
Debate, 8 p.m.
Thursday, April 10
* Elections Open Forum,
8 p.m. — HUB
Rob Clancey votes In the
ASWC primary elections.
- North Division Bicycle
*Quality Repairs
*Trade-Ins/Recondltionecl Bicycles
Layaways
*'85 Bikes on Sale
.Mountain Bikes
467-BIKE
—---.
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Twins continue to share. special bond
by Tim
of The
Boggess
Whftworth Ian
Imagine going to college
with your brother or sister.
Nauseating? OK now,
stretch your imagination one
step further. Picture going to
college with you twin brother
or sister. Get out the thumb
screws? Not if you talk to two
sets of twins on the Whltworth
campus. Freshmen Kara and
Kristen Colyar and sopho-
mores Alex and Allison Heiser
wouldn't have it any other
way.
Not planning on attending
the same school, both sets of
twins found that Whitworth
offered just what they wanted.
And, being all independent
souls, they packed up their
matching sets of luggage and
headed to Spokane.
Kara and Kristen Colyar are
identical twins from La
Canada, Calif. Well, let's not
say "identical." Let's just say
they look a lot alike. For once
you get to know these girls,
calling them twins is like
drinking rubbing alcohol — it
may look like water, but, it
sure tastes different.
With college providing
enough pressures of its own
identical twins are faced with
thç, çxtra burden of having to
establish separate identities
from one another. Such was
the case with these two girls.
"We don't try to mold each
other," said Kara, the "artsy'
one of the two, interested in
history, nutrition and theater
arts. "I do what I do ju.t
because I do it." Considering
that her sister Kristen (the "in-
tellectüal") is involved in
English and elementary educa-
tion, the differences between
the two have begun to surface.
Alex and Allison Heiser's
situation is a bit different. Not
faced with the problem of be-
ing mistaken for one another
(Allison is the one without the
mustache), these two fraternal
twins said they have the
tiresome task of constantly
telling people that they are not
boyfriend and girlfriend.
Without having to "prove"
their separateness, this pair
has grown up enjoying re-
markably similar interests.
Both are physical education
majors, with Alex minoring in
business and Allison in special
education. Involved in varsity
sports at Whitworth, the duo
consider coaching as a long-
term goal, perhaps together.
their uniqueness to under-
standing and loving parents
who allowed them to cultivate
separate interests. Coming
from a family of three sets -of
twins, the Heisers don't see
their situation as unique. The
Colyars don't, either. "We
were never treated as twins by
our parents,!' said Kara.
Of course, as in any rela-
tionship, they have their prdb-
lems. "Competition can
become a bad 'thing," said
Kristen, pinpointing a touchy
subject between siblings and
especially twins. This can
often be a painful experience.
"We didn't get along when we
were young," Allison said,
referring to the fierce competi-
by Jim Deal
Special to The Whitworthian
Do you ever find yourself
wasting time, especially study
time? Knowing when to study,
where to study, and bow to
handle interruptions can make
your study time much more ef-
ficient.
In deciding when to study,
you should plan two hours
study time for every hour in
class. Some classes demand
more, some less, but schedule
more time than you think
you'll need. Try to study dif-
ficult (or boring) subjects first,
since these often require the
most energy. If you do the
worst stuff first, the rest of
your study time will seem esy.
When studying for major
tests, it is best to avoid
scheduling a marathon study
session, since it is often less
productive than a few shorter
sessions. & sure to give
yourself a break every hour
(during study sessions.
tion between her and her
brother.
Though tough at times, the
bond between twins is speciaL
None of the four have any
regrets. Not only do they have
someone who will always be
there, but also have one who
is, in a way, an intricate part
of them. Twins can com-
municate in an intimate way
rarely experienced by friends.
They all remarked that they
If possible, plan to study
during your best time of day.
Many successful business peo-
ple start their days at 5 a.m.
because they have found early
mornings very productive.
Also, use waiting time to ac-
complish short study tasks.
Take advantage of the five-
minute bus wait to memorize
formulas and definitions writ-
ten on 3-by-5 cards.
In deciding where to study,
try to use a regular place. If
you do, your body will get
used to studying there. You
will concentrate better and get
into the mood for studying
quicker.
Don't use your study area
for sleeping or relaxing. It's
best not to be too comfort-
able. In bed, your body gets
the signal: time to sleep rather
than time to study. Easy chairs
and sofas can be dangerous
for this same reason.
Interruptions make study
time less efficient. To cut
down on the number of inter-
ruptions, make explicit
agreements with roommates
about study time. Also, avoid
"really know -each other."
Kristen Colyar observed, "We
need each other as-twins, not
only as individuals."
Both the çolyars and the
Heisers said that' coming to
Whitworth together has been a
growing experience. Allison
said, "Since we've been at col-
lege, we've grown a- lot
closer." No one doubts that.
As they say, "Two heads are
better than one."
noisy distractibns like TV or
the stereo. Studies show we
study best in silence. If you
must study in a noisy environ-
ment, use earplugs.
Some people will constantly
interrupt your study time.
Avoid them if possible. If you
can't, a gentle reminder
should do. Beware of the
telephone, because it is the
perfect interrupter. Even the
best students find it easy to ra-
tionalize anwering the phone.
Perhaps the easiest way to
handle this problem is to study
where there are no phones,
such as the library.
if you do decide to study in
your room, hang a "do not
disturb" sign on your door.
Many hotels will give you one
for free, or you can be creative
and make your own. They
relieve you of making a deci-
sion about cutting off each in-
terruption, a time-saver in
itself.
Knowing when, where and
how to study can help you get
more studying done in less
time, leaving more time for
other activities.
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Kristen and Km Colyar
Both sets of twins attribute
Allison and Met Helter
Efficient studying can be done
"It
by Carrie Moore
of The Whitworthlan
It's a dark Friday night on
Riverside Avenue, and the
cold, hungry, lonely and
homeless are wandering the
streets. Choosing to help these
people is Whitworth's Urban
Ministries group.
"We try to be sensitive to
the needs of the people on the
streets," explains Junior Mar-
tha Nelson, member of the
eight-person group. "We try
to help and understand the
people without cramming the
Scripture down their throats."
The group helps mainly peo-
pie ages 12-25. Urban
Ministries tries to find out if
they have a place to stay, or if
they have enough to eat.
According to Nelson, those
who are hungry are taken to
restaurants arid fed, and those
who have no place to go are
found safe places to stay.
"Those on Riverside are
beginning to feel more com-
fortable with the group. They
know who we are and what we
are about. Before preaching
about Jesus, we gt into a
comfortable conversation with
them," stated Nelson.
,Urban Ministries tries togt
those on the street to share
with them about themselves,
tell the group their problems,
and allow them to help,
Nelsqn explained.
by Debbie Saparto
of The Whitworthtan
Leaving home — a woman
in transition. From college to
career — a woman in transi-
tion. Moving toward middle
age — a woman in transition.
"The Women-In-Transition
series is for any woman going
through a period of change in
her life," said Elsa Distel-
horst, Whitworth's director
of Professional Programs and
coordinator of this year's
series.
"Actually, we're in transi-
'tion every thy," she said.
"We're coping every day,
learning and growing.
Although it is generally
women of the greater Spokane
region that attend, the
Women-In-Tration series is
open to anyone that is in-
terested in issues and interests
that concern women, Distel-
horst said.
The series occurs twice a
year, she explained. In the fall,
one all-day seminar is held free
of charge, usually in Septem-
ber. In the spring, during the
month of March, a four-week
series is held, occuring every
Friday.
This year's Women-In-
Transition series was an "cx-
The group has brought
groceries to people, babysat
children, supplied clothing
and reassured them that they
can and will help.
"It isn't hard to find those on
the street. They mostly con-
gregate on a Riverside
corner," Nelson explained.
"Some walk away when we
talk about God, but we usually
talk to them again and ask
them why they were offended,
and how we could approach
them in a different way.
Urban Ministries works
along with another group,
Crosswalk, and together the
two groups work to feed the
hungry and help the homeless.
"It makes our work more
meaningful when we are
plugged into a ministry
already existing," stated
Nelson.
There are 31 churches in the
surrounding area who donate
meals to Crosswalk, and both
groups supply those meals to
street people they find.
The group is sponsoring a
dance on April 12 in the HUB,
with all of the proceeds to go
toward helping those down-
town; They are encouraging
students to bring an article of
clothing, a toothbrush or
something that would help
those -downtown. -
The group finds their goal
being reached, explained
Nelèon, as they share with
others and - help all those in
need that they can.
Distethorst. She said that it
was different this time as it
concentrated more on enrich-
ment than on self-help, and
development of past seminars.
"I've learned a lot about the
flavor of Spokane through this
experience," said Distelhorst.
She said the whole program
reflected the taste of Spokane,
"even the audience added
something to the series."
"it's exciting working with
people and helping them to fill
their needs and develop their
potential," said Distelhorst.
From Feb. 28 to March 21,
the women came on four con-
— a aI
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by Carrie Moore
of The Whftworih fan
Walking into a bachelor's
pad: a cluttered desk, one pic-
ture on an otherwise blank
wall, and tea brewing in the
kitchen. This is home for Pete
Jones, the RD for Stewart
Hall and the Village.
Moving away from his
home in Los Angeles, and
knowing two people in
Spokane, Jones accepted the
position as Resident Director
of Stewart Hall and the Village
in August.
• "I enjoy working with peo-
ple, and this job is a great
learning experiqnce," ex-
plained Jones. "Some aspects
of the job are frustrating, but I
enjoy - being' involved with
students, and helping in the
shaping of their lives."
Jones took part in the Azusa
Pacific graduate program and
has a Master's degree in stu-
dent development. Talking to
Tracy Riddle at a conference
they both attended, he became'
interested in working at Whit-
worth.
With th RD's flexibility,
and vacation time, Jones took
fuli advantage of the "not so
'clearly - defined job." Ex-
plained Jones, "You never
know when your work is com-
pleted for the thy, or if
everything is in order, as each
day i different from the
next."
'According to Jones, his
secutive Fridays to attend the
seminars which included
luncheons, and speakers
reflecting the day's theme. The
four seminar topics were,
"Tales From the Heart,"
"Then 'til Now," "Theater,
Music & Motion" and "Do
You See What I See?"
Speakers included various
authors, artists, historians and
performers from the Spokane
area.
The idea of women-in-
transition started as a vision in
the mind of Lillian White-
Continued on page 8
favorite aspects of the job are
informal interaction and direct
involvement with students,
working with student leaders
and time spent helping
motivate them.
Besides being an RD, Jones
works in Student Life as a
coordinator of RA 'iraining.
At the same time, the
physical aspects of the dorm
must be kept up, while
counseling students, working
with dorm councils and super-
vising the RAs must be done
explained Jones.
DespIte this busy schedule,
Jones does find time for other
activities. "I participate in
many sports, I like to go to
movies, read and after-dinner
drives. Whitworth is a nice
change from the big city," he
slid.
With the friends he has
made among faculty and
students, Jones said he will be
back again next year. He plans
to stay a three-year maximum,
and then expand his ex-
perience into other areas.
FEATT
Urban Ministries aid
downtown's hungry
The WWtntM, ApdI7, iS Pass S
Jones enjoys his first year
Pete Jones, Stewart and Village RI)
Series looks at topic of change
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Grosvenor relieved of soccer duties
by Dave Pearson
of The Whitworth Ian
On Friday, March 21, Dr.
Darrel Guder, vice president
for Academic Affairs, inform-
ed soccer coach Spike
Grosvenor that he would be
"reassigned" starting Sept. I,
thus eliminating him from hisjob as head soccer coach at
Whitworth.
Grosvenor said that after
meeting with Guder he was
told that he would assume the
role as chair of the art depart-
ment and wouldn't be able to
coach at the same time. mu,
he was "reassigned."
However, after rethinking
the decision, Grosvenor sent a
three-page memo to Guder
listing several reasons why he
would not OK the move.
"I just decided, 'No, I
wasn't going to accept that,'"
Grosvenor said. "I was not
going to quit. If they wanted
to make a change, they were
going to have to fire me."
Guder said that although his
mind ws made up about the
move, the termjnology
("fired") 'tiled b Grosvenor
was not the case. "That word
is not in my vocabulary,"
Guder said. "It has so many
negative connotations."
Fpr Grosvepor itS, isn't ,a
matter' of terfliiiology but
by Sheila Farren
of The Whitworthian
"We are excited," said
women's tennis coach Jo
Wagstaff, after her team tied
for first place in a round robin
match.
The team spent the weekend
in Portland, Ore. competing
against Western Oregon State
College (WOSC) and Lewis
and Clark College (LCC). In a
round robin each team plays
both other 'schools and
receives a, point for each vic-
tory. Whitworth and WOSC
OcCassional
Babysluer
Needed'
Mead Area
need own transportation
Call 466-1605
rather one of principle. "I had
told the families of three of
four kids that if their sons
came here I would be the
coach throughout their
careers, not just one or two
more years."
Guder said that Grosvenor's
commitments can't be at-
tributed to the college. He said
that the art department needs
his seniority, and. his full
energy must go into the art
department.
Grosvenor, a Whitworth
alumnus, was hired to teach in
the art department in 1968 and
first started coaching as an un-
paid assistant in 1969. In 1970
he was a paid assistant on the
basebil team.
In 1972 he became the head
baseball coach, a position he
held for five years. -
In 1981 he became the un-
paid coach for the then soccer
club. In 1982 the cLub sport
became a varsity sj*rt and
Grosvenor left the position for
two years.In 1984 he returned
to the field and the soccer
program as varsity coach.
Under Grosvenor, the young
program 'compiled a respec-
table 18-20-6 record.
Many 'players respect and
admire Grosvenor. "Spike has.
been a father figure for me
and a lot of other players both
on and off the field," said one
soccer player.
tied with 11 points while LCC
scored five points.
In dual matches Whitwortb
lost to WOSC 4-5, and
defeated LCC 7-2.
Wagstaff said, "1 am quite
pleased. After only winning
one match in two years, our
3-3 record is exciting."
Ann Benzel, the No. 1
player, is 2-2. "Ann has a
good record in the No. 1
spot," said Wagstaff. "Even
the weaker schools have a
tough number one player."
The team is looking ahead
to a busy schedule, with four'
matches in the next five days.
vs. WSern O,tgoa State College
Slagla
Terry Berkey (WOSC) dcl. Ann
Benzel (Whit) 6-3, 6-I,
Molly Nelson (WOSC) del. Toni
Fanner (Whit) 6-2, 6-4.
Allison Heiser (Whit) del. Jennifer
Hart (WOSC) 6-2, 64.
Loni Walker (WOSC) del. Krista
Price (Whit) 6-3, 6-4.
Nobuko Tanaka (Whit) def. Joyce
Oshiro (WOSC) 6-2, 6-4..
Lou Chisoim (WOSC) del. Michelle
Conner (Whit) 6-4, 4-6, 7-5.
Carey Chester, a sophomore
who was recruited by
Grosvenor, has made plans to
transfer or not play at all.
"Spike is the person who sold
me on both the school and the
program," said Chester. "A
lot of the players, including
myself, believe he IGrosvenor]
is getting the short end of the
stick."
Athletic Director Bruce
Grambo has reassured the
returning players and the
Whitworth community that
the soccer program will con-
tinue to improve. "It is going
by Dave Benz
of The Whftworthlan
Dr. Ross Cutter, the men's
tennis coach, is going to be in-
ducted into the NAIA Hall of
Fame on May 18. -
Dr. William Johnson, facul-
ty athletic representative, an-
nounced that Cutter is to be
inducted in Kansas City for his
25 years of coaching at Whit-
worth. "It's the highest award
an NAJA coach can receive,"
said Johnson.
Dr. Paul Merkie, sports in-
-formation director at Whit-
Terry Berkey and Joyce Oshiro
(WOSC) def. Ann Benzel and Toni
Penner (Whit) 64,6-2.
Allison timer and Krista Price
(Whit) del. Jennifer Hart and Loni
Walker (WOSC) 6-4, 7.5.
Nobuko Tanaka and Michelle Con-
ner (Whit) del. Patty Justice and Led
C'hisolm (WOSC) 6-1, 4-6, 6.4.
vs. Lewis and (lark College
Ann Benzel (Whit) del. Karen
Peterson cQ 6-4,7-6.
Dec Dec Dobins (LCC) del. Toni
Fanner (Whit) 6-2, 36, 6-4.
Allison Heiser (Whit) del. Rona
MacKenzie (LCC) 6-2, 6-0.
Krista Price (Whit) dcl. Sara l)ebs
([CC) 6-3.6-2.
Nobuko Tanaka (Whit) del. Rebec-
ca Treon (LCC) 6-4, 6-4.
Michelle Conner (Whit) del. Liz
Shippert (LCC) 6-2, 6-0.
Doubla
Karen Peterson and Dee Dec
Dobins (LCC) dcl. Ann Benzel and
Toni Penner (Whit) 6-1, 6-4.
Allison Heiser and Krista Price
(Whit) del. Rona MacKenzie and Sara
Debs (LCC) 6-4,6-3.
Nobuko Tanaka and Michelle Con-
ner (Whit) del.' Rebecca Treon and Liz
Large 6-1,6-I.
on as strong or maybe stronger
than before," said Grambo.
Despite the fact that things
seem to be moving according
to Guder's plans, there still
seems to be some disparity as
to why Grosvenor was relieved
of his duties.
Although the reason for
Grosvenor's "reassignment"
according to Guder is the addi-
tional teaching respon-
sibilities, Grosvenor claims
there were other issues invol-
ved.
The issues included the soc-
cer - program being approx-
worth, sent in the information
on Cutter. "In his capacity as
a professor and a tennis coach,
Ross has done a consistently
outstanding job, both for the
program and the individuals
involved," said Merkle.
Cutter' 'approached the
award rather - humbly. "I'm
very honored," he said, "and
appreciative of the people who
have helped me here."
Cutter has served on the
NAJA National Tennis Tour-
nament Committee for 16
years, longer than any other
member. He was nominated
imately $1,500 over budget;
talking with alumni about the
acquisition of additional funds
for the soccer program; an ar-
ticle printed in The Whhtwor-
thian discussing athletic fun-
ding written by a soccer player
and heading the chair of the
art department,
Guder denies any of these as
being involved with his deci-
sion to "reassign" Grosvenor.
Guder said he believes that
although the move may be un-
popular in some circles, it was
Continued on page 7
for his coaching as well as his
service to the NAIA.
"He has been a strong sup-
porter of the NAIA for
years," said Merkle. "Both
his coaching and his meritory
service has been outstanding."
- - The colorful Cutter has
brought the tennis program to
its current -status: well
respected in the Northwest,
recognized as far as Hawaii
and California. He has one
son, Bruce, who was a four-
ycar letterman in' tennis and an
academic all-American at
Whitworth.
- r'-14 -'i-r__,_'z'-:-_"
Cutter to be'new Hall of Farner
Improved women' win tourney Mèn"è ten nis
by Dave Benz
of The Whltworth km
'U-
The Whitworth men's tennis
team tasted the cream of the
crop this weekend, and the
taste was bittersweet.
On Saturday, April '5, thePirates 'took on Pacific
Lutheran Univeristy in a
NAIA District match. The
Lutes won 9-0.
Despite the lopsided score,
there were several close match-
es. First seed Sten Carlson bat-
tled Tom Peterson, the Lutes'
top player, for- three sets
before going down. Kurt Rec-
tor gave problems to Jeff
Allen before losing 7-6, 7-5.
"Most of the matches with
PLU were close," said head
tennis coach Ross Cutter.
"We played pretty well."
Carlson evidently had a bad
feeling bqfore the contest
started. "You know that when
a team pulls up in a motor-
home, you're in for a' tough
day," he said.
That afternoon the Pirates
bounced back to defeat Seattle
University 6-3. Winning for
the Bucs were Carlson, Willie
Stewart, Bob Krueger, Brad
Larkin and Chris Barnhart in
singles. In doubles Carlson and
Barnhart were winners.
The win improved Whit-
worth's -record to 6-5 overall
and 2-2 in the district. It was
the second time the Bucs had
beaten SU this year. - -
This coming weekend the
Pirates face a tough schedule
that could well determine their
-
standings in the district. On
Friday, April 11, Whitworth
faces Evergreen State. On
Saturday, the Bucs play both
--Whitman and Lewis and Clark
in Walla Walla.
The Missionaries of Whit-
man are undefeated in district
play, coming off- a defeat of
PLU, 6-3. The Lewis and
Clark Pioneers are a Division
II NAJA team that Whitworth
hasn't faced yet this season.
Both Cutter and Carlson art
looking forward to Districts
next month. "I really believe
that any one of the top players
could beat anyone in a tourna-
ment;" said Cutter, who has
served on the National Tenths
Tournament Committee for 16
ys, "or, an unexpected
-player could always get hot.
I've seen it before."
Carlson also has great
respect for some- of the
district's top players, such as
Peterson Of PLU, Mark Diejas
of Central Washington
University and Jeff Gregerson
of Whitman. However, he
doesn't seem - to fear them.
"I'm confident that I can play
with any of them," he said.
Calrson and the entire
men's tennis team may well
face their toughest competi-
tion of the season when they
play Whitman. But Carlson
has a plan. 'I'm trying to rent
a motorhome for the drive
over1' he said,-'-. . a, -
Lo'c ciS & Ladies
Styling Salon
c/V. S',3
467-6663
Haircut $8.00
Includes Style
Perrn SpeCIal $30.00
..
!cc1 ..lLniquc
- Receive immediate
Cash!
Donate plasma and
receive $22 a week while
helping to save lives. New
donors — bring in this ad
and recieve a $5.00 bonus.
Call for an appointment.
624-1252
Hyland Plasma Center
W, 104 Third
by Jonathan Boston
Special to The Whltworth!on
Editors Note: This is the first
in a two-part series on profes-
siona, wrestling.
Professional wrestling is a
controversial source of enter-
tainment that's popularity has
grown immensly in the past
two years. On television or in
person, wrestling matches
have received a large nation-
wide following. Along with
this growth in popularity has
come a tremendous amount of
public scrutiny.
Staff Report — This weekend,
most Whitworth students
threw their books in the corner
and took advantage of the first
bright sunny weather to hit
Spokane this year. The Pirate
track team also took advan-
tage of temperatures in the
60's to register some of their
hottest performances of the
season.
The Pirates swang into ac-
tion last Friday at the Spokane
Community College Tartan
Cup, where Dave Rohrman,
Darrin Schmidt and Gwen
Kaiser clashed with 13 other
decathletes and heptathletes.
Kaiser managed a strong sec-
ond place finish with 4,114
points, and scored a win in the
javelin, throwing 135 feet, 1
inch.
Rohnnan finished fifth with
5,320 points and set personal
records in the high jump and
hurdles. Schmidt took sixth in
his first ever decathlon and ad-
ded nearly four inches to his
best high jump mark.
While the Tartan Cup was
in full swing, the rest of the
Pirates traveled to Ellensburg
for the Central Washington
Invitational. Although fewer
teams showed up than ex-
pected, this didn't keep the
Pirates from setting a number
of personal records and quali-
fying for the NAIA District I
meet.
In the men's hammer, Whit-
worh took second, third,
fourth and fifth places, led by
Arnie Tyler's throw of 158-10.
John Worster added lOfeet to.
his personal best by taking
third with 142-4 and Ted
Snider bettered his 'mark of
133-7 by throwing 139-5.
Stuart Woods threw 130-6 and
Kelly Neely, in only his third
meet, just missed the district
qualifying mark of 125 feet
with a throw of 124.
Woods also placed fifth in
the. shot with a put of 39 feet,
arjd Travis Cox placed sixth in
the discus with a 130-foot
toss.
Todd White won the javelin
throw and added two feet to
his personal best, beating Eric
Canisus from Evergreen State
College by one inch to get the
win.
The Whitworth runners
dominated many events, with
Mike Lawrence taking second
in the steeplechase, and Pete
Sutherland third.
Ted Cierkin placed third in
the men's open 400 meters,
and Kevin Kent's second-place
finish led a quartet of Pirate
placers in the 800, taking se-
cond. Sutherland took fouth;
Scott McQuillen, fifth and
'W Mullaney, sixth.larry Holly, fresh off the
.rte basketball team and
tinning the 200 for the first
time ever, posted a mark of
23.7 for third place.
In the women's events,
Whitworth dominated the
field, winning seven events
and placing in three others.
Freshman Sharon Bailey led
the way, capturing the 100-
and 200-meters. She posted a
26.7 mark in the 200, qualify-
ing her for the District meet.
Lynn Leighton ran away
from the field to take the 400,
and Trina Alexander cut
another .5 from her time as
she powered away from the
field to victory in the 400
hurdles.
The Pirate women also took
the 4x100 relay in 52.2 and
shaved 1.5 seconds off their
best time in winning the 4x400
relay. Lisa Vallem and Laura
Black placed second and third
in the 800, both registering
personal records.
Janine Hoffman won the
discus, throwing 117-10, with
Julie Morgenstern and Sheila
Farren taking fourth and fifth.
Morgenstern scored a triple
placing Saturday by grabbing
second in the shot put and se-
cond in the javelin as well.
The Pirates will hopefully
be improving on these marks
when they travel to Bell-
ingham for the biggest regular
season meet of the year, the
Western Washington Invita-
tional, It is expected that all 10
District schools will field their
entire teams, along with many
athletes from the University of
Washington, Portland State,
University of Portland, and
others.
The stiffest competition will
come from Western
Washington University,
Pacific Lutheran University
and Simon Fraser University,
who have all scored team plac-
ings at the NAIA National
Meet in recent years. The meet
will begin at 11 a.m. with the
hammer throw.
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworth Ion
Major league baseball starts
today, but the Whitworth
baseball team has already
played 17 ball games.
With a 13-2 record in
NAIA District I, the Bucs have
a good chance of moving on
into post-season play. The
Pirates' big guns have lead the
team to Its best hitting and
pitching in years.
This weekend the Bucs had
four games on the road. On
Saturday, they whipped Cen-
tral Washington in a double-
header. Yesterday the Bucs
swept UPS in a double-header
6-4 and 12-0.
In Saturday's first game,
Whitworth won 4-2 behind
Brian Cook's pitching. Cook,
a junior, improved his record
to 6-I, limiting CWU to four
hits. Cook pitched a complete
game.
Offensively, the Buc's were
led by Brian Parisotto's two
hits and firstbaseman Ryan
Clement's double. Steve
Sangers' two-REl single in the
seventh gave the Pirates the
lead at 3-1.
Grosvenor — from p. 6
a move that attempted to
cater to the needs of both the
art and athletic departments.
Grosvenor said he feels no
animosity toward either Guder
or Grambo. "Bruce [Grambof
is an old friend of mine, and
Dr. Quder is doing what he
feels is best," he said.
Yet in a two-page letter to
his team members, Grosvenor
stated, "I did not quit. I was
beaten." He went on to say
that he would not miss the late
hours and uncomfortable con-
ditions of the rpad trips, but
he would miss each and every
one of his former players.
Grosvenor admits he has,
and still does, enjoy coaching,
but the ordeal has been slightly
embarrassing for him and his
family. "I was called to Whjt-
worth to work with kids," he
reflected.
Working with kids is
something Grosvenor has
done for 18 years. From now
on, the kids he will work with
will be in the classroom, not
on the soccer field.
In the second game, Whit-
worth rapped out 14 hits and
scored 11 runs, pounding Cen-
tral Il-S. Troy Anderson,
Scott Barkley and Clements
each had three hits. Clements
also hit a home run. The win-
ning pitcher was Kevin Atkins,
who improved his record to3-1, .
Head aaeh Sédtt Mb-'
Quilkin, in.hls secona year,
at 23, $erhaps the youngest
coach in the district.
On the field, the Pirates
have used a ëombinatlon of
youth and experience. Wayne
Wenstrom, a freshman pitcher
from Langdon, Ma., is 27,
and infielder Miles Ahnee is a
22-year-old senior. Freshmen
Troy Oliver, Jeff Frykholn,
and Eddie Rebate have shown
promise.
Cements and Aki Savage,
Whitworth's best home-run
hitters, have shown consistent
hitting power and averages
throughout the season.
cr4.m1? -r;",' , :wnce C
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Bucs sweep 4 over weekend
Baseball soarsPro wrestling runs wild
Wrestling's recent growth in matches from Los Angeles,popularity can be traced baqk Chicago and New York, in-to Jan. 24, 1984. This is the dude Junk Yard Dog, Bigdate that the famed Hulk John Studd, George "TheHogan won the World Wrestl- Animal" Steel, "Rowdy"ing Federation Heavyweight Roddy Piper, Russ Francis,Championship. Since this date, William "The Refrigerator"wrestling has come to two ofPerry, Randy "Macho Man"the big three television net- Savage and many others.works, not to mention ESPN, —-
WTBS and the USA network. me list of dignitaries whoThousands of people viewed
will be attending reads like awhen Hogaü won the cham- who's
-
who of the entertain-pionship.
ment world. Susan St. James,
Dr. Ruth, G. Gordon Liddy,
Everyone seems to have an Ricky Schroeder, Joan Rivers,
opinion on- wrestling. Many and Mr. T will all play a part
doubters don't view profes- in the gala affair.
sional wrestling as a sport, and For many students aroundinsist that it's not sport,
campus wrestling's time hasit's simply entertainment,
come. Our own Spokane Col-
iseum was sold out two weeksSome say professional Tonight will be the biggest ago when the sport came towrestling is no different than a
night in professional wrestling town with many students whoShakesperian play. Both in- history. Millions of fans willwere thoroughly entertained.volve actors on a stage, with a -view Wrestlemania II on Tonight's matches in theconstant battle waged between closed-circuit television famed Wrestlemania II justgood and evil. The people throughout the nation. might turn the entertainmentwho try to see pro wrestling as Among other bouts, Hulk world upside down.a sport are often disappointed Hogan will defend his beltby what they feel is a farce.
against the 485-pound villian j, wrntlingfact or fiction? IsPeople who view wrestling as King Kong Bundy. Some of Jon Boston a Hulk-a-maniac?entertainment oten get what the
other participants in the These quesions and morethey're Looking for.
event, which will feature live answered next week.
They call him UQfl Baseball
coach Scott McQuIlkln
Track wamsup to weather
.4
4.'
c —
4-
PaId Advertisement
Spend the summer and/or
198647 school year in sun-
ny Spain, Quality instruc-
tion at economy prices;
Business Administration,
Hispanic Studies, Arts and
Sciences. GRADUATE
COURSES IN HISPANIC
STUDIES offered In July.
Contact; Admissions, St.
Louis University, 211 N.
Grand Blvd., St. Louis,
MO 63103. Toll-free tel.;
(800)3254666.
Land• Tours• Cruises
Stewart I-fail
4.66-9986
01
ext. 513
JAMES S. BENNETT
V/c. P,nldgnt
S.
'I
Pasadena Travel Service, Inc.
1061 East Green Street
Pasadena, CA 91106
Gift — from p. 1—
awaiting the new apparatus.
"We need so much more
equipment, some of the stuff
we have is so out-dated. It's
really aggravating having
equipment you need to use
that doesn't work. I'm really
excited about the new equip-
ment."
The grant-is set up in such a
way that it could bring in an
additional $150,000, - accord-
ing to John Flora, director of
Corporate and Foundation
Relations.
One-hundred, thousand
dollars of the grant has no
stipulations on• it other than,being used for science
laboratory equipment. The re-
maining $150,000 is available
to the college is - a challenge
match fund The Burlington
Northern Foundation will
match dollar for dollar - the
funds that Whitworth can
raise, up to $150,000. If the
school matëhes the full
$150,000, the grant will have
injected $400,000 into the
Whitworth budget.
Facelift — from p. 1
substantial amount of money
then we'll start to work in
phases." -
- Oakland added, "It wou$d
be great if -someone con-
tributed money for the
auditorium plaza which ,will
cost between $20,000 and
$30,000. We're also planning
on the bond issue to pay for
some of it." -
According to Flora, a donor
gave the college $10,000 to
have the blue prints drawn up.
"They were - completed- in
January by Robert Woerner.
he has done work at Gonzaga
University and down at River-
front'Park. In addition to the
landscape plans, Woerner is
also drawing us a roadinap of
all the pipes and cables that
run underground. We need
that when we start the planting
of The Loop, and when we
replace the steamlines."
- "If the trustees agree and if
- Women a from p. 5
house Lyle. According to an
article written about the
background to the Lyle story,
it was one single event in 1968,
as dean of women at Whit-
worth College, that "ignited
her transition." -
The -article states that one
day a woman approached Lyle
"tearfully withdrawing from
Whitworth," branding herself
a failure. No amount of per-
suasion from Lyle was enough
to-change the woman's mind.
BUt Lyle noticed how much
the woman was really ac-
complishing — caring for four
children, keeping a home and
going to school full time. "She
wasn't a failure at all. Actually
she was so successful!" Lyle
exclaimed, remembering.
1'• - ' -'.— - ' , _,', 1's
the bonding issue goes through
students should notice a big
change in the look of the cam-
'pus within the' next' two
years," stated Oakland.
However those two "ifs"
may be bigger than expected.
According to flora, "It may
happen overnight and it may
not happçn at all. The import-
ant thing ,is that we now have a
tool to work with."
flora' concluded by saying,
"The plan is not concrete so it
could - change. Students are
free to look at it, and com-
ments are more than welcome.
The proposal is only a
guideline..' We are hoping to
make the campus more for-
mal, more defmed and more
intentional. The campus will
look beautiful in the next few
years if we get this passed. It is
already a beautiful place and
refreshing to work at. We only
hope lo enhance it."
According to the article,
that was enough to get the idea
"germinating." Lyle had a vi-
sion of meeting people "on the
way in," instead of, the way
out, as in the case of the
woman, so that she could bet-
ter help women to acheive
their own vision of success.
Lyle, then, went on to
establish the Women-In-
Transition series and was
further, awarded the 1982
Spokane's Woman of the Year
in Professions.
Now 16 years old, the
Women-In-Transition series
reflects Lyle's "take a risk"
attitude in their motto:
"Women seeking new friends,
new ideas and stimulating ac-
tivities."
C' •, ' S
Letter — from page 2—
justifiable? We have practical-
ly escorted them into the
hands of Russia by imposing a
trade embargo on ihim, which
has helped devastate their
ccononi we'. hiiiealst 'used
our economic and political
pressure to "encourage" other
nations not to help them. We
have mined their harbors,
which by our own law is an act
of terrorism, and we continue
to train and support a military
force which specializes in at-
tacking civilians and key com-
ponents of the infrastructure.
Secondly, I am outraged by
the position the administration
has taken on pursuing
diploiaatic solutions to the,
problem. President Reagan
promised last summer that if
the contra aid request (voted
on in June) was granted, he
would seek diplomatic solu-
tiohs. The aid was passed and
the promise wasn't kept. In
fact, Abrams referred to the
idea of negotiations with the
Sandinistas as being preposter-
ous." -
Recently, the Contadora
Group and four other Latin
American nations approached
Washington with a request.
"Stop aiding the contras and
allow us to pursue a Latin
American solution to the pro-
blem." This was not the first
- time for-such a request. This
one, as with others, was ig-
nored while the administration
paints the picture that it is do-
ing all it can to secure negotia-
tions.
Finally, it seems the fun-
damental issue in Washington
is being ignored. We have no
right morally, and in some
cases legally, to-be doing what
we are in Nicaragua. The men- -
talky of Nicaragua "being in
our own backyard" implies
ownership, as in "we can do
whatever we see fit." They are
not our backyard, they are our
neighbors, and as such they
deserve the right to decide
their own destiny. The ques-
tion is, are we going to allow
them this same right that we
sought in our revolution and
hold so dear or are we going
to, as England tried to do with
us, rob them of it.
Doug Segur
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CALENDAR'
WEDNESDAY9 10 THURSDAY8 - TUESDAY
— Huegr Mfion—
DIsplay, 9:30-11:30 am. —
HUB
WMwoflMee Staff MS
12:30 p.m. - HUB Chambers
'Us. Hawk. Sr. Art Exhibit(Coat) - Koshkr
• Baseball vs. Gousags, 2:30 p.m.
-Moat
• W Tennis vs. EWU, 3 p.m. —
Away
'N Tennis vs. Gonasga, 3 p.m. —
Moat
'Spring Fast begIns, 5 p.m. —
SAGA (thu Wed. dinner)
'Ms.ttheCandidates, 10:15p.m.
-AreS -
• Wn± Worship: Leonard
Oakland, 11:15 sm. — CM
(Followed byo&dag of letters)
W. Tennis a. Ca, 3 p.m. -
Moat
Caa4lAatee' KWRS Radio -
Debate, 8 p.m.
• Elsctloee 0pen Forum, 8 p.m.
-HUB
FRIDAY11
'ASWC Elactlons,'9 a.m.-6 p.m.
- HUB ad lng latch andStan- SAGA
Forum: ASWC FisctIos, 11:15
am. — And.
'W. Tatis vs. CWU, 1 p.m.
Away
__N Tennis vs. Ev.rysa Stat.,
2:30 p.m. - Away
'Baseball vs. Lewis ad Clark,
7 p.m. — Away
SpringProduction: 'beCrucIble? 8 p.m. — And.
13 SUNDAY
Campus WorshIp, 6:30 p.m.
- CM
'Spring Production: The
'Crucible? 7 p.m. — And.
12 SATURDAY
WTennIsn. Yakima Valley, 9
am. — Away
N Tennis vs. Whitman, 9:30a.m.
- Away
'Track atWWU Invite, 11:30a.m.
YvonneDochance VoiceRecital,
3p.m.—MRH
Baseball vs. Lewis ad Clark,
7 p.m. — Away -
Spring Production: 7he -
-CrucIble? 8 p.m. — Aud.
'Dance: Urban Ministries, 9p.m.-
ram—HUB
-
14 MONDAY
'South Africa Emphasis Week(thu 4/18)
'Cap ad Gown Measurements.
8-10 am. ad 4-7 p.m. — HUB
• Forum: South Africa 1, 11:15
- am. — And.
'Youth Pastors' Conference (thru
4/8) — LSC
15 TUESDAY
'Cap ad Gown Measurements,
8-10 am. ad 4-7 p.m. — HUB
'WhftwoflhS, Staff Meeting,
12:30 p.m. — HUB Chambers
W Tennis vs. C, 2 p.m. —
SFCC
'M Tennis vs. CWU, 2:30 p.m. —
Home
Faculty Recital: Ann Fennessy
andLinda SIlverts. 7:30 p.m.
-MRH
1,
YDUCAN-9GffCAN
- BWORE'IOU:WIfL --
ORAFIBI5uwrrL
It's a lot easier to fight cancer
belbre)vu get it.
Scientistsestimate that up to 60%
of all cancer couki be presented
Bysimplymakingalewchanges
-
in )eur lilëslyle.
By not getting too much sun.By
not smoking cigarettes. By not
oxmating.And by hkming a diet
high in fiber and lo* in lal.
Bysimp'y doing these few things,ucoukl drastically reduce your
risk of gettingcancer.
Sure, youcouki
stillget cancer.
_______
But why noigive
wuyse1the odds
- -
-: - amM it? Itç,sttcpwrnnirg.i,,, i'
•
V
r
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Interviews on campus
The following represen-
tatives will - be available to
speak to students about entry-
level posititions, career paths, -
application procedures and
employment qualifications
within their field. All meetings
are in Student Life, unless
noted otherwise.
Tuesday, April 811
11 a.m. — Elayne Framp-
ton', The Sheraton Hotel
1 p.m. — Linda Inman,
IBM
-
Counselor, 'Resume Workshop
1 p.m. — Beth Viren, Sa-
cred Heart Medical Center
Thursday, April 1011
11 a.m. — Len Bradford,
Key Tronic
1 p.m. — Mayre Johnson,-
Hewlett-Packard -
FrIday, AprIl 11th
11 a.m. — Debbie Ogan,
Washington Trust Bank
1 p.m. — Terry Coker,
KREM
'To be held in the LindamanWeduesday, AprIl 911
11a.m. 0*il erg/(rqq .einjnar,Center.
I 
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The 1986-87 ASWC exec:utlvea: Vlc:e-presldent Steve 
Broughton. Praldent J.B. Meade (seated) and Flnanc:lal 
Vice President Trey MaII~oat. 
Meade, Broughto.n 
Malicoat elected' 
by Bob Coleman 
of The Whitworthian 
done," said Mead~. Broughton said. 
Planning meetings with the Financial Vice President-
soon-to-be-elected senators Elect Malicoat has already 
and dorm presidents are also started on his new job. Sun-
on Meade's agenda. day, he had a training session 
And the winners are: James The long term goal for the with the current F.V.P. Dick 
Benjamin Meade, exeCutive ASWC president-elect is an ef- Anderson, to learn the ins and 
president; Steve Broughton, ficient government. "I want to outs of the position. "I have a 
executive vice president and see a well-orchestrated ASWC lot of work ahead of me," said 
Trey Malicoat, financial vice that has its work together," Malicoat. "I'm excited." 
president. These are the Meade said. Malicoat has set up some 
ASWC executive officers for Broughton plans to focus on short time goals for next year 
the 1986-87 school year. the clubs and dorms. He including: 
Meade received 389 votes to believes these are two places ·8 more accurate budget 
Sandy Wark's 164. Broughton - that the ASWC can grow. "I with a warning system for low 
outdid Kathy Hoadley by a 368 see a lot of people that want to accounts; 
to 162 vote. Malicoat won a get involved. I want to do ·meetings with all club 
close 287-240 decision over something they want to do, ", presidents to set up goals for 
Susan Elledge. . said Broughton. next year; and 
Now that the elections are A club president's council is ·a newsletter to students 
over, the real 'work begins. a project Broughton plans to concerning how their money is 
Before classes ~nd this term, tackle next year. The council being used. 
the newly elected officers will would include all club His long term goals are to 
have to learn the duties of presidents, and would meet set up a matching fund 
their offices, set up next year's twice a semester'. Th'is available to all clubs and to 
:'-j,l'l!'!'~~-~ ~d:~j!I_~~lP';~.::i~~~t __ ;~~~~~~_J~;\!<:»~~~~·tQ,~~-, .in~~i,!,J~t_~< ~p.1_c; J~J)~9J;l1~, in- , 
sliort term'goats. '- '. . b;le cluDs'more,en~lv~,in,the volyed. " :. 
Planning j~, the 'key to Whitworth community"""I -Ii (think if people have goals 
Meade's goals. "I want to believe the more people in- set out they'll be motivated. 
meet with Steve and Trey to volved, the more ownership. Changes in the budget could 
mesh our goals together and More ownership will lead to also be a motivator." said 
priaritize what we can get less talk about apathy," Malicoat. 
Employees to be honored for years of service 
service awards, according to wiU be provided by students 
Armstrong, will be given gift John Cooper, Carol 
certificates to Clinkerdaggers. Buschman and Christie Bur-
by Barry Elkin 
of The Whitworthion 
Several Whitworth 
employees will be honored for 
their years at Whitworth, 
outstanding service, achieve-
ment and class service at the 
annual Awards Night on Fri-
day, April 18. 
Phy,sical Education Pro-
fessor Diana Marks will -be 
awarded for 30 years of service 
at Whitworth. She will be 
given a gift certificate. 
Physical Plant employee 
Fred Olsen is the only person 
in the 2S-year category. For 
his service, he wi11 also receive 
a gift certificate. 
The 20-year service award 
will be given to English Pro-
fessor Leonard Oakland, 
Education Professor Shirley 
Richner and Theater Arts Pro-
fessor Pat Stein. These 
honorees will receive a sterling 
silver bowl. 
For 15 years at Whitworth, 
Education Professor Tammy 
Reid and Word Processing's 
Shirley Tipke will be awarded 
with two pictures of Whit-
worth. 
Custodian Mark Massen-
gale and Music Professor 
Michael Young will both be 
awarded pen and pencil sets 
for their 10 years at Whit-
worth. 
In the category of five years 
at Whitworth' the following 
employees will be honored: 
Robert Ashworth, Forrest 
Baird, Wayne Brown, Douglas 
Clegg, Ron Detrick, Billie 
Gardner, Darlene Gronhovd, 
Rod Hansen, Clayton Lee, 
Betty McCormick, Robert 
Moun<;e, Joan Skyberg, 
William Thews, Stephen 
Trefts and Gordon Wilson. A 
letter opener' 'will .be awarded 
to these employees. 
Jean Acheson, accounting 
clerk, will be honored with the 
1'986 Retirement Award. 
President Mounce will present 
the award: 
Tennis Coach Ross Cutter, 
who will serve as the Master of 
Ceremonies, will present the 
Outstanding Service awards. 
Acheson wiJI be awarded the 
faculty award. Vice-president 
of Business Affairs Mike 
Goins will be honored with the 
Physical Plant's service 
award. Vice-president of 
Academic Affairs Darrell 
Guder will be honored with 
both service awards from the 
support staff as well as the 
professional. Vice-president of 
Institutional Advancement 
Joe Black will receive the ad-
ministrative's service award. 
Recipients of the. outstllJ)ding 
Other service awar~s which chetl. 
wiU be giveri out include the The event will ,take place in 
Burlington Northern Faculty the lobby of SAGA, according 
Achievement awards ~d the to Armstrong, and will begin 
Class Service awards. at 7 p,m. with a reception. At 
Entertainment for the event 7:30, the awards ~Il start. 
, , 
Armstrong explained the 
history of ,Awards Night. "It 
was started by the Develop-
ment Office to recognize ser~ 
vice of Whitworth employees. 
It was started in J 9tH, so this 
will be the sixth year. It is an 
annual spring event," said 
Armstrong. 
I < 
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Rev. John Hale (played by Todd St. Marte) comonu Deputy-Govenor Danforth 
(Derek Lutz) during the tn.1 KeIM In TIle Cn.dble. Looldng on are (L to R) Sean 
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OPINION 
Nontraditional student bids farewell 
To the editor: 
I. would like an opPQrtunity 
to 'express my ~ppreciatiori for 
the students of Whitworth 
College in 1985-86. As a senior 
this year, 1 am sorry that my 
ti~~ }lere~ i,s gqing _ to be so 
short. I. am' -especially sorr-y. 
that it will soon be time to say 
goodbye to the friends 1 have 
made here, be they students, 
faculty or staff. 
1 was a freshman at Whit-
worth in the 1957-58 school 
year. After three years here, I 
dropped out of school, eager 
to vacate Ballard Hall in favor 
of the "real world." When I 
decided 1 wanted to finish my 
B.A. after all these years, I 
came back to Spokane, 
curious to see if Whitworth 
had changed. 
1 am glad to say that most of 
the many changes have been. 
for the bette·r. For example, 
Forum attendance is far less 
butdensome than the three-
time-a-week Chapel require-
ment I .... sed to detest. Also, it 
is nice to' know that 
Presbyterians have finally 
learned to dance! I could do 
without the KWRS noice in 
the HUB, but I am glad the 
station exists. 
The best change at Whit-
worth has occurred in the stu-
dent body. I am delighted -
and amazed - to hear 
students discussing apartheid, 
going to foreign countries, and 
challenging professors (even in 
religion classes). It is also nice 
to see that I am not the only 
"nontrawtional" student. The 
greying of the campus is ter-
rific! ' , 
, r aJll glad to have had this 
year with the varied, concern-
ed, caring and active Whit-
worth community. Thank you 
for all you have given me in 
the classes and conversations 
we have' shared. You have 
made my last year at Whit-
worth. CQllege interesting· and 
challenging. I will miss you; I 
will not soon forget you. 
Birdi Adams 
Divestment is not the answer 
To the editor: 
The issue facing Whitworth 
is how it can topple the apar· 
theid system. One solution, as 
sought for by some, is to per-
suade American companies to 
withdraw from South Africa 
by forcing the sale of those 
companies' stocks which will 
allegedly hurt them' financial-
ly, thereby creating conditions 
for the apartheid $ystem to 
disintegrate. 
Let us first examine the pro-
cess by which corporations 
raise money through the sale 
of 'stocks and bonds. When 
new stocks are offered by a 
company, the new issue is 
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usUJllly handled by a special 
type of bank called an invest-
ment bank. In contrast, the 
stock market trades almost ex-
clusively in' "second-hand 
securities" - stocks in the 
hands of individuals and 
others who have bought them 
before and are now in position 
to sell them. Thus, the stock 
market does not provide funds 
'. to corporations that need 
;,.:. financing to expand their pro-
, ductive activities. The market 
only provides money to per-
. sons who already hold those 
stocks, and do not directly af-
fect the corporation 
themselves~ but the holders of . 
stock. ' 
'fhe sale of st«;)Ck held by 
Whitworth does not influence 
the stock market nor the cor-
pOrations to withdraw from 
South Africa,' instead it may 
hurt the financial stability of 
Whitworth and does not ac-
complish anything. Would- it 
not be a more effective pro-
cedure to devise a plan, 
whereby new issues are block-
ed at the investment banks I 
level? Are we coordinating 
means with objectives in the 
most effective way? 
Ciro M. Molina 
'Todays students do 
not have to feel guilty 
by John A. Sowers 
The Whitworth ian Editorial Board' 
Our generation lives in the constant shadow of the baby 
boomers. Our adolesence and early adulthood is always 
'being measured by the generation before us. Of course, the 
parent always measures and judges the child. The dif-
ference in this "us" and "them" comparison is that the 
"thems" have, because of their huge population, always 
been scrutinized and examined by all aspects of the media. 
Consequently, the baby boomers want to know why our 
generation • does not embrace the value, concerns and 
idealogies that were so important to them in their college 
years. We are accused' of being money-grubbing, selfish 
and, God, forbid, conservative. In a generalized sense we 
are accused of seeking our security rather than our 
freedom. We are condesendingly told that as we seek our 
MBAs, they were seeking an end to the Vietnam war, racial 
and gender equality and world peace. We at Whtiworth are 
tossed into the abyss of guilt from a variety of sources. 
Many of our professors formulated their world view dur~ 
ing 1960s era co~ege experiences and warn us against our 
supposed return to "head in the sand, white bread and 
spam, I like Ike, America: love it or leave it authoritarian-
sim." After being rebuked·ill the classroom we only need 
to open our mailbox to compound our guilt for being: 
middle-class collegians aspiring to be upper-middle-class 
career persons' (or at least married to an upper-middle-class 
career person). You see, our mailboxes are' flooded with 
do-gooder liberal atteJ)lpts to force us to "expand our 
world view" or, more appropri~tely, to fast, fun, walk or 
symbolically throw on sackcloth and ashes in some kind 
of painful penance for being born WASPs. . 
My question is this: As a generation, and specifically ~ 
a student bQdy, why haven?t the media's and other's ef-
forts to return to the idealism of the liberal 60s worked? 
Why do we noi mirror their. id~m7 ,', . 
First, of all, I would Ilsue that much of what went for 
idealism to our .old~ brothers and siiters and 'parents' was', 
'really save your own rear end self-persecution. You bet we 
would protest war if ~~ were being drafted. You·bel-we: 
,w~~<1 advocate f,,)T', our rights ii we. were s-ubject to Jim 
cro~ laws or confmement to a bare-foot, pregnant and in-
~hC:'kitch~n m~~ty: .wben the. choice lies between getting' 
sent off. ~o a no-win war in Vietnam or agitating for world' 
peace, don't tell me of your idealism and selflessness. You 
are just as selfish and self-serving as I am in my quest for 
the good life. 
Can seJfi~hness be the only reason? I don't think so. 
Equally significant in our return to conservatism is the 
overwhelming failure of so many of the goals of the 19605. 
Where is world peace? Why are blacks still' economically 
and socially oppressed (with the noted exception of the 
Huxtables)? Why do women still average SO cents to every 
$1 eamc;d by men? Why the huge divorce rates from those 
who belonged to the era of of free lpve? Apparently tHe 
Yellow Brick Road to the Utopia hoped for was in reality a 
back alley that only led to !l dead end. Vietnam, 
Watergate, divorce, overdoses, rioting, unrest and overall 
unhappiness are the residue and the legacy that is left to us 
by those who came before. 
Systems and structures will never change. Are we not the 
c~dren of Adam and Eve? If Israel, the nation of God's 
chosen people, feU, how can we do better? On Palm Sun-
day 2,000 years ago, our Lord and our Example was praised 
and applauded by a per~uted people. These people 
wh~ lived in a societr as evil as any today, proclaimed 
Christ as the new King, tile one who would take the 
nefarious system and create a new structure. a new govern-
ment. But Christ did not come to change nations and 
earthly kingdoms. He came to change lives. This is the 
hope for all people, no matter what generation, no matter 
what political persuasion, we have a Savior who can grant 
us the joy and fulfillment that no human effort can pro-
Letter policy---~ 
.In order to more effcctiveJy pro-
mote your views we'd like to reiterate 
our policies for letters. 
They should be typed, double spac-
ed and silllcd, and shOUld 'IDle from 
ISO to 300 words. We ask that you in· 
clude a phone number where you can 
be reached if questions should arise. 
We SUllcsl you photocopy your letter 
·'1' 
since all letters becOme property of 
paper. 
We cannot auarentee that your let 
ter will be printed. However, we wil 
do our best to present a spectrum 0 
~ews and Jive equal time to all opi 
mons expressed. 
The Whitworthian reserves the riab 
to edit or to hold a letter and print it i 
a subsequent issue. 
,-.~ -"; 
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NEWS 
South Africa emphasis in full force 
by Suzan Fleshman 
of The Whitworth ian 
have about the simulated 
apartheid day planned for 
Wednesday, according to 
------------=.-', Glenn Smith, chairman for the 
week's activities. 
We've heard about the On Wednesday, April 16, 
problems in South Africa. Whitworth's campus will be 
We've watched it on televi- transformed into a mini-
sion, read about it in apartheid state. ' 
newspapers and pulled fliers The term apartheid literally 
out of our mailboxes. Now means apart-ness, which 
we're ready to live it here on describes the way of life for 
Whitworth campus. blacks in South Africa. 
South Africa Emphasis The whites on campus will 
Week is under way on campus. feel a small fraction of 
,April 14-18 has been set aside that apart-ness in Whitworth's 
to inform students on the demonstration of solidarity 
issues in South Africa. for the people in South Africa, 
This'week will. feature a real according to Smith. 
look at the situation in South As members of the majori-
Africa. There will be speakers, ty, whites will have no rights 
information, lectures, read- as citizens. 
ings, films, video tapes, Identification passes, which 
discussions, debates and a have been distributed'through 
simulation of apartheid. ~pus. mail, will have to be 
On ·Monday, April 14, worn or carried at all times. 
Forum speaker Rev. Rubin Security officers will be 
Phillip will be in the Chapel patrolling campus. When 
at 7 p.m. to answer asked for ,a pass, one must 
questions. Phillip was past na- have it. 
Wednesday will be dedicated Frase. He will talk about how 
to the people of South Africa. we as people need to think, 
Chaplain ~on Frase will give "are we willing to, get our 
the homily, titled "The (ncar- hands dirty?" 
nation/Putting Yourself on Wednesday night, dorms 
the Line. OJ Frase said, "It fits wm each set their own times 
in pretty well with South for a debriefing meeting. At 
Africa." The scripture used is this meeting, students will be 
John 21:1-13. , able to discuss their feelings, 
"In this passaie, we see a frustrations and concerns 
God who gets His hands dirty. about the day's simulation. 
Christ is concerned with the Thursday, April 17 at 3 
fate of people, not just in- p.m. a video documentary will 
dividuals but nations," said be shown in the HUB Dirt~I.'-
RULES FOR APARTHEID DEMONSTRAnON 
I. All Whites are required to carry Identity Passes. 
2. As a majority person you have no rights as a citizen. 
3. You must obey all posted signs (I.e., Entrance to build-
. buildings may indicate uNon-White Entrance Only"). 
4. If you are asked for your Pass by a Security Officer you 
must be able to produce it. 
S. All minority and non-white international students will 
assume the role of the "ruling class" and are exempt 
from pass laws. 
Security Officers will be stationed at the doors of the 
HUB, Library, Classroom Buildings, SAGA, and 
Residence Halls. They will also be roaming around cam-
pus. . 
Security Officers will not: 1: Block or impede you. 
Z. Touch or physically detain you. 
3. Ask you to do something against your will. 
,'. , . 
tor of Minority Affairs Rose 
Howell will host this video ti 
tied, "Land of E.Cilr, Land of 
Courage" about the condi-
tions in South Africa. 
Thursday night's compline 
will be a prayer vigil for the 
, people of South Africa. 
Friday wiJ)' be the end of 
South Africa Emphasis week. 
There will be a debate in 
Forum concernilll divestment. 
Should U.S. Corporations 
divest? Should Whitworth 
College divest? Form your 
opinion after this Forum. The 
panel to discuss these ques-
tions will include: a Whit-
worth trustee, Bill Fix, Pro-
fessors John Yoder and 
Abraham Luckhoff and stu-
. dent Amy Neil. 
The final event of the week 
will be "Winds of Change, tt a 
video tape featuring Bishop 
Desmond Tutu and Dr. Allen 
Boesak discussing the Chris-
tian perspective on South 
Africa. Gordon Watanabe will 
host this ~t 3,I?.m. in t~e.HUB. 
, _ &",ith'~~,!'W~'r~ r,ea.dy t~ 
'gol I think tHe week will be' a 
" . ~11~~· . ~ ,.: .. ~ ~ ~ ~<, '.: 
tional vice president of the' , If arrested by a security of-
South African students ~. ficer, one will be given a deten-
organization and friend' and tion/arrest card with instruc-
student or Bishop Desmond ',tions to go to an arrest center. 
Tutu. He has faced several There Win be educational in-
police actions for his stand formation about South Africa 
against aparth~d. Phillip is at these centers. 
doins graduate work at Union This' simulation has' been 
Seminary in New York City: done' on' other campUses Be- New theme donns offered 
Tuesday night· ASWC" cording to, Chaplain Ron .. .. . .. 
·F~'Yic:e,Presid~t.),Dick.,"Frase ... ~CoIJeques.iof'~mine '. by JohniBoyer<l .... ".~ ,,-,. 
Anderson and Executive ·Vice have said it's very .powerful. of The Whitworth Ian 
Pt:esiden •. Theresa Zeorlin will' We'll get to feel things we talk. ' 
host'a movie at 7 p.m:in the' im(i read·about'.'1biS -Clay' of ..• ".,.' ...... ,.; 
HUB. "The Discarded Pea- apartheid on campus could Two new theme dorms will 
'pl~": .is: a ma:vie: considered' ,~iy well l;»e the mos~ signifi- be offered next year as a place 
"the best treatment on film of' cant event 'ontic week~'~ ,said to . live and study ~either' com-
the humiliation, dev~tation Frase. - '~., munications or psychology. 
and tragedy to Africans by the . "Wednesday, will be very Concerning the. Com-
South African governments impact-full," said Zeorfin, munications Theme Dorm, 
policy of wholesale resettle- member of the Studerit Task Coordinator Linda Washburn 
ment." Force on Divestment. "Some said, It" feel that it's important 
Tuesday night watc,h for students will be surprised by. to I~ about the different 
signs to be posted about dorm. what's happening, ,but. what types of copununication!' She 
meetings. Ea~h dorm will have people will learn' wili ~ ex- said that students in the dorm 
a meetins to answer ,any ques- ,cellent." will learn about com-
tions or concerns you. may Mid~week 'Worship on municating in interpersonal 
Cry.tal Splll .... n, Mary Furuneu ,.nd Dorte Dletell 
explol'e ·.n open':.lr market whU. qn the Fr.nce 
Study Tour. Photo W •• HIlt from France. 
relationships and families, 
group leadership, 4ecision' 
making, listening and describ-
ing one's own feelings. 
Speakers will be brought into 
the dorm from both the Whit-
worth community and the 
Spokane community. 
In addition to writing three 
short papers, the class will 
bave a !#lique type of activity 
called a' verbal journal. 
Students will sit down and talk 
. about their feelings in a group 
instead of Sluing down with a 
blaJik book and writing. 
To' get involved in this 
theme donn it~s advisable·to 
register' soon; Fourteen 
students are needed and eight 
have already signed up. No 
prerequisite is required for the 
quarter credit class. 
The Psychology Theme 
Do.rm will be titled Identity, 
Formation: Psychology of the 
Self. According to informa-
tion from the Psychology 
department, the dorm ex-
perience will help students 
answer questions like: Who 
am I really? Do we end our 
search for identity by the time 
that we are 25 years old? Why 
'are,adolesoent. aiId, people in 
college so consumed by the 
~ch for identity? What are 
.the building blocks that people 
use'to form thdr sense of the 
self? Do young' people who 
Continued on .,.. 7 
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FFATURE 
Mounce speaks out on issues 
by Barry Elkin 
of The Whltworthlan 
Dr. -Robert Mounce arrjved 
at Whitworth College in 
January of 1981. Now in his 
sixth year as 'president of 
Whitworth, he has gained the 
reputation of being "the great 
pub lie relations man." 
Recen,tly The Whitworthion 
had 1m extensive interview 
with the president. Mounce 
discussed his past, present and 
future)ob at Whitworth. 
Q: Whal is your job ai, 
Whitworth College? 
A: Primarily, a president's 
job is to provide leadership, 
provide focus for the school 
and to ,give general oversight 
to the whole academic enter-
prise. 
Pr_ldent Robert Mounce 
We haye given increased at-
tention'to our church relation-
ships. It's stronger now than it 
once was. Primarily to the 
Presbyterian Church, but not 
exclusively to the Presbyterian , 
Church. 
For instance, when I came I 
Q: What changes have you found out that with one excep-
seen 'at' Whitworth under your tion, all the non-Presbyterian 
administration?- , : trustees were from one 
A: One area would be in the demonination. So we did :not 
. financial, stability. pf tpe in- have natural links out to other 
stituti0p'j( iftili ~:onilierest '.~ groups: That is no longer the 
, to know that wnen I came five case. There is a Baptist, a 
: or six ·years' ago, :the endO\y~., ~~weqant, 8&:1 Independent 
ment of the school' at that time Ch'urcti and a Nazarene. So in 
was approximately $2 million. other words, we are reaching 
Today thaf endowment i~ $8 out more into other areas, So 
million. There are also another that haS been an area of rather 
$11 million of assets ill. the, significant change a~ well. 
foundation, plus known wells '\, " ,:. -, ~ '" 
and life insurance policies. Q: What about changes in 
rhere is a tot.lI at the present policies towards students? Are 
time of about $33 million in they more conservative or 
the pipeline, which Will liberal now? 
ultimately be maturing and A: The Student Life policies 
coming into this school. I that were in place when I came 
would say we have increased are still the existing ones. 
our financial stability. There h~ been quite a bit of 
Another change is certainly change in Student Life. Some 
the change in teaching person- time jlgo, when you were .con-
, nel. There are 78 full-time tracted there was a certain 
teachers at Whitworth now. kind of fine that you paid or 
and 39 of them have been you', went to an hour of in-
hired in the last five years. struction. Currently, my 
That is to be accounted for by under-standing of the 
the fact that quite a few philosophy is that these.occa-
retired. We instituted an early sions are now being used for 
-retirement 'system which ,periods of growth and educa-
allows people to retire early. tion, ,rather than simply a 
Some of th~m went into ad- legalistic fine, I know that 
ministration elsewhere and whole area 'is a nmch more 
some of them went back to healthy kind of relationship 
school for advanced work. In than it :was. 
just a few cases. contracts 
were not renewed. There is, no 
one who used to teach at Whit-
worth who is teaehing now at 
some other plac~. But it is,very 
remarkable that so percent of 
the faculty should be turned 
over in that amount of time. It 
is proba~Y/without precedent. 
Ws just Ii lot of-factors work-
ing, t~gether. 
.. I:ORTHGATE I~TRAVEl 
Q: What about changes in 
policies toward faCulty? Is it 
more conservative' or libera/. 
now? , A: 'I have been careful to' 
s~tisfy.,myself with' the f;l(~ulty, 
that we have hi~ed. By that J 
mean full-tim~ faculty are 
cpmmitted Christians. I want 
. to ,be s~re' that that's w~at we 
(509) 467·6539 
A. Full-Service Travel Ageracy' 
Convenient for Whitworth Students 
N. 9423 Division Street/Spokane, WA 99218 
provide. 
Q: What can you tell students 
about the increasing cost of 
, tuition? 
A: In a broad sense there are 
certain costs that we have no 
control over. For a long time, 
energy costs went up 20 and 30 
percent because OPEC decid-
ed to run up the price of oil 
and that cost has outstripped 
inflation. During the period of 
inflation, ther.e was a lot of 
deferred maintenance, and we 
simply did not put the money 
into campus improvements. 
We could only go so long, and 
then it catches up to you. Ever 
since about 1970, the salaries 
of faculty, staff and ad-
ministration have been drop-
prng not only -below cost-of-
living, but also below all other 
comparable salaries. In 
schools like ours there was a 
real depressed situation, and 
the buying power of the 
average faculty person has 
dropped about $4;,000 in the 
last decade. When you put 
together the need to honor tbe 
teaching salaries with 
uncontrollable costs, 
deferred maintenance 
and all those things, there will 
be a period of time in which 
tuition wm be greater than the 
rate! of inflation. Hopefully 
within a shorter period of 
time, those two will get back 
together. 
world as long as I get mine?" 
That's an unhealthy at-
JlV)sphere. 
If the dorm presidency's job 
is so demanding of his or her 
time that it would be ap-
. propriate to provide some sort 
of help in the kind of a broad 
scholarship, then I don't see 
anything wrong with that. It 
all depends on one's attitude. 
In other words, if a person 
Q: How do you feel about said, "Shall I or shall I not 
dorm presidents getting com- become dorm president? Well, 
pensation for their jobs? if they pay me enough I will." 
A: My response would be a That's not the Whitworth 
personal response and totally way'. -I would really like to see 
separate from the policy of the the spirit or' contribution of 
school. I would hope that the one's efforts to sOciety be the 
spirit of volunteerism is stm major way that someone is 
very much alive in American rewarded. A' sense of having 
society. If in fact' our major done something for someone 
concern about whatever we do else is a far more important 
is that we get paid, then we're reward t.han getting, paid X 
a sick society., That may be' a amount of dollars per hour. 1 
very strong word, but a society do not favor paying people for 
cannot operate well if being dorm presidents. 
everyone's major concern is End of Part I. See next 
his or her own rights .. ~'Who . week;s Whitworthian for Part 
cares about the rest of the, II. 
Transfer students· offer views " 
:by Kristin Boyer' , 
of The Whitworthian 
, . 
academics at both types of campus. 
schools~ John A~nold" a Taubenheim also ex~ri7 
transfer fr9m the University of , enced this division at the Col-
Idaho in Mo~w, finds ~it-' lege of Marin. "Marin is more 
'" . worth e;mer: thiij) 'what he's aCceptj~ ~ far as hair styles 
Is ~iie~di~ Whitworth real- used to. "It was way haider. and clothing, but Whitworth is 
ly any different than attentPng. there.. For' most majors you. 'more accepting of the' perSon 
a secular college? Whitworth would have to take math every 'as a whole," she said. 
draws many students through year - real math. not Food Taubenheim w~, definitely 
its pearly gates with its reputa- and Nutrition." . , ' . ' " ~ .setapart from the~rest 'of the 
tion for being a Christian in- ' What about the integration student body 'due to her 'faith , 
stitution offering an at- of Christianity' into the' since ,such a minute percentage 
mosphere in which one can classroom at Christian and of the students were involved 
grow in both faith and s~ular colleges? The manner in ChristLan activities. 
knowledge. But seriously in which faith is brought il".1to. Taubenheim estimated that 
folks, is all that just, PR hype class discussion at Whitworth out of 2500 fuU time students. 
and fast talking ad men? Or is is very . different than' thjlt approximately 30 were in-
this place putting out some- which Kerfi Taubenheim ex-, volved fn worship groups. 
thing that secular il'\stitlitic;ms perienc~ in her ,two years at , ' 
just,don't have. the College of Marin' in. Arnold' has a more positive 
Several Whitworth ~tudents California's Marin County. view of the Greek system, be-
have answers' to these ques- Close to 95 percen~ of the pro- ing a m~mber of a national 
. tions, having experienced life fessori" at that' school w.ere fraternity. Arnold said'that he 
at both secular· schools and at atheists and "i,f anything, they felt the Whitworth' campus is 
Whitworth. Three students spoke out against G~ during divided into cliques, without 
found differences in aca- class," she said. any activit~es that bring the 
demics, ~ial life ~d per- "At. Whitworth th~re is, ~~hoo1..together. 
sonal attitudes between Whit- more 'freedom and more Kessler does not care'for the 
worth and, their former responsibility' (for professor.s) separati~m, to which she 
schools. to integrate faith and .their ,believ~ tbe Greek system con-
Shanda Kessler, transfering subject. matter," ~tated Bill, tributes, but appr~iates the 
to Whitwo~ Jlft~~ ~~t.ending Peterson."J:»eters0t,l has taus.hr way that it gives people:more 
Col~n~d~ ~~t~ Uruverslty and at· J?astern ,W~ngton ~ l/ni-' __ f~eedortl to be genUin~, 'rattler 
Umyerslty, of Coloradq, ver~lty !IS' well ~ 'I1t ',Whit- , than acting pious and adhering 
~ong oth~r sch~ls" ·found ,worth; :givins,hf~,;a bro~, .toeVery:cod~s~·out.>~!:niere~s 
that students here are, more ~rspective on the' professor:s ,'an !lir going around ;llke', we ' 
~?mmitt~ to th.eir studi~. role ~ '~,,'Christian' in .. the have, 'to' he super .chriS,Han 
~e atmosph~re IS -:n0re con- c,lassroom. , " .,' ". folk~ with high 'cx~ation~ 
. dUClve to studymg ~1~1:J peopl~ At EWU, Peterson does not on qurselveS that are ';:often 
,supporthig one another in see it as thC1 professor's right to plaCed on other PeOple. p.e, " 
what they are doing," she bring his faith intI:) 'a lecture, Kessler said she wOuld like 
said. ' . but h~_ijlid h~ filids it "intrigu- to see more of an emphasis -on 
At the secular schools" ing to see students at Eastern concern and "being,there" for 
~essler noted that ,professors initiate the topic of faith into people even though they have 
presented a more' dogmatic discussion." skeletons in the closet. HI 
view durins lectures, often Con~icting opinions arose believe a lot of people on cam-
'stating their personal views. .Concerning cliques and the dif- pus have things about them-
On the other hand,· she said fer~nt college campuses. selves that they hide and don't 
Whitworth professors "push Kessler expressed that in her show forth. They' think they 
you to think for yourself. experience at CSU, students will be judged because of the 
They prod you to be .more were very much divided into Christian atmosphere. I would 
openminded and discover different groups based on like to see those who are Chris-
what you believe." prestige and popularity, due tians be 'more compassionate 
Concernins the difficulty of largely to the Greek system on and less judgment,al. to 
. ' 
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Crucible: A question of conscience 
Melinda Graham as 
MuyWarren. 
by Debbie Saparto 
of The Whitworthian 
Presented by Whitworth's 
Theater Arts Department on 
April 11, 12 and 13, The 
Crucible left few in Cowles 
'Memorial Auditorium un-
touched, causing an almost 
unbroken silence as the au-
dience saw heart-rending 
themes unfold in the five-act 
tragedy. 
Written by Arthur Miller, 
The Crucible is set in Salem, 
Mass., during the infamous 
witch trials of the late 1600s. 
According to the program 
notes, Miller said that the play 
is meant to capture "the essen-
tial nature of one of the 
strangest and most awful 
chapters in. human history." 
characters' own souls that 
forms the base for the play. 
The success of the play can 
be in part attributed to the 
construction of the sets. Com-
binin. stage placement and 
lighting, the sets added a 
dram~. a sense of the gradual 
decay of the goodness that was 
once a part of Salem. The sets 
helped to bring the audience 
into a feel for both the time 
and the tension that was 
reflected in that era. 
High quality acting can also 
be attributed to the play's suc-
cess. The audience felt the in-
ner turmoil of the main 
character John Proctor. 
played by Junior Brian Senter. ' 
and felt along with him the 
The story itself centers guilt he carried. Sympathy was 
around the feelinj Of cons- felt for the innocent victims 
. cience. The town of Salem had Elizabeth Proctor and Rebec-
been a place rampant with ca Nurse." played by ~nior' 
rumors of Satanic practice and Sarah Hanson and Sophomore 
witchcraft. Playing on this Stephanie Halton. respective-
fear. Abigail "Abby" 'Iy: The hypocrisy and 
Williams. played by Senior treachery of Abby was scorned 
Kathy Gosnell. with other along with the other chil~ren 
children of Salem, began ac- that helped to weave Abby's 
cusing otherwise pious women web of deceit. The diversity of 
of witchcraft. Standing trial. the other actors also added to 
If you had to choose be- many' of these women were the audience's total understan-
tween dying for what you faa;d with ~ dilemma: deny ding of the play. 
believe in or renouncing 'those 'God arid save their lives, or Considering the cir-
beliefs 'so you could live. trut~fulJy deny any co.ntract cumstances presented in The 
which would you choose? This with 'Satan - and, following, Cnicible. if you had to choose 
waS the dilemmp p~t 'up for lose tlieir lires. AlthQU8h the between dying for what you 
the characters in this year's . play adds v~ous otliei' sub- believe in or renouncing those 
'~spHngi~proauHtiori' Ttt'iCrtici- . plotS cart"C:t:· themes;' it' is ~lief5' 50 you could live" 
hie. ultimately what happens in the !,hi~h would you choose? 
,.~ ~~~~~E~~.-~~--~-;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~=====~~ 
TltuN (Monlque Lundin) ... God to rei .... her &0" Satan". 
~. with the help of Rev. Hale (Todd St. Mut.). 
Abigail Will ...... (IUth" G.,.aell) ecr .............. a 
Sataalc ..,lrIt during the trial of .... peded .tuba. 
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· cal B Grambo WaUlors s p Des of striking student 
by Dave Benz 
of The Whltwortnian 
Horace Greeley once said, 
fOGo west young man." The 
Whitworth baseball team 
failed to heed that advice this 
past weekend; 
The Pirate$ headed south to 
play Lewis & Clark State, and, 
in the words of Coach Scott 
McQuilkin, "We just 'got 
pounded." 
LC State blasted Whit- ...... 
worth, scoring 43 runs in three 
games. The long baJJ victim-
ized the Bucs all weekend, as 
the Warriors launched 12 
home runs. 
"You can't defense home 
runs," said McQuilkin. 
"Whenever our pitchers put 
the ball high in the strike-zone, 
they hit it out." 
The Warriors, who are 
looking to rePeat this year as 
by Dave Pearson 
of The Whitworth ian 
On Wednesday of las·t week 
Athletic Director/football 
coach Bruce Grambo allegedly 
struck student Brian Killefer 
two or three times in the back 
of the head after reportedly 
wanting him and Pete Erickson 
to pick up all the beer bottles 
and cans around the baseball 
field. 
A meeting has been arrang-
ed among Grambo, Killefer 
and EricIcson to discuss this in-
cident. Dr. Darrell Guder will 
oversee the conference 
scheduled to take place in his 
office at 5 p.m today. 
The students were drinking 
beer while taking in the after-
noon game between the Bucs 
and Gonzaga. 
Killefer and Erickson were 
among several students drink-
ing beer on the other side of 
school property line on the 
west side of the field behind 
the visiting team's dugout. 
After the other students left, 
eyewitnesses reported Grambo 
then approached Killefer and 
Erickson and wanted them to 
pick up all the bottles on the 
hill and around the tower. 
Following a brief argument 
the students began to walk 
away. Eyewitnesses said that 
Grambo then hit Killefer in the 
back of the head two or t~ree 
times. 
Guder, Killefer and 
Erickson declined to comment 
until after the meeting today. 
Grambo was not available 
for comment. 
New Intramural sport --------
. Water polo with a· twist 
NAIA National Champions, really aggressive. "They really 
beat Whitworth 0-9 oli Friday, by Kathy Marousek get in there and fight." he 
and swept a 40jlble7h~ader. on of The Whitworthian said. 
Saturday. The s~ores . ~ere· When go wrong. Coach McQuilkin h ... meeting of Hamilton said he really en-
, 2-25 and 5-9.. the mlnth ·wlth Aid Savage and pitcher Wayne We ... from joys refc:reeing the ,games, 
Despite' the: 'fact' that' the during Ia.t Tuesdays II-110M to Gonzaga. The usually calm, ~rene though they can get a littl~ 
scores were so lopsided, Mc- I waters of the Aquatic C~ter rowdy some~es. At the fast 
. QuiIkin isn't overly con- how to recover from the big ~d 1 J. If Whitworth wins, are whipped int~ a ·fre~y eve- game he was pushed into the 
cerned. "In the'second half of inning," said McQuilkin. they will also host the coast ry Thur'lday .mght at 8:3P pool·. by spectators who: 
our season, we' scheduled a lot "We've gotten down early and tournament, with teams from when· teams like The Tube disagreed With one of his calls. 
of P~-10 tcams/~, said "Mc,":, ·it'~hurt.us,". t California. Oregon and HC44s, .:J'h~-D!unks, .. ,,:.J:.IDy._ "H8Jniltc)n'"b'elie'\;es<:ttiiS;!is'~a. 
Quilkin: "I believe that it will As the season approaches Hawiui~ ~ . . Bubbl~. and "P~ease Don't' good program since· more 
help us to play better baseball the home stretch, the Ducs are ., The Pirates host LC State Laugh. .lDva~e the ~l. The students .are ·g~tjr)i~it\Yolv.td,_-, 
and prepare us for· the far from down and out. . t9day ,at 2:3~ p.,m.ran~·east~ pme-IS·I~nertUbe w~~· polo .. ·. usfng the pool facilities and 
playoffs." Although the team's overall Washington University on It ta~es Virtually po ~klll, ~c-' 'having fun at it., '~Jt ?h~ {l 
On Mondav. Aoril .7, the record has dropped to 14-9, Tuesday at 3 p.m. ,CO~~lDl· .t~ ~~~f~~~ ~,!}'1JJ goOd.turn"oUt;iuut WUf'lff"'of::, 
Pirates were beaten 1-12 by . they remain atop the district This weekend the Bucs wrap Hamilto.n, but IS" .very e"C1tJjj~. fered next year,!' $aid 
Pac-lO leading Uonzaga. Once with a 13-2 record. up their district games when ·Coed lD.n.ertube waterpolo IS 'Hamilton. . 
again, the Pirates were hurt by "'Our position in district they play three against ~ttle the ~ewest mtr~';1ral §po~ at 'The Drunks" are" currently 
the long ban as GU slugged looks good." said McQuilkin. University and two agalnst Whitworth, and ~t has· become in fir'st place with an 
four home runs. "Our games against LC State University of ~uget Sound. very iX?puJar! .Wlt~ about 60 undefeated record. Dave 
Another problem the don't count' toward our So the Whitworth baseb~1 peopl~ pa~tJclpau~g. ~ach Janssens, captain of the team, 
Pirates have had is giving up district record." With five team will travel to the coast In team IS eqwpped WIth at l~t said the team's strategy is 
the big inning. au scored nine games to go, the Bucs are in a hopes of securing a distriCt six players, each with th~r· "win at all costs and have ~ 
runs in one inning, LC State as ~ommanding position to host championship. own innertu';'e. . good time at it.'" 
many ~s 14. HWe need to learn the district playoffs May 9, Jp Go west, Bucs, go west. . The game I~,the sam~ Idea.as Tracy Clemens from Tiny' 
_________________ -'-' ________________ ---'waterpo~o. Th~, big dlf- Bubbles
t 
going strong with a 
ference IS you .don t h~ve to no show and a loss, said, "Our 
tread water, W~I~,~ tak~ aw~y team' is 'starting. slow, but Wrestling has 'that look' 
----------- bage, and a frenzy ran through a seat in, the smoke-filled 
by Jonathan Boston the crowd like a live wire. Cavana~gh s .ballroom, I h.ad 
Special to The Whitworthian Hulkamania had run wild, and the feehng history was gomg 
----------- I had become a victim. to take a p~ace before my ey~. 
Hulk Hogan lay battered in 
the center of the ring as the 
massive King Kong Bundy was 
about to crawl from the cage 
and claim the championship. 
Wrestling history was upon 
me, the champion was about 
to let millions of Hulka-
maniacs down by Josing his 
belt. The 456-pound Bundy 
was half way out of the ring 
when Hogan got "that look." 
~'That look" is what J 
wanted to see - Hulk 
Hogan's metamorphasis from 
man to superhero. Hogan got 
the same look in his eye that 
Popeye gets when he eats his 
spinach. The match would 
soon be over. 
Hogan Quickly got rid of 
Dundy like yesterday's gar-
My palms began to sweat, The f~h~g started slowly as 
and a chill ran up my spine. the prehmmarr matches oc-
The crowd was on its feet as c~red.. then It snowballed, 
Hogan victoriously climbed chmaxmg when H~gan and 
the cage like a battle-worn Bundy clambered mto the 
soldier. cage. 
. Emotion ran wild, "the au- I k~ow,. I know. They say 
dience screamed and jumped wrestling IS fake. They say 
for joy. The Title remained wrestlers aren:~ athletes. '!oet, 
Hogan's, as he averted a wh~n I saw !hat !O?k, I 
monsterous upset. believed. Just hke mJ1hons of 
When I bought the ticket, I o~her .people, I suspended my 
didn't know exactly what to disbelief. I was a Hulka-
expect. I had followed wrestJ- maniac.. . 
ing on TV for years. When my Des.pJt,~, ~ts dr~wbacks, 
friends 'heard I payed $20 to wres~h,!g IS Just plam fun. I 
view the event on c1osed- saw It In the eyes of the fans 
circuit TV they thought I was around me. I heard it in t.h~ir. 
nuts. As the event approach- thunderous cheers: I felt It m 
ed, even I began to doubt my t~e energy and excJtem~nt that 
sanity. fIlled the room. That s why 
Perhaps there is safety in 1'm a fan. That's why I'm a 
numbers. When I searched for Hulkamaniac. 
fro.m the skill, S81d Bill we're going to kill them. " 
Oliveros; w~o· plays f~r The season will end April 29 
"Ple~ ~n't Laugh." What at 8:30 p.m. with the cham-
shurpnsed him the most albout . pionship game. 
t e game was that the gir s are #====::::::;:=====:::::::=:::;a 
Receivf;! Immediate 
Cash! 
Occasional 
Babysitter 
Needed 
Mead·Area 
. need own transportation 
CaJl 466-1605 
.. , .... 
Donate plasma and 
receive $22 a week while 
helping to sa·ve lives. New 
donors -.,.. bring in this ad 
and recieve a $5.00 bonus. 
Cal! for an appointment. 
614-1251 ..,' 
Hyland Plasma.Ceilter 
W. 104- Third I,;. 
-
North Division Bicycle 
*' QuaJity Repairs 
.. Trade-Ins/Reconditioned .Bicycles 
.. Layaways 
.. '85 Bikes on Sale 
.Mountain Bikes 
467-BIKE 
.. 
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Tennis teams serve upactive week 
CbrIa .Bualulrt ........ _ to ...... a MI'ft In .... 
action ,,-t Tuaclay .. alnet Gonzaga. Both Barnhart 
·.1Id w.altwprth won. 
Netmen'$upset. 
Women end 
busy week 
with a spUt 
by Sheila Farren 
of The Whltworthfan 
The women's tennis team 
completed its busiest week of 
the season Saturday by 
defeating Yakima VaJJey Col-
lege 7-2. The victory followed 
two losses and one victory 
earlier in the week. 
The Pirates traveled to 
Eastern Washington 
University on Tuesday and 
lost 6-3. Though the tearn lost, 
there were some good matches 
for the Pirates. Toni Fenner 
defeated the Eagle's No. 2 
player, Annette Condari 6-2, 
6-0, and Nobuko Tanaka con-
tinued her winning streak with 
a 6-4, 7-5 victory over Karen 
Hinman. 
The Community Colleges of 
Spokane battled the Pirates on 
Wednesday. The Pirates won 
the contest 5-4. Coach Jo 
Wagstaff said tbe decision 
came down to the Heiser' and 
Price doubles match. "They 
lost the first set but went out 
and were aggressive' and won 
the next two sets. They got 
fired up," said Wagstaff. 
, .. 
hopes W· renched -The next ~atch was on Fri-day against Central 
Washington University. The 
Carlson's injury carne at a 
by Dave Benz crucial time for the senior. 
of The Whitworthian With a 9-3 record, Carlson bas 
____ ~ ______ ~ a good chance of being 'one of 
the four ranked players in the 
When Sten .C~lson grabbed' district. Also expected to be 
a basketball nm JD a P .E. class ranked are Tom Peterson of 
last ~eek, he severly wrenc~. Pacific Lutheran, who beat 
ed hIS ankle, - and .the Whl!- Carlson in three sets two 
worth men s tenms team s weeks ago; Jeff Gregerson of 
hopes o~ an upset. Whitman and Mark Diejas of 
t The ~Irates w~re.dow~ed by Central Washington. 
he WhItman MJ~lonanes 9-0 Due to his injury, Carlson 
on.~a~urday, Apnl 12.. missed his first chance to play 
WIthout Sten, everyone on Gregerson, and it is ques-
the t~ ~ad to play up one tionabJe whether he will pJay 
spot, S8Jd Coach Dr. Ross against Central on the 15th. 
Cutter. . "This is really a tough break Cutt~r ~ent .on to d~~ for'Sten," said Cutter. "This 
the Miss!?nancs as qwte is his senior year, and he's 
awesome. I k' 'bl d' . 
Des . Carl ' .. 00 IDg to a POSSI e Istnct 
. pile son s JDJury, championship. ". 
Whltwo~h was able t~ crush This week Whitworth 
the Lewis and a~k PIoneers squares off at home against 
7-2 I~te~ that day. ,- . . Central on Tuesday, Eastern 
WInmng. for the Pirates' 'on Wednesday and the alumni 
were Chn~. Barnhart, Kurt on Saturday. 
Rector, Wllhe Stewert, ~ Besides getting an oppar-
~tman and Bob .Krueger In tunity to see Diejas, fans can 
smgles. Doubles Winners were see a list of ex-Whitworth 
Barnhart and Stewert and stars this week. This year's 
Mark ~i1er~ and Mark Edson. alumni game boasts a • 'star-
. Earher In the week, the studded line-up," said Cutter. 
Pi~ates downed Gonzaga 7-2. The line-up features six 
Wmners were a healthy former No.1 players including 
Carlson, Rector, Stewert, Bruce Cutter (,85), Ted Cum-
Krueger and Barnhart. In mungs (,79), Greg Stapp ('84) 
doubles, Ste~ert and Rector and Ed Bernett (,68). 
won, along with Barnhart and The match begins at 10 a.m. 
Carlson. 
match was played indoors, an 
unfamiliar surface for' the 
team. "We didn't play well, 
partly because of the poor 
. conditions," said Wagstaff 
'after the 8-1 loss. Ann Benzel 
had the only victory for Whit-
worth. She defeated Sherri 
Holmes J -6, 6-4, 6-2. 
The week ended with a con-
vincing victory over Yakima 
Valley College. "We definitely 
got psyched up for Saturday's 
match," said Wagstaff. Toni 
Fenner had the "match of the 
day," added Wagstaff. Fenner 
was down 5-0 in the first set, 
then came back to win it 7-5. 
She won the next set 6-1. 
... EWV(T .... ) 
"......: 
Karen Jones (EWU) def. Ann Benzel (WhJt, 6-1,6-3. 
TonI Fenner (Whli) def. Annette 
Condari (EWU) 6-2, 6·0. 
Bonnie Er1duon (EWU) def. Albron 
Helser (WhIt) 7-6, 7-5. 
Karen Blakeley (EWU) def. Krista 
PI1ce (Whit) 6-2, 6-0. 
Nobuko Tanaka (Whll) def. Karen 
Hinman (EWU) 6·4, 7-5. 
GIna Cornelia (EWU) def. Michelle 
Conner (Whit) 6·3, ().~, 6-2 . 
Doll"': 
Jones and ErIcIaon (EWU) def. 
Benzel and Fenner (Whit) 6·4, 6·4. 
Blakeley and Gear (EINU) def. 
He\$ef and Price (Whit) 6·2, 4-6, 6·2. 
Tanaka and Conner (Whit) def. Hln· 
man and Comella (EWU) 6-4, 7-5. 
AlIIeo. Hehet' .......... MI'flI In WednetMla,..,match 
qa ..... Community Collega of Spokane. Helaer 
won 5-7, 6-0. ~. 
N. CCS (Wed.) 
51neJH: 
Sarlee Murphy (CCS) deL Ann 
Benzel (WhIt) 6·1, 6·2. 
Teresa Aguilar (CCS) def. TonI Fen· 
ner (Whll) 3-6, 6-3, 6-3. 
Allison Helser (WhIt) del. Julie 
Stap!qs (CCS) 5-7. 6·0, 6·4. 
00II"': 
Holmes and Gregson (eWU) def. 
Benzel and Fenner (WhIt) 6·4, 6·3. 
lange lind Johnson (CWUI def. 
Helser and Price (Whit) 6·2, 6-1. 
Gruhn and Burton (CWU) def. 
Tanaka and Conner (WhIr) 6-2, 6·3. 
Gina Gallant (CCS) def. Krisla Prke n. we (Se') 
(Whit) 6-1, 6-2. 5 ....... ; 
Nobuko Tanaka (Whit) def. Yasuka Kris Dolan (YVC) del. Ann Benzel 
Nobuyama (CCS) 3·6, 6·0, 6·2. (WhIt) 6·0, 6,0. 
Michelle Conner (Whll) dei. Theresa TonI Fenner (Whit) def. LorI Nash 
Goebel (CeS) 6·0, 6·0. (WCI 7·6, 6.1. 
Doubl .. : AllIson Helser (Whit) def. CIndy 
Murphy and AguIlar (CCS) def. Evanoff (We) 6·3, 6.3. 
Benzel and Fenner (Whll) 7·6, 6·2. Krista Price (Whll) def. Karen Bishop 
Helser and Price (Whit) del. Staples (YVC) 6.4 6-3 
and Gallant (CCS) 2-6, 6·4, 6-2. Nobuko 'Tan~ka (Whit) def. Gr'1t. 
Tanaka and Conner def. Nobuyama chen VonSlubbe (WC) 4-6 6-3 6.1 
and Goebel (CeS) 6-1, 6·2. Michelle Conner (WhIt)' chit.' Krl; 
... NWV (Fri.) 
5 ...... : 
Stark (WC) 6·2, 6·0. 
EJdra: KeJlr Burch (Whit) def. Jen-
nifer LonllCk (YVe) 6-1, 6·0. 
Ooub&n: 
Ann Benzel (Whit) deC. 
Holmes (SWU, 1·6,6·4,6·2. 
Sherrl Dolan and BIshop (YVC) def. 
Jill Greg50n {CWUJ def. Tonnl Fen-
ner (Whll) 6·1, 6-2. 
Kathy Lange (CWU) def. AlJrson 
Helser (Whir, 6·4, 6-4. 
Unda Johnson (ewu) def. Krista 
Pt1ce (Whit) 6·4, 6-1. 
Robbie Gruhn {CWUI def. Nobuko 
Tanaka (WhIt) 64, 7·5. 
Susie Burton (CWU) def. Michelle 
Conner (WhIt) 6-4, 7-5. 
Benzel and Fenner (Whit) 7·6, 2·6 7-5 (TB) , ' 
Helser and Price (WhIt) deL Nillh 
and EVlmoff (YVe) 5·7, 6·4, 7.1 
(TB)' 
Tanaka and Conner (WhIt) def. 
VonSlubbe and Stalk (YVe) 6-2, 6·2. 
• ~ Tie Breaker 
..£O'l.k & ..£adil!:l 
dtyflnf} c5a[on 
eN. 8//3 '.):){vIJ{on 
467-6663 
Haircut $8.00 
Includes Style 
Perm Special $30.00 
1.0. Re ulred 
.... 
1 ' 
; , 
-
TIle WIIItwonIdea. ApttII ... 1_ ...... 
'CALENDAR 
15 TUESDAY 
• c.p ad Gown _ ........ 
1-10 •• m. ad 4-7 p ••• - HUB 
• WhIIuIordI_ IMaB ........ . 
12:30 p ••• - HUB C .... .... 
• wr ..... _. ca. 2p .•. -
SFCC 
• M r ....... cwu. 2:30 p .•• -
Ho.e 
• Faculty RecItal: Ana F........, 
IIId IJnda Sdwrta. 7:30 p .•. 
-MRH 
• Mo9Ie: "The Dlecarded People." 
7p .•. -IRJB 
• TAXES DilEn 
19 SATURDAY 
• E' .... IDeDt EacouDter. 9 •. 1D.· 
5p .•. - Fox'. 
• Tnck ft. CWIJ. 11:30 •. ID. -
AWay 
• 8aHbaU ... SU, QOOD -
Away 
• WTIIIUH ... V ...... V.u.,. 2 
p.m. - HoIDT 
• ..... 0.1 Gndute Rrdtal. 3 
'p .... - MRH 
• ...... tloaal Club &.nquet. 7 
p ••. - SAGA 
Migliazzo; Sode to speak 
16 WEDNESDAY 
• __ ted ApenWd 0., 
• ....... WanIdp: Roe F ...... 
11:15 •.•. - CH 
• MT ........ EWU.3p .•• -
CH 
• "C' ChIb M ...... 10 p ••• -
W ...... a..o....e 
20 SUNDAY 
· u. H.ntagtoa Sr. Art EDlbIt (til 
5/1) - Koehler 
• B ..... I ... S.U .• I p .... - Away 
• Cooprr IThultoa Jr. Voice RecI· 
tal. 2·5 p .•. - MRH 
~ Cam .... Wonlaip. 6:30 p .... -
CH 
17 THURSDAY 
• VWeo: ....... 01 f_, ...... 01 
C ....... ·sp .•. - HVB 
• CII'S,M=? 10 p .•. - CH 
21 MONDAY 
• F .... : KrItb.,.,.... 11:15 •. 10. 
- Aud. 
• M Tram. ft. CCS. 3 p .... -
"-
18 FRIDAY 
• F ..... : 8011 ... AIriu II. 11:15 
..•. -~. 
• wr ..... _.NNc.2p .•. -
..... 
• VIdeo: ..,.,... 01 a....: 3 
p ••. - HUB 
. 2·2 TUESDAY 
·~"' .... 12:3O 
p.m. - HVB C ... ...... 
• M T=-t. ... Goma ... 2 p.m. -
HOllIe ' 
• ShIt ..... .,."... 1.ec1W.. 7:30 
p.m. - JIRH 
Spokane History lecture. Dorms - from page 3 -~~~~~------
with authentic historical have been adopted go through that the class sought out. required and, one must go 
through an interviewing pro· 
cess. 
by Carl Grim 
of The Whitworthian 
.. An Evening of Spo~ane 
History" will be presented by 
Whitworth History Professor 
Arlin Migiiazzo and adjunct 
Professor Dale Soden, Thurs-
day. April 17 from 7 to 9 p.m. 
at Cheney-Cowles Museum. 
Migliazzo, assisted by 
students in his Pacific 
Northwest History class, 
gathered selections' of periQd 
music, antique photographs 
and interviewed Spokane 
,pioneer families to produc~ a 
slide-tap~ show correlated 
Preos Syndicate 
recollections. a different p~ocess of search- Unlike the Communication 
The presentation depicting ing for their identity beCause Theme Dorm which does not 
Spokane history frqm the they don't know, their. have prerequisites, the 
1880s to 1920 will be followed bioiogical kin?' . Psychology Theme Dorm does 
by a discussion focused on the The questions wili be have some to be met. Since the 
role statehood has played in answ~red through the use of class will consist of eight 
the development of Spokane interactive groups and related adopted students. and eight 
as a city, since 1889 when the literature. Toward the end of non-adopted 'students one has 
territory of Washington was the class a project will con-' to be signed up'on either list to 
granted statehood. The tinue to answer the questions qualify. PY 201 or PY 210 is 
question-answer period is D-- " , 
open to th~ public and will be . - - - - . ~ - .. - - - - - - - - - - -'- ..; - - - - -
led by a panel of Pacific . ~.IA I 
Northwest historians. ""r- I 
Soden and Migliazzo TrIp Whitworth: 
developed the program after FOOO 8TOJIII. 
receiving a S1200 grant from Students! : 
the Washington State Com- I 
mission for the Humanities. 
By GARY LARSON 
Mon. ~ Tues. Special 
25t 
for any 320z fountain drink 
with this coupon at, any 
fJq:ie; 6/1/~ Zip Trip 
. --------------------------~ 
For people who are in-
terested in the class, a meeting 
will be held at 6:30 p.m.' on 
Thursday, April 17 in Dixon 
11 S. Full credit will be given 
for this class. 
It's a !of easier to fight cancer 
before }OU get it. 
ScJentis~ estimate that up to 60% 
of all cancer could be prevented. 
By sImply making a few changes 
in your lifestyle. 
By not J:Clting too much sun. By 
not smokmgcigaretles. By not 
overeating. A TId by following a diet 
high in fiber and low in fat. 
By simply doing these few things, 
you coukl drastically reduce your 
risk of gelling cancCf. . 
Sure. you could ~ 
still get cancer.. NIIBIICAN 
But wl!ynotglYC _ 
~ursclfthe odds • 
Inst it? lit UI ~ "innln 
Jim Bennett 
for 
Senator At-Large 
HI" ~ wHd, of coune, they'd be natural enemies. 
"Because Your Word 
Makes A Difference" 
TheV do ~ fine together If you get 'em 01 pups." 
- ~ 
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Committee requires tickets for graduation 
by Amanda Alford 
of The Whltworthtan 
The Graduation Committee 
has determined that it will be 
necessary to issue tickets for 
Commencement 1986, accord-
ing to Paul Olsen, Registrar. 
At a meeting on Wednes-
day, April 16, the committee 
decided that because of the 
name-value of commencement 
speaker Chuck Colson, 
ceremonies could be too 
crowded because of people 
from the Spokane community 
who might want to attend to 
hear Colson' speak. Olsen said 
that requiring tickets was the 
only solution to this potential 
problem. 
Olsen said that there would 
be no limit to the number of 
tickets each graduate could 
get. He said, "We do ask that 
students be considerate of 
others and that they be fairly 
accurate as to how many 
members of their immediate 
families will be attending." 
Graduates may pick up their 
tickets in the library at the 
main desk from Monday, May 
S through Friday, May 16 dur· 
ing the foUowing hours: 
7:45 a.m. to 11 p.m. - Mon· 
day through Thursday. 
7:45 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Fri· 
day. 
9a.m. to9p.m. -Saturday. 
1:30 p.m. to ll.p.m. - Sun-
day. 
Tickets are limited to 
seniors, master's candidates, 
faculty, administration and 
staff members and their 
spou~. Other students may 
pick up tickets (one per per-
son) beainning Thursday, May 
1 S, according to availability. 
Olsen said, "We don't want to 
discouraae others from etten-
ing, but graduation is first for 
the seniors. If there are tiokets 
left, we would be glad to have 
them pick them up." 
Olsen said, "We are very 
pleased that the library direc· 
tor offered the front desk area 
for the distribution of tickets. 
It is a great servict!, There are 
certain people who areo't on 
campus during the day '" 
We're hoping that the extend· 
ed hours will make it more 
convenient for students to pick 
up tickets." 
Olsen said the committee 
was apologetic that this deci· 
sion was made at such a late 
. date. "It came up on short 
notice, I' Olsen said. "We had 
to do a late reassessment of the 
situation. " 
Olsen said that they had 
been getting calls from people 
in the Spokane community 
who had heard Colson would 
be speaking and wanted to 
know how to get tick~s. "Col-
son is such a high-profile 
speaker. We were concerned 
we'd have a lot of people at· 
graduation," Olsen said. 
• 'Commencement is a closed, 
special event ... We do not 
have room for outside 
people." 
Olsen added that Whitworth 
will probably still promote 
that Colson will be the com-
mencement speaker. "Now 
that we have made this deci-
siun (to issue tickets), we can 
promote that he's coming, " he 
said. "But this does not imply 
that the general community is 
encouraged or invited to at-
tend." 
The Graduation Committee 
is made up of representatives 
from the offices on campus in-
volved in the different aspects 
of graduation events. They in· 
clude: the Chaplain's office, 
Alumni, ASWC, the Graduate 
Program, Registrar's officet 
SAGA, the Auditorium and 
the Public Relations depart-
ment. 
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CO.m m unity responds to simulation day 
by Kristin Boyer 
of The Whltworthian 
students understand the' gravi- 'solidarity pledge. Smith said, 
ty of the black South Africans' "The exercise wa& to create 
situation throu$h assiniilat~on our own apaJ1heid at Whit-
illtp their soCial conditions. worth_ ~ . to .create .enough 
. '.' .. '. -' ,"- 01 ." ~" ..... -' .:ii""+o '·.'-or-- 'f!" t" 't~ :1 .. m.:~, '. . . 
, ,_,~ -A"-'C"P-..... ~·;;~~.-:·· .• ~, , : .• ," "': ~np' .. ,JI~!~ "...5~ ~~~,.r .. -~.,. ~;.~:' (U5tra 100:. o-~~~ponse .. 
On. Apnl 16, man:y' student affa1r~, acted as the·from·students~". .. 
Whitworth students we~e ar- head of org8nization for this . Responses were seen in the 
rested and held in detention event, overseeing the drawing forol of participants burning 
areas as a penalty for their . up of the ~sbooks, arrest their passbooks, protesting, 
crimes. Their crimes? Not tickets and iules by which the and in one instance, an upris-
lJ)u,rder, theft, ,arson or public .. caD)puS operated. Under the~e ing' from a white terrorist 
drunkenness, but merely. try- rules, meant to parallel thQs~ group that involved executing 
ing to e~ercise their rights as in South Africa, arrests were Smith in SAGA with squirt 
the citizens of a conunuriity. . made if a white student WCl$ glins. Smith felt thaUhe activi-
Representing the majority unable to produce a p_assbook ty fulfiUed the organizers'. ex-
on campus, the white students' when questioned, ~ entered pectations beCause- they saw 
actions were restricted while through a main entrance, or students getting involved in 
the minority students repre- congregated with three or serious discussions about the 
sented the ruling class with more people. South African situation and 
free access to all facilities,. all Once arrested, a student was dealing with their beliefs and 
und~r the name of Whit- sent to a detention center at values: 
worth's Simulated Apartheid either SAGA or the HUB, ru far as apathy wascon-
Day. The day was organized to then given educational cerned, Smith. stated, "This 
fit in with the South African materials on South Africa and was an incredible blow to 
Emphasis Week, and help the opportunity to sign a apathy. I was astounded at 
how many took part." 
Students' responses to the 
day were varied. Missy 
Sanders said, "I loved it -
I'm into simulation, It kept me 
humble for the day." 
Peter Maphumulo, a South 
African, also felt positive 
about what he saw happening 
on the Whitworth campus. 
Even though he has more ex-
perience with the South 
African government's rules 
than the organizers, he did not 
work on the project. "It car-
ries more of a message if done 
by Americans.·1t is a sign of 
understanding," he said. 
Iy how frustrating it is." 
Some students' reactions 
feU at .. the' negative end of the 
~r~m,. ·f~ling:-: ~l;, thejr 
{iilhts..:' .. 'o~~n':JJe'I,ltiaJ···wer~ 
. violat~. Even though the 
statement at the bottom of the 
information sheet reads~ 
"This is a strictly voluntary 
exercis~," several students 
found opposition ,when they 
stated' their preference to ab-
stain. 
One student was followed 
by a security officer trying to 
make an arrest even after the 
student's declaration of nor.· 
particip~tjon .. Another com~ 
phUntpf.iti~day was' that even 
-~iti_meaDt~iO·be taken 
seriously; peopj~. were enjoy-
ing it more for the protesting 
aspect than the educational 
portion. 
The purpose of the Apar-
theid Simulation Day was to 
raise consciousness about the 
problems the majority of 
South Africans, the blacks, 
face, based on their skin color. 
Senator voting today 
by Suzan Aeshman 
of The Whitworth/an 
With the new constitution 
going into effect next year, 
each class will be represented 
in a senate. 
The Senate will consist of 10 
·senators. Two each from the 
freshman, sophomore, junior 
and senior classes, and two 
senators-at·large. Senators-at-
large are representatives' for 
the entire student body and 
pull together the non·tradi-
tional students, the off-
campus and night-class 
students. 
Theresa Zeorlin, executive 
vice·president said, "I'm a lit-
tle concerned about the turn-
out. We've had three elections 
this term, and people are tired 
of voting." 
The candidates for each 
class are as follows: 
Sophomores: trish Morita, 
Marty Miller, Steve Flegel and 
Sharon Bailey. Junior:s: Laurie 
Ross and Rimon Moses. 
Seniors: Susan Elledge and 
Valerie Buch. Senators-at-
large: Jim Bennett, Dave 
McMillin, Delaine Swenson 
and James Jones. Two can· 
didates are chosen from each. 
Two freshman will be elected 
next fall. 
Zeorlin said, "It's not as 
large of 'an election as the 
generals, but it's important." 
Elections are tOday, Mon-
day, April 21. Voting will be 
until 5 p.m. in the HUB and 
until 6 p.m. in SAGA. . 
The manner in which the. r-----------------------... 
day was carried out, with its 
passbooks, restriction and ar- . 
resting officers, was quite 
authentic, according to 
Maphumulo. '~We are trying 
to show students how hard it is 
to be the majority but de-
prived of the necessities of life, 
Amy Nell guuds the HUB entrance for non-whites a. a in favor of the whites. The 
part of the Simulated Apartheid D~y. . Simulation Day, ' showed brief-
... , , ~ ., ' 
CORRECDONCORRECDONCORREcrJON 
In the last Whitworthian 
April 14, 1986, a story entitl~ 
ed, • 'Employees to be honored 
for years of service" was 
printed in which it was stated 
that Jean Acheson, Mike 
Goins, Darrel Guder and Joe 
Black would be honored for 
their o'"'tstanding service at 
Whitworth College. This story 
was in error. 
Those individuals wer~ not 
receiving the awards, but 
rather presenting them to 
other individuals. The Whit· 
worthian reRrets the error. . 
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OPINION 
~ :--- ~ 
({ItND HOPE WAS ~eSlOTZfJ) /7J T,J-lfi 
wHxrwOl2.11-t Cou...€b£. 
Defining· terrorism 
by Dave Benz ' 
The Whitworth ian Editorial Board 
After U.S. jets bombed four different cities in Libya last 
week, President Ronald Reagan told the people of the 
world thilt the United States wO\1ld not tolerate terrorism 
on American citizens. 
Indicating that he had strong evidence linking Libyan 
leader Moammar Khadafy to a recent terrorist strike, 
Reagan explained that the world could expect similar ac-
tion from the United States if such terrorism continued. 
The American Heritage Dictionary defines temorism as 
"the systematic use of terror, vioJence~ and intimidation to 
achieve an end." Read the definition carefully. Now ask 
yourself who it is that is using systematic violence to reach 
an end. ' . . 
OUI; president seems very willing to toss around terms 
such as "terrorism" and "evil regime." And for the most 
part, Americans believe him. Yet ~housands of people 
around the world see things differently. 
Greetings/rom France 
In London 'and Amsterdam, Frankfll:£t and -?;urich they 
marched; tens of thousands of· world citizen~, frightened 
by the United States' blatimt display of force .. Leaders 
around the world condemned the attack, and even our 
allies in France and West Germany refused to stand beside 
Reagan. ." .. 
Editor's Note: I received this 
letter dated March 26, 1986 
;Jrom: ih'ree 'sluiients; on the 
France Study Tour. 
, TQ t)l~ editor: -.' . , 
To everyone. we know and 
love, to tllose we simply· know, . 
and to those who we thought 
loved us, but haven't written: 
Greetings, from Nice on. the 
French Riviera I 
bur stay here in· this 
beautiful city has come to an 
e~d, but we all have souvenirs 
of some sort to share. 
Most everyone has a little of 
the French Riviera suntan, 
some in places where the sun 
has never before cast its warm-
ing rays. 
Many of liS spend the days 
with our cameras trying to 
capture impressions of Nice on 
film, and shucks, what with 
the museums, beautiful 
gardens, sparkling fountains, 
and' sun-bathers down by the 
ocean, there's quite a bit of ac-
tion to shoot I 
Simply walking around Nice 
can be quite interesting. In the 
mornings, many sidewalks are 
crowded with open-air, fresh-
fruit, ,vegetable and flower 
markets, where we could rub 
elbows with the French people 
and try to make the best of our 
French language skills. In the 
afternoons, after class, some 
would head to the markets and 
others maybe to "Old Nice" 
where' the brilliant colors of 
springtime flowers bring life to 
the ancient architecture of the 
buildings and homes.there~ I 
Others of us headed straight 
for the beach ~hile some, hjt 
the numerous sideWalk, cafes 
to chat with the locals. For 
some of us, these cafe conver-
sations prove to be some of the 
most interesting and valuable 
plU'ts of our trip. 
As nice as Nice is, not 
everyone in the group chose 
to stay in town for our one 
free weekend. Some took off 
by train to Florence and 
Venice in nearby Italy for 
some weekend sightseeing and 
bargain hunting. That's a long 
way to go for a good deal. The 
Eatons ventured via train and 
thumb to Switzerland for the 
World Cross Country Cham-
pionships. Way to be athletic, 
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boys! Still other thrillseekers 
rented Mopeds and headed 
through Monte Carlo and 
down the coast and crossed the 
Italian border. Som~ People 
will do anything for a beer 'or a 
Coke! 
, What's that? Study? But of 
course! We've aU been busy 
being stude~ts, too, spending 
beaucoup (r~ French word) 
of bur 'afteriuions' on required 
excursiondo study the various 
art that the south· of ·France 
has to offers. . 
Visits to the museums of 
Picasso, ehagal1, "Cheret, 
Matisse, Leger' and others 
have been' learning~rilled e~­
periences, consisting of many 
different styles of art. Yet 
perhaps the majority of learn-
ing for each of us has been 
discovering what kinds of art 
we like' and dislike, and why. 
Yes, it's a little sad to be 
The Reagan administration is guilty of 'see~ng a sh?rt-
term solution to a long-te~ problem. Terron~m agamst 
U.S. citizens takes place because Americans are hated. 
Khadafy feeds upon the hate. Our recent attack has fueled 
that hate even more. Now, Americans allover the world 
must travel in fear. Or not travel at all. 
Khadafy isdCtermined to annoy the uriited States in 
every way possibl~ and there is no reason why we sh~uld 
have to tolerate it. Terrorism is outside the laws of soclety 
and civilizei people cannot allow it to happen. But is the 
solution to the problem bombing and killing Libyan 
citiZens? American. bombs killed dozens of people last 
week; people that had nothing to do with ~r's ~r­
rorism. And so we have sunk to the level of our oPP9nent .. 
'And civilized PeOple'an over the world are ~ot tol~ating it. 
Reagan has calledJ{h~fy a "mad-dog." So we bombed 
his country, terrorized his people, killed his children. Now 
IOtadafy will fight b~c~. ~~. ther~'s, only 9ne O~iJlg ,more. 
dangerous than,a mad-dog: an'injured ma~-dog, backed~ 
into a comer. . 
Busy ~ring is behind. US 
leaving lovely Nice, but never- ----------- and the talk and' propaganda 
theless, we're exited to be by Jill Johnson of ASWC elections has died. 
heading to the fast-paced but The Whltworthlan Editorial Board Events li~e Mac H"II in 
cooler climate of Paris. Concert and the Spring For-
Anything can happen when mal which students anxiously 
it's spriqtime in Parisi The traditonal rites of awaited have past as well.' 
Heidi Franz, Dana Paulsen spring have come and gone. 
and Paul Yoder Spring break is just a memory, 
Apartheid simulation 
Students thanked 
To the editor: 
I feel that on behalf of the 
South African Emphasis Week 
Committee I should write to 
the Whitworth community. 
First of all I would like to 
thank each of vou who par-
ticipated in the South African 
Emphasis Week events. In par-
ticular, I apprechlte your 
cooperation in making the 
simulation a sucessful educa-
tional event. 
Several people have ex-
pressed confusion over the 
way apartheid was portrayed 
by the simulation. The 
organizers sought" to create a 
situation of oppression and 
frustration for the par-
ticipants. It would be very dif-
ficult to portray the human 
suffering, personal humilia-
tion, and the violence that is a 
part of the South African 
government's apartheid rule. 
The organizers acknowledge 
that the' government has 
changed several segregation 
laws that we used in our 
simulation. However, the 
b~ic foundati~ns of apar-
theid, such as race classifica-
tion, citizenship and a lack of 
votmg nghts still remam m-
tact. 
The week is over now. But 
the time to make commited ac-
tion is at hand. I encourage 
each of you to prayerfully con-' 
sider your options. 
Glenn C. Smith 
Director of Student Activities 
~ .. ~.~~.~ ..~.'.~'''~''~'''~'.'~'.~~~ .. ~,:~.':~.~~~~'~-.~~~~~~~',~.:~:~~'~~'~~"~:'~--.-.'.'-~~~:~~."~~~~'~"~~"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
Debate on divestment and 
a~eid have quieted'. And 
best of all, the flyers, ~s 
and daily junk mail have 
stopped. 
Fall seems near as 
dorms elect new presidents, 
students enroll for classes and 
suIrimer jobs are secured . 
Longer days and sunny rays 
make the library less appeal-
ing, and tennis ball golf and 
volleyball in The Loop become 
a must. 
With so much competing 
for a student's time these past 
few weeks, precious little is 
left, The events of spring are 
,happily behind us as Whit-
'worth winds down for the 
year. Like the calm before the 
storm, students' can settle 
down for that last big event of 
spring (No, 'not the South 
Warren Boat Cruise). 
Remember . . . finals. 
'. 
" 
NEWS 
Dancers to perfonn story ballet Forum fO?w~,?,!~ec_ 
by Bob Coleman 
of The Whitworth ian 
The Whitworth Ballet 
department will perform the 
ballet "Coppella" in Cowles 
Memorial Auditorium at 8 
p.m. Friday and Saturday, 
April 25 and 26. 
"In the past we've gone out 
there and danced. This is the 
first time we've done a ballet 
with .. full story,", said Janice 
McQuilkin, a dancer at Whit-
worth. 
"The miming is the h~dest 
part," McQuilkin said. "We 
have to teU a story without 
talking." 
"This is the biuest thing 
we've ever done,u said Ken Urie, McQuilkin, Jaci by John Boyer tured about mathematics at 
Urie, another dancer. "Th,.: R08ers and Andrew Swift will of The Whltworthlon the University of Pennsylvania 
accomplishment of doina the be the lead dancers in the in Philadelphia. She is current· 
ballet means a lot to ballet. Iy a compuler science pro· 
everyone. II Rehearsals for the ballet As a Whitworth student do fessor at the University of 
started back in February. you wonder about the. pro· Washington. 
Dance instructor Rita 
Rogers is the organizer, 
choreographer, costume coor-
dinator and director of the 
Whitworth production. 
"She's the glue that holds 
the whole thing together, " 
stated Uric. 
"Coppelia" was chosen 
because Diany dancers can par-
ticipate in this ballet. There 
will be over 40 dancers in the 
Whitworth production. 
"It's a liaht-heuted ballet," 
Urie said, ~'somethina you can 
80 and watch just to be enter-
tained." 
"We've been workina long posed Star Wars Defense A gifted concert pianist, 
and hard," said McQuilkin. System? Do you wonder how who graduated from Whit-
"We rehearse two to six hours other people in the nation's worth in 1983, will present a 
a day, six days a week. " community think about it? musical Forum on Monday, 
"CoppeUa" is based on a As a Whitworth student do April 28. Oreg Slag. has been 
story by E.T.A. Hoffman. you want to know where you working on a master's degree 
The music was written by Leo can hear quality classical in music at the Juilliard School 
Delibe. The choreography was music without paying $15 at of Music in New York. While 
done by Arther Saint-Leon. the Spokane Symphony or ,at Whitworth, Slag played 
Two dancers from the New some other place? with the school's Wind and 
York Ballet are in town to help If you answered yes to either Jazz Ensemble. He has won 
with the production. Paul and of these questions the Forums numerous state, regional and 
Francis Sackett, friends Qf on April 25 and 28 may be n~tional piano competitions, 
Rita Rogers, have come to enlightenillJ for you to attend. including the Koussevitzky 
lend moral support to the On Monday, April 21, Competition in 1984. Slag is 
dancers, according to Mc- Forum speaker Keith Payne going to Moscow, Russia to 
Quilkin. spoke in favor of the Star perform at Tschaikovsky 
212 vote against divestment 
Wars Defense System. On Fri- Competition in June. 
day, ~pril 25 Dr. Ira Kallet In addition to the Forum 
will be speakina qainst Star performance, on Saturdav. 
Wars in her speech titled "Star April 26, at' 8 p.m. in the 
Wars: No." Music Buildina R~ta1 Hall, 
by Amanda Alford 
,of The Whitworth/on 
the task force, said that the 
vote was an unofficial poD to 
see how students felt about 
Whitworth divestina. 
, Amy Neil, another member 
On ,Friday, April 18, the last of the task force, said, "We 
Wark added, "I was a little 
surprised at the outcome. We 
do have petitions that show a 
lot of people are .,ainst 
\ divestment." 
Kallet has studied physics at Slll will perform. The tickets 
rineeton and the University are $3. 
Serdor event planned 
day of the South African Em- really wanted to know how the Neil sBld that 56 of the votes 
phuis Week, the Student Task student body felt about divest-, turned in were invalid because by Carl Grim Alumni Ideals Award. Accor-
'force on Divestment spon- ~ent." .She said that they were voters either circled both of The Whitworth Ian .,' , ding to' Alumni 'Director Ron 
sored ,a vote at the end of planning to deliver the out- "yes" aD(~ "no" o'r didn't ciT- -----------, Detrick. ~'The award, is given Forum aslring students to vote come of the' voting to the cle either. She BIso said that " to the senior who most ex· 
whether or not they tboushttnist~ who llI'e meeting on the task 'force' susPects that Vaudeville entertainment emplifies service, leadership 
Whitworth should divest. The April 30. Neil said that the many'studen" didn't vote at and a slide show, followed by quality, concern for other pea-
fmal ,vote Count. was' ,212 ' .. tas~ fOl:ce.aiso h~ alm~st )00 all Th task fn .' 'I . chocolate eclairs 'and pie and a committement to ex-.~~t~div~tipenf~d 113 for sianitmes i ' on 'petitioris~ 'for' J t(f~wit the Ft~~ire=: ' strawberry'shortcake served in . ceUence that'we Jib 'to sec in 
diveStment. " . - , div~tmenuhat ~hey are plan- ,.~lips to di~v~rt .comp.rat;ve . The Loop, will be main inve- our graduates. It is oUf hope 
Sandy Wark, a member of rung to present to the trustees.' percentages of ,tpe votin(. 'dients for the 1986 Senior that they will always strive for 
: • ",' ., . : " ,":" , ' Dessert, May 17 at 8 p.m. in excellence in whatever they 
"L, 'e· c'· "t' u· 'r' es' h' "'I-'P'" t' . o' , " 'b' e'" h'e· ;Id' ~~:~reYSbOdY . ~~~~tsor~uo~; Ch~:e t~c~o~~ diverse enter-
; .' : . ., , ' :.: ',.. ',' . " '~ame," ,~ro'." the TV show tainment wHl Include "Hosan-
, The lectureship came out of Clerence (Clem) Simpson and Cheers, WIll be the t.heme. na" by Doug and The Kit-
by Steven Brown 
of The Whltworthlan 
Whitworth~s English and Fenton Duvall. Simpson was Plann~ by a commIttee of chenettes; "Bonnie and 
History depiutments as a wayan English professor, and graduating, students and Clyde," a dance number per· 
to honor two of their most Duvall was a professor of hosted by the Office of Alum· formed by Ken Uric and 
distinguished 'professors, history. ni Relations, the dessert is an. LeAnn Iverson; "And Time 
This year's SimJ,son.DuvaIi' , ' ocCflSion to welcome seniors Enough to Talk All 
Lectureship speaker will be ~ '" ' d 'd' into the Whitworth alumni. Morning,'~ read by Dr. Philip 
Charles Altieri.' The' lectures mn,oyees aWQI-l e The event, held' the' night Eaton and the senior slide ar~ April 22, '23 a1?d 24 at 8 ''Y if ' , . before com,mencement, invites show, "~nections," produc· 
p.m. in the Music Building or years' 0 ,- servz·oe" s~niors to spend their Jast ed by Dave Fielding. ' 
Recital Hall. ' Dlght as students In The Senior Dessert is open 
Altieri, profe~sor of Engli,sh' reminiscence with friends, to everyone. Tickets are $3 
ana Compara~ive Literature Plant's service award which family and classmates. and can be purchased through 
has won many awards, pub- by Barry Elkin was presented to tl:1em by Mike The program begins with a the office of Institutional Ad· 
lished four books' and haS of The Whitworthian Goins, vice president for presentation of' the annual vancement, Alumni Relations. 
written many' critical es~ays. Business Affairs. 
He will give three lectures con- The suppOrt staff service 
cerning "Abstraction in Mod- - At the annual Awards Night award was given to Joan 
ernist Painting and Poetry." Friday, April 18, six individUals Sky b erg, , ad min is t r a ti v.e 
"The modernist theme is were- awarded ·for their secretary forthe vice president 
cynical and pessimistic but outstanding service at Whit- for Academic Affairs Darrel 
also a very human world worth College in five Ouder presented this award as 
view," said Jim Hunt, chair- categories. well as presenting Kay Walker, 
man of Whitworth's History Jean Acheson presented the manager of the Audio·Visual 
and Political Studies depart. faculty award to English Pro- Center, with the professional 
ment. "It evolved in 1913 fessor Leonard Oakland who service award. 
when there was a transition was not in attendance due to Vice-president of Institu· 
from Victorian art to Modern his teaching in France. tional Advancement Joe Black 
StHUJl9 c:Sal'cm 
c::/\!. 8113 fJJiui1ioll 
467-6663 
Haircut $8.00 
Includes Style 
Perm Special $30.00 
I. D. Required 
(Abstract) art. Modernist Max Vandyver, grounds presented John Reed, the 
paintings and poetry deal with keeper, and Janet Wright, associate director of Admis- ..,. __________________ .... 
important issues not simple. grounds supervisor, were both sions, with the administrative • 
ideals," said Hunt. honored with the Phvsical. service award' ___ I\!0RTHGAYE 
The lectures are open to -- ". 
~it~~~~~~dee~~;,,~~~~:i. Wanted: Students interested in TRAVEL 
(509) 467 .. 6539 
"These lectures are designed the mass media. Applications for 
to stimulate thinking in the the 1986-87 Whitworthian staff 
humanities and liberal arts," 11 b 1 bi h 
said Hunt. "Altieri may sug. wi e avai a e in t e ASWC of-
gest some new ideas not fice Wednesday, April 23. 
always found on Whitworth's 
campus." 
A Full .. Service Travel Agencv 
Convenient for Whitworth Student. 
N. 9423 Division Street/Spokane, WA 99218 
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FEATURE 
International students 
by Colleen Schlonga 
of The Whitworth/an 
Saturday night a portion of 
the Whitworth community 
went on an international cruise 
- and they didn't even have 
to leave Leavitt Dining Hall. 
On Saturday, April 19, the 
Whitworth College Interna-
tional Club hosted their spring 
banquet, complete with foods 
from all over the world, as 
well as international entertain-
ment,' provided by members of 
the club. 
After dinner and a welcome 
from club President Wai Kin 
Koa, Rose C. Howell, director 
of minority affairs. presented 
a speech on apartheid. In it she 
included observations she 
made during the Simulated 
Apartheid Day.on April 16. 
The highlight of the eve-
ning, though, was the talent 
presented by the students who 
are members of the club. They 
performed dances and songs 
from their native lands, as part 
of what Co-Master of 
Ceremonies Doug McFalls 
called a "cruise around the 
world. " 
After an upbeat Arabian 
wedding song, Co-Master of 
Ceremonies Marco Sambrotta 
sang an Italian love song, ac-
companying him~lf on the 
piano. He was followed by a 
band featuring Nicholas Len-' 
zi, Sue Sherwood, Kurt 
Liebert and Andres Coello. 
They performed a song written 
by Lenzi, "Pain is for 
Lovers," along with _ '!Free 
Nelson Mandela". and an 
older Mexican song. 
Seuk Whan Moon and Oh 
Shik Kwoil sang a Korean 
song, with Jeanee Quan offer-
ing a humorous presentation 
on phonetic~ and how the 
American in Europe must 
beware of "the little slips that 
could wind them up in 
bedlam. to 
Members of the Hawaiian 
Club performed several 
dances. Those adding a 
graceful touch to the show 
were Lei-Ann Akau, Deede 
Baldwin, Lisanne Kaupu, 
Mike Kawakami, Bruce 
Kekuewa and Bill Oliveros. 
Miriam Samuelu and Malia 
-Kaai sang the songs that they 
danced to. . 
Barbra Jeske performed a 
piece on her classical guitar, 
and McFalls joined Samuelu 
to sing a samoan song. After a 
professional belly dancer 
entertained the Crowd, the' 
show was topped off with all 
the club members present sing-
ing "It's a Small World," Reviews -------""""':""""--__ each in their own language. 
. .' . Adviser Gordon Watanabe 
Down' &. Out· is just that :::t~esZ:~~~:t~t~hee !:; 
. The movie takes pla~ in successful' of the. past three 
years. "He' cited the hard 
by Carrie Moore Beverly Hills, with a bum in work of :thest"udents, in-
of" The Whltworthlan ' one part of town and a ' 
share culture 
___ ---=-_--'-_____ millionaire in another. Nolte cluding' RacheP Yoshida and· 
Seong Jin Kim for their time ) , . . 
tries . to drown himself in sPent organizing. ih~ dinner,' Doug McF .... ,. left; ad Marco Sambl'otta act .. Muten 
His acting was great, and his 
baby blues' melted': the au-
dience. It's only too "d Nick 
Nolte accepted the 'part of a 
bum in Down a"d' Out i" 
Beverly Hills. 
Dreyfus' 'backyard swimming. . . of ~onI~ for ... 1~em.tlona1 Club'. Sprt ...... • 
Pool and of course he·is saved De~ ~.il!~,r, (or ti.c\et ~es, Lea DIll H.u filled 
,. .' ..' . ,Laura Murray'for' set up;'and q,,~~ " .,.~ .. , . ~.. " ... <. tf?, ,~~., ,~t;Ia , 
and brought into "{he g~ McFalls and Sambtotta for etuden"~ faculty, .. and filenchl. . .' 
life." " '. peci The combination of Nolte .hosting. the program. ' CJ ally happy about the au- almost two times more people 
Watanabe :'fsaid he was dience turnOUt:, "Y'I~', ha,~:' Ulan,. :Iast y'~.~' ' ••.. ' .~ •• ~ -: 
and MidIer was sure to. be a hit . , .•. J _ _ • /. -./"> > ,-:, _ ~ • '. • ~ .: _ : .' .' -.', ;..; -'~' ,'. • - - ' 
- a great comedy - but in a -----~7_--=---'-....::.....-;,..,,;.........:.....--...:........-.....:....:.--=.:-~.....:......:..-.-~--=---~--=--.::....:....-----.,. A!; for Bette Midler and 
Richard Dreyfus, they too will 
live on, even 'though Down 
and Out bombed. All the 
way from bed hopping down 
to the dog psychiatry sessions, 
the movie was in trouble. 
Plot, wh~t plot? Switching 
from scene to scene made it 
hard to know just exactly-what 
the movie was about. A!; for 
the al,1ion, there was plenty of 
it, if you like watching a crazy, 
camera-happy son follow his 
family around, trying to deter-
mine whether he is a boy or a 
girl. 
different movie. what I can 
say good about the movie is its 
'choice of characters. This.was 
the strength of the movie. On~ 
item Down and (Jui did 
have was personality. 
If you' want to see itt I'd 
wait until ASWC gets a hold 
of it and pay a dollar to see i~ 
instead of S4.~O. 
There were moments of 
"funnies," but not enough'to 
call it a comedy. At least we 
don't have to worry about a 
second movie coming out, or 
do we? 
North Division Bicycle 
.. Quality' Repairs 
.. Trade-Ins/Reconditioned Bicycles 
.. Layaways 
If-''85 Bikes on Sale 
.Mountain Bikes 
467-BIKE 
. , ______ :a. .... __ ... ____________________ p- ______ ---------------------_., 
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WOLFF TANNING SYSTEM : 300............. : 
.... StM.t I.D 467.5265 t 
c ....... tuo N. 9111 Country Homes Blvd. ! 
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-Van Halen-rockswithoutRbth 
, ~, . " ' 
by Nancy Goodllve 
of The Whltworthlan 
The questions on many rock 
enthusiasts' minds are, "Does 
Van Halen miss David Lee 
Roth?" and "How dOes sam-
my Hagar hold UP' in com-
parison?" 
The truth is, the new and 
"improved" Van Halen 
doesn't sound like the Van 
Halen of old. Hagar, who 
makes his Van Halen debut in 
the band's recently released 
album 5150 is not Roth, and 
one cannot expect him to be 
so. He does try to be like the 
Diamond Dave in some in-
stances, attempting his vocal 
acrobatics, but it ends up 
sounding like Hagar-and-band 
with guest guitarist Eddie Van 
Halen. 
When Hagar isn't singing, 
there is no mistaking the band 
for Van Halen. Bassist Mark 
Anthony, drummer Alex Van 
Halen and his brother Eddie 
apparently suffer no loss 
musically from the absence of 
Roth. The album is spotted 
with Eddie's now-trademark 
solos, and he proves, once 
again, that he is one of the best 
guitarists in rock and roU. 
In 5150, Van Halen reverts 
to the hard-driving rock sound 
of ,:their earlier' days. Any The hlsIllight of the al~inn' 
~hought, of th~· band continu- is "Dreams." This song 
ingthe synthesized near-pop epitomizes American rock and 
style of .~ Jump" and the rest cO." and-it'is here that Hagar's 
of i984 are quickly ~peIled , c?ritribtition to the baD~ is 
as th~ band rips through pow- ,displayed. The album was 
er chords 'and heavy drums. written by Hagacand the rest 
, ~e 'album starts off strong- of the band, and his influenc;e 
Iy with. "Good Enough," a is obvious in this cut. There is 
song thai would make even no way the group could have 
Johnny Mathis f8Jls get up and . written a song ..like this with 
dance to the good-time rock Roth 'at the helm. 
beat. It is here~ though,' that The album 5150 contains 
Hagar tries out his Roth imper- the quality of music and pro-
sonation the most with talking duction one expects from Van 
vocals (reminicient, of "Hot Halen ~d the band requires 
for Teacher" ,off 19M) and of itself. A solid rock beat,· 
screaching screams. He tight vocal harmonies, and 
sounds, sadly, like Hagar try- largely-confident lead singer 
ing to sound like Roth. and' the famous guitar of Ed-
The single "Why Can't·This die Van Halen add UP to Van 
Be Love" - released prior to Halen's best album since the 
the album - follows. This is departure of Roth. 
one of the best cuts on the OK, so this is the band's 
record. Hagar doesn't try to first album since Roth left, but 
sound like anyone but himself, it is a good album; not their 
and Eddie constantly reminds best, but close. 
the listener that it is still Van The group does not miss 
Halen with his powerful riffs Roth. They are able to pro-
in the background.' duce good music without him 
In an act of musical deja'vu, as Hagar proves to be a wor-
the ballad "Love Walks In" tJly replacement - once he 
resembles the sound of their forgets about imitating Roth. 
last album. Because of its Separately, Hagar and Van 
pOtential to appeal to the pop Halen are probably the best 
audience, it will probably be representatives of the 
the next single released. con- American rock sound, and 
trasting in both style and together, they produce a 
mood to I4Why Can't This Be sound and spirit that is incom-
Love." parable. 
, , 
_______________________________ ~_~ ___________________ ~-------- __ ~~.~~~ __ ~ _____ ~~~~ ..~ ..~·.~~,2~~.~~~~~'~, ~~~~~~~' ~~ _.~t~·~.~'~·~~~· ~.'~'~~~~\~"~'~~~~~'~" . ~. 
FEATURE 
McMahan welcomes sun 
by Tim Boggess 
of The Whitworth ion 
"I almost swallowed my 
tonglle," RD Kevin 
McMahan reminisced, think-
ing back to when the first 
horde of freshmen pulled up 
in front of Baldwin-Jenkins 
brandishing stereos, suitcases 
and lots of energy. His initial 
question of "Would this be a 
good challenge for me to take 
on?" needed no reply. Though 
with its own share of dif-
ficulties, this new resident 
director from San Jose, Calif., 
would say that this 
year has been a growing ex-
perience for both himself and 
the students. ( 
Although this is his first 
year' at Whitworth, 
McMahan's interest in the col-
lege goes back to' his 
underJraduate days,. when 
Whitworth was ~'too liberal" 
for his liking. But' with a 
master's degree f~om Ohio 
State University in.college stU- Kevin McMahan, Baldwln/.lenId ... RD 
dent' 'personnel' ad-
ministration, and practical ex- also maintaining the necessary 
perience at Judson College, distance that his job demands. 
Southern Oregon State He admits, "It's a very dif-
University. and Ohio State ficult balance." 
University, McMahan once Along with his normal 
again "considered· the pine duties as a resident director. 
cone" ,- and he liked it. McM~ . is currently busy 
. McMahan sees his main task evalu~tinl the Freshman 
as an RD as lettina to know Theme Dorm. 
students and help them to ac- q,nsiderina the controver- , 
.tiWiie ·'t}ieii'·"J,otential/~while . sial' theine dorm;' Mc;:M~an 
said they are still "testing the 
w~ter." He said, .. It hasn't 
been a failure." Students are 
'"no mo~e in the dark" no 
worse off in BJ than any other 
residence hall." 
Ironically, McMahan enjoys 
Whitworth now lforthe very 
same reason .he, shied away 
, Co .... u.(~ ..... t, .. 
Hutterites keep life sbriple 
by Steven BroWn 
of The Whitw~rthia~' . .wl,l~ visited Jhis settl~eJlt,., .rdiaio\'S activi,ies. . there was a sense of culture' '. 'Aniong . the: many sights 
sh~k., . Gross pointed out was a huae 
. 'I wouldn t want to live· storage shed where the Hut-
RolliDg wheat fields,' araz- there, m,aybe for a weekend;" terites store potatoes after the 
ina cattle, tractors, old h'ouses said Junior Eddie Davis. "It harvest. Inside .this shed was 
and barns are among the many seemed kind of quiet." 4,000 tons of spuds. "That's a 
quiet sights to be seen on the To others the adulthood of lot of hashbrowDs" said 
roadside' farins. just' a short a lS~year-old girl who was Junior Scott Wetzel. ' 
drive off Whitworth's cam- treated with respect from the Among the other highlights 
pus. old~ members of the COm- of this trip was the authentic 
To' the casual observer,' muruty was the reason to be homemade Hutterite wheat 
most farms look just like any caught off auud. bread 'and fresh homemade 
oth~. To a aroup of 17 Whit- Accordins to Don Liebert, " potato chips. 
worth students, there is a pro- professor of socioloaY, their The students agreed that the 
found difference between an culture is very different from people of this community were 
ordinary farm and the one o~r:s, b';'t aside from the ob- very friendly and open, but 
they recently visited. VIOUS dlfferenfcs, they could discovered that the children -
Whitworth students who are t~h us a lot. all dressed like Laura and 
enrolled' in "Work and "The Hutterites don't ha,ve Albert from "Little House on 
Leisure," a sociology course, questions about vocations, the Prairie" - were the best 
visited a Hutterite settlement consumption or even tour guides. 
Thursday, April 3. c1othing/' said Liebert. "If you. want to know 
This settlement is l()C8ted in "None of these questions ef-· what's really goinl on - ask a 
Espanola, Wash., about 20 f~s how they live. The relief kid," said Wetzel. "They 
miles west of Spokane on a from these pressures enables give an honest insiaht into 
4,000 acre farm. There are 4S them to keep a constant focus what really happens when the 
people who live on this settle- on their priorities. tourists aren't around." 
ment. . "Students benefit by renee- Mark, one of the younger 
The Hutterites are conser- tl.ng back on them~lv~ .while boys, said that they go to their 
vative Christians who find ~,ewing the Hutterltes Simple teacher's home (he is not a 
their foots in the Reformation bfe style. It helps them to bet- Hutterile) and watch football 
of the 17th century. They te~ un.derstand their world," on television. He also reported 
possess a puritan 'focus on life said Liebert. that some of the older kids 
which relies on a strict inter- "Seeing the Hutterites helps sneak radios into the settle-
pretation of the Bible. me to understand the way ment. 
Their biblical interpreta- older people live. especially The quietness of this farm is 
tions include an old-style view • grandparents," said Freshman not unlike many others in the 
of possessions. They own only Lori Stienmet~. area, it is clear to see that there 
those things which they need. The students were con- is more than meet the eye on 
They don't own televisions, dueled on their tour by Paul this farm when you drive 
radios, cars or the latest in Gross, the eldest member of casually by. It is more than 
fashion-designed jeans. th~ .community. <?ross is a just a farm - it is a way of 
To a few of the students mmlster and dIrects all . life. 
11M Whltworthlaft. AprII!I. 1016 p ... 5 
Treatment of refugees 
moves visiting student 
by Tim Boggess 
of The WhUworthlon 
"RtfUletS flCe much more thin 
nstre economic deprivation, lhey flee a 
put of persecullon and sufferlna. Ind 
they flK'e a future of homeltsSatSS. 
They are dusters of humanlt)· Idt to 
endure the aftermath of terror: lotit 
'''Iy IMtIIMrs, lost possessions, lotit 
hopei. If we abandon our nsponslbiii-
ty to upllold fl'Hdom by provldln" 
hope 10 lilose who are 1101 free, 10 
tlnJlt tet'fOl'btd by political penifCU-
tloti, tMII we "an ,ailed ourMIv,.." 
U.S. CoIDIlliUte for .f_JftI, 
World HI/urn SUrvlY, 1984 
Philippe Coulon knows 
refugees who have suffered. 
After spending four months at 
Whitworth's sister college in 
Korea, Kiemyuna University, 
Coulon, ~ junior from 
Belgium, traveled' to Hong 
Kong. It was here that he had 
his first encounter with 
refugees. Hong Kong hllS four 
refugee camps, mainly holdin8 
Vietnamese and Chinese-
Vietnamese who had escaped 
from Vietnam in the turbulent 
years of 1975-1979. 
Two of the camps are con-, 
sidered '''open,'' where the 
family members can go out 'to 
earn a' living during the day 
and return home at night. The, 
other two are "closed" and, 
don't allow anyone out of the 
camp. Garb8ae' Is thrown 
'00",0, tl}~)tairwells. r~s and 
cockroach~ eXist by the'huri~ 
, dr~ and· the smell of human 
, , ,'. t .. • .,' 
feces sliape the world' of these 
refugees .. 
Touch~ by the lives of 
refugees in Hong Kong, 
Coulon'then went to the small, 
Portug~ coiony of Ma~o 
and ,had further contact with 
refugees. OJ:i!=e apin, he was 
"yery moved," ' 
Upon arriving back in the 
states, Coulon said he saw a 
contrast between the poor-con-
ditions in which the refuJccs 
live, JlDd all the comforts that 
n.FA._ 
Americans have. At this point, 
Coulon said, "I knew we 
needed to do something." 
"I think American people 
don't make the distinction be-
tween refugees and im-
migrants," Coulon said. Im-
migrants are those people who 
leave their country on their 
own will to find a better life, 
while refugees are those people 
forced to nee from their coun-
try' if they want to survive. 
Spokane has a refugee popula-
tion of approximately 2200. 
Although the Asian "boat 
people" (Vietnamese, Cambo-
dian and Laotian)· are con-
sidered refugees, there also ex-
ist Ethiopian, Pakistani and 
Polish refugees. 
Considering this\ primary 
difference, Coulon believed 
that "if people will learn more 
aoout refugees they will be 
compassionate." Therefore, 
he came up with the idea of 
having a week in which not on-
ly Whitworth students, but 
also the . whole Spokane com-
munity could learn about these 
displaced people. 'ije, said he 
hoped to get' the mayor of 
Spokane to declare Sept. 29 to 
Oct. 4 as the "International 
Week for Refugees," But 
more than just a time to see 
how refugees adapt to this 
count,ry, Coulon wanted to ' 
"make, this their week." He' 
. said ~ "I want . to make this 
week for the refuaet5. 
Coulon was very optimistic 
that people would be moved 
by these refulee5 just as he 
was moved in Honl Kong and 
Macao. He said that he hoped 
that we would see what.8 great 
contribution these'people can 
give to our society in term of 
their rich cultures, high ideals 
and their hard work. Coulon 
was convinced that H. • • at 
some point. we WUl.~ no dif-
ference between' them and 
us." 
By GARY LARSON 
"You coli this a niche?" 
-j'" 
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SPORTS 
Hues big guns blast SU 
by Dave Benz 
Yesterday, the Pirates 
slugged out 19 hits, and Troy 
Oliver won his second game of 
the year on the mound. Bare 
went 4-6, including a triple. a 
home run and six RBIs. 
Clements hit two more home 
runs, bringing up his season 
total to to. 
Both Clements and Coach 
Scott McQuilkin are optimistic 
about the Bucs' chances of 
winning the District, which 
Grambo incident 
resolved 'amicably' 
of The Whitworth fan 
The big guns were blazing 
for the Whitworth baseball 
team this past weekend. 
In taking three games from 
Seattle University, Whitworth 
crossed the plate 42 times and 
aU but wrapped up the district 
race. 
Whitworth swept SU in a 
double-header on Saturday 
11-7 and 13-0. On Sunday, the 
Bucs drilled SU 18-7. 
In the first game, Brian 
Cook won his seventh game. 
Jeff Bare, starting in left field 
for the first time, had three 
hits, including his first four-
bagger' of, the season. Also 
touching all four for the 
Pirates were Ryan Clements 
and Aki Savage. 
In the second game, Brian 
Atkins won his fourth deci-
sion, and Clements added 
another home run. Atkins 
allowed only two hits and held 
SU hitless until the sixth inn-
ing. 
would mean that Whitworth 
would host the District tourna-
ment May 9, 10 and II. 
"We're definitely sitting pret-
ty," said Clements. "All the 
pressure is on them." 
The Whitworth slugger went - McQuilkin was a little more 
7-12 on the weekend, with cautious, but still confident. 
four HRs and 15 RBis. His 50 "The determining factor is 
season RBIs is a Whitworth straight (win-loss) 
record, and he is one home run percentage." he said. "We 
away from tying another. have to wait to see' how they 
Scott Barkley has also (PLU) do." 
broken the RBI record, which Senior infielder Miles Abnee 
was 34, for a Whitworth said he was pleased with the 
player in one season. Barkley weekend's results. HI think we 
has slugged in 37 runs so far had a good weekend .. ' he said. 
this year. "The wins really helped us 
The Bues have taken a com- out. We play some decent 
man ding position in the ball." 
district playoff race. With two Clements said he feels the 
games left, Whitworth is 16-2 three wins will help the Bues 
in Districts. Pacific Lutheran establish some momentum. 
University has 12 games to go "Coming off the losses (1ast-
in NAIA District play. If week) to the Pac-IO teams, we 
Whitworth beats UPS in both were ready for some big-
games this coming weekend, wins," he said. "We hope Jhat 
then PLU must win, every scoring a lot of runs will swing 
game they have left. us right into the District tour-
nament." ' 
by Dave Pearson 
of The Whitworthlan 
As reported last week in The 
Whitworlhian a meeting took 
place between Head Football 
Coach/Athletic Director 
Bruce Gramba and students 
Brian KiUefer and Peter 
Erickson. Vice president for 
Academic Affairs Darrell 
Guder. who acted as the 
mediator for the meeting said 
that the matter was amicably 
resolved to the satisfaction of 
aU parties. 
"We are satisfied with the 
results of the meeting." _ said 
Killefer. "It was just a shame 
that it had to take so long to 
get solved'" 
Ouder . said -both sides, 
apologized for the entire mCi-
dent ,even coming to the 
forefront. "They needed to 
get in a room together and 
Clanfy the facts," said Guder. 
The OlJly thing_ that 
separated the two parties was 
the question of whether Gram-
bo struck Killefer or just 
grabbed him. 
"There was a difference of 
opinion on how hard he hit 
Brian,~1 said Erickson. 
Killefer said he believes that 
the difference of opinion 
could not have been noticed 
until the meeting. "I just don't 
like to be touched, and 
whether it was a pat or a strike 
or a hit, it bothered me." 
Both parties agreed that 
Grambo "touched" Killefer as 
be turned from him, - said 
Ouder, not while walking 
away as reported earlier. 
"W~ were face to face, and 
I had just started to turn away. 
I wasn't walking away," said 
Killefer. ,_ 
Grambo could not be 
reached· for comment;' but 
Ouder -said be was disap-
pointed in ,the publicity sur-
rounding the incident and was 
also concerned about the ef-
fect it would have on the 
stud~nts. 'Ouder said that 
Gramba regrets the entire con-
frontation and h9peS it does 
not h urt hi~ career. Mer{sVBers open McQuilkin and the Bues will now prepare for several games this week, including a pair of 
District games With UPS. Ian 
- I 
In -the second and third Cameron will' pitch Wednes-
games, the 'Bucs were downed day against Oonzaga and 
4-JS, ~IS, as the Eastern pass- Brian Cook will look for his 
Ski team- competitive 
by Dave Benz 
of The Whitworthian 
----------- ing game molded together. eighth win on Thursday when 
Eastern has had a men's the Pirates travel to 
volIeYball team for six- years, Washington S~te Univeisiiy. 
by Dave Benz 
of I:h~ Whitworthian 
Not many people know it 
but Whitworth does have ~ 
men's volleyball team.' 
The club team, coached by 
Pete Jones, played its first 
match on April 7. The Bucs 
were downed in straight games 
by Eastern Washington 
University. 
The first game in the best-
of-five series saw the Pirates 
take a 12-9 lead, only to be 
beat 15-13 in the end. 
)-... 
and they have qualified for the After last season's sub-par 
United States _ Volleyball perfor~an<:e~ the Whitworth While most of us were pray-
Association regional tourna- baseball team has found -o-ut ing for the snow to melt, 
ment. how to win, and the con- -. several Whitwprth. students 
Coming up on May I, ther fidence the team, feels is e~i- - were not only enjoying the 
Pi~ates will host Spokane dent in their words. snow, they wt(re competing in 
VplIeybitli Club, a team that· "We: want to win the District it. 
Nishioka considers "one of take Rc:gionals. and then we'r~ The Whitworth ski team, 
the best teams in eastern off t«;> (NAIA champion) founded last year by Steve 
Washington." ' Lewis and Clark," said- Broughton; competed in three 
The game starts at 7 p.m'. in Clements. different events this year and 
the Fieldhouse. If the Pirates' big guns qm showed signs of tremendous 
Other members of the team continue to boom, Clement's impr~vement. 
include Student Activities dream might just become a The team travelIed to such 
Director Glenn Smith, Kevin reality. scenic places as Marshall Ski 
Bluewood, Ski Resort in 
Dayton, Wash. and Brunaige 
Ski Resort in McCall, Mont. ' 
Practicing twic~. a week all, 
through January, the tearn .of 
15 students (10, men,· five. 
women) . faired :pretty well: 
against some of tIle toughest 
schools in the country. 
Along with wins over Gon-
zaga and Eastern, the Pirates 
competed with the College of 
Idaho and Whitman, both 
top-five teams nati9nally. 
Coached by Paul Schoening 
and Broughto_n, the team 
com'peted from early Decem-
ber- until the middle of Feb-
ruary. 
"We out-passed them in the 
first game, .. said Brandon 
Nishioka, who said he was 
quite pleased with the team's 
performance against the more 
experienced Eagles. Women get wei; lo_se' to ,NNe' 
Copp, ,Dave Ponting, Tim Resort in Missoula" Mont., 
Moore and Mark Kemp. 
A Winning Donation 
Donate pla~ma twice during the week of April 
28 and receive. a free raffle tick{~t for a 1986 
Chev. Cavalier 
For each donation the week of May 5 receive one free 
rame ticket untilll:30 a.m., May 10 (Drawing for car 
at I p.m.-May 10 al Anderberg Chevrolet, Cheney.) 
Still earn $22 per week while helping save lives (505 bonus 
ror newcomers) 
by Sheila Farren 
of The Whitworth ian 
It rained on the women's 
tennis team in more than one 
way tnis week. -Two matches 
were rained out· and they lost 
the other match 7-2. 
Rain caused the postpone-
ment of ,-' Tuesday's match 
against the Community Col-
leges of Spokane. The Pirates 
were ahead 2-1 when the deci-
sion to call the match was 
made. The unfinished 'sets will 
be ,played on' April 29. 
On Friday Northwest 
Nazarene College defeated the 
Pirates 2-7. The Pirates were 
ahead 2-1 after playing the 
doubles matches, but NNC 
kept their composure' and 
came back to win all the 
singles matches. ,Coach 
Wagstaff said, "They were a 
mental team, it (the come-
back) was amazing." Despite 
--Vid;~---R~~~-M;~h~~~-~~d-2M~~;;J. 
$4.95 Mon.-Thurs I 
Disc-Go or I 
Rent 2 Movies and get I 
W. 417 Hastings Rd. third One Free I 
Fairwood Shopping Center Mon.-Thurs I. 
Hyland Plasma Center w. 104 Third, 624-1252 
.-.iiiii!ii!iiiiiiii!i .. iii!i. iiiii .. iiiIiii ..iiijiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i&iiiiii~ L _________ ~~!:_~:~~ _________ ,.~--~'"----~--------_______ J 
losing, Wagstaff said that 
Allison Heiser and Toni' Fen-
ner played extremely well. 
The Pirates were scheduled 
to play Yakima Valley College 
on Saturday, but off-and-on 
rain all day forced the match 
to be called off. 
w. Northwest Nazarene CoDege 
SIngIa: 
Nachele Robert (NNC) def, Ann 
Benzel (Whit) 6·2, 6-4. 
MlcheUe Jones [NNC) del. "onl Fen· 
ner (WhIt) 6·3, 6·4. 
Anita TIlzey [NNC) del. Allison 
Helser (Whit) 6.3, 6·4. 
Debbie Ulrey (NNC) del. Krista Price 
(Whit) 6·1, 6·2. 
Kris Rees (NNC) del. Nobuko 
Tanaka (Whit) 6·4,6·0. 
Janel Barns (NNC) del. Michelle 
.Conner (Whit) 6·2, 6.2. 
Doubl .. : 
Robert and Jones (NNC) def. Benzel 
and Fenner (Whit) 6·3, 6.0. 
Helser and PrIce (Whit) del. nlzey 
and Ulrey (NNC) 6.2, 7·5 . 
Tanaka and Conner (Whit) del. Rees 
and Johnson (NNC) 6·2.7·5 .. 
SPORTS 
Spllsh, splash, I was . . . playing Inner-tube water 
,polo on a Thursday night. Dirk Anderson, day WUlIs 
and Mark Crandall prepare for Intra-mural action. 
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Helling speeds past records 
by John Worster 
Special to The Whitworthion 
If her recent performances 
are any indication, the best is 
yet to come. 
Annette Helling, a junior 
transt'er trom Spokane Com-
munity College, is taking the 
Northwest small-college track 
scene by storm. 
The Pirate speedster, who is 
a product of Central Valley 
High, School in Spokane, has 
participated in just three meets 
for the Pirates, but has been a 
one-woman wrecking crew, 
demolishing three school 
records and assisting in three 
others. 
A hurdler who originally at-
tended the University of Idaho 
and played basketbaJl for the 
Community Colleges of 
Spokane, Helling recently 
broke the Whitworth school 
records in the 400- and 
lOO-meter hurdles. 
On her first try. 
When Helling broke the 
hurdles records at the Western 
Washington Invitational, no 
one from the other district 
schools had seen her run. She 
left a lasting impression, more 
like a bruise, on two of the 
better racers in the nation, 
Karen Bell of Pacific Lutheran 
University and Celina Owen of 
Simon Fraser. 
Both were national com-
petitors last year, but' all they 
saw on April 12 was the 
"Nike" label on Helling's 
heels. Her 14.6 clocking in the 
100 hurdles beat the field by 
five meters and qualified her 
for Nationals. The 400 e1ock-
ing of 62.2 clubbed the field by 
seven more. Both were meet 
records as well. 
Helling anchors the swift 
lady Pirates' 400 and mile 
relay teams, and last weekend, 
running in a stiff wind, the 
team of Trina Alexander, 
Sharon Bailey, Helling and 
Lisa Vallem ran SO.6, breaking 
the school record of 50.9 set 
by them two weeks ago. 
Keep your eye on Helling. 
She's surely not Finished yet. 
She first smashed the 
records in the Eastern 
Washington Invitational in 
March and has now assured 
herself of running two races in 
the NAIA National meet in 
May. ' 
Her records are as follows: 
400-m,eter hurdles: 62.2 
tOO-meter hurdles: 14.6 
As if this isn't enough, last 
weekend at Central Wash-
ington, Coach Arnie Tyler had 
her run the open JOO-meters to 
help work on her speed. The 
result? Another record of 12.3 
seconds. 
=M!!ee!!!t!!!re!!!s!!!u!!!lts!!!f!!!o!!r !!!CW!!!!!!U!!!I!!!nvi!!!t!!e~ Netmen reign :over alumni 
April 19, 1986 
• Women's 4xl00 relay - 2nd (50.6) 
• Wom~n's javelin: Julie Morgenstern - 1st 
," .. (121-7) 
• Women's 400-meter run: Lisa Vallem - 3rd 
(1:01.1), Lynn Leighton - 4th (1:04.3) 
• Women's shot put: Julie Morgenstern - 3rd 
'(33-6) 
• Women's lOO-meter run: Annette Helling -
2nd (12.3) 
• Women's 200-meter run: Annette Helling 
2nd (25.8), Sharon Bailey - 4th (26.9) 
• Men's Hammer: Arnie Tyler - 1st (170-11), 
John Worster - 2nd (141-3), Ted Snider -
3rd (136-10), Stuart Woods - 5th (135-5) 
• Men's I ,500-meter run: Peat Sutherland - 4th 
(4:04.5) 
• Barry Holley - 11.3 in the loo-meters: Per-
sonal Record 
• Barry Holley - 23.4 in the 2oo-meters: Per-
sonal Record 
• Women's discus: Janine Hoffman - 6th (109) 
$2 Student DIscount 
Tues. & Wed. only, 
Cuts, perms & color 
Heads First Salon 
N. 10214 Division 
Ned 10 Lauerman's 
467-8937 
by Dave Benz 
of The Whitworthlan 
beat Greg Stepp. In the second 
game, Ted Cummings beat 
Kirk Rector, and in the third, 
Brad Adams of the aJumni 
They ~y every cloud has a downed Wille Stewart. In the 
silver lining. 'For the' Whit- remaining matches" Ed Ben-
worth mel.1's tennis team, the nett beat Boo Boatman, Eric 
clouds that rained oui last Timm edged Brad Larkin and 
week's matches were lined Marc Eilers downed Bill Con-
with gold. verse. 
Although the cancellation In doubles com petit on , 
of matches against both Cen- Carlson and Barnhart beat 
tral Washington and Eastern Cummings and Stepp in a 
Wuhington was unfortunate, close three-set match, Rector 
it did provide the Bucs with a and Stewart' beat Adams and 
chance to heal and rest. Timm, Bruce Cutter and 
Sten Carlson. who injured Robert Houser beat Boatman 
his ankle last week and was a and Ellers, Rob Clancey and 
doubtful starter in Tuesday's Dave Stephens beat Converse 
and Wednesday's matches wu ItBd Kent Lupton. and in the 
able to rest his tender ankle. final match, Ken Oril~ey and 
Carlson, Whitworth's No.1 Marty Miller defeated Bruce 
player, was able to play one set ~mbrey and Bob Bryce. 
of doubles on Saturday, April After the contest, the alum-
19, against the alumni. ni and the tennis team lunched 
Coaeb Cutter described the tOlether. Cutter called the 
match against the alumni as a meeting "very nice. We car-
"gaJa event. .. The Pirates won ried on some fine traditions," 
a tight match 6-S. he said. UThe alumni shared 
Winning in the singles mat- their experience." 
ches were Chris Barnhart, who Carlsol.1 was able to play one 
'- ---~ --------------------
• I 
Whitworth: 
Students! : 
• 
doubles match. Cutter _said 
that he played quite well. 
Carlson, who said his ankle is 
about 85 percent healthy, was 
also pleased with his perfor-
mance. 
ul'm hitting the ball as well 
as I ever have," he said. "I 
just can't move as well!' 
Carlson' said he feels that 
despite that pain and missed 
matches, the injury may have 
done him some good. "I've 
changed my attitude," he said. 
"I think it's {TIade me a 
tougher player mentally." 
The Pirates take on the 
Community Colleles of 
Spokane today at 3 p.m. at 
Whitworth. This weekend, 
Whitworth hosts the Ever-
reen Conference Tournament. 
The Bues will defend lut 
year's first place finish a,ainst 
CentraJ, Seattle University, 
Seattle Pacific University, 
,Evergreen State and the 
University of Puget Sounc;t, 
RGHTCANCa 
B&ORElOU 
GEl It 
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lOUGEfrt 
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CALENDAR 
22 TUESDAY 
o WfdtlllortJl ... MeetbIe. 12:30 
p ••. - HUB CbaJaben 
o M T_. ft. Gotauaa. 2 p ••• -
HoaN 
• SI • .-oa-DuveU Lectur ... 7:30 
p ••. - MRH 
26 SATURDAY 
o T.-.c:k at W1IItm.u ~. -
11:30 ..... - Away 
• .........., Retreet (Coat.) 
• Youth Writaa RelIy. ' •••• ·3 
p .... - Aud.; MB 
o M T ...... Confereaee ToarD.. 
...... t (CGItt.). ell day - Home 
o Wbltworth Ballet. 8 p .... - Awl. 
o Gng s-. PIeao RecItal. I p.lD. 
-MRH 
23 WEDNESDAY 
o ........ WonhIp: ..... ADder. 
MIl. 11:15 •••. :- CH 
27 S~NDAY 
o WbItwadIa Claember S ....... 3 
p .... - WIdtworth Pn.: 
. c.m,. Wonbip. 6:30 p ••. -
CH 
24 THURSDAY 
o ........... WSU.7 p ••• _ 
~ . 
28 MO~DAY 
• Fanna: Gng m... 11:15 ..... -
Aud. 
o MT ........ EWU.3p .•• -
~way 
25 FRIDAY 
o M T .... CII ...... Touru-
..... aU .., - ;1c!De 
°Lald ..... ....,.. 
o Forua: Ira~. 11:15 •.•. -
AIMI. 
o \lIIIItwaftII ....... p ••• - AMd. 
29 TUESDAY 
o Whlt-'h_ Std MeetIna. 
12:30 p ••. - HUB Claamben 
-Mc~ahan - frQm p. 5--------------------
from it ye",rs ago: "its 
liberalism," which he now 
calls its "non-restrictive Chris.: 
Spokane." Basking in the sun 
last week, he wondered _how he 
.survived the long' winter. "I 
don't like the cold," he said, 
stretching out on the carpet of 
McMahan sees -the job of 
resident -directbr as an impor-
New PJm not Legendary 
tian environment." ' 
He likes the Northwest very 
much, but is "still evaluating , ' , grass. 
iratin 
Domino's Pizza has been 
, helping students atudy' 
for over twenty years. 
Keeping you first in class 
has made us 'the number 
one pizza delivery 
company In the world 
, Domino's Pizza DellYe~:-
Fast. Free Delivery" 
N.-6f{6 Ash 
Phone: Jl6.DI) 
11~~$1--0if---- $1.00 off any P~~-:---II 
One coupon per p1U8. 
I ~-,Expires I 
• Good at listed location. I 
' - • Name: _____ --' 
I 
_=~~~~_-_~_~~ _______ d 
, 
, , 
tant "labOratory." Involved 
with ,tasks incorporatin3. the 
skills of admiPistration, in-
t~rsona.i communications, 
counse~ng -~d org~ti,?n, 
his strengths; _as well as 
weaknesses,' 'surface. Future 
" -pl~s may inClude a career in 
ministry, cOlmseling or work-
ing with coUege student life in 
an administrative aspect. 
At the moment, McMahan 
plans to spend at least one 
~ore year at' Whitworth, 
hopefully making his 
residence's view of the college 
a "positive -impr~sion, like 
mr positive impression." 
Due to technical dif-
ficulties, The-Whilworth-
ian could not include 
Part II of the interview 
with ,President Mounce 
in this week's issue. 
Look fQr, it in a future 
is-sue. 
by Nancy Goodlive 
of The Whltworthian 
A movie featuring actors 
Tom Cruise and Tim Cufry 
should be good, rig~t? One 
would think so when going to 
see Legend, the latest release 
from both actors. 
Legend seems to rely too 
, heavily on the talents of Curry 
-and Cruise to pull off its weak 
script. They could have done 
it, too. But Cruise must have 
been having a bad day. 
Cruise stole the hearts of 
American females li.,.synching 
to Bob' Seg~r's- "OIC:i Time 
Rock and RoU" In. his 
'underwear in Risky Business. 
His legs were showing during 
much of this filin, too, but his, 
acting was not. 
Cruise plays Jack, a nature 
boy of sorts who brings his in-
nocent love, Lili (Mia Sara), to 
see a pair of unicorns. He fails 
to teU her not to touch them, 
which, of course, she does, 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Forest Service, U.S.D.A .• 
bringing a cold end to life as 
they know it. 
Jack, with the help of the 
forest <iwarfs, spends the rest 
of the inovie trying to reverse 
this unfortunate occurrence by 
shedding light on Darkness, 
the d~il-like character ' played 
by Curry. 
Points go to Curry, though, 
for being far too convincing in 
his role;- He had theater-goers 
quaking in their seats at the 
mere siiht of him. 
The movie does have some 
technical merit, which may 
make it worth-while for hard-
core movie' junkies. 
The viewer is assulted with 
constant sight and sound 
stimuli~ most of it pleasing. 
The exteriors resemble a bad 
hay-fever remedy commer-
cial. ' 
The special make-up is ex-
traordinary. Not only is Curry 
not recognizable, except for 
his famous quivering lip, but 
the elves and demons are the 
. most fariciful creations since 
Jim Henson's work in Empire 
Stikes Back. What makes 
these better, though, is that 
they are created from make-
up, not from scratch. 
The soundtrack is superb, 
however. Tangerine Dream 
provides the background 
music with the aid of Brian 
Ferry (formerly of Roxy 
, Music) -and Jon Anderson (of 
Y~). 
The, soundtrack could be 
worth the price of admission, 
but one would probably be 
better off forking 'out twice 
that amount to pick it up in 
the record store. 
It's too bad that one has to 
suffer through such a thin plot 
and poor acting by Cruise to 
enjoy the visual and audio 
delight that Legend provides. 
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The end of the Copellla Ballet, left to right: Krhtln Colyer, Rldi Bolan, Carolyn Reuoner, Dave Hall, Janice McQuilkin, Peggy Wdde, Chad 
Stoddard, Marlanne Deal, Steve Murray, Krt.tln AncIen. Kimberly Davis, Patrick Gray, Jact Rogers, Ken Urle, Terna Malian, Jeanne Quan, Daniel 
Bennet, Kelll Taylor, Kant Colyer, Janlne McAla.ter, Dave Jewett and EIlzabeth Rurey. 
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ASWC senators ready for action 
by Suzan Fleshman 
of The Whitworthian 
would mean having a repre· lot of ideas, and we're going to 
sentative from each dorm. put them into action. I think 
This y,ri.D get more People in· Rimon and I will work 
voIVed.".s8,id ~ori~: , , _ to~ther really wel,I," ~d 
ASWC -Senators - fOf. the'· '. ~'There!s .bC¢nc g~t;leader:' Ross:··'.··· ,., .:. - -: '--1;.> .. 
86-87 school year were elected ship in the freShman class this Ross has hopes of tooking 
last Monday and have big year with lots of' interest. I into archives and getting the 
plans for Whitworth. want to continue that en- interest back. HI -think it's 
Senators elected were: thusiasm," said MilJer. hard to create spirit when 
Sophomores Trish Morita and With the new constitution there's so very little. Rimon 
Marty Miller; Juniors Laurie $oing into C?ffec{ and r~presen- ~d I want to get the spirit 
Ross and Rimon Moses; tatives from each class, there back," said Ross. 
~niors Susan Elledge and could be greater unification of One big plan being looked 
Valerie Buch; and Senators-at- classes.' into is a group trip to Expo 8t>. 
large Jim Bennett and Delaine Morita thinks the class of "We need to get more people 
Swenson. '89 and the classes to follow involved," said Ross. One 
",":t:/~·~ 
'. 
, 
, 
Sophomore Senators Morita will be the most unified goal for the' junior senators is 
and Miller said that they are because of the freshman dorm to make campus events the 
excited about their positions and the high energy level of th thing to do. "If those things 
and have some goals set for incoming freshman. are fun, people wiIJ come; and 
th~mselves. "Our main goal is Next year's Junior senators that will help integrate off-
.86-87 MIIator., left to right: SUMO Elledge, Rlmo .. "·',, 
MOHtI, Laurie Ron, TrI.h MOrita, .11m BenAett, Marty 
Miller, Valerie Such and Delaine Swenson. 
to have a class cabinet which also have ideas. "We have a campus students," said Ross. One big thing for Senior 
.----------------------------'-------'--'--~---':..:..:..='--, senators is graduation. Elledge 
Ubyan 'bombing prompts 
France stUdent concern 
English Professor Leonard the quietest major European 
by Bob Coleman Oakland, faculty advisor to cities since the bombing, ac-
of The Whltworthian the students, has contacted the cording to Gustafson. 
U.S. Embassy in France to The tour has not been trou-
assess the danger. ble free. Four Whitworth 
The United States' bombing The word from the embassy women were mugged during a 
of Libya has brought about was that if the students keep a trip to Italy. Apparently the 
concern for the safety of the low profile, there is no greater girls were on a train from Pisa 
Whitworth students currently risk to them than at any other to Venice when they were 
on the study tour in France. time. gassed. The muggers injected 
Some parents of the "We have to go on the basis some sort of gas into the com-
students have called Whit- of the information they are partments the women were oc-
hopes to form a senior coun-
cil, so seniors can be involved 
in organizing graduation. 
• 'The administration does the 
planning now. The senior 
council will get more people . 
involved. " 
Getting more students in-
volved is a common goal for 
all the new senators. The job 
of pulling together the entire 
student body, including non-
traditional students, night 
class students and off-campus 
students goes to- the Senators-
at-large. Freshman Jim Ben-
nett and fifth-year senior 
Delaine Swenson were elected. 
worth to get an evaluation of 8elting there," Guder said. cupying. The women were not Bennett's main goal is to get 
the situation in France. There UWe know our information is injured but they did lose a cou- the voice of the students heard 
is fear that the students may very minimal compared to pie of cameras and some in the senate. "I think the 
become victims of anti- what they can find from our traveler's checks, which were greatest thing I can give as 
American terrorism. representatives abroad." reimbursed. Senator-at-Iarge next year is 
The 32 students on the tour The students do have the myself. I'll give myself to the 
are in no immediate danger, Assistant Professor of option to return to Whitworth students to listen and voice 
according to Vice President of Modern Languages Pierrette jf they feel the situation is too their opinions to the senate," 
Academic Affairs, Darrell Gustafson said that she has dangerous. "The students said Bennett. 
Guder. "There doesn't appear not noticed any anti-American were told they could come Theresa Zeorlin, executive 
to be any unusual reason for demonstrations in Paris. At home but nobody wanted to," vice president, said the elec-
concern," Guder said, this point, it has heen one of Gustafson said. tions went well, with one ex-
~-----'----------~--------------------~ 
ception. The nigl1t before the 
elections, the election commit· 
tee found out that their deci-
sion to not let graduating 
seniors vote was' against the 
new constitution. The new 
constitution states that anyone 
having paid ASWC fees' has 
the right to vote. "We had to 
reverse our decision without 
publicity other than word-of-
mouth. 
One complaint was that 
because seniors weren·t plan-
ningto vote they didn't have 
time to become infofmed, and 
it became a popularity contest. 
People voted for who they 
knew. 
, The only senators affected 
were Senators-at-large. They 
were asked if they wanted to 
redo the voting. They all said 
no. 
"I have to take responsibili-
ty for this problem as chair of 
the election committee. It was 
negligence on the election 
committee's part," said 
Zeorlin. She added that only 
about 20 percent of the 
graduating seniors voted, 
because of not knowing. 
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OPINION 
. Forum Speakers 
desetVe respect 
by Jill Johnson 
The Whitworthian Editorial Board 
This space of The Whitworthian is reserved for the opi-
nions, ideas and concerns of the Whitworth community. 
The editorial board this year has encouraged critical think-
ing through its editorials, guest insights and letters to the 
editor. Yet aner attending Forum this week, I had to 
wonder if the board wasn't wasting its time. If Forum is 
any indication it would seem the issues raised by the board 
have fallen on deaf ears and open mouthes. 
Apathy has been a buzz word in ASWC this year. Yet 
whether students are apathetic about world problems is not 
at issue here. What is at issue is the fact that Forum has 
moved from an opportunity for critical thinking to a social 
hour for students' to meet friends and write letters. 
Each week it's the same, students arrive late, talk with 
their neighbors and. then, at exactly 11":55 (whether the 
speaker is done or not) they pack up their books and begin 
to leave. True, Forum is a requirement, but is that any 
reason for students to put asid~ manners and act like third 
graders? Before you complain about another boring 
".--.-- - ,.~~- ..... "-J.,~.~ -. ',..," - .~ - ... '" • - _" .. I,. 
Forum, remember you are part of a community of adults GUest Ins. Ighi 
and as such should act the part. . " --------------------------
:,.r,~~.:11t~cODtinUedOn-8 Divestment doomed to/ail 
Verification of· S. Africa 
information requested 
To the ~itor: 
For the last ·several' weeks 
there's been much information 
given to us via fliers and in-
serts in our' mailboxes con-
cerning apartheid in South 
Africa. Concerns have been 
raised by both professors and 
students about the accuracy of 
the information presented to 
us. Failure to present author-
itative documentation leads us 
to question the validity of the 
facts given. We ask that the 
people responsible for the 
posted data to come forward 
with the sources they used. We 
request this so that we can 
verify information given to us 
as the true facts. Only at this 
point. can we look at the issue 
ourselves and develop our own 
opinions free from misconcep-
tion. 
Concerning the apartheid 
simulation of April 16, we 
would Hke to know if the pass 
bQOk laws [in South Africa] 
were in effect on Apri116!Uld 
prior, or if their enforcement 
wai discontinued quite ·some 
time ago. We would Hke to 
know if in fact there are 
separat~ entranCes for differ-
ing races, or if this practice 
was also discontinued quite 
some time ago. We would like 
to know if truly you can get up 
to 20 years imprisonnlent in 
South Africa for speaking out 
against divestment, 'or is this 
also a fallacy. 
We of th~ Whitworth com-
munity expect accurate inf~)f­
malion in order to correctly 
understand the issues con-
fronting us. In the future 
please take care that the facts 
posted represent the truth. 
Tracy J ashinski 
Todd DeVries 
THE WHITWORTHIAN 
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The Whilw<ll1hLAn If tM o/fIcI4J publicotion o/the >lucien,. 01 WhuWOf!h Collttc and If 
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rhDK 01 1M wrlUr and do 1101 Mce_1v ..,iWd the "It .... 0/ 1M Whltwol1hllon Of 
Wh~W01fh Collt~, 
by Dr. Abraham Luckhoff 
,Visiting Professor of Reli~ion 
that the government of Presi-
dent Botha has beCn dimantl-
irig the apartheid laws. 
Capitalism dOes' not co-exist 
with : apartheid or any other 
The sin of South Africa is systeui which is based on in-
known to t~c wor~d. The wore;! herit~ . cast~ or r~, which 
~'Apartheid" rings around the forbids freedom of movement 
world. That is, why. South - and the right of everyone to 
Africa is today a skunk in the sell his or her labor where and 
commonwealth of-nations. .'~ When 'he ot she 'chOoses. This 
Surely this must change. ., is, I believe, ~he· main reason 
Even the government in South why the Pass Law has been 
Africa ~ants to change. repealed by the government 
declaring apartheid dead. But last week. 
the changes, accor~ing 'to • It will hurt the very peo-
some, are not fast and fun- pie they are supposed to help. 
damental enough. The crux of Of eveiy 100 jobs destroyed by 
the problem is this: There are -disinvestment approximately 
no examples in' history where 80 at' present are held by 
ruling establishments have blacks. Of course, the whites 
will lose too. But who will suf-
fer more? Those who have a 
margin of economic safety in 
their Hv~? Or tnOse HYing on 
the very margins of Hfe? ' 
South Africa is the 'major, 
~rhaps the Qoly, hope ror an 
aCceptable· stailClard of ·HYing . 
and of opportuDities for ade-
quate edueatton., jo~s. BlJd 
sOcial services for the 100 
~on people in the su~nti­
nent of Southern Africa. 
As the Africa correspondent 
for the Los Angeles Times put 
it: "Indeed, 'black Africa 
depends on South Africa. 
Without it national economics 
in the southern third of the 
Continued on p. 8 
voluntarily divested them- l . dis . ;::i~O~~ their power and their PrOlessor· · rnayed at· 
So how do we effect change speak 
in South Africa? I believe that commencement er 
the only way a new equitable 
dispensation is likely to come To the ~itor: 
about is through a combina- ' 
tion of increasing internal and 
external pr~ssur~. The ques-
tion is how. 
During the last decade a 
Please allow me to use The 
Whitworthian to address the 
graduating class. 
plan ~as emerged in th.e United Dear Seniors, 
States to deal with this qu~­
tion of methodology. This 
,plan is. called disinvestmest. 
When you look at' this term 
closely it is but a modem ver-
sion of an age-old sanction 
method' alainst an undeSirable 
person or oraanization. Basic 
to disinvestment, boycott, 
ostracism and other methods 
is the severance of relations 
with or disassociation from 
the person or party to be 
punished. 
There is no question in my 
mind that this policy toward 
South Africa is doomed to 
fail. I am' .. ainst disinvest-
ment because: 
• It strikes at the institution 
which is the most likely to 
destroy apartheid: ~pitalism, 
not the disinvestment lobby, 
Earlier in the year when I 
learned who was to be our 
commencement speaker, :·1 let 
an ox stand on my tongue _. 
as the Greeks say it. I do not 
believe this speaker incarnates 
the ideals of Whitworth Col-: 
lege. But, then, I've seldom. 
been impressed by commence-' 
ment speakers, aJ;ld in my . 
20 spring comm'encements 
I remember only two speakers 
worthy of the day - Senator 
Mark Hatfield (on Mount St. 
Helen's Day) and our own 
Fenton Duvall. 
So I have no expectations 
that this year's speaker will be 
impressive. But recently I've 
heard some members of the 
senior class express their 
dismay over the administra-
tion's choice of speaker (this is 
not the first such time). I want 
those of you who are upset to 
know that at least one faculty 
member is dismayed also. 
I will be at graduation out 
of friendship and honor for 
the senior «::lass, and because I 
am to read the names of 
students I love and admire. I 
doubt I w~ be moved to ap-
plaud th~ speaker. . 
Last year the English majQrs, 
were seated at the back of the 
Opera House stage and could 
no't: see ·~r hear anyway. SinCe 
I'll be back there with them 
. , 
I'm sure my lack of en-
thusiasm for the speaker will 
go unnoticed. But my regard 
for the senior class is high. 
You are a talented and 
dedicated group of people. I 
shall applaud you on gradua-
tion day. 
Warmest regards, 
Lewis F. Archer 
Professor of English 
E 
\ 
.-
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Mounce speaks on issues Forum footnotes 
by Barry Elkin 
of The Whltworlhlan 
In this edition of the inter-
view Dr. Mounce speaks out 
on controversial issues at 
, Whitworth CoDege and talks 
about the future of the school. 
original scripts and music te 
other words, just spend more communiCators. by Debbie Saparto depict what the Blancs call 
time reading books. All of this is intended to of The Whitworlhlan "the spirit of Alaska." 
A good academic experience enhance academics. Because if Whitworth will then Icave 
is an exposure to a field in you don't do it, it declines. the Alaskan culture and ex-
which the subject matter of the You have to always fiabt Talent from around the I "It I " field really becomes excitin .. to ."ainst it, always' have to kind per ence cu ura espano a. ~"O - world will comc to Whl'tworth classl'cal guitarists Neil and the one involved in it. So that of maintain it. 
once the course is over we don't My second goal is a spiritual in the upcoming Forums of Tamara Caulkins, both gradu-
May 2 and 5. Forum on Fri- ates of Whitworth, will share 
say, "WeD that's enouah for go&i, and by this I don't mean day, May 2, will be a multi- their music and experiences as 
now." That experience will be more chapel. What I do mean media slide show of Alaska American students in Spain. 
Q: How do you feel about so rewarding that you'll is that I simply, IS a Christian presented by two natives. The The Caulkins first began 
apathy at Whitworth College? always have a kind of curiosity educator, want to see God's M d ' F M 5 '11 perl'ormin. at Whl'tworth and on ay sorum, ay, WI J' A: That's a matter of com- about it, and throughout life spirit very much alive and at h k half d latcr obtained their master's parisons. I spent 13 years in a you'D continue to reat! in the work on our cam.,. transform- t en ta e us -way aroun 
university where the avenae area and talk about it. To con- ina lives as he ctoes"and giv- the world to Spain when two dcarees from the University of 
student vote was seven percent tinue an inc:rcase in academics in .. new insj""'t and perspec- Whitworth graduates, a North Carolina. They have 
.... 5'" classical guitar duo, play "in, spent the past year in Spain, 
of students voting. 'When you is a very realloal. tives on Jearning. That's Concert." ' studying under Jose Luis 
compare that to what happens The "';..:.... of the ":""'t someth.ina not very quan-
....... ..... Alaska, the 49th state, its Rodrigo at the Royal Conser-
here, one cannot say that there teachers is terribly impc;trtant. tir .. ble. In fact it's something traditions, lifestyles and vatory in Madrid. Last sum-
is apathy here. This summer the academic you can't reaDy proaram. It's heritage, will be the foclls of mer the Caulkins each received 
I don't know how to com- vice presidents and three facul- something you pray about, but Friday's Forum when lona- scholarships from the Spanish 
pare Whitworth today with the ty members are on a IfIUlt for you can't set up a program tfme Alaskan residents Don government to attend music 
. Whitworth of 10 years .,0 or two weeks in Co19rado with a that God bas to be here on cer- and Afton Blanc visit Whit- courses and festivals in both 
the Whitworth of 10 years in whole poop of other people lain days to answer our needs. worth. Granada and Santiago. 
the future. I do believe that from around the nation. They Unless there is a focus on The multi~media show, Their presentation will 
setting people involved in will search out the advisibility that, tbe history of American presented by the Blanes, will generally reflect their year of 
anything is a lifelong process. of developina a department of education has been from be computer operated using studying in Spain. Using 
Eyeryone has his or her own liberal studies, putting the spiritual and church-related to 2000 slides and II projectors, music, personal reflection and 
agenda, and it's usually pretty Core programs in tbere, ad- secular. In fact, Darrell The photographs and the pro- slides, the Caulkins will share 
fun. How do you get people ding a Core 3SO in orders of Ouder, our academic vice fessional work of the Blancs their talent and experience of 
into other agendas? That's possibility which woulc;t relate president; wrote his doctoral themselves are combined with Spain. 
part of the challell8e of leader- tbe scientific world, and a dissertation on the seculariza- L..::.:=::=.:.:..:::....=.:.:...:=::::.::.:.:.:::....:..:.::.:.:_.=!:.::::.:.:...-________ , 
ship. . . Core 450 which would be a tion on Princeton University sense of community on cam- on three nights in a row 
Q: What are some of your senior capstone experience. In which began '" a Christian pus. There is som~t~inl v~ry ~use: :tller~ is .not . enough 
challengesandgOQlsfor Whit- other words, carrying it coDege and ended up as a special here. There is:a morc' room.fo(:.PQc,niaht ... ' '.' 
worth ~ future? " 'through all the four years. totally secular institution with apparent sense of people C8T- Those are the kinds of 
, A:' I really have probably SO we're working on ways Harvard and Yale and all the, ing for one another, and I things thabria.~e Whitworth a 
three major goals. Not to renew, and invigora~ the rest of them. They aU take that want to encourage that. very special place, where 
necessarily in the ord~ 'of Im- cwricuI~:. ,We'r~' ~a, to cOurse; and we want to main- I 'Would love to see every everyone gets involved m n 
pc;>rtan~ is that I 'think' we bri.ng ~n. n~' 8fid exciting ,tain ourselves ~ a Chpst- faculty member whenever and, it's a large family_ 
neal' to eontiDue"to '~ce t~ache-rs", and we're lnot ~tcrcd c~ufl;:h-r~latcd ~tjtu- they~re in' town at the ball . End "of Part II. Se" next J.b~_J~C.l~~~en¢t: I do OK~ing .ieacbers·, , 'whO ':,ha.ve . ,:000. , '-{ "', ->:.< '.;';' ,:-, ',~, ,taiunes: For'M~c'Ha1Un"Con- -', ~k~,W.hitwo(tHJalilor. FRrt 'not'mea..'to\do·b11:S~~rwor~,in goOd' cr~enti8is"&ut' ¥e"not A"thinlioal is a more rcal cm, I"d:1oyeto~'thempunt 111."" 
\lisitlng.truste~s· 'feJ"disCUSs/inances 
AgencY and the trustees," to be 'done and which can be There will ,be some new 'by~&riy'Elkih:" " 
of. the Wnltworthlan 
, , 
On Tuesday, April 29, 
Whitworth's trustees Win be 
arriving for a three-day'visit, 
during which ·they will make 
decisions on important issues 
concerning WhiJwort'h's 
financial future. 
According to Debbie 
Leinan, ~retary to President 
Mounce and the· board of 
trust~, they wui spend their 
Wednesday morning at 
meetings of their' various cOm-
mittees, - including Academic 
Affairs, Christian Life, Com-
mittee of Trustccs and Finance 
Committee. 
After their comniittee 
meetings the trustees are then 
scheduled to appear' at 
Midweek Worship ,wher~ 
trustee Murray Marsl;lall wiD 
s~. . 
After the' service students 
and trustees WiII ~ve a chance 
to eat lunch tOiether. ·Aftet 
lunch tbe trustees will. conv~ 
for a' meeting of the full 
board. 
, 
waDi to Rent 
2 bedrooml2 bath furn-
ished apartment. May 
IS-July 15 by retired. 
Florida couple. For in-
formation call Joan 
466-1663,466-7308. 
, '. On the last day of their stay 
the trustees wiD be in"olv~ 
witl;l meetings of the following 
committees:, ; Buildings and 
Grounds, Institut~onal Ad-
vancement, Personnel 
Recognitions. and Student 
Life. 'The fuD, board will then 
convene for ~other afternoon . 
meeting_ J , ! :' 
, Two big issues the trustees 
wiII be ~eciding upon,·accord-
ing to Mounce, will be the 
tax-exempt bonding and the 
feasibility of a campaign in 
honor of Whitworth's centen-
nial. 
, "The recommendation on 
the bondipg will be that we go 
ahead with a S7 million bond 
issue. All the real hurdles have 
been jumped by now~ All that 
we· need is an OJ( from the 
Wuhington ,State Bonding 
Mounce said. done.'; trustees added to the board. 
On the centennial· cam- One, new trustee will be 
paign, Mounce explained, The' trustees will also be Mounce himself. At their fall 
"We need the board to give a looking at the issue of Whit- meeting the board decided the 
go-ahead signal on a major worth divesHng in South president of the school will 
campaign. We do not know Africa. liThe {tmance Commit- serve qn the board of trustees. 
the size of the campaign. but tee will bring a rccommenda-
by now it would appear that tion to the board on the 'issue 
the target of the campaign of divestment," said Mounce. 
would be for a library com- flIf they decide in favor of 
puter center geared toward divestment, they will meet 
completion in 1990 along with with the whole board and mo-
other campus improvements. tion a' vote for the issue. If 
We're hoping the campaign they decide not to divest then 
would bring in, several million they will report their decision 
donars. to the board. 
"It came as a surprise 'to 
me," said Mounce. "I'm in 
favor of putting the president 
on the board to keep the board 
as fully informed on school 
matters as possible. Half the 
colleges across America have 
the president on the board," 
said Mounce. 
"The trustees' decisions will f-~:=:~----------.----., be two-fold so theoretically by • 
the time of 1990 the whole 
campus will have undergone a 
big change, and be brought up 
to where it should be. There 
are a lot of things which n~ 
Unique 
Hair 
Design 
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"Pirates" contradictory? 
Mascot image questioned 
by Tim Boggess 
of The Whitworth/an 
"~ it III .,. __ I IIecatIIe I 
cullOt un IIlOtIIer &. .,. Ilfel • . . 
How .. ,. I lYe wi ...... ,. __ 1 I 
DYe Ii" ,.M .,.IcHd, loan ... ,. 
of athletic teams usually have 
an element of ferocity in them. 
For example, while the 
nickname "Spartan" is fairly 
common, one never hears of a 
team called the "Athenians," 
the opponents 9f the former. 
"They (the Athenians) were at 
_'" I .... Predor -home playing their three-string 
i. ArtllIIf Miller', TM Crud,. lyres," Cutter said. 
·'WIud',&. a __ 1 .... wIddI weal 
a I'OIe b)' .. , otMr __ wlNld..ell 
.nreee." 
SIIallapeife. ROIfIH & JuIJIt II.H. 
"The name of 'Pirates' is 
suggestive of many things," 
read an article in the 
December IS, 1926 Whitwor-
thian. "A solid black football 
"A..- __ III ra ..... to be dleIetI suit is especially distinctive 
,.... peal rtct..." 
ProYatII12:1 and will add fear to any op-
posing team. The name also 
In the spring of 1926, the goes '?Iell with the school col-
students of Whitworth College ors, red and black." 
thought it was high time for a When one thinks of the 
change. While many colleges names" Jolly Roger:," the in-
and universi~ies had adopted famous "Blackbeard" and 
nicknames for their athletic "Long John Silvet," do vi-
teams, such as the WSU sions of swashbuckling, take-
"Cougar" and the Yale from-the-poor-and-give-to-
"Tiger," our forefathers were the-rich pillars of justice come 
battling it out on the gridiron to mind1 Think again., 
and basketball courts as the Webster's Third New World 
ferocious "Preachers" - and' Dictionary,defines a pirate as 
"Presbyterians." ~nsatisfied such:- "I ;a: a robber on the 
that these names _were able to high seas b: one noted for 
instill the kind of terror hi the predator/-practices: to ROB." 
hearts of opponents that they,' Webster's also defines their 
wished, the student body friends the "Buccaneers" as: 
brainstormed. '44: ,an unscrupulous person, 
Alfred O. Gray, professor esp. in business or. politics." 
em"ritus and the-author of the You would not want to take a 
Whitworth biography Not 'By pirate home.to mother., , 
Might, wrote that the student Blackbeard, probably the 
executive suggested the follow- most' famous pirate, was no 
ing names be presented to th~ ':Mister Nice-Guy." In fact, 
student body: "Lynx'," legend has it that once when 
"Spartans," "Tigers,1t "Ban- Blackbeard was upset, he took 
tams," "Bobcats," "Pan- his frustrations out'on an un-
thers," "Huns" and "Tro- suspecting . Filipino. He had 
jans." None of these ap- the man's ears, lips and nose 
pealed. A group of athletes cut off, made the cook fry 
then came up with the t~em, an~ then proceeded to 
nickname "Pirates." And feed them back to the now 
since it's adoption by student ~'faceless" man. Alas, Lady 
body election on December 14, Luck was not with the man 
1926, the name "Pirates" or that day. Blackbeard still shot 
("bloody Pirates," as it said in him. , 
the 1928 Nalsih,), has stuck. Is Robert E. Lee, in his book 
it time for a change? Blackbeard The PirQte wrote: 
Tennis coach Ross Cutter is "To awe his followers and to 
used to being called a subordinate them. he pro-
"Pirate." He said that names claimed himself the J?evil and 
played the Devil's role at every 
opportunity." Considering 
this, would George Whitworth 
have worn a "Pirate" sweat-
shirt? 
ASWC President Brad 
Larkin said, "I'm confused. 
The school had m,och more of 
a Christian emphasis back 
then. Why would they caU, 
themselves the 'Pirates!?" 
Like Larkin, Vice President 
DarreU Guder is puzzled with 
the name. Not only did he say, 
that· it clearly contradicts the 
goals and mission of the col-
lege, he also said he thinks 
"it's kind of sexist." Author 
Lee would agree: "Having 
picked out the girl he 
[Blackbeard1 wanted, he 
became a fast worker, as suc-
cessful in love as he was in 
scuttling ships." 
"I'm not morally offended-
or upset by it." said President 
Robert Mounce, referring to 
the nickname. He said that he 
thinks there is "a certain 
playfulness about it." But, 
like Guder, Mounce is in favor 
of having a 'new name that 
would be less,contradictory in 
the school's mission. "I think 
the time is ripe [for a name 
change], I really do," he said. 
Coach Cutter would agree. 
Though used to the.'~1?irates," 
he thinks that 'the di~satisfac­
tion is 'valid. "That;s a good ' 
point;" he said. "If people are 
, analytical - about, the word' 
'Pirate,' that's not a very good 
name, is it?" 
Is Whitworth "analytical" 
about its name1 Do students 
care? 'Many students don't 
think so. "I think if students 
had more pride in the school, 
they would be more concerned 
with the [name of the1 mascot. 
But, in my opinion, students 
don't have that much pride," 
said ,Junior Dodge White. 
Junior Valerie Buch said, "I 
don't know how many people 
take it for face value. If people 
Contlnu-:d,on p. 5, 
The girlfriends playing In the Village Square at the opening of Act III. 
Stress, increases as 
final exams close in 
by Carrie Moore 
of The Whltworthian 
need a break from this school. 
I just want to get finished. To 
prevent stress, I try to keep as 
busy as I can, not leaving 
Is pressure too much for enough tfme to think about 
students to handle? Do what is in the future." 
students know -how to cope Storm said, acknowledging 
with stress und~r pressing con· that you are stressed and that 
ditions1 ' it is an unus~ time in life 
Living in a dorm causes which will pass, is a good way 
stress, accord~ng to Kyle to cope with stress. 
Storm from the Health "Physical signs of stress are 
Center. The noise level, living' either sleeping too much or 
among many students and not being able to sleep,eating 
academic pressure increase too much or not enough, 
stress. ' headaches, sickness and, at 
"Stress is anything that this time of the year, ulcers ap-
causes the '~y to adapt," pear. If a person already has 
stated Storm., "Going from one, it usually acts up," stated 
cold weather to warm weather Storm. ' 
and going to SAGA to find -Junior John Hamilton 
out they are not serving what stated, "I'm feeling burned 
you like are good examples of out, and it happened last year 
stress.'" ' also at this time. I'm tired o'f ' 
This time of the year is the doing the same routine every 
most ~tressful time, said day, and seeing the same peo. 
Storm. Finals are nearing, pIe. Getting off campus helps 
jobs must be found, students cope with stress, as does get-
are' de3Iing with going hometing involved with non·school 
, for the summer to live with activities. It l)elps to be able to 
their parents, seniors are say- relax on the weekends when I 
ing goodbye to their friends, \can." 
and for some, this is the last Storm held a stress seminar 
time they will eVer'-see them at the' begin(ling Qf- t.\l~,~hool 
again. ' '" year; .It will:be held'JlIainnext 
'Storm continued, "Part, year. He encourages students 
of going to college' and receiv- to 'attend 'the"seminar. He said, 
ing a degree is being able ,to: this will help prevent some 
handl~ stress. If 'college ,was stressful situations from aris'-
,too easy;it wouldn't'be worth ing' in tht: future:' Students will 
it. Students can help one know what to; expect and 
another with 'stress by being know how to cope with 'it. ' , 
encouraging and sharing study Storm also said not to con-
breaks. " " ' . ' taminate work an~ play: when 
"I am stressed lately, big working, work har~, and 
time," st~ted sophomore when playing" play 'hard. 
Mary Allard. '~I'm tir,ed, of When doing _one, don't think 
studying and homework. I about the olher. 
Dr. Coppeltu. (Andrew Swift) tria to bring the CopeUa 
doll (Janice McQuilkin) to life. 
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Campanile's sUence Schmidt to leave post 
due to malfunction ". . 
by Kathy Marousek 
'of The Whltworihian 
It was a cold and snowy 
winter's night. Gone wilh the 
Wind was the Friday night 
movie. ,But all was not well 
within the conrmes of the 
small Whitworth campus, for 
GodzilIa ascended upon the 
campanile, in hopes of becom-
ing a favorite landmark inside 
the pinecone curtain. Ever 
since that dreadful night. God-
zilla has intimidated the bell 
tower into l1)uteness. 
Godzilia decided to make 
his climb at 12 a.m. with the 
help of two anoDYJJlouS moun-
tain climbing enthusiasts. 
HWe were out there from 12 to 
3 a.m. and did not see a soul, 
not even a security guard," 
said one 'of Godzilla's ac-
complices. Using mountain 
climbing gear, they made the 
actual climb in five minutes. 
According to Mike Westen-
skow1 who is in charge of the 
campanile's upkeep, Go4ziUa 
did not-cause the bell tower to 
stop ringing. "It is an internal 
problem. It just happened the 
night of Godzilla's"CIimb," he 
said. . 
Since the bell tower player is 
very old, th~ parts have to. be 
s~Jy m~e:. Th~ ,part.lh.at. 
~ " , '-, -
is broken has been on order 
for two months now. Westen-
skow said that people who 
come out to fax the player are 
amazed that it is still function-
ing; "Ws like an old player 
piano, tI he said. 
The campanile's main func-
tion is to keep the time, 
though it is not very accurate. 
It has to be adjusted once a 
week. Westenskow makes all 
the adjustments in the control 
room located in Cowles 
Auditorium. 
. "In the past, students have 
broken into the control room 
and made adjustments of their 
own," remarked Westenskow. 
A student that knows how to 
get into the control room can 
broadcast their own chimes. 
"It can g~ so loud it will ra~tle 
the windows on campus," he 
said. 
Whitworth acquired the 
campanile in J 9S3 as a gift. 
Besides toning the time every 
IS minutes, it gives a spiritual 
uplift during Christian 
holidays. There are 12 roles 
with eight songs on each. Most 
of them are Easter and 
Christmas songs. 
For those that have noticed 
and missed the ringing of the 
campanile, Westenskow said 
that it should be pl,ying agmn 
by graduatiol}~ 
by Debbie Saparto 
of The Whltworthlan 
There is one ft)ore thing you 
need to include on that list of 
"things to do." It's time to 
wish farewen and good luck to 
Arend Hall Resident Director 
Dave Schmidt. With his three-
year RD contract drawing to a 
close, Schmidt win be retiring 
his position to Tracy. Riddle, 
the current RD for 
Mac/Ballard. 
When Schmidt first arrived 
on staff at Whitworth three 
years IlIO, his first impre$5ion 
of the 25-year-old dorm was 
one of mixed emotions. But 
since .then Schmidt said that he 
has seen change that has made 
Arend a uplace people want to 
be." 
Schmidt's main re~pon­
sibilities were maintaining the 
dorm's physical facilities and 
functioning as a supervisor 
~d resource for the RAs. 
Schmidt said that as RD he 
"didwhaf needed to be done" 
and . felt pl~ with the 
results. He said he particularly 
remembers the relationships 
he has had with this year's 
. RAs. "The relationships have 
reaJly been special," he said. 
.As .w~Jl as .being an ~D, 
Schniidtalso works in Student· 
Life as the coordinator for the 
PU.t~ ~ from p: 4------~'!"""""!"~~·~, , tutoring ·progr~~ . "It"s a 
smllli program', generally only 
working with first arid second 
year students, but it's a useful 
one," he said. 
are taking it seri0usly, I think. 
we ,should change it. If it is 
just a catch word" I dort't 
think, W~ ,should go through· 
the trouble," 
,', 
What's in.a name? Should 
students be concerned, about 
the iniage the name portrays? 
Assistant football coach Tom 
Weadick commented,' "1'00' 
often; we let. ;things slide by 
and don't care how we look to 
the outside world." . 
1be rmal verdict'· is up to the 
student body. Should a 
60-year-old tradition be 
preserved? Should Whitworth· 
own up to its name, and thus 
change it to one less in conflict 
with the goals Qf th~ college? 
Does it matter? 
\ 
Looking back over his years 
at Whitworth, Schmidt has 
seen many changes, and his i.n-
volveinent with them. Take 
. fQr example the renovation 
project. scheduled for Arend 
HaU .this summer. Although 
not directly responsible, 
Schmidt said he did use a voice 
Flag with4B stars replaced 
by.John Boyer 
of The Whltworthian 
The chilly April wind blew 
by the auditorium at Whit-
worth College as an age old 
ritual was carried out. The 
American flag was being taken 
down for the evening. The moo' 
ment was shadowed, though, 
by a rumor that the flag had 
only 48 stars. Was this true? 
Bob Jewett, security officer 
and sophomore at Whitworth, 
confirmed it by counting' the 
stars. It was true. The flag had 
only 48. 
Students had various reac-
tions to this matter. Sopho-
more and native Hawaiian 
Todd White said, "'Tell them 
to get a new nag, because 
Hawaii became a state in 19S0. 
It (Hawaii) houses the Pacific 
Naval Command. They're 
(Hawaii) ~ guarding Washing-
ton's waters from enemies." 
Mary Palmer, a sophomore 
history major, had a different 
reaction. "I think that it's 
pretty funny. It's sad they 
forgot to include Alaska and 
Hawaii. I'm sure it's an honest 
oversight.' , 
. Did Whitworth know that 
the flag had only 48 stars? 
Don Holden, director of the 
Physical Plant, said on Tues-
day, April 22, that· about a 
year ago someone took down 
the flag that had SO stars and 
accidentally put up one that 
had 48. 
By Thursday, April 24, the 
problem was solved. 1he 
Physical Plant secretary said 
that the 48-star flag had been 
replaced. One· with 50 stars 
had been put up. 
In reaction, Alaskan Ken-
neth Brooks didn't seem too 
upset about the mistake. 
"We're 'not represented by 
stars on. a fI.ag. We're 
represented by people." 
--------------------------------------------------~---------~-l 
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Dave Schmidt. Arend RD. leav .. Whitworth after three 
yeara to punue a doctorate degree. 
that was innuential in bringing In the future, Schmidt 
about the .major changes in hopes to further his education 
Arend that will include up- and obtain a Ph.D.,so that he 
dating the electrical system, can tea<;h history at the univer-
remodeling the bathrooms and 'sity level. Whether or not these 
adding telephone wiring in the plans include returning to 
rooms, although it will be Whitworth, Schmidt said he 
some time before it will actual- hopes to work in a place where 
Iy be used. he' can focus on the "issue of 
Other changes Schmidt has the Christian role in society." 
seen over the years include a 
. drift toward more student in-
volvement in ASWC, an im-
provement in dorm officers 
over the past few years and a 
general shift toward a better 
sense of community at Whit-
worth .. 
.... 0'_ 
Whether out pumping the 
pedals -on his ten-speed, or of-
fering wise words at a dorm 
fellowship, Schmidt has been 
an active and interested 
member of the Whitworth 
comnlunity. 
By GARY LARSON 
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YAMS invade HUB, KWRS 
by Barry Elkin 
of The Whltworthfan 
At 8 p.m. on the niaht of 
April 21, several McMillan 
men raided 'the Hardwick 
Union auilding on the Whit· 
worth ¢allege campus, tossed 
around ' .. ~uches, kidnapp¢ 
the H,\1B manager before 
fmaUy :,~king over KWRS' 
radio station. ' Calli#i themselves Young 
Americans for McMillan 
Solidaiity (YAMS) :~ome 
mem~ of the group' hung 
their banner in the Window of 
the st.iion while other 
mem~ over·powered the 
~sc·joc~ey and went on the 
Jtir to explain themselves and 
their cause. ' 
, "We,':are non.violent, non· 
profit 'rebels without Ii cause 
trying -to build up Mac HaU 
unity,'~.' 'the voice over the 
radio said. , 
In a phone interyiew d1p'ing 
the crisis, one 'member, who 
claimed his name was 
Bhagw~n-Two. explained. 
"We just wanted to play some 
music that KWRS doesn't play 
that D;luch. This' is n~t a 
, response" to KWRS' milsi~. 
, We've been planning this take 
over for five weeks. having 
four tf) five meetings in that ' 
time. There are 14 of us here 
and th~e who need them are 
. license4 by the FCC. We,plan 
to have a contest here.' We 
have tc;ms of pri;us, to" ~ve 
., 
Bhagwan·Two said. 
"Bhagwan·One is in charge. 
After him there are two of us 
who share the title of 
Bhagwan·Two. Get it?" 
After playing three songs, 
the group was ordered to 
evacuate the station by Scott 
Campbell, general lllIIUI&er; 
Tom Hancock. prosram direc-
tor and Kevin Kopp, produc· 
tion manaaer. All were coin-
cidentally in the HUB at the 
time and had. no prior 
knowledge of the attack. 
Soon a Whitworth security 
guard showed up and. 'along 
with the th'ree station 
managers, proceeded to 'search 
for the power switch to the sta-
tion so they could shut it off. 
Eventually, througb 
negotia~ions between YAMS 
and the station managers. the 
14 members quickly evacuated 
the premises without any 
,violent incidences. 
After returning to ' their 
headquarters in Mac HaU, the 
group debriefed and went over 
the plan of attack again. 
AccOrding to the military 
coordinator of the assault. 
who went by the'code name of 
AI lIaia, uJbe assault went 
with several major flaws. We 
did not retreat, but we did 
what is called a 'tactical 
retreat.' ,. r 
, Bhagwan·One. e"plained, 
, '·',The original purpose for our 
organi~tion was so we could 
get together and, have a good 
tiPl~,;whlJ" Mac . Hall, "and_,let 
the whole campus to have fun 
OUR STUDENT lDANS'" 
, MAKE THE GRADE. 
Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates 
and undergraduates. No interest payments 
~til after graduation. Up to ten ,years to pay' : ' 
. back at just 8% annuaJ percentage ~te~ ','.," 
, Payments as low as $50'per month: ' ~ , _ 
Ask your schools financial aid office fur : 
an application and details. Or call the mend' 
of the family at (206) 464·4767. We're out to 
make your educatiOn more affordable. 
, " 
tThis rate dues nut necessarily apply tu students with existing luans, 
Washington Mutual QU~ 
The friend of the family ;\:",~~,~."" ,,, "" .. 
with us. 
"We did take steps to make 
sure people 'who ran the show 
had licenses with the FCC, and 
made sure that only two pea. 
pie were in the control room at 
a time." 
Other members of the group 
said that they were a little 
dismayed at the seriousness of 
the station manasers toward 
the situation and at the actions 
they took. 
Sean Barrett, HUB manager 
at the time of the attack, said 
of his kidnapping. "They very 
peacefully asked me to come 
with them, and they waited to 
let me lock up the office. I was 
only detained for eisht 
minutes and was let go when 
everything started getting hot .. 
"YAMS made' it very clear 
that they were a peaceful 
group and weren't going to 
cause problems. They didn't 
carry it too far. They' knew 
when it was time to leave." 
Barrett said, I fThere was 
'one incident involving 
ftrecrackers. Somebody stuck 
ftrecrackers under the door 
and scared everybody in-
cluding the YAMS people. 
The individual was not from 
YAMS. but found out what 
was happening and wanted to 
have some fun of his own." 
He was I contracted by the 
HUB llUUUlIer. . 
Although the event was sup-
PQsed to be fun, it was not 
thought that by KWRS Camp-
bell. 
"I thought it was a fUnny 
idea in principle, but KWRS 
doesn~t want it,or need it," 
said Campbell. "it is also a 
federal offense. We do not 
support what happened, and 
the people involved will be 
dealt with, especially those, 
who work for the ASWC and 
that includes any radio person-
nel as well. One person has 
been contracted already for 
lighting firecrackers which 
burnt a hole in our new rug. 
There is an investigation pend· 
ing as to exactly what FCC 
regulations were broken, and 
punishment for those involved 
will follow." ' 
Campbell said, .. It's fun to 
think about, but as 'general 
manager of KWRS. I didn't 
want it to happen and don't 
want it to happen,apin." 
When 'asked if YAMS will 
try anything like this spin. 
they replied, in harmony, f 'No' 
comment." 
Teaching candidqtes to visit, lecture 
by Amanda AHord 
of The Whitworthian 
Two candidates for a major, 
newly d~veloped endowment 
position will be visiting Whit-
worth to give lectures and 
meet with s~ud,ents. ~ording 
to Darrell Guder. vi~ a>resi-
dent of Academic Affairs. 
The post is t~e Edward B. 
Lindaman . Chair of ' ' Com· 
munications, Technology imd 
Change. The ~rson hUed Wiil 
serve as a voice of th~ co~lege 
in relating to the community 
issues of change and the im· 
plications of technology and 
communications.' , " , 
According to ban ~anford, 
prOfessor of History, the per-
son would hav'e time to do 
some community' speaking 
becal,1se it is a chaired posi· 
tion. "Th"e, job has tnimen-
dous ou~reach potential, It, he 
:laid. 
Dr. Kenneth V~UX, ana· 
tionally known ethicist. will 
visit campus from April 30 to 
May 2. On Thursday, May I, 
Yaux will give a public lectUre 
entitled "The House of God 
Revisited: Ethics, Economics' 
and Earthquakes." It will take 
place at, 7 p.m. in ttie Lin-
daman Seminar Center. 
Thui'sday afternoon. Vaux 
will- be available to meet with 
students from Doon' ~o I· p.m . .-
in SAGA. Also'on',Thur~y, 
Yaux 'will·be 'attending :Dr. 
.Abraham I i:.uckhofft.s',-Ghris-
tian Ethics class. ,','" . 
,1).Acaording'to'IOuder, Vaux 
is a highly respected speaker, 
essayist and consultant.,·Vaux ' 
is associate professor of Ethics 
hi' ,Hum~ni,stic" St~dies ~pro. ' 
gram of the department of In· 
ternal Medicine, the Univerisi· 
ty of Illinois Medical Center in 
Chicago. He is an ordained 
Presbyterian rqin.i~ter and has 
served'in parishes 'in Scotland 
and the Unites States. } 
George E. Lindamood, a 
computer specialist, is the sec· 
ond candidate for the posi. 
North ,Division Bicycle 
*' Quality Repairs 
.. Trade-Ins/Reconditioned Bicycles 
• Layaways 
.'85 Bikes on'Sale 
.Mountain Bikes 
467-BlKE 
~-= ----~---Don't forget your mom'· 
Mother's Day~ May 11 
Send a letter to mom 
On s~le this week in the aVB 
Sponsored by Whitw~rth Circle K 
tion. He will be visiting from 
May 7 to May 9. H;e will give a 
public addr~ on Thursday. 
May II .t 7 p.m. in the.Music 
Recital Hall. His lecture is en· 
titled '~Beyond the Informa-
tion Society: After Com· 
pulers, Theil wb;it?;' . __ : ., 
"LindamOod' will alSo, be 
available to meet With students 
llulisday from, 'noOn to"i:30 
p.m. in SAGA~"He,Will'lii'at­
tending', 'sanford's " Inte'rna· 
tional Relations clasS:orr ~Frl-
day. May 9. ' 
,- 'AcCordinll fer ,Gnder;' Lin· 
daritood is currentl{' assOciat~ 
p'rofessor" at" lohlputer 
Science' at' Hood College.'·in 
Frederick, Md. and senior 
computeI' scientist in' the 
Center for Programming 
Science and Technology, at the 
National Bureau ofJStandards 
in Oilithersburg, Md. 
, Lindamood ,has done 'exien-
sive work in the Far East, 
especi'ally in Japan. He has 
published many' works" in· 
cluding poetry and humorous 
articles. . 
Ouder said, "These public 
lectures are quite important 
because they give t!'le com· 
munity a chance to hear the 
candidates and give its 
response to the Search Com· 
mittee. W~ welcome your 
responses. " 
The Chair of Communica· 
tions. Technology and Change 
is a recently endowed position 
in honor of the former presi-
dent of the college. Edward B. 
Lindaman. Sanford said that 
th~ position will involve some 
~ time (maybe four or five, 
classes), but, tl1~t the 'person 
chosen will,' also be able to 
speak for churches and groups 
plus spend, time in research 
and writing. "This' will ~ a 
person through which·. the 
community can recognize 
Whitworth." ' , 
Sanford said, ,:,'The 'can· 
didate needs to be enough of a 
generalist to be inter· 
ConHnued on'p. Ii 
SPORTS 
Split with UPS 
Baseball Bues: 
they just don't 
like to get beat ' 
Tracksters reign in rain; 
run their way to nat'ls 
Tim Shannon of PLU, blasted 
Staff Report - Much Uke ,the the 16 pound ball 181 feet, 7 
weather in Spokane this inches to destroy the virtual 
weekend, the Whitworth track deadlock between him and 
by Dave Benz 
of The Whitworth/an 
"They don't like losing. I 
like that." 
team found its silver linings Shannon. He bettered his old 
tainted by storm clouds. school mark of 171-1, and is 
Head Coach Scott Mc-
Quilkin was talking about the 
baseball team at Whitworth. , 
He wasn't kidding. 
During what was otherwise now ranked fifth nationally. 
the most successful weekend While these athletes were 
the team has enjoyed, the fIghting in the weather in Seat-
Pirates suffered the loss of one tie, the rest of the Pirate crew 
of their most important tangled with several schools at 
athletes. Hurdler-sprinter the Whitman Invitational in 
Annette Helling suffered a Walla Walla Saturday. 
pulled hamstring while run- A large number of Pirates 
ning the leadoff leg of the turned in record performances 
women's 4xl00 relay on Satur- in dazzling fashion under the 
day. Helling, who has broken cold windy skies. Kevin Kent 
four school records an~ helped shaved two seconds from his 
in two others, will not compete best 800 meter time, clocking a 
in the NAIA District Meet, but 1: 56.7 to land him a spot at 
Although' the Pirates split a 
double-header with ' UPS 
yesterday, the team's District 
record is 17~2. Thilt's the best 
in the league, 'and unless PLU 
can pull off a major miracle, 
the Bucs. will host the District 
tournament May 9, 10 and 11. 
In !,he ·fIrst game, the Log-
!sers gave the Bucs' "s'tarting 
pitcher Kevin Atkins a rude 
greeting,' as they pounded 
Whitworth for 12 runs. 
r ! > , 
"We didn't hit well. ,We 
didn't' fIeld well. We 'didn't 
think well," commented Mc-
Quilkin. 
The comb~on proved to 
bea losing one, as the Dues 
w~e downec,f 12~3. " 
, . "They were ,out to beat us .. 
. , - - - - - '- . 
said' 'McQuilkin. "They 
wanted us' ~ .. we made their 
weekend.", ' . ' 
The weekend proyed to be a 
short 'one for the . Looers, 
however. Whitworth rebound-' 
ed 'to take the second game 
7-1. 
"We were ready to play," 
said McQuilkin. "We jumped 
on them early and were tough 
when we're on top." 
The Pirates used an olc;l for-
mula, one' -that's been proven 
time and time again. Ryan 
Clements had two hits, and he 
knocked in two RBIs. Add his 
three from the fIrst game, and 
that brings his season total to 
52. 
Scott Barkley, who has 
driven in 40 runs this' year, 
went 3-5, with two singles and 
a triple. 
,Both RBI totals are Whit-
worth records. 
'could possibly heal in time to Districts. He won the Whit-
run in the national meet two man event, catching a runner 
weeks later. from the Community Colleges 
Her loss is a costly one for of Spokane at the tape after 
the Pirates,-as she waS ranked making up ~ IS-meter,deficit. 
first in -, the, nation -: in the ' Scott McQuillen passed the 
400-meter hurdles, fifth in the District standard in the 
1000meter hurdles, and ranked 400-meter hurdles, and Larry 
highly ,in the District in the Kelly cloc~ed in at 11.5 for the 
lOO-meter dash. She is also the 100 meters. The wide-receiver-
anchor> .for the women's turned sprinter has cut over a 
record-setting, 4,,100 relay second off his time since the 
team. However, the injury is beginning of the season. 
not thought to be too severe, John Worster added three 
and she ,is eXpect¢ ,to fully feet to his best in the hammer. 
rec;over with no ill,effects.- throwil18 146-3 to take fiftli, 
, ~pi~e the loss of Helling, just one behind the fourth ' 
Coaches Arnie Tyler, and Hal _ place thrower. 
Werner had: a; lot -t9, smile:,. ' " 
abOut.; Six-PirBtes(incluairii ' ~ - .: I" ' _ 
Helling) cOmpeted Friday and Jamne Hoff~ sat ~ per-
Saturday: in the University, of sonaJ. rCC«?rd an the dISCUS, 
.' - .. at Th throWing 119-7 and placed Was~on InVJtatIon. e third. She also grabbed a fIfth 
meet was marked by the shot in th hot t 
heard 'round the hammer e 5 pu. 
world. 
Arnie Tyler Jr., who, last 
week had relinquished his lead 
in the NAIA District One 
, hammer race by 11 inches to 
, Trina Alexander continued 
her assault on the 400-meter 
hurdles by trimming one-and-
a:~f seconds from her best 
time, clockina a fine 69.16. 
Women dump dogs 
by Sheila Farren 
of The Whltworthlan 
season slump" and is now 
playing very well, said 
Wagstaff. 
Kellie Burch had a good 
match against Jill Frakey, win-
ning both sets 6- I. After the 
singles matches Whitworth 
was leading ~-2. 
• It. ••• .,' 
The Whltwon .... n, AprIl 28, 1916 p ... 7 
T ...... anycme? WIDI. Stewart dl8pla,. both form 
and coDCelltralioa In a .. atch th .. put weekend. The 
hoet PInta took HCOad place at the Evergreen Con-
,t.r...c. t~ .... t. three po".' behlDd Ceatral 
·WUhlDiiton. Tble weekend, Whitworth arm to 
ED...bUrtI to partldpate In the DIetrIct tounaa ..... t. 
The most rowing perfor-
mance came from the men's 
4x400 relay team, who shaved 
six seconds off their personal 
best with a 3:37.6 mark, just 
, four seconds behind Com-
, munity Colleges of Spokane's 
swift team. The time was even 
more laudable because three 
of the four runners - Kent, 
MCQuillen and Peat 
Sutherland - are middle 
distance runners pr hurdles 
~ I:O~THGATE I~TR~VEL 
and rarely run the 400. 
Saturday the entire Pirate 
team will compete at the Tar-
tan Cup at Spokane Com-
munity College, just six miles 
from Whitworth. It will start 
at J I :30 a.m. with the hammer 
throw, and will be the Pirates' 
only meet in the Spokane area 
this season. The Pirates will 
conclude the season with the 
Di!jtrict Meet in Bellingham 
May 8~ 9 and 10. 
(509) 467-6539 
A Full-Service Travel Agency 
Convenient Jar Whitworth Students 
N. 9423 Dluislon Street/Spokane, WA 99218 
Troy Oliver .pitched a six-
hitter (all singles) and improv-
ed his record to ~. Oliver has 
been in McQuilkin's words "a 
pleasant surprise." 
The women's tennis team 
was uncertain if they were go-
ing to have a match last Tues-
day when only four Gonzaga 
players showed up at the 
courts. The coaches worked 
around the lack of players, 
and the match went on. 
The Pirates took an early 
lead, 3-0, ~use GU was, 
forced to forfeit ,the matches 
aptnst Toni Fenner, Michelle 
Conner and· the doub~team 
Nobuko Tanaka and COnner. 
Gonzaga won the first 
doubles match 6-3, 6-3. Hen-
drickson and Black played 
consistently to defeat Benzel 
and Fenner. In the second 
doubles match, Price teamed 
up with Allison Heiser to 
defeat Rudig and Fraley, the 
victory' capped off a 6-3 vic-
tory over GU. 
'. ---' ~-- -'- -.- ----------- --
A freshman, Oliver began 
the seasori as the number-
seven starter. He has climbed 
to the number-three spot on 
, the rotation. 
The words "pleasant sur-
prise" seem to capture the 
Pirates perfectly this season. 
They started the season com-
manding little respect from the 
district. Now, they're in the 
driver's seat - and they're 
heading for a Distnct title. 
Those guys don't like to 
lose. 
- Ann Benzel had a touah day 
losing to Willa Hendrickson in 
straight sets 6-3,6-3. Also los-
ins her singles match was 
Tanaka. She lost the first set 
6-.0, but was tough in the se-
cond set only to lose in a tie 
breaker 7-S. 
Coach Jo Wagstaff said that 
Krista Price played the 
"match of the dav." Price 
efeated AnRie Rudig 4-6, 6-~, 
3. Price had a "sort of mid-
•••••••••••• * :LI"'e Nell'. Recor~ 
: New Records & Tape~ 
.. ' -3 for $15 .-
.. High Quality Used ~ 
.. Records & Tapes ; 
.. 3 for $10 If-
Jt * 
: Uttle Nell'. Recorda If-
.. N. 711 M...,. If-
************ 
I ZIp 
, """" '000 1f0J'1I 
I 
Whitworth: 
Students! : 
• I 
Mon. & Tues. Special : 
25t : 
for any 320z fountain drink : 
with this coupon at any : 
fJq:irei 6/1/f6 Zip Trip ,: 
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CALENDAR 
29 TUESDAY 30 WEDNESDAY 1. THURSDAY 2 FRIDAY 
• Wltft~"'" Staff MeetIag, 
12:30 p.lD. - HUB Chamber. 
• Board of Trushn Meeti.na-
• Midweek Wonhip: Munav Mar· 
.un (T.,....). 11:15 •. m. 
-CH 
• Fonua: AlaIka lINd ShaM. 
11:15 •.•. - Iwd . 
• Moon.: "All QWet DII the WMtem 
FrOAt." 8 p ••. - AM. 
• W. T .... ft. EWU. 2:30 p .... 
H_ 
• fit .... W T ...... t NAJA Dt.trIc:t 
I-FI ......... 
·3 SATURDAY 
• 0." Howell poetry Recital. 
7:3Op .... - MRH 
,4 SUNDAY 5 MONDAY 6 TIJESDAY 
• M .... WT ..... at NAlADWrld 
I (cOllt.) 
• Mud wr ..... t NAJA DWrIct 
I (COld.) 
'FOI1IID! Nell .... T ....... c.... 
kIM, 11:15 ..... - ADd. 
· ..,......,. ... sua Me ..... . 
12:30 p .•. - HUB C .. ....... 
• TI'Kk N. Spokue CoIDIDIIDItv 
CoIIesH. 11:30 ..... - ,..., 
• ....... ZM:Ia &.lor Art EPIbIt 
(UMII5/19) -
............ .,...,.......a.dtal, 
7:30 p: •. - MRH 
• "-aqr JIIIIer SeaIor Art EdIbIt 
(lJDtII 5/19) -
• C ....... Wonialp. 6:30 p .... -
CH' 
.' 
Ca.ndldates - from p. 6 ----------'---
disciplinary, but have enough 
depth and knowledge t~ be 
res~ed and to inspire' people 
to· thin~ about change." ' 
ing directly with the academic 
dean.· 
He s3id, "It win be in-
teresting for the col.ge, to 
have someone like'this. It will 
, be someone who can en~rgize 
many different areas." 
Sanford said that the posi-
tion 'isn't under, any depart-
ment. The chair will, ~ work-
, ;': 
'-I,. 
First ,in class. 
Domino's Pizza has been 
helping .~Uden'8 study 
for over twenty years. 
KeepIng you first in'clua 
has made us the number 
~ pizza delivery 
compal1Y 1!1'the wortd. 
Domino'. PIZZI! DelIven:" C 
F .... F,.. Delivery"' 
'N.~Ash 
Phone: Jl6.IDJ 
j---_ .... _-----_ .... _------- - -
I $1. Off. 51.00 off any piua. -I 
!II ~\ I:~~~:~~e,~:::·d' 
•• '. Name: ____ _ 
~ . . 
L_______ Pho"e. =======_=_ . 
Forum -·fromp. 2------------
Remember to be considerate 
of fellow classmateS.' JUst 
because you find debate on 
South Africa 'or Star Wars 
uninteresting is no re.ason to 
talk so loud the row behind 
,you can't hear. , , 
~emember to $how respect 
to guest Forum speakers. The 
Chaplain's office brings to 
campus experts in a variety of 
fields. Packing up 'your book 
bag 'just. as the speaker, utters 
those key words, "in' conclu~ 
sion:' is an insult to the 
wisdom these speakers bring. 
Forum speakers, contrary to 
campus opinion, do not, get 
paid a great sum to speak at 
Whitworth. Most come be-
cause they think highly of the 
college -' in return they 
deserve our quiet attention for 
the full 45 minutes. 
Remember to use discretion 
in choosing which of the. 13 re-
Quired·Forums to attend.-Each 
semester the Forum committee 
seiects a wide range' of 
speakers for students to hear. 
If nuclear power dOC$nJt in-
. terest you, attend a' lighter 
Forum like Ken Medema, the· 
Royal Lichtenstein CircuS or 
ASWC elections. ' 
Remem~r you make a 
choice to come to Forum. If, 
upon arrival, you find it im-
possible to sit still and be 
quiet, do everyone a favor and 
leave. No one is forcing you to 
stay, and with 26 oppor-
tunities to receive Forum 
credit you can always go to the 
next,one. ' 
Forum offers students a uni-
que chan~ to hear dynamic 
and knowledgeable speakers 
and encourages critical think-
ing, yet over the years students 
have lost sight of this. Forum 
can be challenging - if 
students only listen. 
A Win~ing Donation 
Donate plasma twice during the week.of April 
28 and receive a' free raffle ticket for a 1986 
Chev. Cavalier 
For each donation the "'eek of May 5 receive one free 
raf11e ticket until 11:3t a.m., May 10 (Dra"'ing for car 
at 1 p.m.-May 10 at Anderberg Chevrolet, Chene\'.) 
Still eam $22 per week' while helping save lives ($5 bonus 
for newcomers) . 
Hyland Plasma Center W. 104 Third, 624-1252 
Luckhoff - from p. 2 
continent would fall like 
dominoes. " 
• It will stop' the progress 
among the' bm.ck population. 
Blacks have made spectacular 
economic advances in recent 
years: There are more black-
owned cars in South Africa 
than there are private can in 
the whole of the Soviet Union; 
the number of blacks, com-
pletiOg secondary education 
has passed the white total and 
so 'is the number· of black 
women with professional 
qualification. 
But such progress is depen-
dant on employment. 
• It will hit the 1.3 million 
blactc migratory workers from 
the poor neigbboriJ;lg countries 
the hardest. If disinvestment 
forces mines to close ,foreign 
blacks will be the first to be 
turned away. 
• The very people it wants 
to punish, the supporters of 
the ruling Nationalist Party, 
will be the group least af-
fected. Most of them have safe 
lov~rnment jobs or are 
farmers and are less dependant 
on foreign capital than any 
other section of the' popula-
tion. ' 
• The main beneficiary will 
be the Soviet Union. Between 
them, Russia and South Africa 
control the world's diamonds, 
99 percent of the world's 
platinum, 93 per~nt of its 
manganese, BIt percent of its 
chrome and 68 percent of its 
gold. If the mines in South 
Africa are forced to close, 
Russia would have a virtual 
world monopoly in these com-
modities. 
Rather than sanction, I ad-
vocate more investment, con-
tinued U.S. presence in and 
pressure on the government 
and prayer. "More thinas are 
wrought in heaven by prayer 
than this world dreams of." 
I. 
t. -. 
1.:, , 
by Bob Coleman
of 'The Whuworthian
New graduation re-
quirements, new library
facilities and the ASWC were
among topics discussed at the
Whitworth College Board of
Trustees annual spring
meeting last week.
New graduation re-
quirements recommended by
the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee were put to a vote and
passed.
changes
Associate Professors Laura
Bloxham and James Hunt
moved up to full professors.
The faculty receiving tenure
were LeeAnne Chaney and
John Yoder.
The Christian Life Commit-
tee discussed the spiritual state
of Whitworth. They reviewed
the many programs under the
chaplain's office, including
Diakonia. Associate Chaplain
Quinn Fox said the spiritual
growth of the college "is in a
healthy place."
Continued on page 8
by Barry Elkin
of The Whitworthian
President Robert Mounce
announced he would retire as
president of Whitworth Col-
lege on Aug. 31, l97 to the
Whii*orth Cólltg Bóätd" Of
Trustees at the opening session
of their-an ntwl spring meeting,
Tuesday evening, April 29.
He told the 49 board
members, "During the next 16
months, 1 will continue to pro-
vide active leadership and re-
main fully involved in the life
of the college. At the same
time, I will do everything
possible to ensure a smooth
and orderly transition to your
choice of my successor."
According to Linda Shar-
man, director of Public Rela-
tions, his retirement did not
come as a big surprise. "When
he came he was 59," said
Sharman. "He said at the time
he would not stay beyond his
retirement age. When he
finishes here he will be 65
years old."
"The average term of presi-
dent at Whitworth is seven
years," said Sharman. "The
job is very demanding. He has
been traveling a lot."
"His retirement was not a
total surprise," said Jack
Hatch, chair of the Whitworth
Board of Trustees.
"We are delighted Dr.
Mounce will work with the
college during the Centennial
campaign we are planning to
raise money for the school,"
Hatch said. "He will continue
to make calls on givers to the
college, and he wants to serve
the college as much as he can.
" He wants to continue to
travel around to preach and
write -- both things which he is
very good in.
Mounce has allowed the
college an excellent timeperiod to find a new
president," said Hatch.
Hatch is in charge of ap-
pointing people to serve on the
committee to search for a
new president. According to
Hatch the commitee will con-
sist of three faculty membis,
five trustees, two represen-
tatives- from the administra-
tion, one - from- thç student
body and onq from the alum-nL'"itYYit
"The faculty members will,
choose- their own represen-
tatives as will the alumni. I will
be appointing the trustees and
administration represen-
tatives. J.B. Meade, the new
student body president, has
been selected to represent the
student body," said Hatch.
"The committee will first
write a proposition paper of
what the president should be
like and that will be used as a
guideline to help them in the
selection. Then they will write
a presidential description. It is
a thorough process and shold
take them about 60 days to get
organized. Then they will
advertise nationally for the
position," said Hatch.
"The advertisement will get
a lot of applicants. In the
search for a president to
replace President Lindaman
we received 150 applicants,"
said Hatch. "Generally, the
applicants are professional
by Suzan Fleshman
of The Whitworthiarj
South Warren will continue
one of its most celebrated
traditions on Saturday — and
this year's freshmen have ideas
about a tradition all their own.
The dorm's annual boat
cruise will take place from
8-10 p.m. on Lake Coeur
d'Alene.
This year's theme for the
cruise is "Hawaiin Tropic."
The Class of 1989 will begin
educators. The committee,
I'm sure, will also be looking
for one who has had some ad-
ministration experience."
Hatch said that Darrell
Guder, vice president for
Adacemic Affiars, would not
be applying for the position.
"He feels he hasacontinuing
ion. He likes his prçsent posi-
tion anddesires to continue in
it," said Hatch. -
Sàmming up his feelins on
Mounce's retirement Hatch
said, "I feel that he has been a
superb administrator, and has
done a superb job. He has
completed a superb presiden-
cy."
Mounce came to Whitworth
in January, 1981 from
Western Kentucky University
in Bowling Green where he
was dean of Humanities, ac-
cording to a Whitworth Col-
lege press release.
Under his administration,
the college has maintained
balanced budgets and stable
enrollment. Its reputation was
recognized in 1983 by U.S.
News and World Report and
in 1985 by the Times Books
publication Best Buys in Col-
lege Eduation.
Whitworth's endowment
has grown from $2 million to
more than $8 million and total
Saturday's activities as they
sponsor "Fun In The Sun"
day. "Fun In The Sun" day,
according to Freshman Trish
Morita will hopefully be some-
thing the Class of 1989 will do
every year. -When they gradu-
ate they will pass it down to
the new freshman class.
At 11 a.m. in The Loop, in-
formal entertainment, possible
faculty lip syncing, will take
place.
During the entertainment
lunch will be served in The
Loop.
From 1-3 p.m. there will be
assets have risen to $41 million
and Whitworth's financial aid
grants to students have in-
creased by more than $1
million.
Other areas of growth that
a scavenger hunt, an obstacle
course, an egg toss, 3-legged
races and other games.
From 3-4 p.m. Seniors Steve
Mills and Miriam Samuelu will
be performing.
More lip sync is planned
from 4-5 p.m. All students are
welcomed to try out for it.
Acts have to be screened first.
At dinner Saturday, awards
will be given to the afternoon
game winners.
In keeping with the Boat
Cruise's theme, the Hawaiin
Club will perform. The Mac
band, "Slapp," will be there
have come under Mounce's
presidency include academic
programs, more multi-cultural
programs, an increase in the
faculty and a tightening of
academic standards.
also, featuring Tim Black,
Mariam Samelu and Christie
Burchett as guest vocalists.
Pictures will be taken by
Rueco studio for a charge of
$8. Students are encouraged to
take group pictures, "This is a
get together with friends, not a
couples dance," said Laurie
Ross, South Warren's presi-
dent.
Ross said, "There will be a
lot of surprises that we aren't
advertising."
There are about 28 tickets
'v"'t'q,-n't'n''-.":- .-r---.
Trustees discuss
The new requirements in-
clude an entrance math test
given similar to the entrance
English test the college now re-
quires; Core 350 class, dealing
with science and technology;
and a split communications re-
quirement. Students will be re-
quired to take both an oral
and written communications
class. The new requirements
will be put into action in two
years.
The Acacemic Affairs Com-
mittee also introduced an in-
ternational students' policy
that will be sent out to foreign
schools.
The policy is a statement
that gives foreign students
thinking about coming to
Whitworth an idea of what to
expect.
"It will help to get a variety
of students on campus," said
Lewis Archer, faculty member
of the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee and English professor.
"That is an exciting develop-
ment in the college."
The board passed a pro-
posal presented by Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs
Darrell Guder that would
co liege
dissolve the Health Science
- department and divide the
program between already ex-
isting academic departments.
This proposal will go into ef-
fect in two years, after a
review of the department has
been made.
Five faculty members
reviewed promotions and two
others received their tenure at
Wednesday's session of the
board.
Assistant Professors Pat
Stien, Kathleen Harrell-Storm
and Raja Tanas were pro-
moted to associate professors.
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Mounce announces '87 retirement
1
President Robert Mou ace
Sun and water fun scheduled
left.
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OPINION
To the editor;
At last, the Pine Cone Cur-
tain has turned into a cedar
chokehold on the diversity and
even the sanity of minds at
Whitworth College.
We! are writing in reference
to' two items in last week's
Whit worthiOn, the article con-
cerning the Pirate mascot and
the letter from Dr. Archer
about graduation speaker
Chuck Colson.
We believe Whitworthians
have far better things to do
than worry about the
nickname of the school's
athletic teams, and why
shouldn't Chuck Colson be
welcomed as our graduation
speaker?
To address the Pirate issue
first, we wilt not belabor a
defense as to why the name
should be kept, but we will say
we support Dr. Cutter's com-
ment in the article concerning
the Armenians. But what
should we call ourselves?
Perhaps the Saints? (Or if
we doh't perform welt, the
Ain'ts?) It is jnteresting to
notice that a team's name(save for those that would
border on obscene) sometimes
has no impact' on their image.
Witness the California Angels
and the New Orleans Saints.
They are not noted for being
perennial winners. •' -
The truth is that no one
cares about the name. People
will remember the excellent ex-
amples of Christian sports-
manship displayed by these
"Pirites" long after theyforget our team name.
There are many athletes and
coaches in NAIA District I
who look forward to playing
Whitworth because they know
of our reputation as good
sportsmen and fierce com-
petitors Just ask the folks
over at Pacific Lutheran
University.
Maybe at Whitworth we
should ignore the bigger
issues. Liki the fact that in the
recent Whit worthian survey of
the campus students, almost 60
percent admitted to - using
alcohol on campus.We had a sim-
ulated apartheid day on
campus, and while it was' suc-
cessful, many people still-
treated it with cynicism.
Forum often borders on 4
child-care essiOn, with hordes-'
of students barreling out the
-doors at 11:55 a.m., whether the
speaker is done or not. Those
issues must not be worth deal-
ing with. They're too tough.
So let's change the heathen
Whitworth mascot!
It appears that Whitworth,
at least in this'area, is prepared -
to stick it's head into the send
Continued oS page 8
Campus
thanked
To the editor,
- The Student Task Force for
Divestment would like to
publically express its gratitude
to President Mounce for
allowing us to express our
views through The creation of a
symbolic South African
cemetery on campus.
We appreciate the support
of the administration,
especially Vice President for
Business Affairs Mike Coins,
in helping us to bring the'
divestment issue to tije atten-
tion of Whitworth's trustees.
We wish to commend the
board of trustees for their
decision to create a committee
to study ethical investing and
for agreeing to entertain a
recommendation by that com-
mittee next fall.
Amy Neil
by John A. Sowers
The Whitworthian Editorial Board
To the' editor,
I have the highest esteem for
my' colleAgue Lew Archer, but
regret that he felt moved to ex-
press - dismay regarding the
commencement, speaker,' and
to announce his disinclination
to appreciate whatever Mr.
Colson nay have to say. I urge
him, and 'all of us, at least to
receive Mr.' Colson and his
remarks with an open mind.
Personally, I believe Mr.
Colson more than' merits a
hearing at Whitworth, though
I doubt that commencement is
the best choice of a forum for
him. If his selection was an ad-
ministrative imposition which
did not have the agreement of
the senior class (or its
representatives), I join in
decrying the procedure. Given
that the chàice has been made,
however, do we owe Mr. Cot-
son less than respectful and
open-minded attention? 'I'm
convinced not.
Lew complains that Mr.
Colson does not incarnate the
ideals of Whitworth. Perhaps
not, at least not allot' them —
though quite enough, I'm per-
suaded, to deserve our respect
and a4miration, even if there
are aspects of his work, views
or character we individually
dislike. I readily understand
reservations; I have my own.
But what is it about! Mr. Col-
son that inspires dismay? His
ignominious past? I hope not.
He has been forthright in con-
fession and repentance, to say
nothing of atoning for his sins.
Surely forgiveness can't be ab-
sent from our Christian arid
collegiate ideals. Is it the par-
tiçular style of his Christiani-
ty?
-
His position on the
theological or the political
spectrum? Surely we count
among our ideals an openness,
at least a willingness to listen,
to! diverse expressions and
Continued on page 8
Colson w !)I11yof
campus ,—
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cp9!1.. mascot -items questioned
The converstation, as I imaginç it, would go like this:
"My gosh, can you believe it? We here at Corinth College,
a small liberal arts institution established in 8 A.D., have
invited that Saul of Tarsus as our commencement speaker.
1 mean, this man persecuted us Christians to 'death. And
the administration thinks just because he changed the letter
of his first name that his soul is changed! Ha! I bet having
this man speak will be the biggest embarrassment in this
school's history."
-
Charles-Colson is no Saint Paul but he has assured the
majority of evangelical Christians that his is a sincere con-
version. He is worthy to be our commencement speaker
For some people,- myself included, Watergate ranks as
one of the more putrid examples of American politics.
There is no doubt of Colson's conscious collusiob in this
affair and the man himself admits to it., Indeed it does
seem incredulous that 'an individual who said he would
walk over his own grandmother for Richard Nixon (for
Richard Nixon?!) could turn his life over to Jesus Christ. I'
can't- help believing,that muck the same skepticism was
given by thc religious leaders of the first century toward
not only Paul, but the disciple Matthew, a tax gatherer.
Scripture tells us of another tax gatherer (tax gatherers
were about as loved during Chirst's time as divorce lawyers
are loved today), a man named Zaccheus who, as many of
us know from Sunday School, came down from the tree to
eat' with Christ and proclaim his desire to amend his
thievery. When Christ is questioned over this choice of a
dinner companiOn he replies, "FOr' the Son of Man has
come to seek that which was lost."
'To me this isthe 'crux of,the issue in regard, to Charles
Colson' as' Whitworth's commencement -speaker. can 'we'
doubt Christ's abiitiy to win those lost souls that he seeks?
To question the Appropriateness of this confused and
subsequently forgiven man is to question the life changing
power ,of God's grace.' For it is not Charles Colson that we
doubj but God and his abiltiy to change that which he
created in the first place. My Cod is big enough to do that.
When Mr. Colson speak at Whitworth's Commencement
I shall not be listening to- a man whose life represents the
tragedy of what can go wrong with the American political
system but a man whose life'represénts the triumph of the
"Born Again" redemption that is only possible through
Jesus. Christ. I would invite you on -May 18 to view him
with the forgiveness and Christimn love that christ first
showed him. - -
Open mind' needed
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by Tim Boggess
of The Whitworthio
:
New Financial Vice Presi-
dent Trey Malicoat has had
the first taste of his new posi-
tion — the 1986-87 ASWC
budget. With the help of the
15-member Budget Commit-
tee, Director of Student Ac-
tivities Glenn Smith and guid-
ed by former FYP Richard
Anderson, Malicoat oversaw
the allocation of all ASWC-
funded organizations for the
upcoming year.
by Barry Elkin
of The Whitworthian
In this edition Dr. Mounce
discusses his views on con-
troversial issues at Whitworth
College as well as his views on
the college itself. -
Q: Doyou think your views
of Whit worth are more tradi-
tional than the students'
views?
A: First of all, my commit-
ment isn't to the tradition of
Whitworth College My com-
mitment is to God's revelation
of his nature in Jesus 'Christ.
This informs me and would be
frt9 basis' for tht broad' ditec
don ofthe school. If someone
else holds a different view,
then,aIl'oñe can say is that
someone else holds a different
view. I4O1 that I'm not open to
re-examining what I think
Scripture teaches and what are
the broad 'óufliñes but it's my
responsibility as resideñt ai'
best I can to detrmini what is
and what is not apprdpriate.'
It's not my job to run around
and correct everybody, but it
is my responsibiltiy as one who
has been given leadership by
the board at appropriate times
to say this is the direction that
I feel is consistent with what it
means to be a Christian col-
lege. I don't do that all by
myelf. I do that in having
by Steven Brown
of The Whltworthlan
A delicious tradition which
began in the late 1970s will
once again tantalize the taste
buds of Whitworth's residebts
and employees.
The annual Cowles' Library
Ice Cream Social will be held
Wednesday, May 7, from
3-4:30 p.m. in The Loop out-
side the library.
The social is a gift to the
Whitworth community from
the Cowles Library and Com-
puter Center. The social is in
tended to be a nice break from
Working from a tentative
$114,872 total projected
revenuç, the Budget Commit-
tee, has spent the past two
weeks distributing funds to
ASWC-sponsored student
programs, chartered organiza-
tions, non-ASWC programs
and clubs that met certain
criteria. These criteria are:
1) must benefit diverse
segments of the student body
either through their active par-
ticipation or by the programs
impact upon them;
2) must not have as its sole'
purpose the fulfillment of
academic credit;
talked with the cabinet and
interacted with the faculty and
students. When you look at all
the options, there are some
things that are inippropriate.
Society does that all the time.
Q: What is your opinion
of the freshman dorm?
A: I'd havç to see all the
information to' make some
sort ofajudgment on it. I real-
ly would want a reconunenda-
don from the vice president in
that area. I think, too, that
part of- the reason for a
freshman dorm is to increase
retention, and one doesn't
know that for several years.
I'm not dissatisfied with
what's been happtning. The
evidene iS not yetin as far as
I'm concerned.
'What do you think aboul
the fact that'Whitworskhas in;
vestments in South Africa?
A: I don't know what' cc
have invested in South Afriéa
Whitworth College —' the
Whitworth Foundation — in-
vSts the endowment monies
and there are about $8 million.
No one has given me any in-
dication of where the money is
invested. It's constantly being
changed., The Foundation buys
and sells stocks on a continu-
big basis, so we may have
nothing as far as [know. Of
qourse it wouldn't'surprise me
that we have money in certain
corporation that have relation-
ships in South Africa.
social," said Bob Lacerte,
associate professor and
reference librarian: "It just
helps to build rapport between
students and the library. it is
one of the ways we contribute
to, the alleviation of stress."
the stress of studying and the
quickly approaching final
exams.
"There is no deep
philosophical meaning to the
Lacerte also pointed out
another important benefit, "It
feeds them." He warned the
Rocky Road line will probably
be the busiest.
In addition to the sweet
taste of ice cream, the sweet
Continued on page 5
by Amanda Aiford
of The Whltworthkin
In January 1987, Whitworth
will begin a new Jan Term pro-
gram in West Berlin, accord-
ing to Dr. Darrell Guder, vice
president for Academic Af-
fairs. The program will be en-
titled, "The Church's Mission
in the World."
Guder will lead the trip that
is officially sponsored by the
Church of West Berlin. Ouder
said that the program will in-
clude seminars on the history
of the church in the 20th cen-
tury, especially during the
Want to Rent
2 bedroom/2 bath furn-
ished apartment. May
15-July 15 by retired
Florida couple. For in-
formation call Joan
4.66-1663, 466-7308.
Third Reich and in the post-
war era, that was marked by
the division of Germany into
the Socialist 'East and the
Capitalist West.Guder said that he is
organizing the program in
cooperation with Berlin agen-
cies with which he has long
been associated.
Guder said, "Berlin is a
fascinating city ,.. One can
learn more things about the
20th century in. Berlin than
anywhere else simply by going
back and forth between East
organization.
Of the $1 14,872 total proS
jected revenue, $6,519.88 was
unallocated. The disbursement
of this money will be decided
by next year's Finance Com-
mittte.
Although it must still pass
tonight's Presidents' Council
vote, Malicoat is confident. "I
think it's one of the best
budgets we've had," he said.
"With the help of the Budget
Committee, it couldn't have
been any better."
Copies of the new budget
will be made available this
week in the ASWC office.
and West."
Guder said that the tour will
be in Germany for three weeks
of Jan Term, then it will travel
to London and spend three or
four days there before coming
back to the United States.
The program will cost am
proximately Si ,400, Guder
said.' There will be more de-
tailed information available in
the fail.
Guder said that at the end of
May; he will be traveling to
Germany to iron out the
details for the tour.
/ ', '' , - - - - - '''.- - - , - - - -
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upcoming year
3) must not provide for non- Among the changes from
student salaries, with the cx- last year's budget, Malicoat
ception of the ASWC Book- said there will be a 4.5 percent
keeper, the Director of Stu- Increase in ASWC salaries.
dent Activities and the Ad- Also, the "matching fund"
ininistrative Assistant to the system is in effect for the
Director of Student Activities; cheerleaders and the lacrosse,
4) must be coordinated by a ski, cycling, water polo,
student or student-chaired volleyball and women's soccer
committee; clubs. Thdt is, each club will
5) no funding for any receive a $200 "seed," with
restricted parties, rewards or the potential to receive one
awards ceremonies. dollar from ASWC for every
Annually, ASWC funds dollar they earn, up to a $500
such organizations as KWRS, ceiling. Malicoat said this
The Whitworthian, coffee system provides an added in-
houses, the yearbook, movies, centive for club members to be
dances and intramurals. more involved in their
Mouhce talks
A symbolic South African cemetery in front of the Seminar Center on Wednesday,
April 30 was set up by the Student Task Force for Divestment. The sign reads,
"These people did not die to be forgotten. These 500 grave markers represent less
than 1/6 of theSouth Africans killed in detention, in funeral marches, and other
conflicts with police in the last 3 years. They gave their lives in the fight to end
apartheid. The best way to honor their sacrifice is to joIn them In their fight."
.
Libitfly ' to -sent
WA
West Berlin study tour planned
ald'mode -
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FEATURE.
by'Debbie Saparto
of The Whltworth fan
The days -until the end of
school are numbered -'and so
are the -days •to secure that
summer job.. lfyou haven't
yet -found a niche for the sum-
mer, Gail Berg, Whitworth
career counselor,: offered
some advice to help' you
achieve success ,in your job
hunting.
Above all, Berg emphasizes
the need to ' "really' invest
yourself in finding a job." She
said that putting forth that lit-
tle extra time and effort' can
really pay off.
The process can begin right
here at school, --Berg said.
First, the job-seeker must
decide what they want. to do
and where they would like to
be, Berg explained. Parents at
home can also be helpful.
"Tell your parents your plans
and let them keep their eyes
and ears open for you," she
said.
Berg said that the most im-
portant thing to do when you
get there is to "hit the streets
immediately — Whitworth has
an- edge because we get out
early," she said.: But, Berg
pointed,out the value of expe-
diency, because-i,ther college
students and high schoolers
will be competing for the same,
jobs.- : - -
Berg also advised that in ad-
dition to going where you
-want, try 'to have others help
you look, such as friends or
members of your church.
"Try the want ads or the
youth employment office,"
she said. "The more that see
you looking the better chance
you have of getting a job."
Another helpful 'tip' from
- Berg is 'to call back those
places to which you have am
plied. Berg knew someone that
was once hired for a job sim-
ply because he was the first
one of the applicants to return
inquiry about the position
"Calling back is important,"
Berg said. "Don't tic pushy,
but be 'polite, tactful and
cooperative."
Before you start out,
however, Berg does have one
warning. She said that, while
you're job-hunting, you
should realize that employers
Coleman. He is presently a
reporter and explained that he
has acquired "hands-on" ex-
perience and prepared himself
with coursework in journalism
classes.
"We will continue to
develop the quality of The
Whit worthian and also in-
crease the emphasis in order to
maintain a secure working
budget," said Coleman.
Seven new ASWC employ-
ees will fill other coordinator
positions. David Hall will
facilitate commuter students,
Andrew Hutchinson is the
computer programmer and
Lisa Otto - is taking respon-
sibility for campus activities.
Paul Stachowicz will manage
the Student Store and Conces-
sion, while Wendy Tsukuda
will coordinate the poster
shop.
Plans concerning Home-
coming 19% are underway ac-
cording to Eric Roecks, the
•new Cultural and Special
'Events Coordinator. He will
'meet with Alumni Director
Ron Detrick this week, to
begin coordinating activities.
"I would -like to see one
cohesive theme implemented
throughout the entire
weekend, instead of just a
dance theme,t' said Roecks.
A search committee to col-
lect student input on the type
of events they are interested in
-is one the agenda. "I really en-
courage student feedback,
because it leads to a quality
prograii," .heaid.
-
- -Ken.
-Kake, next year's
'-SERVE- Cootdinator will 'àct'
.as 'the -Ii ison -'between Whit-
worth andthe,jçeatççSpàkane --
community. -"1 sEe my-job as
'matching' volunteers with
orgaflizations 'wháe thefr is' -
-'
need. -SERVE isnot-às--visible
is othEr positiqns, and I-think,, -
it
-willie * growing position
37 -; - ,1'-''t'f,:;
Hints for taking finals
by Jim Deal
Special to The Whilworthian
Answer true-false questions
quickly. Generally, these ques-
tions will not be worth many
points individually. Remember
that if any part of the true-
Do you have trouble false question is false, the
answering multiple-choice, statement is false. Qualifiers
true-false or fill-in-the-blank like ''all,'' ''most,''
questions? Do you struggle "sometimes," "never" or
through essay questions or "rarely" are the key words
underestimate open-book upon which the qucstion
tests? Then perhaps you could depends. Absolute qualifiers
use a few tips on answering such as "always" or "never"
different types of test ques- generally indicate a false state-
tions (espçcially with finals ment.
coming up!). When studying for an open-
On multiple choice ques- book test, write doten any
tions, answer each question in formulas you will need on a
your head before you look at separate sheet. Tape tabs onto
the possible answers. if you do important pages of the bOok
this, you' eliminate the so that, you don't have to
possibility of being confused' waste time flipping through
by the other choices. -Skip- the pages. If you plan on using-
questions you can't answer im- your notes, number them and
mediately and come back to write a short table of contents.
them if you have time. If you Prepare thoroughly 'fur Ujica-
really don!t know the answer, book tests, since they are
use the following guidelines to almost always the most dif-
guess. ficult tests.
-
First, if two answers are Short-answer or - fill-in-the.:
similar,-except for one or two blank questions often ask for
words, choose one pf these definitions or short descrip-
answers. Second1 if two lions. Concentrate on key
answers' have similar sounding words and. fact when answer-
or looking words (inter- ing. Be brief. Here's where
mediatEintermittent), choose overlearning pays-off. When
one of these answers. Third, lf you know
-
a- subjec -back
the answer calls for a sentence -wards nd forwards you can
completion, eliminate the answer this typé of questiOn
answers that would not form' almost -as fast as you can
grammatically,. ,' correct write;' ,
sentences, Fourth, if to ' Read and re-read
quantities are almost the same, questions to find out what the
choose one. Fifth,
-
if answers 'qiestion is asking precIsEly, if
cover a wide range'(4.5 66.7, a question asks you. to. corn-
88.7, 90.1, 500.11) choose one pare two itçms, and you only
in the middle. : -'
-
--
'eAplain them,- you won't get
any credit. -
Before you begin to answer
an essay quesiton, make a
quick outline. If you do so,
you will be able to write faster
and will be less likely to leave
out important facts. When
you do begin writing, get to
the point. Don't bother with
flowery introductions. When
you expand your answer with
supporting ideas and facts,
bring out your big guns, im-
mediately. Don't be dramatic
by saving the best for last.
Style is very important on
essay questions, since grading
them is largely a subjective -
process. ,-Here are five 'hints
regArding style on essay ques-
tions.
First, write clearly. Sloppy,
difficult-to-read handwriting
might actually lower your
grade. - -Second,' avoid filler
sentences that say nothing. In-'
structors don't like wading
through a swamp of murky
writing in order to trap an oc-
casional lonely fact.
Third, use a pen (many in-
structors will require this)
becausE pencil is difficult to
read. Fotp'th, when possible
write on one side of the page
only. If you don't, writing-will
show though and -- obscure'
the writing on the other side.
Fifth, review your answers for -
'grammatical errors, ,-c1anity.
md legibility if-roU havE time.'
Hopefully, these hints on
-rnültiplë-choice, true-false,
opEn'book, short answer arid'
essay questions will help you
takE tes(tMote'succ fully.
ASWC jobs filled
by Carl Grim
of The Whitworthian
Presidents' Council approv- -
ed on April 21 the recommen-
dations of the ASWC Media
Committee, in regard to
student-filled executive posi-
tions with KWRS, Nalsihi and
The Whitwor(hian. The three
students were 'Sophomore
Tonia Bendickson, Freshman
Steve Olsonowski and Junior
Bob Coleman.
Steve Olsonowski -is editor
of Natsihi, Whitworih's year-
book, after serving as assistant
editor for part of this year and
on his high school yearbook
staff in Bend, Ore. -
- Distribution -is an area
where Olsonowski plans major
-change. "The books will be
distributed in
,
the spring,before school is' out, and
graduation activities will be in-
cluded as an insert that will be
2mailed to students during the
summer," explained
Olsonowski. The current
distribution system is designed
--to have students receive their
yearbooks in -the fall of the
following year.
Olsonowski and Paul Olsen,
Registrar and faculty ad-
viser for the yearbook, are in-
terviewing students for staff
positions. Olsonowski -wants
to have a staff of-at least 10
'students. Bruçç Eckley is the --
photoeditor.': - . - :
Tonia -Bendickson, the new
-
-general 'manager for KWRS,
,ws --music 4ircctor during-
85-86 andworked with promo-
-well as-belnga'discjockey. - -: - --
"I want'to increase overall
-
awareneEs-ind inspire a lArger
'percentagE' of :the' people, in
Spo,kane'to tune thir-dials-to
90.3,"said BeSdickson. - -
Next yiars editor-in chief - - - - - - -
"for '--The;Whit we rihian- 15 sot' - Coutlusuedon-page 5
-Schdc"l days are nur"bered;
'it's time -- -to find -surnEit jobs -
$ :4 N 1$ T 'Ift 'Sdo place an' emphasis on how"nic9' you are, so much so - -
-that sometimes qualifications
may take-second. "But- don't"
let the system get you down,"
-
she, said. "The harder and
longer, you look, the better -
will be.'' '' - '-ti A
Above all, keep your spirits
up, Berg -said. "Set up a
reward system," she sug-
gested. "Treat yourself -'to -a
movie or dinne! after you've
turned in a set amount of-ap- -
plications."
"Let the employer know -
-
you ire professionally mind-
ed," she said, adding that the
-
key to a succeSsful job hunt is
"investing yourself." - -
- THE WORLD
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Riddle to move from Ballard to A rend
by Kristin Boyer
of The Whitworthian
After one more year at
Whitworth Tracy Riddle will
be moving on. As of yet, she
has no plans concerning where
she will go or what she will do,
but one sure factor is that
wherever she is, her experience
as one of Whitworth's resident
directorè will remain with her.
Acting as Ballard and
McMillan Hall's resident
director has given her the
space to touch many of thç
students with her- boundless
encouragement and enthusi-
asm. The position has also
given Riddle the opportunity
to ask her residents some hard
questions about themselves
and their philosophies. In
turn, she said she is often
asked the same type of minds
bçnding questions..
Rid dIe caine to the position
two years ago, in the fall of
1984, after having earned her
master!s degree in human
resource development at
Azusa University in Califor-
nit
She was told by a fellow stu-
dent at -Azusa that Whitworth
had two positions open for
resident directors and sug-
gested that they apply
together. They went through
the entire application and in-
terview process before dis-
covering that there was actual-
ly only one opening, and
Riddle the more qualified of
the two.
Riddle then trekked up to
the Northwest to take on the
challenge of managing Mac
Hall 'and Ballard. She said that
one of her first impressions of
one of ha future charges came
from a physical plant worker
who commented that she must
be "the little thing who's come
to take on Mac Hall." With
that thought in mind, she
picked up her keys and settled
in to her apartment in Ballard.
Riddle found it was not easy
braking into the role of the
authority figure.- She said it
took her a few months to learn
thç traditions of both Ballard
and McMillan, and more time
to realize that the was not ac-
tually responsible for or able
to limit the residents'
behavior.
As a disciplinarian, Riddle.
doesn't believe her job is "to
tell people, 'you're bad." She
added,?'I try instead to pro
wide a place for people to pro-
ass their behavior."
bfrCrrleMoorè.'
- of The Whitworthfàn,
it' wai early thorñing
Wednesday, April 23, and. the
line for the housing lottery was
full of tired and anxious look
ing studenti as they waited for
the eight n'clock-sigrial.to
begin. 7.
Camping gear was spread
out in front of the student
Life building, and 'students
- were still wrapped in blankets
and slçeping bags as the line
led them inside the building.
I.
U
U
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• Though her job entails in-
stigating disciplinary action
against delinquent students,
Riddle said she doesn't like to
be the one to confront them.
"Peers confronting peers is
usually more effective," she
said, adding that she en-
courages her staff of resident
assistants to take some of the
responsibilty of discipline.
choice of the room they
• want4." .
The of living ina don-
bk room this tear with a 20
mal'plan'is.$2;500 i year, and
'a- lingle room with the same
meal .plan is $2,783. Some
students say it is cheaper --to
live off-campus. -
Senior Brad Taylor said,
- 'I've lived in Carlson for four
years nOw. It's a tradition. I
moved here, liked it, and I've'
--been there 'evei since. Many
students think it's more
economical .to live -off-.
campus, but I don't agree.
Some students end up paying
-over the Whitworth housing
fee. i-live in a 'single sO I have
the privacy I need, yet I have a
social life too."
- Reddekopp said, "Living
off-campus had its' disadvan..
tages. I lived-off for a semester
when I was :a student and I
found myself excluded, and
Even though she is not as
visible in Mac Hall by virtue of
her apartment being in
Ballard, Riddle said she does
not feel alienated from
- McMillan residents. She
pointed out that she is often
asked to go to SAGA or watch
videos 'with some of the in-
dividuals in Mac Hall, and
said that she has some very
not getting involved. I had to
make a concerted' effort to
make myself get involved."
- "I 'like living on campus,"
stated Sophomore Holly
Stone, "It's more convenient,
and all of my friends are here.
• It's a lot more. fun to sit
'around and watch- TV when 1
am sitting with my 'friends,,
Some people living off-
campus tend to bedome'
isolated and not involve
themselves in activities."
good relationships with men in
that dorm.
Next year Riddle will be -
Resident Director in Mend
Hail. She said she.is very ex-
cited about the staff she will be
working with there, adding
'that she hopes 'the Mend
natives will fill her in on Its
subtleties and traditions.
-Some students in Lancaster
agreed that 'living in a dorm
was a great experience, and a
lot of fun. Those living off-
campus said they needed to get
away from the dorm life and
'start,out on their own.
Housing contracts must be
signed by May 9, REddekopp
said, adding that students
should camflly read the 'con
'tracts and understand them, to
- prevent problems in the
-
future. -
-'
Tracy Riddle (.econd from right) chats with (L to H) Diane Johnson, Sheila Farren and
Steve Dahlberg In the Arend lounge.
-t'ousi'ná lottety •completed for fall%la mode — tromp. 3sound IVtiWe *likórth tO1lege Jazz Band will be 'featured
during ihe :çcj$, The, band
'#iJl play' I irarieiy 'Of'- musk
dyles iicl$ing 'sing, jazz/
rock,bliies'añd,fwik;
In the event of rain the-ice
cream 'and frzz, Bnd, will be
moved' indoors tó:the"library
lobby.' ' ' • -.
The ice Cream Social ',will
not bC the last performance of
the year'for' the Jazz Band;
Where they're going, ;rain is
nOt 'expected. -
-The' Whitworth 'Wind -and
Jazz Ensembles will tour
Hawaii for nine days begin-
ning May 20. -
The students -going on this
trip earned money for, round
trip -transportation and their
lodging. ,'
"This should be 'a treat,"
-said Richard -N. Evans,
chairman of the Fine Art
Dei,ariment. "It's kind of an
adventure." -
The bands will be playinf
their tour'music-in Forum, Fri
day,'May 9. -
"We will be presentinj
music any college band wouk
be challenged' 'to play," saü
Evns. "The students havi
worked very hard in and,out
side of, class to get ready for
Forum and the tour."
ASWc — from pagc 4
for me. Volunteer work isnt
always appealing, but once
you start giving of yourself, so
much more starts coming back
to you," Kwake said.
Both Kwake and Roecks say
they look forward to working
with the other ASWC coor-
dinators as an integrated team.
- "The housing lottery went
smoothly," stated Glendi
Reddekbpp, the administra-
tive secretary 'for Housing,
- Residence Life' and the
-
Associate Dean of Studehts.
"For the -most part, most
students received their first
-.
:"
-
a a 'a a — a a a — a a a a a a — a
p -tiprrip
FOOD $TOflI
Mon. &. Tues. Special
Whitworth
Students!'!
•25
for any 32oz fountain drink
with this coupon at any
Zip Trip
a a a a a a a a a a a — a a a 0 a a 2,,
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Staff Report — Pole vaulters
are funny people. As Whit-
worth Track Coach Hal Werner
describes them, "They're such
quirky, changable athletes."
Much of this results from the
riskiness and unpredictability of
hurling one's body upside-
down over a 15-foot tall cross-
bar.
Many of them have trouble
in adverse weather: even subtle
winds can affect their vaulting
ability. In short, it's a fair-
weather sport. And you
thought you had it bad falling
out of bed!
Whitworth vaulter Mark
Unicome doesn't really fit the
above description. As he's a per-
sonable, normal fellow. But last
Saturday he displayed his most
stellar performance of the 1986
outdoor season by clearing
15-6, a scant one-half inch off
the NA1A National qualifying
standard, and he did it in
weather morç suited to the
by Nanq,i Goodlive
of The Witworthian,
For six years, people have
been coming from all over the
nation and Canada — even
from i1Ferent parts of the
globe — to Spokane(Spokane!) to run in Blooms-
day -
Either these people enjoy
risking their lives to gct the
privilege of owning a limited-
edition T-shirt or they have
some serious mental' deficien-
cies.
Downtown was not even ap-
proachable yesterday morning
as 47,000 lunalics tried to park
their cars only to run.
Then these people — most
of them out-of-towners, mind
you — said thanks to the Lilac'
City for letting them run here
by carpeting the streets of our
fair town with crunched-up
paper cups.
Do you know what these
people go through in their 7.5
mile trek for the coveted
T-shirt?
Have you ever been outside
a New York department store
at 10 a.m. on Christmas Eve?
You know that rush to the
door as the clerk! unlocks the
store? That's" what the
"Bloomies" (yukl) go
through, maybe multiplied a
little, at the start.
Then there is the elbow-
flying part, better known as
large
and the 4x100 relay team of
Ted Gerkin, Peat Sutherland,
Kevin Kent and McQuillen leg-
ged to a third-place finish.
But the men's performance
of the day came from
Sutherland and Kent in the 800
meters. Both runners smashed
their personal bests by clocking
1:55.59 and 1:55.71 respec-
tIvely - Sutherland caught Kent
at the tape and outleaned him
by a foot. Their times moved
them into competitive rankings
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworthian
North Sea than Spokane.
Braving gusty winds, driving
raIn and 40 degree
temperatures, Unicome
cleared the 156 margin by
several Inches, and just missed
at 16. So much for needing
good weather!
Along with Uniconie, the
Whltworth track squad com-
peted at the Community Col-
leges of Spokane Bigfoot Open
last Saturday, and many of the
athletes used it as a tune-up for
this week's District Champion-
ships. -
Hammer thrower Arnie
Tyler tossed the ball 17 1-8 to
win the event, followed by
Stewart Woods with a personal
best of 142-3. John Woster
threw 141-1 and Ted Snider
139-1.
Dave Rohrman claimed se-
cond place behind Unicome in
the vault, clearing 12-6. He
also ran well in the 110
hurdles, taking filth place.
Scott McQuillen ran to a
sixth place in the 400 hurdles,
"jockeying for position."
-Reminds me more of try-outs
for the roller derby.
At the water stations (spaced
much too far apart) are
people who hand you cups of
water — those same cups
which are now plastered to the
pavement. Have you - ever
grabbed a flimsy paper cup
while on the run? You only get
about a tablespoon by the time
it hits your lips or any other
part of your anatomy.
And then' theiie's the
Vaseline station: people with
big jars of the greasy stuff for
you to scoop up and rub where
ever you chafe. Boy, that
sounds like a pleasant way to
spend a Sunday afternoon!
And just wt,ien it looks like
you may live to seq your
grandchildren, yod come to
Petit.brive, otherwise known
as "Doomsday Hill" (cute,
huh?). One "Bloomie" (yuk!)
told me that she felt like
throwing' up when she en-
countered this stretch Of the
race, and probably would
have, if she had eaten
breakfast. This for a T-shirt!
If. you do finish the race,
you are herded into cattle
chutes to pick up their coveted
prize — the usually ugly shirt
with the top-secret design.
All day yesterday and to-
day, the city was dressed in
lavendar T-shirts with the in-
Continued on page 7
The Whitworth 'men's tennis
team closed out its season by
taking third place in the
District Tournament in!
Ellens burg last weekend.
Dr. Ross Cutter, in his 28th
season as tennis coach, said he
was pleased yith the way the
Pirates completed the season.
'1 feel we had a real good
season," said Cutter. "We
topped 'it off with a good
showing in the tournament."
The Pirates faced players
from Whitman, Central
Washington, Seattle Pacific,
Seattle University, Pacific
Lutheran, Evergreen State and
University of Puget Sound. -
The third place finish was a
2biFof'a6rprise. EâiiiCt'IA the
year, SPU and CWU had
beaten Whitworth in head to
head competition.
"We played well," said
Cutter. '.I think-we shpck4l a
few' people. We' proved' we
were' a cut above plain
vanilla."
by Sheila Farren-
of The Whitworthian
Hard work and dedication
led the women's tennis team to
a sixth-place finish at Districts
this weekend. Coach Jo
Wagstaff said they achieved
their goal not to take last place
like they did last year. -
The Pirates had three
players advance past the first
round. Allison Heiser defeated
the No. 4 player from Seattle
University, 6-4, 3-6, 6-4. Also
advancing was Nobuko
'Tanaka, who had a good vic-
tory over Miller from
Evergreen State, 6-0, 6-1.
Michelle Conner drew a bye in
the first round.
Playing well but not advanc-
ing were Ann Benzel, Krista
Price and Kelly Burch. Benzel
lost 3-6, 2-6 to Orathwall from
Seattle University. Price drew
the No. 12 seed, Peterson
from Seattle Pacific University
and was defeated 0-6, 1-6.
Burch lost to Bratton from
Whitman, the No. 13 seed.
0-6, -1-6.
The tournament became
tougher in the second round
and two more Pirates were
going into the District meet.
For the women, Trina Alex-
ander raced to a second-place
in the 400 hurdles, with a time
of 69.20 seconds, and Lisa
Valiem ran a strong 400 meters
to finish second in 61.55.
Sharon Bailey finished third
in the 100 meters, in a personal
record time of 12. 84 seconds,
and fourth in the 200 in 26:86.
Julie Morgenstern and Gwen
Keiser took fifth and sIxth in the
women's javelin, and Janine
game. Carlson reached the
quarter-finals of the singles
- brcket- before losing to Dave
George of SPU. -
cCarls'oti hicL. defeated
George earlier ihis season and
may have, been Jess efTeçtive
eliminated. Hqiser faced the
- NO. ,11- seed, Jcline.from Seat-
lIe University. Though playing
— - 'tough Heiser- lost.- 0-6, 26.
Tanaka drew the No. 4 seed in
the . tournament and was
defeated 0-6, 2-6.
'Staying alive'fqr Whitworth
,wa Michelle 'Conne!.
Conner's second round match
'was against the No. '1 player
from '.Evergreen' State. She
won 6-3, 6-0. In the third
round, Cbnner faced the Nd. 6'
seed and was defeated 0-6, 0-6.
Whitworth drew tough
matches in dopbles and all
three táms were eliminated in
round one. Benzel and Nancy
Wodrich,, who played in place
Of Toni Fenner, lost to the No.
5 seed, 0-6, 0-6. Playing- the
No. 2 seeded doubles team
were Heiser 'and Price. They -
were defeated 0-6, 1-6. Conner
and Tanaka drew the No. 1
team - from Seattle Pacific;
they lost 0-6, 1-6.
Coach Wagstaff said she
felt good about the weekend
and the season. "It was our
first time against really good
tough competition; we looked
really good," said Wagstaff,
-
adding, "It was' an Educa-
tional experience."
Hoffman took sixth in the
discus.
The women's 4x400 relay
blew Washington State Univer-
sity's second-place team off the
track with a fine 4:08.75 clock-
ing, and in the 4x100 the
women ran to a fourth place
clocking of 51.20.
Whitworth will put its
athletes on the line in Bell-
ingham in the District Cham-
pionships Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
-
in tourney
due to his tender ankle, sprain-
ed three weeks ago in a P.E.
class. - -
In doubles, Barnhart and
Carlson reached the quarter-
finals before being eliminated
by Chris Gregerson and
Kevin Young of Whitman.
The Bucs fipished with 15
points overall, behind Whit-
man (31) arid PLU (24)
NAJA DISThICT I
CHAMPIONSHIPS
'MEN
Wagstaff said she was pleased -
with coming out ahead of' Cen-
tral Washington University,
who placed seventh overall.
CWU defeated Whitworth
twice earlier in the season.
"We ended the season 7-7;
-- it- was beyOnd ,my wildest
dreams," said Wagstaff.' Last
year the Pirates won only one
match. This year's goal was to
double last year's win record.
"We beat the teams who we
should have beat and even a
couple of' teams we shouldn't
have. 1 think next year, we
-
should be even better," said
Wagstaff. The Pirates do not
have any seniors on this year's
team and only one junior.
-
Women
TEAM SCORES: PugetSound 25,
Pacific Lutheran 25, WhItman 14,
Seattle 8, Seattle PacIfic 5, Whitworth
4. Central3 ' -
Singles
- Semiftuals
-
Lynne Greer (Whitm) del. Anne
Marie Martin (UPS) 6-2, 6-4
Carolyn Carlson (PLU) del. Sharon
Crowson (UPS) 6-1, 6-1
Doubles
SemIfinals
Martin-Crowson (UPS) del.
Dickenson-Murphy (PLU) 6-1. 6-4.
Greer-BTaflon (WHIm) del. Jan-
Carison (PLU) 4-6, 6-3, 6-4,
SPORTS
Track fields team for District
Nétmen nab third
Confessions of a non-runner
I ain't no Bloomie
A cut above is where Cutter
has guided the team
throughout the season. The
team's 10-5 record can be
posted alongside a second
place finish in the Evergreen
tournament 'and this
weekend's third place finish.
The season was the third
straight winning season for the
Bucs. ,
-
Cutter's job was certainly
made easier by three standout
seniors. Sten Carison, a four-
- year letterman; Bob Krueger TEAM SCORES: Whitman 31,
and Chris Barnhart, a two- Pacific Lutheran 24, Whitworth 15,
year lettermn, all played their Central Washington 5, Puget Sound,
last games for Whitworth. Seattle Pacific 5 Seattle 3.Evergreen 1They were the No. 1, 2and 5
players, respectively. Quarterftnala
'Our seniors will be sorely Dave George (SPU) del. Sten
missed,' said - Cutter, (thOIi (Whitw) 6-4. 6-0
"especially Sten, who has been Chris Gregirson (Whitmi del. Dave
a four-year letterman."'
-
George (SPU) 6-0, 6-2
Every member of the eight- Dave Otaisson (Whttm) del, Tom
-- man team öns aF least tie Peersqn (PU)) -6, 6-2, 6--,Doubis'
Quafleftna
Gregerson-Yo3sn$ (Wtrn) del',,
Canlson-BaniiWarf (W(hitw) 6-3. 6-3
,Semiflnals -
Olaf sso& Wash- Whwin) 4a,;AIlen-,
Struss (PU)) 6-3, 5-7; 7-5' ' -
Peterson-Koessler (PLU) del
Gregersen-Ypung (Whim) -3. 6-2. :4_i_',,''
- , - -g - ', ' -
Women place 6th at tOurney
North Division Bicycle
* Quality Repairs
*Trade'-Ins/ReConditioned Bicycles
. Layaways
*'85 Bikes on Sale
*Mountain Bikes
467-HIKE
I'-
;as.c
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SPORTS
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworthlan
Just 18 months ago, Scott
McQuilkin and the Whitworth
baseball proam wae at odds.
Now, the odds are looking bet-
ter and better
They started the season with
a young team and a struggling
program. Coach McQuilkin,
in just his second season,
faced seemingly insurmount-
able odds.
Just two years ago, Head
Coach Steve Brown had a fall-
ing out at Whitworth. He
headed for cross-town rival
Gonzaga, taking players with
him and leaving the baseball
program at Whitworth in
shambles.
McQuilkin stepped in as
head coach last season. He
was young; younger than some
of the players. McQuilkin
organized the Bucs, pieced
together a starting team, and
did a respectable job, con-
sidering the circumstances.
The season ended with Whit-
worth losing two-thirds of its
games.
The 1986 season is a dif-
ferent story.
— They started during football
season with a fall schedule
against the College of Idaho,
— Lewis and Clark State and
• Oonzaga. They continued
working right through basket-
ball season, as the Fieldhouse
rang with aluminum bats and
cracked with the leather of
catchers' mitts. As the snow
began to melt, they were there
in the mud and slush, groom-
ing Stannard Field for action.
When the season finally
began. McQuilkin and the
Pirates were ready to play
some baseball.
That's exactly what they
did.
Whitworth's 17-3 record is
the best in the district. They
not only wrapped up the right
•to host the playoffs, they did it
three weeks ago.
"We're anxious to get to the
playoffs," said McQuilkin.
"We've been waiting for three
weeks."
The Bucs will take on PLU
on Friday, May 9 in a double-
header which will start at
noon. The third game of the
best of three series will be held
on Saturday, if necessary.
Brian Cook. and Kevin
Atkins are expected to pitch
on Saturday.
Whitworth's four games last
weekend were cancelled, and
First Baseman Ryan Clements,
who leads the team in home-
runs and RBI's thinks that the
rest will help the Bucs. "It'll
be nice to get a little rest
before playoffs," he said.
"We plan to work really hard
next week in practice and go
out and beat PLU."
Clement's confidence is not
unwarranted. In their two
meetings earlier in the season,
the Bucs beat the Lutes 15-5
and 3-I. "I'm confident and
the players are confident,"
said McQuilkin. "We're ready
to go."
Should the Bucs win, they
won't have to go anywhere.
Not right away, anyway. If
Whitworth beats PLU, then
the Pirates will host the area
tournament May 15, 16 and
17. Schools from Oregon,
Hawaii and California will
participate. The winner of that
tournament will go to the
NAIA College World Series.
While it's true that the Bucs
are a long-shot to win it all,
that's nothing new, They're
used to working against all
odds.
by Dave Benz
of The Whitworthkrn
An injury and a tough op-
ponent spelled defeat for the
Whitworth men's volleyball
team last Thursday.
The Bucs were downed in
straight sets by Spokane
Volleyball Club. The scores
were 6-15, 10-15,8-15.
Whitworth attempted to run
a new offense, utilizing only
one setter. Unfortunately,
Brandon Nishioka, the lone
setter, was injured in the first
game. Although he continued
to play, he wasn't as effective.
Without Nishioka at 100
percent, the Pirates' passing
game never gelled, although
they did show promise and im-
provement.
In the second game, the
Bloomsday — from p. 6
distinguishable design. I even
saw one man, who apparently
didn't finish the race, walking
down the street with his
number pinned on the outside
of his down jacket. Cars had
race numbers placed on their
dashboards. People are sure
proud that they were man or
woman enough to feel Like
something the dog left in the
yard after enduring 7.5 miles
of "fun."
I don't know. Bloomsday
Bucs challenged the more ex-
perienced SVC In a game that
could have gone either way.
The Final telling factor was
SVC's power game.
"They had some
devastating hitters," said
Nishioka. "They were very
good ... probably one of thebest teams in Eastern
Washington."
The loss was Whitworth's
second in its two-game season.
The first year club team
hopes to apply to the United
States Volleyball Association
for membership next year. The
USVBA is the governing body
of the sport in America, and
would give the Bucs the right
to compete in Northwest tour-
naments next year.
Anyone interested in joining
the team should contact
Nishioka.
—
may be good for our economy:
there were no parking places
downtown last night. I've
never seen the bars more
crowded. I guess the out-of-
town "Bloomies" (yukl) were
carbo-orgying. $
But I didn't feel like I
missed anything as I rolled out
of bed at 1 p.m. Idid consider
joining the masses downtown
to walk the course to pick up
the T-shirt, but as I lit my
morning cigarette, I thought
about the issue of conformity
and individualism.
Any 12-inch, two item pizza
Only $5.85!
Got those study-au-night Finals Week blues?
Domino's Pizza has all the answers.
May 7-18 between 11 p.m. and I a.m.,
we are offering any 12", two-item
pizza for only $5.85.
No coupon necessary.
Not good with any other offer.
Our drivers carry
less than $20.00,
Umited delivery area.
&Q55 Domino's PIzza, Inc.
32683OO
6606 N. Ash
It
Buc baseball: beating the odds Club VBers finish season
-)
MIDNIGHT
May 748: 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.
t:.
St
$7
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Mascot/Colson — from p.
of ''microscopic Christi-
anity."
According to Dr. Archer,
Chuck Colson does not "it-
carnate the ideals Of Whit-
worth." Just what are we try-
ing to incarnate? Intellectual
sterility? Colson is a
remarkable example of a man
who has been a)1e Là rebuild
his life since his involvement in
the Watergate disaster. A pro-
fessed Christian, he can offer
some valuable insights to our
graduating seniors, of whom
we are members, of 'sonic of
the things to expect when we
Trustees — from page 1
'The Christian' Life Commit-
tee also evaluated the time the
trustees spent with the
students last fall and plans to
continue that kind of pro-
gram. According to Fox, the
Chapel wants to find more
ways to use the trusteesas a
means of spiritual growth for
the students.
- The Financial Committee
had three main issues on its
agenda: a $7' million bond, the
faculty economic report and
divestment.
The bond is to pay for the
renovation that has. been
planned for the dormitories.
The funding agency was at the
meeting of the Financial Com-
mittee, and a contract was
hit the real world — unlike
what we seem to get from a lot
of other experiences behind
the Pine Cone curtain.
We are concerned with this
letter, because part of the
Whitworth' experience is
receiving all sorts of opposing
viewpoints, ideas and opin
'ions, and then sorting them in-
to our own sense of values. If
a born-again Christian is, not
good enough for Whitworth,
or if we are so judgmental of
what is aid is not incarnating'
the ideals of Whitworth,
where are we headed? Colson
drawn up. The 'bond was
passed by the board and will
be in effect as soon as possible.
The trustees passed a pay
raise for the faculty, but' it was
not as much as was an-
'ticipated. A 4 percent'pay in-
crease was projected but due
to the poor enrollment projec-
tion the raise was only 2 per-
cent.
This caused some concern to
the faculty mostly by the assis-
tant professors, according to
Jim, Hunt, professor of
history. Hunt said that the
raise will barely keep up with
inflation. It may cause some
instructors to teach as many
classes as possible, including
summer school, which makes
it impossible to update their
will probably be an exciting
dynamic character. Last year's
speaker was so inspiring none
of us who, attended can
remember hj name.
C'mon Whitworth, let's
quit playing penny-ante poker,
or better yet, stop the games
altogether. Maybe we
wouldn't want to take a Pirate
homç to mother but we would
gladly take Chuck Colson.
John Worster
Mark Westley
classes.
DWesttnent has been a hot
issue Imong the students of
Whitworth these past few
moOths. It was discussed dur-
ing the board's Wednesday,
April 30 meetihg. Both sides
of the issue were presçnted by
students.
Todd Davidson and Eric
Simmons' represented the
students opposed to divest-
ment. They stated that Whit-
worth should not divest but
send letters to the companies
in question urging them to
take action against the apart-
heid government.
Representing the students
for divestment were Amy Neil,
Theresa Zeorlin and Maseko
Nxumalo. They asked the
Colson — from page z
perspectives. Is it a suspicion
that his conversion is not gen-
uine? Though perhaps under-
standable, that suspicion is
difficult to sustain on some ac-
quaintance with his work over
the past decade, merging a
ministry to people most of us
prefer to shun or-forget with a
social concern for penal
reform, and 'considering also
the testimony of, respected in-
dividuals who know him' well.
Should we stop our ears to
someone who has won accep-
tance and whose work has
won praise, from people S
diverse as Senator Hatfield,
Gary Wills, Wiliiani Buckley
and Andrew Young?
'Let's plan to givc'Mr. Col-
son a thoughtful hearing, and
refrain from estimating in ad-
vance whether or how much
we may canto applaud' him.
In the meantime, I join Lçw in
saluting the senior class, which
indeed deserves to be the
center of our attention on May
Is. '
Hans B. Bynagle
Library DirectorfAssoc. Prof.
John Reed of the Admis-
sions Office told the board
that the number of applica-
tions that they have received is
down from last year. Seven
hundred seventeen applica-
tions have been received so far
this year. That figure is down
36 from last year.
Black was optimistic that
Whitworth could be com-
petitive with other schools in
the recruiting of new students.
"I have every reason to believe
that we have the program to
do it," he said;
ASWC President Brad
Larkin and President-elect
JR. Meade gave the ASWC
report to the trustees. Larkin
told the board that he has seen
the community become more
involved over the past year.
He said he believes it will con-
tinue to with the events the
ASWC has planned for next
year,
Meade told the board he
wants to see more authority
given to the students. "We, as
a Christian college, need to
recognize the needs of all parts
of the college, including
ASWC. Our success and
failures are directly related to
yours," staled Meade.
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CALEN DAR
6 TUESDAY 7
• Whffi.oflMa r- Ms.ti
12:30 pa. — 0hZ Caabers
7:30 p.m. MRH
WEDNESDAY
• Mldwsá worship: Rose Howell,
11:15 cia. — CU
8- THURSDAY
Track at NAIA Dlsblct I Chain-
ploeships (untIl 5/10)
9 FRIDAY
Baseball Districts (until 5/11) —
Here
Fonts: Wind Ensemble, 11:15
am. — Mad.
Most.: "lbs Lore Bug" aa4 "ha-
hi. Rides Ageln, 8 p.s.. —
Mad.
10 SATURDAY
* Stephenson Composition Red..
tel, 3 p.m. — MRH
• Barcheta Senior Voice Recital,
7 p.m. — MXII
-South Warren Boat Cnn,., 8
p.m.
1 1 SUNDAY
'Miriam Semuelu Graduate Voice
Recital with 'Jeanne Steelier,
3p.m. — MXII
Campus Worship, 6:30 p.m.
—,CH,
12 MONDAY
Foam: Honor. Fonts, 11:15
-
am. — And.
$2 Student Discount
board to make its position
known when it convenes again
next fall.
The board passed a pro-
posal to come up with the
general policy dealing with all
investments and what is the
best ethical position to take.
Plans for Whitwoith's
Centennial'campaign and next
year's enrollment figures were
presented by the Institutional
Advancement Committee. The
top priority for the Centennial
program is a new library facili-
ty.
-
"The reputation of the in-
stitution could be in jeopardy
because of the condition of the
current library," said Joe
Black, vice president for In-
stitutional Advancement.
#444444444. "My dream would be that a
* new library could be built thatLIttIe Heirs Records,4 would free up the existing
-
New Records & Tape4: facility, and it would beremodeled,"
* 3 for $15 * It is just a dream right now.
* High Quality Ud * The cost of the new library
would be in the neighborhoodRecords &-tapes
of $7 million. Other renova-3for $10 ** * tions that were discussed in-
clude Dixon Hall andUttkNsII'sftnot4g McEachran Hall. Total
* N. 711 IL.sa * - estimated cost of the projects
*'.j. ********* would be nearly $21 million.
Tues. & Wed. only.
Cuts, perrns & color
IIs Pint Salon
N. 10214 DIvision
Next to Lineman',
4S7-M37
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Graduation ticket shortage causing !nistration 
by Shauna Winner 
of The Whitworthian 
At press time, 23 com-
mencement tickets remained 
available for 62 graduating 
seniors who had not yet picked 
up their tickets t according to 
the library staff. 
"It is really a rather critical 
situation," said Registrar Paul 
Olsen. 
Within the first two days 
tickets were issued, approx· 
imately J 2 students picked up 
30 or more tickets, accordinB 
to Olsen. "Pm mortified that 
a student would pick up that 
many," he said. 
To solve the problem, Olsen 
has been calling the students 
who took 30 tickets and asking 
them to return some. 
He commented that several 
have been good about return-
ing them and others haven't. 
Several students have both 
th~r children and parents at-
tending. 
Olsen plans on calling 
students this week who took 
more than '10 tickets and ask-
ing them to return some. 
Olsen also pointed out that 
in the past when tickets were 
issued, 300 or SO seats re-
mained empty. "Once the hour 
comes, if there are any empty 
seats, anyone can come in, II 
said Olsen. 
A limit of six tickets per 
graduating senior has been set 
since Wednesday. "It was 
recommended to me that I not 
put a limit on. immediately," 
said Olsen. 
The situation was discussed 
thoroughly by the graduation 
committee. They decided to 
trust the students to be ac-
curate and understanding, said 
Olsen. In the past, when 
limiting tickets, everyone took 
six and not all were used. 
"I'm hopilll we won't have 
to use tickets again for a few' 
years," said Olsen. 
There was concern that 
commencement would attract 
members from the Spokane 
public unass(lciated with 
Whitworth because of the 
name value of speaker Charles 
Colson. 
Colson sent out invitations 
to 100 members of the Prison 
Fellowship Program. "I feel 
that's a fairly small portion of ' 
the 2,700 seats," Said Olsen. 
"I'm just going to have to 
address the situation the best I 
can. I think we will squeak by, 
but it's an uncomfortable 
situation," said Olsen. "I'm 
just going to have to trust 
human nature. II 
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Student· tuition' upped $625 for 86-87 
been doing as much as we can Of the students who com- ble," said. Jennifer Wilcox, crease reflects the higher four 
by Steven Brown to help out." mented on . this issue, most .. senior. religion major. "It's percent or lower two percent 
of The Whltworthian' Shanrian attributed much seemed to agree that the raise frustrating to' students - we faculty pay increase. 
, of the cost increase to deferred w~justi~ed. neyet'see the results." . . Ne,ither, Mounce .. not 
. ~ . i.'; ,) ' ....... ,. l m~nten1Ul~w~h,w~,a·d~.,. "I.t spun~.Ji~~ __ ,thC:Y.-iaz.:~, ,._¥,W9~~ .. ~;t~:moneY'80~1-',.:M~~~I~G9.ins, ~iGe pre~i~ent Whi.t~orth stJlden~·WiU p!l'y: ~:siQJl' tQ':PUt~:off ,need~~ r~!rs . ; j~~~'lo ~ k~~i"e <~,~derit~· ' .. :'., rWO~·~:~in,"lfie.('~ .. ~~.,itrt.~ r~f.··:FmanCial·~~~;-lwere· 
a 'combm~ $62~ increase :for" an~f:;g~nenil 'upkeep ':~'"'tif..r~"., rlf,~t;'!'7"~~W~F~~~-.Tun",,:, 'T3~7t9f4':·"(S$ue~·or"fke~ WWrX":"'-"available' !~r·colii~e~t.·· . " 
both tuition and room and later date. Whitworth's choice Robblee. "It's ~6t uncommon ~or'thiiln, Presidem Mounce . , 
board next year. to defer maintenance was for schools to r~.se their tui- said the reasons for tuition in- According to Sharman, 
According to Linda Shar- caused by past high inflation tion - and costs,' like heat and cr~ses include "e~ergy cost~, "We have, two ways of gaining 
man, d~~~orof rublic Af- and the de~ire to keep costs maintenance; ~e'going up." d~ferred maintenance costs income - 'fund raising and 
fairs, the increase will'be off- IQw for stud~nts. While it did "I ju~t·'acc~pt· it," said and faculty salaries." tuition. We compete with 
set by a nine percent raise in keep the cost lower for Stephariie Halton, sophomore It is not known if progress hospitals, the performing arts 
Whitworth Financial Aid. The students at the time, it also communica~ions major. "It is has been made in the' past two and other charitable organiza-
budget for next year prc:>vides contributed to the deteriora- ·'important. ·to maintain the' years toward correcting tions for the same dollars. We 
$2.33 million for financial aid. . tion of the campus and . campus. '! maintenance problems or not. can't rely on fund raising for 
This is an increase of $105,000 buildings. Although these students ap- If continuing campus and an increase every year." 
over the current budget. "Now that inflation has peared to accept the need for a building deterioration are an Sharman also said, "It is 
Although financial aid is be- &tabiUzed much of. the de- cost increase, they were also indicator, it might suggest that apparent that the' trustees are 
ing increased, it is not ex- ferred maintenance has caught. concerned about where their the funds are not being spent giving aU tbey can,." .. 
pected to cover the entire up to us," said Sharman. '~We '·money would be spent. correctly. The proposed campus 
$625. cannot ignore this any longer "I have no idea where the In regard to faculty salaries, renovation, scheduled to begin 
"Financial aid will make up and be responsible stewards of money goes," said Halton. the board of trustees turned' next fall, will not benefit from 
about one-third of the. entire this campus." "They (administration) need down' the faculty's expected the tuition cost increase. All 
increase," said Sharman. "It Among the needed im- to make it dear to us ~here the four percent raise and opted to money for the campus renova-
means that students will.pt.ob- 1 provements are' new money is going to go .. " give two percent. It is not tion will be prc;>vided through a 
ably need to take out addi- steamlines, '-a new water well "I think it is a real big prob- known if this year's tuition in- s~ial bond issue. 
tional student loans amount- and .dormitory accomoda- tern that the students need to . 
jng to· around $400. We've t~C?ns, aCcordlng to Sharman. make more money than 'pOssi-
Member. of Whitworth'. jazz band go Incognito at the annual Cowin Ubrary Ice 
Cream Social, Wednaclay, May 7. Left to right, Hated: Melora Brooiw, Rich 
Scheibner, Tom Haley, Dave Congdon and Mike Peters. Standing: Dave Jewett, 
Tim Black, Jeff Heuter, Kim Elliot and Caitlin Dixon. 
by John Boyer 
of The Whltworthion 
, 
Roughly translated, the In-
dian word Natsihi means "in 
the pines:~' Among campus 
pines, Natsihi means Whit-
worth's yearbook. 
Due to a car accident which 
injured two members of the 
editorial staff, the yearbook 
will not be availabl~ this spring: 
The Nutsihi is scheduled to be 
released in September instead. 
The cost is $20. Students can 
bill it to their accounts. 
Graduating seniors can have it 
mailed to their forwarding ad-
dress. 
Natsihi Editor Freshman 
' .. 
Angela Harvey has plans to 
improve the yearbook's quali-
ty. "This year if the pictures 
aren't good, I'm going to 
.make our photographer, 
Bruce Eckley, retake them," 
said Harvey. S,he also plans to 
improve the quality of the 
sport's pages by having 
athletes, who participated in 
the sports write rough drafts 
for picture captions 
themselves. 
Assistant Editor Freshman 
Melanie Porter said, "There 
will be more of a school theme 
carried throughout the year-
book." The theme is to be a 
surprise. 
The 1985-86 yearbook will 
consist of J 26 pages, .16 more 
pages than last year. 
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OPINION 
Final Editorial Board 
Do you ever wonder? 
by Dave Benz 
The Whitworth/an Editorial Board 
As I sat at this typewriter wondering what I wl!ls 
going to write about this week, 1 began to think 
about all the things I wonder about. 
I've h«n wondering since I was a little kid. I 
wondered why my kindergarten teacher's legs look-
ed like a roadmap of New York state. I never found 
out. I guess I wondered in vein. 
In high school, I wondered why the football 
players threw me down the stairs. When I first got to 
college (the better P!ll1 of a deca4e ago) I wondered 
why the teachers didn't take attendan~, 
Now, I'm an experienced wonderer. I wonder why 
professors insist on haVing 36 pqe book reviews in 
on time, but then don~t feel the need to have them 
corrected until July.. . 
I wonder if Dr. Mounce sl~ps in his underwear or , 
nothing at all. 
I wonder if Dr ~ Mounce sleeps in. 
I wonder why baseball players get in shape when 
they only run 90 feet at a time. 
I wonder what would have happened if California 
was discovered before the' East Coast. Would people 
have migrated to Cleveland? 
I wonder why Jimmy Carter hasn't spoken in 
Forum yet. IS he not boring 'enouah? 
I wonder what would happen if they held a 
Forum and nobQdy came. 
I wonder what would happen if Reagan and Gor-
bachov were big time wr~tlers, 
" I wonder if Forrest Baird's name is really Sher-' 
wood. 
I wonder if there's a God. If so, then why is there 
injustice in the world? Why do I have to'pal' S9,000 
a year to go to school to wonder if there is Ii God? 
I wonder why there's no TV in th~ HUB's TV 
, room. 
Senior metamorphisis 
by Johp A. Sowers 
The Whitworth/an Editorial Board 
One of my favorite literary scenes is in C.S. 
Lewis' The Voyage of the ~wn Treader. It is the 
scene in which the book's villain, having been 
transformed into a dragon, tries to become a little boy .. 
This metamorphisis can only be done through the 
shedding of the dragon's skin, eventualy revealing a 
physically and spiritually transformed Eustace (the 
character's name). 
The allegory, as intended by Lewis, is theological 
and involves the interaction of the.Christ figure - a 
lion named Asian. It is therefore With apologies to 
Dr, Lewis that I wish to take his allegory' and 
r~ape it into an allegory of my own. 
For those of you who graduate on May 18, the 
fipal sheddin2 of your Whitworth skin is about to 
take' place. You have shed so many skins 
aheadY: the bewilderment of freshman orientation 
(both the "coming together in Christian fellowship·· 
view of the admissions office and the • ~what these' 
fellows need is a little group humility" view of the 
upperclassmen), you have survived Core ISO and 
2S0, the alternating moods of "I hate all 
men/women" or "My 900, will I ever be marri~," 
and the embarrassments and accomplishments that 
four years of coUeae can bring. . 
When,Eustace (assisted by Asian) sheds the final 
layers of the dragon it brought about the most pain 
and when it was complet~ the 'most joy. For you 
seniors, as you reflect back on your years here and 
look ahead to the "real world,.' knowing that good 
friends may not be seen again and ~me securiti!=S' 
will be stripped away, my. .prayer is that ·your 
pain be brief and·yoUr··joy and hapPin~;.outside 
the' protection of Whitworth, be lobg and pro-
sperous. Good lu~k. You will be missed! 
reflections 
Given another chance 
by Jill Johnson 
The Whitworthian Editorial Board 
If I could live my years at Whitworth again, 
would I change anything? The answer came quicky, 
"No." But then I thought a moment ... 
I would have gotten to know the freshmen, Stu-
dent Life staff and my professors better. 
I would have worried less about my GPA and 
cared more about my friends. 
I would have made a point to visit a friend across 
campus instead of ~nvincing.myself it was too far 
and too cold. 
I WQuld have taken time to listen to. the rain out-
sidC my window or read a novel just for fun. 
I would have gone to lunch with Forum speakers 
and asked questionS. . 
I would have gone to the Simpson-DuvaIllectures 
iiutead, of using the ex~ that I needed to study. 
I would, have read Dante·s Inferno and The 
Source instead of just getting by in my C9re classes. 
, I would have signed up for intramUta1 softball in' 
spite of my lack of athletic ability. 
I would have taken more pictures, attended more 
study breaks and Written more letters home. 
L would~vi eaten more l?~ and drunk i~ 
~. ' 
I would have taken a foreignianguage and gone 
on a study tour. '. 
,I would hav~ stayed and talked with friends at 
SAGA I1ltller.than hurrying off to watch my soaps. 
I would have laughed at my~lf when I spill~ my , 
~GA tqly instead of hiding under the table in em-
b~assment~ , . 
" , 
Giv~nl mother chan~ at ply College years. I.would 
-have grabbed every mo~, seizCd every opportunity 
and not look.ed back. 
I wonder what vodka jeUo tastes like. . 
I wonder what the inside of the music building 
looks like. News &om France: students· safe. 
I wonder why it's called The Loop, or the Back 40 
or the campanile. 
. I wonder who Hardwick was. -~----------------- its'''enemies'' in the war it desperately wants to 
by Cherie Ekholm avoid. -I wonder why the Lindaman's last name was 
Seminar. . ' 
I wonder what a Whitworth is. In fact, I wonder 
'what whit is worth. I won't even wonder if this is 
witty. 
The Whitworthlan Editorial Board Rather than disapproving of Reagan's actions as 
---......... :....--------"--------...,.-- the European nations have publicized, most of the 
In this final note from France I would like to 
You might think that all I ever do is wonder. I'm 
beginning to wonder if you are. right. But most of 
all, I wonder if anyone is reading this stupid 
editorial. 
. reassure friends and quiet rumors on behalf of.all of 
us involved in France Tour '86. Despite U.S. actions 
and terrorist-caused worries of the last few weeks, 
we are all fine.' 
, Well, the deadline 'has come and gone. The editor 
wouldn't appreciate a blank spot on the second 
page, so I better turn this in. Then again, maybe I 
won't. You know, i wonder what would happen 
if I ". 
We hllve ~n demonstrations in France, Britain 
and Holland recently. These demonstrations were, 
for the most part, neither anti-American-nor caused 
by hatred of Americans. Instead, all of Europe fears 
that it will be caught between the United States and 
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supported/judged 
To the editor, 
Just wanted to say thanks to 
my frien.ds and those faculty 
members who have been sup-
portive this last semester. As a 
soon to be "single mother," 
it's been rough, bu! your sup-
port has ~ greatly needed, 
and appreciated. Thanks 
again. 
To those of you who have 
passed judgement in the name 
_ .of Christianity, I ask you to 
please reconsider Christ's 
stand on love and compassion. 
Mary M. Allen 
citizeps were supportive - at least in theory,':- or' 
the strikes agaisnt terrorism. In an effort to avoid 
terrorist~' attacks in Europe after the Libyan bomb-
ing, security in high-risk areaS has been more than 
doubled. 
We were on spring break when the Libyan bomb-
ing occured, scattered in small groups throughoui . 
Fran~, Spain, Britain, Switzerland, Italy, Germany 
and HoUand. Leonard Oakland'joined us when.we 
regrouped for the rest of the month of studies. He 
brought with him news and concerns from home. 
On behalf of the Whitworth administration be 
aslted each of us to formally make a choice wbether 
we wanted to stay or return to the United States. 
Of the 33 students on tour, 33 emphatically 
responded "yes," they wanted to stay. The 
Europhobia which appears to be wide-spread in the 
States does not affect us here. We see ourselv~ pro-' 
tected, both because of th~ French government's 
. denial to be partner to the bombing raids and 
because we, know and see each day that security in 
all of Eutope has been severly increased. _ 
. Instead of random searches of handbaas, brief-
cases and backpacks, muscWJls, American Express 
offices and other tourist bureaus require that all 
bags and packases brought into buildings are 
thoroughly scrutinized. . 
Gendarm~, the .French National Guard, patrol 
bus and tram stations, federal and international 
buildings and some occassionally are seen in the 
streets. We have not, as campus rumors reportedly 
say, seen people shot in the street nor have we been 
hassled. Yes. it is disco'ncerting, sometimes frighten-
ing to see armed gendarmes, but they are there to 
protect us and are doing so. 
Continued on page 3 
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Golf tourney begins weekend of senior celebration 
by Amanda Alford 
of The Whitworth Ian 
Adler who was chair of the 
BiololY department from 
1946-fJO. During that time he 
----------- was coach of the golf team at 
To celebrate the completion 
of four (or more) years or hard 
work. seniors can look for-
ward to a wide variety of ac-
tivities in honor of graduation. 
The celebration will begin 
with the Homer Alder 
I Memorial Golf Tournament 
on Saturday. May 17. 
A~cording to Ann Kconaly, 
assistant director of Alumni 
Relations, the tournament is 
under the direction of Dr. ' 
Homer Cunningham who is a 
retired member of the History 
faculty. 
It is in memory of Homer 
Jan Term In Mexico 
W~t'!'9rth. 
The tournament will be held 
at Sundance Golf Course 
located northwest of Spokane 
at Nine Mile Falls. The earliest 
tee time is 7:30 a.m. 
According to Kennaly there 
are about seven foursomes 
already siped up. "It seems 
to be growing in popularity," 
she said, "and we've got some 
hot family rivalries going." 
At 1 - p.Jll., Theater-
Without-Walls will present 
"Words in Edgewise," in the 
Music Recital Hall. 
According to KennaJy, the 
production is a tribute to the 
Health Care study offered 
by Shauna Winner 
of The Whitworthlan 
ing health, to compare and 
'contrast various levels of 
health care' technology and 
delivery, and to observe the ef-
fects of rapid population 
A cross-cultural health care growth on overall health and 
study in Mexico to develop an welfare. OJ 
understanding of the national According to Whitworth's 
health care system will be of- Goursework in Travel catalog, 
fered Jan Term 1987, accord- "The purpose of the course is 
,ing to' coordinator of Health to provide ;lnopportunity for 
Education ,Professor Kay students to learn about health 
DeRoos. concerns. in another culture 
seniors, and not performed ex-
clusively by seniors. 
Following the drama 
presentation is a concert in the 
park at 2:30 p.m. The wind 
ensemble will perform in The 
Loop. According to Theresa 
Zeorlin. member of the ensem-
ble, some of the seniors wiIJ be 
conducting pieces they've 
selected during the concert. 
, Some seniors who will be 
conducting include Zeorlin, 
Rick I>oehle and Jim Walker. 
At 4 p.m., senior music ma-
jors will perform in the Senior 
Honors Recital. According to 
Doris Mize, assistant to the 
registrar, the recital as a tradi-
tion formally began last year. 
"This is an opportunity for 
visiting parents to see what we 
have." she said. 
The final event of Saturday 
.is the Senior Reflection 
Dessert. According to Zeorlin, 
weather permitting, dessert 
will be served in The Loop. At 
8 p.m., the entertainment will 
begin in the Auditorium. 
Performers include: Ken 
Urie and LeAnn Iverson, 
Christie Burchett, Dr. Forrest 
Baird, Delaine Swenson and 
Sarah Hanson, Silver Tears 
(Miriam Sameula, Charmine 
Hauanio and Susan Ponting), 
Chrissy and Linda Sharman, 
,Doug and the Kitchenettes, 
Todd St.' Marie and Barry 
Elkin, Theresa Zeorlin and 
John Worster, and Dr. Phil" 
Eaton. 
The hiahlight of the evening 
will be the senior slide show. 
The dessert was planned by a 
volunteer group") of seniors. 
The theme of the dessert is 
"Everybody Knows Your 
Name." 
Reservations are required 
for the dessert and the cost of 
admission is $3. Reservations 
can be made through the 
Alumni office. 
Activities for Sunday, May 
18, begin with BaccaJ~ureate 
at 9:30 a.m. in the 
Auditorium. The featured· 
speakeris Dr. Kathy Storm. 
The main event of the 
weekend is the Commence-
ment ceremony at 2:30 p.m. 
on Sunday in the Spokane 
Opera House. According to 
Mize. the ceremony usually 
lasts about two and a half to 
three hours. ','Each person 
gets their moment," she said. 
.. Individual recognition does" 
take more time," Kennaly 
said, "This school is small 
enough to make it special." 
The featured speaker is 
Charles W. Colson, president 
of the Prison Fellowship. The 
senior speakers are Tom 
Lobaugh and Richard Ander-
son. 
Besides the graduates and 
master's candidates, there will 
be three other special people 
participating in commence-
ment. Three graduates of 1936 
will be going through 
ceremonies. 
Kennaly said, "They will 
march with the students and 
sit with them during the 
ceremony. t, The 50-year 
graduates will be wearinl red 
motar boards and will be 
recognized during the 
ceremony. 
KennaJy said that their par-
ticipation in commencement is 
part of a traditional SO-year 
reunion. She said the 50 Plus 
Club (graduates of 50 years 
ago or more) has a weekend of 
activities planned for them, 
too, includins a luncheon and 
a reunion party. The reunion 
is sponsored by the Alumni of-
fice. 
For those who leave 
everything for the last minute, 
Mize said the Registrar's of-
fice will be open on Saturday, 
May 17 for seniors to pick up 
caps and gowns and Senior 
Dessert 'tickets. 
Choir 'to host summer festival The' study tour includes and to experience differences 
, cultural exchanges and visits in health care env!ronments. . " '" - ',.' : .. " 00' ~pqkinl o_n .. diff~~t;.~~ 9f -\(~.Q1o ~~,~~~"~I~:,,:,:, 
-.;; to ',health " care.Jacilities in·'the~,: 'Thecities·~nd 'yiIINes"of'Mex-' ,bY:Stev.en 'Brown' oJ, I]> , ' •• ';' :,: ctio'ral ~"pc:rfoHn'anc~ -~ aiid 0 ... ",'mo~g the speakers will be 
city 'of 'Guadahijara 'and the .. ico 'wiJl ,be' the sit~ for ex- of The Whitworthian organization. mternahonally known conduc-
rural villages in' the s~te of periential learning and obser- ' IILast summer was our first tor and clinician Weston No-
JaJisco. Weekend recreational vation of cross-cultural health choral festival at Whitworth." ble, who is director of music 
visits to Puerto Vallarta, Barra issues between a developed A recent weekend tour said Randi Ellefson. "We at- activities at Luther College in 
de Navidad!Uld Mazatlan are and developing nation." throush Seattle, Tacoma and tracted People from as far as Decorah, Iowa. Noble appears 
also planned. - 'Students are required to Yakima and a performance Oklahoma and San Francisco. annually at more than 30 
- "This new Jan Term course read and become familiar with next weekend at Commence- We hope that people will begin festivals.. . 
is a unique opportunity for selections of a reading list ment doesn't close down the to hear more about Whit- There Will also be a famihar 
both the traditional and non- before the study begins. If Whitworth ChoraJ Depart- worth's music through this face among the speakers. 
traditional. student to develop nonconversant in the Spanish ment for the summer. festival. " Richard Ferrin, Vice President 
a greater understanding of the language, fundamental con- Whitworth's Choral depart- In addition to publicizing for Academic Affairs at Whil-
Hispanic people of the'United versation and health care ment will be featuring its se- Whitworth's music, the festi-, worth from 1981-1985' will 
States through experiencing vocabulary will be taught in cond annual Choral Festival val offers those in attendance conduct all "effective leader-
the indigenous culture of Mex- the fall. Aug. 10-13. real educational benefits. One ship styles" workshop from a 
ico," said DeRoos. The cost of $1,300 includes The Festival is designed with person who attended last business management perspec-
Each student will be 'airfare, lodging, ground music educators and church year's festival said it was "a live. Ferrin is now president of 
challenged to examine the transportation and health musIcians in mind and will very eye-opening three days. Ferrin and Associates in 
socio-economic factors affect- Visits. feature six professionals . We were affirmed as directors Spokane. 
France - from p. 2 
We have not, however, been 
, hiding out in the catacombs of 
Paris fearing for our safety. 
While avoiding high-risk 
places as much as possible, we 
have been exploring' this 
c'ulture. the history-rich city 
called Paris. Our days have 
been filled with class, last-
minute shopping; sight seeing 
and fun.' 
Our last two weeks in Paris 
will not be memories of fear. 
This time is f9r us to absorb 
French life - the arts, the 
history', the people and the city 
of Paris - which has infected 
us all with curiosity, love and 
frustrations that we can't 
possibly accomplish all we 
need to before returning to the 
States. 
Thank you for your con-
cerns and prayers. We all send 
love to you from Paris. See 
yOIl next fall. 
When preparing for the Senior,Edition, The Whitworth-
ian asked faculty members to suggest those seniors they 
felt gave a unique contribution to their department. 
Due to the overwhelming response, we thought we'd 
publish the list. 
Althougll all seniors are unique these were some of the 
9ther senior~ suggested as especially worthy of our focus: 
Marl Anderson Doug McFalls 
Bob Blizzard - Marilyn McKay 
Jan Bra,ndvold Nancy Miller 
Jean Bush Amy Neil ., 
Patty Campbell Mark, Oordt 
Sten Carlson Amanda,Paye-Aiford 
Jim Deal Sue Porter-Leavitt 
Shawn Dewberry Rob Reavis 
Kathy Gosnell Shawnie Rosenquist 
Sarah Hanson Steve Schwab 
Robert Hawthorne Doug Segur 
Lesley Hill Kelly Shea 
Susan Horner Even Sheffels 
David HoweD Ginny Stark 
Chris Jefferson Mark Umicome 
Matt Jones Jennifer Verdier 
Stacey Kamm Jim Whit bread 
Oh-Shik Kwon Ron White 
Dana Lill Chan Wingmee 
Paula Zeller 
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LOOKING BACK 
Music has always been part of life 
by Debbie Saparto 
of The Whitworth Ian 
It is the future, summer 
1987. People around the na-
tion are glued to their televi-
sions in anticipation. The host 
of "Star Search" comes out 
onto the stage, takes a deep 
breath and announces that 
evening's winners. HAnd the 
winner in the solo female 
volalist category is ... (Could it 
be Christie Burchett?)" 
It is the present, spring 
1986. People at the senior 
breakfast listen as Senior 
Christie Burchett gives her 
farewell singing performance 
to Whitworth before she 
graduates. Wh!lt will the 
future hold for this soon-to-be 
graduate? 
When Burchett was asked 
what she wanted- to do with 
her life, sh~ said that although 
10ng~Jange' plans had itot been 
formulated yet, she planned, 
for now, "to work as 'a pur-
chasing agent for an industrial 
corporation on the coast in 
Seattle 'e' 
B'ut,' if you know Burchett, 
it -would be hard to imagine 
her involved in anything that 
doesn't have to do with music. 
Her musical ac-
complishments vary from 
playing female leads in the 
1984, faU play iThe, Music 
Man" and last fall's produc-
tion of "Amahl and the Night 
Visitors" to singing profes-
sionally with her old jazz band 
"Swinginspiration. " 
Burchett "has made her 
mark on Whitworth's music 
department, and her strength 
and talent will not soon be 
forgotten," said Malia Kaai, a 
concert choir and Chamber 
Si~gers member. 
Born and raised in Spokane. 
S E M EST 
CbrI.-tIe Bun:hett 
Burchett remembers always 
having music around. From 
growing up with country 
music and being involved with 
the jazz choir in junior high 
~nd high school, Burchett said 
that -as early as eighth grade 
she was singing -solos in the 
choir and winning vocal 
awards .. 
"Music- is something that is 
built in (to me)," she said. "It 
will always be important." 
Burchett came to Whit-
worth in February, 1982, after 
graduating a semester early 
from high school. She has at-
tended Whitworth since that 
time for four and a half years 
and has felt it "was worth my 
time." -" ': i ,-
Burchel' decided to major iIi 
music and minor in- busines's 
management. "I_don't want to 
be a starving musician," sh~' 
said. "That's the reason I got 
the business backup." 
Looking back over her 
years at Whitworth, she said 
that it was the Music depart-
ment and its different pro-
grams that made Whitworth 
worthwhile to her. "Without 
them, my (Whitworth) ex-
E R 
_II~III~III __ ~.;.~ I 
~ ..... . .. 
• -'It ~f,j 
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Dbco~r an exclti .. way to study around the' world, 
visltinaJapan. Korea, Taiwan, Hona Kona. Sri I&nka, India, 
EaYPt. Turk.ey. Greece and Spain. 
Students, parents and faculty are Invited 
to come aboard the S.S. UNIVERSE 
for an OPEN HOUSE 
during its call in Seattle. 
Take a tour of our floating campus 
and view the slide presentation 
describing the Semester at Sea program~ 
Wednesday, May 14 
3:00 P.M. -7:00 P.M. 
Port ~fSeatt1e, Pier 28 
Iryou .rc unabl .. I() _nd and would lib more ~fonnatJon, wntr, 
Semester at Sea • InstJtule for Shipboard Education 
Unl~l'8ity of Pittsburgh • 2E Forbes Quadrangle 
Pittsburgh, Pennsyl~nla 15260 
or call. Toll-free (800) 854-0195 
perience would not have been 
so fulfilling, U she said. 
And program involvement 
is exactly what Burchett did, 
She was involved with the con-
cert choir, Chamber Singers 
and the Whitworth jazz choir. 
She was also involved with 
the Talent Ambassador Pro-
gram which she considered, 
above all, the most important 
contribution to her co,lege ex-
perience. 
She was involved with this 
college development program 
for four years, which she said 
not only "opened doors" for 
her, but also provided "good 
musical connections." 
The Talent Ambassador 
Program is one form of public 
relations for Whitworth. Bur-
chett has traveled as far as San 
Francisco and Los Angeles in 
search of talent that could 
represent Whitworth. 
'According to Burchett, the 
object of the program is that 
when . community' organiza-
tions call ~tworth seeking 
some form of entertainment, 
Whitworth can either provide 
that entertainment or provide 
the name of someone else 
found through their Talent 
Ambassador Program. 
But Burchett's achievements 
do not stop at program in-
volvement. Burchett also 
entered many festivals and 
competitions, capturing many 
first place awards and obtain-
ing more "good music connec-
tions. " 
Burchett entered the Na-
tional Association for 
Teachers of Singing (NATS) 
twice during her years at Whit-
worth. NATS, according to 
Burchett, is a competition in 
the fall held at various cities in 
the Pacific Northwest. 
"Music Is something 
that Is built In [to me}. 
It will always be 1m-
portant. H 
Competing in 1982 as a 
sophomore and then agmn in 
1984 as a senior, Burchett 
competed both times as the 
youngest in her age division 
and 'captured first place, which 
entitled her an award between 
$20 and $60. 
The Spokane Allied Arts 
Festival waS another major 
competition in which Burchett 
entered. She said she com-
peted twice during college, 
once when she was a 
sophomore, receiving superior 
ratings, and once when she 
was a senior when she could 
compete within the Young Ar-
tists Division. 
Being in the Young Artists 
Division, Burchett said she 
was eligible, upon winning 
first place, for a $200 prize 
and to perform with the 
Spokane Symphony. 
Using the languases of Ger-
man and Italian, Burchett 
sang the two arias required, 
and on April 24, in S1. John's 
Cathedral, Burchett sang with 
the Spokane Symphony, $200 
richer, in a performance "she 
won't forget.~' __ 
- Listen -WJUtWorih! If Bur-
chett can win'- the Spokane 
Allied Arts F~tival, why not 
"Star Search "1 Burchett said 
she has pl~s to enter the 
"Star Search" talent competi-
tion in the summer of 1987. In 
fact, Burchett said she already 
has' a friend composing the 
songs she _ wOl,lld sing. _ 
Could Wliftworth have a 
"Star Search" talent winner? 
Stay tuned. 
Four years in Mac hold memories 
by Bob Coleman 
of The Whltworthiari 
On the Whitworth campus 
there are many pine trees, a 
few decidous trees and one 
Crabtree. 
Chuck Crabtree. 
Crabtree, a 22-year-old 
biology major, has lived in 
McMillan Hall aHof his four 
years at Whitworth, 
He described his stay in the 
campus' oldest building as be-
ing an opportunity essential to 
cQlIege life. 
"It gives you the chance to 
do some things you should be 
able to do at college and 
shouldn't do after college," 
Crabtree said. 
Crabtree has been involved 
in some creative stunts during 
his years at Whitworth. 
During initiation one year, 
Crabtree and some of his 
friends wanted to drive a Jeep 
in The Loop and use the 
headlights as part of' a drill 
~t~,l~e fr~hmeii._ T~' j,lc: 
complish 'this,they- needed to 
di~tr~ct the 'seCurity guard on 
duty. -
How did they do this? It was 
quite simple . . . 
One of the Mac residents, 
who Crabtree calls "Brother 
Boomer," made a bomb and 
set it off on the other side of 
campus. 
Needless to say, the security 
guard was distracted. 
"It (Mac Hall) attracts 
people thot ore wild 
and crazy and not 
afraid to be a little 
devlous. H 
. Another of Crabtree's pro-
Jects was the take-over of 
KWRS. 
Crabtree and his collegues 
called themselves YAMS 
(Young Americans for 
McMillan Solidarity) and 
overran the campus ra4io sta-
tio~. " '.' - -: '. 
, TJl.is w,asn'~ :qpite as ,ef{ec~ 
tive as the bombing, for they 
were stopped dead in their 
tracks when the campus 
security was ~ummoned by the 
KWRS management staff. 
Crabtree attributed these 
creative stunts to the type of 
residents in Mac Hall. 
"There are enough people 
in Mac Hall that are off the 
wall," he said. "It attracts 
people that are wild and crazy 
and not afraid to be a little 
devious." 
Crabtree has already real-
ized that one part of college is 
moving on, but this doesn't 
mean he'll forget all those 
crazy times he spent with 
friends, For three days last 
spring break, Crabtree and 
some of his buddies who, four 
years ago had gone through in-
initiation with him, rented a 
house on the Oregon coast. 
They called it "The Little 
Chill." 
Chuck Crabbee, far left, perform. half-time antia with fellow MBc men. 
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LOOKING 'BACK 
Marston benefits from semester away 
by Tim Boggess 
of The Whitworth fan 
Campus is quiet, save for 
the chirping and singing of 
\:lirds in trees. A "virgin" pine 
cone faIls to the ground carry-
ing the-familiar "skit-skit-skit 
thud." Chastity is lost. Morn-
ing dew is glistening on the 
grass. AU is serene. 
Then out of nowhere, comes 
a loud noise, shattering the 
peace that was present seconds 
ago: ,"HEEEayYyyy 
MAAAANNNNNIII" Birds 
fallout of trees, mothers bring 
their children in from the 
street, squirrels drop their look at Marston and had 
seeds and head for the biggest flashbacks of Core 150. It 
pine. Hoopoe's awake. seems that in Michener's The 
Arriving at Whitworth on Source, there was this one 
the "Great Escape," high character who was stocky, 
school Senior Kirk Marston balding and dumpy but ex-
liked the change of Spokane tremely smart and friendly 
from his native of Stockton, (and LOUDI) The villagers 
,Calif. Four years later, he still named this man 'Hoopoe' 
'dOes. after the somewhat stocky, 
Initially intending to majm dumpy and loud 'Hoopoe 
in ph ysi cal ed ucat i on, bird.' Leavitt thought this 
Marston soon changed his' name very appropo for 
allegiance to the History/ Marston. Ever since, the name 
Political Science department has stuck. Marston said, 
because of its "broadness." It "People find it much easier to 
was during his freshman year remember.' • 
the Marston was Jiven a new Though he has had seven 
name: HooJ)Oe. semesters' of classes 'here at 
Kbk ...... oa ,Senior Jeff Leavitt took one '" hitworth, some of the best 
learning experiences were not 
in the classroom. During a 
semester of his junior year, 
Marston was an intern for 
state Senator Max Benitz in 
Olympia. The excitement of 
being an "insider" of the 
"When you're here, 
make the experience 
valuable to yourself." 
political arena could not be 
learned in any book. Through 
this experience, Marston saw 
the sreat need in our govern-
ment for that "certain kind of 
Coatlnued Oft .,... 12 
Professors, peers shape Rarig's life 
------'---- aU of that development to be "I feel that too" Rarig ex- thOUlht a lot of me, It wun't '. mani~ested in my daily life=" plained, "Everycky God .. ys because I'm innateJy a aood by Cart Grim 
of-The Wh~fan 
I' 
Durina Campus Wofship to me, ;Where are 'you? , He is ~ber, It iI because of wbat 
Jut month, Raria shared a ~kina to be involved in my I ve learned from the people, 
quote from Dietrich Bonhoef- Ufe 'in such a peri.onal WlY, the professoR and my peers. It 
moude hair, khaki shorts, fer written at a time when Often ,I don't knoW where I is their knowledae that bu 
tennis shoes and a sweatshirt Bonhoeffer was lr)'iDa. to am but I do know that I am 'su~rted and helped to shape 
- Val Rarig looks like she just figure himself out: "Who am 'his and I feel that I need to me. . . 
stepped oCf the cover of the I this or the other? Am I one incorporate what 1 fecl- in my Alona WJth the JOy of basel 
Youna Life calendar. RariS ' heart" into the actions that I . Thunday in Nutrition 200S 
graduates Sunday, an English tate in my daily life," and comPletinJ her Senior 
major. "People reali, '~Nat ,Project, Raria will miss, not 
As ~he talks' about the'pro- : 110 mae" time In).lOu ••• As far as Raria is, CQn- surprisinlly, the 'people. 
cess of college her words por. I don't leel t .. at rm on' cemed, the leaendary "Wbit- "People really invest 10 much 
tray growth and an honesty mv 0, wn .. ere." worth experience" is not ,time in you here. I know it 
about herself. limited to Spokane. 4'The ex- won't be lite that when I'm 
"It's'bard to reflect on col- person today,~ t911lQnOW ,peri~ce ~,~~ Y9~.n OCth_e'lone from, WbitYl9rtl):~ ,~, 
I~. as'an,' '-'.--ience, 'wnen,' lanotber- " Whoever I am ,time. I spent'a JaJ) - Term my own'in the'wort world, I 
stiD feel so-cl~, to it. My thou' ~';esi' oh God I' am teachina Asian children and don't feel that I'm on my own 
brothers and sisters had ,~tbin=·=e.=--'_' ___ . ______ t_h_e-.:peo---.:p:...l-e_t_w_o_r_k_ed __ WJ_·th_-.:....h_er_e_.:-" __________ V_aJ_RarItI_-= _______ --"l 
graduated from very presti-
sious schools on the east coast 
and they· aIr have their 
masters'. I chose Whitworth." 
Academics were the last 
thing on ~arig's mind when 
she decided to go to college. "I 
wanted to have fun, I didn't 
want to get a job and beyond 
that I just wasn't sure." 
Though academics did 
become important, especially 
'the extensive reading and 
writing required of IiteratUfe 
majors, it is the idea of being 
holistic, ~'focus Rarig en-
countered again and again and 
accepted as her own, that,has 
come to represent the center of 
education.for her. , 
"It is good to recognize the 
relatedness of all the different 
parts of me, to know that the 
spiritual, academic, physical, 
emotional, etc, 'are - all in-
terdepetldent,~"she said. 
When she entered Whit-
worth as a freshman Val 
remembers, "I had a lot of 
black and white ideas about 
what people were like. But the 
more I got to know ,my'self, 
and began to understand my 
own diversity, I realized ~ere 
is no legitimate way to label 
those around me." 
And after four years, "The 
challenge as I' leave Whitworth 
- after being exposed to so 
much - is to take the values 
that I've internalized and 
make them consistent with my 
external expressions. College 
is such a selfish time. It is an 
atmosphere centered on your 
personal development. I want 
Student recalls Whitworth's past 
by Nancy Goodllve 
of The Whitworthian 
"I feel 22," explained Birdi 
Adams, a "non-traditional" 
'student who will graduate 
Sunday with an area of con-
centration in literature and 
communications and a minor 
in religion. "I feel like a stu· 
dent. The generation gap is 
not there. It's a shock to me 
when I remember that I am 
older." 
It is easy to forget that, at 
46, Adams is 25 years the 
senior of most "traditional" 
Whitworthians. 
She said she is glad to see 
"non·traditional" students in 
the classroom. "Many 
students and teachers ap· 
preciate having older people in 
the class," she said. If It adds 
dimension." ' 
Adanls first attended Whit-
worth for three years in the 
late SOs and returned this year 
to get the personal satisfaction 
of getting her degree, she said. 
She lives off~pus ·with 
her roommate, Sister Anaelica 
of the Compassionate Eyes, a 
four· foot stuffed doll dressed 
as a nun and sporting roller 
skates. 
In .the quarter-century laps-
ing her stay at Whitworth, 
Adams worked as a secretary 
for various companies before 
becoming a legal ~retary. 
She types a finger-splitting J 25 
words-per-minute. 
Her involvement in Young 
Life is what first brought her 
to Whitworth. "Young Life 
attracted the rich kids - I was 
not a rich kid, but I was· 
tolerated by them - and they 
s,aid they were going to go to 
Whitworth. 
"I c~me because it was the 
'in' place to go. They all 
stayed in Seattle and joined 
sororities," she recalled. 
"Manv students and 
teachers appreclqte 
having older people In 
the class. It adds 
dImensIon . ., 
The school was "extremely 
conservative and fundamental 
and uptight," she' remem-
bered, "and I was too wild for 
it. 
"Women came to. college 
for a husband or to be a 
teacher or nurse,," she con-
tinued. "I wanted to be the 
great American novelist, 
"They locked the doors (of 
the dorms) at 9:30 every night, 
and there were house 
mothers," she said, "I went 
off-campus maybe five times 
In three years, We were not ex-
pected to do those things" by 
her peers, she explained. 
There was no dancing, nor 
smoking, she elaborated, and 
Chapel was required three 
times a week, as was a religion 
class Dnce a year. . 
Adams said she likes the 
changes in the school. "There 
are diverse ages, spiritual 
viewpoints, economic back-
grounds, cultural heritages. 
We didn't have that in the SOS, 
We were all upper-middle-
class WASPs. We didn't ques-
tion leachers and were very 
formal. 
"Now there's increased in-
formality. It's a much more 
human place," she replied. 
"The increased awareness 
of other cultures Is 
wonderful," she said, 
Adams described herself as 
"a rare bird. Unorthodox, 
'adventurous, funny, hopefully 
loving . . . on a good day and 
above all, honest. I never 
could get the hans of 
hypocrisy. ' , 
"My spiritual life is the 
most important thing to'me," 
she said, "but in no way do I 
consider myself relisious. " 
She said that she is a mystic 
and intuitive but refused to 
define them. 411 prefer for it to 
be defined in interaction 
rather than words," she said. 
She also considers hersel f a 
Christian feminist or "a per-
son who feels that the 
feminine side of spirituality is 
lacking. The feminine side of 
human beings is undervalued 
in our patriarchal religion and 
society;' she explained. ' 
She said she sees'Ood less as 
a creator and judge (masculine 
qualities) and more of a sus-
tainer, nurturer and lover 
(feminil'Je qualities), 
Adams said she doesn't 
know what she wiJI do when 
she leaves school after com-
pleting her degree this sum-
mer. "I pretty much go where 
the Spirit moves me," she 
said~ 
She said that, although she 
would probably go to Seattle 
to work, she ,would like to go 
to graduate school to become 
jl psychoanalyst or work with 
people in their spiritual 
journeys, 
Adams said that she will 
miss Whitworth. "It's liven 
me challenges and satisf~­
tions. Ws a community of 
believers in all its diversity." 
. She said she will also miss 
the physical environment of 
the campus and the people. 
"It's a delightful campul," 
she ~miled, "just a wonderful 
place to be. 
"And the 'people whom I 
have come to love and value -
some don ~t know who they 
are. 
"I will miss being with the 
youns people, It Adams said, 
once again fcelins the shock of 
not being one of them 
physically. "They keep me 
young." 
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Law school Samuelu to teach mu~c in' Samoa-
to come first, 
then Taiwan 
by Barry Elkin 
of The Whitworth Ian 
"I don't want to get to the 
end of my life and say, 'That's 
not my beautiful house; that's 
not my beautiful wife,' _and 
then ask, 'Well how did I get 
here?'" said Senior Scott 
Campbell, reflecting on his life 
after graduating from Whit-
worth. 
To remedy this, Campbell 
plans to get started in planning 
his future' right after gradua-
tion. He will start law school 
this summer at the Vniversity 
of Puget Sound. 
"I'll be in law school for 
about three years after which 
I'll try to get a job in juvenile 
or communications law in 
Seattle or California. Any-
where but Spokan~. n _ 
"1".'.'r*QI;NI"'" .uri, ride 
hOrIJa, an~,, __ oh _ yeah~ 
p~tfce 'aw:~--_ ~ 
Campbell said that arter 
four or five years, when he is 
about the age of 27, he would 
like to get an apartment or a 
little house on the coast of 
California or on the Puget 
Sound. "I'll probably surf, 
ride horses and, oh yeah, prac-
tice law." 
On what he plans to ac~ 
complish in life, Campbell 
pointed out some interesting 
things. UMost people want to 
solve all of tbe world's prob-
lems. I am a Christian 
hedonist. ' -
"My battl~ is 'Taiwan by 
1990,~ meaning I want to take 
my little league team to' the 
World Series in Taiwan by 
1990. I also want to start a 
surfboard company and put 
out i-shirts that say, 'Boards 
by Campbell.' I want to have 
kids, but I don't want to get 
married." 
Looking into the' future 
Campbell commented, "I can 
see myself. coaching a ~tde 
league team, living on the 
by Sheila Farren 
of The Whftworthfan 
How does traveling 7,000 
miles from a tropical paradise 
to a pine cone paradise change 
a person? 
Miriam Samuelu has 
changed a lot according to her 
family and friends. "She has 
grown stronger, " said her 
roommate Mary Allard. 
Samuelu was strongly en-
couraged to attend Whi~worth/ 
by her choir director Bob 
Lewis of- American Samoa' 
Community College. 
Coming to Whitworth in 
September, 1984, Samuelu 
really wasn't sure. what was 
next. "I did not know exactly 
what I was going to do, but 
Bob Lewis and the Whitworth 
. music arid -education courses 
helped mea lot," said 
Samuelu. 
Samue1u did know that she 
wanted to, major in music. 
Having ~_y recorded three 
tapes, she dermitely wanted to 
perform. -Lewis' encouraged 
her' to obtain a -secondary 
t~hing d~ee as weD, 
"I love' 'he choir. We 
were ~t like a clo.e-
knit famllv ... " 
beach, ~nking a Corona. 'La Samuela became involved in 
Campbell explained that I:ae ' cervesa mas fma.'" 'Whi~worth almost immediate-
would, like to travel while in.· Campbell's list 'of- .Iy. '~The Coffee Houses were' 
law ~hopl. '4i'"fl1\~+w tr"Y~. 'achievements' ,atVlbitworth, :my introduction to Whit-
but I have'to get through,law 'are-iiImost-u IOng.u.his-goal5- worth. After' I sang I got to 
school first. I'd lik~ to get in life. He came to Whjtworth:- -know a lot more people," said 
through with law school as four years ago from Malibu,' Samuelu. 
soon as ( can." But that Calif. He has been active at She has also been involved 
doesn't mean all work and no KWRS as music director, pro- in the choir for the past two 
play to Campbell. "One day gram director and gen~al years. "(love the choir," said 
I'm gonna be a stand up come- manager. He has also coached Samuelu. She added, "We 
dian. Kind of like a Fantasy little league teams in Spokane, _were just like a close-knit 
lsllU}d type of deal. Then go to and has worked with youth at family. very involved in each 
my law school.classes the next the Hutton Settlement; a· others lives." 
day." children's home in the valley. S8mueiu was ~ble to attend 
Graduate school in Gill's future 
by Suzan Fleshman 
of The Whitworthian 
When Jill Gill first carne to 
Whitworth four years ago, she 
told her adviser Laura Bloxham 
that she wanted ,to be a "pro-
'f essional motivator." What 
did that mean? 
For Gill that has meant 
becoming an educator. 
Gill has some big goals 
planned for her life, as well as 
some impressive accompish-
ments behind her. 
Gill was accepted to New 
York University and hopes to 
receive her master's degree 
there after taking a year off to 
work in Seattle. "I need to 
take a head rest and find some 
'iden tity aside from, an 
academic identity," said Gill. 
After her master's, Gill 
hopes to do her doctorate 
work at Penn University. Penn 
has the largest American 
Studies department in the na-
tion. 
With the advising of Jim 
Hunt and Kathy Lee, Gill 
designed her own major, 
American Studies. It consists 
of five American literature 
courses, five U.S. history 
courses and five political 
studies courses. 
"The bigger universities 
back east have this program. 
Next year I hope it will be add-
ed to Whitwoith's curriculum, 
since there is enough interest," 
said Gill. 
According to Gill, Whit-
worth had an American 
'studies area of concentration 
years ago, but it didn't work 
out. 
"I've learned as much 
about myae'f' through 
friends as 1 have 
througi! academIcs." 
Besides designing her ma-
jor. Gill has done many other 
things at Whitworth. She has a 
cumulative grade point of 
4.0, was program director of 
"The Weekend" this year, 
helped coordinate Chapel 
music, played soccer, served as 
chair of the Staley Lectureship 
series, has received the English 
department scholarship three 
years in a row, received the 
History department scholar-
ship twice and been a teacher's 
assistant for Core 150. 
GiI.I's time at Whitworth has 
been educational, both 
academically and socially. 
l'I've learned as much about 
myself through friends as I 
have through academics. I 
came here socially immature 
and am leaving knowing more 
about myself," said Gill. 
"There's a personalism at 
Whitworth that is good. 
Students' emotional and social 
sides are allowed to develop," 
said Gill. 
If asked· six years BlO what 
she wanted, to do as a career, 
Gill would have answered, "I 
want to be a ,political jour-
nalist. " But now she said, "I 
love words and ideas but have 
always known I like teaching 
and writing. I knew I would 
teach." 
Gill hopes to be teaching in 
her future, as well as being on 
a college administration. "I'd 
like to be lecturing, writing 
and maybe doing some gov-
ernment advising." 
; , ~ ... 
J~~,' l,~;~: ;.~~-,~:. . 
,,~i;:L· ;,' 
Whitworth on an American 
Samoa government scholar-
ship. In return she must go 
back to Samoa and work for 
the cominunity. "I was lucky-
they (the government) gave me 
the c~," said Samue1u; 
Teaching music in secondaly 
schools will be Samuelu's 
"thank you" to the communi- , 
ty. 
"I would like to -record . 
another tape, make ~t really 
good and maybe ao to 'Star' 
~arch,' " said Samuelu. 
"Star Search" is a dr~ of 
Samuelu's that she would like 
to work towards while 
teachins in SaInoa~ 
uMiriam has added alot,to 
everyone's Ji\<eS through her 
commitlilent,' . loyalty to'-
friendships and enthusiasm-· 
for life, " said Allard. She add-
ed, "She - has_ taoPt Whit':.' : 
worth 1ite-SamOim 'tUltllre."Y ': -.-
Samue1u's . mother,' ~a -
Samuelu, in Spokane for 
graduation,- saiil," "I have 
noticed a lot 'of change in 
Miriam. She seeiwi1to be more 
social, active and full of fun." -
Samuelu said, "Whitworth 
did a lot for -me." Allard' 
agreed: uMiriam did a lot for 
Whitworth. " 
I~_.~.,.. J...-, - , 
• ~< .. 
- -~ __ ... -j. •• N .... ___ .>. • 
LOOKING 
This artist won't starve 
by Kristin Boyer 
of The Whitworth/an 
"No way," said studio art 
major Lisa 'Rausch to the 
possibility of 20 years in the 
future, living in suburban 
America with 2.S children, a 
two-car garage and president 
of the local PTA. 
"I have always thought I'd 
get my MFA (master of fine 
arts), have a good teaching 
job, my own studio and a cou· 
pie of dogs. But now I'm 
opening up to, the thousands 
of possibilities out there." \ 
Presently Rausch is waiting 
foi word from WSU's gradu-
ate program for artists to 
determine her plans for the 
near future. If that falls 
through" Rausch has been ac-
cepted into Drake,University's 
print matinl propam. 
The prospect of taking off 
to Des Moines, Iowa is a little 
scary to Rausch, who is used 
to secure, weU-thought-out 
plans. She said, "Pm going to 
be taking some risks . for the 
fmt time in my life.' I'm' just 
going to 10 with, the flow", ' 
, whatever~, ~.". 
, ~ribillg 'some' of ' the, ' 
many opportunities·s~ is con~ 
sidering, 'Jtau,'ch, I,ajd, ' 
."There's the poaibiIity.of I~- . 
. . ' , ' 'cCshi' to . 
tinge.to ~li ._',' P:, .... a _,.J 
master pamte;r Dl" ~cr .. ~, ,. 
Or, art direction in 'films. -. ' 
that would' be coOl. It's 
something I nevC!f thought, I 
could handle -;r it's, pretty UN Rauch 
much, of a dream, not too 
realistic. " 
Even though ~usch does 
want to take some risks when 
she makes the transition into 
the "real" world, she doesn't 
want to be totally witho,ut 
some kind of regular hicome. 
"If 'you want to put 
your whole being 'nto 
'something, your whole 
be.ng Isn't going to·bf-! r 
able to be out playing 
so/tball with every-
body else . . 
"I would have more freedom 
to do the work that I wanted 
to do if I had that security in 
my life. I couldn't be one of 
those artists out there, starv-
ing, not knowing where they 
are going to sleep, just 
creating. " 
Rausch. She has been a 
teacher's assistant in ad-
v~ced drawing this year. She 
was even given three weeks of 
total control over the class 
when instructor Gordon Wil-
son was in France this spring. 
Rausch's artwork !Items 
more from an inner calling 
than a way to make money. 
The works that she has sold 
have been pretty coincidental. 
"When you're'in school you 
don't have time to do much 
more than assignments so 
most of my work looks like an 
assignment." . 
. In regards to the pricing and 
selling of artwork, she said, 
"U's the part of art I don't 
like, but it's very much the 
realistic part." 
It is more important to 
Rausch for somebody to really 
appreciate her work - when 
it's more than just a decora-
tion to tbem - thim to receive 
a lot of money for it. She said 
she doesn't believe that some-
body should be kept from hav-
ing something they really like 
because of a price tag. "I f you 
like something so much, you 
ought to have it. If it gets to 
them some way, that's the suc-
cess of it." 
But are the long hours in the 
studio, isolated from the rest 
of the world, worth it in the 
end? "I know in the end, deep 
down inside, that it is. The 
isolation is really hard. It takes 
a lot of time. If you want to 
put' your whole being into 
something, your whole being 
isn't going to be able to be out 
playing softball with every· 
body else." 
The question remains: will 
Rausch end up in a printmak-· 
ing studio in Iowa, in exciting' 
Pullman or in the list of credits 
at the end of a movie? Nobody 
knows for sure, But in the 
meantime, . students who are 
interested in her work can' 
catch a glimpse downtown in 
the Cheney Cowles Museum. 
, It is partially for this reason 
that she is .looking into the 
graduate programs that will 
enable her to teach on the col-
lege level if she decides to go 
that route. Another desirable 
aspect of teaching is the ar-
tistic stimulation it offers. "I 
like that environment where 
people are asking questions. 
So many new ideas come 
through. Seeing others work· 
ing is a great incent.ive to get 
working if you're in a dry 
spot." 
North Division Bicycle 
Teaching would not be an 
entirely new experience for 
* Quality Repairs 
~ Trade-Ins/Reconditioned Bicycles 
... Layaways 
.'85 Bikes on Sale 
.Mountain Bikes 
467-81 
From paper money to the real thing 
Krueger sees future 
in banking, business 
by Carrie Moore 
of The Whitworth/on 
Majoring in business, a 
future in banking, Senior Bob 
Krueger has it set, as he 
returns to Portland after 
school. 
Krueger, a 23-year-old from 
Be'nd, Ore., plans to work at 
the U.S. National Bank of 
tense job, " staled Krueger. 
"It's very important to do 
what you want in life and not 
what is expected of you!' 
"Ever since the kid 
across the street 
plaved Monopoly with 
me, I've been In-
terested In busIness." 
Oregon in the commercialloan There is more' to life than 
department. He received a just making money, Krueger 
scholarship froql the bank to stated. A person must do what 
attend WbitwortJt. He has they want, tQ do whatever 
worked there two years. makes them happy. 
"Pm really excited ·about ". have a set plan, tt Krueger 
graduating in '86," stated cOQtinued. "It is systematic. I 
Krueger. 41There are so many will go into the bankilll field 
business opportunities out then advance into business 
there waiting to be ,rasped." enterprises. Ever since the kid 
Playing Monopoly with a ,across the street played 
, friend across the street Jot Monopoly with me, I've been 
Kruqer interested in business. interested in business." 
"I've always' been interested. With a minor in religion, 
I've never had question in my (Krueaer will foUow his faith, 
mind. I always knew what I Throuah prayer, he said, he 
wanted to do. U -- ,. plans to 4eyj~ PI\. hi, futur~ . 
Krueaer said he ,wo,:,ldn't accordms t~ how he ftiels and.' 
mind ,workina outside the' knows to be right., '( .. t 
United States. He went to Allowing opportunities in ~ 
Europe on a tbeater tour and other fields to. arise, Krueaer 
was exposed to different said he will ~ways leave other 
p11~ures and problems. He options ~pen. He said heoould 
, sai~ .he likes buaineu beca'*. change his career and SQ .into 
,it is"constantly:dWiIlq.,-He;., teI~on·;·'f~ i(~,at b~:"~:f 
wants to understand 'problems to be right. : ' , • 
companies' face in other parts As Ki-ueser moves out into 
of the world. what he calls a "time ofop-
"I would like to work in the portunity," he says he is ex-
security field odn investment cited ,and lnxious about his 
banking - a high' pressure, ,future in business. 
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LOOKING AT SPORTS 
TaJllor: reOection on. off the 6eld 
four year.... . While that remains a briibt ~;'" c!::.:...~I:'"':~ He uid It's a shame that ... by Dave Pearson 
of The Whltworthlon 
How do you go to school 
here at Whitworth four years 
and only attend one dance the 
entire time? "Easy," said 
soon-not-to-be senior Mike 
Taylor, "it was sponsored by 
the soccer: team 'and we lost 
money." 
Taylor, a four-year letter-
man in soccer. is a Business 
Management major who is 
wrapping up his car«r here at 
Whitworth. , 
Taylor will graduate with a spot in Taylor's past, the believes that this nAt/t two many people on-campus think 3 2 
-OPA nd has many ...- athletics is a waste of time. 
. a bright s..nt in his future is in year's soccer team was a maJ' or 
. f h' I' r here at I"" "There ;., a lot be be learned memones 0 IS lie the form of a stock broker. one. "We had a v~ talented ... 
Whit rth _. ,I out there on the field or 
wo . "That would be my ultimate team and didn't play well court," he said. 
"The greatest memory goal right now," said Taylor. ,toaather. The coachin. was Id b bl h t be t e .... • e Taylor iUl't without his pet wou pro a y ave 0 wo The biggest thing Taylor questionable. JI 
years ago when we won the - said he missed during his four Asked if he would like to peeves, though. ":r\te overem-
district playoffs and then lost years _w_ as not living on 'C8;lI1- leave somethin.. behind for phasis on Christianity; I 
t th t t
· NAJA ce ,... believe you can be a Christian o e wo- Ime soc r pus. "I couldn:t afford it, If he future graduates, he quickly ham I
· S' on Fraser " he without preaching the Bible, c pons 1m , said. "I wish I could have had snapped, ''-'Yea, you can learn 
'd "Wh t 1 ked' k'll bu( that's a part of Whit": sal . a we ac In s I, a ta~te of the dorm life and all as much f_ rom sports as you de r b l' worth. It's J'ust like those we rna up ,or y paymg _ t~e social advantages that can in the' classroom. It dances." 
I together. We were a close came with living on campus." prepares you for life." 
team." 
Daves 'list ",most hated Townsend,'Peck, Toutant, Spaulding, sarff, Ahnee Taylor, who attended high school at Mead where he also 
played Soccer, admits he wi~ 
miss playing soccer at thiS, ' thief. Besides that, he, plays 
level, but is lookiq forward to by Dave J3enz and Dave Pearson for Dallas. What more do you 
moving on with his life. of The. ,l!'hltworthian want? 
He plans to Iaf off for a ,-,' " ,', Number 7: 'Kelly l'ripuka, In men's basketball, Jeff 
year before attending grad lJ1e ,r~ults, are .in. Afta" ,-forward" Detroit Pistons. Spaulclina~, Whitworth's 6-8 
school. ·~HarvarC!f,·,', he said wt!eks,,;of :c:areful 'coD5i~ '.We've hated Kdly 'si.oce his by Dave Benz. center, . a transfer from 
with a pin, Ittllft" a pretty, tiOD;~ve and Dave present . Notre Dame d8js. They' Aid of The Whitworthion Portland~s Concordia Coli., 
good school." . :',': the,AU.:p:~n and Benz top, 'he"wouldn't mate it 'beQuse ----.:....--................... ---- Was amoq the,leque l~ 
He'll keep bosy,'this summer ten'm~OJated athletes. ' , be'was slow and wbite:-'well The Whitworth Collese in scorina,'~ blocked shots 
witb:1OCCeI' auDPs' and will N~~l():-Joe Thi~anr_ 1(eIIy,'yo'IID~~itrlfyoU~ class of,'86 iI~k full of field-~~"'" tap free 
maybe coach aPiP, next year quarter"ack,· Washlnlt,on sider 'Detroit,makiD.it), but outStandinaa~: A few of throw' ,per: ";dre-
at 'Ferrl$ ~where ~'is an assis~ Reds~:t\:!!,ou1S qdui~'~,=" 'you're still' 'slow and white. -tiKm are 1istcd ~ T _ boUD~.! 
tant now., .-:,' that ,;'J~',,:.ou -, , ,- Take up telmis. In foOtbaU,'M-..vua OWD-
"J'dj"" like to take a break histi~~.;~bilt his lea's broken; , .- 'Number 6: Kurt ,Rambis, send, a tra~sfer' f~m In women~s, basketball, 
before J;: .tep riPi-, into cor· . his '~~,is' over. That's 1000 .- forward, ~ Anples 4kers. Wenachee V8JJey ColleJe, was Sbelli Sirff. will' paduale as a 
porate America, ":said Taylor. enoulh\f~r'us. " - '-"IWDbis' ,Rambo-like _ket- ,a two.:yw letterman. ~ ."- four-ye.., ktterpeno~. Silarrs _ 
Taylor,;alSo p~ ,to con· ,Nu"!r,;,: 9:. Larry Ho~es;,:, b.n is ilothina short of a cr~ ~r~ssive play at InSIde, J~p'has been a cOnsis-
tinue his soccer play in men's e~-~~~"", we~sht chB:Jllp~on ~on man in hish tops. He ,lineb~ker. was '! _comersto~ tent plus f~~,the Lady Bucs for I~es around Spokane. "It ' bO~~~ :_I,..8rry ~ lost his ,title, 'fr~uendyhasmorefoulsthan ofthe_WhitworUi ~fense this 'the past four y~. 
isn't loins to be"the same, but now!:~d, even he woul~ t be ,'_points and worst of all" he season. , ' " " 
I'll stiD be,jnvQlved,!' he said. stUPI~:~OUgh to try agam. If- hustles.' _ ' , Soccer pla~,"'even Peck, a WhitW9~'~' ~tly com-
"I'm ilad I ~ here. Ws - he ~<M!S~':he'll definitely mo~':, Number 5: Ivan' Lendal, four-YC81'lettennan, 'lead ,the pl~, ~,seaso~ C . 
very ~'~man~i~&, both up in '~u..r,.&dection. ,"Nq. 1 t~, p~~ in_, the ,soc;cer t~ in ~_ apin this ~. ~ play, 'his, ... , !lc.~emu;ally -,~nd athl~t-. Nu~~i." 8:' Tony Dor~, ,'World. We !We to ~}' \l,,~~ , ~~~~., - 'I)~ sen~or~~o!D .. ...,.c~,~,¥por from ID.wau j 
ically," ~Taylor~ :'1 aune' Uiinln·~.~"-back~ .. Dallas' wl1Cn John McEnroe is dOri~' S.,ok*ne' earned 'his third' pltlycd;~ fOr the,'~ 
here- for the academacs. If I ICow~~~" ;Dorsett ~, o~er-;' foo1inl around' with Tatum NAJA aII..district honor and for the lasf four seasons. 
didn't, .Iwouldn~t have laste<' ratedO;:,w;tdefs~ ~d a tax,;· QfNeU, he'll bounce, Ivan like was also an all.leasue pick. . . , 
Ii bad Czech. And those prep- Kathy Toutant, the volleyball The Whitworthion' sports 
.RIlUDENl~ 
MAKE THE GUDE. 
Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates, 
and undergraduates. No interest payments ' 
until after graduation. Up to ten years to pay 
back at just 8% annual percentage ra:te~ 
Payments as low as $50 per month. 
Ask your School's financial aid office for 
an application and details. Or call the friend 
of the famJIy at (206) 464-4767. We're out to 
make your education more affordable. 
tThis rale does not necessarily apply to studentll1llith e~isting loans, 
Washington Mutual QUP 
The friend of the family , :~,~ .... ~." ... ,.", 
". hI I . 'n staff would like to salute these-py vests ... Yec team's on y seDlor, WI , ' h . 
.", NumfJer 4: St"e ~, Ie- sraduate as a four-y~ l~- athletes and all t e semors 
cond baseman, Lo~ Anaeles terperson. Toutant's defensive who participated in sports dur-
Dodgers., What a loserl He's ability sparkr;d the Lady Bues ing their four years at Whit-
Continued on pq. 11 to another winning season. worth. - : . 
Pair hang up helmets and. pads 
'after d~e of being t~~mates 
- • - "" i~" long before they entered col- on you," stated Crabb. 
by' Bob Coieman - lege. With their final season came , 
of The Whitworthii:m Ward and Shea first a great honor for the two 
As the 1985 season came to 
an end for the Whitworth 
Pirate football team, so did 
the grid iron ca.t:t:rs of Scott 
Ward and Kelly Shea. 
snapped -on helmets and athletes. They were voted to be 
strapped on pads in the captains by their· teammates at 
seventh grade at Oreen Acres Whitworth. . 
Junior High. As the Spokane natlv~ led 
Although they felt the the.Bucs ~nto the final game ~f 
agony of defeat in their first their semor season. the patr 
ever football game, they re~ had mixed emotions. 
boundCd to win the rest of the "We looked forward to our 
Ward and Shea have had a games and the Central Valley last game," remembered 
unique stint with the pigskin. Junior High Championship Ward. "We cried before it 
Not only have they played at that season. ' 'started, at half-time and after 
Whitworth together but ha"e it was over." 
also played on the same teams The next nine - years saw Although their organized 
in junior high and high school. Ward, a "scrawny, ugly little playing days are over, there 
' Over the past decade they;:- kid" as described ·by Sh~, may be some football ahead of 
have played in 84: games tum into. a tqugh, aggressIVe them. 
together, compiling a record middle hnebacker' and Shea HI plan on coaching high 
of 46 wins 37 losses and 1 tie! bounce aroun4 from offense school and I'm going to hire 
., '- ' 'to defense', fin8JJy settUnS in at Scott as my defensive coor-
Wherever they played, they the defensive lUie. c , dinator," stated Shea, who is 
were together. ' Crabb, believeS the close studyins to be an elemCJ}tary 
"We've always been a bond between Ward and Shea school teacher. 
package," co~nted Shea. 'made them better football -Ward is looking forward to ' 
As they entertd the college pl,ayers. . , a' > future as a business ex-
scene, their close relationship "One of them alone ecutive. 
was quite evident. woUldn't have been as good as What do the two plan to do 
"Right away I knew they both of them tOlether, when to fiU the void until those 
were really close, closer than one was 40wn, the other coaching jobs become a reali-
most," said Bob Crabb, who would pick him up. " ty? 
coached the two throughout "If you could get an entire Shea simply answered,' 
,their- oollegi~te ~ar~rs. ----.. -- t~ with:'lM.i"~ :kind of rela- "Relax and enjoy our Satur-
-~nreif"footbB~' -[," J staned tionship, nobody would score days." 
pO _, •• _ , __ _ ~ 
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New in Town 
We are Proud to Open Our Third 
Washington Store in Spokane. 
Grand OJJenln:g Celebration and Sale 
Friday, May 16, tbrough Sunday, May ~5 
. Jom us as we cdebrate the opening of our. Enter our Grand Opening Sweepstakes!· . 
~ store nationwide. REI briJlp only the Grand ~-Horizon Air flies our grand-prize 
. best outdoor gear and clothing to customers and .winner to Sun ValleY for a six..<fay raft trip down 
.I"U ,'. -" '~. That's been our standard thrOughout the Salmon River in Idaho t with Don Hatcq River 
., ~" .', ~'s ~9ry-startiilg'in 1938 when 23 Northwest Expeditions as yoo.. experienced guide. Also 
climbers set Up.t'Im cQopaative venture. Today, incI~ two nights lodging at Elk Hom Resort. ' 
REI is:the nation's .largest consumer cooperative 1st Prize-REI Super Pack, REI Ridgelioe . 
. with,over 1.6 million members. Membership is not 4-Person Tent, Solar n Sleeping Bag and i75 REI 
. required to shop at REI, but one of the benefits is a Gift Certificate. 
'. yearly, patroruige dividetldb3sed on ,your reguI2r- ' 2nd PrIze-Trip to I.za2k Walton Inn via Am~ . 
~~. In the past four years REI has declared for five days and-four nights in Montana's " 
patro~ dividends totaling over $24 million. wilderness. 
. , . '3rd Prize-REI Novara AT Mountain Bicycle. I, 
Now our new'Spokane store,is ready to serve you. And many more prizes! 
'" 
. :' '.. Com.e to our ~ opening and celdmue with . , '. ' '. . 
!..1'.'",i .. :.~.~;!.."!.i·iU;;S2,~bc:~oo~bicyJ-~I;ftri.~~'.;.w..fti~'-ll3~a;{~"'i3.ri(l ."~~"~:'I~ J ~., _f"'\-r"1 ,1"'~"1 .d'.'::'r,,',!. ,If ;'1 I' '-"tfl~- h~·(. 
! ", ~.:~ .. :.:~~ ~,'T~~:. ,: _. ·~15" >~ • .ayu~, l _ • J ~Ift - - -
'. .' cllinbing gear. plus actlvewear,' footw~ and more! " , 
~. 1 A 
•• •• 4 I •• • _, ~- N 
Quality Outdoor Gear and Clothing Since 1938 
, Spokane grand openlna weekend houri, 
Fri; (5/16) 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Sat. (5117) 9:00 a m. to 6;00 p.m., Sun. (5/18) JO:()O a.m. to 6;()O p.m. 
Sale week and relular hours, 
Mon , Tues., Sat. 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.; Wed., Thurs" Fri. 10;00 a.m. to 9;00 p.m., Sun, 12:()() noon to 5:00 p.m. 
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SPORTS 
1986 track team; close but no cigar' 
Staff report - Oh, so clo!le. 
On the scoring tables at the 
NAlA District 1 track and 
field championships in Bell-
ingham this weekend, the 
Whitworth Pirates didn't fare 
very well, the men placing 
eighth and the women seventh. 
But had you seen the meet, 
you probably would have pull-
ed your hair out in frustration, 
because everything kept com-
ing up in fives. 
The system for funneling 
runners and throwers into the 
championship heats involved 
taking the top four athletes 
from each heat in the pre-
liminaries and placing them in 
the finals. Four Pirates pla<;ed 
fifth in their heats, just miss-
ing a place in the title races. 
They were Kevin Kent and 
Peat Sutherland in the 800, 
Ted Gerken in the 400 and 
Lisa Vallem in the Women's 
400. Although they finished 
fifth, their times were strong 
and had the system been decid-
ed by who had the fastest 
limes, several of them would 
have made it. 
For the Pirates who did 
reach the finals, things got a 
little better but not greatly. 
Jeanine Hoffman missed sixth 
place in the discus by one foot 
and Scott McQuillen placed 
seventh in the 400 hurdles. The 
scoring system carried only 
first through sixth places. _." 
But there were some fine 
point-gathering performances 
by several of the athletes as 
Gwen Keiser and Julie 
Morgenstern took fifth and 
sixth in the women's javelin, 
Sharon Bailey took fourth in 
the 100 meters and the 
women's 4 x 100 relay team 
placed third. The men's and 
women's 4 x 400 relay teams 
both grabbed fifth places. 
The brightest spot for the 
Pirates came in the hammer 
where Arnie Tyler claimed 
first, John Worster third and 
Stuart Woods sixth. Tyler out-
dueled Tim Shannon of 
Pacific Lutheran, 172 feet 5 
inches to 169 feet 10 inches. 
Worster threw a personal 
record of 151 feet 10 inches 
and Woods tossed 139 feet 6 
inches. The Pirate men also 
received six points for Kevin 
Kent's third place in the 
district marathon which was 
held in February. 
Perhaps the two gutsiest 
performances of the meet 
came from Trina Alexander 
and Kent. Alexander, who suf-
fered a disqualification in her 
400 hurdles heat on Friday, 
came back to run her strongest 
ieg ever of the women's mile 
relay and the 4 x 100. Kent, 
who last weekend severely in-
jured his neck -in a car acci-
dent, was not certain if he was 
going to be able to run as late 
as Wt;dnesday. He overcame a 
great deal of pain to run in 
the mile relay, ~nd at the finish 
had to spend a half an hour ly-
ing down with ice bags on his 
neck before he could even 
stand up. Had he been 
healthy, the Pirates would 
have been in contention for 
the relay title. 
The season continues for 
four Whitworth athletes who \vilI' soon ·-maICe· tiie irl'p to' 
Russelville, Ark. for the 
NAIA Nationals. Hammer 
thrower Tyler will be making 
his second appearance in the 
event, and will be joined by 
pole vaulter Mark Unicome. 
Keiser will be throwing the 
javelin and if her hamstring 
heals in time, record-setting 
hurdler Annette Helling will 
also make the trip. 
(aU photoe courtesy of Dan Huhlzer) 
Hammer thrower Stuart Woods, javelln.st Julie 
Morgenstern, discus thrower Janlne Hoffman and 
800-meter specialist Kevin Kent In action at the 
Whitman Invitational April 26. All competed In the 
NAJA District I meet In Bellingham last Saturday. 
~-- ---- ------ ------ ---- I 
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FOOD . ITo"n 
Whitworth~ 
-Students!"-
Mon. & Tues .. Special 
.:25t 
for any 320z fountain drink 
with this coupon at any 
Zip Trip 
PIUd Adnrtbetneal 
Want to Rent 
2 bedroom/2 bath furn-
ished apartment. ~ay 
IS-July 15 by retired 
Florida couple. For in· 
formation call Joan 
~1663, ~7308. 
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Lutes' long balls lynch ·baffled Bucs 
by Jonathan Boston and 
Dave Benz ,/ 
of The Whitworth ian 
With a dramatic crack, 
Whitworth's baseball dreams 
came to an end. With two outs 
and one on in the bottom of 
the ninth, Whitworth had a 
8-7 lead against PLU. 
Twenty seconds later, the 
season was over. 
I 
John Doty drove the first 
pitch over the left field fence 
t~ end a wild day of baseball. 
The Bues and the Lutes 
squared off at noon to decide 
a best at three playoff series of 
Stannard Field. PLU won 
both games in the ninth inning 
to take the District champion-. 
ship. . 
In the fust game of the twin 
bill, the Bues were down by 
one run with two outs in the 
bottom of the ninth. The sacks 
were full ,of Pirates as first 
baseman Ryan Clements 
stepped to the plate. 
Much to the delight of the 
ruffian Lute supporters the 
. ball ended up safely in the 
webbing of third baseman 
Darin Walter. That ended the 
Bucs' hopes in game one, and 
set up a do or die game two. 
The Pirates staged a 
dramatic comeback in the top 
of the ninth inning of the game 
two to grab an 8-J lead. The 
Bues jogged back onto the 
field knowing they were just 
three outs away from forcing a 
deciding game three. 
With one man on and two 
outs, the Pirate supporters 
came to their feet. Lute John 
Doty stepped to the plate, and 
with one mighty swing, ended 
the game and the season for 
the Pirates. 
From the dugout both 
Coach Scott McQuilkin and 
injured left fielder Jeff Bare 
knew the ball was a homerun. 
"I knew it was out:' Mc-
Quilkin said of the two-out 
first-pitch. "I knew the season 
was over, and the hard work 
was finished," said the 
. disheartened Bare as he recalled 
the fatef~ homerun. 
Clements came into the 
playoffs with a team·leading 
.416 batting percentage. ·But 
instead of sending the 3-2 ~LU head coach Larry ·Mar-
pitch toward the right field shall said after the game, "The 
pasture, Clements hit a last thing 1 ~old him (Doty) 
. ~e&I; fly ba1Wowarcrtbird.'~.'~~J'l~~. r t,?:: _.~.~,_ ":in it 
Before ... Pitcher Scott Carolan ••• Ib hi' mound duty. 
The Whitworth side was 
stunned, while the rowdy Lute 
crowd exploded as they ran to 
the fj~ld in celebration. 
.. Baseball is just that kind 
of game," said McQuilkin. 
"On· any given day .. .0' 
DeSpite the fact the Bues 
tw.ice lost ninth inning leads, 
'McQuilkin w.d he doesn't feel 
that his team choked. 
UThey battled all the way," 
he said of his Bucs. "PLU is a 
good team. There's nothing to 
be ashamed of." 
McQuilkin said he feels that 
perhaps the Il-day lay-off that 
Whitworth had might have 
had an effect, especially in the 
first game. 
"We made some bad throws 
early," he said. "It took a 
while to get going." 
After the game, McQuilkin 
told the team that he was 
proud of them and their ac-
complishments. 
"There wasn't ~uch to 
say," he said. "Everyone was 
stunned and disappointed, but 
I'm proud of the way they 
fought. " 
. Despite the reather sQdden 
ending, McQuilkin said the 
team had a good year. flWe 
fell short of our goals, but 
overall we had a successful' 
year." 
The Bucs ended up with the 
best record in the district. 
They began the year With 
many players who were new to 
the program. 
After ... Carolan', flnt pitch of the game Hl'Vft up the Buc'. ~. "We .had good peoople who got' along," McQuilkin 
for next season, losing only 
two seniors. 
Whitworth had considerable 
individual suc«ss to go with 
their outstanding season. 
"Ryan Clements had a 
super year, and is clearly one 
of the best tiitters Whitworth 
has ever had," said his coach. 
McQuilkin &Jso pointed to 
the great seasons Troy Ander-
son, Scott Barkley, Aki 
Savage and Troy Oliver en-
joyed. 
"Aki Savage gave us great 
leadership behind the plate," 
said McQuilkin. "Scott 
Barkley did a real good job 
learning to play center field, 
and I was very pleased with the 
season Troy Oliver had. He 
was our catalyst." 
The Bucs are looking to im-
prove their bench depth for 
next sea. .. on. McQuilkin said 
he feels that a lot of potential 
is "there. 
Take Eddie Beloate, for ex-
ample. The freshman catcher 
hit two homeruns in Friday's 
second game. 
."Eddie ~an really play," 
saJd McQuilkin. "He's going 
to be a factor for the next 
three years. to 
___________________________________ pointed out. I f this season was any in-
dication, the Bucs will be as ,Most hated - from p. 8-------------------
well. . 
the only second baseman in 
the league that underthrows 
first base. And what's more, 
that all-American-guy look 
went out with "Leave it to 
Beaver." 
Number 3: Magic Johnson, 
point guard, Los Angeles 
Lakers. We hate the Lakers, 
with a passion. Magic is all 
that the Lakers stand for: 
loud, skill-less, overpaid and 
whiny. At last count, Magic 
had traveled 11 times in the 
playoffs without getting called 
for it once. The league's not 
big enough for that hot dog. 
Number 2: Mary Lou Ret-
ton, gold medal gymnast, 1984 
Olympics. Mary Lou hasn't 
done anything but jump over 
Duracell batteries and eat 
since the Olympics. And by 
the way, she traded in her 1984 
Corvette for a 1986 Corvette. I 
seems the old one was the 
wrong color. She's no athlete, 
she's a walking endorsement. 
Number I: Reggie Jackson, 
designated hitter, California 
Angels. Reggie, whose claim The Bucs are looking solid 
to fame is that he once had a ~;~::~£~E~~i~ r------~:-~~-~;:-:~::-----------------)------------l 
he strikes out once in every 3.8/ I-lair I)c s igll • I 
at bats, The only thing that 
makes more wind than his 
whiffing bat is his mouth. Walk·ms Welcome 
Right now, Reggie is batting I WOLFF TANNING SYSTEM I 
.320. Not bad, but we predict I ....... n. I 
that come next September, .... k ...... ,D. 407.5265 
he'll be batting .220, tops. Cilia .... ".50 N. 9111 Counlry Homes Blvd, ! 
Overpaid and overweight is no . .,/1.0,17 Spokane, WA 99218 I 
h h I, ~ H •• , '0 a..Ioln,RobIJIn, way to go t roug he. ------------_________________________________________________ _ 
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CALENDAR 
13 TUESDAY 
• READING DAY (No diiy cluses 
- evening claun meet) 
14 WEDNESDAY 
'FlMl~: 
' •.•. ·10 .... . 
15 'THURSDAY 
• FIaaI Eum.: 
1 •.•. ·10 •.•. 
16 FRIDAY 
• FIuJ~: 
8 .... ·10 •.•. 
UUO ..... ·12:30 p ••• 
2:30 p ••. -4:3O p ••• 
51t 
7 
6/7 
10:30 .... ·12:30 p ... . 
11:30 p ...... :31 p ... . 
6 
5 
• 
10:3O •••. ·12:30p .... 
1:30 p ...... :30 p ••. 
2 
5 
1 
o KatIty a.-u Suior Pelfor •• 
QU, 3 P:a. - MRH 
17 SATURDAY 18 SUNDAY 19 MONDAY 20 TUESDAY 
• Ho ..... Alder M ...... Golf o 1IKe ......... te. 9:30 •. ID. -
Aut. 
~I--------------~-
TGUnM ...... 7:30 ..... - Sua-
__ .Golf Coane 
o Bruada. 11 •••• - SAGA 
• SeaIw Art EUlbIt: "..... Zada. 
11:15 ..... - KG 
. eo-............ 2:~ p.ID. -
Op.nHouee 
o SeaJor Art E.hJbIt: N....:y MW. 
- CH 
• PIc:nIc .. The Loop. BODO 
• Drmu pili "doD: -W" III 
Fdu ....... 1 p, •. - JIRH 
o eo-t .. the hill: WIad ED-
_We, 2:30 p .... - Loop 
o SaIlor Honan RedtaI. 4 p .... -: 
MRH 
• Sador IleIIectIoa. ne-.rt. 8 
p .... -
person" who will set personal 
desires aside for the good of 
the people. Marston. believes 
that great changes can be 
made by people within the 
system . more effectively th~ 
from the outside. That is to 
say, though people protest and 
rant-and-rave over such issues 
as Central America and South 
Africa, one needs direct access 
to actually change things. 
As cliche as it may sound, 
Marston does believe that the 
"Pine Cone Curtain is really 
true. In' away, we live a 
sheltered life," he said. But, 
he will be the fust to add, it 
doesn?t have to-be that way. 
"When you're here,. make the 
e"perience valuable to your-
'self ... 
Marston is quite happy with 
where he is now. Though he 
has no concrete plans in the 
immediate future, he is not 
panicking., He said, "It's just 
finding my niche." Marston is 
presently going through the 
Peace Corps interview pro-
cess. He said' goveniment 
work is a ,distinct'possibility. 
ThQugh school is great" 
Marston is ready to move on. 
He is confi~ent that, with 
God's help, he will be able to 
make an important contribu-
tion to this soci.ety and to the 
world. 
MIDNIGHT 
May,7-18: 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Any 12-inch, two-item pizza 
Only $5.85! 
6606 N., Ash 
Got those study-all-night Finals Week blues? II 326-8300 
Domino's pizza has all the answers. ~tI! 
No coupon necessary. 
Not good with any other offer. 
•
. aro,:. 
.Mr. 
BJ revisited 
by Jill Johnson and Toby Willis 
of The Whitworthion 
Th~re was a time when boys 
didn't live in Baldwin-Jenkins; 
they just visited 24 hours a 
day. , 
Before the Freshman Dorm, 
bef()re the International 
Theme Dprm, Baldwin-
Jenkins was home to about 
130 neurotic. freshmen. "We 
were the most extreme 
'freshmen. We gave the 
housekeeper a nervous 
br~akdown," said Cindy 
Lance. 
As the campus scrutinizes 
the Freshman Dorm, with its 
"specially-trained" RAs and 
guidance from Student Life, 
certain members of the claSs of 
1986 remember the "original 
freshman dorm." 
Living in what was called 
the "Virgin Towers," the 
women of BJ 1982-83, paved 
the way for traditions and 
memories that will not be soon 
forgotten. 
Beach boogies in the middle 
of December, the first BJ P J 
Dance. initiation and Stewart 
men all come to mind for any 
BJ alumnae. 
"I remember Doug McFalls 
climbing the tree outside our 
window and serenading us," 
said Nan Grose. 
Other fond memories of 
BJ's Stewart brothers include 
bedtime stories and backrubs, 
a color TV in their lounge, 
escort-service to 7-Eleven and, 
of course, their serenading. 
But these women made their 
own (unique) kind of fun." I 
dressed up like Aphrodite, the 
gOddess of love, for Hallo-
ween, carrying green plastic 
grapes from Goodwill and 
wearing a pink sheet as a 
toga," remembered Theresa 
Zeorlin. 
Lance recalled, • 'Theresa 
(Mueller) and Karl (Kieffer) 
would steal each other's matt-
resses and throw them out the 
window." , 
Lance was the target of 
another ptacti.cal joke. "I 
went away for the weekend 
and they turned everything up-
side down: my pictures, my 
drawers, my bears, my books, 
even the number on the 
door," she said. 
If there is one thing these 
women learned during their BJ 
stay, it was how to properly 
execute a fire drill. But, of 
course, it took practice. 
<II was so naive when it 
came to winter, I didn't think 
to put anything on my feet. I 
had to stand out in the snow 
during a fire drill, " said 
Grose. . ' 
Other residents' didn't make 
it outside. "I remember sleep-
ing through the fire alarm and 
the RA didn't wake me up," 
said Tracie Cloninger. 
Freshmen exuberance 
abounded through the halls of 
BJ with Richard Simmons 
aerobics and Amy Grant on 
blaring stereos. flWe used to 
make a lot of noise at odd 
hours of the night. People 
would tell us to shut up," said 
Marcia Tapp. 
As the last of the BJ women 
prepare for graduation, the 
days of BJ remain a common 
link. Said Laura McMillan-
Beggs, '" remember the peo-
ple most of aiL" 
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